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Subject: .!

Reference:

.. . . ... . .

Submittal of Information Regarding Extended Power Uprate Vulnerability
Reviews--. ' - .: . .

Letter from K. R.'Jury (Exelon Generation Company, LLC) to U. S. NRC,
"Commitments and Plans Related to Extended Power Uprate Operation," dated
May 12, 2004

Following implementation of extended power uprate (EPU) at Dresden Nuclear Power Station
(DNPS) and Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station (QCNPS), increased steam and feedwater.
(FW) flows associated with the higher power levels resulted in increased main steam line (MSL)
component vibrations. Subsequently, these increased vibrations produced equipment
problems, mainly associated with accelerated component wear, that were determined to be a
result of operation at EPU. Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EGC) performed assessments
to ensure that vulnerable components were identified, monitored, and modified as necessary to
support acceptable performance for a complete operating cycle at full EPU power levels, and to
ensure that no potentially affected components experience failure or unacceptable degradation
due to vibration.

In addition to the vibration assessment, EGC conducted an extent of condition (EOC) review for
EPU-related issues. The objectives of this review.were to identify. and mitigate the potential
vulnerabilities associated with operating the DNPS and QCNPS units at EPU levels, to fully
understand the differences between the industry norms for uprated plants and the design and
operating margins for DNPS and QCNPS, to development and implement recommended
corrective actions, and to reevaluate EPUas a safe and reliable operating strategy for DNPS
andQCNPS. -

In the referenced letter, EGC committed to meet with the NRC technical staff to: (a) discuss
results of the reevaluation of previous assessments of the impact of flow-induced vibration
under EPU conditions on reactor vessel internals, steam and FW systems and components,
including an evaluation of previous evaluation deficiencies; (b) describe how the data collected
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was used to assess the dynamic loading on plant components other than the steam dryer, and
(c) provide results of the review to identify potential EPU-related equipment vulnerabilities. On
September 23 and 24, 2004, EGC met with the NRC technical staff to discuss the results of our
reevaluations. Following the meeting, the NRC requested that EGC provide details regarding
information that was discussed. The requested information is provided in the attachments to
this letter.

Attachment 1 provides the requested Engineering Change Evaluations performed for EPU-
related issues at DNPS, Units 2 and 3, and QCNPS, Units 1 and 2. Components included in the
vibration assessments for DNPS Unit 3, and QCNSP Units 1 and 2, are tabulated in the ECs.
However, because DNPS Unit 2 operated continuously during periods when the other units
were evaluated, a qualitative assessment of DNPS Unit 2 components was performed.
Attachment 2 contains a comprehensive report for the EOC review, including scope and depth
of the evaluation, a list of individuals involved in the review, review methodology/approach,
findings, and associated recommendations and corrective actions. In addition, this attachment
provides EOC reports compiled for main steam, FW, reactor internals, and recirculation
systems. Attachment 3 contains tables that outline specific recommendations identified during
the EOC review, including modifications and enhanced inspections, strategic operational and
maintenance initiatives, and ongoing analyses, studies, and reviews to address EPU-related
system vulnerabilities. Attachment 4 provides a root cause report and operability evaluation for
the Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve issues at QCNPS. The root cause report is currently being
revised to reflect the latest available information. Attachment 5 contains the root cause and
operability evaluation related to FW sample probes at DNPS.

One (1) CD-ROM is included in this submittal. The CD-ROM labeled, "Dresden and Quad Cities
EPU Reviews," contains the following file:

001 September NRC Meeting.pdf 9,985,893 bytes Publicly Available

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Mr. Thomas G. Roddey at
(630) 657-2811.

Respectfully,

Patrick R. Simpson
Manager - Licensing

Enclosure:
(1) CD-ROM, "Dresden and Quad Cities EPU Reviews"

cc: Regional Administrator - NRC Region Ill
NRC Senior Resident Inspector- Dresden Nuclear Power Station
NRC Senior Resident Inspector - Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station
Illinois Emergency Management Agency - Division of Nuclear Safety



ATTACHMENT 1

Engineering Change Evaluations- Vibration Assessments for
Dresden and Quad Cities Nuclear Power Stations

1A) Engineering Change Evaluation 348693, Revision 1

1 B) Engineering Change Evaluation 346515, Revisions 0,
1, 2 and 3

1 C) Engineering Change Evaluation 348316, Revision 2

1D) Engineering Change Evaluation 347001, Revision 1

1 E) Engineering Change Evaluation 346402



ATTACHMENT IA

Engineering ChangeEvalu*ation 348693, Revision I.
"Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit2 for Potential Vibration Effects at

. IExtenderin Powner EvalationU Power3 Levelsio".
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Engineering Change (EC) 348693, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 2 for Potential Vibration Effects

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Reason for Evaluation I Scope:
Background
During the Quad Cities Unit 1 forced outage in November2003 (i.e., Q1F51), the
3B Electromatic Relief Valve (ERV) actuator was discovered with significant
damage. ERV actuators were refurbished and vibration instrumentation was
added to the ERVs and other Main Steam Line (MSL) components. Quad Cities
EC-EVAL 346515, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line (MSL)
Vibrations at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels," concluded that the
ERV actuators were vulnerable to accelerated aging due to the increased
vibration levels from EPU.k Therefore, it was necessary to determine the extent of
condition of the observed indications. The instrumentation of Dresden Unit 3
components, EC EVAL 347006, "Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line
(MSL) Vibrations at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels," and this
evaluation are part of the extent of condition review from the Quad Cities issues.

Purpose
This EC EVAL provides a qualitative technical evaluation to support continuous
operation of Dresden Unit 2 up to a power level of 2957 megawatts thermal
(MWth). This evaluation confirms the conclusions reached for component
acceptance after work performed during the Fall 2003 Dresden Unit 2 refueling
outage (i.e., D2R1 8), prior to the discovery of the Electromatic Relief Valve
(ERV) degradation on Quad Cities Unit 1.

Approach
Component and system responses for full EPU power operation were assessed
using vibration data taken during the EPU power ascension in December 2001,
component failure history, laboratory testing, inspection results from preventive
maintenance (PM) and analytical modeling. Unit 2 work orders and other PM
information are compared to the conditions found at Quad Cities. Vibration data
is compared to data measured at Quad Cities Unit 1 during original EPU power
ascension. This allows comparison of data taken at similar locations. The
results of the extensive evaluations for Quad Cities Unit 1 (i.e., EC EVAL
346515) are then used for justification of the acceptability of the Dresden Unit 2
components. The purpose of this evaluation is to provide assurance that full
EPU power operation will pose no threat to continued equipment operation
throughout a 24-month fuel cycle.

Results
All components are found to be acceptable for full EPU power operation.
Required actions are included to ensure acceptable equipment performance
beyond the current cycle, which culminates in the Dresden Unit 2 refuel outage
scheduled for November 2005. Actions are tracked under AR 203507.
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IEngineering Change (EC) 348693, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 2 for Potential Vibration Effects

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Required Actions:

Prior to D2R19 9
1. Evaluate the current PM scope and frequency for all components

included in this evaluation. The expectation is that some MSL
components will need increased PM frequencies'for inspections'
rebuilds', refurbishments and/or replacements until sufficient EPU
operational experience proves that accelerated aging is not occurring.
(Assignee: A833ONESTP, due'date November 21, 2004)

-2. Replace current ERV actuator Catalog Identifications for the springs,
bracket with bushing and guide'rods with the upgraded parts as utilized
at Quad Cities prior to rebuilding any additional ERV actuators.
(Assignee: A8322MM, due June 30,2004)

3. Create a standard PM task for walkdown of potentially vulnerable
components. For scope, see EC EVAL 346402 (walkdowns performed
for Unit 3). (Assignee: A833ONESTP, due January 15, 2005)

During D2R19 Outage
4. Inspect the components internal to the ERV actuators. (Assignee:

A8351 NESPR, due date' December 15,'2005);-
5. Inspect one main steam isolation valve (MSIV) during the next refuel

outage, D2R19, to confirm that no degradation has occurred, especially
in the area of disk to stem. If degradation is found, evaluate thebneed for
expanding inspection to other MSIVs. (D2R19- Assignee:
A8351NESPR, due date December 15, 2005)

Detailed Evaluation: '

Comparison of Vibration Values

Dresden Unit 2 does not currently have vibration monitoring equipment installed
on specific components like Dresden Unit 3 and the Quad Cities units.
Therefore, the original EPU power ascension data was reviewed f6r this
evaluation. A comparison of the magnitudes and frequencies was performed for
three units (Attachment 1). This comparison shows that there is no conclusive
evidence that Dresden Unit 2 exhibits any difference in vibration response from
the other two units. One reading'in excess-of 1.0 g maximum is considered as
non-consequential due to the high frequency at which it occurs (150 Hz) and the
small displacements that would occur. The high frequency, high g value (>1.0) -

responses were not found to have any negative impact on the evaluated
components for the other three units. The comparison concluded that the
evaluations performed for Dresden Unit 3 and Quad Cities Unit 1 are applicable
to-Dresden Unit'2. Additional comparisons are discussed for critical components
below and are based principally'on the'as-found conditions-of the components as
identified during D2R1 8. All other components are considered acceptable'since'
evaluations for the other units identified rhfovulnerabilities.' These other
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Engineering Change (EC) 348693, Revision 1
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 2 for Potential Vibration Effects

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

evaluations are documented under EC EVAL 347006 for Dresden Unit 3 and EC
EVAL 346515 for Quad Cities Unit 1

As-found Component Condition Summary (Dresden Unit 2)

Work orders for inspection and refurbishment of the four Unit 2 ERVs were
reviewed. Step 4.6 contains specific steps to inspect and replace, as necessary,
the plunger springs, guide rods, and bushings (on support brackets). All four Unit
2 actuator internals were found in acceptable condition with no parts requiring
replacement. Since these parts are the components of concern, and since Unit 2
had operated at full EPUQ power (except for normal down power evolutions) for
over 700 days, degradation effects due to EPU are deemed negligible. It is
recommended that the upgraded parts be utilized during any future rebuilds of
the actuators. This will be accomplished by retiring the existing part Catalog
Identifications and replacing them with the revised parts, as was done for Quad
Cities.

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU Levels

The four ERVs have virtually identical assemblies, which consist of the main ERV
valve body, pilot valve, and solenoid actuator. The pilot valve is connected to the
ERV by means of a turnbuckle (a threaded pipe coupling arrangement) and a
pilot valve tube. Each valve has small diameter leak off piping that is routed back
to the ERV discharge line.

Significant testing of an ERV assembly has been completed at Wyle
Laboratories. Although the focus of this testing was to validate the modifications
for Quad Cities, they are directly applicable to Dresden. Documentation of the
testing and results is included in the documents related to EC (DCP) 343933,
calculation SIR-04-023. The results of the testing, which confirmed the
vulnerable internal actuator components, and inspections of those components
performed during D2R18, are that the ERVs in their current configuration are
adequate for full cycle operation. It is recommended that during any subsequent
actuator rebuilds, the hardened parts be utilized for the Dresden actuators.

Evaluation of MSIVs

An evaluation of the MSIVs was performed for Quad Cities and Dresden Unit 3
by comparing measured values to seismic aging qualification test data for the
Quad Cities Unit 1 actuators. Measured and extrapolated values for MSIVs were
well bounded by this aging evaluation and were therefore determined to be
acceptable for continuous full EPU power operation. Since the EPU vibration
data is similar for Dresden and Quad Cities, the evaluations already performed
are considered bounding for Dresden 2. In addition, as discussed below, the as-
found condition of the MSIVs, after more than 700 days of EPU operation,
showed no deleterious effects due to vibration. Therefore, there are no concerns
with the acceptability of the MSIVs for EPU power operation. Continued
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Engineering Change (EC) 348693, Revision' 1
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dres'den Unit'2 for Potential Vibration Effects

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

inspections during the Dresden Uriit'2'refu ling outage scheduled for Fall 2005
(i.e., D2R19), and when warranted du6 t6 leak rate failures, will ensure that any
degradation is found early and prompt corrective action's taken.

The work performed during D2R18 on the MSIVs was reviewed for possible
effects of vibration. That review and the work performed is summarized below as
reported by the responsible plant engineer.

* During D2R18 the following work was performed. No indications were noted
on the MSIVs or any of the sub-components that would be indicative of EPU
related vibration degradation. Any issues noted on the MSIVs are considered
normal.

1. The MSIV liners were proactively replaced on the 1A, 1B, 1C and 2C
MSIVs. No indications of abnormal degradation on the valve, liners or
plug.

2. During D2R18 the total MSIV rminirnmum path leakage was determined to
be 94.25 standard cubic feet per hour.(scfh) (A MSL - 0.15 scfh, B MSL-
1.1 scfh, C MSL- 57.1 scfh and D MSL 35.9 scfh). This value is in
excess of the Technical Specifications (TS) allowable value of 46 SCFH
as required by TS Surveillance Requirement 3.6.1.3.10. As a result, the'
1 D and 2D were also repaired. The cause of the excessive leakage was
determined to be normal wea'. '.

3. During disassembly of the ID MSIV, 'the'four lower liner welds'were
identified cracked' This valve 'still had the original liner configuration. This
is an issue that was not unexpected, and a contingency modification with
the new liner design was installed: The 2D lower liner welds were- intact;
Other than the cracked lower liner welds, there were no indications of
abnormal degradation on the valve, liners or plug.

4. The air supply manifolds were replaced on the four inboard MSIVs per the
normally scheduled PM. No abnormal degradation was noted.'

5. The 10% close limit switches were adjusted on all MSIVs.
6. A leak test was performed on the inboard MSIV actuators. Two were,

noted to have minor leakage, anrid were replaced.'
7. A non-destructive examinati6n' wasperformed on the inboard air supply

line connections to the accumulators both at the beginning of the outage
to evaluate the as-found condition, and at the end of the outage to verify
that no damage had been induced as a result of maintenanrce. 'No -

indications were noted.. In addition,,snoop checks were performed at the
supply line connection to the accumulator and to the manifold for the
outboard valves. No abn6rmial degradation was noted.

Evaluation of Target Rock'Safety/Relief Valves (S/RVs)-'

The Target Rock S/RV as found setpoint after the first EPU cycle was found low
by 3.6%. Evaluation of the impact of this value is documented under IR
#225880. Investigation and action, both completed and ongoing, documented

4



Engineering Change. (EC) 348693, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 2 for Potential Vibration Effects

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

under AR 215874 for the quad Cities valve will also provide documentation for
the Dresden units of the final approved configuration. Final resolution will be
documented under EC EVAL 350693. No actions are specifically required under
this EC for the target rock valve.

Other MS Components

The following MS supports were inspected during D2R18 and found acceptable.

Support Number
M-569 SHT 21
M-564G SHT 2
M-564G SHT 3
M-569 SHT 9

The following MS snubbers were tested during D2R1 8 and found acceptable.

M-564G Sht 2, M-564G Sht 3, M-564E Sht 10

Summary of Other MS Work performed during D2R18

Following the issues discovered at Quad Cities and the decision to perform a
detailed inspection of Dresden Unit 3 during Maintenance Outage 10 (i.e.,
D3M10), concerns were raised about Dresden Unit'2. Dresden Unit 2 began
EPU operations near the'e'nd of December2001. Up to the start of the D2R18
outage, Dresden' Unit 2 had operated nearly 2 full years. During the D2R18
outage, the System Manager performed routine inspections of the MS system.
Also the standard PMs and program inspections were performed. No -adverse
conditions were identified that were indicative of abnormal wear that resulting
from increased vibrations as seen at Quad Cities. The Electrical Maintenance
Department first line supervisor that has had experience at Quad Cities on
overhauling their ERV actuators stated that the D2 ERV actuator overhauls
performed during D2R1 8 indicated only normal wear. The four main steam
safety valves that were removed all passed their +/-1 % setpoint test at NWS
Technologies.

Conclusions / Findings:

This EC EVAL provides an engineering evaluation supporting operation up to
2957 MWth. It has been concluded that this full EPU power operation will not
result in imminent failure or unacceptable degradation levels of any components.
The conclusion is based on evaluation of the empirical data, including operational
and work history data, measured vibration'data', endurance test reports,
comparison to Dresden Unit 3 and Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 evaluations, and
ERV testing.

5



Engineering Change (EC) 348693, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 2 for Potential Vibration Effects

at Extended Power Uprate,(EPU) Power Levels

Attachments:

Attachment 1: Chart of EPU MSL Vibration Levels - Dresden Unit 2 versus
Dresden Unit 3 and Quad Cities Unit 1.

References:

1. EC 347006, Evaluation for Dresden Unit 3

2. EC 346515, Evaluation for Quad Cities Unit 1

3. TODI CC2004-9993, Main Steam Line Post EPU Material Condition
Documentation From D2R18 ;

Independent Review:

MPR Associates, Incorporated,' has 'performed an independent review of this
evaluation and they have concurred wiith the conclusions. Their letter is 'attached
below.
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EMPR
ASSOCIATES INC.

E N G I N E E R S

April 22, 2004

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Review of Vibration Assessment for Dresden Unit 2 (EC-EVAL 348693)

Dear Ms. Eldridge:

Exelon recently provided MPR with draft EC-EVAL #348693, "Evaluation of Dresden Unit 2
For Potential Vibration Effects at EPU Power Levels," for review. The EC-EVAL examined the
potential for damage to occur to main steam line components as a result of higher vibration
levels during operation at extended power uprate (EPU) power levels. MPR has completed a
review of the draft EC-EVAL and concluded that the Dresden Unit 2 emergency relief valves
(ERVs), main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), and Target Rock safety relief valves are unlikely
to experience accelerated vibration related aging effects prior to the next refueling outage
(D2R19). These components were identified as being particularly susceptible to damage based
on inspections of main steam line components, especially ERVs, at Quad Cities Unit 1 (QCI) in
November 2003. Other Dresden Unit 2 components susceptible to elevated vibration damage
that were inspected recently also should maintain their integrity through D2R19. In summary,
MPR concurs with the conclusion in EC-EVAL #348693.

The conclusion in the EC-EVAL is based primarily on the absence of observed vibration damage
to components that were inspected in the most recent Dresden Unit 2 refueling outage. At the
time of the inspections, the plant had operated for approximately 700 days at EPU power levels
(less occasional reductions in power). Significant damage to QCI ERV components was noted
after only 5 months of operation at less than full EPU power levels. Although a limited amount
of vibration data suggests that the vibration levels at lower power levels are similar between
Dresden Unit 2 and QCI, MPR agrees that the operating experience from the previous cycle
indicates that accelerated component degradation will not occur in the current operating cycle.

Our review of EC-EVALs for other Exelon units (Quad Cities Unit 1 and Dresden Unit 3) is
ongoing. We will forward you our comments or conclusions shortly. Please call me or Bill

320 KING STREET ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314-3230 703.519-0200 FAX: 703-519-0224 http:1\www.mpr.com



Ms. Sharon Eldridge - 2 - April 22, 2004

McCurdy if you have any questions related to our review efforts or this letter.

Sincerely, -

Phillip J. Rush, P.E.'



EC# 348693
ATTACHMENT 1

Summary of Vibration Comparison Data

Dresden Unit 2 Dresden Unit 3 Quad Cities Unit I
MSL Direction Max Hz MSL Direction Max Hz MSL Direction Max Hz

gs gsgs
B-1 X 0.01 237 Bi EW 0.12 153 D NS 0.34 139
B-1 Z 0.07 159 Bi VERT 0.21 139 D VERTICAL 0.05 139
B-3 VERTICAL 0.11 157 B1 NS 0.04 156 D EW 0.15 139
A-1 1.06 150 B2 EW 0.06 142 B NS - 0.06 139

B2 VERTICAL 0.04 153 B VERTICAL 0.07 139
B2 NS 0.05 157 B EW 0.13 139
D NS 0.10 11.5
D VERTICAL 0.11 153
D EW 0.15 163 ___

I
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-ATTACHMENT 1 B

Enginee-ring Change Evaluaion 346515, Revisions 0, 1, 2, and 3
"Evaluation of Quad-Cities Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels"'



EC # 346515
Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Reason For Evaluation / Scope:
Backqround
During Q1 F51, the 3B Electromatic Relief Valve (ERV) actuator was discovered
with significant damage. ERV actuators were refurbished, reinforcing plates
were installed (tieback) and vibration instrumentation was added to the ERVs
and other Main Steam Line (MSL) components. Exiting Q1 F51 and Q1 F52
(outage to repair monitoring equipment), Unit 1 was limited to pre-EPU power
levels until data could be collected and evaluations performed to conclude that
components were not vulnerable to accelerated aging due to the increased
vibration levels that would challenge equipment operability or near term structural
failures. The components evaluated are listed in the table in the "Summary:
Long Term Component Responses to EPU Vibration Levels. Also evaluated
were Main Steam Piping lines, including branch lines. The result of these
evaluations was that all components were found acceptable for full cycle
operation, with the exception of the ERVs. Therefore, the ERV vulnerability
defined the recommendation for limited operation.

Purpose
This EC EVAL document provides a technical evaluation for allowing operation of
Quad Cities Unit 1 up to a continuous power level of greater than 2511
megawatts (MWth) up to 2957 MWth for a maximum of 3500 hours, with an
intermediate limitation of 1600 hours pending actions described below. This
value is chosen to ensure sufficient time elapse prior to any shutdown to provide
some indication of wear. This would facilitate a determination of longer-term
acceptability of the ERVs for full power operation. This is also predicated on
acceptable operational history for the ERV actuators during the 7355 hours
completed in 2003 above 2511 MWth, combined with the understanding that
accelerated wear / degradation is the only area of concern. Some levels of
degradation of some components will be expected, specifically the ERV
actuators. A unit shutdown prior to the end of this period will be required to
inspect for wear/degradation and/or to install modifications.

Approach
Vibration data throughout the range of power operation, component failure
history and analytical modeling were used to assess component and system
responses for full EPU power operation. Vibration data were obtained during the
ramp up to and at pre-EPU power level of 2511 MWth (nominal) and then during
the ramp up to and at 912 MWe (2910 MWth) on December 30, 2003. This data
was extracted and then utilized in evaluations. The purpose of these evaluations
was to provide assurance that full EPU power operation will pose no threat to
continued equipment operation throughout the remainder of the current fuel cycle
or to make specific actions required prior to allowing full cycle operation.

Results
Required actions are included to ensure acceptable equipment performance
beyond the 1600-hour limitation to the 3500-hour maximum approved period.

I



EC #'346515
Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Up-ra'te (EPU) Power Levels

Additional actions are also provided to be'completed during the subsequent
shutdown and prior to the end of the fu6l cycle for Q1R18. Detailed required
actions for further testing, evaluatio'ns'a'nd potential plant changes are also
detailed below and the actions rbec'Oired to' corhnplete these items are tracked
under AR 194877: -

Required Actions:
To Remove 1600 hour limitation:

1 Perform detailed testing on the ERV configuration, with Wyle Labs, to
confirm analytical results, project wear rate, and to confirm proposed
additional modification adequacy. Testing to be completed prior to
installing ERVs in Unit 2. (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date: 2/23104)

2. Complete analytical evaluation of the 3E ERV and comparison of results
of all four ERVs to confirrmEngin.e ring'Judgment'determination of
acceptable operational peri6d of 3500 hours. (Assignee: A8064MW-DR,
due date 2/11/04)

Prior/During Planned Outage After 3500 Hours of Operation
3. Obtain a vibration'data'set monthly and after return to full power

operation after any down power of greater than 10% and assess for
variation/deviation from the analyzed data and any negative impacts.
(Assignee: gather data A8426CMO, due date 5/30104, Analysis
assignee: A8064MW-DR, duekdate'5130/04)

4. Install accelerometers on the IC MSIV during the planned shutdown
following 3500 hours of operation. "Evaluation of data obtained will be
used to define the need forthe inspection required in Action 16 below.
(Assignee: A8426CMO, due-date 5/28104)'

5. Install accelerometers on the'3C ERV pilot valve to confirm model
accuracy. (Assignee: A8426CMOdue'date 5/28/04)

6. Install modification to the ERVs to reduce pilot valve response to
vibration. (Assignee: A8452DEM, Due Date 5/30/04)

7. Inspect the components'idedtified during Q1F51 as degraded. These
include the ERV actuators,"HPCI 4 valve operator and snubber mounting
brackets. (Assignee: A8451 NESPR, due''date 5/30/04)

8. Monitor weekly individual MSL'fldws'to'provide any anomalies that
indicate MSIV degradation; '(A8452RRT,'due 'date QI R1 8, 3/22/05)

PriortoQiRIB 8- ,

9. Obtain a full set of vibration data when -the unit is moved to full thermal
power of 2957 MWth for the'first timne. This data will be used to confirm
the assumptions made on expected maximum vibration levels.
(Assignee: A8426CMO, due date 5/28/04; Analysis action assignee:
A8064MW-DR, due date 6/11/04) (This is also an unverified assumption
in Reference 4 calculation, -ATI194877-08)

10. Evaluate the current'PM scope and frequency for all components
included in this evaluation. The expectation is that some components

2
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EC #346515
Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

will need increased PM frequencies for rebuilds, refurbishments and/or
replacements.' (Assignee: A843ONESSC, due date 5/21/04)

a. Consideration should be given to perform a post-EPU baseline
inspection during the Q1R18 outage.

11. Perform testing on the NAMCO limit switches using the Quad specific
vibration predominate frequencies and amplitudes. This testing to be
performed prior to approval of full cycle operation. (Assignee:
A8064MW-DR, due date 5/20/04)

12.Perform testing on the Limitorque actuator type and size SMB-2-80 or
equivalent using the Quad specific vibration predominate frequencies
and amplitudes. This testing to be performed prior to approval of full
cycle operation (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date 5/20/04)

13.On the HPCI 4yvalve, create and utilize an analytical model to evaluate
the failure analysis results to determine the vulnerable sub-components
and to design an effective modification. Install the modification of the 4-
rotor design to remove the degradation vulnerability during Q1 R1 8.
Closely trend normal IST test data until that outage to ensure that any
deleterious degradation is identified prior to challenging valve
functionality.' (Assignee: three separate tasks will be assigned, due date
611104)

14. Evaluate the snubber inspection plan to ensure that sufficient MSL
snubbers are functionally tested during Q1 R18 to ensure that
degradation is not occurring. - Inspections should include the previously
degraded snubbers, .1-66 and 1 -71. Adjust inspection plan as necessary.
(Assignee: A8451 NESPR, due date 6/1/04)

15.Complete comparison of Quad Cities Unit 1 to Dresden Unit 3. This
comparison may provide further insights into changes that can be made
for Quad Cities to minimize the measured vibration level responses such
that accelerated component degradation does not occur. This evaluation
includes the following elements: (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date
6/25/04)

a. Expansion of the ongoing MSL circuit analyses and/or scale
model testing to include the frequency range up to 180 Hz. This
may provide insight into the source of the measured 139 and 157
Hz predominate frequencies.

b. Detailed configuration differences in all MS line branch line
connections between Dresden and Quad.

c. Detailed evaluation of the ERV configuration installed at Dresden.
d. A comparison of steam flows between Dresden and Quad on MSL

and all branch connections during EPU power level operation.

During Q1Ri8
16. Inspect the 1 C MSIV; during the next refuel outage (Q1 R1 8) to confirm

that no degradation has occurred. If degradation is found, evaluate the
need for expanding inspection to other MSIVs. (Qi R18- Assignee:
A8451NESPR, due date 3/22/05)

3
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17.Perform any additional inspecti6ns'as determined by evaluations
performed in actions 7, 8, 9 and 11.'(Assignee: A8450EM, due 3/22/005).

18. Install modification to the HPCI -4valve rotor. (Assignee: A8452DEE,
due date Q1 R1 8,3/22/05)-

Detailed Evaluation:
,^;

Component Damage Summary (Quad Cities Unit 1)

The below information is summarized based on information contained in CRs
written during the subject forced outage (Q1 F51). - '

CR No. Brief Description
186979 Documents as found condition of 3B ERV actuator and drain pipe
188050 Walkdown of drywell, MSIV room and top of torus for structural

and support issues, surmmary of three issues found
188052 Walkdown results from heater bay and Unit 1 turbine deck
188128 Equipment'issues identified during walkdown of drywell first level

and MSIV room
188185 Issues with HPCI 230114 valve MOV found during walkdown of

MOVs inside containment
188202 Discrepancies noted during drywell walkdown of second, third and

fourth levels.

ERV/Solenoid Historical Failure Summary:
ERV Actuator refurbishment history back 'to 1990 indicates that ERVs have
experienced wear similar to that noted in Q1 F51, although not as severe, prior to
EPU operation. ERV issues identified in QlF51 are included in the table below,
with repairs made as stated. A form'al Root Cause is documented under AT
186979-13. More details on the historical'problems with ERV actuator are
provided in the root cause report referenced here. This iriformation was used in
part as input into the current evaluations.

EPN As Found Actuator As Found Visual and PT As Left As Left Visual and
Conditions Exam results Actuator PT Exam results

_ :___ _ .__ -__._ _:_:__._;__:Conditions . _._.

1-0203-3B A Left actuator spring * Pilot drain line broken . .Actuator -. * Drain line
protrudes through * Other welds had no refurbished replaced to first
bushing recordable indications flange

* Cover welds broken * Cold spring load noted
* Guide Rods grooved during attachment of pilot

from spring wear -drain line flanges after valve . -. . Cold spring
* Limit switch arms broken replaced . removed

.__.__.___ andlormissing . ;
1-0203-3C * General condition sat, * -1 inch weld on pilot drain Actuator * No action taken -

springs just beginning to line weld slightly under-filled refurbished under-filled weld
wear into bushings * Cold spring noted acceptable

Cold spring
removed
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1-0203-3D * Trip plate pivot point * 1 inch line at ERV (between Actuator * Valve replaced
sloppy ERV and pilot) had 1/8 inch refurbished * Results on

puddle mark in toe of weld replacement valve
at ERV (acceptable) . were sat (visual

* Slight undercut indication at and PT)
toe of weld near ERV all the a No cold spring

. way around noted
1-0203-3E * Cracking of spring plate * 1-inch pilot drain line has Actuator a Flapped the area

noted at shorting bar small pitting filled with paint. refurbished of the drain line
• Grooves worn into Pits indicated to be less than near the pilot valve

guide rods 118 inch. and re-inspected
* Springs just beginning a No cold spring noted

to wear into bushings _

ERV Pilot Drain Line Historical Failure Summary:
Drain line breakage has occurred prior to EPU conditions, attributable to both
cyclic fatigue, as well as personnel interaction issues.

Snubber Issues discovered during walkdowns in Q1F51:
- TS 1-66 (for 3E ERV discharge piping) - clamp found loose and rotated. A

nearby clamp on same pipe was tight. Snubber was tested satisfactorily.
The loose clamp was most likely the result of improper installation.

- TS 1-71 (support for C MSL) - load pin was nearly pulled out. This was likely
the result of snubber proximity to workers and worker catching PCs on the
pin. The pin will be replaced by a stud in the upcoming refuel outage,
preventing recurrence.

Steam Dryer Issues
Steam Dryer issues have impacted station performance. Repairs to the dryer
have been completed. A formal root cause is underway under CR 188129 and
will be completed in January 2004.

Other vibration related issues identified on Unit 1:
- Vibrations in HPCI piping resulted in LLRT test tap removal
- Small Bore Piping Failures in MS, FW, CD Systems (but issue primarily on

Unit 2).
- Miscellaneous vibration-related clamp looseness/damage issues identified in

Q1F51 (moisture separator supports, MSL low point drain line tiebacks) -
these items were corrected.

- Damage noted to 1-23014 limit switch rotors in Q1F51, but EPU vibration tie
not yet established.

Conclusions
- Damage, particularly that on the ERVs, generally can be characterized

as fretting, wear and piece part fatigue. This damage can be considered
relatively long-term (months), and would not lead to rapid, catastrophic failure.

- With the exception of 3B ERV (Failed Drain Line), QC-1 ERVs were
operational.
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Effects of Increase to Full EPU Power 2957 MWth

Based upon a review of the thermal modeling for the Unit 1 Reactor heat balance
and operating data from the summer& the maximum steam velocity through the
MSLs at full power (2957 MWt) was determined to be 226 ft/sec for the Unit 1 "A"
steam line. The 'A' line is evaluat6d'here'because it is the shortest line and
therefore has the highest steam velocities. 'This velocity represents'a 23%
increase over the corresponding'maximum'velocity 'pre-EPU (at 2511 MWt) of
1 84 ftlsec'for the "A" line, which is where Unit 1 is currently operating: The ramp
up to 912 MWe on Unit I required 'areactor thermal power of approximately 2910
MWt, which would result in increased flo'w'velocities in the main steampiping to
222.6 ft/sec. This conclusion agrees with the expected response of the system
to such conditions. Since the'mass flow rate through the main steam piping'is
approximately proportional to the thermal power, operation at a thermal power
approximately 1.5% less than 2957 MWt would be expected to result in a steam
flow rate of approximately 1.5% less. The impact of the future 1.5% increase in
thermal power will be increases in the measured vibration levels.

All of the component evaluations'utilized'the mheasured data obtained during the
December 30, 2003 ramp up to 912 MWe'. These values represent the plant
response to 2910 MWth. At some point in the future, power levels are'-
anticipated to reach full licensed power of 2957 MWth. For most of the
components, excepting 3C ERV, the predicted increase can be calculated by
plotting the available data. For 3C ERV the'prediction for full power vibration
values are that the magnitude will.n'ot significantly change.' This is predicated on
the small change seen from 2488 MWth nominal to 2910 MWth (4.14 grms to
4.17 grms). Prediction graphs are' included in Attachment 1. The accuracy of
these predictions is influenced by the fact that the change is a'function of both
flow rate and proximity of the vortex'shedding frequency to the acoustic
frequency. Each compone'nt evaluation includesa discussion of any potential
effects of increased vibration levels'as the ;unit'approachies full thermal power.
Actual vibration levels will be measured when the unit stabilizes at full power to
confirm the assumptions made.

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU Levels

The four ERVs have virtually identical assemblies, which consist of the main ERV
valve body, pilot valve, and solenoid actuator. The pilot valve is connected to the
ERV by means of a turnbuckle and a pilot valve tube. A tie back support has
recently been added to all four valves.' Each valve has small diameter leakoff
piping that is routed back to the ERV discharge line. Detailed finite element
analyses, using the finite element prd'grarn ANSYS, have been completed for
ERV 3B, 3C, and 3D and are documented iri Reference 2.

The finite element analyses determined natural frequencies and their
corresponding mode shapes. The natural frequencies and mode shapes were
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compared to the frequency content of the measured vibration data, and it was
determined that a pilot valve pendulum mode is the primary cause of the
excessive solenoid wear.

Correlation of Bump Test Data to Analytical Models

Bump test data for 3B and 3D ERV and dynamic data were obtained during plant
start-up on December 2 2 nd to 100% power (2488 MWth) and power ascension to
EPU power level (2910 MWth) on December 3 0 1h. Two ERVs, 3B and 3D, were
subjected to impact tests while recording the accelerometers on the ERV and the
pilot valve. The magnitude of the data was not controlled, so the spectra plots
were assessed for frequency content only. A review of the bump test data shows
the frequencies of the 3B and 3D ERV models, with the tie back supports,
compares well to the bump test data. Thus, the analytical models are assessed
to be representative of the installed ERVs and can be used to evaluate the
vibration loads and response, and effect of the tie back support.

Evaluation of Vibration Test Data

The vibration data was reviewed for amplitude versus power level to identify key
frequencies and to observe amplitude versus power level trends. Two key
frequencies showed up at all accelerometer locations: 139 Hz and 157 Hz.
These two frequencies had very sharp ramps (similar to AC spikes) indicating.
low system damping. While the magnitude varied from channel to channel, these
two frequencies were dominant on all channels and the magnitude usualy
increased proportional to-operational power level.

The measured vibrations at 139 Hz and 157 Hz are acoustic frequencies that are
systemic with the steam pipe system, since they were detected at all
accelerometer locations. The 139 Hz frequency is observed at all recorded
power levels and amplitude increases are proportional with power level (with the
exception of 3C ERV). The. 157 Hz frequency is not observed at 2212 MWth and
appears at power levels above 2384 MWth. In addition to the vibration at 157
Hz, the vibration magnitude at the ERV 3B inlet flange increases at 139 Hz, as
the power increases to 2910 MWth, whereas, the vibration magnitude on the
ERV 3C inlet flange increases rapidly only at 139 Hz. As noted above, the two
discrete frequencies are very sharp.

Effect of the Tie Back Support

Evaluations were performed to assess the effect of the tieback support on the
ERV assembly and drain piping. The primary benefit of the tie back support is to
reduce amplification of accelerations at low frequencies (i.e., less than 50 Hz).
Modal analyses were performed using the ERV 3B finite element model with and
without the tie back support. The analytical results were found to compare well
to the bump test results. Thus, the analytical model was used to predict the
natural frequencies of the ERV with and without the tie back support. A
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comparison was made of the calculate'diatural frequencies, mode'shapes and
modal participation factors near the predominant vibration frequencies of 139 Hz
and 157 Hz for both the ERV 3B with and without the tie back support. The
results of the comparison show that the'a'ddition of the tie back support does not
change the dynamic characteristics of the ERV near 139 Hz and 157 Hz. Thus,
at the predominant vibration frequencies bf 139 and 157 Hz, the tie back support
provides no significant improvement; however, there is also no negative impact.

,,.; .,,~

Wear and Degradation

Historical data shows that ERV 3E actuator typically sustains more actuator
wear, during pre-EPU, than the ERV 3B actuator. This was not the case in
outage Q1 F51 after approximately 7355 hours-of operation at power levels above
2511 MWth. The ERV 3B actuator experiericed significant wear and the valve'
actuator became inoperable. During-the same outage, the ERV 3E actuator saw
significant wear but the valve was still operable. The key difference was that the
actuator spring wore through the bushing on ERV 3B, whereas the ERV 3E
actuator springs were just beginning to wear into the bushings. In addition to the
significant actuator wear found on' ERV 3B, the drain pipe connection to the pilot
valve was broken. .The failure of the drain pipe'was attributed to socket weld
quality and cold spring. -

Configuration and Turbulent FlowAssessment- ERV 3E and 3B

Main Steam Line (MSL) B has two ERV branch lines and a HPCI branch line.
The ERV 3E branch line is just downstream of a MSL bend radii, -2.5 diameters'
(MSL outside diameters, 20 inches) past the bend radii. The HPCI branch line is
downstream about 5.2 diameters past the bend radii, and the ERV 3B branch line
is about 9.6 diameters past the bend radii. The ERV pilot valve orientations are
the same, and the pilot valve turnbuckle is normal to the MSL.

All three valves are subjected to the same steam flow rates and the turbulent flow
caused by the two acoustic frequencies at 139 and 157 Hz. These acoustic
modes are a result of turbulent flow separation and structural coupling with the
geometry of the branch lines. The flow turbulence is approximately the same
magnitude'for all valves in this'MSL segment, since the turbulent flow does not
attenuate due to the high flow rate (typical 203 ft/sec) and the low steam density
(2.24 lbs/fe). Therefore, all three-valve branch lines experience essentially the
same vibration levels.

ERV Modal Assessment - Drain Line Intact

ERV 3B was modeled to determine its modal characteristics. The results of the
modal analysis determined the key mode shape that could cause this type'of
wear. For this mode shape, the frequency coincided with one of the predominant
vibration frequencies that was identified as'a pilot valve pendulum mode at 157
Hz.- Since ERV 3E has similar ge6ietry'a6n'd orientation on MSL B, the modal
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displacements would be similar. The natural frequency near 157 Hz for ERV 3C
shifts slightly and is attributed to the differences in the drain pipe routing.

ERV 3B Modal Assessment- Drain Line Failed

ERV 3B was modeled with the drain line detached to simulate the failure of the
drain line connection to the pilot valve found during the QlF51. The modal
response of this valve configuration (i.e., the pilot pendulum mode) dropped to
140 Hz, which was very close to the 139 Hz acoustic mode. A dynamic
assessment of this configuration shows a greater dynamic motion for this pilot
valve (due to its increased flexibility) than ERV 3B with an intact drain line.
Based on the measured vibration for the ERV 3B inlet flange, the vibration is 0.52
g rms at 139 Hz and 0.22 g rms at 157 Hz. Since the drain line failure causes a
drop in the natural frequency of the actuator to 140 Hz, the actuator would be
subjected to higher vibration levels than prior to the drain line failure.

ERV Design Modification

Based on the results of the dynamic analysis, correlation to the test data, and
review of the actuator degradation, the long term recommendation is to replace
the tie back support with a pilot valve modification (a reinforced plate bolted or
welded to both ends of the pilot valve - see Figure 1 or some alternative which
results in a significant relative stiffness change). This design modification will not
eliminate the cause of the vibration but is considered economically feasible, since
eliminating the acoustic vibration would entail significant main steam and branch
line changes.

".rS ' of, , W gEDischarge

.. ','.,-,,_'4 .... ae Sleoi W4**,,^, -Flange

Reinforced A 7
platesPioER

(typical) 4Valveu

Figure 1. Plates Supporting the Ends of the Pilot Valve

Operation at 2910 MWth and Higher

The ERV 3B actuator degradation was found to be greater than ERV 3E during
Q1 F51. A comparison of the measured vibration for ERVs 3B and 3E shows that
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the vibration of both valves has 'predominant vibration at 139 Hz and 157 Hz. In
addition, the measured vibration 'magnituFdes 'at the inlet flanges are almost the
same. Since their measured vibration and valve geometries are similar, their
modal responses are expected to have similar pilot valve modes. Therefore,
their dynamic responses are expected to be similar. This would also imply that
their wear rates/degradation should 'also' be similar. A'dynamic analysis of ERV
3E should be performed to confirm its m- odal characteristics.

ERV Risk Assessment For ERV 3B and 3E

Additionally, the ERV 3B modal analysis indicates that the valve has increased
flexibility with a failed drain line'a nd'the''dynaamic response is much greater (10-
20% greater). It is this additional motion that results in greater wear on ERV 3B
than ERV 3E. If the drain line had not failed, the wear isexpected to have been
similar to ERV 3E.

Bushing wear/degradation is a furction of time. The wear starts out slow and'
increases as time increases. As the 'wear increases, the dynamic response
moves larger distances and creates larger 'dynamic impacts (due to limit cycle
motion), which increases the wear rate.' For operation' up to 1600 hours, the '
wear at the end of this period is expected to be less than % of that observed
during outage'QE151.'Additionally, since the'drain line has been repaired, the
accelerated rate attributed to the increased pilot valve'flexibility would not be a
factor. Therefore, 'plant operation for' 1600 hours at 2957 MWth would present a
very low risk of wear degradation that would challenge the operation of the
actuator.

- ' * -' v , , ! ... ..

RiskAssessment For ERV 3C .

The ERV 3C actuator has similar modal behavior as the ERV 3B actuator. The
key difference is that the ERV 3C actuator observed wear is historically low and
the usual amount of wear was found in' Ql F51. Additionally,'the vibration data
indicates low acceleration magnitudes at 157 Hz. The high vibration for ERV 3C
at 139 Hz is along the Y-axis (vertical'direction). This acoustic frequency would
not excite the pilot pendulum mode at 157 Hz, and the vibration is normal to the
mode shape motion. Therefore, this mode shape would not respond.'This' is the
reason the ERV 3C has not seen excessive wear. Therefore, plant operation for
1600 hours at 2957 MWth would present an insignificant risk of wear degradation
that would challenge the operation of the actuator.

Risk Assessment For ERV 3D

ERV 3D has a similar configuration to the other ERVs, but the pilot valve is
parallel to the main steam flow. ERV 3B, 3C and 3E are all normal to the main
steam flow. The pilot valve pendulum mode occurs at 159 Hz, but since the '.- '
valve is oriented parallel to the main steam line, the dynamic response is not as
great, which does not permit ERV 3D to wear as much. Therefore, plant
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operation for 1600 hours at 2957 MWth would present a very low risk of wear
degradation that would challenge the operation of the actuator.

ERVAssessment Summary

Since QC1 has operated at EPU for at approximately 9 months (7355 hours at
>2511 MWth), and the ERVs were demonstrated to operate in their degraded
condition, QC1 can continue to operate at EPU power levels (up to 2957 MWth)
for a limited time. Based on the fact that this degradation is a result of the
acoustic mode vibration at 157 Hz and that this damaging frequency is still
present, then ERV actuator wear is expected to continue. The wear
phenomenon is time dependent, therefore, the longer the plant operates, the
more wear/degradation will be observed.

For operation at 2957 MWth (slightly higher power level than the 2910 MWth
level attained on December 30th), it is expected that the vibration levels would
increase in proportion to main steam. flow velocity squared. From the vibration
trend plots, Reference 1, the 157 Hz frequency appears to have reached a
plateau, whereas, the response at 139 Hz seems to be increasing. Therefore, it
is projected that the response at 139 Hz will continue to increase.

If QC1 continues to operate at 2910 or 2957 MWth, the ERV solenoid and pilot
valve vibration levels are-expected to continue. Based on the analysis that has
been performed to-date, Reference 2, it is expected that ERV 3B (with an intact
drain line and a tie-back support) would wear no more than ERV 3E (with a tie
back support) at 2910 or 2957 MWth. The wear/degradation of ERVs 3C and 3D
would not be worse than the wear found during Q1 F51 due to the lower
measured vibration levels at these valves.

ERV Recommendations

The following recommendations are made:
• Inspect the ERVs at the next outage to quantify the wear.
* Replace the current tie back support with supports that restrain the pilot

valve pendulum motion (See Figure 1). The final configuration should be
determined by testing and analysis.

* During the next available plant shutdown, install accelerometers on the
ERV 3C pilot valve.

* Perform vibration testing of the ERV. This should include the tie back
support and any proposed modification to confirm the analytical results.

* Perform a modal analysis of ERV 3E.

Evaluation of Piping

Piping models were generated; see Reference 3, for main steam line A, B and C.
These models include the main steam piping from the reactor vessel nozzle to
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the drywell penetration and include the relief valve discharge piping to the drywell
penetration.

In addition, piping models were generated using'the computer program,
PIPESTRESS, for the ERV assembly and associated leak off piping'. The leak
off piping is very similar for the four valves. Therefore, the valve assemblies and
the connecting drain piping were evaluated by applying the highest measured
acceleration on each ERV for the appropriate main steam line.

The maximum peak accelerations at 2910 MWth as shown in Attachment 4 Table
1 were applied to each piping model and stresses were calculated. The analysis
was done by the response spectrum modal superposition method, with the peaks
conservatively broadened by ±10%'to'account for uncertainty. Use of peak
rather than rms values conservatively'assumnes that a ll vibration cycles are at the
peak value, whereas the majority of the cycles are at a much lower level.

Stresses calculated for the piping w're compared to the endurance limit as
specified by ASME-OM'Standard Part 3. -The allowable stress is 3846 psi, based
on the OM-3 criteria. The maximum calculated 'stress-for the ERV piping was
1959 psi, about 50% of the OM-3 allowable. It should be noted that the OM-3
criteria contains a number of safety factors which when 'taken 'together, produce
a very conservative result.

The evaluation for the effect of the ERV.vibration on the main steam piping has
been done by analyzing the ERVs on main steam lines A, B, and C using the
PIPESTRESS program. MSLB is the limiting line because it contains two ERVs,
plus the HPCI tie-in is located between the ERVs. The piping model includes the
,large bore main steam line B piping, the safety valves, ERVs 3B and 3E, the
ERV discharge lines, and the HPCI line. Response spectra analyses were
performed applying the maximum measured peak response at the 3B ERV pilot
valve to the entire piping. Although limited acceleration data is available on the
main steam lines, the accelerations along the pipe are expected to be
significantly less than at the pilot valve'based on geometry differences. The
maximum stress is 2396 psi, at the connection of the 3/4" drain' line to the 3E pilot
valve. All of the stresses are within'the OM-3 allowable. The high stress points
are all associated with the ERVs, the safety valves or the tees to those valves.
The stress at the connection to the HPCI line is only 607.psi.

A second piping model was created for main steam line A (MSLA). MSLA
contains a tie-in to the RCIC system. MSLA does not contain an ERV (it has the
Target Rock SRV),' thus, the Target Rock 3A measured accelerations were I --
conservatively applied to all of the piping. The maximum stress is 1317 psi, at
the branch end of the tee to safety valve 4E. The same point on the branch to
safety valve 4A has a similar stress'. 'All of the'stresses are within the OM-3
allowable. The high stress points are all associated with the safety valves, or the
tees to those valves. The stress at the connection to the RCIC line is 1137 psi.
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A third piping model was created for main steam line C (MSLC). Response
spectra analyses were performed by applying the maximum measured peak
response at the ERV 3C to the entire piping. The maximum stress is 1405 psi, at
the connection of the 3/4" drain line to the 3C pilot valve. All of the stresses are
within the OM-3 allowable.

Thus, the vibrational stresses in the piping are below the OM-3 allowable so
operation at EPU power levels will not affect the integrity of the piping.

Evaluation of MSIVs

The evaluation of the MSIVs was performed by comparing measured values to
seismic aging qualification test data for the Unit 1 actuators. (See Attachment 3)
The seismic aging testing consisted of sinusoidal variation of frequency between
25 and 200 Hz at 0.75 g applied to the valve bonnet in accordance with IEEE-
344 for vibration endurance testing. Measured values for the B MSIV (inboard)
and extrapolated values for the A and D MSIVs were well bounded by this aging
evaluation and were therefore determined to be acceptable for continuous full
EPU power operation (Attachment 3).

The extrapolated values for the C MSIV, which were based on measured data
taken at the ERV inlet flange, were outside the bounds of the aging evaluation.
This extrapolation is very conservative because it uses localized data obtained at
the ERV inlet flange and extrapolates to the MSIV (inboard). Continued
operation through the remaining operating cycle is deemed acceptable because
of the following:

1. The 1 C and 2C valves were reworked during Q1 R1 7, which included
general inspection of valve internals. New trim and liners were installed at'
that time. No indication of stem/disk wear was noted in the as found
condition.

2. The measured vibration levels at the 3C ERV inlet flange are not
significantly increased at EPU power versus 2511 MWth level (see
Attachment 1). This means that the vibrations being experienced by the
MSIVs are most likely very close to those seen during the first twenty
years of unit operation. There is no history of stem/disk problems on the
IC MSIV.

3. During Q1 F51 the MSIVs were closed to allow for MSL plug installation.
There were no problems noted during this evolution.

Operation up to Q1R18 is approved, with the following required actions to
confirm acceptable performance.

1. Perform a full stroke test of the inboard C MS IV after several months of full
EPU power operation. This action will be performed during the planned
shutdown after 3500 hours of operation.
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2. Install accelerometers on the 1C MSIV when in a planned outage to obtain
actual data on that MSIV. Action to be completed during planned
shutdown after 3500 hours.

3. Monitor individual MSLflows for any change that could be indicative of
degradation of an MSIV.

4. Inspect the C inboard MSIV during Q1Rl8 for any signs of wear related
degradation.

Evaluation of HPCI 4 Valve Operator

Based on-Walkdown data, the limit switch (4 rotor design) internal to the HPCI 4
valve operator was found degraded. This limit switch was~replaced during
Q1 F51 and the old component was sent out for failure analysis. Preliminary
results of this analysis confirm that the limit switch continued to meet its electrical
requirements in its as found condition. This information combined with the
evaluation documented in Attachment 4, 'confirm the acceptability of this valve
operator for full cycle operation. -Inspection of the operator during the planned
outage after 3500 hours is required. -

Additional analyses of the operator assembly will also be performed to determine
the susceptible subcomponents and to develop a potential modification to
eliminate the vulnerability. These actions will be completed to support
modification during Q1R18.

Summary: Long Term Component Responses to EPU Vibration Levels

An assessment of the component response to EPU power levels has been
performed and is summarized in the following table:

Component |2910 MWt Assessment ; Expected long term EPU Comments
Results Performance I

MSIV Actuators, Sinusoidal aging test @ 0.75 Acceptable at EPU levels Attachment 3
except on 1C valve g's from 25 to 200 Hz - based on existing margin with

the exception of the 1C valve.
Recommendations include
Internal inspection during
Q1R18, full stroke testing' or
validation of acceptable
vibration levels required for

, :- - full cycle qualification.
Inboard and Seismically rugged 21.06 g's, Acceptable at EPU levels Attachment 2
Outboard MSIV Limit 29 Minute test at 7.5 g's-- based on existing margin,
Switches Acceptable margin. testing required validating

i acceptability for long-term
operation at EPU measure
vibration levels.

Inboard and Passive Item, very rigid Acceptable - no wear or Attachment 2
Outboard MSIV subjected to small G's fretting after 1 year at EPU
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Temperature acceptable levels
Elements
MSIV/RCIC LLRT Very low frequency based on Acceptable - No indication of Attachment 2
Taps analysis - no significant degradation after 1 year at

excitation measured at low EPU levels
frequency Acceptable for
EPU levels ___

Safety Valve Acoustic Sine beat test accelerations Acceptable at EPU levels Attachment 2
Monitors 6.0 g's compared to 4.226 g's based on existing margin
Safety Valve Pipe clamp style Acceptable - no wear or Attachment 2
Temperature thermocouple, passive fretting after 1 year at EPU
Elements element without any extended levels

masses.
RCIC Inboard and Tested at values between Acceptable as no rotor wear Attachment 2
Outboard PCI 8.25 g and 37 g for 351 noted after 7355 hours of
Operator and Limit minutes. Measured values operation at >2511 MWth
Switch - Limitorque 3.608 (SRSS peak)
Operator
Pressure Switches Seismic qualification tested Acceptable - No indication of Attachment 2

@ 20 g's subjected to less degradation after 1 year at
than 0.2 g's Acceptable EPU levels
based on margin

ERVs valves, Analyzed using 2910 MWth All components acceptable Attachment 4
actuators, drain lines, vibration data and Finite for EPU levels based on
etc Element Model (FEM) margins and operating

experience for 1 year except
actuators. At EPU levels for
1 year w/o tieback actuators
experienced wear
degradation but were
operable. 3B ERV exception
caused by drain line damage
due to weld deficiency and
pipe cold spring. Further
testing and modification
required.

Safety valves Seismic qualification 11 g Acceptable - Based on Attachment 4
horizontal and 9 g vertical existing margin and no
compared to ERV measured indication of degradation after
values of 1.52 g's horizontal 1 year at EPU levels
and 4.17 g's vertical.
Acceptable based on margin

HPCI 4 and 5 valve, Seismic qualification 6 g Acceptable - Based on Attachment 4
operators and limit horizontal and 4 g vertical existing margin. CR 188185
switches compared to 0.395 grms and 188945 detail as found

horizontal and 0.589grms condition. Modification of the
vertical. Acceptable based limit switch may be desirable
on margin and power labs to prevent future degradation.
preliminary test results
showing full electrical
functionality

Target Rock (3A) Compared to qualification There is some potential for Attachment 3
information on new type 2- pilot leakage and thread wear
stage valves. on the main piston/stem joint.
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EC # 346515
Evaluation of Quad Cities Main'Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

. 'Pilot valve leakage would be
detectable by increased

- , tailpipe temperatures. -
MSL Drain valves 1- Estimated life duration based Acceptable for full power Attachment 2
0220-1 and 2, on the seismic testing operation. Valves are closed
operators and limit information and extrapolated after turbine warm-up and left
switches measured vibration levels is closed during normal

38 years; ., operation, hence position
change is only required
during a unit shutdown.

Operating Experience at EPU Power Levels

Between 12/1/02 and 11/11/03,'-Quad Cities Unit 1 operated for approximately
8300 hours at EPU conditions. The table below summarizes the run time at
various power levels above pre-EPU 100% power (corresponding to -85% power
post-EPU): all data was taken from PI that utilizes the unit process computer
(data point QDC01V D601)

QC-1 Run % Of Total
12/1/02 to Hours Run Hours
11/11/03

Total 8300 100
> 85% Power -7355 1 89 -
> 90% Power -7279 . 88 -
> 97% Power -7041 85

The damage observed during November 2003, which led to this evaluation, was
found after approximately I/2 of the normal two-year operating cycle or 7000
hours at greater than 97% thermal power. The amount of service time that
resulted in the observed degradation provides a level of assurance, based on
empirical data, analyses and Engineering Judgment that the 3500 hours of full
power operation approved by this EC will not be detrimental to equipment
functionality. A temporary limitation of 1600 hours of operation is imposed
pending completion of the additional analyses and testing to confirm the
Engineering Judgment determinations. Some levels of degradation of the
components as discussed above will be expected. A unit shutdown at or prior to
the end of this period, 3500 hours, will be required to inspect for
wear/degradation and/or to install modifications.

Conclusions / Findings:
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EC #346515
Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

This EC EVAL provides an Engineering Evaluation supporting operation above
2511 MWth up to 2957 MWth for a maximum of 3500 Hours, with an interim
limitation of 1600 hours pending additional analyses and testing. It has been
determined that this operational period will not result in imminent failure or
unacceptable degradation levels of any components. The conclusion is provided
by evaluation of the empirical data, including both operational data and ERV
testing during the outage to determine natural frequencies. Based on these
evaluations, the ERV actuator and the HPCI 4 valve limit switch are identified as
having some potential for wear or fatigue degradation at EPU power levels.

Attachments:

Attachment 1: Summary of Current MSL Vibration Levels - Quad Cities UI - for
complete data information see QDC-11 Q-302 (Calculation)

Attachment 2: Evaluation of Components for Vibration Effects at 2910 MW

Attachment 3: "Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 MSIV and SRV Vibration,"
General Electric Report No. DRF-0000-0023-4260, dated January
9, 2004

Attachment 4: Structural Integrity Associates Vibration Assessment

References:

1. QC-1 1 Q-302, Revision 0, Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration
Data Reduction.

2. QC-1 1 Q-301, Revision 0, ERV Finite element Analysis and Vibration
Evaluation.

3. QC-1 1 Q-303, Revision 0, Analysis of Main Steam Piping
4. QDC-0200-M-1 360, Revision 0. Evaluation of Components for Vibration

Effects.
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EC# 346515
ATTACHMENT 1

Current MSL Vibration Levels - Quad Cities U1

1211/2003 I
2143 MW

5 to 2010Hz Bandwidth
gmax gmin I

12/1/2003
2385MW -

5 to 200Hz Bandwidth
gris gmax - gmin I

2

Tape Deck Channel
QCTD 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9..

10

1 1

12
13

' 14
15

grms grms

121112003
474 MW I

5 to 200Hz Bandwidth
gmax gmin grms

0.0862
0.2954
0.0824

12/22/2003
2488 MW

5 to 200Hz Bandwidth
gmax gmin

0.3609 -0.3474
0.9251 -0.9113
0.3291 -0.3548

3B ERV Inlet Flange
3B ERV Inlet Flange
38 ERV Inlet Flange

0.191 0.822 -0.872
0.109 0.489 -0.449
0.062 0.28 -0.304
0.031 0.15 -0.14
0.088 0.424 -0.425
0.04 0.166 -0.168

0.054 0.275 -0.283
'0.061 . 0.381. -0.331

0.136 0.582 -0.61

0.5673 5.9633 -6.7601 0.776 3.36 -3.56 0.6857 2.6619 -2.6698 38 Pilot Valve
0.4019 1.5194 -1.5979 0.4903 1.7914 -1.8004 '0.8734 2.3504 -2.4321 3B Pilot Valve
0.1905 0.6431 -0.6183 0.213 0.7613 -0.7041 0.2198 0.7517 -0.7564 3B Pilot Valve
0.0808 0.2844 -0.2904 0.0853 0.2944 -0.3283 0.0782 0.3167 -0.2837 3E ERV Inlet Flange
0.3502 1.0789 -1.0627 0.3769 1.1807 -1.176 0.3952 1.179 -1.2683 3E ERV Inlet Flange
0.0588 0.2531 -0.2611, 0.0636 0.3045 - -0.277 0.0637 0.2773 -0.2536 3E ERV Inlet Flange
0.1354 0.5594 -0.5665 0.1565 0.6205 -0.6085 0.1365 0.4955 -0.4989 HPCI 4 Valve
0.1835., 0.6909 -0.6478 0.2108 0.7675- -0.7392 0.2088 ''0.7313;' '-0.6828 HPCI4 Valve
0.2597- 1.0411- -1.1193 _ 0.311.' 1.1931 ' -1.3048 N/A N/A N/A HPCI4 Valve

- U.6437 2.4767 -2.5224
0.8361 . t 2.415 ' -2.242

I- 0.285 0:8907 -O ArnA

x- 38 pilot valve (ch 4)
y-' 3B pilot valve (ch 5 )

v- 'AR WM l~tnnnaf I^_____________________ .LJ. ___________________ Li ____________________ j -. …

DTD 1

2
3
4
5
6
7

9

10'
11

12
13
14
15

grms - gmax gmin
0.163 0.672 -0.618
0.209 1.06 ,, -0.976
0.04 0.184 -0.175

0.042 0.185 -0.183
0.098 0.441 -0.445
0.074 0.313 -0.306
0.163 0.745 -0.75
0.134' 0.602 --0.585
0.349 1.685 -1.346
0.052 0.211 -0.255
0.992 3.6 -3.55
0.121 0.428 -0.464

0.036 0.155 -0.207
0.029 0.188 -0.239
0.044 0.222 -0.205

grms, gmax . gmin grms ggmax gmin I grms ggmax
0.2028 0.945 -0.881 0.2439 1.0157 -0.9589 0.2338 0.8405 0.6898 3ATargetRock
0.293 1.2877 -1.2718 0.335 1.4581 -1.3957 0.3347 1.3052 -1.3434 3ATargetRock
0.0608 0.332 -0.3769 0.0718 0.4305 -0.4455 0.077i 0.3895 -0.4521 3A Target Rock
0.0626 0.2884 -0.2642 0.0704 0.2849 -0.303 0.0694 0.2874 -0.288 3D ERV Inlet Flange
0.1696 0.7825 -0.8738 0.2714 , 1.1818 -1.0618 0.2693 0.9522 -0.9889 3D ERV Inlet Flange

-0.0952 0.4193 -0.3978 0.1029 0.4482 -0.4472 0.1062 0.4738 -0.4491 3D ERV Inlet Flange
0.2253 1.1724 -1.0387 0.2725 1.1664 -1.1864 N/A N/A N/A 3D Pilot Valve
0.1974 1.0602 -0.8578 0.3261. 1.2 -1.2472 0.3408 1.5371 -1.4911 3D Pilot Valve
0.447 2.0637 -1.8479 0.4579 2.5693 -1.7693 0.223 0.9032 -0.9272 3D Pilot Valve
0.3472 0.8093 -0.8744 0.4471 0.9609 -1.0192 N/A N/A NMA 3C ERV Inlet Flange
2.8248 7.3697 -7.5412 3.2098 7.7175 -7.7526 4.1449 8.3377 -8.065 3C ERV Inlet Flange
0.337 0.885 -0.919 0.385 0.9354 -0.9682 0.4798 1.2177 -1.1456 3C ERV Inlet Flange
0.0586 0.2465 -0.2509 0.0665 0.2972 -0.2586 0.0605 0.2529 -0.2451 1B MSIV
0.0395 0.2327 -0.2758 0.0438 0.2079 -0.2939 0.0427 0.2304 -0.2643 18 MSIV
0.0743 0.3382 -0.346 0.0827 0.3717 -0.3425 0.0865 0.3407 -0.4032 1B MSIV

gmin
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EC# 346515
ATTACHMENT 1

Current MSL Vibration Levels - Quad Cities U1

Tape Deck
QCTD

Channel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

12/30/200 12/30/200
3 3

2662 MW 2799 MW
5 to 200Hz Bandwidth 5 to 200Hz Bandwidth

12/30/200
3

2910 MW
5 to 200Hz
Bandwidth

gmax gmin
0.318 -0.278

2.2031 -2.2076
0.6176 -0.6824

3B ERV Inlet Flange
3B ERV Inlet Flange
3B ERV Inlet Flange

grms gmax gmin
0.0972 0.3428 -0.2449
0.4014 1.2277 -1.2291
0.114 0.417 -0.4456

grms gmax gmin
0.0803 0.3382 -0.2799
0.4915 1.8521 -1.8079
0.1374 0.4986 -0.5151

grms
0.0808
0.7028
0.181

3B Pilot Valve 0.8884 3.6393 -3.5527 1.1795. 4.9836 -5.1776 1.5159 5.4604 -5.3618
3B Pilot Valve 1.3299 3.1803 -3.3652 1.8113 4.2011 -4.2987 2.0423 5.2175 -5.3952
3B Pilot Valve 0.3421 1.1008 -1.1297 0.4723 1.5155 -1.4756 0.5606 1.8762 -1.7225

3E ERV Inlet Flange 0.12 0.4221 -0.416 0.1435 0.4995 -0.4929 0.1812 0.5846 -0.7291
3E ERV Inlet Flange 0.5545 1.7307 -1.9407 0.6889 2.304 -2.2608 1.0183 3.3266 -3.0005
3E ERV Inlet Flange 0.0882 0.4014 -0.3936 0.1009 0.4229 -0.4205 0.1263 0.5337 -0.5158

HPCI 4 Valve 0.2011 0.8248 -0.8172 0.2662 1.17 -1.1081 0.3951 1.2292 -1.2465
HPCI 4 Valve 0.3061 1.0753 -1.074 0.4066 1.4902 -1.4673 0.5894 1.6807 -1.6645
HPCI 4 Valve N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

x- 3B pilot valve (ch 4)
y - 3B pilot valve (ch 5 )
y - 3B inlet flange (ch 2)

0.8341 3.3587 -3.3628
1.2766 3.2187 -3.072
0.3851 1.1479 -1.182

1.1038 4.9286 -4.6938
1.7332 4.2203 -4.1865
0.4708 1.7417 -1.758

1.4317 5.0637 -5.1765
1.9669 5.3074 -5.0964
0.6729 2.1343 -2.0979

I -� r
DTD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

grms gmax gmin I grms gmax gmin grms gmax gmin
3A Target Rock 0.2041 0.846 -0.7696 |0.2087 0.8857 -0.8394 0.218 1.0149 -0.9143
3A Target Rock 0.3302 1.2178 -1.2339 0.3543 1.2967 -1.4076 0.363 2.8195 -3.2408
3A Target Rock 0.1068 0.4698 -0.5916 0.1324 0.5563 -0.5929 0.1505 0.6191 -0.7107

3D ERV Inlet Flange 0.0969 0.4632 -0.3749 |0.1084 0.4244 -0.4141 0.1253 0.4681 -0.474
3D ERV Inlet Flange 0.4885 1.6036 -1.6242 0.5667 1.7102 -1.6355 |0.6668 1.9484 -1.8942
3D ERV Inlet Flange 0.1348 0.5548 -0.5959 0.1456 0.6574 -0.6553 0.1797 0.8865 -0.8028

3D Pilot Valve N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
3D Pilot Valve 0.5269 1.8207 -1.9001 0.6146 2.0496 -2.0567 0.7492 2.2836 -2.2708
3D Pilot Valve 0.404 1.3387 -1.2944 0.4707 1.3665 -1.3795 0.5637 1.4758 -1.5444

3C ERV Inlet Flange NMA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
3C ERV Inlet Flange 3.2056 7.4117 -7.3796 3.5196 8.1761 -8.1169 4.1679 8.6697 -8.7637
3C ERV Inlet Flange 0.4534 0.9994 -0.9304 0.4642 1.0187 -1.1047 0.466 1.1198 -0.966

lB MSIV
16 MSIV
1B MSIV

0.0835 0.3284 -0.3687
0.0531 0.232 -0.307
0.1161 0.4251 -0.4419

0.0988 0.4104 -0.4331
0.0606 0.2553 -0.2375
0.1374 0.5252 -0.5323

0.1253
0.0725
0.1689

0.476 -0.4684
0.353 -0.4046

0.6616 -0.6346
.
, . . .
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: EC# 346515
ATTXCHMENT I

Current MSL Vibration Levels - Quad Cities U1
3B ERV Inlet Flange

0.9

* 3B ERV Inlet Flange
0.8 U 3B ERV Inlet Flange

38 ERV Inlet Flange
0.7 - Poly. (3B ERV Inlet Flange)

Expon. (38 ERV Inlet Flange)

0.6 - Exoon. 3B ERV Inlet Flange)

0.5

0.4

02.

0.1 -

0

2400 2500 2600 - 27M 0- 2800 2900 3000

MWI

Target Rock

0.4..
0.4 * S3ATargetRock

* 3ATarget Rock
0.4 - 3A Target Rock

- Expon. (3A Target Rock)

0.35 - - Expon. (3ATargat Rock) ;
Expon. 3A Target Rock) an

0.23

0.25

0.15

0.1

0.05;__ ,_ -- ..

0
2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900

MWI
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EC# 346515
ATTACHMENT 1

Current MSL Vibration Levels - Quad Cities Ul

1B MSIV

0.18_

0.18 ASIV
18 MSIN

0.114 -Expom (I 8 MSIV)
-ExPOm (1B MSIN) .

0.12 1-Exd. (IBPASN.

,0.1

0.02

0
2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 300

MWt

HPCI 4 Valve

2100 2200 2300 2400 250 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000

Mm
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- EC# 346515
;: TTACHMENT 1

Current MSIJVibiration Levcls - Quad Cities U1

3B Pilot Valve

2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000

mWt

3E ERV Inlet Flange

2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000

mWt
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EC# 346515
ATTACHMENT 1

Current MISL Vibration Levels- Quad Cities Ul

3D ERV

O 3D ERV Inlet Flangs
*. 3D ERV Inlet Flange

0.3 3D ERV Inilet Flange<
Y 3D Pilot Valve/

0.7 X 30 Pilot Valve

0.5

04

0.3

02

0.1

2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2800 2900 3000

Mwt
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit I Main Steam Vibration Assessment

Summary of Evaluation (Caic. No. QDC-0200-M-1360)
Component | Manufacturer (Vibe Points Methodology / Conclusions

. _

Inboard and
Outboard MSIV
Limit Switches

NAMCO
EA180

DTD 13,14,15

*1.. .... I, 'I ! :* , ;~ , I ,I -, 17 1
i .- ,. : -'I" ; I

--- - --- .... - -

a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 0.988g < SRSS of
peak accelerations from seismic qualification test (Ref. 1) =
21.06g.

b) Based on a test duration of 30.5 minutes and input
acceleration varying from 7.34g to 15.07g (Ref. 1),'the
equivalent duration, based on a fatigue exponent of 4.3 and
using the SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations (0.24g),
is 12.8 years. 'The limit switches are mounted on a bracket;
therefore, an amplification factor of 2 was applied to the RMS
acceleration based on computed frequencies of the bracket.

c) Using IEEE-344 as 'gidance, 10 cycles of strong motion
K : eff6bt per fifteen-second duration is considered.- Using a

fatigue exponent of 4.3, based on 30.5 minutes of test at
input acceleration varying from 7.34g to 15.07g 1Ref. 1), will
yield an equivalent number of cycles of 4.1 X 10 for the'
SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations of 0.24g. The
limit switches are mounted on a bracket; therefore, an
amplification factor of 2 was applied to the RMS acceleration
based on computed frequencies of the bracket. For typical
steels this number of cycles is in the flat region of the S-N
curve. Comparing the measured accelerations with the
qualified accelerations provides reasonable assurance that at
such a low level of acceleration, the corresponding
alternating stress intensities will be below the fatigue
endurance limit.
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit I Main Steam Vibration Assessment

Component Manufacturer Vibe Points Methodology I Conclusions
Inboard and Gordon DTD 13, 14,15 This thermocouple is a passive element consisting of a 4.5" long
Outboard MSIV 3ODTCGG072B X 3/16" diameter stainless steel tube containing two
Temperature thermocouple wires. It is attached with a spring-loaded quick
Elements connect bayonet style cap. The lead wires are protected with

fiberglass and stainless steel overbraid (20 gauge stranded).
The extended mass of the thermocouple is very small (less than
1 ounce) and the cantilevered length is only 3.5". Considering
the low level of accelerations (SRSS RMS acceleration = 0.24g)
the alternating stress intensities in the thermocouple
components will be well below their fatigue endurance limit.

MSIV LLRT Taps _ See "Potential Effect of Revised Vibration Readings on Piping"
attached.

Safety Valve NDT Inter. Inc. DTD 1, 2, 3 a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 4.226g < sine beat
Acoustic Monitors NDT-838-1 test accelerations from seismic qualification test (Ref. 2) =

6.0g.

b) The SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations is 0.457g.
Comparing this acceleration value with the qualified
acceleration provides reasonable assurance that at such a
low level of acceleration the corresponding alternating stress
intensities will be below the fatigue endurance limit.
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Vibration Assessment

Component Manufacturer Vibe Points Methodology / Conclusions
Safety Valve Gordon DTD 1, 2, 3 This pipe clamp style thermocouple is a passive element without
Temperature 72XTBGG312A0O any extended masses. The entire sensor lead is protected with
Elements 35 fiberglass and stainless steel overbraid (20 gauge stranded).

This type of construction is highly damped and no appreciable
dynamic response is expected. The SRSS RMS acceleration of
0.457g is found acceptable based on the above.

RCIC Inboard and Limitorque QCTD 10, 11, 12 a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 3.608g < SRSS
Outboard PCI SMB-00-10 peak accelerations from dynamic qualification test (Ref. 3)
Operator 37g.

b) Based on a test duration of 351 minutes and input
acceleration varying from 8.25g to 37g (Ref. 3), the
equivalent duration, based on a fatigue exponent of 4.3-and --
using the SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations
(1.247g), is 3.66 years.,,

c) Using IEEE-344 as guidance, 10 cycles of strong motion
effect per fifteen-second duration is considered. Using a
fatigue exponent of 4.3, based on 351 minutes of test at and
input acceleration varying from 8.25g to 37g (Ref. 3) will yield
an equivalent number of cycles of 1.16 X 109 for the SRSS of
the measured RMS accelerations of 1.247g. For typical
steels this number of cycles is in the flat region of the S-N
curve. Comparing the measured accelerations with the
qualified accelerations provides reasonable assurance that at
such a low level of acceleration, the corresponding
alternating stress intensities will be below the fatigue
endurance limit.
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Vibration Assessment

Component Manufacturer Vibe Points Methodology / Conclusions
RCIC Inboard and Limitorque QCTD 10, 11, 12 See evaluation for the operator above.
Outboard PCI SMB-00-10
Limit Switch
RCIC LLRT Taps _ See "Potential Effect of Revised Vibration Readings on Piping"

attached.

Pressure Barksdale Outside Drywell a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 0.2069 < SRSS of
Switches B2T-A12SS QC1-OD-MS-1 peak accelerations from the seismic qualification test (Ref. 4)

B2T-M12SS (CV-3) 12.273g.
QC1-OD-MS-1
(CV4) b) Comparing the measured accelerations with the qualified

acceleration provides reasonable assurance that at such a
low level of acceleration the corresponding alternating stress
intensities will be below the fatigue endurance limit.
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Vibration Assessment

Component Manufacturer Vibe Points Methodology / Conclusions
MS Drain Valves Limitorque DTD 13,14,15 d) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 2.964g < SRSS
Operator SMB-000 peak accelerations from dynamic qualification test (Ref. 3)

Note: DTD 13,14, 37g.
15 are on MSIV.
These values are e) Based on a test duration of 351 minutes and input
increased by a acceleration varying from' 3.29g to 37g (Ref. 3), the
factor of 3 for equivalent duration, based on a fatigue exponent of 4.3 and
margin. using the SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations (0.72g),

is 38 years.

. Using IEEE-344 as guidance, 10 cycles of strong motion
effect per fifteen-second duration is considered. Using a
fatigue exponent of 4.3, based on 351 minutes of test at and
input acceleration varying from 3.29g to 37g (Ref. 3) will

._E ' + - Ad yield an equivalent numberof cycles'of 1.23X 1010 for the
SRSS of the measured RMS 'accelerations of 0.72g. For

- , .. typical steels this number of cycles is in-the flat region of the
S-N curve. Comparing the'measured accelerations with the
qualified accelerations provides reasonable assurance that at
such a low level of acceleration, the corresponding

,-.alternating stress'intedsities will be below the fatigue
endurance limit.

MS Drain Valves Limitorque DTD 13,14,15 See evaluabon for the operator above.
Operator's Limit SMB-000 '
Switch

References
1 . N

1. Wyle Report No'.47824-2
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Vibration Assessment

2. Wyle Report No. 45638-1 (EQ-01Q)
3. SDRC Report No 10959
4. Report No. 1S009.0, Rev. 0 (QDC-0261-S-1296)

Potential Effect of Revised Vibration Readings on Piping

Main Steam Stop and Control Valve Small Bore Piping

Calculation QDC-3000-M-1241 prepared by Sargent and Lundy evaluates the small bore piping attached to the Main Steam Stop
Valve (MSV) and Control Valve (CV). The small bore piping attached to these valves is generally only vertically supported and
typically has very low frequency structural modes. The Main Steam header also has low frequency modes of the same order. The
small bore piping was evaluated by exciting at each line through a forced vibration of the header pipe. The forcing vibration in each
case was taken to be one or more of three significant low-frequency modes from the header piping analysis. The calculation
addressed EPU vibration levels. The vibration levels that are required to cause a stress problem in the branch piping would likely
cause serious overstresses in the header long before the branch. These lines are therefore expected to be acceptable based on a
review of the work performed in the calculation.

HPCI LLRT Piping

Sargent and Lundy previously evaluated HPCI LLRT line 1-2369-3/4"-B. Calculation QDC-2300-M-1309 evaluates this piping. The
small bore piping was evaluated by exciting the branch line through a forced vibration of the header pipe. The branch fundamental
frequency is approximately 9 Hz. Based on the analysis, displacements of over 1 2" at the branch end in both the X- and Z-directions
would be required to stress the branch above its endurance limit at this frequency. This calculation was performed for the revised
configuration of the LLRT line for EPU conditions, and resulting displacements result in a stress margin of over 75%. This line is
therefore expected to be acceptable when the modified configuration is installed during Q1 R1 8;

Main Steam Drain Line Piping

The Main Steam Drain Line piping was evaluated in calculation QDC-3000-M-1275, Rev. 0 and Rev. 1. The piping in these calculations was
evaluated using a broadband spectrum of 0 to 17 Hz. (Pre-EPU data showed no significant vibration above 15 Hz.) Results showed that pipe
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EC 346515
Attachment 2

Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Vibration Assessment

vibration stresses with the tieback supports Installed are approximately half of the level without the tieback supports Installed. This piping is
expected to be acceptable, provided tieback supports are properly Installed.

.. I . .

. . . -
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January 9, 2004

To: Sharon Eldridge
From: PD Knecht

Subject: Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 MSIV and SRV Vibration Data

References:
1. "Assessment Scope for Potential Vibration Induced Problems Quad Cities

Unit 1", Exelon Test Plan, November 26, 2003
2. "Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2 Environmental

Qualification Report- MSIV Actuator", NEDC-31886P, Class III, December
1990

3. "Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration Data Reduction",
Structural Integrity Associates, January 7, 2004

4. QQuad Cities Unit I Assessment of high Frequency Acoustic Vibration on
MSL Components", GE-NE 0000-0008-1763-02, December 2002.

5. "Target Rock Relief Valve failure to Fully Open", SIL 646, December 20,
2002

6. "Hope Creek Generating Station Unit 1 Environmental Qualification
Report, Book No. S20, NEDC 30942, November 1985

Background

Quad Cities Unit 1 is currently licensed to operate at an extended power uprate
value of 2957 MWt. Following two hood failures of the steam dryer assembly at
Unit 2 and a hood failure and observed failure of the 3B ERV at Unit 1, operation
of Unit 1 at greater than the original licensed power level (about 85% CLTP) has
been limited. Unit 1 has operated for about 12 months at full generator electrical
output (912 MWe) before the second failure on Unit 2 called into question
whether there were other vulnerabilities at Quad Cities that required further
evaluation.

Due to this concern, vibration data on various components external to the reactor
pressure vessel at Quad Cities Unit I were taken on December 1, 2003 and
evaluated at approximately 72% current licensed thermal power (CLTP), 80%
and 83.7% CLTP. Due to some suspicious data additional data was obtained at
about 84.1% CLTP on December 22 following replacement of certain vibration
sensors. Finally on December 30, data were obtained at 90%, 94.7% and 98.7%
CLTP. Following collection of these data, the unit was returned to about 85%
CLTP until the data could be more closely examined.

GENE was asked in Reference 1 to evaluate the inboard MSIV on the "B" Main
Steam line and the Target Rock Safety Relief Valve vibration data and provide
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recommendations regarding long term operation at CLTP. This letter provides
the GENE response to this request.

Methodology

Vibration data for MSIVs were compared against seismic aging qualification test
data for the Unit 1 MSIV actuators (Reference 2). Engineering judgment was
used to evaluate the extension of the test data to CLTP power for purpose of
data collection. The seismic aging test consisted of sinusoidal variation of
frequency between 25 Hz and 200 Hz at 0.75g applied to the valve bonnet. No
evidence of damage was observed during these qualification tests.

No similar data exists for the 3-stage Target Rock SRVs. However, it was
assumed that seismic wear aging would have been successful for these valves at
the standard IEEE 382-1980 test value of 0.75g. Furthermore, there are other
BWRs that have operated at above original rated power that have not reported
evidence of wear or stuck open valve events.

Evaluations

1. Main Steam Isolation Valves

B MSIV

Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS) values of the three monitored vibration axes corresponding to
the peak acceleration values at the ABE MSIV stem are shown in the figure below for the dominant
139 Hz and 157 Hz frequencies during power ascension. Also shown is the total grms value from
reference 3. For reference the velocity squared relationship also is shown'.
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As can be seen, the amplitude of the vibrations increases with power and
pronounced peaks are evident above the 80% power level for the 139 Hz and
157 Hz frequencies. In all cases, the amplitudes are relatively low in comparison
with the qualification basis of 0.75g and the displacement velocities are below 0.1
in/sec. No damage is expected for these conditions.
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A. C and D MSIVs
Because no vibration data was obtained for the A, C or D MSIVs, the total
vibration amplitudes at the ERV and SRV inlets was reviewed as shown in the
figure below to determine if the other MSIVs would have a similar response to the
B MSIV.

ERV & SRV Inlet Accelleration
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As can be seen the amplitude in the C ERV (C MSL) is substantially higher than
the other 3 lines, which are quite consistent. Due to the similarity of amplitudes
and geometry of the piping, the A and D MSIV likely will have a similar response
and be well within the 0.75g wear aging criterion and displacement velocity will
be low.

Because no significant evidence of increased wear was observed in the
walkdowns, it is possible that the vibration sensor is not providing reliable data.
However, it was checked prior to the data collection on December 22 and data
before and after are not significantly different. It is concluded that this data could
be credible, but unexplained at this time.

Based on observation of the date, the B MSIV data is about a factor of 3 lower
than the B ERV data for power levels approaching CLTP. Therefore if the C ERV
data were correct, it would be expected that peak rms acceleration at the C MSIV
could be greater than 1 g, which would exceed the qualification criterion for the
actuator. The corresponding displacement velocity at 139 Hz would be about 1.8
in/sec.

Discussion
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It should be noted that the ivea'k aging criteria does not imply that the
components are qualified for the full five-year recommended maintenance life of
the components with that steady state vibration level. If this amount of vibration
occurs, there can be long term degradation'of the valve internals. The higher
steam flow rate can cause agitation of the internal parts causing accelerated
fretting corrosion wear in comparison with pre-EPU conditions (refer to SIL 568).
Accelerated wear of other subassemblies on the MSIVs such as pneumatic
control components, limit switches, electrical leads and fasteners alsomay not
be identified though external inspection. Because this failure mode cannot be
detected through external inspection, an internal inspection should be made at
the next refueling outage to assess the rate of wear.

In Reference 4, the impact of MSL vibrations was discussed. Because the main
disk is free to move, high vibration could potentially result in degradation of the
lower disk guide liner.' If significant, this-could slow or possibly prevent valve
motion. Although this was considered a low to medium risk in Reference 4, a
mid-cycle full-stroke closure of at least the C MSIV should be considered to
confirm that degradation is not occurring. This test will not provide an indication
of a degradation trend, but it would confirm operability of the valves given the
lack of internal inspection results.

Because no degradation of the MSIVs'was shown during the walkdowns andto
date operability has been demonstrated during the most recent outage, it is
concluded that operation at CLTP is acceptable. However,'it is recommended
that individual MSL velocities be monitored during the operating cycle to detect
any variations between steam lines that could be due to MSIV degradation. A
full-stoke closure of the C MSIV should be considered at least once prior to the
next outage to confirm operability before-an internal wear inspection can be
conducted:

2. Target Rock Safety Relief Valves

Square Root Sum of Squares'(SRSS) values of the three monitored vibration axes.
corresponding to the peak acceleration values at the "3A" Target Rock valve are
shown in the figure below for the 3do'minant 116 Hz, 139 Hz and 157 Hz
frequencies during power ascension 'Also shown is the total girms value from
reference 3.' For reference the velocity squared relationship also is shown.
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The data indicates that the vibration levels at the Target Rock valve continue to
increase with power although the relative strength from different measured
frequencies changes. The 116 Hz frequency is' unique to the A MSL and is likely
the result of harmonic response with the SRV internals.

Discussion

The Target Rock valve at Quad Cities is a 3-stage design that has been replaced
with a 2-stage design in later BWRs. No qualification data exist for these valves
because they were qualified through the Seismic Qualification Users Group
(SQUG) methodologies that did not address wear aging. Qualification aging of
2-stage valve has been successful with wear aging at the same 0.75 g
acceleration in a similar manner to that which has been applied to the MSIV
actuators. In 'comparison with the 2-stage target rock, the actuators on the 3-
stage valve are lighter and it should display higher natural frequencies.
Reference 6 identified natural frequencies of 128,.152'and 160 Hz in a 2-stage
Target Rock valve. Based on the similarity of design and the'existing Quad Cities
experience at CLTP without observed degradation, it is concluded, based on
engineering judgment, that there is only a low to medium risk of degradation
occurring at CLTP and continuous operation is acceptable subject to monitoring
for evidence of degradation.

As discussed in Reference 4 and 5, vibration could cause thread wear on the
main piston/stem joint. In addition vibration could cause the pilot valve to begin
to leak. Extended operation with leaking pilot valves has been shown to cause
steam cutting and eventual inadvertent opening of the SRV. Because of these
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concerns, the downstream thermocouples on the SRVs should be closely
monitored during the next operating cycle for evidence of leakage. The location
of the thermocouples should be confirmed to comply with SIL 196 supplement
11.
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Dear Sharon:

This letter report contains the Quad Cities Unit 1 main steam vibration assessment for the Electromatic
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration

During Q1F51, the ERV 3B actuator was discovered with significant damage. Prior to this
outage, Quad Cities Unit I (QC1) had operated atlincreased power (approximately 17% higher
than pre-Extended Power Uprate (EPU)) for approximately 9 months at EPU. Due to damage to
ERV 3B and other components,'accelerometers weic installed on various components of the
main steam system and monitored during a variety of subsequent power levels.

Vibration measurements were taken at 30 accelerometer locations on the QCI main steam piping
at various operating levels up to 2910 MWth. M6st of the accelerometers were located on the
four ERVs and two adjoining pilot valves, which were expected to be the locations of high
vibration. The vibration time histories were converted to frequency domain spectra and g rms
(root-mean-square) values. The time histories were then filtered and maximum peak values
determined. Reference [1] contains details of the vibration data reduction, and Table 1
summarizes the rms and peak accelerations for the ERVs and the Target Rock safety relief valve
at 2910 MWth. Where redundant instruments were installed, the highest values are shown.

Table 1. ERV Measured Accelerations at 2910 MWth

'ot '_ ' Acceleration (g)_Location Xpeak YpeakZpeak Xrms Yrms Zrms

ERV 3B Inlet
0C C 3, 15) 0.32 2.20 0.68 0.08 0.70 0.18

(QCTDCh4, 5,6, 13, 14) 1.88 5.40 5.46 0.56 2.04 1.52
ERV 3E Inlet(QCD Ile 0.73 3.32 0.53 0.18 1.01 0.13

ERVD 0.47 1.95- 0.89 0.13 0.67 0.18
(DTD Ch 4,5, 6) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ERV 3D) Pilot
(DTDCh7,8,9) na 2.28 1.54 na 0.75 0.56

ERV 3C Inlet
(DTDCh I1l,12) na 8.76: 1.12 na 4.17 0.47

TRV 3A Inlet 1.01 3.24 :0.71 0.22 0.36 0.15 f

Notes: 1. -X is perpendicular to the main steam header, Y is vertical and Z is parallel to the
steam flow. '

2. na - instruments were bad 'i

3. QCTD - Quad Cities Tape Deck !,

4. DTD- Dresden Tape'Deck' 'i

The vibration data obtained at EPU conditions'(2910 MWth) was used'to 6evaluate the ERVs (l1
0203-3B, -3C, -3D, and -3E), the main steam piping inside primary containment and its
associated branch lines, HPCI-4/-5 valves, and the safety valves. The'following summarizes the
results of the vibration evaluation.

;- .7 ; , .

Evaluation of the ERV'Assemblies

The four ERVs have virtually identical assemblies, which consist of the main ERV valve body,
pilot valve, and solenoid actuator. 'The pilot valve is connected to the ERV by means of a
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration

turnbuckle and a pilot valve tube. A tie back support has recently been added to all four valves.
Each valve has small diameter Icakoff piping that is routed back to the ERV discharge line.
Detailed finite element analyses, using the finite element program ANSYS [3], have been
completed for ERV 3B, 3C, and 3D and are documented in Reference [2].

The finite element analyses determined natural frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes were compared to the frequency content of the
measured vibration data, and it was determined that a pilot valve pendulum mode is the primary
cause of the excessive solenoid wear.

Correlation of Bump Test Data to Analytical Models

Bump test data for 3B and 3D ERV and dynamic data were obtained during plant start-up on
December 22 nd to 100% power (2488 MWth) and power ascension to EPU power level (2910
MWth) on December 30' . Two ERVs, 3B and 3D, were subjected to impact tests while the
response was recorded at the accelerometers on the ERV and the pilot valve. The magnitude of
the impact was not controlled, so the spectra plots were assessed for frequency content only. A
review of the bump test data shows the frequencies of the 3B and 3D ERV models, with the tie
back supports, compares well to the bump test data. Thus, the analytical models are assessed to
be representative of the installed ERVs and can b5c used to evaluate the vibration loads and
response, and effect of the tie back support.

Evaluation of Vibration Test Data

The vibration data was reviewed for amplitude versus power level to identify key frequencies
and to observe amplitude versus power level trends. Two key frequencies showed up at all
accelerometer locations; 139 Hz and 157 Hz. These two frequencies had very sharp ramps
(similar to AC spikes) indicating low system damping. While the magnitude varied from
channel to channel, these two frequencies were dominant on all channels and the magnitude
generally increased proportionally to operational power level.

The measured vibrations at 139 Hz and 157 Hz are acoustic frequencies that are systemic with
the steam pipe system, since they, were detected at all accelerometer locations. The 139 Hz
frequency is observed at all recorded power levels and amplitude increases are proportional with
power level (with the exception of 3C ERV). The 157 Hz frequency is not observed at 2212
MWth and appears at power levels above 2384 MWth. The vibration magnitude at the ERV 3B
inlet flange increases at both 139 Hz and 157 Hz, as the power increases to 2910 MWth, whereas
the vibration magnitude on the ERV 3C inlet flange increases rapidly only at 139 Hz. As noted
above, the two discrete frequencies have a very narrow bandwidth

Effect of the Tie Back Support

Evaluations were performed to assess the effect of the tieback support on the ERV assembly and
drain piping. The primary benefit of the tie back support is to reduce amplification of
accelerations at low frequencies (i.e., less than 50 Hz). Modal analyses were performed using
the ERV 3B finite element model with and without the tie back support. The analytical results
were found to compare well to the bump test results. Thus, the analytical model was used to
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predict the natural frequencies of the ERV with and without the tie back support. A comparison
was made of the calculated natural frequencies, mode shapes and modal participation factors
near the predominant vibration frequencies of 139 Hz and 157 Hz f6r the ERV 3B both with and
without the tie back support. The results of the'c6mparison show that the addition of the tie back
support does not change the dynamic'characteristics of'the ERV near 139 Hz and 157 Hz. Thus,
at the predominant vibration frequencies of 139 and 157 Hz, the tie back support provides no'
significant improvement; however, there is also no negative impact.

Wear and Degradation -

Historical data shows that ERV 3E actuator typically sustains more actuator wear, during pre-
EPU, than the ERV 3B actuator. This was not the case in outage QIF51. The ERV 3B actuator
experienced significant wear and the valve actuator became inoperable: During the same outage,
the ERV 3E actuator saw significant wear but the valve was still operable. The key difference
was that the actuator spring wore through the bushing on ERV 3B, whereas the ERV 3E actuator
springs were just beginning to wear into the bushings: In addition to the significant actuator
wear found on ERV 3B-'the drain pipe corinnction to the pilot valve was broken. 'The failure of
the drain pipe was attributed to socket weld qluality and'cold spring.

Configuration and Turbulent Flow Assessmhent -,ER V 3E and 3B

Main Steam Line (MSL) B has two ERV branch lines and a HPCI branch line. The ERV 3E
branch line is just downstream of a MSL long radius elbow, -2.5 diameters (MSL outside
diameters, 20 inches) past the bend radii. The HPCI branch line is downstream about 5.2
diameters past the bend, and the ERV 3B branch'line is about 9.6 diameters past the bend. The
ERV pilot valve orientations are the same, and the pilot valve turnbuckle is normal to the MSL

All three valves are subjected to the same steam flow rates and the turbulent flow associated with
the two acoustic frequencies at 139 and 157 Hz. These acoustic modes are a result of turbulert
flow separation and structural coupling with the geometry of the branch lines. The flow
turbulence is approximately the same magnitude for all valves in this MSL segment, since the
turbulent flow does not attenuate due to the high flow rate (typical 203 ft/sec) and the low steam
density (2.24 Ibs/f 3). Therefore, all three valve branch lines experience essentially the same
vibration levels.

ER V Modal Assessment - Drain Line Intact

ERV 3B was modeled to determine its modal characteristics. The results of the modal analysis
determined the key mode shape that could cause this type of wear. For this mode shape, the
frequency coincided with one of the predominant vibration frequencies that was identified as a
pilot valve pendulum mode at 157 Hz" Sin6e ERV 3E has similar'geometry and orientation on
MSL B, the modal displacements would be'simiilar. 'The nattiral frequency near 157 Hz for ERV
3C shifts slightly and is attributed to the differences in the drainpipe routing.
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ERV3B Modal Assessment - Drain Line Failed

ERV 3B was modeled with the drain line detached to simulate the failure of the drain line
connection to the pilot valve found during the QlF5 1. The modal response of this valve
configuration (i.e., the pilot pendulum mode) dropped to 140 Hz, which was very close to the
139 Hz acoustic mode. A dynamic assessment of this configuration shows'a greater dynamic
motion for this pilot valve (due to its increased flexibility) than ERV 3B with an intact drain line.
Based on the measured vibration for the ERV 3B inlet flange, the vibration is 0.52 g rms at 139
Hz and 0.22 g rns at 157 Hz. Since the drain line failure causes a drop in the natural frequency
of the actuator to 140 Hz, the actuator would be subjected to higher vibration levels than prior to
the drain line failure.

ER V Design Modification

Based on the results of the dynamic analysis, correlation to the test data, and review of the
actuator degradation, the long tern recommendation is to replace the tie back support with a pilot
valve modification (a reinforced plate bolted or welded to both ends of the pilot valve - see
Figure I or some alternative which results in a significant relative stiffness change). This design
modification will not eliminate the cause of the vibration but is considered economically
feasible, since eliminating the acoustic vibration would entail significant main steam and branch
line changes.

Go :^.;^ t !> H hDischarge
c',- > Solenoid Flange

Reinforced

(typical) Valve

Figure 1. Plates Supporting the Ends of the Pilot Valve

Operation at 2910 MWth and Higher

The ERV 3B actuator degradation was found to be greater than ERV 3E during Q I F5 1. A
comparison of the measured vibration for ERVs 3B and 3E slioxs that the vibration of both
valves have predominant vibration at 139 Hz and 157 Hz. In addition, the measured vibration
magnitudes at the inlet flanges are almost the same. Since their measured vibration and valve
geometries arc similar, their modal responses are expected to have similar pilot valve modes.
Therefore, their dynamic resporses are expected to be similar. This would also imply that their
wear rates/degradation should also be similar. A dynamic analysis of ERV 3E should be
performed to confirm its modal characteristics.
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ERVRisk Assessment

The ERV 3B modal analysis indicates that the 'alvae'has increased flexibility with a failed drain
line and the dynamic motion is much greater (10-20% greater). It is this additional motion that
resulted in greater wear on ERV 3B than ERV 3E1 If the drain line had not failed, the wear is
expected to have been similar to ERV 3E.

Bushing wear/degradation is a function of time. The wear starts out slow and increases as time
increases. As the wear increases, the dynamiic'response moves larger distances and creates larger
dynamic impacts (due to limit cycle motion); which increases the wear rate. For operation up to'
1600 hours, the wear at the end of this period is expected to be less than 1/4 of that observed
during outage QIF51. Additionally, since the drain line has been repaired, the accelerated rate'
attributed to the increased pilot valve flexibility would not be a factor. Therefore, plant
operation for 1600 hours at 2957 MWth would present a very low risk of wear degradation that
would challenge the operation of the actuator.

RiskAssessment For ER V3C

The ERV 3C actuator has similar modal behavior as the ERV 3B actuator. The key difference is
that the ERV 3C actuator observed wear is historically low and the usual amount of wear was
found in QIF51. Additionally, the vibration data indicates low acceleration magnitudes at 157
Hz. The high vibration for ERV 3C at 139 Hz is along the Y-axis (vertical direction). This
acoustic frequency would not excite the pilot pendulum mode at 157 Hz, and the vibration is
normal to the mode shape motion'. Therefore, this mode shape would not respond. The
measured vibration in the horizontal direction is lower in magnitude. For these reasons, the ERV
3C has not seen excessive wear. Therefore, plant operation for 1600 hours at 2957 MWth would
present an insignificant risk of wear degradation that would challenge the operation of the
actuator.

Risk Assessment For ER V 3D

ERV 3D has a similar configuration to the other ERVs, but the pilot valve is parallel to the main
steam flow. ERV.3B, 3C and 3E are all normal to the main steam flow. The pilot valve
pendulum mode occurs at 159 Hz, but since the valve is oriented parallel to the main steam line,
the dynamic response is not as great, which does not permit ERV 3D to wear as much.
Therefore, plant operation for 1600 hours at 2957 MWth would present a very low risk of wear
degradation that would challenge the operation of the actuator.

ER VAssessment Summary

Since QCI has operated at EPU for at approximately 9 months (6400 hours at >2511 MWth),.
and the ERVs were demonstrated to operate in their degraded condition, QCI can continue to
operate at EPU power levels (up to 2957 MWth) for a limited time. Based on the fact that this
degradation is a result of the acoustic mode vibration at 157 Hz and that 'this damaging 'frequency
is still present, then ERV actuator wear is expected to continue. The wear phenomenon is time
dependent, therefore, the longer the plant operates, the more wcar/degradation will be observed.
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration

For operation at 2957 MWth (slightly higher power level than the 2910 MWth level attained on
December 30'h), it is expected that the vibration levels would increase in proportion to main
steam flow velocity squared. From the vibration trend plots [2], accelerations at the frequency of
157 Hz appears to have reached a plateau, whereas the response at 139 Hz seems to still be
increasing. Therefore, it is projected that the response at 139 Hz will continue to increase.

If QCI continues to operate at 2910 or 2957 MWth, the ERV solenoid and pilot valve vibration
levels are expected to continue. Based on the analysis that has been performed to-date [2), it is
expected that ERV 3B (with an intact drain line and a tie-back support) would wear no more than
ERV 3E (with a tie back support) at 2910 or 2957 MWth. The wear/degradation of ERVs 3C
and 3D would not be worse than the wear found during QIF51 due to the lower measured
vibration levels at these valves.

ER V Recommendations

The following recommendations are made:
* Inspect the ERVs at the next outage to quantify the wear.
* Replace the current tie back support with supports that restrain the pilot valve pendulum

motion (See Figure 1). The final configuration should be determined by testing and
analysis.

* During the next available plant shutdown, install accelerometers on the ERV 3C pilot
valve.

* Perform vibration testing of the ERV. This should include the tie back support and any
proposed modification to confirm the analytical results.

* Perform a modal analysis of ERV 3E.

Evaluation of Piping

Piping models were generated for MSLs A, B, and C [4]. These models include the main steam
piping from the reactor vessel nozzle to the drywell penetration anid include the relief valve
discharge piping to the drywell penetration. In addition, piping models were generated for the
ERV assembly and associated leakoff piping. The piping models were generated using the
computer program, PIPESTRESS [5]. The leakoff piping is very similar for the four valves.
Therefore, the valve assemblies and the connecting drain piping were evaluated by applying the
highest measured acceleration measured on each ERV for the appropriate MSL

The maximum peak accelerations listed in Table I were applied to each piping model and
stresses were calculated. The analysis was done using the response spectrum modal
superposition method. The vibration loading was input as response spectra in the three
orthogonal directions. The shape of the input spectra is obtained from the frequency domain
acceleration curves generated in Reference [1). Peak acceleration values are used instead of rms,
because even though the peak acceleration may occur in only a small percentage of the cycles, at
139 hz they can occur often enough to apply thousands of load cycles in a relatively short time.
The analysis conservatively assumes that all vibration cycles are occurring at the peak levels.
Use of peak rather than rms values conservatively assumes that all vibration cycles are at the
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration

peak value, whereas the majority of the cycles are at a much lower level. The input spectra was
conservatively applied to the entire piping system.

Stresses calculated for the piping were compared to the erdurance limit as specified by OM
Standard Part 3 [6]. The allowable stress is 3846 psi, based on'the'OM-3 criteria. The maximum
calculated stress for the ERV drain piping'was 3214 psi,' which is within the OM-3 allowable. It
should be noted that the OM-3 criteria contairis'a'number of safety factors'which, when taken
together, produce a very conservative result'

The evaluation for the effect of the ERV vibration' on'the main steam piping was done by'
analyzing the ERVs on MSLs A, B, and C using the PIPESTRESS program [5]. MSLB is the'
limiting line because it contains two ERVs, plus the HPCl tie-in is located between the' ERVs.
The piping model includes the large bore MSLB'piping,'the safety valves, ERVs 3B and 3E, the'
ERV discharge lines, and the HPCI line. Response'spectra analyses were performed applying
the maximum measured peak response at the ERV 3B pilot valve to the entire piping. Although,
limited acceleration data is available on the'MSLs, the accelerations along the pipe are expected
to be significantly less than at the pilot valve' The maximum stress is 2396 psi, at the connection
of the 3/4' drain line to the 3E pilot valve. 'All of the stresses are within the OM-3 allowable. The
high stress points are all associated with the ERVs, the safety valves, or the tees to those valves.
The stress at the connection to the HPCI line is 607 psi.

A piping model was created for MSLA that included a tie-in to the RCIC system. MSLA'does
not contain an ERV (it has the Target Rock SRV).' Thus, the Target Rock 3A' measured
accelerations were conservatively applied to alloof the piping. Thcmaximuffi stress is 1317 psi,-
at the branch end of the tee to safety valve 4E: The same point on the branch to 'safety valve 4A
has a similar stress. -All of the stresses are within the OM-3 allowable. The high stress'poinis are
all associated with the safety valves,'or the tees to those valves. The'stress at the connection to
the RCIC line is 1137 psi.

Another piping model was created for MSLC. Response spectra analyses were perfo'rmed by
applying the maximum measured peak response at the ERV 3C to the entire piping. The
maximum stress is 1405 psi at the connection of the 3/4" drain line to the 3C pilot valve.' All of
the stresses are within the O&M-3 allowable. The high stress points' are all associated with the
ERV, the safety valves, or the tees to those valves.''

Thus, the vibrational stresses in the piping are below the OM-3 allowable, so operation at EPU
power levels will not affect the integrity of the piping.

Evaluation of the Safety Valves

The safety valve evaluations are based on the measured accelerations at the ERV inlet flanges.
From Table' 1, the mraximum horizontal (X-and Z'directions) measured acceleration is 1.52 g rms
and the maximum vertical (Y direction) acceleration is 4.17 g rms. -The 'safety valves are'Dresser
relief valves. Similar valves at another nuclear'power plant have seismic qualification levels of
11 g horizontal and 9 g vertical. Based on the number of cycles'that the' QC I safety valves have'
already experienced at these vibration levels,`plus the results of the walkdown which identified
no visual vcar, the valves at QCI arc considered to have adequate margin.

Attachment to SIR-04-001/KKF-04-OOI Page 7 t Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 M'ain Steam Line Vibration

Evaluation of the HPCI Valves

The HPCI 4 and 5 valve evaluation is based on the measured accelerations at the HPCI 4 valve.
The maximum resultant horizontal measured acceleration is 0.395 g rms and the maximum
vertical acceleration is 0.589 g rms. The HPCI 4 and 5 valve operators are Limitorque SMB-2-
80. Equipment qualification (EQ) tests for a Limitorque SMB-2-80 were performed for another
power plant that included testing at 2.61g horizontal [7, 8]. The test duration was 300 minutes
versus a typical 30 second seismic test. While these test results for the Limitorque operator, that
includes the limit switch, bound the test measurements at the HPCI-4 valve, walkdown results
showed excessive wear at only the limit switch of the HPCI-4 valve. Operation at EPU power
levels will continue to cause wear at the HPCI-4 limit switch. Thus, it is recommended to create
a detailed model of the HPCI-4 valve actuator and limit switch to determine the natural
frequencies of the actuator and limit switch and establish the cause of the observed wear.

Based on the number of cycles that the QC1 HPCI-4 and 5 valves have already experienced at
these vibration levels, and due to the fact that the valve design has been tested demonstrating
operability, it can be concluded that the HPCI-4 and 5 valves can perform their safety function.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the results of the various analyses, it is acceptable to operate at 2910 MWth fOr a
duration less than the previous plant operation at 2910 MWth. Wear will occur at the ERV
actuator, but based on previous plant experience, the ERV will still be able to perform its safety
function. It is expected that continued wear of the limit switch would occur at the HPCI-4 valve
at EPU power levels of 2910 MWth and higher. Failure of the HPCI-4 limit switch would not
prevent the HPCI-4 valve from performing its safety function, which is to close on a containment
isolation signal. The limit switch is required to open the valve, but not to close it.

From the results of the main steam piping analyses, the stresses in the main steam piping are
acceptable for the vibration levels measured at 2910 MWth. The accelerations measured at
power levels below 2910 MWth are enveloped by the accelerations applied in the analyses. The
stresses meet the criteria of O&M Part 3 [5], which contain a number of conservatisms and
safety factors. The analyses performed conservatively applied peak rather than rms
accelerations, and assume that the entire piping is vibrating at the levels measured at the ERVs.

At some point in the future, power levels are anticipated to reach full licensed power of 2957
MWth. It is difficult to accurately predict the accelerations at 2957 MWth, as the change is a
function of both flow rate and proximity of the vortex shedding frequency to the acoustic
frequency. The turbulent flow forcing function is proportional to flow velocity squared, thus at
2957 MWth, this vibration componwnt will increase by 3.3%. The vortex shedding frequency is
proportional to flow velocity, and is expected to increase from 152 Hz to 154.5 Hz. The acoustic
frequencies do not change, as they are a function of geometry. The vibration data shows
prominent peaks at 139 Hz and 157 Hz. As the vortex shedding frequency increases, it is
expected that the 139 Hz peak and the 157 Hz peak may also increase. In the piping stress
results, there is at least 20% margin to the O&M-3 allowable, and it is not expected that the

Attachment to SIR-04-OOI/KKF-04-OOI Page 8 Structural'IntegrityAssociates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Stcam Line Vibration

increase in vibration at 2957 MWth will exceed 20%. It is recommended that vibration data be
taken at 2957 MWth to confirm this expectation

The following recommendations are provided for the ERVs.

. Inspect the ERV actuators at the next outage to quantify the wear.
* Replace. the current tie back support with two supports that restrain the pilot valve (See
Figure 1). The final configuration should be determined through testing and analysis.
* During the next available plant shutdown, install accelerometers on ERV 3C pilot
valve.
* Perform vibration testing of a complete ERV assembly. This should include the tie
back support and any proposed modification to confirm the analytical results.
* Perform a modal analysis ofERV 3E.

References

1. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation-No. QC-I IQ-302, Revision 0, "Quad Cities
Unit I Main Steam Line Vibration Data Reduction."

2. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation No. QC-I IQ-301, Revision 0, "ERV Finite
Element Analysis and Vibration Evaluation.".

3. ANSYS/Mechanical, Revision 5.7, ANSYS, Inc., December 2000.

4. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation No. QC-1IQ.303, Revision 0, "Analysis of
Main Steam Piping."

5. PIPESTRESS 2000 Solver, Version 3.5.0 4+67, June 2001, DST Computer Services, S.A.

6. ASME OM-S/G Standard, Part 3, 1994 Edition.

7. Structural Dynamics Research Corporation (SDRC) Report, "Dynamic Qualification
Report on Two Valves," (CQD File No. 018906), dated December 24, 1981.-

8. Sargent & Lundy Calculation No. CQD.027159, Revision 0, dated 12/27/85, "Fatigue
Evaluation of Equipment and Instruments."' ,-
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EC 346515, Revision 1

Reason For Evaluation / Scope:

Purpose
This EC EVAL, Revision 1, provides additional technical evaluation for allowing
operation of Quad Cities Unit 1 up to a continuous power level of greater than
2511 megawatts thermal (MWth) up to 2957 MWth. The additional information
resolves the conditional (time limit) approval for the ERVs provided in Revision 0.
This revision includes the results of additional investigation on the High Pressure
Coolant Injection System (HPCI) -4 valve operator limit switch. Also added is a
restriction on ramp up to prolonged full power until disposition of the Unit 2 failed
Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve (S/RV).

Approach
The Electromatic Relief Valve (ERV) condition found was further evaluated by
extensive testing at the Wyle Laboratories facility. This testing confirmed the
failure mode, provided input to recommended corrective actions and validated
the acceptability of the corrective actions.

The HPCI -4 valve degradation issue was further evaluated by performing
calculations to determine if any resonance response of the four rotor internals
was likely, given the Quad Cities Unit 1 measured vibrations. The calculations
are referenced under this EC.

The as-found testing of the Target Rock S/RV from Unit 2 resulted in a setpoint
lift at +6.8% of allowable value versus a code acceptance criterion of +3% and
the Technical Specifications criteria of 1 %. The failure is documented in CR
215874. Until the cause of this failure is determined and the Extent of Condition
(EOC) as it relates to Unit 1 can be'dispositioned, ramp up of Unit 1 to power
levels above 2511 MWth, except for brief periods of data collection is restricted.

Results
All necessary actions to ensure full cycle, EPU power level operation of the
evaluated components are completed or are scheduled for completion prior to
prolonged power operation above 2511 MWth (previous, pre-EPU, 100% power).
The open required actions are re-listed from Revision 0, for clarity, at the end of
this Revision. Added to the prior actions is the disposition of the EOC for the Unit
2 Target Rock S/RV as-found setpoint test failure.

Detailed Evaluation:

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU Levels

Extensive testing performed at Wyle Laboratories provided clarification to the
vibration response of the ERV actuators. This testing confirmed that the internals
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of the ERV actuator were responding to some of the input frequencies in a
manner that resulted in premature degradation of those components.
Specifically, the plunger support spring, guide rod, and bracket bushing exhibited
early wear. These components have been redesigned by utilizing harder
materials and special edge treatments to ensure acceptable long-term
performance. The modified configuration was then subjected to endurance
testing to simulate in plant service and was determined to resolve the
degradation concern. The revised configuration will be installed prior to any
prolonged full EPU power operation under EC 347763. Detailed documentation
of the testing and analysis of results can be found under EC 343933 (Unit 2
modification for Power-Operated Relief Valve (PORV) to ERV change-
[installed]).

Evaluation of HPCI 4 Valve Operator

Based on walkdown data, the limit switch (four rotor design) internal to the HPCI
-4 valve operator was found degraded. Additional analyses of the operator
assembly have been performed to determine any susceptible internal
components. No individual susceptibility was identified through these analyses.
These evaluations (see References 4 and 5) and the as-found condition of the
Unit 2 HPCI -4 rotor assembly (discussed in EC 348316) provide the necessary
assurance that full cycle operation at EPU power is acceptable for this valve
operator assembly. Confirmatory testing is pla nned as detailed under Action 9
below.

Conclusions / Findings:

This EC EVAL provides an engineering evaluation supporting operation above
2511 MWth up to 2957 MWth for long-term operation providing all required
actions underAR 194877 are completed in the required timeframe. It has been
determined that this operation will not result in unacceptable degradation levels
of any components. The conclusion is provided by evaluation of the additional
information on the ERVs and HPCI 4 valve as discussed above.

References:

1. EC 347763, Modification to remove tie-back and upgrade components on
ERVs, Unit 1 [In Progress]

2. EC 343933, Rev. 0, Replacement of PORVS with ERVs, Unit 2

3. EC 348316, Rev. 0, Evaluation of Unit 2 Components.

4. QDC-2300-M-1 372, Rev. 0, Parametric Analysis of Limitorque Limit
Switch Vibration

5. QDC-2300-M-1373, Rev. 0, Evaluation of MOV 1-2301-4 Limitorque limit
switch for Vibration effects

6. Independent review by MPR dated April 22, 2004 (copy attached here)
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ASSOCIATES INC.
E N G I N E E R S

April 22, 2004

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Review of EC-EVAL #346515, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line
Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revisions 0 and I

Dear Ms. Eldridge:

Exelon recently provided MPR with EC-EVAL #3465 15, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Main
Steam Line Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revisions 0 and 1, for review. The EC-EVAL
summarizes technical analyses that assess the impact of operating Quad Cities Unit 1 (QC1) at
power levels up to 2957 MWth. MPR has completed a review of the EC-EVAL and concluded
that Exelon has taken effective compensatory actions and completed analyses to demonstrate that
components susceptible to accelerated vibration damage will maintain their integrity to the end
of the current operating cycle. In addition, Exelon has imposed a restriction on operating QC1 at
power levels above 2511 MWth until emergency relief valves are modified with wear resistant
components, inspections are completed of critical components (i.e., snubber brackets, BPCI
valve limit switches and ERV actuators), and instrumentation is installed to acquire vibration
data on the I C Main Steam Isolation Valve. This restriction is warranted and completing the
actions will provide adequate margin to operate QCI at power levels above 2511 MWth.

Our review of the evaluation for Dresden Unit 3 is ongoing. We will contact you early next
week with our comments or conclusions. Please call me or Bill McCurdy if you have any
questions regarding this letter.

Sincerely,

Phillip J. Rush, P.E.

320 KING STREET ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314-3230 703-519-0200 FAX: 703-51"224 hftp-%Xwww.mpr.com
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McCurdy if you have any questions related to our review efforts or this letter.

Sincerely,

Phillip J. Rush, P.E.
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For Information Only:

AR 194877 Required Actions:

Prior/During Planned Outage Prior to Above 2511 MWth Operation

1. Install accelerometers on the IC MSIV during the planned shutdown
following 3500 hours of operation.- Evaluation of data obtained will be
used to define the need for the inspection required in Action 14 below.
(AR 194877-05)

- 2. Install modification EC 347763 to upgrade the ERV actuator to resist
vibration effects; (AR 194877-07)

3. Inspect the components identified during Q1 F51 as degraded. These
include the ERV actuators, HPCI 4 valve operator and snubber mounting
brackets. (AR 194877-10)

4. Disposition the extent of condition of the Unit 2 Target rock valve as
found test failure under CR 215874 associated Action Tracking.

After Return to Full EPU Power Operation:
5. Obtain a vibration data set monthly, after return to full power operation

after any down power of greater than 10%, and assess for
variation/deviation from the analyzed data and any negative impacts.
(AR 194877-03) -

6. Monitor weekly individual MSL flows to provide any anomalies that
indicate MSIV degradation. (AR 194877-11)

7. Obtain a full set of vibration data when the unit is moved to full thermal
power of 2957 MWth for the first time. This data will be used to confirm
the assumptions made on expected maximum vibration levels. (AR
194877-08)

8. Evaluate the current PM scope and frequency for all components
included in this evaluation. The expectation is that some components
will need increased PM frequencies for rebuilds, refurbishments and/or
replacements. (AR 194877-12)

a. Consideration should be given to perform a post-EPU baseline
inspection during the Q1RI8 outage.

9. Perform testing on the NAMCO limit switches using the Quad Cities
specific vibration predominate frequencies and amplitudes. This testing
to be performed prior to approval of full cycle operation. (AR 194877-13)

10. Perform testing on the Limitorque actuator type and size SMB-2-80 or
equivalent using the Quad Cities specific vibration predominate
frequencies and amplitudes. This testing to be performed prior to
approval of full cycle operation (AR 194877-14)

11 .Evaluate the snubber inspection plan to ensure that sufficient MSL
snubbers are functionally tested during Q1 RI8 to ensure that
degradation is not occurring. Inspections should include the previously
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degraded snubbers, 1-66 and 1-71. Adjust inspection plan as necessary.
(AR 194877-10)

12. Evaluate the HPCI4 valve limit switch to determine if a mod is justified to
reduce wear due to vibration after completion of the testing from action 9.
(AR 194877-15)

13.Complete comparison of Quad Cities Unit 1 to Dresden Unit 3. This
comparison may provide further insights into changes that can be made
for Quad Cities to minimize the measured vibration level responses such
that accelerated component degradation does not occur. This evaluation
includes the following elements:

a. Expansion of the ongoing MSL circuit analyses and/or scale
model testing to include the frequency range up to 180 Hz. This
may provide insight into the source of the measured 139 and 157
Hz predominate frequencies.

b. Detailed configuration differences in all MS line branch line
connections between Dresden and Quad Cities.

c. Detailed evaluation of the ERV configuration installed at Dresden.
d. A comparison of steam flows between Dresden and Quad Cities

on MSL and all branch connections during EPU power level
operation.

During Q1RI8
14.If results from vibration data on the 1C MSIV warrant, inspect the 1C

MSIV; during the next refuel outage (Q1R18) to confirm that no
degradation has occurred. If degradation is found, evaluate the need for
expanding inspection to other MSIVs.

15. Perform any additional inspections as determined by evaluations
performed in actions above.



EC 346515, Revision 2
Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit IMain Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprafe (EPU) Power Levels

Reason For Evaluation / Scope:

Purpose
Revision 2 provides information on the turbine control valve (TCV) pressure
switch acceptability (Reference 7) and'the'acceptability'of Electromatic Relief
Valves (ERVs) with pilot valve tiebacks for operation up' to 2511 megawatts
thermal (MWth) with short term excursions to 2957 MWth for data collection (< 72
hours above 2511 MWth). -

Revision 1 provided additional technical evaluation for allowing operation of'
Quad Cities Unit I up to a continuous power level of greater than 2511 MWth up
to 2957 MWth. The additional inforrnationi resolves the conditional (time limit)
approval for the ERVs provided in Revision 0. This revision includes the results
of additional investigation on the'High'Pre'ssure Coolant Injection System (HPCI)
-4 valve operator limit switch. Also added is a'restriction on ramp up to
prolonged full power until disposition of the Unit 2 failed Target Rock
Safety/Relief Valve (S/RV).

Approach
The ERV condition found was further evaluated by extensive testing at the Wyle
Laboratories facility. This testing confirm'ed the failure mode, provided input to
recommended corrective actions and validated the acceptability of the corrective'
actions.

The HPCI -4 valve degradation issue was further evaluated by performing
calculations to determine if any resonance response of the four rotor internals'
was likely, given the Quad Cities Unit 1 measured vibrations. The calculations
are referenced under this EC.

The as-found testing of the Target Rock S/RV from Unit 2 resulted in a setpoint
lift at +6.8% of allowable value versus a code acceptance criterion of +3% and
the Technical Specifications criteria'of 1%. The failure'is documented in CR
215874. Until the cause of this failure is determined and the extent of condition
(EOC) as it relates to Unit 1 can be dispositioned, ramp up of Unit 1 to power
levels above 2511 MWth, except f6r brief periods of data collection' is restricted.

Steam dryer issues have impacted station performance. Ongoing analyses of
the Unit 1 and Unit 2 steam dryers will dictate future actions and are being
addressed separate from this' EC. -

Results I.',

All necessary actions to ensure full cycle, EPU power level operation of the
evaluated components are completed or are scheduled for completion prior to
prolonged power operation above 2511 MWth (previous, pre-EPU, 100% power).
The open required actions are re-listed from Revision 0, for clarity, at the end of
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EC 346515, Revision 2,
Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended PowerUprate (EPU) Power Levels

this Revision. Added to the prior actions is the disposition of the EOC for the Unit
2 Target Rock S/RV as-found setpoint test failure.

Revision 2 documents that the turbine control valve (TCV) pressure switches are
acceptable for EPU operation (Reference.7) and that ERVs with pilot valve
tiebacks are acceptable for pre-EPU levels with short duration power ascension
(• 72 total hours above 2511 MWth) for the purpose of data collection based on
Reference 8 and on vibration degradation being time dependent.

Detailed Evaluation:

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU. Levels
Extensive testing performed at Wyle Laboratories provided clarification to the
vibration response of the ERV actuators. This testing confirmed that the internals
of the ERV actuator were responding to some of the input frequencies in a
manner that resulted in premature degradation of those components.
Specifically, the plunger support spring, guide rod and bracket bushing exhibited
early wear. These components have been redesigned by utilizing harder
materials and special edge treatments to ensure acceptable long-term
performance. The, modified configuration was then subjected to endurance
testing to simulate in plant service and was determined to resolve the
degradation concern. The revised configuration will be installed prior to any
prolonged full EPU power operation under EC 347763. Detailed'documentation
of the testing and analysis of results can be found under EC 343933 (Unit 2
modification for Power-Operated Relief Valve (PORV) to ERV change -
(installed]).

Evaluation of HPCI -4 Valve Operator
Based on walkdown data, the limit switch (four rotor design) internal to the motor-
operated valve (MOV) 1-2301-4 valve operator was found degraded. Additional
analyses of the operator assembly have been performed to determine any
susceptible internal components. No individual susceptibility was identified
through these analyses. These evaluations (See References 4 arid 5) and the
as-found condition of the Unit 2 HPCI 4 rotor assembly (discussed in EC
348316) provide the necessary assurance that full cycle operation at EPU power
is acceptable for this valve operator assembly. Confirmatory testing is planned
as detailed under Action 10 below.

Evaluation of Turbine Control Valve Pressure Switch
Based on seismic testing acceleration levels being significantly higher than
operational vibrations, the turbine control valve pressure switch is judged to be
acceptable for EPU levels (Reference 7).
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Evaluation of ERVs with Pilot Valve Tiebacks
The QC1 ERV measured vibration responses (with tieback supports) are much
lower than the Wyle Laboratories test input vibration (Reference 8). Therefore,
QC1 ERV actuator wear will be much lower than that observed during the Wyle
Laboratories actuator aging tests. Based on this determination and on vibration
degradation being time dependent, ERVs with the pilot valve tiebacks are
acceptable for pre-EPU (< 2511 MWth) levels with short duration power
ascension (5 72 total hours above 2511 MWth) for the purpose of data collection.

Conclusions I Findings:

This EC EVAL provides an engineering evaluation supporting operation above
2511 MWth up to 2957 MWth for long-term operation provided all required
actions under AR 194877 are completed in the required timeframe. It has been
determined that this operation will not result in unacceptable degradation levels
of any components.

Revision 2 also documents that the main steam line equipment, including ERVs
with tiebacks, are acceptable for pre-EPU levels with short duration power
ascension (< 72 total hours above 2511 MWth) for the purpose of data collection.
The conclusion is provided by evaluation of the additional information on the
ERVs, HPCI -4 valve and TCV pressure switch as discussed above.

References:
1. EC 347763, Modification to Remove Tieback and Upgrade Components

on ERVs, Unit 1 [In Progress]
2. EC 343933, Rev. 0, Replacement of PORVS with ERVs, Unit 2
3. EC 348316, Rev. 0, Evaluation of Unit 2 Components.
4. QDC-2300-M-1372, Rev. 0, Parametric Analysis of Limitorque Limit

Switch Vibration
5. QDC-2300-M-1373, Rev. 0, Evaluation of MOV 1-2301-4 Limitorque limit

switch for Vibration effects
6. Independent review by MPR dated April 22, 2004 (copy attached below)
7. QDC-0200-M-1 360, Rev. 1, Evaluation of Components for Vibration

Effects Due to Power Uprate Quad Cities Unit 1
8. SIR-04-054, Revision 1, May 4, 2004, Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration

Assessment (with tie-backs) (copy attached below)
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E N G I N E E R S

April 22, 2004

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Review of EC-EVAL #3465 1 S. "Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line
Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revisions 0 and I

Dear Ms. Eldridge:

Exelon recently provided MPR with EC-EVAL #346515, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Main
Steam Line Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revisions 0 and 1, for review. The EC-EVAL
summarizes technical analyses that assess the impact of operating Quad Cities Unit I (QCI) at
power levels up to 2957 MWth. MPR has completed a review of the EC-EVAL and concluded
that Exelon has taken effective compensatory actions and completed analyses to demonstrate that
components susceptible to accelerated vibration damage will maintain their integrity to the end
of the current operating cycle. In addition, Exelon has imposed a restriction on operating QCI at
power levels above 2511 MWth until emergency relief valves are modified with wear resistant
components, inspections are completed of critical components (i.e., snubber brackets, HPCI
valve limit switches and ERV actuators), and instrumentation is installed to acquire vibration
data on the IC Main Steam Isolation Valve. This restriction is warranted and completing the
actions will provide adequate margin to operate QC1 at power levels above 2511 MWth.

Our review of the evaluation for Dresden Unit 3 is ongoing. We will contact you early next
week with our comments or conclusions. Please call me or Bill McCurdy if you have any
questions regarding this letter.

Sincerely,

Phillip J. Rush, P.E.

320 KING STREET ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314-3230 703-519-0200 FAX: 703-519-0224 hftp:'.1ww.mpr.com



Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.

6855 S. Havana Street
Suite 350
Centennial, CO 80112-3868
Phone: 303-792-0077
Fax: 303-792-2158
Wm stNuCtint.corn
kfujikaw@structint.com

May 4, 2004
SIR-04-054 Revision 1
KKF-04-025

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment

Dear Sharon:

This letter report contains the Quad Cities Unit I main steam vibration assessment for the Electromatic
Relief Valves (ERVs), with standard brass bushings, due to operation at 2511 MWe (pre-EPU) operation
for the next 15 months. The assessment is contained in Attachment 1.

If you have any questions, please call me.

Prepared by Reviewed by

Kevin J. O'Hara
Associate

Karen K. Fujikawa, P.E.
Associate

Approved by

Karen K. Fujikawa
Associate

kkf
Attachment: 1. Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

1.0 Introduction

The Quad Cities Unit I (QCI) 3B Electromagnetic Relief Valve (ERV) actuator was discovered
with significant wear/damage during outage QI F5 1. This ERV was exposed to 9 months of EPU
(2910 MWth) operation and during EPU operation the ERV 3B pilot-valve vent pipe failed. The
ERV 3B failure analysis indicated that this vent pipe failure caused the excessive bushing wear
to ERV 3B. Prior to EPU operation (January to September, 2003), all QC I ERVs operated at
prc:EPU (251 1 MWth) power levels without excessive actuator bushing wear.

The purpose of this letter report is to evaluate QC1 ERV actuators, with standard brass bushings
and a tie-back support, for operation at pre-EPU power levels up to 251 1 MWth for 15 months
and operation at EPU power levels for -2 days.

2.0 Analytical and Data Assessments

Four assessments will be performed to assess QCl ERV actuator bushing survival capability.
These assessments consist of:

* A review of the previous wear assessment from Reference [1], section 5
* A review of the dynamic vibration magnitudes at both pre-EPU and EPU power

levels from Reference [2]
* A comparison of vibration and wear rates observed during the Wyle Labs ERV and

actuator tests from Reference [3]. This comparison will be both with and without tie-
back supports, and

* A correlation of all data with proposed QCI operation.

2.1 QC1 Actuator Wear Assessments

The following evaluations were based on ERV 3D photographs after 5 months of EPU (2910
MWth) operation and visual inspection of QC I ERVs after 24 months of pre-EPU (251 1 MWth)
operation. This information consists of:

1) Color photographs of the 3D valve actuator bushing wear

2) Visual inspections of ERVs by QCI valve and maintenance engineers during standard
maintenance programs that were conducted during previous outages.

The observations below determine magnitude of the wear and associated wear patterns in order
to assess typical wear that would seen after 24 months of pre-EPU operation.

ERV 3D - Typical EPU Wear

Two color photographs show typical bushing wear after 5 months of EPU operation. This wear
can be seen in each photograph (Figure 2). The wear shows -2 mm elongation of the bushing
holes. Although some wear was present, this valve was operable at the end of EPU operating
cycle and was successfully actuated in this condition.

ERV 3E and 3B - Pre-EPU Wear

QC I valve and maintenance engineers perfonn standard inspections on all ERVs after 24 months
of pre-EPU operation. Post-inspection results of ERV 3E and 3B actuator bushings (both valves
are located on main steam line (MSL) B) are as follows:
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

Typically ERV 3E sustains more actuator wear than ERV 3B
Wear typically consists of some minor hole elongation (less than 2 mm) and the
bushing-to-spring contact surface has several wear marks (some shallow gouges
from the retention spring)

* During the last several pre-EPU operating cycles, QC1FERV 3E and 3B had less
than 2 mm of wear. Based on the Wyle Labs testing these valves were operable.

ERV 3C and 3D - Pre-EPU Wear

Inspection of ERV bushings, after 24 months of pre-EPU operation, show wear similar to ERV
3E and 3B.

* Wear patterns are consistent with ERV 3E and 3B, but the magnitude of the wear
is substantially less (based on visual inspections)

* During the last several pre-EPU operating cycles, QCIERV 3C and 3D had less
than 2 mm of wear. Based on the Wyle Labs testing these valves were operable.

2.2 Quad Cities 1 Dynamic Data Assessment

Vibration data was acquired at QC1 from December 22 through December 30, 2003. All data
was assessed for vibration on all four main steam line (MSL) ERVs, their associated pilot valves
and other MSL components. These components ,were assessed for six power levels, from 2212
MWth up to 2910 MWth (EPU). It is important to note that the ERVs had tie-back supports.
when this data was acquired. A data summary of the peak and RMS vibration levels at 2488 and
2910 MWth is documented in Reference [2], and ERV accelerations are tabulated in Tables I
and 2.

Based on testing at Wyle Labs (section 2.3 below), the bushing wear is the result of a local
actuator mode [3]. Only during x-axis vibration did this mode become excited sufficient enoligh
to cause the observed wear. Therefore, all the ERV frequency spectra for the x-axis (parallel to
pilot valve turnbuckle) vibration were reviewed for vibration magnitude, frequency content and
actuator excitation that could potentially result in excessive actuator wear. The power level of
interest is pre-EPU (2511 MWth) power level which is 8.5% higher (based on flow velocity
squared) than 2488 MWth (power level of measured data). A scale factor of 1.10 was
conservatively applied to the 2488 MWth vibration levels to approximate the vibration levels at
2511 MWth.

Inspection of the spectra plots for ERV 3B, 3D and 3E inlet flanges indicate most of the energy
is amassed at the discrete frequency of 139 or 157 Hz. It should be noted that ERV,3C x-axis
(ch 10) is bad. The QCI ERV valve inlet measured random and sine amplitudes are:

ER'3B Spectral response (QCTD Cihl) '-
* x-axis (vertical to MS flow): 0.086 grms with a superimposed sine of 0.064 g
* x-axis (scaled by 1. 10): 0.095 grmis with a superimposed sine of 0.070 g

ERV 3C Spectral response (DTD Ch 10)
* x-axis (vertical to MS flow): bad data for this channel
* x-axis (scaled by 1. 10): bad data for this channel
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment

ERV 3D Spectral response (DTD Ch 6)
* z-axis (parallel to MS flow): 0.106 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.042 g
* z-axis (scaled by 1.10): 0.117 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.047 g

ERV 3E Spectral response (QCTD Ch 7)
• x-axis (vertical to MS flow): 0.078 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.071g
• x-axis (scaled by 1.10): 0.086 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.078g

The maximum composite vibration (0-200 Hz) is on ERV 3D inlet flange (0.117 grins).
Additionally, spectral energy in the 30-70 Hz range for ERV 3D is very low (less than 0.0065
grins). The only observed frequency content with any magnitude is at 23 Hz, which is outside
the local modes of vibration observed in the Wyle Labs testing. Therefore, the QCI vibration
levels are low at 2511 MWth and would not produce much, wear after 15 months of operation.

2.3 Wyle Labs ERV and Actuator Test Results

Several tests were perforned at Wyle Labs. Initial testing was performed with the tie-back (test
configuration 1) and without the tie-back (test configuration 2). The random vibration testing for
both configurations showed the maximum response to be higher with the tie-back:

* ERV with tie-back: test run 7 - 3X=0.92 grins, 3Y=5.57 grins, and 3Z=0.61 grins
* ERV w/o tie-back: test run 23 - 3X=0.3 8 grins, 3Y=0.67 grins, and 3Z=0. 19 grins
* Plunger w/tie-back: test run 8 - 6X=3.37 grins, 6Y=1.53 grins, and 6Z=1.80 grins
* Plunger w/o tie-back: test run 24 - 6X=0.95 grins, 6Y=0.87 grins, and 6Z=0.58 grins

The ERV solenoid and plunger responses were higher with the tie-back. All ERV test results
indicated that the most severe actuator wear came from x-axis vibration. Therefore, all actuator-
only aging tests were performed in the x-axis only.

Actuator-only aging tests were complete at Wyle Labs towards the end of the test series (test
cases 45-55). Test series 6 (test cases 45, 46 and 49) are relevant, since they represent actuator-
only testing with the original brass bushings. These tests consisted of resonance search (6.A.X)
and actuator aging tests (6.B.X). The resonance search identified a 62 Hz plunger mode that was
active within the actuator, but the plunger also seemed to respond between 30-70 Hz.

The Wyle aging test consisted of two parts:

1) Test Case 46: low frequency 30-70 Hz at 0.8 grins for 49 minutes and
2) Test Case 49: high frequency 20-200 Hz at 0.8 grins for 3 hours

Post-test results showed that the Wyle Test Actuator bushing wear was very similar to ERV 3D
bushings that experienced five months of EPU operation at QC 1. Both sets of bushings had the
same amount of wear (-2 mm, measured) and similar wear patterns.
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3.0 QCI Data Correlation and ERN' Assessment

QC 1 is planning to operate at pre-EPU (2511 MWth) for the next 15 months with -2 days of
operation at EPU (2910 MWth). Three assessments have been performed to understand the
impact of operation at each power level and the duration.

EPU Operational Assessment
* QC1 has operational history at EPU power level for 9 months
* Wyle Labs actuator aging tests (with brass bushings) showed -2 mm of wear at 0.8 grms
* Detailed inspections of ERV 3D, after 5 months of EPU operation with no tie back,

revealed -2 mm of wear, and the valve passed outage functional tests.
* It is clear that the Wyle Labs testing was equivalent to 5 months of EPU operation, based

on the magnitude of wear and similar wear patterns. The valve/actuator passed all post-
test functional checks.

Based on this operational history and the observed wear, operation for 2 days at EPU power
should not show any significant wear, due to the limited time spent at this power level.

Pre-EPU Operational Assessment
* QCI has several periods of operational history at pre-EPU power level, where all ERVs

were exposed to this power level for 24 months
* Outage inspections of ERVs that were exposed to 24 months of pre-EPU operation,

revealed less than 2 mm of wear, and all valves were operable
* Results from the Wyle Labs testing showed that ERV solenoid and plunger responses

were higher with the tie-back than without the tie-back.
* Comparison of the QC I per-EPU vibration data (ERVs had tie-backs) with Wyle Labs

input spectra showed that the QCI vibration data was much lower.

Based on this operational history, the lower vibration environments and the observed wear, QCI
operation for 15 months at pre-EPU power should exhibit less than 2 mm of wear (estimated to
be -1 mm). This includes the effect of the ERV with pilot-valve actuator tie-back (which is
inherent in the QCI ERV vibration data).

4.0 Conclusions

The QCI ERV responses (with tie-back supports) arc much lower than the Wyle Labs test input
vibration, therefore, QCI ERV actuator wear will be much lower than that observed the Wyle
Labs actuator aging tests. Based on the above assessments, 15 months of operation at 2511
MWth are expected to produce very small bushing wear (-1 mm), whereas, 2 days of operation at
2910 MWth should produce no visual wear, therefore, continued operation would present no
safety risk.
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5.0 References

1. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation No. QC-I IQ-301, Revision 0, "ERV Finite
Element Analysis and Vibration Evaluation."

2. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation No. QC-1 IQ-302, Revision 0, "Quad Cities
Unit I Main Steam Line Vibration Data Reduction."

3. Structural Integrity Associates Report No. SIR-04-023, Revision 3, "Quad Cities ERV
Vibration Assessment Wyle Labs Testing," SI File No. QC-16Q-40 1.
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERN' Vibration Assessment

Table 1. QC1 ERV' Measured Accelerations at 2488 MWth

Acceleration (g)

Location X peak Y peak Z peak X rms Y rms Z rms
ERV 3B Inlet

(QCTD Ch 1, 2,3,15) 0.361 0.925 0.329 0.086 0.295 0.082

ERV 3B Pilot

(QCTD Ch 4, 5, 6, 13, 14) 2.670 2.432 0.756 0.686 0.873 0.220

ERV3E Inlet

(QCTD Ch 7, 8,9) 0.317 1.268 0.277 0.078 0.395 0.064
ERV 3D Inlet

(DTD Ch 4, 5, 6) 0.288.: 0.989 0.474 0.069 0.269 0.106

ERV 3D Pilot -

(DTD Ch 7, 8, 9) na 1.537 0.927 na 0.340 0.223
ERV 3C Inlet

(DTDCh 10, 11, 12) na 8.338 1.218 na 4.145 0.480

TRV 3A Inlet

(DTD Ch 1, 2, 3) 0.841 1.343 0.452 0.234 0.335 0.077

Table 2. QC1 ERV Measured Accelerations at 2910 MWth

; ____ -Acceleration (g) |

Location X peak Y peak Z peak X rms Y mns Z rms
ERV 3B Inlet

(QCTDChl,2,3,15) 0.318 - .2.207 0.682 0.081 0.703 0.181

ERV 3B Pilot .
(QCTDCh4,5,6, 13, 14) 5.460 5.395 1.876 1.516 2.042 0.561

ERV 3E Inlet
(QCDCh7,8,9). 0.729 3.323' 0.534 0.181 1.018 0.126

ERV 3D Inlet
(DTDCh4,5,6) 0.474 1.948 0.886 0.125 0.667 0.180

ERV 3D Pilot .
(DTD Ch 7, 8, 9) na 2.284 1.544 na 0.749 0.564

ERV 3C Inlet
(DTDCh 10,11,12) na 8.764 1.120 na 4.168 0.466

TRV 3A Inlet .-

(DTDChl,2,3) 1.015 3.241 0.711 0.218 0.363 0.151

Notes: 1. Inlet Valve & 3D Pilot Valve: X is perpendicular to the main steam line, Y is vertical
and Z is parallel to the steam flow.

2. 3B Pilot Valve: X is perpendicular to the main steam line, Y is vertical and Z is
parallel to the steam flow.

3. na - instruments were bad
4. QCTD - Quad Cities Tape Deck: DTD - Dresden Tape Deck
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

Figure 1: Wyle Labs Test Actuator Aging Test - Bushing Wear
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Figure 2: Wyle ERV 3D Actuator after 5 month EPU operation - Bushing Wear
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment

Sarnpl Rate, sps = 1500 Spectral Plot Date: 28-Apr.2004
Tine Duration, sec 120 Quad Cities. Unit 1 (QCTD), 2488 MWth, Ch 7 Composite, grrrn = 0.078009
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EC 346515, Revision 2
Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

For Information Only:

AR 194877 Required Actions:

Prior/During Planned Outage Prior to Above 2511 MWth Operation

1. Install accelerometers on the IC MSIV during a planned shutdown or
forced outage. Evaluation of data obtained will be used to define the
need for the inspection required in Action 14 below. (AR 194877-05)

2. Install modification EC 347763 to upgrade the ERV actuator to resist
vibration effects. (AR 194877-07)

3. Inspect the components identified during Q1F51 as degraded. These
include the ERV actuators, HPCI -4 valve operator and snubber
mounting brackets. (AR 194877-10)

4. Disposition the extent of condition of the Unit 2 Target rock valve as
found test failure under CR 215874 associated Action Tracking.

After Return to Full EPU Power Operation:
5. Obtain a vibration data set monthly, after return to full power operation

after any down power of greater than 10%, and assess for
variation/deviation from the analyzed data and any negative impacts.
(AR 194877-03)

6. Monitor weekly individual MSL flows to provide any anomalies that
indicate MSIV degradation. (AR 194877-11)

7. Obtain a full set of vibration data when the unit is moved to full thermal
power of 2957 MWth for the first time. This data will be used to confirm
the assumptions made on expected maximum vibration levels. (AR
194877-08)

8. Evaluate the current PM scope and frequency for all components
included in this evaluation. The expectation is that some components
will need increased PM frequencies for rebuilds, refurbishments and/or
replacements. (AR 194877-12)

a. Consideration should be given to perform a post-EPU baseline
inspection during the Q1 RI8 outage.

9. Perform testing on the NAMCO limit switches using the Quad Cities
specific vibration predominate frequencies and amplitudes. This testing
to be performed prior to approval of full cycle operation. (AR 194877-13)

10.Perform testing on the Limitorque actuator type and size SMB-2-80 or
equivalent using the Quad Cities specific vibration predominate
frequencies and amplitudes. This testing to be performed prior to
approval of full cycle operation (AR 194877-14)

11. Evaluate the snubber inspection plan to ensure that sufficient MSL
snubbers are functionally tested during Q1R18 to ensure that
degradation is not occurring: Inspections should include the previously



EC 346515, Revision 2
Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

degraded snubbers, 1-66 and 1-71. Adjust inspection plan as necessary.
(AR 194877-10)

12. Evaluate the HPCI -4 valve limit switch to determine if a mod is justified
to reduce wear due to vibration'after com'pletion of the testing from action
9. (AR 194877-15)

13 Complete comparison of Quad Cities Unit 1 to Dresden Unit 3. This
comparison may provide further insights into changes'that can ,be made
for Quad Cities to minimize thbe measured vibration level responses such
that accelerated component degradation does not occur. This evaluation
includes the following elements:'

a. Expansion of the ongoing MSL circuit analyses and/or scale
model testing to include the frequency range up to 180 Hz. This
may provide insight'into the-source of the measured 139 and 157
Hz predominate frequencies.

b. Detailed configuration differences in all MS line branch line
connections between Dresden and Quad Cities.

c. Detailed evaluation of the ERV configuration installed at Dresden.
d. A comparison of steam flows-between Dresden and Quad Cities

on MSL and all branch 'connections during EPU power level
operation.

During Q1R -RI

14.1f results from vibration data'on'the6IC MSIV warrant, inspect the IC
MSIV; during the next refuel outage (Q1RI8) to confirm that no
degradation has occurred. If degradation is found, evaluate' the need for
expanding inspection to other MSIVs.-

15. Perform any additional inspections as determined by evaluations
performed in actions above.



Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit -I Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Reason For Evaluation / Scope:

Purpose
This EC EVAL, Revision 3, provides clarification to the previous revisions and
summarizes the technical evaluations, contents of previous revisions and
resultant recommendations, to support continuous operation of Quad Cities Unit
1 at EPU power levels. The clarifying information provides the open actions
required to be completed to support continuous full EPU power operation.
Included in those actions is an action that created a predefined Preventative
Maintenance (PM) action, that details the planned walkdowns for each refueling
cycle to validate continued acceptable performance.

Revision 2 provided information on the turbine control valve (TCV) pressure
switch acceptability (Reference 7) and the acceptability of Electromatic Relief
Valves (ERVs) with pilot valve tiebacks for operation up to 2511 megawatts
thermal (MWth) with short term operation up to 2957 MWth for data collection (•
72 hours above 2511 MWth). Also included is information further validating the
acceptability of the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) System inboard
steam supply valve, HPCI-1-2301-4, operator limit switch. The information
included as Revision 2 remains valid.

Revision 1 provided an additional technical evaluation for allowing operation of
Quad Cities Unit 1 up to a continuous power level of greater than 2511 MWth up
to 2957 MWth. The additional information resolved the conditional (time limit)
approval for the ERVs provided in Revision 0. This revision included the results
of additional investigation on the HPCI -4 valve operator limit switch. Also added
was a restriction on ramp up to prolonged full power until disposition of the Unit 2
failed Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve (SIRV).

Revision 0 provided a technical evaluation for allowing operation of Quad Cities
Unit 1 up to a continuous power level of greater than 2511 MWth up to 2957
MWth for a maximum of 3500 hours. The restriction was based on the potential
loss of function of the ERVs after prolonged operation. Instalation of the
upgraded actuator will remove any restriction for ERVs. Other components
evaluated in Revision 0 remain qualified for continuous operation, as
documented in Revision 0. These components include small bore piping, MSIVs,
and other components listed in the summary table on pages 14 - 16 of Revision
0.

Approach

Vibration data throughout the range of power operation, component failure
history, and analytical modeling were used to assess component and system
responses for full EPU power operation. Vibration data were obtained during the
ramp up to and at the pre-EPU power level of 2511 MWth (nominal) and then

I
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at Extended Power'Up'rAte (EPU) Power Levels

during the ramp up to and at 912 MWe (2910 MWth) on December 30, 2003.
This data was extracted'ard then-utilided in'evaluations. The purpose of these
evaluations was to provide assurancee'that full EPU power operation will pose no
threat to continued equipment operatiori'throughout the remainder of the current
fuel cycle or to make specific actions required prior to allowing'full cycle
operation. A listing of the components evaluated and the evaluation method
used is included as Attachment 3. '

The as-found ERV condition was evaluated by analytical methods,'performance
history, and extensive testing at the Wyle Laboratories facility. These
evaluations confirmed the failure mode, provided input to recommended
corrective actions, and validated the acceptability of the corrective actions.
Detailed results of the testing and 'changes made to the actuator are' provided in
EC 343933, "Replace [Power-Operated Relief Valves] PORVs with ERVs"

The HPCI 1-2301-4-valve operator lirnit'switch degradation was further evaluated
by performing calculations to determine if any resonance response of the four-
rotor internals was likely, given the Quad Cities'Unit 1 measured'vibrations. The
calculations are referenced under this'EC. 'Subsequent shaker table testing
confirmed the acceptability of this component and is documented under EC
EVAL 350691. ' '

Conclusions I Findings:

This EC EVAL, including Revisions 0,1, and 2, provides an engineering
evaluation supporting continuous operation at EPU power, provided all required
actions under Action Request (AR) 194877 as listed below, are'cbmpleted in the
required timeframe. It has been determined that this operation will not result in
unacceptable degradation of any components.

1. Install accelerometers on the 1C Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV)
during a planned shutdown or forced outage. Evaluation of data
obtained will be used to define the need for the'inspection required in
Action 14 of AR'194877. (AR 194877-05)

2. Install modification EC 347763 to upgrade the ERV actuators to resist'
vibration effects. (AR 194877-07)

3. Inspect the components identified as degraded during WQF51 (see
Attachment 1). These include the ERV actuators, HPCI -4 valve operator
and snubber mounting brackets. --(AR 194877-10) Included as a part of
this action is the'creation of a repetitive walkdown action for each refuel
cycle. . - ' :

4. Disposition the extent of condition (EOC) of the Unit 2 Target Rock S/RV
as-found test failure' undertR 215874 (see detailed evaluation section
below). ' ' ' :-.-;
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Note:
Revision 2 also documents that the main steam line (MSL) equipment, including
ERVs with tieback modifications, are acceptable for continuous operation at pre-
EPU power levels, with short duration power ascension (< 72 total hours above
2511 MWth) for the purpose of data collection. The determination is supported
by evaluation of the additional information on the ERVs, HPCI -4 valve, and
Turbine Control Valve pressure switch, as discussed above.

Detailed Evaluation:

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU Levels
Extensive testing performed at Wyle Laboratories provided clarification to the
vibration response of the ERV actuators. This testing confirmed that the internals
of the ERV actuator were responding to some input frequencies that resulted in
premature degradation of those components. Specifically, the plunger support
spring, guide rod, and bracket bushing exhibited accelerated wear. These
components have been redesigned by utilizing harder materials and special edge
treatments to ensure acceptable long-term performance. The modified
configuration was subjected to endurance testing to simulate in-plant service and
was determined to resolve the degradation concern. The revised configuration
will be installed prior to any prolonged full EPU power operation under EC
347763, "Remove Actuator Tieback Supports on Unit 1 ERVs and Upgrade
Actuators and Drain Line Flanges." Documentation of the testing and analysis of
results can be found under EC 343933, "Replace the Current PORVs with
ERVs." (Unit 2 modification for PORV to ERV change - (installed])

Evaluation of the Target Rock S/RV- First Stage Pilot
The as-found testing of the Target Rock S/RV from Unit 2 resulted in a setpoint
lift at +6.8% of allowable value in contrast to a code acceptance criteria of +3%
and the Technical Specifications criteria of 1 %. The failure is documented in CR
215874. Until the cause of this failure is determined and the EOC as it relates to
Unit 1 can be dispositioned, ramp up of Unit I to power levels above 2511 MWth,
except for briefperiods of data collection, is restricted. Final corrective actions
and their implementation will be tracked under AR 215874 and EC EVAL
350693. EC EVAL 346515 will not be revised to reflect that resolution.

Evaluation of HPCI 4 Valve Operator,
Based on walkdown data, the limit switch (four rotor design) internal to the HPCI
1-23014 valve operator was found degraded. Additional analyses of the
operator assembly were performed to determine susceptible internal
components. No individual susceptibility was identified through these analyses.
These evaluations (i.e., References 4 and 5) and the as-found condition of the
Unit 2 HPCI -4 rotor assembly (discussed in EC 348316, "Evaluation of Quad
Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations at Extended Power Uprate (EPU)
Power Levels," provide the necessary assurance that full-cycle operation at EPU

3



Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit i' Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Upra'te (EPU) Power Levels

power is acceptable for this valve operator assembly. Confirmatory testing has
also been completed and is documented under EC EVAL'350691, "Evaluation of
Test Results on NAMCO Limit Switches and Limitorque Operator," as detailed
under Action 10 below.

Evaluation of TCV Pressure Switch
Based on seismic testing acceleration levels being significantly higher than -

operational vibrations, the TCV pressure switch is determined to be acceptable
for EPU levels (Reference 7). . '

Evaluation of ERVs with Pilot Valve Tieback Modifications
The Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV measured vibration responses (with tie-back
supports) are'muich lower than' the Wyle'Laboratories test'input vibration
(Reference 8). Therefore, Quad Cities'Unit'1 ERV actuator wear'will be'much
lower than that observed during the Wyle Laboratories actuator aging tests.
Based on this determination, and on vibration degradation being time dependent,
ERVs with the pilot valve tiebacks are acceptable for pre-EPU power levels (i.e.,
< 2511 MWth) with short duration power ascension (< 72 total hours above 2511
MWth) for the purpose of data collection.

Summary Conclusion:

This EC EVAL provides an engineering evaluation supporting continuous
operation at EPU power, provided all required actions under AR 194877 are
completed in the required timeframe. It has been determined that this operation
will not result in unacceptable degradation of any components..
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Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

References:

1. EC 347763, Modification to remove tie-back and upgrade components on
ERVs, Unit 1 [In Progress]

2. EC 343933, Rev. 0, Replacement of PORVS with ERVs, Unit 2
3. EC 348316, Rev. 2, Evaluation of Unit 2 Components.
4. QDC-2300-M-1372, Rev. 0, Parametric Analysis of Limitorque Limit

Switch Vibration
5. QDC-2300-M-1373, Rev. 0, Evaluation of MOV 1-23014 Limitorque limit

switch for Vibration effects
6. Independent review by MPR dated April 22, 2004 (copy attached)
7. QDC-0200-M-1360, Rev.1, Evaluation of Components for Vibration

Effects Due to Power Uprate Quad Cities Unit 1
8. SIR-04-054, Revision 1, May 4, 2004, Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration

Assessment (copy attached)
9. EC EVAL 350691, Rev. 0, "Evaluation of Test Results on NAMCO Limit

Switches and Limitorque Operator"
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*AMPR
ASSOCIATES INC.

E N G I N E E R S

April 22, 2004

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Review of EC-EVAL #346515, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line
Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revisions 0 and I

Dear Ms. Eldridge:

Exelon recently provided MPR with EC-EVAL #346515, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Main
Steam Line Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revisions 0 and 1, for review. The EC-EVAL
summarizes technical analyses that assess the impact of operating Quad Cities Unit I (QCI) at
power levels up to 2957 MWth. MPR has completed a review of the EC-EVAL and concluded
that Exelon has taken effective compensatory actions and completed analyses to demonstrate that
components susceptible to accelerated vibration damage will maintain their integrity to the end
of the current operating cycle. In addition, Exelon has imposed a restriction on operating QCI at
power levels above 2511 MWth until emergency relief valves are modified with wear resistant
components, inspections are completed of critical components (i.e., snubber brackets, HPCI
valve limit switches and ERV actuators), and instrumentation is installed to acquire vibration
data on the IC Main Steam Isolation Valve. This restriction is warranted and completing the
actions will provide adequate margin to operate QC1 at power levels above 2511 MWth.

Our review of the evaluation for Dresden Unit 3 is ongoing. We will contact you early next
week with our comments or conclusions. Please call me or Bill McCurdy if you have any
questions regarding this letter.

Sincerely,

Phillip J. Rush, P.E.

320 KING STREET ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314-3230 - 703-51-0200 FAX: 703-519-224 - h~sp:\%kw.mpr.com
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Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.

6855 S. Havana Street
Suite 350
Centennial, CO 80112-3868
Phone: 303-792-0077
Fax: 303-792-2158
www.struclint.com
kfujikawstiructirt.corn

May 4, 2004
SIR-04-054 Revision I
KKF-04-025

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment

Dear Sharon:

This letter report contains the Quad Cities Unit I main steam vibration assessment for the Electromatic
Relief Valves (ERVs), with standard brass bushings, due to operation at 2511 MWe (pre-EPU) operation
for the next 15 months. The assessment is contained in Attachment 1.

If you have any questions, please call me.

Prepared by Reviewed by

Kevin J. O'Hara Karen K. Fujikawa, P.E.
Associate Associate

Approved by

Karen K. Fujikawa
Associate

kkf
Attachment: 1. Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit I ERV Vibration Assessment

Charlotte, NC San Jose, CA N. Stoninglon. CT Sunrise FL Rockville, MD Unionlown, OH
704-573-1369 40A978-8200 860-599.6050 954.572.2902 301-211.774R 130MMAM
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

1.0 Introduction

The Quad Cities Unit I (QCI) 3B Electromagnetic Relief Valve (ERV) actuator was discovered
with significant wear/damage during outage QL F5 1. This ERV was exposed to 9 months of EPU
(2910 MWth) operation and during EPU operation the ERV 3B pilot-valve vent pipe failed. The
ERV 3B failure analysis indicated that this vent pipe failure caused the excessive bushing wear
to ERV 3B. Prior to EPU operation (January to September, 2003), all QCl ERVs operated at
pre-EPU (2511 MWth) power levels without excessive actuator bushing wear.

The purpose of this letter report is to evaluate QC1 ERV actuators, with standard brass bushings
and a tie-back support, for operation at pre-EPU power levels up to 2511 MWth for 15 months
and operation at EPU power levels for -2 days.

2.0 Analytical and Data Assessmcnts

Four assessments will be perfonmed to assess QCI ERV actuator bushing survival capability.
These assessments consist of:

a A review of the previous wear assessment from Reference [1], section 5
" A review of the dynamic vibration magnitudes at both pre-EPU and EPU power

levels from Reference [2]
A comparison of vibration and wear rates observed during the NVyle Labs ERV and
actuator tests from Reference [3]. This comparison will be both with and without tie-
back supports, and

" A correlation of all data with proposed QCI operation.

2.1 QC1 Actuator Wear Assessments

The following evaluations were based on ERV 3D photographs after 5 months of EPU (2910
MWth) operation and visual inspection of QC 1 ERVs after 24 months of pre-EPU (2511 MWth)
operation. This information consists of:

1) Color photographs of the 3D valve actuator bushing wear

2) Visual inspections of ERVs by QCI valve and maintenance engineers during standard
maintenance programs that were conducted during previous outages.

The observations below determine magnitude of the wear and associated wear patterns in order
to assess typical wear that would seen after 24 months of pre-EPU operation.

ERV 3D - Typical EPU Wear

Two color photographs show typical bushing wear after 5 months of EPU operation. This wear
can be seen in each photograph (Figure 2). The wear shows -2 mm elongation of the bushing
holes. Although some wear was present, this valve was operable at the end of EPU operating
cycle and was successfully actuated in this condition.

ERV 3E and 3B - Pre-EPU Wear

QC1 valve and maintenance engineers perforn standard inspections on all ERVs after 24 months
of pre-EPU operation. Post-inspection results of ERV 3E and 3B actuator bushings (both valves
are located on main steam line (MSL) B) are as follows:

Attachment to SIR-04-054 Rev. IIKKF-04-025 . Page I Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

* Typically ERV 3E sustains more actuator wear than ERV 3B
* Wear typically consists of some minor hole elongation (less than 2 mm) and the

bushing-to-spring contact surface has several wear marks (some shallow gouges
from the retention spring)

* During the last several pre-EPU operating cycles, QC1 ERV 3E and 3B had less
than 2 mm of wear. Based on the Wyle Labs testing these valves were operable.

ERV 3C and 3D - Pre-EPU Wear

Inspection of ERV bushings, after 24 months of pre-EPU operation, show wear similar to ERV
3E and 3B. .

X Wear patterns are consistent with ERV 3E and 3B, but the magnitude of the wear
is substantially less (based on visual inspections)

* During the last several pre-EPU operating cycles, QCI ERV 3C and 3D had less
than 2 mm of wear. Based on the Wyle Labs testing these valves were operable.

2.2 Quad Cities 1 Dynamic Data Assessment

Vibration data was acquired at QCI from December 22 through December 30, 2003. All data
was assessed for vibration on all four main steam line (MSL) ERVs, their associated pilot valves
and other MSL components. These components were assessed for six power levels, from 2212
MWth up to 2910 MWth (EPU).- It is important to note that the ERVs had tie-back supports
when this data was acquired. A data summary of the peak and RMS vibration levels at 2488 and
2910 MWth is documented in Reference [2], and ERV accelerations are tabulated in Tables I
and 2.

Based on testing at Wyle Labs (section 2.3 below), the bushing wear is the result of a local
actuator mode [3]. Only during x-axis vibration did this mode become excited sufficient enough
to cause the observed wear. Therefore, all the ERV frequency spectra for the x-axis (parallel to
pilot valve turnbuckle) vibration were reviewed for vibration magnitude, frequency content and
actuator excitation that could potentially result in excessive actuator wear. The power level of
interest is pre-EPU (2511 MWth) power level which is 8.5% higher (based on flow velocity
squared) than 2488 MWth (power level of measured data). A scale factor of 1.10 was
conservatively applied to the 2488 MWth vibration levels to approximate the vibration levels at
2511 MWth.

Inspection of the spectra plots for ERV 3B, 3D and 3E inlet flanges indicate most of the energy
is amassed at the discrete frequency of 139 or 157;Hz. It should be noted that ERV 3C x-axis
(ch 10) is bad. The QC I ERV valve inlet measured random and sine amplitudes are:

ERV 3B Spectral response (QCTD Ch 1)':
* x-axis (vertical to MS flow): 0.086 grnis with a superimposed sine of 0.064 g
* x-axis (scaled by 1.10): 0095 grnms with a superimposed sine of 0.070 g

ERV 3C Spectral response (DTD Ch 10)
* x-axis (vertical to MS flow): bad data for this channel
* x-axis (scaled by 1.10): bad data for this channel

Attachment to SIR-04-054 Rev.'/KKF-04-02 5 Page 2:- Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

ERV 3D Spectral response (DTD Ch 6)
• z-axis (parallel to MS flow): 0.106 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.042 g
* z-axis (scaled by 1.10): 0.117 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.047 g

ERV 3E Spectral response (QCTD Ch 7)
* x-axis (vertical to MS flow): 0.078 grmis with a superimposed sine ofO.071g
* x-axis (scaled by 1.10): 0.086 grns with a superimposed sine of 0.078g

The maximum composite vibration (0-200 Hz) is on ERV 3D inlet flange (0.117 grins).
Additionally, spectral energy in the 30-70 Hz range for ERV 3D is very low (less than 0.0065
grins). The only observed frequency content with any magnitude is at 23 Hz, which is outside
the local modes of vibration observed in the Wyle Labs testing. Therefore, the QC1 vibration
levels are low at 2511 MWth and would not produce much, wear after 15 months of operation.

2.3 Wyle Labs ERV and Actuator Test Results

Several tests were performed at Wyle Labs. Initial testing was performed with the tie-back (test
configuration 1) and without the tie-back (test configuration 2). The random vibration testing for
both configurations showed the maximum response to be higher with the tie-back:

* ERV with tie-back: test run 7 - 3X=0.92 grins, 3Y=5.57 grins, and 3Z=0.61 grins
* ERV w/o tie-back: test run 23 - 3X=0.38 grins, 3Y=0.67 grns, and 3Z=0.19 grins
* Plunger w/tie-back: test run 8 - 6X=3.37 gnus, 6Y=1.53 gnus, and 6Z=1.80 gnns
* Plunger w/o tie-back: test run 24 - 6X=0.95 gnus, 6Y=0.87 grms, and 6Z=0.58 gnus

The ERV solenoid and plunger responses were higher with the tie-back. All ERV test results
indicated that the most severe actuator wear came from x-axis vibration. Therefore, all actuator-
only aging tests were performed in the x-axis only.

Actuator-only aging tests were complete at Wyle Labs towards the end of the test series (test
cases 45-55). Test series 6 (test cases 45, 46 and 49) are relevant, since they represent actuator-
only testing with the original brass bushings. These tests consisted of resonance search (6.A.X)
and actuator aging tests (6.B.X). The resonance search identified a 62 Hz plunger mode that was
active within the actuator, but the plunger also seemed to respond between 30-70 Hz.

The Wyle aging test consisted of two parts:

1) Test Case 46: low frequency 30-70 Hz at 0.8 grins for 49 minutes and
2) Test Case 49: high frequency 20-200 Hz at 0.8 grins for 3 hours

Post-test results showed that the Wyle Test Actuator bushing wear was very similar to ERV 3D
bushings that experienced five months of EPU operation at QCL. Both sets of bushings had the
same amount of wear (-2 mm, measured) and similar wear patterns.

Attachmcnt to SIR-04-054 Rev. IIKKF-04.025 Page 3 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1'ERV Vibration Assessment

3.0 QC1 Data Correlation and ERV Assessment

QC I is planning to operate at pre-EPU (2511 MWth) for the next 15 months with -2 days of
operation at EPU (2910 MWth). Three assessments have been perforned to understand the
impact of operation at each power level and the duration.

EPU Operational Assessment
* QCI has operational history at EPU power level for 9 months
* Wyle Labs actuator aging tests (with brass bushings) showed -2 mm of wear at 0.8 grins
* Detailed inspections of ERV 3D, after 5 months of EPU operation with no tie back,

revealed -2 mm of wear, and the valve passed outage functional tests.
* It is clear that the Wyle Labs testing was equivalent to 5 months of EPU operation, based

on the magnitude of wear and similar wear patterns. The valve/actuator passed all post-
test functional checks.

Based on this operational history and the observed wear, operation for 2 days at EPU power
should not show any significant wear, due to the limited time spent at this power level.

Pre-EPU Operational Assessment
* QCI has several periods of operational history at pre-EPU power level, where all ERVs

were exposed to this power level for 24 months
• Outage inspections of ERVs that were exposed to 24 months of pre-EPU operation,

revealed less than 2 mm of wear, and all valves were operable
* Results from the Wyle Labs testing showed that ERV solenoid and plunger responses

were higher with the tie-back than without the tie-back.
* Comparison of the QCI per-EPU vibration data (ERVs had tie-backs) with Wyle Labs

input spectra showed that the QCI vibration data was much lower.

Based on this operational history, the lower vibration environments and the observed wear, QCI
operation for 15 months at pre-EPU power should exhibit less than 2 mm of wear (estimated to
be -1 mm). This includes the effect of the ERV with pilot-valve actuator tie-back (which is
inherent in the QCl ERV vibration data).

4.0 Conclusions

The QCI ERV responses (with tie-back supports) are much lower than the Wyle Labs test input
vibration, therefore, QC I ERV actuator wear will be much lower than that observed the Wyle
Labs actuator aging tests. Based on the above assessments, 15 months of operation at 2511
MWth are expected to produce very small bushing wear (-Imm), whereas, 2 days of operation at
2910 MWth should produce no visual wear, therefore, continued operation would present no
safety risk.
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

5.0 References

1. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation No. QC-1 IQ-301, Revision 0, "ERV Finite
Element Analysis and Vibration Evaluation."

2. Structural Integrity Associates Calculation No. QC- I I Q-302, Revision 0, "Quad Cities
Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibration Data Reduction."

3. Structural Integrity Associates Report No. SIR-04-023, Revision 3, "Quad Cities ERV
Vibration Assessment Wyle Labs Testing," SI File No. QC-16Q-401.
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

Table 1. QC1 ERV Measured Accelerations at 2488 MWth

.___ Acceleration (g) |

Location X peak Y peak Z peak X rms Y rms Z rrns
ERV3B Inlet -

(QCTD Ch 1, 2, 3, 15) 0.361 0.925 0.329 0.086 0.295 0.082
ERV 3B Pilot
(QCTD Ch4, 5,6,13,14) 2.670 2.432 0.756 0.686 0.873 0.220
ERV 3E Inlet
(QCTD Ch 7,8,9) 0.317 1.268 0.277 0.0i8 0.395 0.064
ERV3D Inlet
(DTD Ch 4, 5, 6) 0.288 0.989 0.474 0.069 0.269 0.106
ERV 3D Pilot'
(DTD Ch 7, 8, 9) na - .1.537 . 0.927 na' 0.340 0.223
ERV3C Inlet
(DTDChlO,11,12) na 8.338 1.218 na 4.145 0.480
TRV 3A Inlet
(DTD Ch 1, 2,3) 0.841 1.343 0.452 0.234 0.335 0.077

Table 2. QC1 ERV Measured Accelerations at 2910 MWth

Acceleration (g) __

Location X peak Y peak Z peak X rms Y rms Z rms

ERV 3B Inlet
(QCTDChl, 2,3,'15) 0.318 2.207' 0.682 0.081 0.703 0.181

ERV 3B Pilot
(QCTD Ch 4, 5, 6,13,14) 5.460 5.395 1.876 1.516 2.042 0.561

ERV3E Inlet
(QCDCh7,8,9) 0.729 3.323- 0.534 0.181 1.018 0.126

ERV 3D Inlet
(DTD Ch 4,5, 6) 0.474 -1.948 0.886 0.125 |0.667 0.180

ERV 3D Pilot
(DTD Ch 7, 8, 9) na 2.284 - 1.544 na 0.749 0.564

ERV 3C Inlet
(DTDCh1O,I1, 12) na 8.764 1.120 na 4.168 0.466

TRV 3A Inlet .. , . :,
(DTD Chl,2,3) 1.015 3.241 0.711 0.218 0.363 0.151

Notes: 1.

2.

3.
4.

Inlet Valve & 3D Pilot Valve: X is perpendicular to the main steam line, Y is vertical
and Z is parallel to the steam flow.
3B Pilot Valve: X is perpendicular to the main steam line, Y is vertical and Z is
parallel to the steam flow.
na - instruments were bad
QCTD - Quad Cities Tape Deck: DTD - Dresden Tape Deck
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

Figure 1: Wyle Labs Test Actuator Aging Test - Bushing Wear
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment

Figure 2: Wyle ERV 3D Actuator after S month EPU operation - Bushing Wear
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 1 ERV Vibration Assessment
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit i ERV Vibration Assessment

Sample Rate. sps = 1500 Spectral Plot Date: 28-Apr-2004
Tine Duration, sec 120 Quad Cltles, Unit 1 (QCTD), 2488 MWth. Ch 7 Composite, grrrs = 0.078009
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Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
Attachment I

Summary of Walkdown Results- Unit I

Component Damage Summary (Quad Cities Unit 1)

The below information is summarized based on information contained in
Condition Reports written duri ng the subject forced outage (Q1 F51).

CR No. Brief Description
186979 Documents as-found condition of 3B ERV actuator and drain pipe
188050 Walkdown of drywell, MSIV room and top of torus for structural

and support issues, summary of three issues found
188052 Walkdown results from heater bay and Unit I turbine deck
188128 Equipment issues identified during walkdown of drywell first level

and MSIV room
188185 Issues with HPCI 2301-4 valve motor operated valve (MOV) found

during walkdown of MOVs inside containment
188202 Discrepancies noted during drywell walkdown of second, third and

fourth levels.

ERV/Solenoid Historical Failure Summary:
ERV actuator refurbishment history back to 1990 indicates that ERVs have
experienced wear similar to that noted in Q1 F51, although not as severe, prior to
EPU operation. ERV issues identified in QIF51 are included in the table below,
with repairs made as stated. A formal root cause is documented under Action
Tracking Item (ATI) 186979-13. More details on the historical problems with ERV
actuator are provided in the root cause report referenced here. This information
was used in part as input into the current evaluations.

EPN As-Found Actuator As-Found Visual and PT As-Left As-Left Visual and
Conditions Exam results Actuator PT Exam results

Conditions
1-0203-3B * Left actuator spring * Pilot drain line broken Actuator * Drain line

protrudes through a Other welds had no refurbished replaced to first
bushing recordable indications flange

* Cover welds broken * Cold spring load noted * Cold spring
* Guide Rods grooved during attachment of pilot removed

from spring wear drain line flanges after valve
* Limit switch arms broken replaced

and/ormissing
1-0203-3C * General condition sat, * 1 inch weld on pilot drain Actuator * No action taken -

springs just beginning to line weld slightly under-filled refurbished under-filled weld
wear into bushings * Cold spring noted acceptable

* Cold spring
. _ removed

1-0203-3D * Trip plate pivot point * 1 inch line at ERV (between Actuator * Valve replaced
sloppy ERV and pilot) had 118 inch refurbished a Results on

puddle mark in toe of weld replacement valve
at ERV (acceptable) were sat (visual

a Slight undercut indication at and PT)
toe of weld near ERV all the * No cold spring
way around noted

Y
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Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
'Attachment I

'Sumrmary of Walkdown' Results -' Unit 1

EPN As-Found Actuator As-Found Visual and PT As-Left As-Left Visual and
Conditions Exam results Actuator. PT Exam results

Conditions
1-0203-3E * Cracking of spring plate * 1-inch pilot drain line has Actuator. * Flapped the area

noted at shorting bar small pitting filled with paint7 refurbished of the drain line
• Grooves worn into Pits indicated to be less than near the pilot valve

guide rods 118 inch. .. - and re-inspected
* Springs just beginning -. No cold spring noted;,

to wear into bushings . . i_._._.___._._.

ERV Pilot Drain Line Historical Failure Summary:
Drain line breakage has occurred prior to EPU conditions, attributable to both
cyclic fatigue, as well as personnel interaction'issues.

Snubber Issues discovered during walkdowns in Q1 F51:'
- TS 1-66 (for 3E ERV discharge pipirig) 'clamp found loose and rotated. A

nearby clamp on same pipe was tight., Snubber was tested satisfactorily.
The loose clamp was most likely the result'of improper installation.

- TS 1-71 (support for C MSL) --load pin was nearly pulled out. This was likely
the result of snubber proximity toworkers and worker catching pr6tective
clothing on the pin. The pin will be replaced by a stud in' the upcoming refuel
outage, preventing recurrence.

Steam Dryer Issues - ' ' - '
Steam dryer issues have imnpacted station performance. Repairs to the dryer
have been completed. A formal root cause is underway under CR 188129 and
was completed in February 2004.

Other vibration related issues identified 'on Unit 1:
- Vibrations in HPCI piping resulted in local leak rate test (LLRT) tap removal
- Small bore piping failures in MS, Feedwater, and Condensate Demlrieralizer

systems (but issue primarily on'Unit 2).
- Miscellaneous vibration-related clamp looseness/damage issues identified in

Q1 F51 (moisture separator supports, MSL low point drain lie tiebacks) -
these items were corrected. ' '.

- Damage noted to 1-2301-4 limit switch rotors in Q1 F51.

Conclusions
- Damage, particularly that on the' ERVs,-generally can' be characterized as

fretting, wear, and piece part fatigue6. '-This'damage ccan be considered
relatively long-term (months), and w'ould not lead to rapid,-catastrophic failure.

- With the exceptionbof 3B.ERV (failed drain line), Quad Cities Uniti ERVs
were operational.' ; : - U 'i- . .'

, .. n

. ,77
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Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 2

Summary of Recommended Actions - Unit I

AR 194877 Required Actions:

Prior /During Planned Outage Prior to Above 2511 MWth Operation

1. Install accelerometers on the IC MSIV during a planned shutdown or
forced outage. Evaluation of data obtained will be used to define the need
for the inspection required in Action 14 of AR 194877. (AR 194877-05)

2. Install modification EC 347763 to upgrade the ERV actuator to resist
vibration effects. (AR 194877-07)

3. Inspect the components identified as degraded during Q1F51 (see
Attachment 1). These include the ERV actuators, HPCI -4 valve operator
and snubber mounting brackets. (AR 194877-10)

4. Disposition the EOC of the Unit 2 Target Rock S/RV as-found test failure
under'CR 215874.

5. A predefine, PMID 172599, has been created with the scope as defined
under'ATI 197877-16, for a walkdown to be conducted each refuel outage.
Changes to the frequency of this PM will be controlled under the PM
program and may be adjusted depending on as-found conditions.

After Return to Full EPU Power Operation:
6. Obtain a vibration data set monthly, after return to full power operation

after any down power of greater than 10%, and assess for
variation/deviation from the analyzed data and any negative impacts. I(AR
194877-03)

7. Monitor weekly individual MSL flows to provide any anomalies that
indicate MSIV degradation.' (AR 194877-11)

8. Obtain a full set of vibration data when the unit is moved to full thermal
power of 2957 MWth for the first timne. This data will be used to confirm
the assumptions made on expected maximum vibration levels. (AR
194877-08) '

9. Evaluate the current PM scope and frequency for all components included
in this evaluation. The expectation is that some components will need'
increased PM frequencies for rebuilds, refurbishments and/or
replacements. (AR 194877-12)

a. Consideration should be given to perform a post-EPU- baseline
inspection during the Quad Cities Unit I refueling outage
scheduled to begin in March 2005 (i.e., Q1R18).

10.Perforrn testing on the NAMCO limit switches using the Quad Cities
specific vibration predominate frequencies and amplitudes. This testing to
be performed prior to approval of full cycle operation. (Complete) (AR
194877-13)

11. Perform testing on the Limitorque actuator type and size SMB-2-80 or
equivalent using the Quad Cities specific vibration predominate

3



Engineering Change (EC) 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 2

Summary of Recommended Actions- Unit I

frequencies and amplitudes.: This testing is to be performed prior to
approval of full-cycle operation (Complete) (AR 194877-14)

12.Evaluate the snubber inspection plan to ensure that sufficient MSL
snubbers are functionally tested during Q1 R1 8 to ensure that degradation
is not occurring. Inspections should include the previously degraded
snubbers, 1-66 and 1-71. Adjustfinspection plan as necessary. (AR
194877-10)

13. Evaluate the HPCI -4 valve limit switch to determine if a modification is
justified to reduce wear due to vibration after completion of the testing
from action 9. (AR 194877-15) i!

14.Complete comparison of Quad Cities Unit 1 to Dresden Unit 3. This
comparison may provide further insights into changes that can be made
for Quad Cities to minimize the measured vibration level responses such'
that accelerated component degradation does not occur. This evaluation
includes the following elements:

a. Expansion of the ongoing MSL circuit analyses and/or scale model
testing to include the frequency range up to 180 Hz. This may
provide insight into the source of the measured 139 and 157 Hz
predominate frequencies.

b. Detailed configuration differences in all MS line branch line
connections between Dresden and Quad Cities.

c. Detailed evaluation of the ERV configuration installed at Dresden.
d. A comparison of steam flows between Dresden and Quad Cities on

MSL and all branch connections during EPU power level operation.

During QI RI8
15. If results from vibration data on the 1 C MSIV warrant, inspect the 1 C

MSIV; during the next refuel outage (Q1 R18) to confirm' that no
degradation has occurred. If degradation is found, evaluate the need for
expanding inspection to other MSIVs.

16.Perform any additional inspections as determined by evaluations
performed in actions above.

4



EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components Commodities EPNs Make/ Model Evaluation Method

All Four ERVs Relief Valve ERVs 1-0203-3B, C, D, E Dresser/ 1525-VX-6-SR-A-N Analysis
(Number in Passport)/1525-
VX-3-XFB1 1-NC120 for C

and E / 1525VX-2-XOS108
for B and D (based on S/N)

All Four ERVs Small Bore Lines ERV EPNs are RV 1-0203-3B, C, N one Analysis
D, E

All Four ERVs Vacuum Breakers 1-0220-105B, C, D, E G. P. E. Controls/ LD-233-63 Analysis

All Four ERVs Actuators (V27) No unique EPN in Passport, use Dresser/1 525VX-3-XNC217 Analysis
same EPN as ERV. (Solenoid)

All Four ERVs Acoustic Monitors FE 1-0261-60B, C, D, E NDT International, Inc./NDT- Analysis
838-CNX-S '

All Four ERVs TE TE 1-0261-14B, C, D, E 14B/C/E-Comm Ed BOMs Analysis
exist and have Catalog
Identification Numbers

attached to them; 14D - Pall
Trinity I 14-T-2H1-

All Four ERVs Junction Box 1-0203-3B (-J05) No Model no. in PASSPORT Walkdown

Target Rock Flex hose Target Rock EPN is RV 1-0203-3A Flex hose not in PASSPORT Walkdown

Target Rock PS 1-0262-37A, B and 1-0262-37A, B, C EPN not in PASSPORT Evaluation
C

Target Rock PS 1-0203-34A 1-0203-34A EPN not in PASSPORT Evaluation

Target Rock Accumulator Tubing None Walkdown

1



EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components Commodities EPNs Make/ Model Evaluation Method

Target Rock SO 1-0203-3A SO 1-0203-3A Target Rock/7467F Evaluation
Target Rock Acoustic Monitor FE 1-0261-60A NDT International, Inc./NDT- Analysis

838-CNX-S
Target Rock Vacuum breaker 1-0220-105A GPE Controls / LD-233-63 Evaluation

All Four MSLs Venturi Small Bore None Walkdown
All Four MSLs Drain Lines None Walkdown
All Four MSLs - Penetrations . None Walkdown
All Four MSLs Supports None Walkdown
All Four MSLs Snubbers . . Walkdown

All Four. Inboard - Limit Switches 1-0203-1AlA (-ZS); 1B1A (-ZS), NAMCO Controls i EA180- Analysis
MSIV.. 1C1A (-ZS), 1D1A (-ZS); ALSO 1- 21302 are in BLACK or

0203-1A2A (-ZS), 1B2A (-ZS), EA180-22302 are in RED
1C2A (-ZS), 1D2A (-ZS); ALSO 1-

-.. 0203-IA2B (-ZS),I 1B2B (-ZS), .
1C2B (-ZS), 1D2B (-ZS); ALSO 1-

0203-lA3A (-ZS), 1B3A (-ZS),
1C3A (-ZS), 1D3A (-ZS)

All Four Inboard Actuators 1-0203-1A (-A12), 1-0203-1B (- No Model no. in PASSPORT Evaluation
MSIV A12), 1-0203-1C (-A12), -0203-1D1

(-A12)
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EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components Commodities EPNs Make/ Model Evaluation Method

All Four Inboard Air Lines/Small Valves None Walkdown
MSIV

All Four Inboard Solenoids 1-0203-IAI (-S45), 113 (-S45), Automatic Valve Corp. Evaluation
MSIV 1C1 (-S45), 10)1 (-S45); ALSO 1- (A613) / 6910-020 or 6910-

0203-1A2 (-S45), 1B2 (-S45), 1C2 010. EPNs in RED don't
(-S45), 102 (-S45); ALSO 1-0203- exist in PASSPORT. EPNs
1A2B (-S45), 1B2B (-S45), 1C2B in BLUE are 6910-010.

(-S45), 1D2B (-S45); ALSO 1-
0203-1A3 (-S45), 1B3 (-S45), 1C3

(-S45), 1D3 (-S45)

All Four Inboard IA Leaks Snoop None WalkdownMSIV
All Four Inboard Flex Line None Walkdown

MSIV I L I
All Four Inboard TE TE 1-0203-1A, B. C, D Catalog Identification No.

353038, Type T 0.188 inch
diameter by 2.25 inches long

Analysis

None Walkdown
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EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components - Commodities EPNs Make! Model Evaluation Method

All Four Outboard Limit Switches 1-0203-2A1A (-ZS), 2B1A (-ZS), NAMCO Controls (N007) / Analysis
MSIV 2C1A (-ZS), 2D1A (-ZS); ALSO 1- EA180-21302 In BLACK or

0203-2A2A (-ZS), 2B2A (-ZS), EA180-22302 are RED
2C2A (-ZS), 2D2A (-ZS); ALSO 1- highlighted EPNs

0203-2A2B (-ZS), 2B2B (-ZS),
2C2B (-ZS), 2D2B (-ZS); ALSO 1-

0203-2A3A (-ZS), 2B3A (-ZS),
2C3A (-ZS), 2D3A (-ZS)

All Four Outboard-- Actuators 1-0203-2A (-A12), 1-0203-2B (- No Model no. In PASSPORT. Evaluation
MSIV A12), 1-0203-2C (-A12), 1-0203- Make Is GE.,Exelon Catalog

_- - 2D (-A12) - - -- Identification No. 0037399

All Four Outboard Air Lines, Small Valves None Walkdown
MSIV

All Four Outboard LLRT Taps None Walkdown
MSIV I II
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EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components Commodities EPNs Make/ Model Evaluation Method

All Four Outboard Solenoids 1-0203-2A1 (-S45), 2B1 (-S45), Automatic Valve Corp. Evaluation
MSIV 2C1 (-S45), 2D1 (-S45); ALSO 1- (A613) Model 6910-020 in

0203-2A2A (-S45), 2B2A (-S45), RED or 6910-010 in BLUE
2C2A (-S45), 212A (-S45); ALSO highlight. There are only 12
1-0203-2A2B (-S45), 2B2B (-S45), (-S45) items in PASSPORT.
2C2B (-S45), 2D2B (-S45); ALSO

1-0203-2A3 (-S45), 2B3 (-S45),
2C3 (-S45), 2D3 (-S45)

All Four Outboard Flex Line None Walkdown
MSIV

All Four Outboard TE TE 1-0203-2A, B, C, D Catalog Identification No. Analysis
MSIV 353038, Type T 0.188 inch

diameter by 2.25 inches long
All Four Outboard Junction Box Walkdown

MSIV _
All Eight Safety Small Bore Lines None Walkdown

Valves
All Eight Safety Acoustic Monitors FE 1-0261-63A, B, C, D, E, F, G, NDT International, Inc./NDT- Analysis
Valves H 838-CNX-S
All Eight Safety TE TE 1-0261-13A, B, C, D, E, F, G, Grounded TC (Catalog Analysis
Valves H Identification No. 400152) on

8-5/8 inch pipe clamp
MO 1-0220-1 Operator 1-0220-1 (-LOS); In PASSPORT Limitorque SMB-000 OAR- Analysis

33.5; SMB-000-5 per
installation history

MO 1-0220-1 Limit Switch 1-0220-1 (-ZS) Not in PASSPORT Analysis
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EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components Commodities EPNs Make/ Model Evaluation Method

MO 1-0220-1 LLRT Taps None Analysis
MO 1-0220-2 Operator 1-0220-2 (-L05); In PASSPORT Limitorque SMB-00 Analysis

MO 1-0220-2 Limit Switch 1-0220-2 (-ZS) Not In PASSPORT Analysis
MO 1-0220-2 LLRT Taps None Walkdown
HPCI -4 Valve . Operator 1-2301-4 (L05); In PASSPORT Limitorque SMB-2-80 (from Evaluation

passport) - from System
Engineer - Crane 783-U,
SMB-1, four-rotor limits

Installed 10", Crane drawing
H-29528,

HPCI -4 Valve Limit Switch 1-2301-4 (ZS); Not in PASSPORT Evaluation
HPCI -4 Valve Penetration . .- } .; None Walkdown
HPCI -4 Valve LLRT Taps . None See comments

HPCI -5 Valve Operator 1-2301-5 (-LO5); In PASSPORT Limitorque SMB-2-80 Evaluation

HPCI -5 Valve Limit Switch . 1-2301-5 (-ZS); Not In PASSPORT Evaluation
. HPCI -5 Valve .. Penetration - .. - None Walkdown

HPCI -5 Valve . . LLRT Taps . . . .. - None -- See comments-

Reactor Core Operator 1-1301-16 (-LO5); In PASSPORT LImitorque SMB-00-OAR94; Evaluation
. Isolation Cooling SMB-00-10 per Installation

(RCIC) Inboard history (from Passport) -
Primary Containment from Systems - Crane 783-U

Isolation (PCI) with SMB-000 actuator and .
internal limit switch

RCIC Inboard PCI Limit Switch 1-1301-16 (-ZS) See above Evaluation
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EC 346515, Revision 3
Attachment 3

Evaluation Scope

Components Commodities EPNs Makel Model Evaluation Method

RCIC Inboard PCI Penetration None Walkdown
RCIC Inboard PCI LLRT Taps None Walkdown

RCIC Outboard PCI Operator 1-1301-17 (-L05); In PASSPORT Limitorque SMB-00 (from Evaluation
Passport) - from Systems -
Crane 783-U with SMB-000
actuator and internal limit

switch

RCIC Outboard PCI Limit Switch 1-1301-17 (-ZS) See above Evaluation
RCIC Outboard PCI Penetration None Walkdown
RCIC Outboard PCI LLRT Taps None Walkdown

Electrohydraulic TCV Accumulators 1-5672-VI, V2, V3, V4 No Model no. in PASSPORT See comments
Control (EHC)

EHC Lines Near TCVs, EPN for TSVs: HO-1-5699-MSV1, V15-GE Model G6; ZS- Walkdown
Turbine Stop Valves 2, 3, 4; EPN for TCVs: HO 1-5699- NAMCO EA 700-90964; for

CV1, 2, 3. 4; EPN for CIVs: HO 1- CIVs - GE 754E602 and GE
5699-CIV1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 G6.

EHC Pressure Switches 261-30A,B,C,D Barksdale TC9622-3 Analysis
MSL A RCIC tie-in _ Analysis
MSL B HPCI tie-in Analysis

MS Small Bore Lines Previous evaluations /
walkdowns

7
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Engineering Change (EC) # 348316, Revision 2
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Reason For Evaluation I Scope:

Revision 2 of this EC EVAL is performed to:

1. Clarify the approval status and open actions that are required to be completed
prior to Quad Cities Unit 2 resuming continuous full EPU power operation.

2. Include the completed action that added a Preventative Maintenance (PM)
recurring activity to repeat the walkdowns conducted for Extent of Condition
(EOC) each refuel cycle.

3. Provide the walkdown scope as Attachment 6.

Purpose
Because of issues identified on Quad Cities Unit 1 in November 2003, an evaluation of
Unit 2 main steam line (MSL) components for operation under Extended Power Uprate
(EPU) conditions has been performed. This EC EVAL provides a technical evaluation
for allowing operation of Quad Cities Unit 2 at power levels greater than 2511
megawatts thermal (MWth) up to 2957 MWth for the full 24-month fuel cycle and
beyond.

The components evaluated are listed in the table in the section titled, "Summary: Long
Term Component Responses to EPU Vibration Levels," on page 5. All components
were found acceptable for full cycle operation with the exception of the Target Rock
Safety/Relief Valve (S/RV). Due to failure of its as-found leak test, further evaluation of
this component is required prior to allowing extended operation above 2511 MWth.
Short duration power ascension (< 72 total hours above 2511 MWth) for the purpose of
data collection is acceptable based on vibration degradation being time dependent. The
final evaluation and resolution will be documented under Condition Report (CR)IAction
Request (AR) 215874 and EC EVAL 350693. Completion of those documents is
sufficient to support a complete cycle of full EPU power operation and revision to this
EC is not required. Recommendations are also made for future inspections to ensure
continuing acceptable component performance.

Background
During the Quad Cities Unit 2 refueling outage in March 2004 (Q2R17), the Power
Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) were replaced with Electromatic Relief Valves (ERVs).
This modification (i.e., EC 343933) resulted in Unit 2 being similar to Unit 1 in installed
equipment. Testing was performed at Wyle Laboratories in support of that modification
and to resolve potential degradation issues for the ERVs. The testing was structured to
validate that the modification would be sufficiently robust to perform for a minimum of
one fuel cycle (i.e., 24 months). The results of that testing are documented under
modification EC 343933 and include recommended changes to actuator internal parts
and PM instructions, which were subsequently installed/performed during Q2R17.

Approach
Vibration data was collected throughout the range of power operation (see Reference
3), including that obtained during the March 2004 ramp up to maximum electrical power.
Component failure history, analytical modeling, and testing were used to assess MSL
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Engineering Change (EC) # 348316, Revision 2
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities'Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations

atExtended Power Uprat6 (EPU) Power Levels

and feedwater (FW) component and system responses for full EPU power operation.
These evaluations utilize the previous Unit 1 assessments (found in EC 346515), lab
testing results, and the input vibration data to provide assurance that operation above
2511 MWth will pose no threat to continued equipment operation throughout the
remainder of the current fuel cycle and th'r6'uhotLI a complete 24-month fuel cycle.

Results ' -

The data obtained from the power ascension to 2796 MWth, with extrapolation to 2957
MWth, has beeh'assessed against thep'previously completed evaluations. Acceptability
of the Target Rock'S/RV performance under the vibration environment was identified 'as
the only concern that potentially jeopardizes operation above'251 I MWth. Details of the
evaluation and recommendation's for further actions are provided below. Acti6ns are
tracked underAR 194877, general actions,' and AR 215874, TargetfRock S/RV.
Completion of the delineated actions'dohistitut6sthe only requirements for resuming
continuous EPU power operation. No further revision to this EC is required.

Required Actions:

Prior to Continuous Power Operation Above 2511 MWth
1. Resolve the cause of the problem'with the Target Rock S/RV and the resultant

EOC under AR 215874.

Prior to Q2Rl8 -

2. A predefine, PMID 172600, has been created with the scope as defined under
Action Tracking Item (ATI) 197877-16 for a walkdown totbe conducted each:
refuel outage. Changes to th6'frequency of this PM will be controlled under the'
PM program and may be adjusted depending' on as-foun'd conditions.

3. Obtain a full set of vibration data whenifif the unit is operating at full power (i.e.',
2957 MWth) for the first time. This data will be used to confirm the assumptions
made on expected maximum'vibration levels. (Assignee: A8426CMO; Analysis
action assignee: A8064MW-DR) -' ' ' ' - -

4. Evaluate the current PM scope and frequency for all components included in this
evaluation. The expectationisqthat some MSL components will need increased'
PM frequencies for inspections, rebuilds, refurbishments and/or replacements
until sufficient EPU operationalV'experience proves that accelerated aging is not
occurring.' (Assignee: A843NESSC).'-

5. Establish component inspections required during the next outage to validate
conclusions and to ensure ongoing component acceptability for EPU power
operation. (Complete see ATI 197877-16 and action 2 above)

During Q2R18 Outage -
6. Inspect the components internal to the ERV actuators. (Assignee: A8430TP)
7. Inspect one MSV during the next rfuel ou tage (Q2R18) to confirm that no

' 'degradation has 6ccurred,' espcially'in the area of disk to 'ster. 'If degradation is
found, evaluate the need for expanding inspection to other MSIVs.' (Assignee:'
A8451NESPR) '
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Engineering Change (EC) # 348316, Revision 2
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Detailed Evaluation:

Component Damage Summary (Quad Unit 2)

Walkdowns of MSL affected components have been performed to identify any
components that exhibited vibration induced degradation. The results are summarized
in ATI 194877-16, which documents the details of the walkdowns conducted in Q2R17.

The review of walkdown data identified 16 instances of potential vibration related
equipment degradation (documented in 14 Condition Reports (CRs)) where operation
above 2511 MWth may be a contributing factor. Most of these issues, can be
characterized as loosening of mechanical joints. Individual corrective actions were
taken to repair each item and follow-up actions are being tracked to ensure acceptable
performance. There were no issues identified where additional monitoring during unit
operation was deemed necessary or where restricted operation was warranted.

Steam Dryer Issues
Steam dryer issues have impacted station performance. Repairs to the dryer have
been completed ard additional analyses of and related to the dryer are ongoing.
Evaluation of future dryer performance is contained under separate actions and will not
be addressed here.

Effects of Increase to Full EPU Power 2957 MWth

All of the component evaluations utilized data obtained between March 29, 2004, and
the April 7, 2004, ramp up to 912 MWe (2796 MWth). These values represent the plant
response from low power to 2796 MWth. In the future, power levels may reach full
licensed power of 2957 MWth'. Each component evaluation includes a discussion of
any potential effects of increased vibration levels as the unit approaches full thermal
power. Actual vibration levels will be measured if/when the unit achieves full thermal
power to confirm the assumptions made.

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU Levels

The four new ERVs have virtually identical assemblies and are identical to the Unit 1
assemblies, which consist of the main ERV valve body, pilot valve, and solenoid
actuator. The pilot valve is connected to the ERV by means of a turnbuckle and a pilot
valve tube. Each valve has small diameter leak off piping that is routed back to the ERV
discharge line.

The finite element analyses and testing performed for the Unit 1 valve configurations
determined natural frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes. For Unit 2, the
natural frequencies and mode shapes were compared to the frequency content of the
measured aInd tested vibration data.- Testing determined that an independent structural
mode of the actuator plunger assembly was responding to input vibrations causing
premature wear degradation of the bushing, spring, and guide rod assembly. The valve
assemblies installed in Unit 2 were upgraded with hardened components of X750
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Engineering'Change (EC) #348316, Revision 2
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate-(EPU) Power Levels

material for bushings and guide rods, and a modified spring with chamfered edges.
These components underwent testing prior to their use to ensure that they would
perform at measured vibration levels' without'experiencing degradation. Details of the
testing and results can be found in the documentation package supporting modification
EC 343933 and Reference 1. Comparison of the vibration values used for the
modification evaluations are bounding for the Unit 2 measured values and, therefore,
these valves are acceptable for full EPU power operation, per Attachment 2.

Evaluation of High Pressure Coolant Iniection (HPCI) -4 Valve Operator

Based on walkdown data, the limit switch (four-rotor design) internal to the operator for
the Quad Cities Unit 2 High Pressure Coola nt Injection' (HPCI) motor-operated steam
supply valve, 2-23014, was found in like-new condition. This limit 'switch was replaced
during Q2R17 and the previously'installed component was retained to facilitate analysis
and comparison' to Unit 1. The inspection results and the measured vibration data
comparison confirm the acceptability of this component for full cycle operation at full
EPU power (see QDC-0200-M-1380, Reference 2).

Evaluation of Piping

Piping models were generated and evaluated for Unit 2 a nd are documented in EC
343933, the modification to replace the PORVs with -ERVs.' These' models include the
main steam (MS) piping from the reactor vessel nozzle to the drywell penetration, and
include the relief valve discharge piping'to the'drywell penetration. Leak off piping for
the ERVs was also assessed.: The calculations were then validated or re-performed
using the measured data from Unit 2. All maximum calculated stresses for the piping
were below the allowable per the OM-3 criteria. Therefore, operation at EPU power
levels will not impact piping structural integrity (see References 4 and 5).
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Engineering Change (EC) # 348316, Revision 2
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Evaluation of MSIVs

The evaluation of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) was. performed by comparing
measured values to seismic aging qualification test data for the Quad Cities Unit 1
actuators (see Attachment.1). Seismic aging testing consisted of sinusoidal variation of
frequency between 25 and 200 Hz at 0.75 g applied to the valve bonnet in accordance
with IEEE-344, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Seismic Qualification Of Class IE
Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," for vibration endurance testing.
Measured values for the B MSIV (inboard) and extrapolated values for the A, D, and C
MSIVs were well bounded by this aging evaluation and were, therefore, determined to
be acceptable for continuous full EPU power operation (Attachment 1).

Additional internal inspection information indicated that after a full cycle of EPU power
operation, no deleterious effects on MSIV condition were found. This information is
included in Transmittal of Design Information (TODI) QDC-04-16 (i.e., Attachment 3).
Wear aging criteria does not imply the components are qualified for the full five-year
recommended maintenance life of the components at the observed steady state
vibration levels. In addition, degradation of various internal components may not be
identified through external inspection. Therefore, preventive actions to perform the
following two monitoring / inspection activities are recommended.

1. Prior to the next Quad Cities Unit 2 refueling outage (Q2R18) scheduled for
Spring 2006, monitor MSL flows for any change that could be indicative of
degradation of an MSIV.

2. During Q2R18, inspect one inboard MSIV for any signs of wear-related
degradation in the area of the stem including pneumatic control components, limit
switches, electrical leads, and fasteners.

Evaluation of Target Rock SIRVs

The Target Rock S/RV is evaluated in Attachment 1. Results indicate that there is
some risk that future acceptable performance will be impacted due to the measured
vibration levels exceeding the tested values. In addition, the as-found testing of the
valve removed from Unit 2 during Q2R17 failed its acceptance criteria. CR 215874 has
been written to document this failure and to ensure resolution. Full EPU power
operation is not acceptable until the root cause of the failure and the EOC reviews are
understood and any necessary corrective actions are completed. Documentation of
Target Rock SIRV acceptability will be completed under AR 215874 and EC EVAL
350693.

Evaluation of FW Regulating Valves (FRVs)

To address potential impacts to the FRV and small bore FW piping, additional hand held
vibration data was obtained at selected locations. The small bore piping evaluations are
contained in EC EVAL 348717. The FRV was evaluated in Attachment 2. The vibration
levels at EPU power (> 2811 MWth) were the same as or lower than those taken at
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Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations
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2488 MWth. Therefore, because these'valves'have'performed acceptably at previous
power levels, they are acceptable for full EPU power operation.

Summarv: Lonq Term Component Responses to EPU Vibration Levels

An assessment of the component response to EPU power levels has been performed
and is summarized in the following table. The scope for the evaluations was
determined based on the Unit 1 EC EVAL 346515 and the walkdown results as
documented in ATI 194877-16. For a summary of the walkdown scope see Attachment
6.

Component ||2910 MWt Assessment || Expected long term EPU | Comments
l _11 Results IL Performance 1 1
MSIV Actuators Sinusoidal aging test at 0.75 Acceptable at EPU levels Reference 2

g from 25 to 200 Hz - based on existing margin.
Recommendation Includes
continuing internal
inspections to inspect for

._ stem to disk degradation. - _-

Inboard and Seismically rugged 21.06 g, Acceptable at EPU levels Reference 2
Outboard MSIV Limit 29-minute test at 7.5 g - based on existing margin,
Switches Acceptable margin
Inboard and Passive item, very rigid Acceptable - Reference 2
Outboard MSIV subjected to small g -

Temperature Acceptable
Elements __

MSIV LLRT Taps Very low frequency based on Acceptable - Reference 2
analysis - no significant
excitation measured at low
frequency - Acceptable for.
EPU levels

Safety Valve Acoustic Sine beat test accelerations Acceptable at EPU levels Reference 2
Monitors 6.0 g compared to 4.226 g based on existing margin
Safety Valve Pipe clamp style Acceptable Reference 2
Temperature thermocouple, passive
Elements element without any extended

masses

Pressure Switches Seismic qualification tested at Acceptable Reference 2
20 g subjected to less than
0.2 g - Acceptable based on
margin - ' m _

ERVs Valves,. Analyzed using 2851 MWth All components acceptable Attachment 2
Actuators, Drain vibration data and Finite for EPU levels based on
Lines, etc. Element Model (FEM) margins and operating

experience.
Safety Valves Seismic qualification 11 g Acceptable - Based on Reference 2

horizontal and 9 g vertical existing margin and no
compared to ERV measured indication of degradation after
values of 1.52 g horizontal 1 year at EPU levels
and 4.17 g vertical -
Acceptable based on margin
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Component 2910 MWt Assessment Expected long term EPU Comments
R esults Performance

Target Rock Compared to qualification There Is some potential for Attachment 1
Safety/Relief Valve information on new type two- pilot leakage and thread wear CR 215874
(3A) stage valves on the main piston/stem joint.

pilot valve leakage would be
detectable by increased
tailpipe temperatures. Due to.
failure of the removed valve
from Unit 2, qualification for
full power is in question.
Further evaluation will be
performed under CR 215874

_ _to resolve this Issue.
MSL Drain Valves 1- Estimated life duration based Acceptable for full power Reference 2
0220-1 and -2, on the seismic testing operation. Valves are closed
Operators and Limit information and extrapolated after turbine warm-up and left
Switches measured vibration levels Is closed during normal

38 years operation; hence, position
change is only required
during a unit shutdown.

Conclusions / Findings:

Except for the Target Rock S/RV, this EC EVAL provides an engineering evaluation of
MSL components supporting operation up to 2957 MWth. It has been determined that
full EPU power operation will not result in imminent failure or unacceptable degradation
levels of any components with the exception of the Target Rock S/RV. Disposition of
the acceptability of that valve for full EPU power operation will be documented in the
actions from CR 215874. Due to this valve's failure during its as-found leak test, further
evaluation of this component is required prior to allowing extended operation above
2511 MWth. Short duration power ascension (< 72 total hours above 2511 MWth) for
the purpose of data collection is acceptable based on the time dependency of vibration
degradation. The conclusions for acceptability of other components is provided by
evaluation of the empirical data, including operational data, measured vibration data,
endurance test reports, and ERV laboratory testing.

To confirm the conclusion, an action item to measure the actual vibration at full EPU
thermal power will be performed. The acceptance level is less than the extrapolated
values for each evaluated component. Additional actions are recommended to ensure
that the wear aging of the components remains acceptable and the appropriate PM
frequencies are in place.
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Engineering Change (EC)# 348316, Revision 2
Evaluation (EVAL) of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Attachments:

Attachment 1: "Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 MSIV and SRV Vibration Data,"
General Electric Report No. DRF-0000-0023-4260, dated April 16, 2004

Attachment 2: Structural Integrity Associates Vibration Assessment, SIR-04-048

Attachment 3: Transmittal of Design Information QDC-04-16 - Inspection Information
from Q2R17 MSIV Internal Inspections

Attachment 4: MPR Independent Review Letter

Attachment 5: Stevenson and Associates Independent Review Letter

Attachment 6: Walkdown Scope, Table of Components Walked Down for EOC.

References:

1. SIR-04-023, Rev. 0, ERV Vibration Testing Assessment.
2. QDC-0200-M-1380, Rev. 0, "Evaluation of Components for Vibration Effects"
3. QC-16Q-303, Rev. 0, Quad Cities Unit 2 ERV Vibration Data Reduction
4. SIR-03-136, Rev. 3, Evaluation of Main Steam Line Vibration for Quad Cities Unit

2 PORV Replacement
5. SIR-04-034, Rev. 1, Evaluation of Effects of Main Steam Vibration on Attached

Small Bore lines.
6. AR 194877, Follow-On Actions from EC 346515 and 348316.
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ATTACHMENT 1

General Electric Report No. DRF-0000-0023"4260, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit
2 MSIV and SRV Vibration Data," Dated April 16, 2004
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GE Nuclear Energy
Systems Engineering San Jose, California

DRF 0000-0023-4260

April 16, 2004

To: Sharon Eldridge
From: PD Knecht

Subject: Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 MSIV and SRV Vibration Data

References:
1. "Steam Dryer Action Items - Technical Issues", MS Project Schedule, 3/31/04
2. "Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station Units I and 2 Environmental Qualification

Report - MSIV Actuator", NEDC-31886P, Class III, December 1990
3. "Quad Cities Unit 2 ERV Vibration Data Reduction", Structural Integrity

Associates Calculation, QC-16Q-303, April 12, 2004
4. "Quad Cities Unit I Assessment of High Frequency Acoustic Vibration on MSL

Components", GE-NE 0000-0008-1763-02, December 2002.
5. "Target Rock Relief Valve failure to Fully Open", SIL 646, December 20, 2002
6. "Hope Creek Generating Station Unit I Environmental Qualification Report,

Book No. S20, NEDC 30942, November 1985
7. "MSIV inspection results during Q2R17 (IA, 2B, 2C and ID MSIV's)", Exelon

email Patrick K. Yost to Sharon Eldridge, March 30, 2004. (TODI QDC 04-16)

Background

The Quad Cities Unit 2 current licensed thenmal power (CLTP) is 2957 MWt). With the
exception of two forced outages due to dryer hood failures of the steam dryer assembly at
Unit 2 has operated at full generator electrical output (912 MWe) up until the most recent
outage (Q2R17).

Because main steam line vibration was identified as the potential cause of several
component as-found degraded conditions, vibration data on various components external
to the reactor pressure vessel at Quad Cities Unit 2 were taken following the restart from
Q2R17 on March 31, 2004 and evaluated at ten power levels between approximately 20%
and 95% CLTP. Following collection of these data, the unit was returned to the original
licensed thermal power (OLTP) until the data could be more closely examined and recent
questions from the NRC have been resolved.

GENE was asked in Reference I to evaluate the inboard MSIV on the "B" Main Steam
line and the Target Rock Safety Relief Valve vibration data and provide
recommendations regarding long term operation at CLTP. This letter provides the GENE
response to this request.
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Methodology '.

Vibration data for MSIVs were compared against seismic aging qualification test data for
the Unit I MSIV actuators (Reference 2). The seismic aging test consisted of sinusoidal
variation of frequency between 25 hz and 200 hz at 0.75g applied to the valve bonnet.
No evidence of damage was observed during these qualification tests. Engineering
judgment was used to conclude that the Unit 2 actuators will perform in a similar manner
to the Unit 1 valves. This judgment assumes that no modifications have been made that
would be impacted by high frequency vibrations.:

No similar data exists for the 3-stage Target Rock SRVs installed in Unit 2 However, it
was assumed that seismic wear aging would have been successful for these valves at the
standard IEEE 382-1980 test value of 0.75g. Furthermore, there are other BWRs that
have operated at above original rated power that have 'not reported evidence of wear or
stuck open valve events.

Evaluations

1. Main Steam Isolation Valves

B MSIV

Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS) values of the three monitored vibration axes
corresponding to the peak acceleratiorn values at the "B" MSIV stem are shown in the
figure below for the dominant 139 hz and'157 hz frequencies during power ascension.
Also shown is the total grms value from reference 3. For reference the velocity squared
relationship also is shown.
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As can be seen, the amplitude of the vibrations increases with power with a sharp
increase in magnitude beginning at about 75% CLTP. Pronounced peaks are evident
above the 80% power level for the 139 hz and 160 hz frequencies. In all cases, the
amplitudes are relatively low in comparison with the qualification basis of 0.75g and the
displacement velocities are below 0.05 in/sec. No damage is expected for these
conditions.

A, C and D MSIVs

Because no vibration data was obtained for the A, C or D MSIVs, the total vibration
amplitudes at the Electromatic Relief Valve (ERV) and SRV inlets was reviewed as
shown in the figure below to determine if the other MSIVs would have a similar response
to the B MSIV. For comparison, the dotted line shows the MSIV vibration in the B main

MSL ERVs
2.50 -

2.00

0.50 t t

0 20 40 60 80 100
Poiier (% CLTP)

- MSLB - MSLA - MSLC MSLD -.- . .BMSIVI

steam line.

As can be seen the amplitude in the B and D ERVs (B and D MSLs) is somewhat larger
than the magnitude of the A and C MSLs. The MSIV vibration (B MSL) is substantially
lower than the vibration at the ERV inlet on the same steam line. Due to the similarity of
amplitudes and geometry of the piping, the other MSIVs likely will have a similar
response and be well within the 0.75g wear aging criterion and displacement velocity will
be low.

Based on the walkdown results at Unit 2 (Reference 7), some evidence of wear was
identified during internal inspections of the valves. Some wear was evidenced on the
upper liners and due to rocking of the main disk.

Discussion
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It should be noted that the wear aging criteria does not imply that the components are
qualified for the full five-year recommended maintenance life of the components with
that steady state vibration level. If this amount of vibration occurs, there can be long
term degradation of the valve internals. The higher steam flow rate can cause agitation of
the internal parts causing accelerated fretting corrosion wear in comparison with pre-EPU
conditions (refer to SIL 568). Accelerated wear of other subassemblies on the MSIVs
such as pneumatic control components, limit switches, electrical leads and fasteners also
may not be identified though external inspection.

There is no evidence that the wear observed during the Q2R17 internal inspections were
the result of EPU operation or long term pre-EPU operation. However, because the rate
of wear is expected to increase due to the increase in steam flow with EPU and because
this failure mode cannot be detected through external inspection, a followup internal
inspection should again be made during Q2R18 to assess the rate of wear following
extended EPU operation. A reassessment of the inspection frequency can be made at
that time.

In Reference 4, the impact of MSL vibrations was qualitatively discussed. .Because the.
main disk is free to move, high vibratio could potentially result in degradation of the
lower disk guide liner. The Q2R17 internal inspection revealed some evidence of main
disk rocking. If significant, this could slow or possibly prevent valve motion. Although
this was considered a low to'medium risk in Reference 4, a slow full-stroke closure of at
least one MSIV'should be considered aftei 12 to 14 months of full EPU power operation
to confirm that accelerated degradation'is not occurring. This test will not provide an '
indication of a degradation trend, but'it'would confirm operability of the Valves given the
lack of information on the rate of degradation.

Because no degradation of the MSIVs was shown during the walkdown and to date
operability has been demonstrated during' the most recent outage,' it is concluded that
operation at CLTP is acceptable" However, it is recommended that individual MSL
velocities be monitored during the operating cycle to detect any variations betwveen steam
lines that'could be due to MSIV degradation. A slow full-stoke closure of the MSIVs
should be' considered at least once prior to Q2RI 8, after I2 to 14 months of full EPU
power operation, to confirm operability beforet'he followip internal wear inspection can'
be conducted . ' ' ' ' -

2. Target Rock Safety Relief Valves

Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS) 'values of the three monitored vibration axes
corresponding to the peak acceleration values at the "3A" Target Rock valve are shown
in the figure below for the power ascension.''Also shown is the total grms value from ' '
reference 3. For reference the velocity-squared relationship also is' shown. ' '
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Q2 SRVSRSS Totals Ns PoNier

grins 0.5

' .5 oM1
- Background- 20hz-25hz - 139hz 150hz

157hz 160hz - Total v2

As can be observed, the vibration levels are dominated by the 157 hz peak and increase
significantly beyond OLTP power. At 96% CLTP the vibration velocity is about 0.37
in/sec. An increased amplitude in the 160 hz frequency also is evident although not at a
significant amplitude at the 96% CLTP operating condition.

Discussion

The Target Rock valve at Quad Cities is a 3-stage design that has been replaced with a 2-
stage design in later BWRs. No qualification data exist for these valves because they
were qualified through the Seismic Qualification Users Group (SQUG) methodologies,
that did not address wear aging. Qualification aging of 2-stage valve has been successful
with wear aging at the same 0.75 g acceleration in a similar manner to that which has
been applied to the MSIV actuators. In comparison with the 2-stage Target Tock, the
actuators on the 3-stage valve are lighter and it should display higher natural frequencies.
Reference 6 identified natural frequencies of 128, 152 and 160 hz in a 2-stage Target
Rock valve.

The emergence of a 160 hz presence at the Target Tock inlet and the dominant 157 hz
frequency is of some concern. As CLTP is approached during the summer months, there
is a risk of vibration induced pilot valve leakage and eventual inadvertent opening at
CLTP. Extended operation with leaking pilot valves has been shown to cause steam
cutting and eventual inadvertent opening of the Target Rock 3-stage SRV. Because of
these concerns, the downstream thennocouples on the SRVs should be closely monitored
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for evidence of leakage. The location of the thermocouples has been confirmed to
comply with SIL 196 supplement 11.

Because there is no known test data, it is recommended that Exelon conduct testing or
develop a finite element model of the three-stage Target Rock valve to further assess the
natural frequencies of the valve and its actuator. This analysis would enable Exelon to
characterize the vulnerability of the valve to high frequency vibrations and of an
inadvertent valve opening that would have similar consequence to the PORV opening
which occurred at Unit 2 in April 2003.

Based on the existing Quad Cities experience at CLTP without observed degradation, it is
concluded that continuous operation is acceptable subject to monitoring for evidence of
pilot valve leakage.
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Structural Integrity Associates Vibration Assessment, SIR-04-048



Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.

6855 S. Havana Street
Suite 350
Centennial, CO 80112-3868
Phone: 303-792.0077
Fax: 303-792-2158
IWAV.stnctintr.com

kfujikawcPstructint.com

May 4, 2004
SIR-04-048 Revision 0
KKF-04-020

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Vibration Assessment

Dear Sharon:

This letter report contains the Quad Cities Unit 2 main steam vibration assessment for the Electromatic
Relief Valves (ERVs) and main steam piping due to operation at Extended Power Uprate. The assessment
is contained in Attachment 1.

If you have any questions, please call me.

Prepared by Reviewed by

And< 4 G

Kevin J. O'Hara Karen K. Fujikawa, P.E.
Associate Associate

Approved by

Karen K. Fujikawa
Associate

Charlotle, NC San Jose. CA N. Stonington, CT Sunrise. FL Rockville, 1.10 Uniontown. OH
704.573.1369 408-978-8200 860-599 6050 954-572.2902 301-231.7746 330.899-9753

- -- --- --- ----



Ms. Sharon Eldridge . May 4, 2004
Page 2 SIR-04-048/KKF-04-020

kkf
Attachment: 1. Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

cc: P. Hirschberg (SI)
K. J. O'Hara (SI)
G. L. Stevens (SI)
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Mbtain Steam Line Vibration

1.0 Introduction

The main steam system at Exelon's Quad Cities Unit 2 (QC2) plant has had a history of vibration
issues. A number of failures have occurred in the condensate drain lines from the relief valves.
The leak-off piping from valve 2-203-3E in particular has had at least five failures since 1985.
Internal valve damage has been observed in the previously installed Electromatic relief valve
(ERV) at this location. After replacement of these valves by a power operated relief valve
(PORV) design, spurious lifting of the disc has occurred. Vibration data and evaluation has
shown that the lines are subject to flow-induced vibration.

QC2 has replaced the PORV design relief valves with the ERV design used in Unit 1 and
previously used in Unit 2. The predominant vibration frequency has been observed to be at the
acoustic quarter-wave frequency of the relief valve branch line. Due to differences in valve
internal dimensions, the acoustic frequency with the ERVs installed is somewhat lower than with
the PORVs. Past experience prior to implementing Extended Power Uprate (EPU) has shown
that the magnitude of the vibrations was higher with the ERVs installed than with the PORVs.
Now that EPU has been implemented, there is a concern that the ERV design, coupled with the
much higher EPU flow velocities, could result in an increase in the vibration levels.

The purpose of this letter report is to evaluate the vibration measurements recently obtained at
QC2 and determine the adequacy of the ERVs and associated piping for long term EPU
operation. Vibration measurements were taken at 33 accelerometer locations on the QC2 main
steam piping at various operating levels up to 912 MWe (2796 MWth). Most of the
accelerometers were located on the four ERVs and three adjoining pilot valves. The vibration
time histories were converted to frequency domain spectra and grms (root-mean-square) values.
The time histories were then filtered and maximum and minimum peak values were detennined.
Reference [I] contains details of the vibration data reduction.

2.0 Data Comparison/Assessment

2.1 Quad Cities 2 Dynamic Data Assessment

Vibration data was acquired at QC2 from March 29 through April 7, 2004. All data was
assessed for peak vibration on the four main steam line (MSL) ERVs, their associated pilot
valves and other MSL components. These components were assessed for ten power levels, from
200 (-25% power level) up to 912 MWe (2796 MWth). A data summary of the vibration levels
is documented in Reference [1]. The maximum accelerations were observed at the ERV 3D and
3E inlet flanges and their associated pilot valves (see Figures I through 8). The peak amplitude
for the ERV 3E inlet flange, and its associated pilot valve, was 1.18 grms at 160 hz, whereas, the
peak amplitude for the ERV 3D inlet flange, and its associated pilot valve, was 1.52 grins at 152
hz. The vibration data trends for each channel are shown in Figures 5 through 8. From these
figures, it can be seen that the vibration increases rapidly from 780 to 800 MWe and then
increases proportionally to power level from 800 to 912 MWe.

The unfiltered root mean-square (RMS) values are shown in Table I and the acceleration time
history trends for ERV 3E and 3D are shown in Figures 9 through 11.

Attachment to SIR-04-048IKKF-04-020 Page I Strulctural Integrity Associates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

2.2 Comparison to Quad Cities Unit 1 EPU Data

Vibration measurements were taken at 30 accelerometer locations on the Quad Cities Unit I
(QCI) main steam piping at various operating levels up to EPU (2910 MWth). Most of the
accelerometers were located on the fouir ERVs and two adjoining pilot valves, which were the
locations of high vibration. Acceleration time histories were converted to frequericy domain
spectra and grins values. The acceleration time histories were then filtered and maximum peak
values were determined. Reference [2] contains details of the vibration data reduction and
Table 2 summarizes the RMS and peak accelerations for the ERVs and the Target Rock safety
relief valve at 2910 MWth. For the locations that had redundant instruments, the highest values
are shown.

The QC2 vibration data was compared to the QCl vibration data. Specific maximum and RMS
values are shown in Tables 1 and 2, whereas, Table 3 'is the ratio of the QC2 vibration levels
divided by the QC1 vibration levels. -Values in'Table 3 that are greater than 1.0 correspond to
locations where measured'QCI data does not envelope QC2. Observations from Table 3 are as
follows:

* QC2 ERV 3B inlet flange accelerations are lower than QCI for the y-axis, equivalent for
the z-axis, but higher for the x-axis. -

* QC2 ERV 3B pilot valve acceleration's are lower than QCI for all axes.
• QC2 ERV 3E inlet flange accelerations are lower than QC1 for the x-axis, equivalent for

the y-axis, but higher for the z-axis.
* *QC2 ERV 3D inlet flange accelerations are higher than QC1 for all axes. The QC2 x-

axis has a vibration level of 1.34 grins or a vibration level 10.3 times higher than QC1.
* QC2 ERV 3D pilot valve accelerations are higher than' QCI for all observed axes.
* QC2 ERV 3C inlet flange accelerations are lower than QC1 or equivalent for the y-axis,

except for the'z-axis peak acceleration. -

* QC2 Target Rock 3A is slightly' higher than QCl for axes, except for the y-axis.

The highest QC2 vibration levels are seen on the ERV 3D and 3E on the x and z axes. The
maximum accelerations for'the QCIand QC2 ERV inlet flange and pilot valve are tabulated
below: ;

Max Vibration, grins X-axis ' - Y-axis Z-axis'

QC-1 ERV Inlet Flange 0.18 .; 4.17 0.47
QC-2 ERV Inlet Flange 1.34; 1.71 0.49
QC-1 ERVPilot Valve - .0.56 - 2.04 . 1.52
QC-2 ERV Pilot Valve 0.18 '';'- 1I.64 0.82

In general, the QCl vibrations are higher than QC2 for they and z axes, but are lower for the
ERV x-axis inlet, which is the axis that resulted in the vibration damage.

Attachment to SIR-04-048/KKF-04-020 Page 2. Structural Integri4Associates, Inc.



Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

2.3 Comparison to QC1 Wyle Labs Data

The testing at Wyle Labs concluded that significant wear observed in the QCI pilot valve
actuators could be eliminated by replacing the brass bushings and stainless steel guide rods with
Alloy X750 bushings and Alloy X750 guide rods. The endurance testing consisted of two levels
of acceleration and test durations: 1) low frequency 20-70 hz at 0.8 grins and 2) high frequency
20-200 hz at 0.8 grins with sine sweeps (138-142 hz at 1.8 g, 154-158 hz at 3.0 g).

The QC2 actuators were modified to incorporate the design changes identified by the Wyle
actuator testing. To verify that these design modifications are adequate, the QC2 RMS
accelerations from Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above were compared to the Wyle Lab test acceleration
levels. A review of Table 3 shows that the ERV 3D inlet and pilot valve accelerometers have the
highest vibration levels (QC2 exceeds QC1 RMS values). Inspection of the ERV 3D inlet
spectra plots indicate most of the energy (80%) is amassed at the discrete frequency of 152 hz.
The QC2 ERV 3D inlet valve measured random and sine amplitudes are:

£ y-axis (vertical to MS flow): 0.375 grins with a superimposed sine of 1.28 g (0-peak).
• z-axis (parallel to MS flow): 0.232 grins with a superimposed sine of 0.98 g (0-peak).

The QC2 ERV 3D z-axis, which is parallel to the pilot valve tumbuckle, is the same vibration
direction that caused the greatest actuator wear during the Wyle actuator testing (x-axis direction
for actuator only testing - test case 55). Comparing QC2 ERV 3D inlet data to the Wyle actuator
test (test case 55) demonstrates that the QC2 vibration magnitudes are lower than the Wyle test
levels. Therefore, the Wyle Labs actuator wear-aging tests bound the QC2 ERV 3D valve
configuration, and this actuator should show negligible wear during EPU operation.

3.0 Sustained EPU Operation

3.1. Operation at 2796 MWth (912 MlWe)

QC2 was monitored during plant start-up from March 29 through April 7, 2004. Thirty-three
accelerometers were recorded for ten power levels up to EPU (912 MWe). All accelerometers
show that vibration levels increased as power levels increased, but there was a significant jump
in vibration levels from 780 to 800 MWe. For power levels above 800 MWe, the vibration
levels increased uniformly with power level (see Figures 5 through 8). A comparison of the
vibration magnitudes between QC2 and QCI indicate that the maximum values were higher for
ERV 3B and 3C, but lower ERV 3D and 3E. Based on the comparison with Wrylc Labs testing,
the QC2 ERVs are expected to show negligible wear during EPU operation.

Three hoop strain gages were also attached to the MSL B 20" pipe upstream of the 3E ERV and
on each branch pipe for ERV 3E and 3B. The strain data was converted to pressure using thick-
wall pipe equations and general strain theory [1]. The calculated dynamic pressure oscillations
within the pipe were 7.8-9.2 psi nns. This represents a low level pressure oscillation within the
pipe.

3.2. Operation at 2957 MWth

Operation at 2957 MWth represents a 5.8% increase in power level, based on mega-watts
thermal. Vibration levels are expected to increase proportionally to main steam flow velocity
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

squared, which represents an 11.8% in increased velocity flow. Vibration increases can also be
predicted from the vibration trend plots (Figures 5 through 8) and the RMS plots shown in
Figures 9 through 11.

If QC2 continues to operate at 2796 MWth up to 2957 MWth,-the ERV solenoid and pilot valve
vibration levels are expected to increase proportionally. The acceleration levels'were scaled by
the same scaling factor (15%) as the piping assessment (Section 4.0). Therefore, the maximum
composite acceleration level (ERV 3D inlet) would increase from 1.71 grms to 1.96 grms and the
measured random floor would increase to 0.43 grms (less than 0.8 grns) with a superimposed
sine of 1.47 g (less than 3.0 g). Since the vibration increase is still below the Wyle' Labs actuator
endurance test levels, the conclusions drawn from Section 2.3 above are still valid - negligible
actuator wear would be observed.

4.0 MSL Piping Assessment

Four piping systems were analyzed to evaluate the effect of the main steam system vibration on
the large and small bore piping [3]. These analyses were reassessed to reflect the results of the
QC2 measured vibration. For MSL B large bore piping, and for the small bore drain piping from
ERVs 3B and 3E, the spectral peaks were increased according to the measured data at channels
22, 23, and 24, which are the highest location for MSL B. The data was taken at 2796 MWth,
however operating power will eventually reach 2957 MWth. The accelerations were therefore
increased by recognizing that flow induced vibration is generally proportional to flow velocity'
squared, and the flow velocity is approximately proportional to MWth. This correction amounts
to 11.8%; the accelerations were increased by 15% and input to the piping analyses. The peak
accelerations were applied over a range of ±10% around the two prominent vibration
frequencies. The accelerations applied at frequencies away from the peak region clearly
envelope the measured accelerations at those frequencies. For MSL D, a similar approach was
used, with the peak values of channels 16, 17, and 18 applied. The broadened spectral peak was
somewhat narrower than MSL B because the two peak frequencies are closer together.

The results of the analysis of the four piping models with QC2 as-measured vibration levels
show that the calculated stresses are below the allowable stress per OM part 3 [4] of 3846 psi.
Therefore, the piping can withstand the vibration loading measured in this system without
sustaining any damage.

An evaluation of 52 small bore lines connecting to the main steam, HPCI, and RCIC systems in
Quad Cities Unit 2 was also performed to assess the susceptibility of these lines to damage
induced, by vibration in the main steam system [5].. The vibration input conservatively enveloped
the shapes of the main steam'B and D response curves and applied them to all lines.. The
vibration input was also increased by aniadditional 15% to account for the expected increase in
vibration from 2796 MWth, at which the data was taken, to 2957 MWth, the expected maximum
power. A screening process was used, in which thirty-one of the lines were analyzed in detail,
and 16 of the lines were accepted by review of the piping isometrics and application of
engineering judgment. For all of the analyzed lines, the vibration stress calculated for each pipe
was below the stress allowable recommended by the OM Part 3 Standard.
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

5.0 Feedwater Regulator Valve

The measured vibration at the feedwater regulator valve shows a peak acceleration of only 0.02g.
A similar valve (16" instead of 14") has been seismically qualified for 3.7g horizontal and 2g
vertical. Thus, this valve is structurally adequate by inspection due to the low magnitude of
measured vibration.

6.0 Conclusions

Based on an assessment of the measured QC2 vibration levels to the QCI measured vibration
levels and the Wyle Labs test results, the QC2 ERVs are expected to experience negligible wear
due to EPU operation (2957MWth).

From the results of the main steam piping analyses, the stresses in the main steam piping are
acceptable for the vibration levels measured at 2796 MWth. The accelerations measured at
power levels below 2796 MWth are enveloped by the 2796 MWth accelerations. In addition, the
acceleration values used in the piping analyses have been increased to account for operation at
full licensed power of 2957 MWth. The resulting stresses meet the criteria of OM Part 3 [4],
which contain a number of conservatisms and safety factors.

It is recommended that vibration data be taken at 2957 MWth to confirm that the extrapolated
values assumed for 2957 MWth bound the measured QC2 vibration levels at 2957 MWth.
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Linc Vibration

Table 1. QC2 ERV Measured Accelerations at 912 MWc (2796 MNN'th)

Loat: on- - _ Acceleration )
Location_-_ - X peak Y peak' Z peak. X rms Y rms Z rms

ERV 3B Inlet-
(PVMS Ch 7,8,9) 0.92 !1.27 0.88 0.26 0.38 0.21

ERV ch Ilot 1.33 2.72 3.25 0.37 0.76 0.82
(PVMS Ch 10, 11, 12) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ERV 3E Inlet 0.71- --4.19 1.34 0.13 -1.54 0.49
(PVMS Ch 1, 2, 3)__ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _

ERV 3E Pilot (new chan) 1.75 4.18 1.99.. 0.58 1.54 0.54
(PVMS Ch 4, 5, 6) 1.99__ __ ___ _ _

(PVMS nhet 4.30 4.67: 5.81 1.34 1.71 0.38(PVMS Ch 16, 17, 1 8)

(PVMS Ch19,20,21) 2.60 4.66 - .3.97 0.68 1.64 1.18

(PVMCe 1.05 2.19 3.46 0.27 0.77 0.27(PVMS Ch 13,14,15) 1.29 4.38 0.69 0.8 124 01
TRV 3AInlet - I:-- -- - -. . .

(PM h2,2,3) 1.29 4.38 0.69 0.38 1.24 0.1-9

Notes: 1.-

2.

Inlet Valve: X is perpendicular to'the main steam line, Y is vertical and Z is parallel
to the steam flow.
Pilot Valve: X is perpendicular to the main steam line, Y is vertical and Z is parallel
to the steam flow. -

Table 2. QC1 ERV Measured Accelerations at 2910 MWth

Location Aceeato g
L peak | peak | peak Xrms Yrms Zrms

ERV 3B Inlet 0.32 2.20 0.68 0.08 0.70 0.18

(QCTD Gb 4, 5, 6, 13, 14) 1.88 5.40 5.46 0.56 2.04 1.52

ERV 3E Inlet 0.73 3.32 0.53 0.18 1.01 0.13
(Q C D Gb 7, 8, 9) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

ERV 3D Inlet 0.47 1.95 0.89 0.13 0.67 0.18

ERV 3D7 Pilot na 2.28 1.54 na 0.75 0.56

ERV 3C Inlet
(DTD Ch 10,11,12) na 8.76 1.12 na 4.17 0.47

(DTD Ch ,2,3) 1.01 3.24 0.71 0.22 0.36 0.15
Notes: 1. X is perpendicular to the main steam line, Y is vertical and Z is parallel to the steam

flow.
2. na - instnmments were bad
3. QCTD - Quad Cities Tape Deck
4. DTD - Dresden Tape Deck
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

Table 3. QC2 versus QC1 ERV Acceleration Comparison at 912 MWe

Location Acceleration Ratio - QC2/QC1

Xpeak Ypeak Zpeak Xrms Yrms Zrms

ERV3B Inlet 2.88 0.58 1.29 3.25 0.54 1.17

ERV 3B Pilot 0.71 0.50 0.60 0.66 0.37 0.54

ERV3EInlet 0.97 1.26 2.53 0.72 1.52 3.77

ERV 3D Inlet 9.15 2.39 3.01 10.31 2.55 2.11

ERV 3D Pilot - 2.39 3.01 - 2.55 2.11

ERV 3C Inlet - 0.25 1.49 0.18 0.57

TRV 3A Inlet 1.28 1.35 0.97 1.73 3.44 1.27
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Stcam Line Vibration
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam LineVibration

Quad Cities-2. ERV 3D Inlet Flange, y-axis, Ch 17
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Figure 7: ERV 3D Inlet Flange, y-axis Vibration Trends to 912 MWe
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IQuad Cities 2 - ERV Vibraion Levels, x axis
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Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line Vibration

Quad Cities 2 - ERV Vibration Levels, z-axis
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EXELON TRANSMITTAL OF DESIGN INFORMATION

X SAFETY-RELATED Originating Organization TODI No. ODC-04-16
NON-SAFETY-RELATED X Exelon

-REGULATORY RELATED -Other (specify) l

Station Ouad Cities Unit(s) Two Page I of 2
System Designation: RX

To General Electric

Subject MSIV inspection results during 02R17

Pat Yost Q tA t A- ( - 0-4
Preparer Preparer' Signature Date

Tom Woicik dA aAL o4 i, °o4
Approver V Approler's Signature Date

Status of Information: X Approved for Use __Unverified

Method and Schedule of Verification for Unverified TODIs: N/A

Description of Information:

Observations made by preparer (AOV Program Engineer) during disassembly and visual inspection of IA, 2B, 2C and ID
MSIV's. Resulting inspection notes are provided on page 2.

Purpose of Issuance:

Support evaluation of MSIV's for acceptability for full EPU power operation.

Limitations:

None.

Source Documents:

Personal observations made by TODI preparer.

Distribution: Nancy Finnicum (Records Management), Sharon Eldridge
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EXELON TODI NO. ODC-04-16
TRANSMITT AL OF DESIGN INFORMATION

Page 2 of 2.

Q2R17 inspection results from IA, 2B, 2C and ID MSIV's

* The IA lower liner had no wear and no evidence of steam erosion through flow windows. No issue with the
IA upper liner though the area where the piston ring is located showed rubbing/polishing (no obvious metal
loss). No evidence of leak by past the main plug seat or pilot plug seat. The pilot assembly retainer plate
had minor wear on side in contact with pilot assy when valve open.

* The 2B lower liner, had no wear and no evidence of steam erosion through flow windows. The 2B upper
liner ID had a minor groove being worn into the ID surface in the area where the plug piston ring rides when
full open. The wear area was about the thickness of the piston ring, was about 3 inches long and about
0.005" - 0.008" deep. No evidence of leak by past the main plug seat or pilot plug seat. The pilot disc plate
had wear indications from the pilot plug. The wear areas were heaviest 180 degrees opposite each other
indicating that the main plug was likely rocking on the pilot plug when full open. The wear was about
0.015" deep at the deepest.

* The 2C lower liner had no wear and no evidence of steam erosion through flow windows. The 2C upper
liner had no measurable wear on the ID but was polished by the piston ring in one location. No evidence of
leak by past the main plug seat or pilot plug seat. The pilot disc plate had wear indications from the pilot
plug. The wear areas were heaviest 180 degrees opposite each other indicating that the main plug was likely
rocking on the pilot plug when full open. The wear was about 0.015" deep at the deepest.

* The ID lower liner had no wear and no evidence of steam erosion through flow windows. The ID upper
liner had a section (- 40% of circumference) where the piston ring wore on ID. Wear depth was about
0.005 - 0.010" deep. No evidence of leak by past the main plug seat or pilot plug seat. The pilot assembly
retainer plate had minor wear on side in contact with pilot assy when valve open.
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*WMPR
ASSOCIATES INC.
E N1 G I N E E R S

April 30, 2004

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Review of EC-EVAL #348316, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2 Main Steam Line
Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revision 1

Dear Ms. Eldridge:

Exelon recently provided MPR with EC-EVAL #348316, "Evaluation of Quad Cities Unit 2
Main Steam Line Vibrations at EPU Power Levels," Revision 1, for review. The EC-EVAL
summarizes technical analyses that assess the impact of operating Quad Cities Unit 2 (QC2) at
power levels up to 2957 MWth. MPR has completed a review of the EC-EVAL and concluded
that Exelon has taken effective compensatory actions and completed analyses to demonstrate that
components susceptible to accelerated vibration damage will maintain their integrity to the end
of the current operating cycle.

Exelon has restricted operation of QC2 to power levels no higher than 2511 MWth until the root
cause analysis of a Target Rock valve is completed. Although this action is warranted, MPR
experience with these valves indicates that the cause of the test failure may not be apparent even
after the analyses are concluded. There may not be an obvious connection between higher
vibration levels and the increased actuation pressure observed in the test failure. Therefore,
Exelon may have difficulty eliminating the power level restriction for QC2.

Please call me or Bill McCurdy if you have any questions regarding this letter.

Sincerely,

Phillip J. Rush, P.E.

320 KING STREET ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314.3230 703-519-0200 FAX: 703-519-0224 htIp-.NNwww.mprcom
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Sie
Stevenson & Associates

70 State Street, Suite 4. Voburn, MA 01801
Tcl (781) 932-9580 Fax (781) 933.4428

FIAIL info@vecsacom
WWWMW rnlvi.stevenson-ossociates.com

BOSTON.CLEVEL4ND.CHIC4GO.SAAN74 CRUZ*FT. WORTHA structural-mechanical consulting engineeringfirrm

April 22, 2004

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Exelon Corporation
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Review of Quad Cities Main Steam ERV Vibrations at EPU Levels

References: 1) Report QC-16Q-303: Quad Cities Unit 2 ERV Vibration Data Reduction
2) Report SIR-03-136 (Rev 3): Main Steam Line Vibration for QC2 PORV
3) Report SIR-040048 (Rev 0): QC2 Main Steam Vibration Assessment
4) GE Report DRF 0000-0023-4260: Eva]. QC2 MSIV & SRV Vibration
5) Target-Rock SRV Vibration Aging Test Requirements
6) Report SIE-04-23: ERV Vibration Testing Assessment
7) Report QDC-0200-M-1380: Evaluation of Components for Vibration Effects

Dear Ms. Eldridge:

I have reviewed the referenced reports. My overall conclusion is that you have correctly
diagnosed the primary vibration problem of the ERVs and that your proposed solutions
should allow you to successfully operate through an entire fuel cycle at EPU power
levels.

With regard to the individual reports, I offer the following comments, conclusions and
recommendations for the record:

1) Report QC-16Q-303: Quad Cities Unit 2 ERV Vibration Data Reduction
It is a presentation of the vibration data collected in 2003 and 2004, and the observations
are valid. The vibration levels do indeed increase significantly above 800 MWe power
levels and this should remain a concern going forward. It appears that the 160 Hz tone
increases more, and more frequently, than the 138 Hz tone. These vibration levels
remain high (excessive?) for some of the components and may continue to pose problems
for some components (e.g., limit switches, MSL and valves, and the leak-off line) in the
future.



ERV Vibration Assessment
i Page 2

2) Report SIR-03-136 (Rev 3): Main Steam Line Vibration for 0C2 PORV
a)The recommendations for short-term and long-term improvements are reasonable.
b)I think it is interesting that the leak-off piping has a significant mode at 160 Hz
(see Table 4-5). A different supporting'scheme has been installedto address this vulnerability..
c)As a general comment the vibration stresses, while not high, are also not small (2-3 ksi). The
high number of cycles that the system undergoes, however, may cause some future- by that I
mean years out - high-cycle, low stress fatigue failures, particularly at Quad Cities at EPU
levels. I do not conclude that these stress levels pose a current operating cycle concern at EPU
levels, but extended exposure (operating-cycle afler operating cy'cle) may lead to cumulative
fatigue damage. To that end, it is suggested that the recommendations be investigated to
ultimately achieve lower vibration levels at Quad Cities and I understand that it is being done.

3) Report SIR-04-0048 (Rev 0): QC2 Main Steam Vibration Assessment
I concur with the primary conclusion'in'Sedtirii 2.3 that negligible actuator wear is forecast and
that the use of the improved bushing materials and posts will be successful. Regarding the MSL
piping assessment in Section 4, I refer back to the previous report (SIR-03-136) and simply offer
that the stresses are not insignificant and, thus, may add up over time to cause high-cycle albeit
low stress cumulative damage. As such, reducing vibration levels is a desirable goal.

4) GE Report DRF 0000-0023-4260: Eval. 0C2 MSIV & SRV Vibration
I concur with GE's overall conclusions that the valves will function without significant in-cycle
fatigue or wear. "Seismic aging" may not be much of an indicator given that seismnic aging is a
low-cycle test by definition. The wear aging that is occurring a high cycle phenomenon and can
best be measured by operating experience, detailed inspection and analysis, and explicit wear-
aging testing. My understanding is that the SRVs are being tested and I concur that this is
prudent course of action.

5) Tarpet-Rock SRV Vibration Aging Test Requirements
As alluded to immediately above, I doubt that it will be possible to identify wear aging in a 90-
minute aging test. I believe a much longer test would be needed to get to the cycle equivalency
required. However, if there is valve sensitivity at the discrete tones to be tested, it should
become evident. Once again, the testing that Exelon is undertaking is the preferable route.

6) Report ODC-0200-M-1380: Evaluation' of Components for Vibration Effects
I generally do not believe that seismic test amplitudes being higher than ambient vibration levels,
even with cycle equivalencies, will predict any kind of invulnerability of the component. For
temperature elements and other monolithic components with no moving parts it is probably fine
to establish that they should not be vibrationally vulnerable. With respect to limit switches and
valve operators, the seismic test is not much of predictor of vibrational sensitivity. As with the
ERV bushings, the subcomponent responses are the key elements. A seismic test will not
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necessarily have energy content at the higher frequencies - like 138 Hz - and, thus, will not
excite the modes of interest. Inspections, operating histories, and shake table testing sine sweeps
over the frequency range of concern, like that conducted for the ERVs, are better indicators. As
an example, if there are concerns about limit switches, then they should be placed on a shake-
table and be subjected to a slow swept sine input and some dwell testing at discrete tones. My
understanding is limit switches and valve operators are, in fact, being tested and I concur with
this course of action for components with moving subassemblies.

7) Report SIR-04-23: ERV Vibration Testing Assessment
I completely agree with the Summary and Conclusions, and believe this test report has correctly
identified the immediate ERV vibration problem and the resulting solution path.

If there are any questions or comments regarding my assessments or conclusions please contact
me directly at the letterhead phone number at extension 21.

Very truly yours

Walte-jor jevic
Senior C Itant



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities . What .. . . How Existing Activity to Credit
All Four MSLs Venturi Small Bore Attachment and First Support Visual
All Four MSLs Drain Lines Attachment and First Support Visual
All Four MSLs Penetrations Bellows, Rods, Pins Visual
All Four MSLs Supports Bolts, Nuts, Rubbing Visual
All Four MSLs Snubbers Damage, Wear Visual
MO 2-0220-1 LLRT Taps Attachment Visual
MO 2-0220-2 . .- LLRT Taps Attachment Visual
HPCI -4 Valve Penetration . - Bolts, Pins Visual
HPCI -4 Valve LLRT Taps Attachments/Supports Visual
HPCI -5 Valve Penetration Bolts, Pins Visual
HPCI -5 Valve - - - - LLRT Taps - Attachments/Supports Visual
RCIC Inboard PCI Penetration . Bolts, Pins Visual
RCIC Inboard PCI -- - - -. --- TaLR--T-p- - - Attachments/Supports Visual
RCIC Outboard PCI Penetration Bolts, Pins Visual
RCIC Outboard PCI. LLRT Taps Attachments/Supports Visual
All Four MSLs-- -- - -- Supports --Bolts, Nuts, Rubbing--- Visual
All Six CIVs Hangers/Supports Damage, Wear Visual
SJAE Steam Supply Hangers/Supports Damage, Wear Visual .,

MSL D RCIC tie-in Attachment and First Support Visual
MSL C - HPCI tie-in - Attachment and First Visual

Support/Vents/Drains
MS Small Bore Lines Attachment and First Support - all Visual

supports on these lines should be
X- - . -_...- Inspected to be sure they carry load .

and are intact

All Four PORVs Vacuum Breakers . Appear closed/Stroke? Visual Walkdowns to be performed
prior to removal per Installers

walkdown of 597866



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities What How Existing Activity to Credit
All Four Inboard MSIV Limit Switches Mounting, Lever Arm, Wires Visual 2-0203-1A, B, C, and D

inboard limit switch
inspections will take place

per 00481703-02D

All Four PORVs Acoustic Monitors Mounting, Wires Visual Walkdowns to be performed
._ ,prior to removal per Installers

walkdown of 597866

All Four PORVs TE Mounting, Wires Visual Walkdowns to be performed
prior to removal per Installers

walkdown of 597866

All Four PORVs Junction Box General Inspection Visual Walkdowns to be performed
prior to removal per Installers

walkdown of 597866.

All Four inboard MSIV IA Leaks Snoop Air Leak Snoop Inboard MSIV accumulator
leak test will be per

00481476-01
Level 2 Equipment Signs of Vibration-Related Visual

Degradation
All Four Inboard MSIV TE Mounting, Wires Visual Inboard TIE inspections will

take place per 00481573-
01B

RPS Limit Switches Mounting, Wires Visual
Drywell Level Indication Attachment and First Support Visual
B and C Outboard Limit Switches and Actuators Mounting, Lever Arm, Wires, Springs, Visual B and C outboard actuator
MSIVs Bolts and limit switch inspections

will take place per
(00448532-01, 00481582-01,

00481581-01, 99253318-
C02)



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities What How Existing Activity to Credit
Target Rock S/RVs Flex Hose -. Attachment and Any Wear Visual . .
Target Rock S/RVs PS 2-0262-37A, B and C Switch, Tubing and First Support Visual
Target Rock S/RVs PS 2-0203-34A Switch, Tubing and First Support Visual
Target Rock S/RVs Accumulator Tubing Attachment and First Support Visual
Target Rock S/RVs SO 2-0203-3A Mounting, Wires Visual

Target Rock S/RVs Acoustic Monitor Mounting, Wires Visual

Target.Rock S/RVs . . Vacuum Breaker - - Appear Closed/Stroke? - Visual . --
All Four Outboard MSIV IA Leaks Snoop Air Leak Snoop Inboard MSIV accumulator

All.* ,- **.*.,. *-. leak test will be per
.... -fl ) _. _ ....... .. . _2 : - .... : ......... .;. m-: : .: -:- :0008146-0-- -0-1-

All Four Outboard MSIV TE Mounting, Wires Visual Outboard TIE inspections will
K ,-*take place per 00481573-,.

All Eight Safety-Valves . Small Bore Lines Attachment and First Support - Visual - - -

All Eight Safety Valves Acoustic Monitors Mounting, Wires Visual
All Eight Safety Valves TE Mounting, Wires Visual
Electrohydraulic Control TCV Accumulators Mounting Visual Per existing activity 545268-
(EHC) . 03
EHC Lines Near TCVs, TSVs, and Attachments and First Support Visual Per existing activity 545268-

BPVs __03,

All Four Inboard MSIV - - Actuators Springs, Bolts Visual Inboard MSIV 1A,C,D
actuator inspections will be
per 00596979-01, 596980-

01, and 596982-01. Yost will
still perform Visual Inspection

for 0203-1B
actuator/manifold

All Four Inboard MSIV Air Lines/Small Valves Attachment and First Support Visual .



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities What How Existing Activity to Credit
MO 2-0220-1 Operator Non-intrusive Stroke Unit I walkdowns during

Q1R17 identified no vibration
related issues on this

equipment. This equipment
will not be specifically

inspected during Q2R17

MO 2-0220-1 Limit Switch Mounting, Wires Visual Unit 1 walkdowns during
Q1RI7 identified no vibration

related issues on this
equipment. This equipment

will not be specifically
inspected during Q2R17

All Four Inboard MSIV Solenoids Mounting, Wires Visual
MO 2-0220-2 Operator Non-intrusive Stroke VOTES testing per 609587,

no additional walkdowns
_ _ required

MO 2-0220-2 Limit Switch Mounting, Wires Visual VOTES testing per 609587,
no additional walkdowns

required
All Four Inboard MSIV Flex Line Attachment and Any Wear Visual
All Four Inboard MSIV Junction Box General Inspection Visual
A and D Outboard MSIV Limit Switches and Actuators Mounting, Lever Arm, Wires, Springs, Visual A and D outboard actuator

Bolts and limit switches may take
place (contingent on LLRT)

per (99149021-A02,
00481584-01, 00539221-
01,0048158-01). Yost will

complete walkdowns if
contingencies not worked

M



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities What How Existing Activity to Credit
HPCI Four Valve Operator Non-Intrusive Stroke Testing per 646225, no

additional walkdowns
required

HPCI Four Valve Limit Switch Mounting, Wires - the four-rotor Visual Testing per 646225, no
assembly for this valve should be additional walkdowns

removed and replaced with the as- required
found switch quarantined and

inspected per criteria to be provided
by Sargent and Lundy

All Four Outboard MSIV Air Lines, Small Valves Attachment and First Support Visual
All Four Outboard MSIV LLRT Taps Attachment Visual
HPCI -5 Valve; Operator Non-intrusive Stroke Unit.1 walkdowns during

Q1R17 identified no vibration
related issues on this

.- *, _. . , - .. .equipment. This equipment
.:. . :will not be specifically

inspected during Q2R17

, .- .. .,..., - .. .. -.. -. ..,. ,....--

HPCI -5 Valve Limit Switch Mounting, Wires Visual Unit 1 walkdowns during
QIR17 identified no vibration

related issues on this
equipment. This equipment

will not be specifically
Inspected during Q2R17

All Four Outboard MSIV Solenoids Mounting, Wires Visual
All Four Outboard MSIV Flex Line Attachment and Any Wear Visual
All Four Outboard MSIV Junction Box General Inspection Visual .-
Drywell Coolers Non-Intrusive Visual



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities What How Existing Activity to Credit
RCIC Inboard PCI Operator Non-intrusive Stroke Unit I walkdowns during

Q1 R1 7 identified no vibration
related issues on this

equipment. This equipment
will not be specifically

inspected during Q2R17

RCIC Inboard PCI Limit Switch Mounting, Wires - the four- rotor Visual Unit I walkdowns during
assembly for this valve should be Q1R17 identified no vibration

inspected and replaced if any related issues on this
degradation noted with the as-found equipment. This equipment

switch quarantined and inspected per will not be specifically
criteria to be provided by Sargent inspected during Q2R17.

and Lundy

RCIC Outboard PCI Operator Non-intrusive Stroke Testing per 587694, no
additional walkdowns

required
RCIC Outboard PCI Limit Switch Mounting, Wires Visual Testing per 587694, no

additional walkdowns
required

RWCU 2-1201-2 Limit Switch Mounting, Wires Stroke Testing per 99272081, no
additional walkdowns

required.
MO 2-1201-2 Operator Non-intrusive Stroke Testing per 99272081, no

additional walkdowns
required

All Four MSLs Snubbers Damage, Wear Visual To be completed per
snubber program



EC 348316, Revision 2
Attachment 6

Summary of Walkdown Scope

Components Commodities What -How Existing Activity to Credit
Level 3 Equipment Signs of vibration-related degradation Visual Unit 1 walkdowns during

Q1R17 Identified no vibration
related Issues on this

equipment. This equipment
will not be specifically

inspected during Q2R17.

Level 4 Equipment Signs of vibration-related degradation Visual Unit 1 walkdowns during
Q1R17 Identified no vibration

related Issues on this
equipment. This equipment

will not be specifically
Inspected during Q2R17.
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Engineering Change 347006, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Reason for Evaluation / Scope:
Background
During the forced outage on Quad Cities Unit 1 in November 2003, the 3B
Electromatic Relief Valve (ERV) actuator was discovered with significant
damage. ERV actuators were refurbished, reinforcing plates (i.e., tieback
modifications) were installed, and vibration instrumentation was added to the
ERVs and other MSL components. Quad Cities EC EVAL 346515, "Evaluation of
Quad Cities Unit 1 Main Steam Line Vibrations at Extended Power Uprate (EPU)
Power Levels," concluded that components were vulnerable to accelerated aging
due to the increased vibration levels from EPU. Therefore, it was necessary to
determine the extent of condition of the observed issues. The instrumentation of
Dresden Unit 3 components and this evaluation are part of the extent of condition
review for the Quad Cities issue.

The components evaluated are listed in the table provided in the section titled,
'Summary: Long-Term Component Responses to EPU Vibration Levels," on
page 6. All components were found acceptable for full-cycle operation.
Recommendations for future inspections are made to ensure continued
acceptable component performance. The total scope of the walkdown/
inspections performed is contained in EC EVAL 346402.

Purpose
This EC EVAL provides a technical evaluation supporting continuous operation of
Dresden Unit 3 up to EPU power levels. This evaluation confirms the
conclusions reached by the evaluation of walkdown results, as documented in
EC 346402, "D3M10 Dryer Repair, Main Steam Walkdown Results and
Evaluation for Return to Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power."

Approach
Vibration data throughout the range of power operation, component failure
history, inspection information and analytical modeling were used to assess
component and system responses for full EPU power operation. Vibration data
were obtained during the ramp up to 912 MWe (2851 MWth) on December 29,
2003. Additional data was taken on January 23, 2004 to replace erroneous data
for MSL A. This data was extracted and then utilized in evaluations. The
purpose of these evaluations was to provide assurance that full EPU power
operation will pose no threat to continued equipment operation throughout a
complete 24-month fuel cycle.

Results
Required actions are included to ensure acceptable equipment performance
beyond the current cycle, which culminates in the Dresden Unit 3 refueling
outage scheduled for November2004 (i.e., D3R18). Additional actions to be
completed during the subsequent shutdown for D3R18 are also provided.
Actions are tracked under AR 203507

I



Engineering Chaige '347006, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Exten ded Power Uprate (EEPU) P 6Wer Levels

Required Actions:

Prior to D3R18
1. Obtain a full set of vibration data when/if the unit is moved to full thermal

power of 2957 MWth for the first time. This data will be used to confirm
the assumptions made on expected maximum vibration levels.
(Assignee: A8326CMO, due dat6 September; 2004, Analysis action
assignee: A8064MW-DR,' due'date November, 2004)

2. Evaluate the current Preventive-Maintenance (PM) scope and frequency
for all components included in this evaluation. The expectation is that
some MSL components will need increased PM frequencies for
inspections, rebuilds,'refurbishrnents and/or replacements until sufficient
EPU operational experience proves that accelerated aging is not
occurring. '(Assignee: A833ONESTP, due'date May 21,L2004)

a. Consideration'should be given to performing a post-EPU baseline
inspection during'"the'D3R18 outage.

3. Evaluate the snubber insprection 'plani. Ensure that sufficient MSL
snubbers are functio nallytested 'during D3R18 suchthat degradation is
not occurring. Adjust inspoctioi' plan as necessary. At Quad Cities Unit
2, this review resulted ini th addition of two MSL snuibbers t6 the:
inspection scope. (Assignee: A8351 NESPRI due date June 1,'2004)

4. Compare results of Quad Cities NAMCO switch and limitorque testing to
Dresden vibration levels to'ensure that testing' b6unds Dresden'-
performance. (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date July 15, 2004)

5. Monitor the thermocouples ln the Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve
(S/RV) for potential pilot va Ive ldaka'ge throughout the cycle and confirm
that locations meet General Electric'(GE) Service Information'Letter (SIL)
196, Thermocouple Location for Safety/Relief Valve Discharge Lines,"
Supplement 11.; (Monitoring dorie 'as part of normal operator panel
walkdowns, confirmation assigned to A8330NESTP (DRN92), due date
-April 15,2004)

6. Monitor MSL flows until one main steam isolation valve (MSIV) is''
''inspected to e'sur early warning capability for detecting degradation.
(Assignee: A8351 NESPR, due date November 2,.2004)

7. Create activity to repeat walkdowh b'adocumented under EC EVAL
346402 each outage'until performanc& is validated asacceptable.
(assignee: A8330NESSC, du~edate'1'1/5/04) '

During D3R18 Outage'
8. Inspect the components internal to the ERV actuators. (Assignee:

A835INESPR, due date'Dbcemibe'ris5,;2004)
9. Inspect one MSIV during thee next refuel outage (D3R18 to confirm that

no degradation has-occurre'd,-especially in the area' of disk to stem. If
degradation is found, evaluate the need for expanding inspection to other

-MSIVs. (D3R18-Assignee: 'A8351NESPR,' due date December 15,
2004) '



Engineering Change 347006, Revision 1
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Detailed Evaluation:

Component Damage Summary (Dresden Unit 3)

EC 346402 contains a detailed scope description and results of the walkdowns
conducted during D3M1O. There was no EPU vibration- related damage identified
during these walkdowns. Condition of the ERVs was found to be satisfactory
with the exception of minor installation problems such as binding on 3E ERV
upper guide bracket (CR 1 894741WR 123341), which were corrected.

Effects of Increase to Full EPU Power 2957 Megawatts thermal (MWth)

All of the component evaluations utilized data obtained during the December 29,
2003, ramp up to 912 MWe and the steady state data from January 23,2004.
These values represent the plant response to 2851 (December 29, 2003) and
2860 (January 23, 2004) MWth. In the future, power levels may reach full
licensed power of 2957 MWth. Each component evaluation includes a
discussion of any potential effects of increased vibraion levels as the unit
approaches full thermal power. Actual vibration levels will be measured if/when
the unit achieves full thermal power to confirm the assumptions made.

Acceptability of ERV Component Operation at EPU Levels

The four ERVs have virtually identical assemblies consisting of the main ERV
valve body, pilot valve, and solenoid actuator. The pilot valve is connected to the
ERV by means of a turnbuckle (a threaded pipe coupling arrangement) and a
pilot valve tube. Each valve has small diameter leak off piping that is routed back
to the ERV discharge line. The 3B ERV was chosen for modeling due to its
similarity in spatial orientation to the damaged Quad Cities 3B ERV. The key
differences between the Dresden and Quad Cities configurations are the actuator
rotation (90 degrees) and the discharge piping configuration. A detailed finite
element analyses, using the finite element program ANSYS, was completed for a
representative ERV (i.e., 3B), and is documented in Reference 2. In addition,
significant-testing of an ERV assembly has been completed at Wyle
Laboratories. Although the focus of this testing was to validate the modifications
for Quad Cities, they are directly applicable to Dresden. Documentation of the
testing and results is included in the documents related to EC (DCP)
343933,"Replace the Current PORVs with ERVs," calculation SIR-04-023.

The finite element analyses determined natural frequencies and their
corresponding mode shapes. By comparing the natural frequencies and mode
shapes to the frequency content of the measured vibration data, it was
determined that there was no concern for accelerated wear of the actuator
internals as seen at Quad Cities. The 157 Hz problematic pendulum mode found
at Quad Cities only existed at a much lower frequency for Dresden. The
subsequent testing performed at Wyle Laboratories for Quad Cities

3



Engineering Change '347006, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

demonstrated that the mode of concern is an independent structural "mode of the
plunger assembly. Furth-er reviews are in' progressto' determine'differences
between Dresden and Quad Cities and are'tr'acked under AR 194877 '

Correlation of Bump Test Data to Analytical Models

Bump test and dynamic data for the 3B ERV were obtained during plant start-up
on December 29, 2003, from 0% to 100%'power (2851' MWth). -The 3B ERV
was subjected to impact tests whiIe recording the accelerometers on the pilot
valve. The magnitude' 6f th'e data Was not controlled; so the spebtra'plots Were
assessed for frequency content only. 'The mrdel frequencies compare wel to the
bump test data. Thus, the analytical model is determined to be representative of
the installed ERVs and can'be used to evaluate the vibration loads and
response.

Evaluation of Vibration Test Data-

The vibration data was reviewed for amplitude versus power level to identify key
frequencies and to observe amplitude versus power level trends. The overall
Dresden acceleration magnitudes were approximately 10-20 times lower than
for similar locations at Quad Cities Unit 1. The maximum RMS acceleration was
0.2 and 0.17 grms for TC16 and TC32, 'separate recorder' designations, '
respectively. The tables in Attachmnent 1'show the RMS acceleration value's for
the Dresden ERVs and MSIVs.-Typically, the Dresden accelerations increased
proportionately to operational power level.

There were no strong frequencies observed consistently in the data. Multiple
discrete frequencies were evidenced in'the spectra and'at several power levels,
but the magnitudes were less than 0.068 gris at any discrete frequency. The
maximum discrete vibration magnitudes at the 3B' ERV inlet flange were 0.018,
0.026 and 0.025 grins in th'e'X, Y,' and Z axes', respectively (see Attachment 4):

Configuration Assessment - Dresden 3B ERV and Quad Cities 3B ERV

The Dresden 3B ERV has a different geometry when compared to some Quad
Cities assemblies. The Quad Cities actuator is oriented radially outward from the
ERV, whereas the Dresden actuator is mounted tangentially to the ERV for most
assemblies. 'The effect of this ddsigh'difference substantially'affects the modal
response. However, the completed testing validated that this difference is 'not'
related to the degradation modes observ6d for the bushings and guide rods.
Therefore, no further evaluation of these'configuration differ nces was deemed
necessary. ' - -

ERV Modal Assessment Dresden 3B ERV Compared to Quad Cities 3B ERV

All modal data was reviewed for frequency and mode shap'e dynamic behavior.'
The intent was to identify frequencies similar to the Quad Cities'Unit 1 ERV
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Engineering Change 347006, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

model pendulum mode shapes on the pilot valve at 139 and 157 Hz. Although
some of the natural frequencies were the same between Dresden Unit 3 and
Quad Cities Unit 1, the mode shapes are different. This is due to the orientation
of the actuator. The pendulum mode shapes for the Dresden 3B ERV pilot do
not occur at or near 157 Hz.

The Dresden pilot valve pendulum modes and active actuator modes occur at
frequencies between 25 and 80 Hz. Since the measured dynamic amplitudes
are very low at any discrete frequency within this range, the dynamic response of
the actuator would also be low. Therefore, there is no expectation of any
increase in the wear rate of the internal actuator components at Dresden.

Summary- Operation at Full EPU Thermal Power- 2957 MWth

A projection of the data was performed based on the maximum slope of channel
9 (on TC16). With this assumption, the maximum level expected at full thermal
power is 0.25 grms. Since this magnitude is low, there is no expectation of any
future problems at full EPU power

Evaluation of Piping

Piping models were generated and evaluated for Quad Cities Unit 1 and are
documented in EC 346515. -These models include main steam (MS) piping from
the reactor vessel nozzle to the drywell penetration and include the relief valve
discharge piping to the drywell penetration. Leak off piping for the ERVs was
also assessed. The maximum calculated stress for the ERV drain piping was
3214 pounds per square inch (psi) versus an allowable stress of 3846 psi, per
the criteria of OM-3, ''Requirements for Preoperational and Initial Start-up
Vibration Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Piping Systems." Since the magnitude
of the measured dynamic data is lower for Dresden than for Quad Cities by a
factor of 10- 20 times, the resultant stresses Would also be expected to be lower
by that amount. That will result in a maximum pipe stress of less than 321.4 psi
for Dresden, which is well below the OM-3 allowable (Attachment 4). Therefore,
operation at EPU power levels will not impact piping structural integrity.

Evaluation of MSIVsi

The evaluation of the MSIVs was performed by comparing measured values to
seismic aging qualification test data for the Quad Cities Unit 1 actuators (see
Attachment 3). The seismic aging testing consisted of sinusoidal variation of
frequency between 25 and 200 Hz at 0.75 g applied to the valve bonnet in
accordance with IEEE-344, "Recommended Practice for Seismic Qualification of
Class 1 E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," for vibration
endurance testing. Measured values for the B and D inboard MSIVs, and
extrapolated values for the A and C MSIVs, were well bounded by this aging
evaluation and were, therefore, determined to be acceptable for continuous full
EPU power operation (Attachment 3).
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Engineering Chang'e '347006, Revision 1
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresdefn' Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprat6'(EPU) Power Levels

The wear aging criteria does not imply that the components are qualified for the
full five-year recommended maintenance life of the components with that steady
state vibration level. In addition, degradation' of various internal components may
not be identified through external inspection. Therefore, preventive actions to
perform the following two monitoring/inspection activities are recommended.

1. 'Prior to D3R18, monitor MSL flows for any change that could be indicative
of degradation of an MSIV.

2. During D3R1 8, inspect one inboard MSIV for any signs of wear-related
degradation in the area of the stem including pneumatic control
components, limit switches, electrical leads, and fasteners.

Evaluation of Target Rock S/RVs

The Target Rock S/RV is evaluated in Attachment 3, with the result that there is
low risk that future'acceptable performance will be impacted.' The most likely'
result of any'degradation would be'a leaking pilot valve.' The downstream
thermocouples should be closely monitored during the fuel cycle to ensure that
degradation (i.e., evidence of leakage) has not occurred. The location of the
thermocouples should be confirmed to comply with GE SIL 196, Supplement 11

Summary: Long Term Component Responses to EPU Vibration Levels

An assessment of the component response to EPU power levels has been
performed and is summarized in the following table:

i Component 2910 MWt Assessment Expected Long-Term EPU Comments
Results Performance

MSIV Actuators Sinusoidal aging test at 0.75 Acceptable at EPU levels Attachment 3
g from 25 to 200 Hz - based on existing margin.

Recommendation includes
Internal Inspection during

. '.D3R18 to inspect for stem to.
.________________ ,i . disk degradation'- '

Inboard and Seismically rugged 21.06 g, Acceptable at EPU levels: Attachment 2
Outboard MSIV Limit 29 Minute test at 7.5 g - - - based on existing margin,
Switches - Acceptable margin.- '

Inboard and Passive Item, very rigid Acceptable Attachment 2
Outboard MSIV subjected to' "small g forces' Attachment 2
Temperature acceptable
Elements ' ': 1
MSIV. LLRT Taps Very low frequency based on Acceptable' Attachment 2

analysis - no significant,
excitation measured at low
frequency'Acceptable for,

.,__ ____ ____ _ .E PU levels ;'---_i; _* _i _. _

Safety Valve Acoustic Sine beat test accelerations - Acceptable at EPU levels Attachment 2
Monitors 6.0 g compared to 4.226 g based on existing margin
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Engineering Change 347006, Revision I
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Component 2910 MWt Assessment Expected Long-Term EPU Comments
I Results Performance ._l

Safety Valve Pipe clamp style Acceptable Attachment 2
Temperature thermocouple, passive
Elements element without any extended

.__ _ masses _

Pressure Switches Seismic qualification tested at Acceptable Attachment 2
20 g subjected to less than
0.2 g - Acceptable based on
margin

ERVs, Actuators, Analyzed using 2851 MWth All components acceptable Attachment 4
Drain Lines, etc vibration data and Finite for EPU levels based on

Element Model (FEM) margins and operating
. __ .experience

Safety Valves Seismic qualification 11 g Acceptable - Based on Attachment 4
horizontal and 9 g vertical existing margin and no
compared to ERV measured indication of degradation after
values of 1.52 g horizontal 1 year at EPU levels
and 4.17 g vertical -

_ Acceptable based on margin ._.

Target Rock S/RV Compared to qualification There is some potential for Attachment 3
(3A) information on new type two- pilot leakage and thread wear

stage valves on the main piston/stem joint.
Pilot valve leakage would be
detectable by increased

.__ .tailpipe temperatures

MSL Drain Valves 1- Estimated life duration based Acceptable for full power Attachment 2
0220-1 and -2, on the seismic testing operation. Valves are closed
Operators, and Limit Information and extrapolated after turbine warm-up and left
Switches measured vibration levels is closed during normal

38 years operation, hence position
change is only required

__ during a unit shutdown

Conclusions / Findings:

This EC EVAL provides an engineering evaluation supporting operation up to
2957 MWth. It has been determined that this full EPU power operation will not
result in imminent failure or unacceptable degradation levels of any components.
The conclusion is provided by evaluation of the empirical data, including
operational data, measured vibration data, endurance test reports, and ERV
testing during the outage to determine natural frequencies.

To confirm the conclusion, an action item to measure the actual vibration at full
EPU thermal power will be performed. The acceptance level is less than 0.25
grms. Additionally, two action items have been created to monitor the MS flow
rate and to inspect MSIV internals during the next refueling outage. These
actions should confirm that the wear aging of the components is acceptable and
the recommended five-year inspection interval is acceptable.
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Engineering Change 347006, Revision 1
Evaluation (EVAL) of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line (MSL) Vibrations

at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power Levels

Attachments:

Attachment 1: Summary of Current MSL Vibration Levels - Dresden Unit 3- for
complete data information; see DRES-07Q-302 (Calculation)I

Attachment 2: Evaluation of Comnponent for Vibration Effects at 2851 MW

Attachment 3: "Evaluation of Dresdi U nit 3 MSIV and SRV Vibration," General
Electric Report No. -DRFZ0O0OO0025-0 645, dated February 5,
2004

Attachment 4: Structural Integrity Associates Vibration Assessment'

References: I I

1. DRES-07Q-302, Re)
Data Reduction.

2. DRES-07Q-301, Rei
Evaluation.

13. 'DRE04-0002, Revisi

'ision 1, Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration

fision 0, ERV, Finite element Analysis and Vibration

on Ealutin ofCompnents for Vibration Effects.

on0 v atoo o
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 1

Vibration Data

Summary of Dresden Unit 3 Vibration Data for TC16PWR Files Taken December 29, 2003
5 to 200 Hz Bandwidth

80% Power Level 86% Power Level 90% Power Level
2317 MWth 2470 MWth 2538 MWth

Channel Location Grins Gmax Gmin Grins Gmax Gmin Grms Gmax Gmin
1 3-0203-3D NS 0.0783 0.3442 -0.3264 0.0748 0.3367 -0.3375 0.0755 0.3599 -0.3569
2 3-0203-3D Vertical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
3 3-0203-3D EW 0.1483 0.6882 -0.6682 0.1503 0.7286 -0.6411 0.1263 0.5754 -0.5585
4 B MS RV Header NS 0.0469 0.2113 -0.2292 0.0448 0.2124 -0.1940 0.0448 0.1951 -0.2179
5 B MS RV Header Vertical 0.0548 0.2455 -0.2701 0.0564 0.2572 -0.2734 0.0589 0.2601 -0.2815
6 B MS RV Header EW 0.0966 014341 -0.3861 0.0920 0.4035 -0.4052 0.0878 0.3886 -0.4233
9 D MS Riser to RPV NS 0.0813 0.3402 -0.3585 0.0821 0.3515 -0.3649 0.0835 0.3565 -0.3940

10 D MS Riser to RPV Vertical 0.0993 0.3660 -0.3511 0.0792 0.3305 -0.3534 0.0775 0.3357 -0.3623
11 D MS Riser to RPV EW 0.1112 0.6638 -0.5088 0.1385 0.616 -0.6326 0.1548 0.6746 -0.6999
12 B MS Riser to RPV NS 0.0600 0.2612 -0.2695 0.0679 0.3072 -0.3112 0.0717 0.3738 -0.3225
13 B MS Riser to RPV Vertical 0.0559 0.2574 -0.2737 0.0600 0.2774 -0.2822 0.0630 0.2764 -0.2885
14 B MS Riser to RPV EW 0.0955 0.4789 -0.4477 0.1095 0.5618 -0.5153 0.1199 0.6370 -0.5617

.

95% Power Level 100% Power Level
II2694 MWth 2851 MWth

Channel Location Grms Gmax Gmin Grms Gmax Gmin
1 3-0203-3D NS 0.0738 0.4206 -0.4401 0.0893 0.4170 -0.4703
2 3-0203-3D Vertical N/A Na N/A N/A N/A N/A
3 3-0203-3D EW 0.0859 OA955 -0.4809 0.0891 0.4630 -0.4443
4 B MS RV Header NS 0.0491 0.2346 -0.2092 0.0543 0.2579 -0.2668
5 B MS RV Header Vertical 0.0640 0.3137 -0.2941 0.0703 0.3423 -0.3566
6 B MS RV Header EW 0.0903 0.4545 -0.4469 0.0979 0.4297 -0.4513
9 D MS Riser to RPV NS 0.1014 0.4495 -0.4598 0.0986 0.4723 -0.4705

10 D MS Riser to RPV Vertical 0.0850 0.3678 -0.3932 0.0720 0.3639 -0.3810
11 D MS Riser to RPV EW 0.1876 0.9299 -0.8391 0.2005 0.9725 -0.8844
12 B MS Riser to RPV NS 0.0879 0.4173 -0.4194 0.0959 0.4475 -0.4537
13 B MS Riser to RPV Vertical 0.1305 0.4357 -0.4706 0.0771 0.3568 -0.3663
14 B MS Riser to RPV EW 0.1491 0.6816 -0.6499 0.1492 0.6731 -0.7106
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 1

Vibration Data

Summary of Dresden Unit 3 Vibration Data for TC32PWR Files Taken December 29, 2003
5 to 200 Hz Bandwidth

80% Power Level 86% Power Level 90% Power Level

2317 MWth 2460 MWth 2538 MWth
Channel _- Location Grms Gmax Gmin - Grms Gmax- - Gmin Grms Gmax Gmin

1 3-203-1B lB MSIV NS 0.046 0.2066 -0.2178 0.0535 - 0.2336 - -0.2456 0.0603 0.2586 -0.2953
2. -- 3-203-1B IB MSIV Vertical 0.1384 0.1632 -0.1709 0.0423 0.2081-- -0.1993 0.0468 0.2074 -0.2076
3 3-203-1B IB MSIV EW 0.1588 0.0275 -0.2749 0.0619- 0.2972 -0.2964 0.0682 0.2928 -0.3132
4 3-203-3B Pilot Valve Inlet (1),NS 0.1671 0.3106 . -0.3283 0.07 - 0.2932 -0.3089 0.0661 0.2917 -0.2987

3-203-3B Pilot Valve Inlet (1) Vertical 0.1044 0.5477 -0.4973 0.1061 0.5082 -0.5571 0.0967 0.4683 -0.4408

_6 3-203-3B Pilot Valve Inlet (1) EW 0.0784 0.3596.. -0.3599 0.0838 0.3817 - -0.3897.- 0.0883 0.3884 -0.4431
9 3-203-1D lB MSIV.NS:- 0.0613 0.2654 -0.2791 0.0656 - 0.3141- - -- 0.3089 0.0746 0.3696 -0.3328

- 10- 3-203-1D IB MSIV Vertical------------ 0.0427 -- 0.2083- --0.2489 0.0463- 0.2963-- -0.2859 0.0505 0.3512 -0.3236
11 - 3-203-1D IB MSIV EW; -- - N/A - N/A N/A N/A N/A

--- 12 3-203-3D PilotiValve Inlet (1) NS 0.0433 0.2214 -0.22 0.0465 0.2118 -0.2119 0.0495 0.2249 -0.2149

13 3-203-3D Pilot Valve Inlet (1) Vertical 0.133 0.6395 -0.6345 0.1106 0.4886. -0.5016 - 0.1048- 0.4808 -0.4501
14 3-203-3D Pilot Valve Inlet (1) EW, N/A. N/A N/A 'N/A- N/A -- N/A - N/A N/A N/A
17 3 -203-3A Target Rock NS - N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - N/A N/A N/A
18 -203-3A Target Rock Vertical N/A N/A N/A N/A' N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

319 -203-3A Target Rock EW - - N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

20 3-203-3B Inlet flange NS - 0.0606 0.252 -0.2625 0.0613 0.276 -0.2836 0.0601 0.3084 -0.304
21 3-203-3B Inlet flange Vertical - 0.091 - 0.375 _ -0.3833 0.0989 0.621 -0.587 0.1085 0.6296 -0.6162
22_ 3-203-3B.Inlet flange EW . 0.0488 0.2106 -0.2298 0.053 0.2745 -0.2846 0.0613 0.373 -0.3751
25 3-203-3C Inlet flange NS - - - 0.0712 0.2799 -0.2747 0.0893 0.3672 -0.355 0.0669 0.309 -0.2906
26 3-203-3C Inlet flange Vertical - 0.1707 0.8791 -0.8212 0.1721 0.88 -0.9027 0.156 0.7384 -0.7401

27 3- -203-3C Inlet flange EW N/A N/A.. N/A N/A N/A, N/A- N/A N/A N/A
28 3-203-3E Inlet flange NS 0.0641 0.2813 -0.3046 0.0717 0.334 -0.3667 0.0735 0.3308 -0.3739
29 3-203-3E Inlet flange Vertical 0.067 0.2994 -0.2987 0.0702 0.3522,- -0.2988 0.0685 0.3396 -0.3313
30 3-203-3E Inlet flange EW 0.04791 0.2107, -0.2074 0.0531 .025 -0.2286 0.0577I 0.2492 -0.2432

Note (1): Accelerometers are attacned to the pilot valve turnbuckle ,',
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 1

Vibration Data

Summary of Dresden Unit 3 vibration Data for.TC32PWR files Taken on December 29, 2003 (continued)
5 to 200 Hz Bandwidth

95% Power Level 100% Power Level
. _ I

2694 MWth 2851 MWth
Channel Location Grms Gmax Gmin Grms Gmax Gmin

1 3-203-lB lB MSIV NS 0.0713 -0.3338 -0.3523 0.0825 0.4261 -0.5022
2 3-203-1B lB MSIV Vertical- 0.0531 ---0.3865 - -0.3708 0.0596 0.4801 -0.7379
3 3-203-1B lB MSIV EW - -- 0.0803 0.408 -0.3862 0.0921 0.6858 -0.7303
4 3-203-3B Pilot Valve Inlet (1) NS 0.0738 0.3155 -0.3487 0.0741 0.3572 -0.3195-
5 3-203-3B Pilot Valve Inlet (1) Vertical 0.0985 0.4889 -0.4517 0.101 0.4903 -0.4844
6 3-203-3B Pilot Valve Inlet (1) EW 0.0946 0.4095 -0.4175 0.1028 0.4614 -0.5388

3-_-203-ID IB3 MSIV NS __ - - 0.0897 0.4417 -0.4158 0.1042 0.5256 -0.4774
10 3-203-1 D lB MSIV Vertical 0.0579 0.2908 -0.3016 0.0661 0.4604 -0.4999
11 3203-1D IB MSIV EW' N/A N/A- N/A N/A - - N/A N/A-
12 3-203-3D Pilot Valve Inlet (1) NS 0.0551 0.2617 -0.2558 0.0599 0.2815 -0.284
13 3-203-3D Pilot Valve Inlet (1) Vertical 0.1123 0.5107 -0.5358 0.1204 0.5208 -0.5206
14 3-203-3D Pilot Valve Inlet (1) EW N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
17 3-203-3A Target Rock NS N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
18 3-203-3A Target Rock Vertical N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
19 -- 203-3A Target Rock EW N/A N/A N/A N/A - N/A N/A
20 3-203-3B Inlet flange NS 0.0651 0.2991 -0.2963 0.0723 0.3409 -0.3774
21 3203-3B Inlet flange Vertical 0.1204 0.6371 -0.6804 0.1335 0.6622 -0.65 -
22 3-203-3B Inlet flange EW 0.0664 0.3842 -0.384 0.078 0.4503 -0.3969
25 3-203-3C Inlet flange NS 0.0706 0.3347 -0.3663 0.0738 0.3319 -0.3547
26 3-203-3C Inlet flange Vertical 0.1639 0.904 -0.8969 0.1698 0.8773 -0.8388
27 - 203-3C Inlet flange EW N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
28 3-203-3E Inlet flange NS 0.08 0.3705 -0.3916- 0.0876 0.4219 -0.4068
29 3-203-3E Inlet flange Vertical 0.0708 0.3298 -0.3176 0.0777 0.3515 -0.3799
30 3-203-3E Inlet flange EW 0.0642 -0.2654 -0.3179 0.0698 0.2991 -0.3427

|\l-- -1 -t A -- - r^ _r_ _i+___ A- bAl Drl%$- ..- I .- - - At lAINUL: k 1). tALA UItUIIWWW~ d[~d diLdL;IitU LU th1e Ruto valve LurnO~UCKle
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 1

Vibration Data

Summary of Dresden Unit 3 Vibration Data for Data Taken on January 24, 2004
5 to 200 Hz Bandwidth

0% Power Level (09:29:07) 100% Power Level (09:35:18)
100% 2860 MWth I 2860 MWth

Location Grms Gmax Gmin Grms Gmax GmIn
3-0203-3D Vertical 0.027 0.0788 -0.0802 0.0264 0.0786 -0.0797
3-0203-3A Target Rock NS 0.0856 0.3979 -0.371 0.0834 0.3677 -0.3687
3-0203-3A Target Rock Vertical 0.2206 0.8176 0.49381 0.2214 0.8502 -0.8686
3-0203-3A Target Rock EW 0.0844 0:3855 -0.4635 0.0845 - 0.3675 -0.4203
3-0203-3D Pilot Valve Inlet (1) EW 6.55E-04 1 0.0032 . -0.0051 . 0.0007 1 0.0035 -0.0053

Note (1): Accelerometers are attacnea to the Pilot valve turnDUcKie
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 2

MSL Component Evaluation Summary

Summary of Evaluation (Caic. No. DRE04-0002)

Component Manufacturer/ Vibration Data Evaluation
I Model Points I

Inboard and
Outboard MSIV
Limit Switches

NAMCO/EA740

; ~ 7.-I 14 1I 1

A~1 ( If.' ,

32 Channel Tape
Deck; Channels
1, 2, 3, 7, and 8

. i

t . † -†

- .~; .� t � % " "

a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 1.488 g < SRSS of
peak accelerations from seismic qualification test (Ref. 1)
21.06 g.

b) Based on'a test duration of 30.5 minutes and input
accel6ration varying from 7.34'g to 15.07 g (Ref. 1), the
equivalent duration, based on a fatigue' exponent of 4.3 and
using the SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations (0.168
g), is-13.86 years. The limit switches are mounted'on a
bracket; therefore, an amplification factor of four in the x-
direction'wv'as applied to the RMS acceleration based on
c6onmpute'd'freq'uen'cies'of'th6 brack6t.'-

c) Using IEEE-344 as guidance, 10 cycles of strong motion
effect'per 15-second duration is considered. Using a fatigue
exponent of 4.3, based o n 30.5 minutes of test at input
acceleration varying from 7.34 g to 15.07 g (Ref. 1), will yield
an equivalent number of cycles of 4.4 X1 09 for the' SRSS of'
the measured RMS accelerations of 0.168 g. The limit
switches are mounted on a bracket; therefore, an
amplification factor of four in the x-direction was'applied to
the RMS acceleration based on computed frequencies of the
bracket. 'For typical steels, this number of cycles is in the
flat region of the S-N curve. Comparing the measured
accelerations with the qualified accelerations provides
reasonable assurance that at such a low level of
acceleration, the corresponding alternating stress intensities
will be below the fatigue endurance limit.
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 2

MSL Component Evaluation Summary

Component Manufacturer/ Vibration Data Evaluation
Model Points

Inboard and Omega/BT- 32 Channel Tape This thermocouple is a passive element consisting of a 7.125"
Outboard MSIV 000-T-7.125- Deck; Channels long X 3/16" diameter stainless steel tube containing two
Temperature 72-1 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8 thermocouple wires. It is attached with a spring -loaded quick
Elements connect bayonet-style cap. The lead wires are protected with

glass braid insulation and stainless steel cover (20 gauge
stranded). The extended mass of the thermocouple is very
small (less than 1 ounce) and the cantilevered length is only
7.125". Considering the low level of accelerations (SRSS RMS
acceleration = 0.168 g) the alternating stress intensities in the
thermocouple components will be well below their fatigue
endurance limit.

Safety Valve NDT 32 Channel Tape a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 1.478 g < sine
Acoustic Monitors International, Deck Channels beat test accelerations from seismic qualification test (Ref.

Inc./NDT-838-1 13,14,15 2) = 6.0 g.
(Channels 2, 3,4
on page 17 of b) The SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations is 0.275 g.
Ref. 5) Comparing this acceleration value with the qualified

acceleration provides reasonable assurance that at such a
low level of acceleration the corresponding alternating stress
intensities will be below the fatigue endurance limit.
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 2

MSL Component Evaluation Summary

Component Manufacturer/ Vibration Data Evaluation
Model Points

Safety Valve Weed/N9343- 32 Channel Tape a) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 1.478 g < min.
Temperature T-2-.375-U Deck; Channels SRSS peak accelerations from SRV aging test (Ref. 4)
Elements 13,14, and 15 3.76 g.

(Channels 2, 3,
and 4 on page 17 b) Based on a test duration of 120 minutes and input
of Ref. 5) acceleration varying from 3.76 g to 8.86 g (Ref. 6), the

equivalent duration, based on a fatigue exponent of 4.3 and
using'the SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations (0.275
g), is 135.3 years..

c) Based on 'cycles per second and using aafatigue
exponent of 4.3,'the 120 minute`s-of test at an inpiut',
acceler'ation'varying from' 3:76 g to 8.86 (Ref. 3) will yield.
an quival6nt numriber'of 'ycles of '4.27 X 10O° for the SRSS
, of the' measured RMS acceleratio'ns of 0.275 9. 'For typical
steels, this'nurnberbof cycles is in the flat region of the S-N
curve.' Cmparing the measured accelerations with the'
qualified accelerations provides reasonable assurance that
at such'a low level of acceleration, the corresponding

, i alternating stress intensities will be below the fatigue'
endurance limit.

f , t -

*1-*I

j -_ � . I I

. o

. .-.?

i f'' - I 1...
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 2

MSL Component Evaluation Summary

Component Manufacturer/ Vibration Data Evaluation
Model Points

MS Drain Valves Limitorque/ 32 Channel Tape d) SRSS of peak accelerations measured = 1.488 g < SRSS
Operator SMB-000 Deck; Channels peak accelerations from dynamic qualification test (Ref. 3) =

1,2,3,7,and8 37g.

Note: Channels e) Based on test.duration of 351 minutes and input
1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 acceleration varying from 3.29 g to 37g (Ref. 3), the
are on MSIVs. equivalent duration, based on a fatigue exponent of 4.3 and
These values are using the SRSS of the measured RMS accelerations (0.504
increased by a g), is 180 years.
factor of 3 for
margin ) Using IEEE-344 as guidance, 10 cycles of strong motion

effect per 15-second duration is considered. Using a fatigue
exponent of 4.3, based on 351 minutes of test at and input
acceleration varying from 3.29 g to 37 g (Ref. 3) will yield an
equivalent number of cycles of 5.68 X 1010 for the SRSS of
the measured RMS accelerations of 0.504 g. For typical
steels, this number of cycles is in the flat region of the S-N
curve. Comparing the measured accelerations with the
qualified accelerations provides reasonable assurance that
at such a low level of acceleration, the corresponding
alternating stress intensities will be below the fatigue
endurance limit.
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 2

MSL Component Evaluation Summary

Component Manufacturer/ Vibration Data Evaluation
Model Points

MS Drain Valves Limitorque/ 32 Channel Tape See evaluation for the operator above.
Operator Limit SMB-000 Deck; Channels
Switch 1,2, 3, 7, and8

Note: Channels
1,2, 3,7, and 8
are on MSIVs.
These values are
increased by a
factor of 3 for
margin

References

1. Wyle Report No. 47824-2
2. Wyle Report No. 45638-1 (EQ-1Q)
3. SDRC Report No 10959
4. NTS Report No. 548-8854-2
5. SIA Calc. No. DRES-07Q-302
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EC# 347006
ATTACHMENT 3

Evaluation of MSIV and SRV
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IW GE Nuclear Energy
Systems Engineering San Jose, California

DRF 0000-0025-0645

February 5, 2004

To: Sharon Eldridge
From: PD Knecht

Subject: Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 MSIV and SRV Vibration Data

References:
1. "Assessment Scope for Potential Vibration Induced Problems Quad Cities Unit

1", Exelon Test Plan, November 26, 2003
2. "Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station Units I and 2 Environmental Qualification

Report - MSIV Actuator", NEDC-31886P, Class III, December 1990.
3. "Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Component Vibration Assessment", Structural

Integrity Associates, DRES-07Q-302rl, Januaryl6, 2004
4. "Quad Cities Unit 1 Assessment of High Frequency Acoustic Vibration on MSL

Components", GE-NE 0000-0008-1763-02, December 2002.
5. "Target Rock Relief Valve failure to Fully Open", SIL 646, December 20, 2002
6. "Hope Creek Generating Station Unit 1 Environmental Qualification Report,

Book No. S20, NEDC 30942, November 1985

Background

Dresden Unit 3 is currently licensed to operate at an extended power uprate value of 2957
MWt. Following two hood failures of the steam dryer assembly at Quad Cities Unit 2
and a hood failure and observed failure of the 3B ERV at Quad Cities Unit 1, operation of
both Dresden Units at EPU power has been of concern due to the potential for flow
induced vibration impacts on the main steam line (MSL) components.

Due to this concern, vibration data on various components external to the reactor pressure
vessel at Dresden Unit 3 were taken during the power ascension to CLTP power on
December 30, 2003. Data were evaluated at power levels between approximately 78.3%
current licensed thermal power (CLTP) and 96.47% CLTP. Due to instrumentation
problems, additional data was taken on the A SRV on January 23, 2004 at approximately
96.7% CLTP. The plant is currently operating at its maximum thennal power consistent
with the generator capability.

GENE was asked in Reference I to evaluate the vibration data associated with the
inboard MSIVs on the "B" and "D" MSLs and the Target Rock Safety Relief Valve and
provide recommendations regarding long term operation at CLTP. This letter provides
the GENE response to this request.

I



GE Nuclear Energy
Systems Engineering San Jose, California

Methodol6gy -' -

Vibration data for MSIVs were compared against seismic aging qualification test data for
the Quad Cities Unit 1 MSIV actuators (Reference 2). Although Dresden does not have
these exact same actuator, engineering judgment was used to derive a conclusion
regarding the similarity of the componenis. -The seismic aging test (Reference 2)
consisted of sinusoidal variation of frequency between 25 hz and 200 hz at 0.75g applied
to the valve bonnet. No evidence of damage was observed during these qualification
tests.

No similar data exists for the 3-stage Target Rock SRVs. However,' it was 'assumed that
seismic wear aging would have been successful for these valves at the standard IEEE
382-1980 test value of 0.75g. Furthermore, there are other BWRs that have operated at
above original rated power that have not reported evidence of wear or stuck open valve
events.

Evaluations - ?

1. Main Steam Isolation Valves

B and D MSIVs

Square Root Sum of Squares (SRSS) values of the three monitored vibration axes
corresponding to the total grins value from reference 3 are shown in the figure below. For
reference the velocity squared relationship also is shown.

MSIVB & D

0.17

0.13-

0.11-

grms 0.09

0.0s7 - a0.05-
0.03

0.01.

70 75- 80 85) -. tsivI

zu91Lkr_
. - .. : : i : 11 "~: ' ' ( f, "- ~" .NtSIVDI
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In all cases, the total amplitudes are relatively low in comparison with the qualification
basis of 0.75g and the displacement velocities are below 0.1 in/sec. No damage is
expected for these conditions.

Minor acoustic resonant peaks were observed at about 145 hz and 152 hz in the reduced
data (Reference 3). However, the peak amplitudes for these frequencies were not
significant and did not exceed 0.03 grins. The peak values decreased as power
approached EPU power.

It should be noted that the MS1V actuators at Dresden are different than those at Quad
Cities Unit 1 and no vibration aging qualification basis is documented. However, based
on similarity of the designs and the relatively low amplitude of the vibrations, the MSIVs
should be acceptable based on engineering judgment.

A and C MSIVs

Because no specific vibration data were obtained for the A or C MSIVs, the total SRSS
vibration amplitudes at the ERV were reviewed as shown in the figure below to
determine if those MSIVs would have a similar response as the B and D MSIVs.

As can be seen the amplitude in the C ERV (C MSL) is similar to the B and D lines
especially at EPU power. Vibration data on the A SRV (A MSL) was only available at
approximately 96.7% CLTP and shows a SRSS value of about 0.25 grins. Therefore it
too shows a similar amplitude to the B and D lines. Due to the similarity of amplitudes

3
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and geometry of the piping, the A and C MSIV likely will have lower amplitude'than the
ERVs or SRVs and be well within the 0.75g wear aging criterion and displacement
velocity will be low.

Because the walkdowns also concluded that there was no significant increase in vibration
related issues due to operation at EPU, it is concluded that all MSIVs will operate'
successfuilly at EPU power. -

~~~~~~~. ....S-;,;;. ..

Discussion -

It should be noted that the wear aging criteria does not imply that the components are
qualified for the full five-year recommendrd 'maintenance life of the components with
that steady state vibration level. If this amount of vibration occurs, there can be long
term degradation of the valve internals. The higher steam flow rate can cause agitation of
the internal parts causing accelerated fretting corrosion wear in comparison with pre-EPU
conditions (refer to SIL 568). Accelerated wear of other subassemblies on the MSIVs
such as pneumatic control components, limit'switches, electrical leads and fasteners' also
may not be identified through external inspection. Because this failure mode cannot be -
detected through external inspection alone, an internal inspection should be made at the
next refueling outage to assess the rate of wear.

In Reference 4, the impact of MSL vibrations-was discussed. Because the main disk is
free to move, high vibration 'could potentially result in degradation 'of the lower disk
guide liner.' If significant, this could slow orpossibly prevent valve motion. -Since'
Dresden 3 has completed approximately one year without evidence of degradation and
vibration levels are well within'the IEEE wear aging standard the risk of component'
failure is considered low to medium consistent with Reference 4.

Because no degradation of the MSIVs was shown during the walkdowns and to date
operability has been demonstrated during the most recent outage, it is concluded that
operation at CLTP is acceptable. However, it is recommended that individual MSL
flows be monitored during the operating cycle to detect any variations between steam
lines that could be due to MSIV degradation and an internal wear inspection should be
conducted at the next refueling outage.

2. Target Rock Safety Relief Valves

Due to instrumentation problems during the power ascention on December 30, 2003,
additional data was taken on the A SRV on January 23, 2004-at approximately 96.7%
CLTP. The total vibration is about 0.25 grms. No significant evidence of acoustic
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vibrations is shown. A peak amplitude at about 72 hz is indicated with a SRSS
magnitude of 0.06 grins.

Discussion

The Target Rock valve at Dresden is a 3-stage design that has been replaced with a 2-
stage design in later BWRs. No qualification data exist for the 3-stage SRV because they
were qualified through the Seismic Qualification Users Group (SQUG) methodologies
that did not address wear aging. Qualification aging of 2-stage valve has been successful
with wear aging at the same 0.75 g acceleration in a similar manner to that which has
been applied to the MSIV actuators. In comparison with the 2-stage Target Rock, the
actuators on the 3-stage valve are lighter and it should display higher natural frequencies.
Reference 6 identified natural frequencies of 128, 152 and 160 hz in a 2-stage Target
Rock SRV.

Based on the similarity of design, the existing Dresden experience without observed
degradation other than some loose hose fittings, and the vibration data taken at CLTP, it
is concluded, based on engineering judgment, that there is only a low to medium risk of
degradation occurring at CLTP and continuous operation is acceptable subject to
monitoring for evidence of degradation.

As discussed in Reference 4 and 5, vibration could cause thread wear on the main
piston/stem joint. In addition vibration could cause the pilot valve to begin to leak.
Extended operation with leaking pilot valves has been shown to cause steam cutting and
eventual inadvertent opening of the SRV. Because of these concerns, the downstream
thermocouples on the SRVs should be closely monitored during the next operating cycle
for evidence of leakage. The location of the thermocouples should be confirmed to
comply with SIL 196 supplement 11.
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Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.

6855 S. Havana Shut
Sutde 350
Centennial, CO 801123868
Phone: 303-792.0077
Fax 303-792-2158
wwwsctintor
koiharastuctinLcom

January 21, 2004
SIR-04-007
KJO-04-001

Ms. Sharon Eldridge
Lead Project Engineer
Exelon Nuclear
4300 Winfield Road
Warrenville, IL 60555

Subject: Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line and Component Vibration Assessment

Dear Sharon:

This letter report contains the Dresden Unit 3 main steam vibration assessment for the Electromatic Relief
Valves (ERVs), main steam piping, and the safety valves, due to operation at Extended Power Uprate. The
assessment is contained in Attachment 1.

If you have any questions, please call me.

Prepared by Reviewed by

K vin Karen K. Fujikawa, P.E.
Associate Associate

Approved by

Karen K. Fujikawa, P.E.
Associate

kjo
Attachment: 1. Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment
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Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment

Quad Cities Unit 1 main steam system has experienced significant vibration loads due to a
combination of flow turbulence and acoustic resonance, especially at the Electromatic Relief
Valve (ERV) branch piping. The vibration levels have increased as a direct result of the flow
rate increase realized by Extended Power Uprate (EPU) operation. Additionally, this plant has
experienced both hardware failures and discovered excessive component wear during its most
recent outages (QIF51). SI report SIR-04-001 documents this assessment [7].

This report provides a dynamic assessment of Dresden Unit 3 (U3). This is a sister facility to
Quad Cities Unit I (QCI), in that both of these facilities are both BWR3s. The concern is
whether the Dresden facility has similar dynamic issues associated with the main steam line
(MSL) system. The intent is to review the Dresden main steam system dynamic behavior,
including a detailed analysis of the 3B ERV and compare its dynamic behavior to Quad Cities.

Vibration measurements were taken at 36 accelerometer locations on the Dresden U3 main steam
piping at various operating levels up to 2851 M5Nth. Most of the accelerometers were located on
the four ERVs and two adjoining pilot valves, which were expected to be the locations of high
vibration. The vibration time histories were converted to frequency domain spectra and grns
(root-mean-square) values. The time histories were then filtered and maximum peak values
determined. Reference [2] contains details of the vibration data reduction, and Table I
summarizes the RMS and peak accelerations for the ERVs at 2851 MWth.

The vibration data obtained at EPU conditions (2851 MWth) was used to evaluate the ERVs (1-
0203-3B, -3C, -3D, and -3E), the main steam piping inside primary containment and its
associated branch lines, and the safety valves. The following summarizes the results of the
vibration evaluation.

Evaluation of the ERV Assemblies

Dresden ERV 3B was assessed similar to Quad Cities ERV 3B for comparative purposes, since
QC1 ERV 3B sustained significant wear at the last outage. These ERVs have virtually identical
assemblies, which consists of the main ERV valve body, pilot valve, and solenoid actuator
(Figure 1). The pilot valve is connected to the ERV by means of a turnbuckle and a pilot valve
tube. Each valve has a small diameter drain pipe that is routed back to the ERV discharge line.
The key differences are that Dresden ERV 3B actuator is rotated 90° (Figure 2) to the Quad
Cities ERV 3B actuator (Figure 3) and the discharge pipe routing. A detailed finite element
analysis, using the finite element program ANSYS [3] was performed for Dresden ERV 3B,
Reference [1].

The finite element analyses determined natural frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes were compared to the frequency content of the
measured vibration data. For QCI ERV 3B, it was detennined that a pilot valve pendulum mode
is the primary cause of the excessive actuator wear at 157 Hz, whereas, for the Dresden Unit 3
ERV 3B, pilot valve pendulum mode occurred at a much lower frequency.

Correlation of Bump Test Data to Analytical Models

Bump test data for ERV 3B and dynamic data were obtained during power ascension on
December 2 9 'h to EPU power (2851 MWth). ERV 3B was subjected to impact tests while

Attachment to SIR-04-007/KJO-04-OOI . Page I Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment

recording the 'accelerometers 'on the pilot valve: '-The magnitude of the data was not controlled,
so the spectra plots were assessed for frequrincy content only. -The bump test results were then
compared to'the rodal analysis results to'the Dresden"ERV 3B data. A review of the bump test
data shows the frequencies of the Dresden '3B models compares well to the bump test data.
Thus, the analytical model is assessed to b'e representative of the installed ERVs' and can be used
to evaluate the valve dynamic behavior.

Evaluation of Vibration Test Data'

The vibration data was reviewed for amplitude versus power level to identify key frequencies
and to observe amplitude versus pow- er level trends. Review of the time history data, indicated
that the Dresden acceleration magnitudes (grms) .were very low, approximately 10 to 20 times
lower than QCl data. The maximum RMS acceleration was 0.2 and 0.17 grns for TC16 and
TC32, respectively. Table 1 shows the time history RMS acceleration values for the Dresden
ERVs and MSIVs. Typically, thc Dresden accelerations increased proportionate to operational
power level.

There were no strong frequencies observed consistently in the data. Multiple discrete
frequencies showed up in the spectra and at several power levels, but the vibration magnitudes
were very low (less than 0.068 grms at anv discrete frequency). The maximum discrete vibration
magnitudes at the ERV 3B inlet flange were'0.018, 0.026 and 0.025 grms in the X, Y and Z axes,
respectively.

Configuration Assessment- Dresden ERV3B and Quad Cities ERV3B

The Dresden ERV 3B has a key difference in the'geometry, the Quad Cities actuator is oriented
radially outward from the ERV (Figure 3), whereas, the Dresden actuator is mounted tangentially
to the ERV (Figure 2). The effect of this design difference, substantially affects the modal
response.

ER V Modal Assessment - ER V 3B and Quad Cities ER V 3B

All modal data was reviewed for frequency and mode shape dynamic behavior. The intent was
to identify frequencies at 139 and 157 Hz (similar to QC1 3B ERV model) that had pilot valve
pendulum modes shapes. A frequency comparison was performed between Dresden Unit 3'3B
ERV and QC1 3B ERV. Although some of the natural frequencies were the same between'the
Dresden and QC1 ERVs, the mode shapes are'quite different.' This is due to the orientation of
the Dresden 3B ERV actuator (oriented 90' out-of-phase with respect to QC1 3B ERV), the pilot'
pendulum mode shapes for Dresden 3B ERV:do not occur at or near 157 Hz.

The Dresden pilot valve pendulum modes and active actuator modes occur at frequencies
between 25 and 80 Hz. Since the dynamic amplitudes are very low at any discrete frequency
within this range, then the dynamic response would also be very low.

Evaluation of Piping - Quad Cities and Dresden Comparison

0Qtad Cities Unit I
Piping models were generated for Quad Cities MSLs A, B, and C [4]. These models include the
main steam piping from the reactor vessel nozzle to the drywell penetration, and include the
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Evaluation of Drcsden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment

relief valve discharge piping to the drywell penetration. In addition, piping models were
generated for the ERV assembly and associated drain piping. The piping models were generated
using the computer program, PIPESTRESS [5]. The drain piping is very similar for the four
valves. Therefore, the valve assemblies and the connecting drain piping were evaluated by
applying the highest measured acceleration on each ERV for the appropriate MSL.

The analysis was done using the response spectrum modal superposition method. The vibration
loading was input as response spectra in the three orthogonal directions. The shape of the input
spectra is obtained from the frequency domain acceleration curves generated from QC1 data.
Peak acceleration values are used instead of rms, because even though the peak acceleration may
occur in only a small percentage of the cycles, at 139 hz they can occur often enough to apply
thousands of load cycles in a relatively short time. The analysis conservatively assumes that all
vibration cycles are occurring at the peak levels. Use of peak rather than rms values
conservatively assumes that all vibration cycles are at the peak value, whereas the majority of the
cycles are at a much lower level. The input spectra was conservatively applied to the entire
piping system.

Stresses calculated for the piping were compared to the endurance limit as specified by O&M
Standard Part 3 [6]. The allowable stress is 3846 psi, based on the OM-3 criteria. The maximum
calculated stress for the ERV drain piping was 3214 psi, which is within the OM-3 allowable. It
should be noted that the OM-3 criteria contains a number of safety factors which, when taken
together, produce a very conservative result.

Dresden. Unit 3
Since Dresden U3 dynamic data is a factor of 10-20 lower then the stresses in the Dresden piping
would lower by the same factor (< 321.4 psi versus Quad Cities at 3214 psi, models behave
linearly for dynamic stresses). Thus, the Dresden dynamic stresses are well below the OM-3
allowable, so operation at EPU power levels will not affect the integrity of the piping.

Evaluation of the Safety Valves

The safety valve evaluations are based on the measured accelerations at the ERV inlet flanges.
The maximum measured acceleration is 0.2 g rmns in any direction. These vibration amplitudes
are substantially lower than the Quad Cities data (1.52 horizontally and 4.17 vertically). The
safety valves are Dresser relief valves. Similar valves at another nuclear power plant have
seismic qualification levels of 11 g horizontal and 9 g vertical. Based on the number of cycles
that the Dresden safety valves have already experienced at these vibration levels, plus the results
of the walkdown which identified no visual wear, the valves at Dresden U3 are considered to
have operability margin.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the results of the various analyses, it E acceptable to operate at 2851 MWth for any
period of duration. The dynamic data for the MSL system, including the Dresden 3B ERV are
low. The ERV 3B analysis indicates that the ERV mode shapes would not respond to these low
acceleration magnitudes. Additionally, no acoustic modes are observed in the MSL, therefore,
the Dresden Unit 3 MSL and associated valve and branch line have adequate margin to operate at
2851 MWth indefinitely.
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Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment

.~~~~. .- ...

Figure 1: ERV-3B Assembly

Figure 2: Dresden ERV 3B Assembly Model (Actuator is tangential to ERV axis)
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Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment
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Evaluation of Dresden Unit 3 Main Steam Line Vibration Assessment

Table 1. ERV Measured Accelerations at 2851 MWth

Location__Acceleration (g)Locationpe Y p X nns Y rms Z rms

ERV 3B Inlet 0.34 0.66 0.45 0.07 0.13 0.08
(TC32 Chi 16, 17, 18) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(TC32 Ch4,5,l6) - 0.36 0.49 0.46 0.07 0.10 0.10

(TC32 Ch 22, 23,24) 0.42 0.35 0.30 0.09 0.08 0.07
ERV 3D Inlet(TC63D 1,2,3)0.42 _ a 0.46 0.09 na 0.09

ERV 3D Pilot 028 05 006 01
(TC32 Ch 10, 11, 12) na 0.28 0.52 na 0.06 0.12

ERV 3C Il 0 33 0.88 na0.07 0.17 nl
(TC32 Chi 19, 20, 2 1)0.3 .8 na .7 017 n

Notes: 1. X is perpendicular to the main steam header, Y is vertical and Z is parallel to the
steam flow.

2. na - instruments were bad
3. TC16 - Dresden Tape Deck 16
4. TC32 - Dresden Tape Deck 32

C3 Structural Integrity Associates, Inc.
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EC Eval 346402
D3M10 Dryer Repair, Main Steam Walkdown Results and Evaluation

for Return to Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power

Reason for Evaluation/Scope:
The 2003 failures at Quad Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 upper hood areas were a result of
fatigue due to low frequency pressure pulsing. In view of these failures, Dresden Unit 3
was preemptively repaired during Dresden Unit 3 Maintenance Outage 10 (i.e., D3M10).
This review documents the completion of the repair and acceptability to return Unit 3 to
EPU operation.

Additionally, a comprehensive walkdown of the Unit 3 main steam (MS) system was
performed on December 6, 7, and 8, 2003. These walkdowns were performed as part
of the extent of condition review resulting from the damage discovered at Quad Cities
Unit I when it was shut down to repair damage to the steam dryer. The purpose of this
walkdown was to identify whether or not Dresden Unit 3 had similar damage. This
evaluation provides a listing of all issues identified and their disposition. The walkdowns
included inspection of specifically identified components and a general inspection of all
related areas. Corporate and Site Engineering developed the scope of the walkdown
after a review of the issues identified at Quad Cities in Reference 1.

Detailed Evaluation:

The scope of the dryer modification is intended to address all of the applicable repairs
necessary to prevent the Quad Cities Unit 1 and Unit 2 failures from occurring at
Dresden Unit 3. The specific items addressed in the modifications included:

* Removal of the existing Y/2" thick vertical and top horizontal plates from the outer
hood at 90 and 270 degree and replacement with 1" thick plates.

* Removal of the four diagonal struts in the 90 and 270 degree outer hood and, if
required, removal of the startup instrumentation brackets, pipe, or fittings from
the outer hood on both sides.

* Install six gussets to the outer hood at 90 and 270 degrees. These gussets stiffen
the connection between the side of the outer hood and the lower cover plate and
also reduce bistable flow between the two MS nozzles, thus reducing the overall
load on the dryer outer hood.

* Install thirteen mitigation bars on all tie bars.

* Drill holes in the steam dryer skirt and support channel to arrest the propagation
of the fatigue cracks and minimize susceptibility to future damage.

The steam dryer modification was performed in accordance with General Electric
Nuclear Engineering (GENE) Field Deviation Disposition Requests (FDDRs) EB3-0076,
Rev. 0, EB3-0077, Rev. 0, and EB3-0081, Rev. 0., and GENE Specifications 26A5733,
Rev. 2, "Reactor Internals Modifications Materials Requirements," and 26A5734, Rev. 2,
"Reactor Internals Modifications." These modifications address the effects of the failure
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EC Eval346402
D3MI0 Dryer Repair, Main Steam Walkdown Results and Evaluation

for Return to'Extehnded Power Uprate '(EPU) Power

mechanism identified in the'Quad Cities Unit 2 root cause report (RCR) and Nuclear
Event Report (NER) QC-03-042.

Regarding the MS piping issues identified at Quad Cities Unit 1 during the recent forced
outage for dryer repairs, the recommendations from Corporate Engineering provided in
Attachment A were implemented as detailed in Attachment B.- Attachment B contains!
the inspection results. In general, there were no significant discrepancies. The
discrepant items identified are similar to those normally found after a long run of the
unit. Each discrepant item identified was either repaired or evaluated for acceptability.

The following list describes each discrepant item identified and provides a reference to
the disposition of each item in bold type.; -:; ' x

. Binding on 3E Electrdmatic Relief Valve (ERV) upper guide bracket.
CR '1894741WR,123341' *:-: ; - '

* Wrench teeth marks on 3E ERV pilot no'zzleNon EPU, see'Att. B'
* 4D safety valve acoustic sensor has gap WR 123321 -

Target Rock Safety/Relief Valvei(S/RV) bellows alarm hose fitting clamp loose
WR 123320 ' ''~ ';';i ''t: ''''~ '''
Target Rock S/RV acoustic senso'r improperly mounted CR 189466MWR 123449

* Disconnected spring can on main steam safety valve (MSSV) F leakoff
WR 123326

* Bolt/nut missing on MSSV G leakoff WR 123327
. Minor air leakon 1 C main' steam isolation valve (MSIV) manifold

Eng Eval 346212
Minor air leaks on the 2D and 2A MSIVs Eng Eval 346212
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) ductwork near MSIVs damaged
WR 123312 *,-

* Flow restrictor sensing lines - six supports with'loose nuts WR 123429
* Flow restrictor sensing lines - one missing bolt at base-plate WR 123481

Head vent line - two loose bolts on clamp WR 123487
Head vent line- U-bolt nut backed off WR 123493

* B main steam line (MSL) X-area - spring can support missing nut WR 123241
* C MSL X-area - wire in spring can WR 123437
* Reboiler steam line elbow insulation damageWR 123250
* Rod hanger for pipe support off MS bypass valve drain header loose WR 123331
* Support downstream of 3-0261-30C looseWR 123333

Support downstream of 3-5641-12A,B sheared bolts. If this were vibration
induced, the bolts would be expected to have pulled out of the wall instead of
shearing as they did. WR 123335

* Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) -1 linear variable differential transformer mechanical
damage CR 189618MWR 123421

* TSV4 missing side cover plate bolt WR 123257

2
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for Return to Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Power

* Electrohydraulic Control System (EHC) support rubber grommet degradation
WR 123240/123243/123248

* EHC piping touching gratingWR 123242/1232451124711
* Light hanging from wires near TSV-4 WR 123251

Additionally, as mentioned in Attachment A, the 2M MS flow switch was replaced with
the removed switch sent for analysis.

Conclusion/Findings:

The dryer has been upgraded and is completely acceptable for EPU operation with at
least an interim performance monitoring program to evaluate and trend performance.

The MS system issues identified above were compared to those identified at Quad
Cities Unit 1. The Quad Cities findings are documented in Condition Reports (CRs)
188050,188052,188128,188185, and 188202 (Reference 1). While multiple items
were identified on these walkdowns, the extent of the issues does not rise to the
magnitude of those identified at Quad Cities. For example, the Quad Cities issues
included sheared piping on the ERV pilot discharge line, broken welds on the ERV
actuator covers, damage to the actuator internals and a damaged pipe snubber (i.e.,
seismic support). Since the issues identified on these walkdowns are not unlike those
normally found after a long run of the unit, it is concluded that Dresden Unit 3 has not
seen a significant increase in vibration-related issues post EPU. Therefore, there is no
significant increase in the risk of vibration-related damage to MS piping and
components associated with returning to EPU power levels.

References:
1. Quad Cities Unit 1 CRs 188050,188052, 188128, 188185, and 188202
2. Letter from S. Eldridge to A. Shahkarami, dated December 3, 2003 (Attachment

A)
3. Dresden Unit 3 CR 189633
4. NER QC-03-042 Supplement 1, BWR Steam Dryer Integrity
5. Quad Cities 2 Dryer Failure RCR GENE-0000-0018-3359, July 2003
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December 3, 2003

To: A. Shahkarami

From: S. Eldridge, Vibration Assessment Team Lead

Subject: Recommendations for D3M10 Actions Based on Quad Cities EOC
Reviews

Corporate Engineering and the Vibration Assessment Team recommend the
following actions for Dresden Unit 3 during the upcoming D3M1O. These
recommendations are based on the findings from Quad Cities Unit 1 walkdowns
and assessments. The vibration assessment team was formed to evaluate the
adequacy of EPU affected components for continued EPU power operation,
particularly in areas that are affected by the increased steam flows generated by
the EPU power levels.

1. Perform walkdowns as detailed in Attachment 1- D3MlO- Unit 3 Main
Steam System Inspections.

a. Drywell walkdown teams should be directed to look at all equipment in
the areas so that the results include a general walkdown of each
elevaton for all accessible supports and components.

i. The reason for this general look is due to the general vibration
transfer that occurs through the attachments to the drywell steel
structure.

b. If any snubber supports are identified with degraded attachment
hardware, the related snubber should be functionally tested to ensure
no snubber degradation has occurred.

2. Perform additional activities that are detailed as in Attachment 2-
Recommendations for D3M10 Main Steam System Extent of Condition Scope
From QC Event

a. The three activities that are currently not in scope are discussed below:
i. Disconnect to inspect for cold spring- This action is only

recommended if damage is noted on the pilot line connections
or if the actuators show signs of significant degradation of
internal sub-components.

ii. The need for the addition of the tiebacks on the ERVs will be
determined based on the results of the Quad Cities evaluations
still in progress and the D3M1O ERV examination results.

iii. Replacement of the ERV pilots is a contingency.
3. Install the minimum vibration monitoring points on components as detailed

below.
a. All points described need to have three orthogonal directions

monitored. The actual location on each component should be
mounted to match those locations on the Quad Cities components.

i. All four ERV inlet flanges
ii. Two ERV pilots

1



iii. Two MSIVs
iv. The A Target Rock Valve
v. One location monitored during original EPU power ascension.

b. It is recommended that an outside expert in installation and testing of
accelerometers be brought in to assist in the mounting and pre-power
ascension testing of-the installed equipment.

4. The Focused Assessment Team has determined that the additional actions
below need to be taken related to determining wear degradation on
vulnerable components:

a. Remove and replace one of the MSL high flow switches and send for
analysis to determine if wear related degradation is occurring.

b. Inspect EHC support rubber grommets and evaluate for increased
wear.

2



ATTACHMENT I
D3M10 Unit 3 Main:Steam System Inspections

ArealComponents Inspection Team: Scope of Inspection - - Results of
Members ,: Inspections

Drywell Wu/Reda ;Bolting appears tight
Large Steam Piping Support configuration normal
Supports -_ -_:_._._Support shifting/rubbing present
Drywell Testin/Poppe/ Actuator box physical condition
ERV Relief Valves Harvey Actuator mounting normal

Pilot lever normal configuration
,_ Accessible bolting appears tight

Drywell EMD Remove cover of actuators and inspect
ERV Relief Valves .Internals for damage and wear
Actuators ._. _ . . _:_ W/O 642663 ______ ____.

Drywell 'Testin/Poppe/' Accessible bolting appears tight
Target Rock S/RV -Harvey 'Connected flex lines condition

_ _ :_ . Instrument rack looks normal
Drywell Testin/Poppel No signs of vibration damage
ERV Pilot Lines Harvey No surfa6e cra6k visible

.____.___ ._ TE installation normal .

Drywell McGivem/ Bolting appears tight
Relief Valve Tailpipe McAllister' Support configuration normal
Supports. . Support shifting/rubbing present
Drywell Brewer/Zelinko Sensors Installed normally, no vibration
Relief Valve/Safety . damage ori cabling
Valve Acoustic. . -' . - .. . .
Monitors
Drywell Testin/Poppe Accessible bolting appears tight, rams
MS Safety Valves and . . horns look normal .
Leakoff lines Telltale rupture disc normal
Drywell Lintakas/Winter Actuator mounting looks normal, no
MSIVs - . vibration damage on electrical conduits,

. TE.ni6unted normally, actuator J-box
.mounting normal, limit switches appear

. .normal, air line supports normal, springs
-in good condition, air manifold..
components normal, no vibration

i___-__-__.,___,__damage on air lines
Drywell Lazowski/Reuter. Piping and reservoirs appear normal.
Flow Restrictor .Pipe supports appear normal
Sensing Lines Pipe support bolting tight

Support shifting/rubbing present
Drywell Lintakas[Winter Drain valve actuator appears normal
MS Drain ;Connectedconduit in good condition
Valves/Supports. Accessible bolting appears tight

. _._ :_.____L_____ Piping supports in good condition'

Drywell Lazowski/Reuter ..-. Pipe'supports appear normal ...

Head Vent Line - : Pipe support bolting tight
Supports 'Support shifting/rubbing present
Drywell Poppe 'Appears closed, physical damage
MS Relief Valve *....

Vacuum Breakers..

I



ATTACHMENT I
D3M1 0 Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Inspection Team Scope of Inspection Results of
. Members Inspections

Large Steam Valve actuator appears normal
Containment Isolation Connected conduit in good condition
Valve Actuator Accessible bolting appears tight
(Isolation .Condenser
(ISCO), High Pressure
Coolant Injection
(HPCI))
X-Area Actuator mounting looks normal
MSIVs Springs in good condition

Air manifold components normal
No vibration damage on air lines
No vibration damage elect conduits
TE mounted normally
Actuator J-box mounting normal
Limit switches appear normal
Air line supports normal

X-Area Wu/Reda Bolting appears tight
Large Steam Piping Support configuration normal
Supports Support shifting/rubbing present
X-Area Drain valve actuator appears normal
Drain Lines Valves Connected conduit in good condition

Accessible bolting appears tight
X-Area Wu/Reda Bolting appears tight
Drain Line Supports Support configuration normal

Support shifting/rubbing present
Turbine Building Poppe Support lugs appear normal with welds
Steam Line Wall intact
Penetration Supports No evidence of significant impact or

wear
Turbine Building Bolting appears tight
Large Pipe Supports Support configuration normal

._ Support shifting/rubbing present
Turbine Building Bolting appears tight
Branch Line Supports Support configuration normal

Support shifting/rubbing present
Turbine Building Wu/Reda Bolting appears tight
Lead Drain Tieback Support configuration normal
Supports Support shifting/rubbing present
Turbine Building Mourikes/Baxa Evidence of vibration damage to valve
TSVs components

Connected piping in good condition
Connected elect conduits in good
condition

Turbine Building Mourikes/Baxa Evidence of vibration damage to valve
Turbine Control components
Valves (TCVs) Connected piping in good condition

Connected elect conduits in good
condition

2



ATTACHMENT I
D3M10 Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

' . " ' ; - -

ArealComponents "Inspection Team -KK Scope of Inspection Results of
Members Inspections

Reactor Building -- Harhoff/Borman - Rack in good condition - - -

Corner Rooms Flow No'evidence of vibration damage to ;
Instrument Racks rack or piping
Reactor Building -Lintakas/Poppe Snoop check does not Indicate a major
Snoop Check All problem caused by excessive vibration
MSIV Air Lines In
Drywell and X-Area
Prior to Startup, -. , ,.
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ATTACHMENT 2
.. . . .. I . .. I ..

Recommendations for D3M10 Main Steam System
Extent of Condition Scope from QC Event

Potential Include Reason for Decision Scope of Work Potential Scope
Activity In D3M10 Expansion

(YsINo) _________________________

Inspect ERV Yes Quad Cities has Identified Open actuators If damage or abnormal
Solenoid damage and wear in cover and perform wear is discovered, the
Actuators multiple actuators visual inspection. actuator will need to be

Actuate limit removed, repaired and
switches and verify the standard
proper function surveillance performed
W/R 122044

Inspect ERV Yes Experience at Quad Perform visual If surface problems are
Pilot Piping for Cities has shown that Inspection of ERV found, perform NDE as
Surface surface damage to ERV pilot line piping from required and repair as
Discontinuities pilot line piping may ERV to tailpipe required

introduce piping failure W/R 122064
under MS vibration
conditions

Inspect All 5 Yes Quad Cities found S/RV Visually inspect Pipe support repair if
S/RV and tailpipe support non- supports to identify required. Potential for
S/RV Tailpipe conformances any damage, loose snubber test if as-found
Supports bolting or non- conditions warrant

conformances
W/R 122064

Disconnect the No This is not seen as a None If damage is found In
ERV Pilot Line critical element by itself. Suggest the ERV actuators or
Piping at ERVs Even if some cold spring contingency supports, scope
and Check for is present imparting packages be expansion to include
Cold Spring residual stress in the pilot prepared to perform this item may occur

piping, piping failure is this activity
not expected to occur
without increased
vibration and an Initiating
surface discontinuity

Add Additional No Past history from Unit 2 None If damage is found in
ERV Actuator has not demonstrated the Suggest the ERV actuators,
Supports need for this modification modifications and scope expansion to

contingency include this item may
packages be occur
prepared to
implement this
activity

Add Vibration Yes Based on damage found Implement None
Sensors to MS at Quad Cities, modfifications to
System Management has decided install vibration

vibration sensors will be monitoring sensors
added on D3 MS on MS system

I
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D3M1 0
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Drywell 1, 2, and 3 Bolting appears tight Lazowskl/Reutter 12/7 General area walkdowns on 1,2,3,4 floors did not
Floor Support configuration normal see any major support problems or signs of
Large Steam Piping Support shifting/rubbing present significant vibration damage. All large pipe
Supports supports looked good with no discrepancies

Drywell 2 Floor Actuator box physical condition - Testin/Poppe/ 1217 The ERVs looked good with no evidence of
.ERV Relief Valves Actuator mounting normal Swart vibration damage. The ERV actuator boxes and

Pilot lever normal configuration mountings were in good condition. All accessible
Accessible bolting appears tight bolting found tight. Pilot levers found normal. No

vibration induced problems found

Drywell 2 Floor Remove cover of actuators and EMD / Swart / 12/7 The general condition of all ERV actuators was
ERV Relief Valves inspect internals for damage and Testin good with no abnormal wear. The 'E" ERV has
Actuators wear an issue with potential binding. One of the spring

W/O 642663 guideposts did not extend above the top of the
bushing, as it should, due to previous repairs
made to the actuator. This configuration caused a
small lip to be created in the brass bushing as the
post wore into the bushing due to normal wear.
This lip created some resistance when slight
pressure was applied to depress the plunger. The
experienced EMD FLS present during the
Inspection felt strongly the ERV would actuate if
requested (WO 644843 to repair the 3E ERV
actuator) Work complete
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D3M1O
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

ArealComponents Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Drywell 2 Floor Accessible bolting appears tight Testin/Poppe 12/7 All accessible portions of the TR valve looked
Target Rock SIRV Connected flex lines condition good including tailpipe support and all connected

Instrument rack looks normal flex hoses and conduits. There was no evidence
.of any vibratioh damage. All bolting looked tight.
The acoustic sensor was not in the correct
location. It was located downstream of the'

ttailpipe pipe support. The sensor should be move
closer to the valve per the IM procedure. It is
believed that it would function properly in the

'__ _ _ _'_ _ current location
Drywell 2 Floor No signs of vibration damage Testln/Poppe/ 12/7 No vibration damage or surface cracks were
ERV Pilot Lines No surface crack visible Swart found on the pilot'and main disc leakoff lines. All

TE installation normal pilot leakoff nozzles looked excellent except the E
ERV had a wrench teeth mark near the union'I

Ithread area. Multiple wrench marks and other
Indentations were detected on the leakoff piping
cfdown stream of th unis 'I Engin eering reviewed

!wiench marks and determirtied the tool marks
were acceptable as is

All ERV leakoff piping contained threaded unions
-and not flanges. Dresden piping and
Instrumentation diagram shows flanges. Quad
Cities has flanges installed. Modifications M12-2
(3)-80-038 (EC 2357/2407) revised the design of
this piping and installed bends and threaded
unions. Engineering generated a calculation to
justify unions and threaded joints. There was a
cross-threaded joint that was repaired under WO
645413

Drywell B, 1, and 2 Bolting appears tight Lazowski/Reutter 12/7 JThe Target Rock support near the valve was In
Floor- Support configuration normal excellent condition. All welds were Intact and all
Relief Valve Tailpipe Support shiftingfrubbing present bolts were tight. All other supports on all relief
Supports - ' I valve tailpipes looked n6rmal with no degradation

_______________ _ .__ ;__ -_ _ noted

-3'' ' '



D3M1O
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Drywell 2 Floor Sensors installed normally Zelinko 1217 All acoustic monitor sensors were verified tight to
RV/SV Acoustic No vibration damage on cabling the pipe and all cables were free of damage from
Monitors and TEs the sensor to the penetration. All acoustic'

sensors-were verified flat to the pipe except the
40, which was slightly elevated due to being
mounted over a weld (WO 645035 work,
complete)

All thermocouples were verified free of damage
'and all t/c and lead wire conduit connections were
verified hand tight

i.:

The Target Rock pressure switches were verified
hand tight except the bellows pressure switch
mounting on the local rack was loose due to poor
installation. (WO 645031 work complete) All
pressure switch wiring and seal tights were
verified secured and free of damage

It was noted that the Target Rock acoustic sensor
was not mounted in the location specified in the
DIS procedure. It was mounted downstream of
the pipe support on the tailpipe at the location of
the t/c. In this location the acoustic would
function properly and did when the valve was
actuated on startup from D3R17. (WO 645035
work complete) There was no evidence of
vibration damage

Drywell 2 Floor Accessible bolting appears tight Testin/Poppe 1217 All accessible parts of all MS safety valves looked
MSSVs and Leakoff Rams horns look normal good with no signs of any vibration related
Unes Telltale rupture disc normal damage. All rams horns looked good and all

rupture discs were intact. Generally all leakoff
lines looked good except poor workmanship on
two small piping supports. These problems were
not vibration related. They were:

- A disconnected spring can on the F MSSV
leakoff (WO 645038 work complete)
- A bolt/nut missing from a clamp on the G MSSV

4



D3M10
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
leakoff line (WO 645039 work complete)

Drywell 1 Floor Actuator mounting looks normal Harvey/Poppe 1217 No evidence of vibration damage was noted. All
MSIVs Springs in good condition springs were In good condition. The actuators

Air manifold components normal were in good condition with no signs of
No vibration damage on air lines degradation. Valve Insulation looked normal. The
No vibration damage elect conduits air accumulators and piping to the valves looked
TE mounted normally good. A snoop check of the pneumatic
Actuator J-box mounting normal lines/manifolds was performed. The 1C MSIV
Limit switches appear normal manifold has minor, leak at the threaded
Air line supports normal connection to the block. Historically, this type of

; " 'leak has been found and it is not indicative of
excessive vibration. Engineering generated EC

. . .. Eval 346212 to document acceptability-

A vertical HVAC duct near the MSIVs showed
signs of damage due to a missing external

-m l =:- stiffener. The HVAC system engineer walked It
... !..dow'n and advised is It historical and not due to

; recent vibration effects (WO 646184 to repair)
Drywell 1 Floor Piping and reservoirs appear normal Lazowskl/Reutter 12/7 On the flow restrictor instrument sensing lines the
Flow Restrictor pipe supports appear normal following problems were identified:
Sensing Lines Pipe support bolting tight - Identified 6 supports utilizing u-bolts, where a

Support shifting/rubbing present . single nut was loose on one or two of the u-bolts.
One u-bolt was missing a nut. These supports
were In the vicinity of the containment penetration
and not near the flow restrictors (W/R 123429 tool
pouch complete)
- Base- plate on 1 support had 3 tight bolts
installed through grating, I bolt was missing at
base-plate (W/R 123481 tool pouch complete)
These problems appear to be a workmanship
issue, as certain ones are loose and others are

-- _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - - - i: : - :not -
Drywell 1 Floor,, Drain valve actuator appears normal LazowskilReutter -1217- No abnormalities or vibration related damage was
MS Drain Connected conduit In good condition discovered In the drain line supports. All drain
Valves/Supports Accessible bolting appears tight * valves looked normal with no visible signs of

Piping supports in good condition... -vibration damage

5.



D3MIO.
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

ArealComponents Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Drywell 1, 2, 3, and 4 Pipe supports appear normal Lazowski/Reutter 12/7 In general the supports on the normal head vent
Floors Pipe support bolting tight line were in good condition, especially near the
Head Vent Line Support shifting/rubbing present steam line. There were 2 loose bolts on one
Supports support of the Head vent valves 3-220-46/47. The

support appears to have "walked" away from its
normal installed position (WR 123487 tool pouch
complete)

There was also a U-bolt (2 feet below 3rd floor
grating) on the normal head vent line where a nut
was backed off 2". This looks like a historical
issue due to the rusty appearance. It appeared to
be a workmanship issue (WR 123493 tool pouch
complete)

Drywell 1 Floor Appears closed, physical damage Testin/Swart 12/7 The relief valve vacuum breakers were in good
MS Relief Valve condition. The vacuum breakers stroked smoothly
Vacuum Breakers with no excessive play or wear detected. They

appeared In mint condition

Drywell 4 Floor Valve actuator appears normal Poppe 12/7 Both the ISCO and the HPCI valves were in
Large Steam Connected conduit in good condition excellent condition. There was no evidence of
Containment Isolation Accessible bolting appears tight vibration damage. All flex conduits were in
Valve Actuator (ISCO, excellent condition. There were no signs of
HPCI) packing leakage. All bolting was tight

6



D3M1 0
Steam System InspectionsUnit 3 Main

ArealComponents Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Ins ection
X-Area Actuator mounting looks normal Lintakas 12/6 Overall, all MSIVs in the X-Area looked in good
MSIVs Springs in good condition shape. The actuators, springs, spring mounting

Air manifold components normal posts, packing area, manifolds, temperature
No vibration damage on air lines elements mounted to manifold, air lines, limit
No vibration damage elect conduits switches, sealtite to junction boxes, and junction
TE mounted normally boxes were all inspected. All looked good, with
Actuator J-box mounting normal no signs of vibration or other degradation. MSIVs
Limit switches appear normal were open when inspected, and there were no
Air line supports normal leaks from packing

A snoop check was performed of the air lines from
. - - _ . the accumulators to the manifolds. Generally,

looked gdod. However, there were air leaks on

;.. ... -- : .* ,;-.the 2D and 2A. 2D had minor bubbling of snoop at
the union connection by the accumulator. -2A had -
big bubbling at the union by the manifold.
connection and small bubbling at the actual
cohnection to the union. These manifolds are..,
being'replaced D3R18 per the normal PM.
Historically, these types of leaks have been found
and It Is not Indicative of excessive vibration.
Engineering generated EC Eval 346212
documenting the acceptability. The rubber boots
that provide secondary containment where the
MSLs go to the turbine pipeway were visually
inspected. Boots were in good condition. The
equalizing header drain line penetration through
the boot looked undisturbed and In good condition

. I . . I I , I - I
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D3M1O
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
X-Area Bolting appears tight Wu/Chhablani 12/6 In general no issues related to the EPU were
Large Steam Piping Support configuration normal identified. All the Large Steam Piping Supports
Supports Support shifting/rubbing present (except support with a missing nut covered below)

Including supports at the north and south walls of
the X-Area, Steel Structure Supports and Rod
Supports are acceptable. Some small angle
supports underneath the drain lines that are not
attached to the basement floor (as they are dead
weight supports) are also found acceptable. The
following two issues were ,identified:
- A nut on the 3B MS line rod support Is missing.
This line in next to the East wall of the X-Area and
the missing nut is on the east side of the riser.
(WR 123241 tool pouch complete)
-A spring can support on the west side of the 3C
MS line (closest to the west wall) is found to have
an area with rust marks. Also a red color thin wire
is found hanging from the spring can (WR
123437 tool pouch complete)

X-Area Drain valve actuator appears normal Lintakas/Winter 12/8 The 3-0220-90s and the 3-0220-2 were inspected.
MS Drain Line Valves Connected conduit in good condition No abnormalities were noted. Bolting appeared

Accessible bolting appears tight tight, and conduit was in good condition
X-Area Bolting appears tight Wu/Chhablani 1218 Covered in X-Area MS Large Piping Supports
MS Drain Line Support configuration normal (See Above)
Supports Support shifting/rubbing present

8



D3M1O
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Turbine Building Support lugs appear normal with Poppe 12/6 The two MSL guide supports in the G wall looked
MSL G Wall welds intact good. There was no evidence of damage or
Penetration Supports No evidence of significant Impact or abnormal wear. All accessible welds were Intact

wear and no signs of rubbing or damage was noted

A general area walkdown Identified 3 issues.
These were:
- A misaligned stanchion support under bypass
valves 7/4/1 to condenser piping. Design
Engineering walked it down and concluded it was
acceptable as is

. A . _ .. ,,,- The reboiler steam line elbow just off the
equalizing header insulation was damaged. All
pipe supports on the reboiler steam line looked In

a; 0, !".'' go condition. The elbow'insulation had be6e
taped up previously. This could be a poor..
workmanship issue combined with'normal piping.

. t.. vibration -(WO 645065 scheduled f6r D3R18)-
- A light hanging from the ceiling was hanging by
its wires;' The cover of the box that supports the,
light has come disconnected from the box (WO
644824 scheduled D3R18)

Turbine Building Bolting appears tight Reda/Guerrero 12/7 All pipe support looked acceptable with no,,
Large Pipe Supports Support configuration normal deficiencies or vibration damage noted

Support shiftingtrubbing present

% . 1-,
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D3M10
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Turbine Building Bolting appears tight RedalGuerrero 12/7 In general, no significant vibration related damage
MS Branch Lines Support configuration normal was found similar to what Quad Cities
Supports Support shifting/rubbing present experienced. Three deficiencies were noted on

small bore line pipe supports.
- A rod hanger for a pipe support off the MS
bypass valve drain header is loose (WR 123331
tool pouch complete)
- A unistrut pipe support downstream of valve 3-
0261-30C was found loose (WR 123333 tool
pouch complete)
- A pipe support located downstream of valves 3-
5641-12AB was found with its anchor bolts
sheared off. This does appear to be historical as
the sheared end of the anchor bolt is rust colored
(WO 645042 work complete)

Turbine Building Supports M-1212D-4, -5, -6, and -7 Reda/Guerrero 1217 The tie back supports are tightly insulated. There
Lead Drain Tieback Bolting appears tight were no external signs of vibration damage or
Supports Support configuration normal movement. It was noted that the supports were

Support shifting/rubbing present tight when physically moved with the insulation in
W/O 642633 place
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D3M1O
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

ArealComponents Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Turbine Building Evidence of vibration damage to valve Mourikes/Chlou 12/6 The valves and connected piping were In good
TSVs components condition. The connected electrical conduits were

Connected piping in good condition In good condition. Prior to the outage position
Connected elect conduits in good indication had been lost to TSV#1. This walkdown
condition also focused on Identifying the cause of this

problem. The following Issues were identified:
- The TSV#1 LVDT ball joint rod end shoulder bolt
(pin) was missing, the metal ears that had been
holding the pin were severely gouged, and the
LVDT rod dropped to its lowest position onto the
housing. (WO 627786 work complete)
- The hanger by the #4 TSV is missing the lower
left side cover plate bolt. It appears to be
historical (WO 645600 scheduled D3R18)

Turbine Building Evidence of vibration damage to valve MourikeslChiou 12/6 Inspected CV accumulators, electrical
TCVs components connections, limit switch rods, LVDT rods/hime

Connected piping in good condition joints connections and EHC piping connections to
Connected elect conduits In good the actuators on TCV and TSVs. No vibration
condition damage present. Connected piping In good

condition. Connected electrical conduits in good
condition

Turbine Building Grommets appear normal - Chiou/Guerrero 12/8 Found grommet support degradation 1@ below
EHC Support Rubber No abnormal wear of grommets CIV #4, 2@ below CIV #5, and 1@ below CIV #2.
Grommets No vibration damage present The degradation does not appear to be EPU

related (WO 647373, 647375, 647376)

Also found EHC piping touching' grating at CIV #2,
- 'CIV #3, and CIV #5. No vibration damage present

(WO 647377, 647378; WR 124711)
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D3M1 0
Unit 3 Main Steam System Inspections

Area/Components Scope of Inspection Inspectors Date Results of Inspection
Reactor Building Rack in good condition Haarhoff/ 12/8 Racks and piping inspected - no evidence of
Corner Rooms Flow No evidence of vibration damage to Bormann damage to rack or piping
Instrument Racks rack or piping

Snoop Check All MSIV Snoop check does not indicate a Lintakas/ Harvey During Snoop checks discussed in above MSIV items.
Air Lines in Drywell major problem caused by excessive Outage EC 346212 justifies as-found air leaks
and X-Area Prior to . vibration
Startup W/O 642647 - Cancelled - done

under the W/D plan. No WO needed
Reactor Building Replace the 2M flow switch and IMD During WR 122819/WO 644001 - Complete
MS Flow Switches provide removed switch to Zelinko for Outage

analysis

- 12
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ATTACHMENT 2

Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Reviews

Report Summary and Project Instruction, Main Steam, Feedwater,
and Reactor Internals and Recirculation Systems Reports

2A) Report Summary and Project Instruction

2B) Main Steam System Report

2C) Feedwater System Report

2D) Reactor Internals and Recirculation System Report
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Report Summary for the Extent of Condition Review

During a meeting with the NRC technical staff on September 23 and September 24, 2004,
questions were asked by the NRC technical staff regarding the EPU Vulnerability Review
conducted by Exelon Generation Company, LLC (EGC). The following is a summary of the
questions posed by the NRC, and the response to each question.

What was the scopeldepth of review?

As stated in the Project Instructions for this review (i.e., Attachment 4), the purpose of the
review was to:

* Identify EPU-related vulnerabilities for the Dresden Nuclear Power Station (DNPS) and
Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station (QCNPS), and

• Develop recommended actions to mitigate potential failures resulting from these
vulnerabilities.

For the purpose of this review, an EPU-related failure was defined as a failure attributed to
changes in process parameters caused by EPU, and which results in one or more of the
following:

* Licensee event report
* Engineered safety features actuation
* Reactor scram
* Plant power derate
* Unplanned entry into technical specifications
* Operator work-around and operator challenge
* Unexpected accelerated degradation
* Loose part generation

Note that although it is not listed as in item in the Project Instructions, loose part generation
(caused by higher post EPU flow) was also a failure mode considered during the review. In
fact, page 30 of the project instruction provides a recommendation or output of the
vulnerability review for feedwater sample probe failure. During the Boiling Water Reactor
Owners Group review and challenge of the project, it was recommended that loose part
generation to be added to the above list as a unique failure mode.

Who performed the reviews?

To conduct the review, EGC formed a team composed of EGC Engineering, DNPS Engineering,
QCNPS Engineering, General Electric, MPR Associate, Inc., Sargent and Lundy Engineers, and
other organizations on an as needed basis. Several challenge reviews were held at various
milestones of the project to incorporate management and industry input into the process. After
development of the process flow chart and the Project Instruction (i.e., Attachment 4), the
Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group (BWROG) convened to review the documents and
provide feedback. In addition to the BWROG, the Institute for Nuclear Power Operation (INPO)
also attended the challenge meeting. After completion of the first group of Balance Of Plant
(BOP) systems, the BWROG reviewed the results and assessed the effectiveness of the
process. When the Safety Systems and second group of BOP systems reviews were



completed, the BWROG again reviewed and critiqued the final results. In addition to the
BWROG, each system and groups of systems were subject to rigorous reviews by the members
of the team and Senior Management Challenge Boards.

Methodology/Approach - ---

As stated in the Project Instruction in Attachment 4, the overall structure of the review for each
system is depicted in Figure 1, Identification and Mitigation of EPU Vulnerabilities". The review
was structured to identify and evaluate:

* Process parameters, such as flow, temperature, pressure, moisture and fluid state
for those systems, which have been affected by EPU operation. Data and
information were gathered for each of the four plants at DNSP and QCNPS.

If the plant operating data or the interviews with site personnel (e.g., System
Engineer,.Control Room Operator, Non-Licensed Operator, Maintenance personnel
or other designated individual) indicated that the system performance was affected
by EPU, the system was considered vulnerable to potential failure.

If a given system was assessed to be potentially vulnerable to EPU related failure,
the review was expanded to cover the affected components and subcomponents in
that system. - .

Components were then grouped and evaluated for the changed parameter (flow,
vibration, impact velocity, pressure pulsation, heat, radiation, etc.) and increased
vulnerability. Operating experience at DNPS and QCNPS, along with that in the
industry, was also incorporated into the component reviews.

Component reviews for various failure modes, such as high cycle fatigue, wear,
erosion, and aging, resulted in recommendations for inspections, preventive
maintenance, modification, and analyses or studies'.

Each vulnerability was then assessed for level of risk (i.e, high, medium, and low).
Note that since the vulnerability prioritization was subjective, the team did not
remove any of the vulnerabilities or the corresponding recommendations from the
list. -,

Potential vulnerabilities and the corresponding recommendations were then reviewed
and challenged by the team, Senior Management during the challenge board
presentation, and by the BWROG.

Findings

At the conclusion of the review, over one hundred recommendations were developed and
categorized in the following nine areas to address potential vulnerabilities resulting from EPU
operation:

Increased feedwater flow has increased the fatigue loading on some vessel internals,
which may require more frequent inspections of susceptible components.



* Increased core differential pressure has changed jet pump flow and consequently the
loading on-jet pump support components. These components will require accelerated
inspections.

* Changes in operating conditions have increased component wear, which will require
implementation of enhanced preventive maintenance.

* Increased feedwater flow, steam flow, and recirculation pump speed resulted in
increased vibration on system piping and components.

* Elimination of the standby feedwater and condensate pumps, and operation of these
pumps at non-optimum flow conditions, has introduced gradual component degradation.

* Effect of increased feedwater and condensate flow on BOP valves and internal
components were not addressed vigorously as part of EPU implementation.

* Increased feedwater flow has increased the effects of flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC).
EPU assumptions for FAC must be validated.

• Known system deficiencies were not corrected prior to EPU implementation, resulting in
more pronounced operational challenges.

* Post-extended power uprate operating and analytical margins have been reduced in
some areas.

Corrective actions and planned implementation dates

After review and acceptance by the EGC leadership team, approximately three hundred-seventy
corrective actions were created and entered into the EGC action tracking systems for the four
units at DNPS and QCNPS. The assigned implementation dates were aggressive and were
based on outage schedules and funding approval processes. Immediately after approval of the
proposed corrective actions by EGC leadership, all inspections and walkdowns, and some of
the modifications, were added to the scope of the Fall 2004 DNPS Unit 3 outage. Authorization
has been provided to start the analytical work proposed by the team and some are currently
underway. The matrix accompanying this document (i.e., Attachment 4) provides a listing of the
corrective actions, the corresponding tracking numbers and assigned implementation dates.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR IDENTIFICATION AND MITIGATION
OF EPU VULNERABILITIES

1.0 PURPOSE -.. : . . - -

The purpose of this instruction is to define the methodology to be used by the Extended
Power Uprate (EPU) Extent of Condition Review-Team for..

* Identifying EPU related vulnerabilities for the Dresden and Quad Cities (D/QC)
plants power systems and .-

e Recommending actions to mitigate potential failures resulting from these
vulnerabilities. -

Overall Project Objectives are'defined in the Project Charter (Reference 1).

2.0 SCOPE OF REVIEW -

2.1 Significant EPU Related Failures
. 'I

For the purpose of this review, a significant EPU-related failure is one that can be
attributed to changes in process parameters resulting from EPU and which results
in one or more of thefollowing: -

* Licensee Event Report
. Engineered Safety Features'Actuation '''
* Reactor Scram -'
* Plant Power Derat-

Unplanned Entry into TechnicalSpecification
. Operator Work-Around anid Operator Challenge'

' Unexpected Accelerated Degrad tion i

2.2 In-scope Plant Conditions4'' . ; 1. .

2.2.1 The plant conditions'to: be included in this review will be limited to normal full
EPU power conditions and those plant lineups and configurations that are
not considered unusual,'e.g.:, small load reductions to perform routine turbine
valve testing. -
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2.2.2 Evaluation of safety and standby system will be performed separately in
accordance with Section 5 of this Project Instruction, which will be
established at a later date.

3.0 OVERALL REVIEW STRUCTURE FOR POWER SYSTEMS

The overall structure of the review for each system is depicted in Figure 1, Identification
and Mitigation of EPU Vulnerabilities. The review is structured to identify and evaluate:

* Process parameters, such as flow, temperature, pressure, moisture and fluid
state which have been affected by EPU

* Affected components and subcomponents
* Potential of a component/subcomponent failure to result in unacceptable

consequences such as scram, tech spec entry, etc.
* Affected characteristics of components and subcomponents, such as vibration

levels, stress, impact velocity, etc.
• Vulnerabilities and failure modes, such as high cycle fatigue, wear, erosion,

aging, etc., resulting from the affected characteristics
* Priority of identified vulnerabilities
* Recommendations

Data gathered throughout the review process will be entered into a database in a
consistent format across all systems reviewed. Presentation and reporting of the data will
include:

* Table of system parameters that change as a result of EPU. For each such
parameter, pre- and post-EPU analytic and measured values will be presented.
Whenever available, the acceptable limits for these values will also be
presented. Sample format is presented in Attachment 1.

* Table of components and subcomponents affected by the change in
parameter(s) resulting from EPU. The EPU related vulnerability for each
component/subcomponent will be evaluated and summarized in this table.
Sample format for this Table is provided in Attachment 1.

* Tables documenting the results of the vulnerability assessments on a
parameter/component basis; format of these tables is provided in Attachment 4.

* Recommendations and their bases as shown in Attachment 5.

Data and information will be gathered for each of the four plants at D/QC. For the
evaluation phase, including determination of vulnerabilities, maximum use will be made of
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bounding or limiting components and subcomponents across systems and across all four
D/QC plants. Presentation of results will use bounding and combined results for both sites
and all four plants when appropriate. - ;

4.0 INSTRUCTIONS FOR REVIEW OF POWER SYSTEMS

Step I Collect Required Input for System

Required inputs for the system review will be collected and provided to the
system review team.' These inputs will irclude the following:

* P&ID drawings
* List of system components and subcomponents from the Passport

database, with components designated as "run'to failures" eliminated.
- Results of EPU reviews previously conducted by Exelon including the

November 2003 Focused Review, EPU Margin Lists Report, Pinch
Points, Common Cause Analysis and EPU Evaluation Changes.

* Results of GE comparison of its latest methodology and analysis for
design of EPU t6 those used for D/QC.

* D/QC EPU Task Reports
* Other documents (such aforiginal system and design specifications,

UFSAR information, etc.) as appropriate.

Step 2 Review System EPU Documentation Assembled in Step 1

System team members will familiarize themselves with the documents
assembled in Step 1 in order to effectively and efficiently conduct the system
review. Appropriate information from these documents will be entered into
the database in later steps.

Identify major'differnrie6s betwieen the four D/QC units in order to determine
the most effective way to combine the reviews and document results in
subsequent steps. ' - - -

Define the physical and functional system boundaries for the system being
reviewed consistent with the System Boundary Documents. Identify any

'significant deviations from these boundaries in the final system report.
-As interface issues aredefined in the review process, document these in the
appropriate field in the database and communicate these issues directly to
the affected system review teamr. ' _. ' ' '
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Step 3 Identify Significant Parameters that have changed under
EPU Conditions

Note: Early participation from personnel knowledgeable about the system
and about EPU related changes is important to efficiently identify
appropriate information.

Identify normal operating parameters important to system
performance, and the limiting operational conditions for each
parameter identified

In a team brainstorm session, identify all the physical parameters important
to system operation,' i.e., flow rates, pressures, temperatures, etc. By
examination of changes in these parameters that have or will occur, and as
functions of external factors (Summer or Winter operation, for example), and
other expected.operational conditions (beginning or end of fuel cycle, or
number or trains running, for example) determine the limiting circumstances
for each physical parameter identified above. Document the basis for the
limiting conditions of operation in the System
Folder.

In addition, identify any system parameters that are expected to change as a
result of EPU, based on review of the EPU Task Report or the Engineering
Report, as appropriate, and as modified by GE's latest methodology.

Example entries for this step are provided in Table I of Attachment 1 for the
pilot review of the Isophase Bus system.

Document results in the appropriate data fields as depicted in Attachment 1.

Step 4 Incorporate previously identified vulnerabilities from system
documentation

The previous EPU-related reviews assembled in Step 1 may have already
identified EPU-related vulnerabilities that apply to the system being
reviewed. Enter these previously identified vulnerabilities for
components/subcomponents in the database.
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Step 5 Obtain plant operating'' data from D/QC for the parameters of
interest

Obtain and review recorded data at DIQC for the parameters of interest, as
defined in Step 3,.for.pre-EPU and post-EP U operation. Determine if data
is available at the limiting operational conditions established in Step 3. If
data is available, consider as appropriate estimates averages over a 7-day
period.. If data is not available, extrapolate to the expected limiting
conditions based on available'data, date trends, and analysis as
appropriate. (For example, if a unit has not operated at increased core flow
at the end-of-cycle, determine the likely flow rate, pump speed, amps, etc.,
required to reach the licensed basis - or maximum the unit expects to
reach.) If extrapolation is performed, document the basis for the
extrapolation in the System Folder.

For each parameter, identify the analytic pre-EPU and 'post-EPU values.
Enter this data into the database.

For each pararneter, identify the current design basis range, based on the
system documentation. Enter this data into the database.

STEP 6 Identify additional concerns and known vulnerabilities based
'on lessons leamed'at:D/QC and other EPU plants

On the basis of the interviews and information gathered below, identify any
added parameters (new rows in Attachment 1, Table 1) that provide an EPU
related concern, but which had not already been identified in Step 3.

-Similarly, identify any components/sub'components (rows in Attachment 1,
Table 2) that provide an EPU related concern but which had not been
included in the Passport provided list of identified components in Step 1.

As part of the data review,Jiddntify any unexpected changes in parameter
' values'and considerwhetther-these could be' EPU related. Add any such

: changes to the list of parameters to be evaluated further.

Step 6a. X Interview plant personnel at Dresden and Quad Cities.
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Interview system engineers, operators and maintenance personnel at
Dresden and Quad Cities as well as the GE system engineer. Utilize the
Questionnaire in Attachment 2.

Step 6b. Obtain input from BWR Owners Group and INPO.

Obtain input from BWROG regarding EPU experience and concerns, using
the questionnaire in Attachment 3.

Step 6c. Interview personnel at other EPU plants.

Interview personnel at other plants that have undergone EPU, using the
questionnaire presented in Attachment 3.

Step 7 Evaluate whether changes in significant parameters are
consistent with EPU evaluations

Determine whether the changed parameter is as expected by the EPU
evaluations, i.e., whether the change is within the expected range.

If the' operational parameter reported by the plants exceeds the expected
range, proceed with the evaluation on a component/subcomponent basis, in
Step 10.

Otherwise, proceed to Step 8.

Step 8 Determine if the plant operational range is consistent with
the original design basis

Determine whether the changed parameter is still within the original design
basis, e.g., based on the system specification. Determine the limit for an
acceptable value for this parameter on a system basis, if possible and enter
this information in the worksheet in Attachment 4.

If the operation'al parameter exceeds the original design basis, proceed with
the evaluation on a component/subcomponent basis, in Step 10.
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to Step 9.

ieters that are of potential concern that
elated

Step 9

Otherwise, proceed
;, . .I ..

I-, . . , I . i

I Evaluate paran
are Non EPU R

- ; -t

If a concern exists that has passed through the filters of Steps 7 and 8, then
the parameter of concern is NOT EPU RELATED. These conditions should
be documented and the associated vulnerabilities defined; however, their
*basis should be identified.! Typical reasons for further evaluation may be:

0

- I

S

Unexplained data trend-
Operation near a "cliff such that small changes in the operating
parameter may result in a problem -

Plant or indutry 6peratinig 6xperience
Potential interactions between thee system being reviewed and other
systems

I $ ._ I I ' i ;.

Perform this evaluation using the worksheet in Attachment 4. Determine
whether further evaluation' on a component/subcomponent basis is required.
Identify and document on thb workshe6t the basis for why the vulnerability
needs to be analyzed (i.e., plant material condition, lack of perceived margin,
failure history, etc.).

Step 10 Proceed with vulnerability evaluation on a
component/subcomponent basis; group components by type
and/or function

Sort the list of cornporiets from Passport by the'EPN '(or other appropriate
field) 'to group'co'r~pbnts 'and subcompne'rints by type or function. This
would facilitate evaluation of like components.

Eliminate component and subcomponent types that would not be affected by
EPU. -.- , -, - -,-'

Step 11 Validate component/subcomponent list by comparison to
P&ID
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Review the components and subcomponents provided from Passport. The
run-to-failure components with no PMs have been eliminated from this list.
Review the P&ID. Determine whether EPU-related failure of additional
components or subcomponents shown on the P&ID could meet the criteria of
a significant EPU-related failure as defined in Section 2 above. Add any
such additional components/subcomponent to the database and carry
forward to further evaluations.

NOTE: Obtain a review of this list of components/subcomponents by the
system engineer and/or EPU-engineer as a check on the completeness
and appropriateness of the compiled list of to be evaluated
components/subcomponents.

Step 12 For each parameter identified in Step 1,1, identify the
components and subcomponents that are affected.

Determine which components and subcomponents are affected by each
changed parameter.

Identify the parameter of concern in the PARAMETER field of the database
for each component and subcomponent to which this parameter change
applies. Any components and subcomponents that are NOT affected by any
of the changed parameters will be eliminated from further consideration in
Step 13.

Further evaluations are performed for each parameter/component
combination.

Step 13 Determine whether the failure of the components and
subcomponents identified in Step 11 lead to unacceptable
failure effects

For each component and subcomponent not eliminated in Step 12,
determine which (if any) of the following unacceptable consequences can
result from a failure of the component or subcomponent:

* LER
* ESF Actuation
* Reactor Scram
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' Tech Spec Entry'' -
* Power De-Rate6<: - "-
* Operator Work-Around Challenges
* Unexpected Accelerated Degradation

Document the results of this evaluation in the' FAILURE VULNERABILITY
-field of the database. ' I- ;

NOTE: EPU parameters that do not result in 6oe of the defined
unacceptable failures win1 hot be considered furtherin this review.

' , 'i

Step 14 Identify the critical characteristic and associated potential
failure mode and determine the effect of the-:changed
parameter on the critical characteristic of the
component/sub compohent. . -

* -. , , . ' - . - ,.,..........................

For each parameter/component/subcomponent of concern with failure
vulnerability as identified in Step 13, determine the critical characteristic of
concern and the associated failure mechanism.

NOTE: Examples of critical characteristics include stress, vibration level,
temperatures for EQ evaluations, etc - i.e., any characteristic, resulting
-from the change in the EPU parameter, which has the potential for inducing
a failure in the component 'r subcornponent. U

Examples of failure mechanisms associated with the critical characteristic
include wear, fatigue,; erosion, aging, etc. A typical difference between a
critical characteristic and a failure mechanism is that the critical
characteristic can usually. be measured or calculated. However, in many
'cases a numerical value'for a critical characteristic will not be available. It
is not the intention of the' review team to caiculate critical value parameters
orassociatedfimits if these do not already exist in available calculations.

Determine the effect of the changed parameter on the critical characteristics
of the component and subcompponent being evaluated. Use the guidance
provided'in'Attachmenft4. 4"
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When practical, the review documented in Attachment 4 should result in
quantitative values of criti6al characteristics that can be compared to
acceptance criteria.

Where available, obtain actual values for the critical characteristic based on
testing at plants (e.g., vibration testing of Electromatic relief valves, internal
inspection results for SRV, and NDT inspections for heat exchanger tubing).

For each such critical characteristic determine, when possible, a limiting
value or acceptance criteria such as analytic design limits, component
specification, industry guidance, experience at other EPU plants or operating
experience at D/QC.

Document the results in the following fields in the database:

CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC
FAILURE MECHANISM
EXPECTED VALUE FOR CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC
ACTUAL VALUE FOR CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC
LIMIT

Identify all instances where the expected or actual characteristic is outside a
defined limit. Specifically,

* Compare the "Expected Characteristic" to the "Actual Characteristic".
If the Actual Characteristic is worse (less margin to limit) then identify
this as a GAP by entering YES in the GAP field, with an explanation of
the identified gap.

* Compare the "Expected Characteristic" and the "Actual
Characteristic" to the Limit. If either the "Expected Characteristic" or
the "Actual Characteristic" do6s n6t meet the limit, identify this as a
GAP by entering YES in the GAP field, with an explanation of the gap.

* For all items requiring "action" as documented on the worksheet in
Attachment 4, enter a YES in the database field labeled GAP.

Step 15 Prioritize vulnerabilities based on severity, probability of
occurrence and likelihood of detection
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Note: The system review team will perform this step by constructing a
recommended prioritization;'the full EPU Margin'team will review this
prioritization to ensure consistent application of prioritization across the
various systems.,

Incorporated in the database is the following Severity Number for each of the
following Failure Effects:

LER If 10
ESF Actuation 10
SCRAM - . . 10
De-rates ; 5
Tech Spec Entry ,, 5
Operator Work Around Challenge 1
Unexpected Accelerated Degradation 1

For each GAP identified, assign a Probability Number of 10, 5 or 1 for
failure, with high probability at 10, medium 5, and low probability at 1.
-Consider: - - -

* Margin available to the identified limit,
* Operating experience at D/QC and other plants,
* Expected time of operation at the condition of concern and
* Reliability data from PRA or other sources.

Enter this probability into the database.

Determine the potential for the failure remaining undetected, e.g., a controller
on an AOV may ha'Vebeen'damaged by continuous vibration but its failure is
not apparent until the valve is'asked to operate to perform a critical function.

For incipient faildres tliatw6uld be detected by regularly scheduled PM or
other planned inspections, assign a Detectability Number of 1. For failures
that would be detectable immediately after failure (e.g., a leak in a Main
Steam line) assign a Detectability Number of 5; for failures that would remain
undetected until the component is called on to act, assign a Detectability
Number of 10.

Determine an overall Risk Priority by multiplying the Severity Number by the
Probability Number by the Detectability Number.
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Assign the following categories for the calculated Risk Priority Numbers:

Risk Priority Number Priority
250-1000 High
25-125 Medium
1-10 Low

Step 16 Provide Recommendations

Note: The system review team willperform this step by defining
recommended actions. The full EPU Extent of Condition Review team will
review these recommendations to take advantage of the insights and
experience of the entire team.

For low priority vulnerabilities define the risk, justify continued safe operation
and provide the recommended basis for no repair to Exelon Management.

Summarize this recommendation in the RECOMMENDATION field of the
database and if needed provide a more detailed justification in
the final system report.

For the medium and high priority failures with unacceptable consequences
identified in Step 15, identify potential plant modifications or changes to plant
operating strategies at D/QC that will reduce or eliminate the probability of
failure.

Consider the associated need for monitoring, inspection programs, and
enhariced Preventive Maintenance.

Document the basis for each recommendation using the format provided in
Attachment 5.

Summarize the recommendation in the RECOMMENDATION field of the
database.
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Step 17 Considering the nature of the recommendations, the current
EPU process should be reviewed by GE for potential
changes or enhancements. (Not an EPU EOC team effort.)

5.0 EVALUATIONS OF SAFETY SYSTEMS

This section will be established at a later date.

6.0 REFERENCES

1. GENE/Exelon Corp EPU EOC Project Charter

7.0 ATTACHMENTS

1.0 EPU Extent of Condition Database Fields
2.0 Questionnaire for Interviews of Dresden and Quad Cities Personnel
3.0 Questionnaire for Interviews of Other EPU Plant Personnel
4.0 Guidance for Evaluating Vulnerabilities by Identifying Potential Failure Mechanisms

and Determining Effect of Changed Parameter on Critical Characteristics of
Components and Subcomponents '

5.0 Sample Summary Table of Recommendations and Bases

8.0 FIGURES

Figure 1 - Identification and Mitigation of EPU Vulnerabilities

C
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Attachment 1

EPU Extent of Condition Database Fields (example from Isophase bus pilot review

System Parameters that Change as a Result of EPU

System Parameter Analytic Pre-EPU Analytic Post- System Design Limiting Pre-EPU Limiting Post-EPU
level EPU level Basis Value Plant Data Plant Data

Isophase Bus Current in phase 31,100 A 32,413 A @ 32,000 amps 29.006 amps (ref. 31,227 amps (ref.
Duct conductors @920MVA, 960MVA, 17.1 kV note 3) Note 4)

17.1kV or 29,500 or 30.800 A
A @ 920 MVA, @960MVA 18kV.
18kV (ref2) (ref._2)__

EPU-Related Vulnerabilities of Components/Subcomponents

Component/ Failure Critical Failure Expected Actual Value Limit GAP Risk Recommendati Comment
Subcomponen Vulnerability Characteristi Mechanism Value for for Critical Priority on s
t c Critical Characteristi

Characteristic c
Phase bus Scram due to Current Conductor 32,413 A (ref 2) NO NA NA
conductor inadequate carrying overheats 31,227 A (ref 33,000 A

current capacity from excess 4) (ref 2)
carrying without cooling current
capacity
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Attachment 2
: ... :

Questionnaire for Interviews of Dresden and Quad Cities Personnel

D/Q EPU EOC INTERVIEWS

Date:

Interviewer(s):

.PART.CIPA.NTS - . - .T . -.

Topic(s):

The purpose of this interview is to identify potential EPU-related vulnerabilities that could result in
one or more of the following:

0

S

S

0

0

S

0

License Event Report
Engineered Safety Features Actuation
Reactor Scram
Plant Power Derate
Unplanned entry into Technical Specification
Operator 'Work Around" that increases the risk to one of the above events.
Unexpected accelerated equipment that increases the risk to one of the above events.
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Suggested Interview Groups:

* DIQ Plant Personnel:

0
0
0
0
0
0

System Engineers
Reactor Engineers
Program Engineers
Design Engineers
Maintenance Personnel
Operations Personnel

* Exelon Corporate Technical Staff

* Plant personnel for utilities that are currently in the EPU evaluation process or have
completed partial or full EPU implementation

* NSSS and AE Personnel

Note: Responses to the interview questions should consider different operating
modes/configurations: normal operation (summer and winter); components out of service (e.g.,
FWH string, FW pump); ECCS conditions.
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ue tion, Ro p "
How has' system operation cha'nged following the EPU? What
parameters have changed (pressure, temperature, flow, fluid state,
nioisture content)? '_'-__

2 Is system operation since the EPU as expected? Have there been
any unexpected 'prblerns, disappoinrtments, concerns or issues?. .
Was system operation post-EPU affected by changes in the -. --

performanfi'6f other systems? .

What components were 'affected by the EPU-either directly by
4 chan ges in system parameters or indirectly by changes in interfacing

systems?
What modifications were made to the system to support operation at
the EPU conditions?

'What failure modes or vulnerabilities were addressed by the
modifications? ' ' '

5 Did the modifications (as implemented) create any new failure
modes or vulnerabilities?

. Were you satisfied with the modification as implemented?

. Did the modifications (as implemented) adequately address the
existing material condition issues?

. Has system performance post-modification been satisfactory ..
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. . - * . . . . .

t; Y~b u. . , ..r. -.s.

. .., R$ 9'.:,0'JI -. < -.

Were operating procedures changed to support operation at EPU
conditions?
* What failure modes or vulnerabilities were addressed by the
procedure changes?

1 Did the procedure changes create any new failure modes,
vulnerabilities or operator challenges?
. Were you satisfied with the procedure changes as
implemented?

. Has system operation with the revised procedures been
satisfactory?.

Were PM procedures for systems, components and subcomponents
revised to reflect, with regards to frequency and scope, accelerated
wear and degradation?

2 * Which PMs were revised?
. What was the basis for the changes?
* Are there additional PM changes necessary to ensure system
and component reliability at the EPU conditions?

-4______________________

45_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Nil atriale Coniditiont- :
Quesio n ",<~ Response L

What are the material condition issues associated with the
components in the system? ..-

2 Does operation at EPU conditions exacerbate any of these material
condition issues? . ;
Was accelerated degradation of components with material condition
issues adequately addressed by the EPU Project? ;:_ . _ _ _ _ _ _.

4~ .- - -' -

5.. ,v... . . ,

. . I

. . 6. )

.I - . i'I
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Attachment 3

Questionnaire for Interviews of Other EPU Plant Personnel

Utility:

Plant(s):

Completed by:

Phone Number:

E-mail Address:

Date of EPU implementation(s):

Current Percent Power Increase(s) from Original Licensed Power

Background and Purpose of EPU Component Failure Experience Survey

In response to questions from NRC senior management, the BWROG Executive Oversight
Committee has authorized formation of a generic Extended Power Uprate Committee. The
BWROG has made a commitment to the NRC to survey BWR plants that have substantial EPU
(greater than 5% power increase) operating experience in order to determine the material
condition of system components and subcomponents that may be impacted by increased flow
rates and changes in flow-induced vibration frequencies and magnitudes (main steam, feedwater,
and BOP components in particular). The NRC is concerned with the potential for latent
component failures. The BWROG has also committed to review and summarize the INPO power
uprate database.

The following 13 BWRs are requested to complete the following survey as these plants have
substantial experience operating under EPU conditions:

* Dresden 2,3

* Quad Cities 1,2

* Monticello
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* Hatch 1,2

* KKM

* KKL

* Duane Arnold

* Brunswick 1,2

* Clinton

Since the BWRVIP is focusing on steam dryer issues, this committee will focus on other
components such as piping supports, instrument probes, valves, and internal mechanisms of
components. Steam dryer failures will be tabulated only in a cursory manner.

Participating utilities are also requested to carefully review recent periodic maintenance
experience in order to assess whether there has been indications of increased component wear
rates and/or increased parts replacement during preventative maintenance of plant equipment
that can be attributed to EPU.

Please provide your responses to the following questions at your earliest opportunity:
(double click boxes to select your answer)

1) Have you experienced steam dryer component failures that have been attributed to EPU?

al Yes

Ea No

2) Please list component / subcomponent failures for which you believe were caused by
implementation of EPU. Include also time of failure detection in months following the extended
power increase. If the componenftwas redesighnd followinig failure please explain briefly what
design changes have been made:

Component / Failure Detection Brief Description Describe Previous
Subcomponent Time (Months of Component Component Failures

after final Redesign (if That Occurred Prior
implementation applicable) to EPU

of EPU)
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Component / Failure Detection Brief Description Describe Previous
Subcomponent Time (Months of Component Component Failures

after final Redesign (if That Occurred Prior
implementation applicable) to EPU

of EPU)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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3) Have you experienced increased component wear rates and/or increased parts replacement
during preventative maintenance of plant equipment that that can be attributed to EPU?

E1 Yes

a -No.

lf'yes please provide the following information:

Component Identified That Has Provide Specific Information That Explains
Experienced Increased Wear or the Basis for This Assessment
Replacement Frequency ,
Following Implementation of EPU

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12
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4) Has your forced outage power loss rate been adversely affected following implementation of

EPU?

Yes L No El

Average forced outage loss rate for 24-month period prior to implementation of EPU: %

Average forced outage rate for month period following EPU implementation:

5) Other comments of interest regarding the impact of EPU at your plant(s):
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Guidance for Evaluating Vulnerabilities by Identifying Potential Failure Mechanisms and
Determining Effect of Changed Parameter on Critical Characteristics of Components and
Subcomponents -

This attachment contains the following:

* A Vulnerabilities Evaluation worksheet, which is used to document the
evaluation of the effect of a 'cK'n'ged system parameter on a component or
group of components. This worksheet is used for the system level evaluation to
determine if the changed parameter may adversely affect one or more
components, such that a component level evaluation is required. For the
component level evaluation, this worksheet is used to determine if there are any
component-level vulnerabilities resulting from EPU that need to be further
evaluated.

* A table of component issues for a parameter change. This table provides
guidance for how system parameter changes may affect various types of
components. This table should be used when completing the Vulnerabilities
Evaluation worksheet to help assure that all possible vulnerabilities are identified
and evaluated. -
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s)
Subcomponent(s):

[System Name]
[Parameter description- can be one or more parameters]
[Component identification - can be one or more components; N/A for system level evaluation]
[Subcomponent - optional; can be one or more subcomponents; N/A for system level evaluation]

Instructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components.
For the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed
parameter. For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure
mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Component ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a Yes or
component rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, No
duty, pressure, flow, temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or
voltage?

Oneratins! marsin: Does the changed parameter reduce the Yes or
operating margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does No
it require that standby equipment now operate during normal
conditions such that the margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse Yes or
effect on the material condition of a component such that the No
performance of the component is significantly affected or the
margin for degradation is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Consider whether the material condition was degraded pre-EPU and
whether EPU could aggravate this degradation unacceptably.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in Yes or
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the No
margin to failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does Yes or
the changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component No
relative to EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure,
temperature, humidity, corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation
(including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a Yes or
potentially adverse effect on an interfacing system (including No
functional and physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information
must be communicated to the EPU review team reviewing the
affected system._

Mechanical/stmetural considerations: Does the changed parameter Yes or
have an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction No
forces, equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an Yes or
adverse effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable No
pressure drop, allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to
flashing or steam quality?

Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an Yes or
adverse effect on component power, voltage, raceway No
requirements, fault current, electrical insulation or motor
requirements? Does the changed parameter adversely affect
interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor control center)?
Instnimentation and control considerations: Does the changed Yes or
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or No
calibrations?
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Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed Yes or'
parameter result in additional component cycles, changes in No
maintenance requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to
outage maintenance) or increased wear? Is the current PM - -
frequency adequate? '.

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.

; . -,-; - H. i -.

i

- . A

I

I . I I
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Common Table of Component Issues for a Parameter Change

Component Changed Operating Parameter
Pressure Process Stream Ambient Flow Fluid State or

Temperature Temperature Steam Quality
Piping . Design pressure . Design . Thermal * Vibration . FAC

. Relief valve setting temperature pressurization * FAC . Vibration

. Margin to flashing a Thermal expansion . Pipe supports . Water/steam
* FAC * Margin to flashing hammer
. Margin to flashing . Relief valve
* Insulation capacity

requirements
Pumps . Design pressure * Design * Motor degradation . New operating

* Relief valve setting temperature * EQ rating for point vs. BEP
. NPSH . NPSH motor * Flow capacity/

. Service discharge pressure
temperature for * NPSH
elastomeric . Vane passing
materials frequency

. Nozzle loads * Vibration
* Motor rating,

current,
horsepower

. Motor heating

. Relief valve
capacity

Heat Exchangers- * Tube side design . Tube side design . * Tubesheet/inlet end
Tube Side pressure temperature erosion

* Relief salve setting . Thermal . Tube erosion
* Thermal performance . Partition plate DP

performance . Thermal
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Component Changed Operating Parameter
Pressure Process Stream Ambient Flow Fluid State or

; Temperature Temperature . Steam Quality
. . . -performance

: Relief valve
._ __. _ _._ _,_ _capacity

Heat Exchangers- * Shell side design , Shell side design * .. Tube FIV in steam * FAC at Inlets
Shell Side pressure temperature zone (e.g., (nozzle, shell)

* Relief valve setting * Thermal - condenser, FWH
; Thermal -- . performance condensing zone)

performance -- Tube FIV in liquid
.,:. zone (e.g., FWH

' iisubcooling zone)
---- - - _ -- FAC at Inlets ' '.

,, I'b' !'x'-' A-':'.'';:a',''.' 'I(nozzle; shell)' -,<
,, - - '' ' ;. . .. -'. . FWHs: flashing at .

-. . .. . . .subcooling zone
inlet -

* End plate wear
: Internal support

erosion
. Drains capacity
. Vent capacity
. Thermal

lperformance
. Relief valve

-_ . _ capacity
Valves-AOVs & * Design pressure * Design . MOVs: actuator * -Flowcapacity - * Appropriate trim
MOVs ' *.Pressure locking temperature. capability * Control margin configuration and

Thermal-induced degradation and . Pipe vibration (valve materials
pressure locking EQ rating for and actuator)

. motor a Stroke time/

I
II

I
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Component Changed Operating Parameter____
Pressure Process Stream Ambient Flow Fluid State or

Temperature Temperature Steam Quality
. EQ rating for water hammer

actuator and . Margin to cavitation
controller

* Thermal binding
. Thermal-induced

pressure locking
Valves-Check * Design pressure * Design . * Pipe vibration * Appropriate trim

temperature configuration and
materials

Valves-Relief . Design pressure . Design . * Pipe vibration * Appropriate trim
. Relief valve setting temperature * Relief capacity configuration and

_ _materials

Tanks . Design pressure . Design * FAC at inlets . FAC
* Relief valve setting temperature * Pipe vibration

* Capacity
Turbine Drives . Design pressure . Design * Capacity * FAC

temperature horsepower
requirements

. * Pipe vibration
I&C . Design pressure .Design * EQ rating of . Measurement .

(I&C subject to temperature (I&C controllers and range/setpoint
process stream) subject to process electronics adequacy (for flow

* Measurement stream) instrumentation)
range/setpoint . Measurement . Pipe vibration
adequacy (for range/setpoint * Vortex shedding for
pressure and flow adequacy (for instrumentation
instrumentation) temperature projecting into flow

instrumentation) stream
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Attachment 5

Example of Recommendations and Bases

M-. .. *--. I I 3
Replace Feedwater Sample
Probe 2-0632 to Eliminate
Concern with Vortex Shedding
Failure Vulnerability

* Dresden, - Three FW probe failures due to high
cycle fatigue Induced by flow-induced vibration

* Quad Cities - Operability Evaluation CR 190513
addresses the consequences of a probe failure
as a result of Dresden's three FW probe failures.
CA#2 requires the inspection-of this probes
during Q2R17 and develop corrective actions to
repair probe based upon Inspection results and
Dresden's root cause. : : i : :

* GE-NE-000-0024-2731 determined ratio of Vortex
Frequency to Probes Natural Frequency as'1.026

* ASME Appendix N- Below 0.76 acceptable!
however other documents more restrictive

* GE documents that vortex shedding frequency is
sufficiently close to sample probe first natural
frequency during various operating conditions -

that lock-on is very likely (I.e., resonant condition)
* Continued successful operation of existing probe

for an entire operating cycle cannot be assured

Probe failure could occur after start-up from Q2R17 and enter
feedwater sparger. Damage could occur similar to Dresden
Unit 2 Feedwater Sparger damage identified during D2R18.

Vulnerability Prioritization Based upon ER-AA-410-1004
10 x 10 x 10 = 1000 (High)

Note: The Condensate Sample Probe 2-0633 is being
removed during Q2R17 per EC345445, AT180600.

Inspect Condensate Pump 2- * Dresden Unit 3 'C' Condensate Pump impeller Based upon the rate of degradation found on the Dresden
3302B for Recirculation found with cavitation damage due to low flow- Unit 3C condensate pump, pump performance and
Cavitation Damage recirculation cavitation Impeller's integrity may not be assured between refuel

* New impeller installed less than 2 years cycles. Significant pump performance degradation may
* Cavitation noise heard in 3C pump prior to result in foreign material generation or unit derates.

disassembly
* Two other pumps at Dresden were overhauled Vulnerability Prioritization Based upon ER-A-410-1004

and no cavitation damage found. However, this 5 x 10 x 5 = 250 (High)
type of cavitation damage was not looked for nor
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were these pumps noisypriorto overhaul.
* Quad Cities Condensate pump noise is worse

than Dresden's 3C and occurs on all condensate
pumps

* Damage areas with through wall holes indicative
of recirculation cavitation due to operating away
from best efficiency point (BEP)

O Recommendations for 2-3302B
o The B condensate/condensate booster

train is being worked this outage
o Inspections may be performed by

borescope or casing removal. However,
need to inspect back side of impeller
vanes (opposite side of inlet eye) and
view all vanes

O Pictures of Dresden's cavitation damage
sent to system engineer

o Terry Hoffman (Dresden) should be
contacted to aid in identification of
recirculation cavitation damage.
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Figure 1.0 - Identification and Mitigation of EPU Vulnerabilities

Identification and Mitigation of EPU Vulnerabilities
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1. Executive Summary

EPU Task Reports, system descriptions, system specific data, system' component list and
previous EPU evaluations were reviewed to identify EPU-related vulnerabilities (LER, ESF
actuation, Reactor scram, derate,'OWA,'Tecli Speic entries, unexpected accelerated degradation)
within the Main Steam System at Dresden' and Quad Cities. In addition,'site System Engineers,
Operations and Maintenance personnel and Corporate Engineering personnel were interviewed
as part of the system evaluation.

The increase in steam'flow is the paramount change experienced by the Main Steam System as a
result of EPU. The EPU evaluation projected'an increase in steam flow'from 9.8lE61b/hr
(Dresden) and 9.76E6 lb/hr (Quad Cities) to.1 1.982E6 lb/hr. The increase in mass flow rate
drives an increase in steam velocity, which manifests itself in increased system vibration. The
post-EPU main steam velocities are the highest in the BWR fleet. 'Recently vibration data was
collected at various power levels including the pre-EPU and post-EPU 100% power for QC1 and
D3. In general, the vibration levels at Quad are substantially higher than at Dresden. For
frequencies above approximately 50 Hz, Quad vibration levels are an order of magnitude greater
than Dresden's. Quad has experienced fatigue related component failures; Dresden has not.
Specifically, both of Quad's Steam Dryers (the steam dryers are addressed in the Reactor
Internals evaluation) and two ERVs on Unit I experienced significant damage due to vibration.
Similar vibration impacts have not occurred at Dresden, nor have other EPU plants reported
vibration issues of the magnitude seen at Quad.

Exelon chartered a separate Vibration Task Force (VTF) to address Quad's vibration issues. The
Main Steam EPU-EOC evaluation reviewed the VTF results and recommendations. At the time
of the EPU-EOC evaluation, the VTF had completed the Quad Cities Main Steam Vibration
evaluation and the data for the Dresden vibration evaluation had been collected and reduced. The
VTF evaluation was comprehensive. It is expected that implementation of the VTF
recommendations will address the main steam vibration issues. The recommendations were
originally designed to address Exelon's intent to run QC Unit I at 100% CLTP for 3500 hours,
with an intermediate limitation of 1600 hours. The VTF is currently refining their
recommendations. The VTF recommendations are included, as an attachment to the Main Steam
Report

Some preliminary recommendations were provided in support of the QC2 recently completed
refuel outage (Q2Rl7). The results from implementation of the Q2R17 recommendations should
be reviewed and used to refine the recommendations going forward. The Q2R17
recommendations are provided as an attachment to this report.

Following the list of recommendations are some observations. These are vulnerabilities related
to EPU, reviewed during the system evaluation and have corrective actions currently in progress.

The Main Steam Sytems at Dresden and Quad were evaluated together. Below are the major
differences between the two plants that were considered in the evaluation:
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. At Quad Cities, branch connections off the MSL supply steam to the HPCI and RCIC
systems. Dresden has an Isolation Condenser system that performs the function of the
Quad Cities RCIC system. The Dresden Isolation Condenser and HPCI systems are
supplied steam through separate RPV nozzles versus a MSL branch connection as at
Quad.

. Quad Cities Unit 2 has PORVs instead of ERVs. At this writing, the QC2 PORVs are
being replaced with ERVs.

. At Quad Cities sweepolets are used for the ERV and PORVs MSL connections. Dresden
ERVs are connected to MSLs via pipe stubs.

. Dresden Unit 2's MSL venturi is smaller than the other three units.
* Currently, Dresden's Tech Specs require only 8 of 9 Main Steam Safety Valves to be

operable. Note:.the Target Rock Safety - Relief Valve is considered the ninth safety
valve. 9 of 9 MSSVs are required to be operable at Quad Cities.
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2. Recommendations and Bascs (Project Instruction Attachment 5)

Below are the recommendations for the Main Steam System Recommendations from this evaluation.

Vibration Task Force Recommendations:

Exelon chartered a separate Vibration Task Force (VTF) to address, Main Steam System vibration issues. At the time of the EPU-EOC evaluation,
the VTF had completed the Quad Cities Main Steam Vibration evaluation and the data for the Dresden vibration evaluation had been collected and
reduced. The VTF evaluation was comprehensive. It is expected that implementation of the VTF recommendations will address the main steam
vibration issues. The VTF recommendations' are included as an attachment. The Task Force's recommendations are under review. The
recommendations were originally designed to address Exelon's intent to run QC Unit 1 at 100% CLTP for 3500 hours, with an intermediate
limitation of 1600 hours.

02R17 Recommendations:

Some preliminaiy'rec'dim'endations\we'rr provided in support of the QC2 recently completed refuel outage"(Q2R17) (attached). The results from
implementation of the Q2Rl7 recommendations should be revie'wed 'and used't'o refine the recommendations going forward.

Observations:

Following the recommendations are some observations. These are vulnerabilities related to EPU, reviewed'during the system evaluation and have
corrective actions'currently in progress.
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Replace MSL flow ?p switches with a pressure As part of the EPU project, the Main Steam line flow switches Possible Group I isolation.
transmitter and digital trip unit. were upgraded to Barton 288 micro-switches. This increased the

calibration range and the margin between normal system pressure Vulnerability Prioritization:
As an option: Replace one flow switches in each and the switch selpoint. However, the increased MSL flow, at (Effect*Probability*Detectability)
steam line and perform an examination of the EPU conditions, has resulted in the new switches experiencing the
internals to assess the impact of pressure pulsation same level of pressure pulsations as the old switches. There is a l0X5XI = 50
on the switches. concern with accelerated degradation due to wear. M

Presently, this modification is planned for Quad Cities, but not
Dresden. -_--

Provide operator guidance on 'pressure set' During a load drop the operator must adjust 'Pressure Set' rapidly Possible Group I isolation.
adjustments during a load drop. to avoid MSL pressure dropping below the Group I isolation

setpoint. EPU exacerbates this issue. The MSL pressure drop Vulnerability Prioritization:
Assess the feasibility of increasing the 30 psid increased from - 70 psi to - 95 psi. A load drop requires a greater (Effect*Probability*Detectability)
pressure controller setpoint. response by the operator, at EPU conditions.. Operators must rely IOXIX5 = 50

on judgment and experience to know how far to adjust 'Pressure M
Set'.

Increasing the 30 psid pressure controller setpoint would result in
less manual action, by the operator, in response to a load drop.

Review EPU impacts on Flexibility Options in Post D/Q EPU implementation, GE Nuclear performed a process Operating under the provisions of
place at Dresden and Quad. evaluation (GE NE-000-0015-5642-04, October 2003) that 'Flexibility Options that may not have

reviewed the impact of Flexibility Options on EPU Task been evaluated for EPU conditions.
Evaluations. The results of this review should be applied to the
Flexibility Options in place at Quad and Dresden Vulnerability Prioritization:

(Effect*Probability*Detectability)
Note: D/Q's UFSARs no longer allow operation with a MSIV out IOXIX5 = 50
of service; however, operator training information for the Main M
Steam System, states that the Main Steam System is designed to
"permit high power operation with one line [MSL] isolated." The
EPU high steam flows do not permit this operational flexibility.
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Investigate the calibration accuracy of the Main
Steam Flow instrumentation.

Dresden's and Quad's indicated main steam flow rates are above
the analytical (calculated) limit determined from the PDLB heat
balance (Task Report 0100). The heat balance used to calibrate
power range instrumentation (APRMs) uses Feedwater flow. In
addition, since the core thermal power is measured by the actual
FW flow instrumentation, independent of the analysis performed
by GE, there is assurance that thermal limits are maintained. In
the analysis, steam flow is assumed to equal feedwater flow plus
CRD cooling water flow. The heat balance analysis shows that
reactor power is within the Licensed Thermal Power. Steam flow
is used for indication'and as an input to the Reactor Water Level
Control system. Although, steam flow is not factored into the
calibration of reactor power, 'the calibration of the Main Steam
Flow Element is suspect. . - .

The high steam flow indication should
be investigated, as a check to verify
Group I isolation is not received
premature ly.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
(Effect*Probability*Detectability)
1OXIXI = 10

Reevaluate the model for Reactor Heat balance
and ThermoKit for Dresden and Quad Cites
focusing on:

. Plant Specific Parameters
9 Consistency between Reactor and Turbine

heat balances. - ,
Acceptability, of process computer heat

balance input parameters:
o Feedwater Flow
o Feedwater Temperature

The Thermokit is an analytical tool which forms the basis for
expected core thermal power, for a given set~oftoperating -

conditions such' as MWe, condenser back pressure, FW
temperature, FW flow, etc. While the actual Thermal Power is
provided by the plant instrumentation, this tool is used to assess,
the differences between the actual Thermal Power and calculated
value. The difference between the two values would then point to
the thermal losses that can be investigated and if appropriate and
cost effective, recovered.

The current analytical model is based on the PDLB process (not
plant specific)

* Turbine heat balance (552HB1992, Rev 2), which provides
912 Mwe at 1 1.319 Mlb/hr steam flow.

• The TO100 reactorheat balance provides 11.713 Mlb/hr at
2957 MWt

Given that Dresden RWCU flow is greater than Quad Cities and,
results in less steam flow for the same thermal power and the fact
the two analytical models do not match, it is recommended that
plant specific models be developed to better mimic the plant
performance. - - V

The two analytical models for heat
balances (Turbine and Reactor) are not
consistent and does not account for
higher RWCU flow for Dresden.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
(Effect*Probability*Detectability)
l OX I X 5 = 50

M

. .. . .
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Implementation of the Main Steam Vibration' Exelon chartered a separate VibrationTask Force (VTF) to address Main Steam
Task Force recommendations. System vibration issues. At the time of the EPU-EOC evaluation, the VTF had

completed the Quad Cities Main Steam Vibration evaluation and the data for the
1 Dresden vibration evaluation had been collected and reduced. The VTF evaluation

was comprehensive. It is expected that implementation of the VTF recommendations
will address the main steam vibration issues. The VTF recommendations are
provided in a handout.

Implementation of Technical Specification During Turbine control valve testing, group 1 isolation isolation signals (1/2) have
change to lower the MSL Low Pressure been received. Signal initiation is due to inadequate setpoint margin for the Main

2 Setpoint. Steam Low Pressure relay.' Although the issue was identified and addressed in SIL
130, the EPU evaluation did not identify the need for a setpoint change to maintain
adequate margin. Reference: CRs No: 110938 & 99083.

Analysis to justify increasing the Main Steam Historically, drift has often resulted in MSSV setpoints outside the Tech Spec
Safety Valve setpoint tolerance. tolerance of +/- 1%. Test data indicates that a tolerance of +/- 2% is needed for a 95%

confidence that draft will be within tolerance.

MSSV setpoint drift out of tolerance is a pre-existing issue; however, pre EPU the
ASME Overpressure Analysis could be met with a +/-3% MSSV tolerance. This was

3 used as the standard LER response in regard to out of tolerance drift.

Exelon Licensing, NFM and GE Nuclear (GNF) are involved in this analysis,
currently in progress.

Note: The NRC is linking this issue to the Dresden tech spec submittal to change the
__ required number of operable MSSVs.
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Dresden Technical Specification submittal to
require 9 of 9 MSSVs to be operable.

4 1

Quad Cities Tech Specs require 9 of 9 MSSVs (includes TR S/RV) to be operable.
Currently, Dresden's Tech Specs requires only 8 of 9 MSSVS to be operable. The
EPU over pressurization transient analysis was performed assuming one Safety Valve
out of service. Subsequently, a reload analysis for Dresden required 9 of 9 valves to
be operable for overpressure protection. The transition core for Dresden was more
limiting than the equilibrium core assumed in the EPU evaluation (TR 0900).

Dresden has submitted a tech spec change that for 9 of 9 valves to be operable. NRC
approval of the tech spec change is pending resolution of the chronic MSS setpoint
out-of- tolerance issue.

Both Dresden and Quad's Tech Specs require 5 of 5Relief Valves to be operable.

There is no operational flexibility for an out of service Safety or Relief valve.

Recommendation: Perform an analysis to justify plant operation at reduced power in
-the-event of an inoperable Main Steam Safety Valve or a R7elief Valve and implement
an associated Tech Spec change' II

I

I I
I

I

i . , , .-

; I , I .
i , .

II
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3. Known Vulnerabilities Checklist Review

System Name: Main Steam

Instructions: Place a check markfor each unitfor which the
document was reviewed.

DRE4 DRE QDC QDC
Reviewed Documents U2 U3 U1 U2

Pinch Points

Margin List

Focus Review

CHIP

SHIP

Single Point Vulnerability

Scram De-Rate Challenge

Industry Feedback

GE Task Reports N

Comnmon CauseAnalysis

EPU Evaluation Changes
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4. Summary of System Parameter Changes

The Main Steam System: The Main Steam System is affected primary by the increase in steam flow and the resulting increase in
system vibration. Dresden's and Quad's indicated main steam flow rates are above the analytical limit determined from the PDLB heat
balance (Task Report 0100). This condition existed pre-EPU, but is exacerbated at EPU Conditions. Reactor pressure remained
constant; however turbine throttle pressure decreased slightly due to the increase in frictional losses associated with the increase in
velocity. RPV temperature remained constant. There is a slight and negligible increase in tife temperature gradient from the RPV
nozzles to the turbine throttle corresponding to the pressure decrease at the throttle. The increase in N16 production is offset by the
dilution from the increased flow rate. The concentration of N-16 in the steam remains essentially constant; however,-the transient time
from the core to the steam lines is reduced slightly providing less decay time. The overall affect is a slight increase in MSL radiation.
Main steam line radiation measurements swing widely. Historically, the alarm setpoints are set at a multiple of normal background
radiation at 100% power.

The table below summarizes the Main Steam parameter changes.

r

*P >SW{SI..WD p on i | t |' pSummerP maOmum. .<E O Altia EAnaPot E

D2 C222 * Steam Flow M#/1HR 9.68 12.18 10.11 12.18- 9.81 11.713 TR 0100
D3 C322 * Steam Flow M/R 10.02 119 -10.03- 11.89 :9.81 -11.713 TR 0100
01 ODCOIV D161 'Steam Flow M#/HR 9.77 I11.90 9.78- 11.78: '9.76 11.713 TR 0100
02 ODCo2V D261 * Steam Flow M#/HR ~ i9.81 11.68 :9.73 - 11.62 9.76 : 11.713 TR 0100

D2 R212 MS Line Raditiation MR/HR 3823.31 1557.72 1.07 1614.34 3x Normal 3 x Normal TR 0802
D3 R312 MS Line Raditiation MR/HR 4497.94 1123.15 4354.63 -959.80 3 x Normal 3 x Normal TR 0802
Q1 QDCOIV._R115 MS Line Raditiation MRIHR 269.10 265.43 ; 273.75 279.71 3x Normal 3 x Normal TR 0802
02 ODC02V R215 MS Line Raditiation MRIHR 205.85 209.68 265.97 -230.34 3x Normal 3 x Normal TR 0802

D2 C200 Rx Pressure Dsia 1005.73 1005.68 1007.97 1001.98 | 1020 sia 1020 osia TR 0300
D3 C300 Rx Pressure psiq 1003.01 1000.66 1005.07 1000.41 1020 psia 1020 psia TR 0300
01 ODC01V_0613 Rx Pressure PSiq 1004.13 1003.14 1004.44 1003.82 1020 psia 1020 psia TR 0300
02 ODC02V 0713 Rx Pressure su l 1003.97 1004.40 - 1001.78 -1003.50 1020 Dsia 1020 psia TR 0300

__ _ __ _ ._________ .. . , ; ,c, .-. ,F t..-.;-'. .......... *,;,*_;-:.* .4; > ...-.... . ;lt-:'- ". . ;o-.,>'-.#,

D2 T200 . Turb Throttle Sim Press .IG. 933.. 4 965 9sia 925 nsia TR 0700
D3 T300 Turb Throttle Stm Press . 935.10 905.41 93....... ..899.27 965 nsia 925 osia TR 0700
01 ODC01V_ TW00 Turb Throttle Stm Press nia .952.75 920.21 ..... ..... .22 924.72.....79 965 osia 925 psla TR 0700
02 ODCO2V T200 Turb Throttle Stm Press *sic. 943.13 919.48 938.20 918.34 965 psia 925 psia TR 0700

D2 Derived-Value MSL Press Droo Dsld 71.77 80.80 76.12 87.2 * 55 Dsia 95 nsia TR 0300 and TR C
D3 Derived Value MSL PressDro - psid 67.91 95.24 69.98 101.14 55 psia 95 psia TR 0300 and TR C
01 Derived Value MSL Press Drop psid 51.37 82.93 48.22 79.03 55 psia 95 psia TR 0300 and TR C
02 Derived Value MSL Press Drop psid 60.84 84.92 63.58 85.16 55 psia 95 psia TR 0300 and TR C
i_____ . . .. e .,it 1.M , i t;s ::..... ;-ej .- r. 2x<,;z ..... *,..~.. *.......... ';'":^-'. '~ .. :,*,';J.;'.'*;.4 -4..;

D2 From Psat Rx Temrerature Decrees 545 0.5 545 0.5 5545 +I- IL 547 547 TR 0300
D3 From Psat Rx Temperature Dearees 545 0.5 545 +I. - 0.5 545 +/- 547 547 TR 0300
01 From Psat Rx Temperature Decrees 545 +/-0.5 545 + .- 50 45 +/-0.5 545 +/- 0.5 547 547 TR 0300
IQ2 lFrom Psat Rx Temperature Degrees 545 +-0.5 .545 +I- 0.5- 55+I 0.5 545 +I 0; 5 54 57T 0300
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5. Main Steam System Boundaries:

For the purposes of this evaluation, the main steam system is considered to start at the Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV) nozzles and extend up to the Main Turbine Stop Valves. The Main Steam
Line (MSL) drain lines to the Reactor Building Equipment Drain Sump and the Main condenser
are also included. The MSL 'D Ring' is included; however, the Turbine Bypass Valves are
scoped with the Turbine, not the Main Steam System. For Quad Cities the branch connections
to the High Pressure Coolant Injection and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Systems are included
up to the inboard steam supply isolation valves. The Offgas steam supply lines are included up
to the first isolation valves. This boundary definition is consistent with the system boundary used
by the Dresden and Quad Cities System Engineers.

Major components within the system boundary include the Main Steam Isolation Valves, the
Electromatic Relief Valves, the Power Operated Relief Valves (Quad Cities 2 only), the Main
Steam Safety Valves, the Main Steam Flow Elements, the Target Rock Safety/Relief Valves and
the MSL pressure and flow instrumentation.

The Main Steam System is shown on P&ID M-60 for Quad Cities and M- 12 for Dresden. The
associated 'Horsenotes' are attached for convenient reference.
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6. Vulnerability Review (Project Instruction Attachment 4)

Note: The information contained in this section is overlaps the information contained in the
Section 2, Recommendations and Bases and Section 8, Data Base Report.

6a. System Vulnerability Review
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Extent of Condition --Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam
Parameter(s): Main Steam Flow
Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicat ed in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned. : - - :

Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Component rntinMs Does the changed parameter exceed a component Quad and Dresden have the highest steam velocities in the Yes
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, industry. This is due to a combination of relatively small
flow, temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? - Main Steam Lines (20 inch diameter) and the large mass flow

required at EPU conditions. The estimated steam velocity, at
EPU conditions, is 226 ftWscond, which is a 23% increase
'from pre-EPU conditions. The increased steam velocity
increases the system vibration levels. Above a frequency of
50Hz, Quad vibration levels are an order of magnitude

: . ,greater, than Drcsdcn's. There are several efforts in progress
to understand the cause of the high vibrations at Quad Cities.
These efforts include Dryer Scale Model testing,
Computational Fluid Dynamic Analysis and Acoustical
Circuit Analysis.

Quad steam dryers and ERVs have experienced significant
degradation at EPU conditions. The Dryers have been
modified. At this writing, the QC2 modified dryer has been
inspection has been completed after 9 months of operations.
The dryer has sustained several cracks. Initially a ERV tie:
back support mods was beenimplemented to address the
..vibration issues. A detail vibration analysis and modeling of
the ERVs indicates that a mod is needed for the pilot valve
actuating mechanism. .: . -

.-. . .A vibration analysis of the Main Steam System (EC #
.346515) indicates that piping stresses are within code limits'
(ASME O&M Standard Part 3) and that the performance of -
Main Steam components at EPU conditions is acceptable
with the exception of the ERV actuators and the HPCI 4
valve limit switch. These components, as currently
configured, will experience excessive wear and fatigue
degradation.
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Attribute - . - Evaluation Action?
Operatine marein:Does the changed parameterreducethe operating Operating margin is impacted in two areas. Yes
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditbns such that the 1. During Turbine control valve testing, 1/2 initiation
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? signals were received for a group I isolation.

Signal initiation was due to inadequate setpoint
margin for the Main Steam Low Pressure relay.
Although the issue was identified and addressed
in SIL 130, the EPU evaluation did not identify
the need for a setpoint change. Reference: CRs
No: 110938 & 99083.

2. Dresden's Tech Specs currently requires 8 of9
valves to be operable. Dresden has submitted a
tech spec change that will require 9 of 9 valves to
be operable, similar to QC. The EPU Evaluation
indicated that the Reactor over pressurization
event would not require all 9 valves.
Subsequently, a relo ad analysis for Dresden
required 9 of 9 valves to be operable for
Overpressure protection during a MSIV closure
followed by a reactor scram.

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect The vibration level present at EPU conditions does adversely Yes
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of affect component material condition.
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in Loads are increased to an unacceptable level for the ERVs. Yes
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level? EPU Task Reports T0312 and T0316 identified several areas

where the projected increases in piping stresses, due to
increased flow, would exceed the allowable values. A Piping
Problem Resolution Team (PPRT) was established under
S&W's direction to resolve all piping issues. Piping stress
limits is a function of flow, temperature, pressure and piping
geometry. The specific limits, evaluations and associated
recommendations are contained in Stone and Webster report
Number SW-DRQC-EPUENGOI.

Environmental conditions and environmental aualification:Does the No impact. No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially The Flow induced vibration has an impact on the HPCI 4 Yes
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and Valve limit switch (to be included in the HPCI system
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes, 'this information must be communicated evaluation).
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
Mechanicallstnictural considerations: Does the changed parameter have Component vibration is impacted (see above). Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse Higher fluid velocity is a result of increased steam flow. Yes
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop, Steam velocities are the highest in the industry.
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? _ _I

Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No impact. No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instmumentation and control considerations: Does the changed The sctpoint was changed for the MSL low pressure Yes
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or instrument The MSL flow instrument was changed to a
calibrations? model with a larger range.
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter The service life and maintenance requirements for the ERVs Yes
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance and possibly the MSIVs are impacted.
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?)

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilit ies that have already been identified and dispositioned (as
verified by the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition -Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam
Parameter(s): Main Steam Pressure: With reactor dome pressure held constant, the increase in steam flow results in a
larger frictional pressure drop between the RPV nozzles and the Turbine throttle valves.

Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation| Action?
Comronent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No impact. No
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure,
now, temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?

Operatine margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No impact. No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No impact. No
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.

Load and load combinations- Does the changed parameter result in No impact. No
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?

Environmental conditions and environmental aualification-Does the No impact No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?

Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No impact. No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If"Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]

Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have No impact. No
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports? :_.

Hvdraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No impact. No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No impact. No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instnimentation and control considerations: Does the changed Although reactor pressure did not change, turbine throttle Yes
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or pressure is lower due to the increase in head loss as a result of
calibrations? high steam flow. The Low MSL Pressure instrument is

impacted by the lower turbine throttle pressure.
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Attribute lut[on Action?
Reliability and service life considerations- Does the changed parameter No impact. I No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as
verified by the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition-: Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam
Parameter(s): Main Steam Radiation: Main Steam Line Radiation is primarily due to N-16. There is an increase in N-
16 production with an increase in core power. The increase in N-16 production is offset by dilution from an increased in steam flow rate. The
concentration of N-l6 in the steam remains essentially constant; however, the transient time from the core to the steam lines is reduced slightly
providing less decay time. The overall affect is a slight increase in MSL radiation. Main steam line radiation measurements swing widely.
Historically, alarm setpoints are three times the normal radiation level.

Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instnictions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attnrbute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if"Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required forthat changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Component ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No impact. No
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure,
flow, temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Oneratine marein: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No impacL No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No impact. No
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in No impact. No
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such'that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level? _

Environmental conditions and environmental cualificationfDoes the No impact. No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No impact. No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including fun ctional and
physical interfaces)? [If 'Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have No impact. No
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Eydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No impact. No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to etashing or steam qualitym?
Ilectricol considerations: Does the changed parmeter have an adverse No impact. No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
pamameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control ,center)?
Instnimentation and control considerations: Does the changed Noimpact. No
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or
calibrations?
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Attribute Evaluation Action?
Reliability and service life considerations Does the changed parameter No impact. No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as
verified by the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review '

System: Main Steam
Parameter(s): Main Steam Temperature: RPV temperature remained constant. There is a
slight and negligible increase in the temperature gradient from the RPV nozzles to the turbine
throttle corresponding to the pressure decrease at the throttle.

Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if"Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated forpotential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Component ratin=s Does the changed parameter exceed a component N/A No
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure,
flow, temperature, fluid state. fluid chemistry or voltage?
Onerating margin:Does the changed parameter reduce the operating N/A No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition. Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect N/A No
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in N/A No
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental ualiftication:Does the N/A No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially N/A No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [lf "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.)
Mechanical/structmral considerations: Does the changed parameter have N/A No
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse N/A No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse N/A No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed N/A No
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or
calibrations?
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Attribute Evaluation_ Action?
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter N/A No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as
verified by the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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6b. Component Vulnerability Review
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam System
Parameter(s): Main Steam Flow
Component(s): Electromatic Relief Valves
Subcomponent(s): Valve body, Actuator, PNot Solenoid

Instuctionn The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parametr or pammeters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation| Action?
Component ratin=s Does the changed parameter exceed a component During QIF51, the ERV 3B actuator was discovered with Yes
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, significant damage and ERV 3E was discovered with excessive
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? actuator wear. Pre-EPU vibration levels were acceptable forERV

operability and are considered the vibration limit for the initial ERV
configuration. In the short term, higher vibration levels at EPU
conditions will remain; therefore, the ERVs will need to be made
more robust in order to withstand the higher vibration levels
experienced at EPU conditions.

To help understand the ERV response to vibration a shake table test
was performed on an ERV assembly. The vibration testing was
performed using IEEE 383 as a guide. The vibration limit for an
ERV is a functio n the combination of vibration amplitude,
frequency and mode. Testing revealed that the QCI ERV damage
occurred due to excitation of the pilot plunger (actuator internal) at
157 Hz. Thc highest amplitude measured forthc 3B and 3E values

was 0.39 g rms, at the pro-EPU power level (2488 MVt). Post-
EPU, the highest amplitude measured for the 3B and 3E values is
1.02 g mis.

Oneratine marein:Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No No
on the material condition ofa component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in loads No No
on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Fnvironmentnl conditions and environmental oualification Does the No No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness. ErIi or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including finctional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected svstem.1
M echanical/stnicuiral considerat ions: Does the changed parameter have Yes, component vibration increases. Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
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Attribute -. Evaluation' Action?
Hydrmulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault - ' '
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No No
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations? ._.
Reliability and service life considerations- Does the changed parameter No No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance) , . . '
or increased wear? Is the current PM frequency adequate? ._._ .

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam
Parameter(s): Main Steam System Vibration
Component(s): MSIVs: Inboard and Outboard Valve Assemblies
Subcomponent(s): Valve body, Actuator, Limit Switches, Solenoid Valves

Instructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Ycs' is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Component ratines: Does the changed parameter exceed a component Plant data indicates that the MSIV actuator vibration is below the Yes
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, qualification testing value with the exception of the IC MSIV at
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? Quad Cities. Vibration projections for the IC MSIV were based on

the 3C ERV inlet flange vibration data. No evidence of increased
wear was observed during equipment walkdown. However at this
vibration level, there can be long term degradation of the valve
internals. The higher steam flow rate can cause agitation of the
internal parts causing accelerated fretting corrosion wear in
comparison with pro-EPU conditions (refer to SIL 568).

Oneratine marein:Does the changed parameter reduce the operat ing No No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect Yes. See response to Component Rating. Yes
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded premEPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in loads No No
on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental oualification:Does the No No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness. EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No, component vibration does not impact any interfacing system. No
adverse efifect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewving the aff~ected system.1
Mechanicalkstnicturril considerations: Does the changed parameter have Yes, high component vibration. Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hvdraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the chan ged
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
lnstmmentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No. MSIV limit switches see a higher vibration level, but are No
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations? seismically qualified to a much higher level.
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Attribute .. Evaluation' Act
Reliabilitv and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter No. The MSIVs are not operated at a greater frequency. N
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear? Is the current PM frequency adequate?

*Thievaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities thatbhave already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam
Parameter(s): System Vibration
Component(s): Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Tnstructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if"Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Comnonent rainMs Does the changed parameter exceed a component The Target Rook Valves are a 3 stage design. No qualification data Yes
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, exist for these valves because they were qualified through the
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? Seismic Qualification Users Group (SQUG) methodologies that did

not address wear aging. Qualification aging of 2-stageTR valves
has been successful with wear aging at 0.75 g acceleration. Testing
was performed JAW Standard IEEE 3 82-1980 test value. The 3-
stage TR valve is lighter and should display higher natural
frequencies. Engineering judgment concludes that there is only a
low to medium risk of degradation at EPU conditions. (General
Electric Report No. DRF-0000 0023.4260, Dated January 9,2004).
There is some potential for pilot leakage and thread wear on the
main piston/stem joint. Pilot valve leakage would be detectable by
increased tailpipe temperatures.

Operating marein: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition- Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No No
on the material condit ion of a component such that the performance of
the component is signi ficantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in loads No No
on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the No No
changed parameter have an adverse ceffect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.1
Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have Yes, vibration levels at Quad Cities are higher Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No. No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state. margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
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Attribute Evaluation ' Action? |
Instnrmentatnn and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No . No
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations? . A ' '

Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter No No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear? Is the current PM frequency adequate? : .

This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam System
Parameter(s): Vibration
Component(s): Snubbers
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instmctions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if"Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evalualion' Action?
Component ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No No
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Operatine marzin:Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No No
on the material condition ofa component such that the performnance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in loads No No
on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental gualification Does the No No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.)
Mechanical/stnicniral considerations: Does the changed parameter have The Piping Problem Resolution Team (PPRT), lead by Stone Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces, and Webster, performed a complete piping analysis for EPU
equipment foundations or pipe supports? conditions. Several modifications were recommended and

implemented. Some mods involved snubbers. No impact to
snubber performance from vibration was identified in the
PPRT report (SW-DROC- EPUJ- ENGOI) or Task Report
T0316; however, a snubber associated with an ERV and a
snubber associatedwith a MSL had loose components
discovered during a system walkdown. It is believed that
these issues are related to workmanship versus vibration.
Confirmation is needed that snubbers are not adversely
impacted by the higher Main Steam vibration.

Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
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Attribute Tvaluation' Action?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor ; ,
control center)? .. _ _ _ _ __.

Instnimentation and control considerations Does the changed parameter No No
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Reliabilitv and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter No No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear? Is the current PM frequency adequate?

This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam System
Parameter(s): Pressure
Component(s): Main Steam Safety Valves
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "ActionT column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation Action?
Comnonent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No No
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Onerating margin:Does the changed parameter reduce the operating Dresden's Tech Specs currently requires 8 of 9 valves to be Yes
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that operable. Dresden has submitted a tech spec change that will
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the require 9 of 9 valves to be operable, similar to QC. The EPU
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? Evaluation indicated that the Reactor over pressurization event

would not require all 9 valves. Subsequently, a reload analysis for
Dresden required 9 of 9 valves to be operable for overpressure
protection durin g a MSIV closure followed by a reactor scram.
NRC approval of the tech spec change is pending resolution of the
chronic MSS setpoint out-of- tolerance issue, described below.

Quad Cities Tech Specs require 9 of 9 valves (includes TR S/RV) to
be operable.

Setpoint drift often results in the setpoint drifting outside the Tech
Spec tolerance of +1- 1%. Test data indicates that a two-sigma
factor would require a tolerance of+I- 2%.

MSSV setpoint drift out of tolerance is a pro-existing issue. There
were some discussions on the MSSV tolerance issue during the
EPU project. An analysis to revisit the setpoint tolerance was
outside the EPU scope.

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No No
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is signi ficantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in loads No No
on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental tuialificat ion Does the No No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this infonnation must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
MechanicallsT1CWtural considerations- Does the changed parameter have No Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
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Attribute ' Evaluation - -' . Action?
Hydraulic considerations Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse , No_. No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requircments, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No No
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations? ._-_,_._ _
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter No -i No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outagemaintenance) :
or increased wear? Is the current PM frequency adequate? ._ , _ - _.

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extent of Condition - Evaluation Criteria

Vulnerability Review

System: Main Steam System
Parameter(s): Pressure
Component(s): Main Steam Line Drain Piping
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Tnstnictions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "ActionT column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation Action?
Commonent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No No
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Onerating margin; Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No No
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No No
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably. .
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in loads No No
on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification:Does the No No
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No No
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewving the affected system.l
Mechanicalstructaiul considerations: Does the changed parameter have The Main Steam Drain Line piping calculation results showed that Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces, the pipe stresses due to vibration are cut in half with tieback
equipment foundations or pipe supports? supports installed. Piping stresses are acceptable, provided tieback

supports are properly installed.
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No No
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations Does the changed parameter No No
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter No No
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear? Is the current PM frequency adequate?
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* This evaluation should consider previous evaluatio ns such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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7. Interview Results (Project Instruction Attachments 2 & 3)
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities

Date: 2/9/04

Interv iewer(s): Bob Geier, Paul Doverspike, John Freeman,
Terry McIntyre, Gary Sozzi

Rick Swart QC Main Steam System Engineer
Jim Trettin QC System Engineering Lead
Bill Poppe Dresden Main Steam System Engineer
John Boseman GE Relief Valve Expert
Clyde Nieh GE MSIV Expert
Joe Welch (on 2/17/04) Dresden Operations
Dale Eaman Dresden I&C Engineer
Joe Taft Quad Cities I&C Engineer

Topic(s): Dresden and Quad Cities Main Steam System

The purpose of this interview is to identify potential EPU-related
vulnerabilities that could result in one or more of the following:

* License Event Report
* Engineered Safety Features Actuation
* Reactor Scram
* Plant power derate
* Unplanned entry into Technical Specification
* Operator "Work Around" that increases the risk to one of the
above events.
* Unexpected accelerated equipment that increases the risk
to one of the above events.
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities
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How has system operation changed following the Quad: Steam flow rate has Increased to approx 220 ft/sec. The amplitude of existing
EPU? What parameters have changed (pressure, vibrations appears to have increased based on equipment inspections. Both high
temperature, flow, fluid state, moisture content)? frequency (steam dryer) and low frequency (steam dryer, HPCI LLRT Tap) vibrations have

either been created, or have grown in amplitude based on equipment inspections.
Pressures have increased slightly at the reactor and main steam lines near the reactor, and
pressures have decreased slightly at the turbine end of the main steam lines. The amount
of steam produced has Increased; resulting In higher steam amounts to be relieved during
certain accident scenarios supported by-main steam ADS valves; this'results in all ADS
valves being required operable, where one valve could previously be inoperable.

Dresden: Steam velocity has Increased. .Head loss has increased., MSL pressure
gradient has increased (i.e", lower' p'ressure at the turbinre control valves). No change in''
system teripeot&ire. Moisture conteft'&decreased. MNO indication of hn Increa'see In system
vibrationi. - ! _t*

Welch: U2 Is at BOC, U3 is atfmldcycle. No v1o issues noted for Main'Steam system.
Moisture Carryover in' general decreased with power uprate (result of dryer perforated plate
modification). Moisture carryover spikes (increases from - 0.03 to - 0.06 following load
drops or control rod pattern shifts. Flow/Steam velocity increased with EPU. Throttle
pressure decreased.

Potential for a group 1 Isolation: During a rapid decrease in' power, unless the pressure set
setpoint'is adjusted,'a Group 1 isolation may occur on low MSL pressure. The time delay
for this signial along with the higher setpoint sever to increase setpoint margin. Digital EHC
would further sepoint margin. Quad Is the lead plant for the EHC mod. Currently, the mod
is on hold for budget reasons. ' ' ' ' '

Is system operation since the EPU as expected? Quad: Operation has not been as expected. Unexpected Main Steam problems include,
Have there been any unexpected problems, but may not be limited to: Relay chatter associated with MSL Lo Lo Pressure Instruments,
disappointments, concerns or issues? damage to MSL Drain lines, accelerated wear to ERV Solenoid actuators, HPCI LLRT tap

2. . vibrations, floor vibrations In area of HPCI Fluid Head and pipe hanger and associated
2equipment vibrations, MSSV's no longer analyzed for 3% tolerance allowed by OM Code
(note: this was as expected), drain line tie back degradation. Other Issues believed to be
associated with vibrations include limit switch degradation on MSIVs and HPCI valves, and
loosened fasteners on pipe hangers.
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities
Y.

Ves

Dresden: No evidence of the vibration related equipment degradation experienced at
Quad.

MSIVs: D/Q MSIVs were manufactured by Crane. Only two other plants (Millstone and
Tsuruga) have Crane valves. The initial valve design resulted in Belleville Springs in' the
flow stream. The Belleville springs wear away In this location. A mod Is planned to replace
these springs with wave springs. This is a pre-EPU condition that was present at both
Dresden and Quad. The wear rate may have increased with EPU. MSIV limit switches are
hard to set (not EPU related). Limit switch closest to valve body is affected by excessive
heat (not EPU related). Namco is the only qualified limit switch. Dresden's PM performs a
surveillance ever RO and replaces switch, as necessary based on surveillance results.
Quad replaces switch every other RO. Quad PM frequency may need to be revisited.
There is an industry effort to qualify a more robust switch. Dresden MSIV LLRT failure rate
appears to be higher post-EPU. MSIVs are cycled less often for surveillance testing.

MSS Valves Quad has not inspected MSS Valve internals since EPU implementation. No
external evidence of degradation.' Reduced margin: All 8 MSS plus the Target Rock SV are
required to be operable and lift setpoint tolerance is 1% vs. 3%. (This was a known result
of EPU) Exelon has expressed an interest in a TRAC G analysis to justify a 1% tolerance
No vibrations issues evident for the Q2 PORVs. Q2 PORVs will be replaced next month
with an ERV designed with a single tie-back. Lab testing is currently in progress to assess
the ERV's response to vibratory loads experienced at QC. Q1 ERV failure occurred after
11 months of operation. Dresden has tested the lift setpoint for four MSS valves post EPU.
All valves tested within +/- 1%. Vib issues with Dresden's' ERVs are not evident. Over
pressure report indicates a 1 psi margin to 1500 psi ATWS limit. (Freeman please clarify
this statement)

Dresden has seen a higher noise level on Main Steam Flow signal. The frequency content
of this noise may provide some insight into steam line pressure acoustics and the
relationship between driving and response frequencies.

Welch: There is a 30 psi buzz on the sensing line for the MSL Low Pressure Switch. The
sensina line is not designed well.

3 Was system operation post-EPU affected by' JQuad: To be determined. Vibrations, which differ significantly between
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities
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changes in the performance of other systems? Quad and Dresden, may be associated with the EPU steam flows at the
reactor end or the D-Ring end of the main steam system. Steam dryer flow
changes may be a contributor, or the tuning of the main steam lines
themselves.

Turbine control valves operating position has changed. Valve dp may have
changed.

What components were affected by the EPU-either Quad: MSL Vibrations, MSL supports, MSL Drains, ERV Solenoid Actuators, MSL Lo Lo
4 directly by changes In system parameters or setpolnts, MSSV lift set point tolerance, and quantity of Relief Valves required Operable.

indirectly by changes In Interfacing systems?
MSIVs, ERVs, MSS, Flow Element.

What modifications were made to the system to Quad: MSL Support changes, ADS. requirements for accident response (no valves can be.
support operation at the EPU conditions? OOS) MSL drain tiebacks later Installed.
. What failure modes or vulnerabilities were .-
addressed by the modifications? New failures and vulnerabilitles appear t6 be due to Increases in amplitude `of vibrations.'
. Did the modifications (as implemented) create Quad appearsto have had high vibrations pre-EPU. EPU has exaispere6d the problem
any new failure modes or vulnerabilities? Not satisfied with mod as Implemented. The EPU evaluation did not maintain the 3%
. Were you satisfied with the modification as setpolnt tolerance for the MSS values. This could lead to LERs If valves lift at greater than
implemented? 1%, which is expected on about 30% of valves tested.
. Did the modifications (as implemented) There were existing material condition issues with the ERVs that have been
adequately address the existing material condition amplified by the mod. It is not clear that the original mod review took into

5 issues? consideration the vibration limits of the ERVs.
. Has system performance post-modification
been satisfactory System performance has been degraded post-maintenance, including Functional Failures

(ERVs), TMODS (HPCI LLRT Tap), Load Drops and shutdowns (DC Grounds, Steam
Dryers, Steam Leaks, etc.) and various other failures on MSL's on both units.

MSL flow switches span widened.

Main Steam Line low pressure instrument oscillations not anticipated. Resulted in Group 1
half isolations.

Eaman: The MSL High Flow switches were changed out with a Barton that has a wider
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities
S stemsem

range (0 -400 psi vs 0- 200 psi). The replacement PM for these switches was every other
RO (3 years). Dresden is currently has 2 year cycles. Three switches have been replaced
after initial installationr One D3 switch was removed after one cycle (24 months). The
switch will be evaluated for wear to determine the appropriate PM frequency. One D3
switch would not accept a setpoint adjustment and was replaced after 1 year of operation.
One D2 switch after. 2 years of operation no longer tracked with power changes, was
declared inoperable and was replaced. All three switches were sent to Power Labs for
evaluation.

Taft: Quad Cities moved the calibration frequency from Quarterly to Monthly to address
drift issues. This change was made 11/2003. QC has experienced no switch failures.
Current plans include replace of the switches with Rosemount DP transmitters and
electronic trip units.

Eaman: The MSL Low Pressure Switch Setpoint did not have sufficient margin because of
the increased head loss and resulting lower turbine throttle pressure. SIL 130 discusses
this issue. Chatter resulted and 1/2 group 1 isolation signals were received during turbine
valve testing.
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities
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Were operating procedures changed to support operation at EPU conditions? Quad: QCOA 0250 series and QCOS 0250 series
. What failure modes or vulnerabilities were addressed by the procedure procedures were changed. No issues identified.
changes?

. Did the procedure changes create any new failure modes, vulnerabilities or Pressure setpoint change. MSL flow instrument cal
1 operator challenges? . P c

. Were you satisfied with the procedure changes as Implemented? procedure change.
-Has system operation with the revised procedures been satisfactory?-

. - - - :Welch-- EHC and MSL Low pressure setpoint
______________________________________________ changes.

Were PM procedures for systems, components and subcomponents revised to Quad: PMs specific to EPU have not been reviewed. No PM
reflect, with regards to frequency and scope, accelerated wear and Issues exist at this point. The PMs driven by Tech Specs and
degradation? Code are very conservative as compared to PCM templates or

2 . Which PMs were revi sed? EPU. Currently, many PMs are performed as often as possible* What was the basis for the changes? (once per cycle at refuel outage).
( ,Are there additional PM changes necessary to ensure system and , - ,;. . , ;

component reliability at the EPU conditions? - - - - PM for ERV currently replace all 4 actuators and pilots and 2
_.- _- value bodies per RO.-- -
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities
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What are the material condition issues associated with the components in the Quad: Electromatic Relief Valve Solenoid Actuator wear is a known
system? issue. Maintenance history indicates that wear is prevalent, and the

actuators are therefore fully refurbished once per fuel cycle. This
appears to be a Quad Cities issue. Across the industry, there are other
examples of extreme vibrations (Nine Mile Point, have taken pilot off

of ERV and mounted it to a stanchion to reduce vibration impacts) and
minimal vibrations (Dresden, 690 days at EPU and actuators gave no
signs of wear).

Overall Main Steam System vibrations have been an issue historically.

Does operation at EPU conditions exacerbate any of these material condition Quad: On the ERVs, the standard amount of solenoid actuator wear
issues? seem to have been substantially accelerated by EPU level operation.

Overall Main Steam System vibrations seem to have increased in
2 amplitude or shifted in frequency, such that damage has been seen at

drain lines, LLRT taps, tie backs, and miscellaneous attached
equipment.

Welch: No vibration issues. "The plant is holding together."
Was accelerated degradation of components with material condition issues Quad: Unknown. The EPU modification was installed prior to my

3 adequately addressed by the EPU Project? assignment as system manager, and only specific aspects of the project
have been reviewed.

OPEX: Operating information for the flcet was provided by Boseman and Nieh comments.

System Boundary: The system boundary includes all Main Steam piping and components from the vessel nozzle up to the Main
Turbine Stop Valves. The Main Steam Stop Valves and the Bypass Valves are not included. Major components included are the
MSIVs, MSSVs, MSRVs, flow venturis, drain lines to the Main Condenser and RBEDT; and safety and relief valve discharge lines.
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EPU EOC Interviews - Main Steam Quad Cities

8. Database Report (Project Instruction Attachment 1)

Attached are two database reports. The first report contains the Master Components with
recommendations and comments. The second report list the Master Components and the
Grouped Components. (.

-. - . - - - -.:
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9. Miscellaneous Documents

Two tables are attached:

. The first table contains recommendations that were provided to Quad Cities for the current
Refueling outage (Q2R17). These recommendations were developed at a mid-point in
the system evaluation process. These recommendations should be revisited at the
completion of Q2R17.

* The set of Vibration Task Force recommendation cTrrently on record, are included in the
second table. The Task Force's recommendations are under review and are expected to
change. The recommendations were originally designed to address Exelon's intent to run
QC Unit 1 at 100% CLTP for 3500 hours, with an intermediate limitation of 1600 hours.
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Attachment 1: Main Stcafm System Recommendations for Q2R17

.1 I - � I " .,t - � I - , , - , I - I . - 11 .-. . 11-1-1 --- -- ' II. '.. �,, -441.11.11" �' , -1 -- t� ". J I' -.
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Develop a contingency plan for replacement
of the PORVs.

! ~ , K . - --

QCI ERV. experienced excessive wear due
to vibration.. QC2 PORVs are scheduled to
be replaced with ERVs this outage. ERV
qualification testing is in progress and due
to be completed by 2/13/04. - -.

.A .. '

1

In the event that the ERVs don't pass
qualification testing, PORVs will need to
be used for the next cycle. At present, 2
PORVs are tested and ready for
installation. Tech Specs require steam
testing OR online testing of all 4 valves.
As the station does not want to perform on
line testing, steam testing will be required.
2 additional valves will need to be
refurbished-or'2 valves'*ill~need to b'e'
pulled, steam tested, and reinstalled.

The QC Main Steam System Engineer is
presently working on a contingency plan.

Develop contingency plan for MSIV During the October '03 D2 refuel outage, 6 MSIV refurbishment is a major scope of
refurbishments. of 8 MSIV. unexpectedly failed their LLRT. 'work that could impact outage resources

2 - This was the first MSIV failure in recent and schedule. MSIV Contingency plans
history. An EPU connection is unknown at are in place for Q2RI 7.

-__ __ 'this point. -___--
'Perform an analysis of the MSSV setpoint MSSV setpoint drift is a NRC concern 'An Operational Evaluation is in progress to
tolerance. The analysis should consider the documented in CRs 200174 (Dresden) and address the question with MSSV setpoint

3.
' setpoint draft data and expand the current '200772 (Quad). drift. The recommended analysis is

I+- 1% tolerance, if possible. 'currently in progress.
Perform a Main Steam System walkdown, Measurements on QC1 indicate vibration Unexpected main steam component and
and inspect piping anidsystem components 'levels are an order of magnitude greater 'subcomponent degradation. Currently, a

; for excessive'wear or vibration related than D3. The QC dryers and QC1 ERVs system walk dowvn and installation of vib
degradation.' have experienced significant degradation ' instrumentation is included in the outage

due to vibratory loads. workscope.
Instrument QC2 for vibration 'monitoring
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I Maiii Steam ~Sytem"E Reconmmendat fonsR1, ..

_ I
Isimilar to QCI. .I........_ _______ I __ _ __ _'I_

5

Ensure that thi MSSV, ERV (including
actuators) and PORV testing and refurbish
procedure adequately documents 'as found'
wear conditions.

Understanding 'as found' conditions
provides a bases for the estimated PM
frequency.

Valuable information needed to understand
valve degradation may be lost.

Ensure that the EPRI 2: 1 weld repair, The implementation of the EPRI 2:1 weld Repeat high cycle fatigue failures.
techniques are implemented for the Main repair techniques significantly reduces the

6 Steam System small bore piping. susceptibility of small bore piping to high (Quad Cities incorporated the EPRI
cycle fatigue failure. guidelines following small bore piping

failures in 2002.)
Remove and inspect an EHC pressure These switches are mounted on the Turbine The wear rate under EPU conditions is
switch. mounted on the Turbine Control Control Valves and may be subject to unknown for these switches. A failure
Valves. The inspection results will excessive vibratory loads. could result in a plant shutdown.

7 detennine the need for follow-on actions.
EHC piping and tubing has experienced

Additionally, a walk down of the EHC past vibration related failures.
piping and tubing is recommended.
Remove and inspect one of the MSL Low Although the MSL Low Pressure Switches A switch failure could result in a Group 1
Pressure switches. are located on an instrument rack several isolation followed by a scram.

feet from the MSLs and it is expected that
they are not significantly influenced by

8 MSL vibration, they have experienced
'chatter'. The 'chatter' was the result of
insufficient setpoint margin. QC had only
one occurrence of 'chatter'. Dresden
experienced more extensive 'chatter'.

Remove one of the MSL High Flow Quad is scheduled to replace its MSL High A switch failure could result in a Group 1I
switched and inspect for wear related issues. Flow Switches with DP transmitters and isolation followed by a scram.

9 electronic trip units in the next refueling
outage (QiR18 and Q2R18). Currently,
the MSL High Flow Switches are
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* calibrated monthly. The calibration data
indicates that there is no operational issues.
Also, Quad has not experienced any switch
failures. Nonetheless, it would be prudent

X. _ ),.',~,. , *~. sA !to inspect one High Flow Switch as -

confirmation that there are no unknown
_ _ _ _ _ __ !risks.. : '
Proactively'replace the MSIV Belleville, The MSIV Belleville springs are located in If a Belleville washer breaks free, turbine
springs with 'wave springs:' - - ' --- the main steam flow. stream. In the past, damage could result. - - -

' . '. ':::'-" - .. - the Belleville'sprin'gs have deteriorated,
broken apart and have been swept

.. .- . .f' ' :'; downstream. A failed Belleville spring was - :
'0 * '. .rij~~ - - -*ttb located at the turbine inlet strainer in the.

i. ad :,'>i ' ''-,,..._investigation following the Q2 drye er'.'*.,.,. ;
'I I At!;- T(;{ >:i> h.* it ' ' t' >fail re It ispossible'for-a Be1iie ill' spring --- T"

to pass through the strainer and enter the
turbine. A modification exists to replace

.. ; -i. the Belleville springs with a 'wave spring at
-__ _ __ ' an alternate location. - -
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Attachment 2: Recommendations From Evaluation of Quad Cities Main Steam Line Vibrations At EPU Power
Levels

4eo6mmendationsFromEvalu6atio5n ofQuadiie mainSteam in Vian t
I:'oweeve~s Ec#346515

Ra - _ _ _ _ _

1
Perforn detailed testing on the ERV configuration, with Wyle Labs, to confirm analytical results, project wear rate, and to confirm
proposed additional modification adequacy. Testing to be completed prior to installing ERVs in Unit 2. (Assignee: A8064MW-DR,
due date: 2/23/04)

2Complete analytical evaluation of the 3E ERV and comparison of results of all four ERVs to confirm Engineering Judgment
deten-nination of acceptable operational period of 3500 hours. (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date 2/1-1/04)

Obtain a vibration data set monthly and after return to full power operation after any down power of greater than 10% and assess for
3 variation/deviation from the analyzed data and any negative impacts. (Assignee: gather data A8426CMO, due date 5/30/04, Analysis

assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date 5/30/04)
4 Install accelerometers on the IC MSIV during the planned shutdown following 3500 hours of operation. Evaluation of data obtained

will be used to define the need for the inspection required in Action 16 below. (Assignee: A8426CMO, due date 5/28/04)
5 Install accelerometers on the 3C ERV pilot valve to confirm model accuracy.'(Assignee: A8426CMO, due date 5/28/04)
6 'Install modification to the ERVs to reduce pilot valve response to vibration. (Assignee: A8452DEM, Due Date 5/30/04)
7 Inspect the components identified during Q IF51 as degraded. These include the ERV actuators, HPCI 4 valve operator and snubber
7 mounting brackets. (Assignee: A845 1NESPR, due date 5/30/04)

8 Monitor weekly individual MSL flows to provide any anomalies that indicate MSIV degradation. (A8452RRT, due date QI RI 8,
3/22/05)

Obtain a full set of vibration data when the unit is moved to, full thermal power of 2957 MWth for the first time. This data will be used
9 to confirm the assumptions made on expected maxiimium vibration levels. (Assignee: A8426CMO, due date 5/28/04; Analysis action

| assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date 6/11/04) (This is also an unverified assumption in Reference 4 calculation, ATI 194877-08)
I 10 I Evaluate the current PM scope and frequency for all components included in this evaluation. The expectation is that some components
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Pow~er2evlsEC
will need increased PM frequencies for rebuilds, refurbishments and/or replacements. (Assignee: A8430NESSC, due date 5/21/04)
Consideration should be given to perform a post-EPU baseline inspection during the QIRI8 outage.
Perform testing on the NAMCO limit switches using the Quad specific vibration predominate frequencies and amplitudes. This testing,
to be performed prior to approval of full cycle operation. (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date 5/20/04)
Perform testing on the Limitorque actuator type and size SMB-2-80 or equivalent using the Quad specific vibration predominate

12 frequencies and amplitudes. This testing to be performed prior to approval of full cycle operation (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date
5/20/04)
On the HPC1 4 valve, create and utilize an analytical model to evaluate the failure analysis results to determine the vulnerable sub-

13 components and to design an effective modification. Install the modification of the 4-rotor design to remove the degradation
vulnerability during Q1R18. Closely trend normal IST test data until that outage to ensure that any deleterious degradation is identified

__ prior to challenging valve functionality. (Assignee: three separate tasks will be assigned, due date 6/1/04)
Evaluate the snubber inspection plan to ensure that sufficient MSL snubbers are functionally tested during QIR18 to ensure that

14 degradation is not occurring. Inspections should include the previously degraded snubbers, 1-66 and 1-71. Adjust inspection plan as
necessary. (Assignee: A8451NESPR, due date 6/1/04)
Complete comparison of Quad Cities Unit 1 to Dresden Unit 3. This comparison may provide further insights into changes that can be
made for Quad Cities to minimize the measured vibration level responses such that accelerated component degradation does not occur.
This evaluation includes the following elements: (Assignee: A8064MW-DR, due date 6/25/04)

15 Expansion of the ongoing MSL circuit analyses and/or scale model testing to include the frequency range up to 180 Hz.
This may provide insight into the source of the measured 139 and 157 Hz predominate frequencies.
Detailed configuration differences in' all MS line branch line connections between Dresden and Quad.
Detailed evaluation of the ERV configuration installed at Dresden.

A comparison of steam flows between Dresden and Quad on MSL and all branch connections during EPU power level operation.

16 Inspect the IC MSIV; during the next refuel outage (Q1R18) to confirm that no degradation has occurred. If degradation is found,
evaluate the need for expanding inspection to other MSIVs. (Q1R18 - Assignee: A8451NESPR, due date 3/22/05)

17 Perform any additional inspections as determined by evaluations performed in actions 7, 8, 9 & 11. (Assignee: A8450EM, due
3/22/005)

18 Install modification to the HPCI -4 valve rotor. (Assignee: A8452DEE, due date QIR18, 3/22/05)
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1. Executive Suimmary

Process

The review of the feedwater system was conducted using the guidance in Extended Power
Uprate Extent of Condition Review Project Instruction Revision 0.

A total of 426 components within the Dresden Units 2 and 3 feedwater system and 1274
components within 'the Quad Cities Units 1 and 2 were included in this review. All feedwater
system components from the Passport database except those designated, as "run-to-failure" were
included. A listing of all components included in the review is provided in Section 9 of this
report.

Various documents, including EPU Task Reports, system descriptions, system component lists,
previous EPU evaluations, P&IDs and plant data were reviewed to identify potential EPU-related
vulnerabilities. Interviews were conducted with the System Engineers at both Dresden and Quad
Cities, as documented in Section 7 of this report. Input was also obtained from subject experts in
areas such as chemistry control, AOVs, MOVs, pumps, instrumentation, flow accelerated
corrosion and vibration.

Changes in System Parameters Resulting from EPU

The changes in system parameters resulting from EPU are summarized in the table in Section 4
of this report.

The most important change in system parameters affecting the feedwater systems at both
Dresden and Quad Cities is the 17% increase in feedwater flow rate under normal operating
conditions. This increase in feedwater flow results in increased flow induced vibrations,
operations without a standby feedwater pump, and operations of the feedwater pumps at a higher
discharge pressure than before EPU.

Operational strategy changes to the feedwater systems at both Dresden and Quad Cities were
implemented to provide a controllable increase in the feedwater capacity. At both Dresden and
Quad Cities the standby feedwater pumps are placed in service to increase to system flowrate by
17%. Use of the standby pumps not only presents a vulnerability in itself by taking away the
standby capability; the use of the standby pumps results in a higher discharge pressure based on
excess capability of the feedwater pumps.

EPU also resulted in small changes in process and ambient temperatures.

Vulnerabilities Identified

Potential vulnerabilities at both the system level and component level were identified and
evaluated as documented in Section 6 of this report. Specific vulnerabilities are documented in
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the databse report reproduced in Section 8 of this report and are summarized together with
recommendations in Section 2 of this report.

The primary vulnerabilities centers around the following issues:
* Increased vibrations caused by the increased feedwater flow
* Loss of a standby feedwater pump as a backup
* Higher differential pressure around the "D" feedwater heaters resulting in higher differential

pressures across the "D" feedwater heater isolation and bypass valves
* Operations of feedwater pumps at a higher pressure on the pump curves putting stress on

pump seals and lower flow per pump.

The loss of a standby feedwater pump was recognized as a vulnerability going into EPU.
However, other effects of the EPU may not have been considered to the level necessary to avoid
future risks.

Recommendations

The most significant concern is the loss of a standby feedwater pump at both Dresden and Quad
Cities. Recommendations are made to attempt to restore a standby feedwater pump through
plant specific tests and analysis, and to attempt to improve the reliability of the continuously
operating feedwater pumps to support the EPU feedwater demands. Other recommendations
revolve around the premise that the affects of vibrations are not noticeable until equipment fails
from EPU conditions. Therefore, even if vibration measurements are recorded, plotted, and
extrapolated, the affects of vibrations on components and sub-components are unknown unless
inspections and trending recommendation of components and sub-components are implemented
by the stations. Only then will vulnerabilities be reduced to an extent where there will be a high
confidence for operation at EPU conditions.

Additionally, recommendations are made to replace components in the piping that may break due
to higher feedwater flows. The feedwater sample probes and thermowells addressed in the
recommendations to prevent failure of equipment from becoming loose parts in the feedwater
system. Potential corrective options are discussed in the Recommendations Table in Section 2.

Additional specific recommendations are summarized in Section 2 of this report, addressing each
of the vulnerabilities identified.

References

1. Dresden Station RFP Pump Curves, Byron Jackson Pumps, T-29203-2, T-29227-1, T29226-1,
T29447-1, T-29448-1 and 29446-1

2. Quad Cities RFP curves 33069/A, 33069/B, 33069/C, 33070/A, 33070/B, and 33070/C
3. Dresden Spec, GENERAL WORK SPECIFICATION, K-4080
4. Quad Cities Spec R-4411
5. Dresden UFSAR Current Version as of March 8, 2004
6. Quad Cities UFSAR Current Version as of March 8, 2004
7. GE Nuclear EPU Task Report, Dresden/Quad Cities EPU, Task 900, Transient Analysis
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8. GE Nuclear EPU Task Report, Dresden/Quad Cities EPU, Task 701, Balance of Plant Power
Cycle Thermal Performance

9. GE Nuclear EPU Task Report, Dresden/Quad Cities EPU, Supporting Reference for Task
900, OPL-3, Operating Plant Values for Transient Analysis

10. Dresden Drawing, 469601-1 Rev H DRAG VALVE 18 X18 GLOBE 900 ANSI
FEEDWATER REGULATOR

11. GE-NE DRF A61-00052
12. Dresden Drawing, M-1 146 Rev G PNEUMATIC DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PUMP

MOTOR VENTILATION SYSTEM
13. Dresden Drawing, M-14 Rev LO DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PIPING (CRITICAL

CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)
14. Dresden Drawing, M-174 Sheet 3 Rev G REACTOR FEED PUMP OIL PIPING
15. Dresden Drawing, M-292 Rev D REACTOR FEED WATER PUMPS VENTILATION

UNIT 2
16. Dresden Drawing, M-3 10 Sheet 132 Rev 000 SAMPLE PROBE INSTALLATION

DETAILS UNIT 2
17. Dresden Drawing, M-347 Rev BU DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PUMP (CRITICAL

CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)
18. Dresden Drawing, M-377 Rev P REACTOR FEED PIPING-PLAN
19. Dresden P&ID,
20. Quad Cities Drawing, QC D-1 1720-0-0040-1-N Rev B MECHANICAL OUTLINE

DRAWING SPLIT UNIT ACTUATOR 642A COPES VULCAN VALVE FEEDWATER
LEVEL CONTROL

21. Quad Cities Drawing, QC D-1 1720-0-0690-1-N Rev B MECHANICAL OUTLINE
DRAWING HYDRAULIC CYLINDER 5 BORE4 STROKE FEEDWATER LEVEL
CONTROL

22. Quad Cities Drawing, M-1 5 Sheet 1 Rev BK DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PIPING
(CRITICAL CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)

23. Quad Cities Drawing, M-15 Sheet 2 Rev C DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PUMP LUBE
OIL & SEAL COOLER PIPING (CRITICAL CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)

24. Quad Cities Drawing, M-15 Sheet 3 Rev F DIAGRAM OF FEEDWATER REGULATING
VALVE ACTUATOR PIPING (CRITICAL CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)

25. Quad Cities Drawing, M-62 Sheet 1 Rev BL DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PIPING
(CRITICAL CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)

26. Quad Cities Drawing, M-62 Sheet 2 Rev D DIAGRAM OF REACTOR FEED PUMP LUBE
OIL AND SEAL COOLER PIPING (CRITICAL CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)

27. Quad Cities Drawing, M-62 Sheet 3 Rev F DIAGRAM OF FEEDWATER REGULATING
VALVE ACTUATOR PIPING (CRITICAL CONTROL ROOM DRAWING)

28. Memo, Vibes Measurements, From Mroz, Steven D. to Kruthoff, John D.; Schabilion,
Steven; Ullrich, John R., Thursday, December 11, 2003

29. Pi data - Average of the periods listed in the table:

Unit Pre-EPU Summer Post-EPU Summer Pre-EPU Winter Post-EPU Winter
Dresden Unit 2 7/22/99 - 7/28/99 7/22/03 - 7/28/03 12/16/99 - 12/22/99 1/05/04 - 1/11/04
Dresden Unit 3 7/22/00 - 7/28/00 7/22/03 - 7/28/03 1/15/00- 1/21/00 1/05/04- 1/11/04
Quad Cities Unit 1 7/17/02 - 7/24/02 8/15/03 - 8/22/03 3/2/02 - 3/9/02 1/15/03 - 1/22/03
Quad Cities Unit 2 7/20/01 - 7/27/01 7/27/02 - 8/3/02 12/30/01 - 1/6/02 3/2/03 - 3/9/03
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30. Pre EPU VWO HB, 349HB394
31. Pre EPU Rated HB, 349HB395
32. EPU Rated HB, 552HB1990 R2
33. EPU VWO HB, 552HB1989 R2
34. EPU Part Load HB, 552HB 1991 R2
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2. Recommendations and Bases (Project Instruction Attachment 5)

Recommendation I Basis | Risk
1. Evaluate if there is
some (probably small)
potential that full-range
testing of pump capability
might support operation at
100% EPU power with one
of the pumps in standby or
might support identification
of cost-effective
modifications (e.g., change
in impeller design) that
would allow restoration of
the pre-EPU stand-by pump
configuration. Perform
testing to determine the
optimum operating
conditions at which to start
and stop feedwater pumps
for providing optimal power
production and running
conditions of these pumps.
This would be a plant
specific analysis..

Per Task Report T070 1, when operating with
the modified high pressure turbine with only
two feed and three condensate / condensate
booster pumps on line, the flow passing
capability of the feedwater flow control valves
will become limiting for operation near 100%
of 2527/251 1 MWth (pre-EPU 100% power
level). WVhile at 110% of 2527/2511 MWth,
the condensate / condensate booster pump
motors will exceed their full load amp ratings.
In order to achieve maximum operational
flexibility a third feed pump should be placed
on-line prior to exceeding 100% of 2527/2511
MWth (85.5% LPU), and the fourth
condensate/condensate booster pump placed
on-line prior to reaching 110% of 2527/2511
MWth (94 % LPU).-These above values for

-placing additional pumps in service at 100%
and 110% Pre-EPU power levels are also true if
a feedwater or condensate / condensate booster
pump is lost or removed from service which is
not significantly dependent upon time of season
which is based upon theoretically pump crves.
Maintenance or loss of condensate, condensate
booster orffeedwater pumps/motors will result
in unit derates during non-outage periods or to
avoid derates will have to occur during outage
periods. No testing has been performed to
verify achievable power with less than full
complement of pumps. Per discussion with
system engineers, there has been no full-range
testing to confirm/identify achievable power
with less than the full complement of pumps.
There are no spare gear boxes available that
would be needed in the event of a failure.

At the minimum the plant would
derate to 100% of pre-EPU
conditions if a feedwater pump
was placed out of service.
Maintenance will result in unit
derates during non-outage periods
or to avoid derates will have to
occur during outage periods. This
require outage resources.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
5x 10x5=250(High)

2. Measure the vibrations System engineers and Exelon Vibration experts At the minimum, the plant would
of FW pump components. recognize noticably increased vibration derate to 100% of pre-EPU

(possibly flow-change or equipment line-up conditions if a feedwater pump
induced) in small-bore pipe and tubing was placed out of service.
associated with the Feedwater System

Vulnerability Prioritization:
5 1 x 5 = 25 (Medium)

3. Recommend that the The Feedwater Pumps seal performance has At the minimum the plant would
seal PM be increased and a been reviewed in the past due to many failures. derate to 100% of pre-EPU
review of three-pump The maintenance plan specifies a replacement conditions if a feedwater pump
operation be performed in of the seals every eight years. CMO suggests was placed out of service.
order to prevent a de-rate. that the failure of the seals has increased due to

the increased discharge pressure due to three Vulnerability Prioriti
numn FPU I oneration. __________________________
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Recommendation Basis Risk
pump EPU operation. 5 x 5 x 5 = 125 (Medium)

4. Perform external The effects of vibration and wear at increase The Feedwater discharge valves
valve/internal EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the are designed to provide isolation
operator/motor inspection sub-components of these valves. The likely of the feedwater pump for
for wear on one of the 3201 cause of failure would be due to wear or maintenance during plant
MOVs during next refuel loosening of fasteners since operation at EPU operations. In the event of an
outage. condition of one cycle has not resulted in any unisolable leak on the discharge

fatigue failures of these valves .The most check valve the unit may have to,
susceptible sub-components to wear would be at the extreme conditions,
the valves body to bonnet fasteners, valve stem shutdown to repair a leak. The
or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or risk associated with a failure of
rotor. Body to bonnet fasteners have been the valve to operate would at least
found to be loose, in the past, due to vibrations. require an operator work around
If sub-components are now excited at EPU to manually close the MOV in the
operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes event the Feedwater Pump needs
increased, then potential wear patterns on these to be isolated during operations
sub-components could be detected after one
operating cycle and if significant, replaced .. .i
prior to failure. Visual inspection of the valve Vulnerability Prortzation:
stem external surfaces should also be I x 5 x 5 = 25 (Medium)
performed If significant wear is detected,
replaced worn components prior to failure and
adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of
identified susceptible sub-components.

5. Perform valve, actuator There may be additional vibrations imposed on During a scram or recirculation
and positioner inspection for the valve based on the operating experience runback with closure of FWRV's,
wear on the AO 3201 during gained from the system engineers. It was stated the feedwater system is near or at
the next refuel outage. that the vibrations have increased due to three deadhead conditions and over
Recommend overall of the feedwater pumps in operations. Note that the pressurizes without the minimum
valve and operator taking consequences of a failure of the valve should flow valve opening. Pump
particular care to document be minimal because the minimum flow valves damage or component degradation
as found conditions and fail open on a loss of air. This would provide may occur if this valve does not
recommend vibration pump protection. The Feedwater System has open.
analysis of the valve, the capability to makeup for an inadvertent
particularly of the Air opening of a single minimum flow control .. .i
Operator, attached air valve based on the additional flow available Vulnerablity Prortization:
piping, and the solenoid with three feedwater pumps in operation. The I x I x 5 = 5 (Low)
valve. CMO identified that these valves are trouble-

prone to leakage past their seats. The effects of
vibration and wear at EPU conditions cannot be
easily evaluated on the sub-components of this
valve. The likely cause of failure would be
wear since operation at EPU condition for one
cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of
these valves. Note, however, that the minimum
flow valve (AO 3201) is normally closed at full
power operation; therefore, the number of
cycles resulting in fatigue may not have
occurred at EPU operating conditions.-
However, if sub-component are now excited at
EPU operating frequencies or vibration
amplitudes increased, then potential wear

Fccdwatcr (FW) System
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Recommendation Basis Risk
patterns on the valves sub-components could be
detected after one operating cycle and if
significant replaced prior to failure.- Visual
inspection of the valve stem external surfaces
should also be performed. If significant wear is
detected, replaced worn components prior to
failure and adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of
identified susceptible sub-components.

6. Review sizing
calculation of isolation
valves MO 3202 A, B, C
and MO 3204 A, B, C at the
EPU operating differential
pressure conditions.

The feedwater system MOVs consist of heater
string isolation MO 3202A, B, C and MO 3204
A, B, C for the inlet and outlet isolation of the
HP heaters strings. In addition, a bypass MOV,
MO 3203, exists around the LP heater string.
In the event of high heater level due to tube
rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves
close and the bypass valve opens to prevent
turbine water induction. A higher flow results
in a higher differential pressure for valve
closure, which may impose additional loads on
the motor, operated valves. It is understood that
the margins for the motor operator motors are
in the range of 200%. With an increased
differential pressure across the valves, the
primary potential is to affect the stroke time of
the valve. The are no assumptions made of
these valves in the transient analysis of the
plants, however an assumption is made that the
feedwater temperature change due to a
feedwater heater isolation will take a minute or
more. Therefore no affect on the affect on the
loss of feedwater heating event and there is no
foreseen loss of margin. However, in the event
of a heater tube rupture, a failure of the valves
to close could result in water backing up into
the main turbine. In the event of high heater
level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet
isolation valves close and the bypass valve
opens to prevent turbine water induction.
-Typically, motor operated valves are sized
based upon design conditions (shutoff
conditions that provide the maximum
differential pressure at which the valves must
open), however; actual operating conditions
could have been used in the actuator sizing of
MO 3202A, B, C and MO 3204 A, B, C.- EPU
has increased the operating differential pressure
across the D Feedwater Heaters by as much as
30 psid. Adjustment of the torque switch
setting may be required based upon this sizing
review..

The Feedwater heater system is
designed to close the inlet and
outlet isolation valves and open
the bypass valve based upon high
heater level due to tube rupture tp
prevent turbine water induction.
Water induction into the turbine
could cause turbine failure in
which a scram would likely occur
prior to the water induction if the
valves do not operate properly.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
10x I x5=50(Medium)

7. Perform actuator/motor The effects of vibration and wear at increase The Feedwater heater system is
inspection for wear on one EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the I designed to close the inlet and

Fccdwvatcr (FW) Systcm
Revision 0
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Recommendation Basis Risk
of the 3202 MOVs during sub-components of these valves. The likely outlet isolation valves and open
next refuel outage cause of failure would be due to wear since the bypass valve based upon high

operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not heater level due to tube rupture to
resulted in any fatigue failures of these prevent turbine water induction.
valves.-The most susceptible sub-components Water induction into the turbine
to wear would be the valves stem or the could cause turbine failure in
actuator limit switches, torque switch or which a scram would likely occur
rotor.-Quad Cities FW system engineer has prior to the water induction if the
noted loose components on hangers supporting valves do not operate properly
the condensate booster piping that feeds the LP
heaters on both units; perhaps typical of what Vulnerability Prioritization:
could be expected from the higher flows
through the 3202 valves. For the I x I x 5 5 (Low)
actuator/motor, the current PM inspects the
actuator every 6 refuel cycles. However, if
sub-components are now excited at EPU
operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes
increased, then potential wear patterns on these
sub-components could be detected after one
operating cycle and if significant, replaced
prior to failure.-Visual inspection of the valve
stem external surfaces should also be
performed. If significant wear is detected,
replaced worn components prior to failure and
adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of
identified susceptible sub-components.

8. Evaluate the capability A higher flow results in a higher differential The Feedwater heater system is
of the motor operator to pressure for valve closure, which may impose designed to close the inlet and
operate at the peak expected additional loads on the motor, operated valves. outlet isolation valves and open
differential pressure. Review It is understood that the margins for the motor the bypass valve based upon high
sizing calculation of bypass operator motors are in the range of 200%. With heater level due to tube rupture to
valve MO 3203 to ensure an increased differential pressure across the prevent turbine water induction.
adequate margin exists at MO-3203, D' HEATERS BYP VLV, the Water induction into the turbine
the EPU operating primary potential is to affect the stroke time of could cause turbine failure in
differential pressure the valve. The assumptions made of this valve, which a scram would likely occur
conditions. in the transient analysis of the plants, is that the prior to the water induction if the

performance of the valve will be no better than valves do not operate properly.
a stroke time of one minute. Therefore no affect
on the affect on the loss of feedwater heating Vulnerability Prioritization:
event and there is no foreseen loss of margin.
However, in the event of a heater tube rupture, 10 x I x 5 50 (Medium)
a failure of the valve to open, along with failure
of the D heater isolation valves to close due the
increased differential pressure, could result in
water backing up into the main turbine. In the
event of high heater level due to tube rupture,
the inlet and outlet isolation valves close and
the bypass valve opens to prevent turbine water
induction. -Typically, motor operated valves
are sized based upon design conditions (shutoff
conditions that provide the maximum
differential pressure at which the valves must
open), however; actual operating conditions

Fcedwatcr (FW) Systcm
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Recommendation Basis Risk
could have been used in the actuator sizing of
MO 3203.- EPU has increased the operating
differential pressure across MO 3203 by up to
30 psid. Adjustment of the torque switch
setting may be required based upon this sizing
review.

9. Perform actuator/motor The effects of vibration and wear at increase The Feedwater Regulation
inspection for wear on one EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the isolation valves are designed to
of the 3206 MOVs during sub-components of these valves. The likely provide isolation of the control
next refuel outage. cause of failure would be due to wear or valves for out of service

loosening of fasteners since operation at EPU conditions. In the event of an
condition of one cycle has not resulted in any unisolable leak of valve, the unit
fatigue failures of these valves .The most may have to, at the extreme
susceptible sub-components to wear would be conditions, shutdown to repair a
the valves body to bonnet fasteners, valve stem leak
or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or
rotor. Body to bonnet fasteners have been .. .i
found to be loose, in the past, due to vibrations.
If sub-components are now excited at EPU I x 1 x 5 5 (Low)
operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes
increased, then potential wear patterns on these
sub-components could be detected after one
operating cycle and if significant, replaced
prior to failure. Visual inspection of the valve
stem external surfaces should also be
performed If significant wear is detected,
replaced worn components prior to failure and
adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of
identified susceptible sub-components.

10. Inspect one discharge Due to the lower flow rate per pump there is Avoid the potential of reverse
check valve at the next potential for accelerated wear on the feedwater flowthrough the feedwater pumps,
outage and perform check pump discharge check valve flapper hinge when a pump is in standby, which
valve monitoring or increase bushings; due to potential fluctuations in the would require operator work
the frequency of the PM for position of the valve flapper. If this condition around to manage feedwater flow
the discharge check valve to persists, then the PM for the discharge check to the reactor.
manage the potential for valve should be increased to manage the
accelerated wear on the potential for accelerated wear on the hinge V a P a
hinge bushings. bushings Vulnerability Prortization:

I x I x 5 = 5 (Low)

I1. Revise Specification K- The original design temperatures of 350 F The non-conservative
4080 o reflect a new design downstream of the "D" FW heaters have been temperatures in the specification
temperature of 356 F exceeded at EPU conditions.-The EPU analytic can result in a design error or a
between the D Feedwater temperature is 352 F in which the actual design control issue.
heaters and the Reactor. operating temperatures are just below the

analytic limit (356 F). Vulnerability Prioritization:

10 x I x I = 10 (Low)
12. Revise Specification K- The original design temperatures of 300 F The non-conservative
4080to reflect a new design downstream of the Feedwater Pump minimum temperatures in the specification
temperature of 318 F flow valves have been exceeded at EPU can result in a design error or a
between the Feedwater rnndlitiann ricmin ynrnttm i ne-
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Recommendation Basis Risk

Pump minimum flow line conditions. design control issue.
and the condenser.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
10 x I x I = 10 (Low)

13. For any remaining In response to several concerns, one of which Probe and thermowell failure
original probes, replace the would be the damage to the Dresden feedwater could occur and either enter a
feedwater sample probes sparger. The shorter design should be less feedwater heater and become

subject to failure. Dresden had sample probe lodged or enter a feedwater pump
failures.Three FW probes and one condensate and possibly cause pump damage.
sample probe failed due to high cycle fatigue A failure of a thermowell will also
induced by flow-induced vibration. GE-NE- likely cause a breach in the
000-0024-2731 determined ratio of Vortex system. In both cased, a unit
Frequency for various sample probes but did derate or shutdown may be
not include thermowells. GE-NE-000-0024- required.
2731 determined frequency ratios of 1.026,
0.87, 0.86, 0.3, 0.9 and 0.71 for various sample Vulnerability Prioritization:
probe cases. Per ASME Appendix N - Below
0.76 acceptable however other documents more 5 x 10 x 5 250 (High)
restrictive. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 has
determined that for certain sample probe cases,
the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently
close to a sample probe first natural frequency
during various operating conditions that lock-
on could occur (i.e. resonant condition). GE-
NE-000-0024-2731 did not include
thermowells -Continued successful operation of
existing probes or thermowells for an entire
operating cycle cannot be assured. If it is
determined by analysis that the vortex shedding
frequency is sufficiently close to a
thermowell's first natural frequency during
various operating conditions that lock-on could
occur, then the thermowell shall be re-
designed.

14. Evaluate Feedwater Dresden has had sample probe failures. Three Probe and thermowell failure
system temperature element FW probes and one condensate sample probe could occur and either enter a
thermowells to eliminate failed due to high cycle fatigue induced by feedwater heater and enter a
concern with vortex flow-induced vibration.*GE-NE-000-0024-2731 feedwater sparger and possibly
shedding failure determined ratio of Vortex Frequency for cause damage. A failure of a
vulnerability. various sample probes but did not include thermowell will also likely cause

thermowells. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 a breach in the system. In both
determined frequency ratios of 1.026, 0.87, cased, a unit derate or shutdown
0.86, 0.3, 0.9 and 0.71 for various sample probe may be required.
cases. Per ASME Appendix N - Below 0.76
acceptable however other documents more Vulnerability Prioritization:
restrictive. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 has
determined that for certain sample probe cases, 5 x 10 x 5 = 250 (High)
the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently
close to a sample probe first natural frequency
during various operating conditions that lock-
on could occur (i.e. resonant condition). GE-
NE-000-0024-2731 did not include
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Recommendation Basis Risk
thermowells . Continued successful operation
of existing probes or thermowells for an entire
operating cycle cannot be assured. If it is
determined by analysis that the vortex shedding
frequency is sufficiently close to a
thermowell's first natural frequency during
various operating conditions that lock-on could
occur, then the thermowell shall be re-
designed.

15. Perform actuator/valve The effects of vibration and wear at increase At the minimum, failure of a
inspection for wear on both EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the regulating valve would require a
of the Feedwater Reg valves sub-components of these valves. The likely de-rate to repair
during next refuel outage. cause of failure would be due to wear since

operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not Vulnerability Prioritization:
resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves.
The most susceptible sub-components to wear 5 x 5 x 5 = 125 (Medium)
would be the valves stem or the actuator parts.
Quad Cities FV system engineer has noted Ian
increase in vibrations. The current PM inspects
the valve and actuator, one each outage.
However, if sub-components are now excited at
EPU operating frequencies or vibration
amplitudes increased, then potential wear
patterns on these sub-components could be
detected after one operating cycle and if
significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual
inspection should also be performed and
documeneted to determine significant wear is
detected. The goal is to replace worn
components prior to failure and adjust PM
cycles to control inspection/replacement
frequencies of identified susceptible sub-
components.
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3. Known Vulnerabilities Checklist Review

System Name: Feedwater (FW) System

Instructions: Place a checkn mark for each unit for which the
document was reviewed.

Reviewed Documents U2 U3 U1 U2

Pin ci: Points

Margin List

Focus Review

CHIP

SHIP

Single Point Vulnerability

Scrain De-Rate Challenge

Industr Feedback F [ F C
GE Task Reports

Common CauseAnalysis

EPU Evauation Changes

Fccdwatcr (FW) System
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4. Summary of System Parameter Changes

System parameters with notes are attached for the FW Systems at Dresden and Quad Cities.
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EEPU Extent of Condition Review

System Parameter with NotesDresden
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

PARAMETER Flow - Total FW System (Mlbs/hr)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU 9.72
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 11.71
Level:

System Design Basis 11.71
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 9.8
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 11.32
Plant Data

PARAMETER Pressure - FW Pmp Discharge (PSIG)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU N/A
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 1338
Level:

System Design Basis 1850
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 1501
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 1506
Plant Data

PARAMETER Pressure - FW Pmp Suction (PSIG) Mi
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU NIA
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 166.7
Level:

System Design Basis N/A
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 193
Data
Limiting Post-EPU 175
Plant Data

PARAMETER Temperature - FW Heater D DischargE
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU 340/N/A
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 3521152
Level:

System Design Basis 356/152 Transient
Value Desian

Notes/References
Pre EPU VWO HB, 349HB394

VWO HB Figure 1-2, TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance

T0900 OPL-3, Equivalent to Steam Flow

Sum of winter avg (Dres A3085 and A3086) Pi data Average of the
periods listed in the FW Reference table

M#/HR sum of avg (Dres A3085, A3086, and A3087) Pi data
Average of the periods listed in the FW Reference table

Notes/References
N/A

1353 psia, TPU HB Figure 1-1, TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance

Spec. No K4080

Summer avg (Dres A2042) Pi data Average of the periods listed in
the FW reference table

Winter avg (Dres A2042) Pi data Average of the periods listed in the
FW reference table

Notes/References
N/A

181.4 psia VWO HB Figure 1-2 (166.7 psig) ,TR 0701, BOP Power
Cycle Thermal Performance

N/A

Summer avg (Dres A3041) Pi data Average of the periods listed in
the FW reference table.

Summer avg (Dres A2041) 175 psgi summer avg (Dres A3041) Pi
data Average of the periods listed in the FW reference table.

e (Max/Min) (F)

i Analysis 350 Pipe

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant
Data

Limiting Post-EPU
Plant Data

343/322

351/346

Notes/References
Pre EPU VWO HB, 349HB394

Task Report 701, VWO HB, TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance,

356F LPU Basis from T0900; 355.6F at RLA from OPL-3. CHANGE
IN FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE (MAXIMUM) (WORST SINGLE
FAILURE OF FW HEATERS) basis from T0900 RLA from OPL-3.
350F from Spec K-4080

Max - 343F, (DR A2170) winterMin 322F, (DR A2170) summer Pi
data, Average of the periods listed in the FW Reference table

Max- 351 F, (DR A2170) summer and winter Min - 346 F (DR A3170)
winter Pi data Average of the periods listed in the FW Reference
table

',Pintd31/04 ae1o
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EPU Extent of Condition Review
System Parameter with NotesDresden

System 32 Feedwater (FW)

PARAMETER Temperature - FW Pmp Suction (F)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU 300
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 318
Level:

System Design Basis N/A
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 307
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 315
Plant Data

NoteslReferences

Pre EPU Rated HB, 349HB395

Task Report 701, VWO HB, TR 0701, BOP Powher Cycle Thermal
Performance

N/A

DR-2) (A2192) Pi data Average of the periods listed in the FW
reference table

315F(DR-2) (A2192) Pi data Average of the periods listed In the FW
reference table

'~~ Prite 3/720 ..e of
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Quad Cities Svstem Parami
System FW Feed Water

PARAMETER Flow - Total FW System (Mlbs/hr)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU 9.72
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 11.71
Level:

System Design Basis 11.71
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 9.74
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 11.57
Plant Data

PARAMETER Pressure - FW Pmp Discharge (PSIG)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU N/A
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 1338
Level:

System Design Basis 1850
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 1336
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 1410
Plant Data

PARAMETER Pressure - FW Pmp Suction (PSIG) Min
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU N/A
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 166.7
Level:

System Design Basis N/A
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 221
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 204
Plant Data

PARAMETER Temperature - FW Heater D Discharge (Max/Min) (F)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU 340/N/A
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 352/152
Level:

System Design Basis 356/152 Transient Analysis, 350 Pipe
Value Design

eterwitn Notes

Notes/References
Pre EPU VWO HB, 349H8394

VWO HB Figure 1-2, TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance

T0900 OPL-3, Equivalent to Steam Flow

Sum of winter avg (Quad A1086 and Al 087) Pi data Average of the
periods listed in the FW Reference table

M#/HR sum of summer avg (Quad A1085, Al 086. and A3187) Pi
data Average of the periods listed in the FW Reference table

NoteslReferences
N/A

1353 psia, TPU HB Figure 1-1. TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance

Spec. No. R- 4411

Winter avg (Quad A2042) Pi data Average of the periods listed in
the FW reference table

Winter avg (Quad A1042) Pi data Average of the periods listed in
the FW reference table

Notes/References

N/A

181.4 psia VWO HB Figure 1-2 (166.7 psig) ,TR 0701, BOP Power
Cycle Thermal Performance

N/A

Summer avg (Quad A1041) Pi data Average of the periods listed in
the FW reference table.

Summer avg (Quad A1041) Pi data Average of the periods listed In
the FW reference table.

NoteslReferences
Pre EPU VWO HB, 349HB394

Task Report 701, VWO HB, TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance.

356F LPU Basis from T0900; 355.6F at RLA from OPL-3. CHANGE
IN FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE (MAXIMUM) (WORST SINGLE
FAILURE OF FW HEATERS) basis from T0900 RLA from OPL-3.
350F from Spec K-4080

Pi data - average value of A2695

PI data - average value of A2695

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant
Data

Limiting Post-EPU
Plant Data

339

351

'11 Printed 3/17/200-4 Page 1 of 2
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EPU Extent of Condition Review
System Parameter with NotesQuad Cities

System FW Feed Water

PARAMETER Temperature - FW Pmp Suction (F)
Value

Analytical Pre-EPU 300
Level:

Analytical Post-EPU 318
Level:

System Design Basis N/A
Value

Limiting Pre-EPU Plant 304
Data

Limiting Post-EPU 313
Plant Data

NoteslReferences
Pre EPU Rated HB, 349HB395

Task Report 701, VWO HB, TR 0701, BOP Power Cycle Thermal
Performance

N/A

Quad (Al 192) Winter Pi data Average of the periods listed in the
FW reference table

Quad (A2192) Summer Pi data Average of the periods listed in the
FW reference table

Printed _ ... ,_ae i - o 2
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5. System Boundaries

The boundaries for the FW systems are as shown on the applicable P&IDs (i.e., M-347 for
Dresden and M-15 for Quad Cities).
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6. Vulnerability Review (Project Instruction Attachment 4)

6a. System Vulnerability Review

System-level worksheets are attached for the FW systems.

6b. Component Vulnerability Review

System-level worksheets are attached for the FW systems
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ExeknI
Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review

Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System
System Vulnerability Review

Revision 0Nuclear

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System: Feedwater System (3200)
Parameter(s): Flow
Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilitics related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Ycs" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Ycs" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute . : Evaluation -.- . Action?
Com onent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component See Operating Margin Attribute (below) N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Offrating marein: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating Yes - The fcedwatcr flows have increased from prc-EPU Ycs, evaluate on
margin fora component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that VWO conditions of 9,724,966 lbs/hr (3,241,655 lbs/hr per component level
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the string/ 4,862,483 lbs/hr per pump and FCV), reference
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? 349HB394 to 11,769,380 lbs/hr (3,923,126 lbs/hr per string

and pump/ 5,884,690 lbs/hr per FCV) at post-EPU VWO
conditions, reference 552HB1989 R2. This is a 21% increase
that is outside the original design basis and is a significant
change. In addition, four condensate booster pumps and
three feedwater pumps arc required to be in operation to
achieve these EPU flow conditions compared to a 3/2 pump
combination prior to EPU. Although the actual post-EPU
operating flows arc below the analyzed EPU VWO
conditions per pump, with this increase in flow and different
pump operation that can cause piping and component
vibration changes and changes in system pressure losses, this
items has to be evaluated on a component level. Therefore,
this parameter change cannot be ruled out on a system basis
in which known vulnerabilities exists (attached - "Known
Feedwater System Vulnerabilities")

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
changed parameter have an adverse cffect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially Sec Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.1
Mechanicallstructural considerations: Does the changed parameter have See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse See Operating Margin Attribute (above) NIA
cffcct on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? . -
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Exeon.
Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review

DresdenlQuad Cities Feedwater System
System Vulnerability Review

Revision 0Nuclear

Attribute - - Evaluation' - - - -Action?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter See Operating Margin Attribute (above) NIA
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System

System Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Pressure
N/A

Subcomponent(s): NIA

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute . Evaluation' -- Action?
Comnonent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component See Operating Margin Attribute (below) N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Operating margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating Yes - The feedwater discharge pressure have increased from Yes, evaluate on
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that pre-EPU VWO conditions of 1283 psig (average of summer component level
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the and winter pre-epu Pi-data) 1410 psig (average of summer
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? and winter post-cpu Pi-data). This is a 10% increase in

discharge pressure that is within the original design basis,
however this places additional demands on the Feedwater
Pumps and Flow Control Valves and is a significant change.
In addition, four condensate booster pumps and three
feedwater pumps are required to be in operation to achieve
these EPU flow conditions compared to a 3/2 pump
combination prior to EPU. The actual post-EPU operating
flows are below the analyzed EPU VWO conditions per
pump resulting in higher head, with this increase in pressure
(head driving the additional flow) and changes in system
pressure losses, this items has to be evaluated on a
component level. Therefore, this parameter change cannot be
ruled out on a system basis in which known vulnerabilities
exists (attached - "Known Feedwater System
Vulnerabilities")

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affcctcd or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
Mechanicallstructural considerations: Does the changed parameter have See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? I
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Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review

Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System
System Vulnerability Review

Revision 0Nuclear

Attribute Evaluation- - ; | - Action?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parametcr have an adverse See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
cffcct on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
currcnt, electrical insulation or motor requiremcnts? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
affect component sctpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wcar?

This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as vcrificd by
the review team) arc not identificd as vulnerabilities on this workshect.
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Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
DresdenlQuad Cities Feedwater System

System Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s):
Subcomponent(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Temperature
N/A
N/A

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilitics related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effcct of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute - Evaluation' .- Action?
Component ratinos: Does the changed parameter exceed a component Within cxitting temperature design specifications N/A
rating or design value, c.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Operating margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating Minimal impact- The fecdwatcr temperatures have increased N/A
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that from pre-EPU Rated conditions of 302F at the Fcedwatcr
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the Pump Discharge reference 349HB395 to 320F post-EPU
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? VWO HB conditions reference 349HB394. Actual operating

data indicates less of a change due to EPU of 8F increase.
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No material conditions known that could be affected by the N/A
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of slight temperature increase.
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in No N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the Minimal change in process temperature - no affect on EQ. N/A
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosivencss, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially Potentially adverse affect on the NPSHA to the Rccir c N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and Pumps due to higher reactor fcedwatcr temperature.
physical interfaces)? [If "Ycs," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected systcm.1
Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have No N/A
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse Yes - NPSH for the FW Pumps affected but calculated as N/A
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop, acceptable.
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No N/A
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?

Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No N/A
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?

Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter Potential affects to life of pump scals due to an increase in N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance temperature of the feedwater.
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear? .

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) arc not identified as vulnerabilities on this workshect.
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System Vulnerability Review

Revision 0
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):

Component(s):
Subcomponent(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Flowv/Temperature/Pressure
Reactor Feed Pump Lube Oil and Seal Coolers Subsystem
N/A

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute I - - I - -I I Evaluation'- Action?
Com ronent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component Performance demands should be less due to lower per pump N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, fcedwater flow.
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Operating margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No change in performance. Standby Fccdwater Pump and NIA
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that respective Lube Oil System in service.. Should only affect
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the PMs on this system with regards to actions based upon oil
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? sampling results.
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect No change. N/A
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in No N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the No change. N/A
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations, Does the changed parameter have a potentially None. NIA
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? (if "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
Mcchanicallstructural considerations: Does the changed parameter have No N/A
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No N/A
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations- Does the changed parameter have an adverse No N/A
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No N/A
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Reliability and service life considerations- Does the changed parameter Increased wear based on a lack of a standby Fccdwatcr Pump. N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance However, oil sampling should be the key indicator to prevent
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance) unplanned system shutdowns..
or increased wear? I

. This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) arc not identified as vulncrabilitics on this workshect.
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Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System

Component Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s):
Subcomponent(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Flow and Pressure
AO-3201-A, '(ASSY) 2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
N/A

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulncrabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' - -- Action?
Component ratings- Does the changed parameter exceed a component No change with regards to the sctpoint at which the minimum N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, flow valve is required to operate.
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Opcrating margin- Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No change with regards to the required flowratc. This valve is N/A
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that not in the process stream. The valve is exposed to additional
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the pressure during operations, however the nature of the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? operations of this valve is that when the feedwatcr pump has

low flow, which is coincident with a higher pressure (follows
the pump curve). No foreseen affect to the operating margin.
In addition, even though all fccdwatcr pumps will be
operating this does not affect the minimum flow valve, based
on one valve in the standby condition, because these valves
should only operate during unplanned power maneuvering or
low power conditions.

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in There may be additional vibrations imposed on the valve Yes
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to based on the operating experience gained from the system
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level? engineers. It was stated that the vibrations have increased

due to three feedwatcr pumps in operations. Recommend
vibration analysis of the valve, particularly of the Air
Operator, attached air piping, and the solenoid valve. Note
that the consequences of a failure of the valve should be
minimal because the minimum flow valves fail open on a loss
of air. This would provide pump protection. The Fcedwatcr
System has the capability to makeup for an inadvertent
opening of a single minimum flow control valve based on the
additional flow available with three fcedwatcr pumps in
operation.

Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the Projection is that 30 years life still remain. GE evaluation N/A
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to documented in DRF-A61-00052- Tab 6 concluded that the
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity, pumps will be acceptable for an additional 30 years at EPU
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)? conditions, with all three pumps running.
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially Flow from minimum flow valve is piped to the main N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and condenser. No change in interface because the flowratc is
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information must be communicated controlled by an installed orifice in the fccdwater system
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system] downstream of the minimum flow valve.
Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have See Load and load combinations attribute (above) N/A
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse Flow from minimum flow valve is piped to the main N/A
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop, condenser. No change in interface because the flowratc is
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? controlled by an installed orifice in the feedwater system

downstream of the minimum flow valve.
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Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Electrical considerations: Docs the changed parameter have an adverse No - This is an air operated valve with the air control ed by a N/A
cffect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault solenoid valve.
current, clcctrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No change to sctpoint; setpoint based on pump protections; N/A
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations? not affected by EPU.
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter See Operating Margin Attribute (above) N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioncd (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
DresdenlQuad Cities Feedwater System

Component Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Flow
MO-3201, RFP DISCH VLV
3208 - RFP DISCH CK VLV

Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the 'Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute -Evaluation - - - -- - Action? -

Component ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No - Normal 100% flow has decreased following EPU. N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Operating margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No - Normal 100% flow has decreased following EPU. N/A
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect Normal 100% flow has decreased following EPU, however, Yes
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of the swing in the suction pressure for Quad Unit 2 (as shown
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is by the Pi data) may cause partial movement in the fcedwater
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material pump discharge check valve. The system engineer
condition was degraded pre-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this documented that the flows and pressures in the feedwater
degradation unacceptably. system oscillate with a period of about 10 seconds. The

peak-to-peak amplitude of the pressure oscillations is about
20 psi in the winter and about 40 psi in the summer. The
driver for this oscillation has not been identified and it is not
known whether this oscillation also occurred prc-EPU. It
may be possible to reduce this oscillation with further tuning
of the feed reg valve but the need for any corrective measure
has not been established. Potential concern is effect of cyclic
temperature on motor winding. A 10-sccond period of
oscillation was also noted prc-EPU and attributed to a loose
thrust nut. Another potential may be advanced wear on the
fccdwatcr pump discharge check valve flapper hinge
bushings; if the pressure oscillations result in flow
oscillations that affect the position of the valve flapper. If
this condition persists, then the PM for the discharge check
valve should be increased to manage the potential for
accelerated wear on the hinge bushings.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in No - Normal 100% flow has decreased following EPU. N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the Limited affect on Buna-N in this system. N/A
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No interface with other systems. N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Yes,' this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
Mcchanical/structural considerations- Does the changed parameter have There may be additional vibrations imposed on the discharge Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces, valve (3201) based on the operating experience gained from
equipment foundations or pipe supports? the system engineers. It was stated that the vibrations have

increased due to three feedwater pumps in operations.
Recommend vibration analysis of the valve, particularly of
the Motor Operator.
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Attribute Evaluation - Action?
Hydraulic considerations: Does thc changed parametcr have an advcrsc No - Normal 100% flow has decreased following EPU. N/A
cffcct on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No - Each motor operated discharge valve is normally open N/A
cffcct on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault with the their respective fcedwatcr pumps in service.
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter N/A N/A
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Rcliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter See Material Condition Attribute (above) N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verificd by
the review team) arc not identified as vulnerabilities on this workshect.
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Exekon.
Nuclear

Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System

Component Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s):

Subcomponent(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Pressure
MO-3201-A, RFP DISCH VLV
MO-3202 Dl HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MO-3203, D' HEATERS BYP VLV
MO-3204. DI HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MO-3205. FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV)
MO-3206, FW REG VLV INLET SV
3208 - RFP DISCH CK VLV
0220-59, Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-62, Outboard Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-58, Inboard Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-57. Feedwater to Reactor Manual Isolation Valve
N/A

Instructions: The purposc of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parametcr or parametcrs. For cach attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the cffcct of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the systcm lcvel
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulncrability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute - - ; * -: Evaluation - Action?-
Comrronent ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No. The existing fecdwatcr design pressure and temperature N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, requirements arc adequate, reference T0701. However, the
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? actual pressure increase is greater than predicted. Dresden

Unit 2 Feedwatcr Pump Discharge Pressure averages 1506
psig during the winter. Predicted value from the TPU Heat
Balance was 1353 psia. The system design pressure is stated
in Dresden Spec K-4080 and Quad Cities Spec R-4411 to be
1850 psig. This is based on the shut-off head of the
fecdwatcr pumps. Current fecdwatcr pumps' shut-off head
curves arcs consistent with this value. References: Dresden
Station RFP Pump Curves, Byron Jackon Pumps, T-29203-2,
T-29227-1, T29226-1, T29447-1, T-29448-1 and 29446-1,
Quad Cities RFP curves 33069/A, 33069/B, 330691C,
33070/A, 330701B, and 330701C

Opgrating margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating System maximum pressure pressure is not changed by EPU. N/A
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that Thc fccdwatcr pump shut-off head pressure is not changed.
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse cffect No - Parameter does not change with EPU. NIA
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this
degradation unacceptably.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in No - Parametcr does not change with EPU. N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the No - Parameter does not change with EPU. N/A
changed parameter have an adverse cffcct on a component relative to
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No - Parameter does not change with EPU. N/A
adverse cffcct on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If"Ycs, 'this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.1

Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have No - Parameter does not change with EPU. N/A
an adverse cffcct on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
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Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed paramctcr havc an adverse No - Paramctcr docs not change with EPU. N/A
cffcct on pump net positivc suction head, allowable pressure drop,
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or stcam quality?
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No - Parameter does not change with EPU. N/A
cffcct on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No - Parametcr does not change with EPU. N/A
affect component sctpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Rcliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter No - Paramctcr does not change with EPU. N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenancc
requirements (e.g., onlinc maintenance changed to outage maintenance)
or increased wear?

This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) arc not identified as vulnerabilities on this workshect.
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Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System

Component Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System: Feedwater System (3200)
Parameter(s): Flow
Component(s): MO-3202. D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV

MO-3203, D' HEATERS BYP VLV
MO-3204, D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MO-3205, FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV)
MO-3206. FW REG VLV INLET SV
0220-59, Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-62, Outboard Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-58, Inboard Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-57, Feedwater to Reactor Manual Isolation Valve

Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions: Thc purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parametcr or paramctcrs. For each attribute, the
associatcd questions should be cvaluated relative to thc effcct of the changed parameter on a system component or componcnts. For the system level
evaluation, if "Ycs" is indicated in the 'Action?" column, a component level evaluation is requircd for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute I. - ! - :--. Evaluation - Action?
Comnonent ratines: Does the changed parameter exceed a component Within design pressure per K-4080 and R-441 1. N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage?
Operatine marrin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating The fcedwatcr flows have increased from prc-EPU VIVO N/A
margin fora component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that conditions of 9,724,966 lbs/hr (3,241,655 Ibs/hr per string/
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the 4,862,483 lbs/hr per injection line and FCV), reference
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? 349HB394 to 11,769,380 lbs/hr (3,923,126 lbs/hr per string

and pump/ 5,884,690 lbs/hr per FCV and injection line) at
post-EPU VWO conditions, reference 552HB1989 R2. This
is a 21% increase that is outside the original design basis and
is a significant change. Although the actual post-EPU
operating flows are below the analyzed EPU VWO
conditions per pump, with this increase in flow and different
pump operation that can cause piping and component
vibration changes and changes in system pressure losses.
Valves experiencing a potential increase of flow to 3,923,126
lbs/hr:
MO-3202, D HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MO-3203, D HEATERS BYP VLV
MO-3204, D HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
Valves experiencing a potential increase of flow to 5,884,690
lbs/hr:
MO-3205, FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV)
MO-3206, FW REG VLV INLET SV
0220-59, Feedwater System to Reactor Check Valve
0220-62, Outboard Feedwater System to Reactor
Check Valve
0220-58, Inboard Feedwater System to Reactor Check
Valve
0220-57, Feedwater to Reactor Manual Isolation Valve

Matcrial condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse cffcct There may be additional vibrations imposed on the valves, N/A
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of particularly Motor-Operated valves, based on the operating
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is experience gained from the system engineers. It was stated
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material that the vibrations have increased due to three feedwatcr
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this pumps in operations. Recommend vibration analysis of the
degradation unacceptably. valve, particularly of the Motor Operator.
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Attribute - -: .iEvaluation- Action?
Load and load combinations: Does the changed parametcr result in With an increased flow a sudden change of flow should not N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to have an impact on the check valves because the flow has to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level? go from a higher flow through the prc-EPU flow value. In

addition, a higher flow results in a higher differential pressure
for valve closure which may imposed additional loads on the
motor operated valves. It is understood that the margins for
the motor operatcr motors arc in the range of 200%. With an
increased differential pressure across the MO-3203, D'
HEATERS BYP VLV,the primary potential is to affect
the stroke time of the valve. The assumptions made of
this valve in the transient analysis of the plants is that
the performance of the valve will be no better than a
stroke time of one minute. Therefore no affect on the
affect on the loss of feedwater heating event and there
Is no foreseen loss of margin. Reference T0900 FTR;
OPL-3

Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the No - EPU increased the temperature of the htr bay, RFP and N/A
changed parameter have an adverse cffcct on a component relative to turbine building area arc less than IOF, not exceeding 140F
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity, This increased temperature and radiological conditions on the
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)? motor operators has a minor (negligible) cffcct on the thermal

and radiation aging of the motor (operator) and its associated
components.

Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No - No issues identified NIA
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Ycs:' this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.]
Mcchanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have No - Increase flow could increase vibration levels of valve, N/A
an adverse cffcct on component vibration, shock, rcaction forces, actuator and motor, possible leading to failure due to wcar or
equipment foundations or pipe supports? fatigue. However, no spccific problems with MOVs have

been reported, and there is no basis to expect future problems
caused by EPU

Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No - The Fcedwatcr System MOVs arc used of isolation and N/A
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop, not flow throttling. Therefore, hydraulic considerations due
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? to increase EPU flows need not be further discussed
Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No - The increased temperature and radiological conditions N/A
cffcct on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault in the areas has a minor effect on the MOV operation. This
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed minor cffcct is considered negligible on component operation
parameter advcrscly affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor and maintenance (see Reliability and service life
control center)? considerations attribute evaluation)..
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No - No issues identified N/A
affect component sctpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations?
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter Per the MOV template per MA-AA-716-210-1001, a severe N/A
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance service condition is defined as being in an ambient condition
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance) of> 120 deg F or installed in a fluid medium of >400 deg F.
or increased wear? With the increase in ambient temperature from 120 to 125

deg F, some of the Fcedwatcr System MOVs arc now
considered in a severe service condition. However, this
severe operating condition is during summcr operation only.
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* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulncrabilitics that have alrcady been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) arc not identified as vulnerabilities on this workshect.
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System:
Parameter(s):
Component(s):

Subcomponent(s):

Feedwater System (3200)
Flow
Feedwater Reg. Valve Drag Valve (DRESDEN)
Quad HO Reg. Valve
N/A

Instructions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute -; - A . Evaluation". .- - Action?-
Component ratinQs Does the changed parameter exceed a component No - Valve design is within the design valves. The operating N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, conditions arc listed up to 9.8M#/Hr, for each valve, however
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? that is just one of two conditions calculated based on the

design of the disk stack from which the Cv is produced by the
vendor. Reference 469601-1

Ooeratine margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating No - An additional (3rd) feedwater pump is placed in service N/A
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that prior to the plant reached 100% OLTP. This provides the
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the additional head (and therefore flow) for the control valves to
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? operate with margin at the higher flow rate needed to support

EPU conditions. Reference T0701 FTR
Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse effect Yes - The vibrations at the feedwater control stations existed Yes
on the material condition of a component such that the performance of prior to EPU conditions; however based on systems
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is engineering interviews the vibrations have appeared to
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material increase. Even though one of the feedwater regulating control
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this valves are overhauled at each refueling it is recommended
degradation unacceptably. that both of the feedwatcr control valves be disassembled and

inspected at the next opportunity to ensure that wear due to
vibrations is monitored and tracked to prevent potential
failures due to wear.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in No - None noted. N/A
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the Not a significant change in environmental conditions. N/A
changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component relative to Reference input from system engineer and plant temperature
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity, profiles as produced for this project.
corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)?
Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially None - The valve responds to control signals from the N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and feedwater control system.
physical interfaces)? (If "Yes," this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewing the affected system.1
Mcchanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have Yes - See Material Condition above. Yes
an adverse effect on component vibration, shock, reaction forces,
equipment foundations or pipe supports?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No- Because a third fccdwatcr pump has to be started to N/A
effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop, allow for proper positioning of the fccdwatcr regulating
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? valves; to provide additional flow, therefore, the pressure

drop across the control valves increases and the discharge
pressure of the fcedwatcr pumps increases. These changes
have a potential negative affect on the fccdwatcr pumps (see
the feedwater pumps vulnerability review) and potential
additional wear and vibrations on the fcedwatcr regulating
valves due to the additional pressure drop and flow.

Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No change - The same amount of motive power (air for N/A
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault Dresden, hydraulic oil for Quad) is nceessary before EPU as
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed there is after EPU.
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
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Attribute Evaluation' Action?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No affect directly on the controls for this valve as they are N/A
affect component setpoints. instrument ranges or calibrations? outside the scope of this system review.
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter There is additional flow and potential for vibration affects on Yes
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance these valves. There is a possibility of increased wear due to
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance) EPU. Even though one of the feedwater regulating control
or increased wear? valves are overhauled at each refueling it is recommended

that both of the feedwater control valves be disassembled and
inspected at the next opportunity to ensure that wear due to
vibrations is monitored and tracked to prevent potential
failures due to wear.
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* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulncrabilities that havc already bcen identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) arc not identified as vulnerabilitics on this workshcct.
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System: Feedwater System (3200)
Parameter(s): Flow
Component(s): Pumps
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructions: Thc purposc of this form is to assess potential vulncrabilities related to a changed system parametcr or parametcrs. For each attribute, the
associated questions should be cvaluated relative to the cffcct of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For the system level
evaluation, if 'Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter. For the component level
evaluation, if "Ycs" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk ranking must be assigned.

Attribute | Evaluation' - Action?
Component ratings: Does the changed parameter exceed a component No. The changed parameters (flow, pressure & temperature) N/A
rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity, duty, pressure, flow, do not exceed ratings or design values associated with the
temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or voltage? fecdwater pumps or motors. The pumps arc no longer

operating at their design condition with regards to the best
efficiency point, however; a flowratc per pump down to 8000
gpm will be close to BEP as in prc-EPU conditions. The BEP
centers between 10,000 to 10,500 gpm for the Fcedwater
Pumps. At EPU conditions the flow per pump is about 8770
gpm; therefore the fccdwatcr pumps will be operating at
about the same cfficiency as before EPU. References:
Dresden Station RFP Pump Curves, Byron Jackon Pumps, T-
29203-2, T-29227-1, T29226-1, T29447-1, T-29448-1 and
29446-1, Quad Cities RFP curves 330691A, 33069/1B,
33069/C, 330701A, 330701B, and 33070/C.

Operatine margin: Does the changed parameter reduce the operating Ycs. The higher total flow requirement at EPU conditions Yes
margin for a component to an unacceptable level? Does it require that requires that equipment (fced pumps) previously in standby at
standby equipment now operate during normal conditions such that the 100% prc-EPU power level be operated 24n at 100% EPU
margin is reduced to an unacceptable level? power levels. This is a previously identified vulnerability.

Per Task Report T0701, when operating with the modified
high pressure turbine with only two fced and three
condensate I condensate booster pumps on linc, the flow
passing capability of the fccdwatcr flow control valves will
becomc limiting for operation near 100% of 252712511
MWth (prc-EPU 100% power level). In order to achieve
maximum operational flexibility a third feed pump should be
placed on-line prior to exceeding 100% of 2527/2511 MWth
(85.5% LPU). Maintenance or loss of fccdwatcr
pumps/motors will result in unit derates during non-outagc
periods or to avoid dcrates will have to occur during outage
periods.

Per discussion with system engineers, there has been no full-
range testing to confirmiidcntify achievable power with less
than the full complement of pumps. There is some (probably
small) potential that full-rangc testing of pump capability
might support operation at 100% EPU power with one of the
pumps in standby or might support identification of cost-
effective modifications (e.g., change in impcller design) that
would allow restoration of the prc-EPU stand-by pump
configuration.
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Attribute - Evaluation ' Action?
Material condition: Does thc changed parameter have an advcrse effect The Feedwatcr Pumps scal performance has been reviewed in Yes
on the matcrial condition of a component such that the performance of the past due to many failures. Thc maintenance plan specifics
the component is significantly affected or the margin for degradation is a replacemcnt of the scals every eight years. CMO suggests
reduced to an unacceptable level? Consider whether the material that the failure of the scals has increased due to the increased
condition was degraded prc-EPU and whether EPU could aggravate this discharge pressure due to three pump EPU operation.
degradation unacceptably. Recommend that the seal PM be increased and a review of

threc-pump operation be performed in order to prevent a
down power. Reference Diary of Significant Events.

Normal 100% flow has decreased following EPU, however,
the swing in the discharge pressure for Quad Cities Unit 2
may cause unexpected wear in the Feedwater Pumps due to
the ocillating forces, translating into movement, on the pump
shaft that may cause extra wcar on the thrust bearings and
pump scals. The system engineer documented that the flows
and pressures in the feedwater system oscillate with a period
of about 10 seconds. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the
pressure oscillations is about 20 psi in the wintcr and about
40 psi in the summer. The driver for this oscillation has not
been identified and it is not known whether this oscillation
also occurred prc-EPU. It may be possible to reduce this
oscillation with further tuning of the feed reg valve but the
need for any coffcctive measure has not been established.
Potential concern is effect of cyclic temperature on motor
winding. A 10-second period of oscillation was also noted
prc-EPU and attributed to a loose thrust nut.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result in None. NIA
loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the margin to
failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Environmental conditions and environmental qualification: Does the No - Feedwatcr Pumps operate in areas with less airflow to N/A
changed parameter have an adverse cffcct on a component relative to the motors than pre-EPU (with some exceptions at Quad).
EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity, Motor discharge air temperatures arc normally controlled at
corrosivencss, EMI or nuclear radiation (including duration exposure)? 125F. The worst summer ease at Quad was identified with a

motor discharge air temperature of 1 40F. An analysis has
been performed to evaluate the life of the Fcedwatcr Pump
Motors at the EPU conditions. This evaluation concluded
that the motors, assuming three feedwatcr pump operations,
have an expected life of an additional 30 years based on
traditional maintenance practices for large motors. The
evaluation work scope included motor windings and
mechanical components. The evaluation did take into
consideration that the motors are tasked with a lower
horsepower output or 7400 Hp compared with the original
rated value of 9000 Hp. Reference GE-NE DRF A61-00052

Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a potentially No identified issues. N/A
adverse effect on an interfacing system (including functional and
physical interfaces)? [If "Ycs, 'this information must be communicated
to the EPU review team reviewine the affected systcm.1
Mcchanical/structural considerations: Does the changed parameter have Yes - System engineer reports noticably increased vibration Yes
an adverse cffcet on component vibration, shock, reaction forces, (possibly flow-change or equipment line-up induced) in
equipment foundations or pipe supports? small-bore pipe and tubing associated with the Fcedwatcr

System. Recommend to measure the vibrations of FW
components, especially in the FW Pump Rooms and in the
vicinity of the FW Regulation Valves
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Attribute --- Evaluation' Action?
Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse Yes. Operation in a 3 FW pump configuration at 100% EPU Yes
cffect on pump net positive suction head, allowable pressure drop, power has reduced the individual pump flow and causes the
allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to flashing or steam quality? individual FW pumps to operate lower on their pump curve,

away from the BEP. This move away from the BEP is
suspected to be a contributor to increased seal wear and has a
potential to cause cavitation caused by pump internal
recirculation. There is some (probably small) potential that
full-range testing of pump capability might support operation
at 100% EPU power with one of the pumps in standby or
might support identification of cost-effective modifications
(e.g., change in impeller design) that would allow restoration
of the pre-EPU stand-by pump configuration

Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No - The load per pump has decreased from approximately N/A
effect on component power, voltage, raceway requirements, fault 8117 Hp to 7400 Hp. Reference GE-NE-DRF-A61-00052.
current, electrical insulation or motor requirements? Does the changed
parameter adversely affect interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor
control center)?
Instrumentation and control considerations: Does the changed parameter No. Changes in Flow, Pressure and Temperature are within N/A
affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or calibrations? the range of existing instruments.
Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed parameter Yes. Maintenance that could be performed on-line at 100% Yes
result in additional component cycles, changes in maintenance power now can be performed only at an outage or at derated
requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to outage maintenance) power since there arc no spare Feedwatcr Pumps at current
or increased wear? 100% EPU power. This is a previously identified pinch

point. Feedwatcr Pump on line work will be recoded to
refuel outages to avoid derates. Feedwater SR's be handled
under AR 91238 task 61 for PM outage work.
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* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulncrabilities that have already been identified and dispositioncd (as verified by
the rcvicw team) arc not identified as vulnerabilities on this workshcct.
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7. Interview Results (Project Instruction Attachments 2 & 3)

Interview results are attached for increased heat loads for the FW systems.

Fccdwatcr (FW) Systcm
Rcvision 0
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Attachment 3

Questionnaire for Interviews of Dresden and Quad Cities Personnel

DIQ EPU EOC INTERVIEWS

Date: February 5, 2004, February 19, 2004
FEEDWATER SYSTEM

Interviewer(s): Brian Stedman, Exelon
George Paptzun, GE
Bob Jackson, GE
Alex Zarechnak, MPR
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PARTICIPANTS ; J-tTLE;

JAY ROLFES SENIOR PLANT ENGINEER
309-227-3235 Quad Cities Feedwater System

HARRY PALAS CORPORATE ENGINEERING
630-657-3881 Pump Specialist

NED ZEMAN PUMP CONSULTANT
815455-2974 Zeman Sales and Engineering

TERRY HOFFMAN (BY PHONE) CMO
815416-2248 Dresden Pump Specialist

TONY BEZOUSKA (FEB 19) SENIOR PLANT ENGINEER
815416-2972 Dresden Feedwater System

JOHN KRUTHOFF (FEB 19) VIBRATION AND THERMOGRAPHY
309-227-2151 SPECIALIST

Quad Cities

JOHN ULLRICH (FEB 19) VIBRATION SPECIALIST
309-227-2190 Quad Cities

Topic(s): Feedwater System; condensate pumps and condensate booster pumps were also discussed; see
also separate interview notes for condensate systems.

The purpose of this interview is to identify potential EPU-related vulnerabilities that could result in one
or more of the following:

0

0

0

0

0

S

License Event Report
Engineered Safety Features Actuation
Reactor Scram
Plant power derate
Unplanned entry into Technical Specification
Operator "Work Around" that increases the risk to one of the above events.
Unexpected accelerated equipment that increases the risk to one of the above events.
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Note: Responses to the interview questions should consider different operating modes/configurations:
normal operation (summer and winter); components out of service (e.g., FWH string, FW pump); ECCS
conditions.
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.; - ; .; Quetion -: - -7:' '.' Resonse K
How has system operation changed following the EPU? Feedwater flow has increased about 17% for both Dresden and Quad Cities.

I What parameters have changed (pressure, temperature,
flow, fluid state, moisture content)?
Is system operation since the EPU as expected? Have Vibration due to higher flow
there been any unexpected problems, disappointments, There have been several instances of post-EPU failures of small-bore piping
concerns or issues? attached to the feedwater system at Dresden and Quad Cities (the most

susceptible being the small bore vents and drains, seal cooling lines, suction
RVs and oil piping). These failures have been attributed to high cycle
fatigue caused by higher post-EPU vibration levels. Since the endurance
limit has been reached for these oscillations, additional such failures are not
expected during normal operation. High cycle fatigue failure may still occur
at off-normal operating conditions. Evaluation of vibration levels of small-
bore piping has and is being conducted using the EPRI process and
spreadsheet. This methodology indicates if the measured vibration levels

2 for the current configuration are acceptable.

Handwheels on many manual valves at Quad Cities have a buzzing
vibration. The stem and attached handwheel on the manual isolation valve
for the pressure gage (1-2141-141B) on the lB feedwater pump discharge
have broken off due to vibration. As a result this manual valve is currently
not usable and will be repaired during the next outage.

Vibration for the Quad Cities feedwater pumps are perceived to be higher
than pre-EPU but have not increased to the action level, and thus there is no
quantitative indication or analysis of increased vibration.
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Dresden recently experienced vibration alerts for the 3C and 2C feed pumps.
The 3C alert was caused by a motor problem during steady state plant
operations, the alarm cleared within about seven minutes; observed
vibrations were found to be acceptable. The 2C alert followed the pump
overhaul with a new rotor; such alarms are not unusual during plant startups.
Vibration measurements are planned for the next outage for the Dresden 2B
feedpump suction relief valve.

Jeff Drowley's reported impression was that vibration levels on the
Feedwater piping at Dresden post-EPU are much higher than they were
when he was last in the Dresden plant in 1996.

Quad Cities had prepared a plan for additional small bore feedwater piping
vibration measurements on Unit 1 but this plan was not implemented due to
load restrictions. The Quad Cities vibration specialist agreed to provide a
copy of this plan to the EPU review team. The majority of piping attached
to the Feedwater system at Quad Cities has tie-back supports and 2:1 welds

Quad Cities, unlike Dresden does not have vibration monitoring at their feed
reg valves and feedpumps.

Dresden U2 feedwater check valve lA was recently inspected, for the first
time in twelve years, and no issues with wear were observed.

The Feedwater Regulating Valves have always experienced high vibrations;
inspections performed every outage have not revealed an increase in wear.
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Oscillating flows and pressures
Flows and pressures in the feedwater system oscillate with a period of about
10 seconds. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the pressure oscillations is about
20 psi in the winter and about 40 psi in the summer. The driver for this
oscillation has not been identified and it is not known whether this
oscillation also occurred pre-EPU. It may be possible to reduce this
oscillation with further tuning of the feed reg valve but the need for any
corrective measure has not been established. Potential concern is effect of
cyclic temperature on motor winding. A 1 0-second period of oscillation was
also noted pre-EPU and attributed to a loose thrust nut.

Feedwater system flow noise (peak to peak), as reflected in the pressure
signal, is higher post-EPU. This higher noise level may impact the AMAG
flow meter calibration at Dresden especially if much under 25 Hz.

Feedwater Pump Casing Drains:
There have been unexpected failures from feedwater pump casing drain
isolation valves. One, in particular, started leaking (unisolable) during
operations and was sealed shut with a Fermanite Product. It is thought that
increased vibrations may have caused valve failure.

Dresden feed pump discharge pressure has increased from about 1200 psi to
about 1450 psi. Higher pressure increases the stress and potential for leakage
by the pump casing gasket. The Feedwater Pumps are horizontal split
casing pumps that have experienced erosion of the casing gasket before
EPU. The feed pump casing is being modified to address this issue.
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Was system operation post-EPU affected by changes in See discussion of interaction with condensate booster minimum flowv.
the performance of other systems?____________________________________
What components were affected by the EPU-either Feedwater pumps
directly by changes in system parameters or indirectly Running with all three feed pumps results in operation higher up on the
by changes in interfacing systems? head/flow curve, near 70% of best efficiency point. The vane-passing

frequency is now more pronounced because we are farther from best
efficiency point but pump vibrations are still within allowables. Typically
problems with internal recirculation cavitation occur below 40%. Vibration
levels are slightly higher than pre-EPU. (Rolffes tofornvardI available
vibration data). The SE expressed concern that these higher vibration levels
may challenge the pump seals and bearings. However, no failures of seals
or bearings have been attributed to EPU and generally seal perform-ance has
been improved post-EPU because we are operating with improved Bergman

4 seals. The 2A QC feed pumpsw~ill be inspected this upcoming outage
Q2RI7 followed by IA (QR1R8), 2B (Q2RI18), lB (QIR19), 2C (Q2R1 8),
IC (QIRl9). The SE agreed that this planned inspection needs to include
examination for impeller damage attributed to internal recirculation
cavitation observed recently for a condensate pump at Dresden.
The original EPU plan included scheduled mid-cycle plant derates to
perform individual feed pump inspections and refurbishment. After the first
such derate further derates were not implemented and all refurbishment
work is now scheduled for the refueling outages. Overall reliability of the
feed pumps is now a greater challenge per the Maintenance Rule.

Recent refurbishments of the U2 feed pumps at Dresden included installing
______________________________________16.5-inch impellers. Originally, 16" impellers were installed which is
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reflected on the 'test' pump curves. Another 'calculated' pump curve exists
for the 16.5" impellers. At least two of three feed pumps had 16-inch
impellers prior to this refurbishment. Similar refurbishment is planned for
U3 (3A and 3B feedwater pumps). The resulting improved performance
could increase the maximum output for two-pump operation.

Operation with two feed pumps and three condensate pumps
The feedwater system engineer and the corporate rotating equipment
engineer noted that the limits of power operation at Quad Cities with two
feedwater pumps and three condensate/booster pumps have not been
established. The EPU design and operation were based on Dresden which is
more limiting. It may be desirable at Quad Cities to operate with fewer
pumps if the resulting plant power is not limited. Further, even at Dresden it
may be possible to operate with two feedpumps and three condensate pumps
at full power with appropriate upgrades to these pumps or with the addition
of variable speed drives. There are several undesirable issues associated
with running with all three feed pumps. One of these is that with two pumps
running the electric load could be shared equally between two independent
buses. With three pump operation, two of the pumps are on one bus and the
third is on another. Electrical transients that result in loss of a bus will be
more severe with the three-pump combination. Another disadvantage is that
about 4 MW of power are lost in this configuration since the pumps are
operating off their best efficiency point and the feed reg valves are
dissipating significant energy. N OTE: this option could be considered as a
potential EPU enhancement or as a potential solution to unresolved
problems with continuous operation with three feed pumps andfour
condensate/booster pumps.
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Electric Relays in Adjacent Spaces
The SE has observed that vibration levels in spaces adjacent to the feedwater
pumps and expressed concern that these increased vibration levels may
affect the relays located in racks (2252-9/2251/9) in these spaces. These
relays include feedpump relays and High Reactor Water Level relays for
Unit 1. The Unit I relay rack is located inside the RFP room while the Unit
2 relay rack is located outside the RFP room near the 4kV switchgear.

The SE has observed grating vibrations in the CRD level next to the heater
drain controls. It was identified that a piping support on the condensate
booster pump discharge had a loose rod in Unit 2 (lock nut loose allowed
turnbuckle to spin), and the same line in Unit I at a different location had a
loose pipe clamp nut. For Q2R17 the SE will inspect all Unit 2 accessible
FW piping and heater drain piping.

What modifications were made to the system to support Feedwater level control is being reviewed by a separate system team. Digital
operation at the EPU conditions? feedwater modification is outside the scope of the EPU.
* What failure modes or vulnerabilities were
addressed by the modifications? The range for the feedwater flow measurement was increased to 7000 gpm

* Did the modifications (as implemented) create any whereas the flow through each pump at full power decreased to about 4000
new failure modes or vulnerabilities? gpm. The important point to note here is that even though the normal 100%

5 Were you satisfied with the modification as flow of feedwater per pump decreased for EPU; the span of the
implemented? instrumentation was increased to support the digital feedwater modification.
* Did the modifications (as implemented) adequately
address the existing material condition issues?

a Has system performance post-modification been
satisfactory
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Provide additional information on condensate pumps

6

Additional information regarding condensate system pumps:
The interviewees included the Exelon rotating equipment engineer, a
consultant familiar with Dresden/Quad pumps, and the Dresden pump
engineer. Information regarding not only the feedwater pumps but pumps in
other systems was solicited. The following information pertains to the
condensate and condensate booster pumps:
The 3C condensate pump impeller at Dresden was recently found to have
cavitation damage. The damage initiated from the back side of the impeller
and propagated through the wall with several through wall holes. The
location of the damage is consistent with internal recirculation cavitation
rather than inadequate NPSH. The 3C impeller had been in service less than
two years.
There are several reported differences between the 3C pump and the other
condensate pumps in Unit 3. Cavitation noise was reported to be louder for
the 3C than for the other pumps. The other pump impellers were inspected
earlier in their post-EPU life and those inspections were not as detailed.
(The damage on the back side of the impeller would not be visible without a
boroscope exam.) The 3C impeller material is ASTM 296A Grade -CF-8M
The material of the other pump impellers is the same.

To address concerns with potentially unstable operating conditions testing of
the Dresden condensate booster pumps in various configurations was
conducted. This testing was conducted with specially installed proximity
probes and existing motor current meters to measure shaft axial motion.
The testing established conditions of stable and unstable pump operation,
resulting in the development of guidance for recommended operating zones
for the booster pumps. Unstable operation, based on proximity probe
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measurements was inferred in low flow regions that are susceptible for
internal recirculation and associated cavitation. This testing allowed
Dresden to reduce the minimum current used to ensure proper operation of
the condensate booster pump from 180 amps to 160 amps. No similar testing
has been conducted for the condensate pumps nor for the Quad Cities
condensate booster pumps which therefore still have a 180-amp limit.

Terry Hoffman has reported that the condensate booster pumps wear rings at
Dresden are getting eaten up and look like volcanic rock, indicative of
inadequate minimum flow. The plant used to be able to select appropriate
combinations of CD/CB pumps "to keep the stronger pump(s) from running
the weaker pump(s) back on their pump curve"; however, with all pumps in
operation, this no longer can be done. This may suggest that some activity
may be needed to balance the flow of the pumps more accurately.
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Were operating procedures changed to support operation at Operating procedures were modified to address three pump
EPU conditions? operation. The current flow point for starting the third feedwater
* What failure modes or vulnerabilities were addressed by pump is 9.8Mlb/hr, the same as it was prior to EPU. For a short time
the procedure changes? Immediately following implementation of EPU, this flow point was
* Did the procedure changes create any new failure modes, changed to 9Mlb/hr based on Dresden FWRVs becoming unstable
vulnerabilities or operator challenges? due to a sensitive tuning issue which is being resolved. . The SE
. Were you satisfied with the procedure changes as noted that it may be possible to operate on two pumps even above
implemented? 9.8Mlb/hr, and noted that no guidance is currently provide to
. Has system operation with the revised procedures been operations as to when to reduce the number of operating pumps

satisfactory? following a drop in plant load.
Operations at Quad Cities has not accepted use of the automatic
control of the minimum flow line downstream of the condensate
booster pumps, since operational testing of this control logic was
never successfully tested. The minimum flow line is manually closed
at full power. There have been several instances of lifting of the
thermal relief valves downstream of the booster pump with resulting
flooding of the adjacent spaces (LP heater bay area and down cable
trays). (e.g. following a scram and trip of the feedwater pumps. The
main impact to the Condensate pumps is operation at no-flow (dead
head) conditions.

Were PM procedures for systems, components and PMs have been revised several times to respond to changing
subcomponents revised to reflect, with regards to frequency strategies relative of PM work on-line (with derate), during

2 and scope, accelerated wear and degradation? scheduled refueling outages and during planned partial load
. Which PMs were revised? reductions. The PM frequencies of the feedwater system
. What was the basis for the changes? components have not been affected by EPU other than the feed
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* Are there additional PM changes necessary to ensure pumps are now on a 12-year overhaul period.
system and component reliability at the EPU conditions?

The RFP motors did not originally have a PM cleaning frequency
(i.e. not cleaned in 30 years). The current PM cleaning frequency is
10 years. 2C has now been refurbished. Q2R17 will refurbish 2A,
then QIR18, etc.)The feedwater heater inspection rate is 2 heaters
per outage. Some feedwater heaters have never been opened and are
scheduled next. The pressure test is performed every outage and no
major leaks have been reported. The PM frequency on the seals is 8
years for the condensate system and 6 years for the feedwater
system.

The mechanical coupling between the gearbox and the pump has
been changed out; the coupling between the motor and the gearbox
will be changed out for the first time during motor refurbishment.
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What are the material condition issues associated
with the components in the system?

1

Quad Cities Ul feed pumps: A pump is the strongest. In U2, all three feed
pumps are approximately the same.

Currently Quad Cities have two relief valves (setpoints 450 psi) in the unit 2
low pressure heaters bays (booster pumps area) that are leaking based on
thermography. These relief valves will be replaced during the next outage.
Quad Cities had a lift of the high pressure heater relief valve D heater (setpoint
1900 psi) last Monday - cause of lifting has not been established - this one had
also showed as having leakage based on thermography. It will be sent out to be
inspected. Vibes on high pressure heaters are not severe and are not noticeably
affected by EPU.

The Quad Cities FW pump casing vent and drain (manual) valves run to failure;
however, three valves have been leaking with an increasing leakage rate QC
drains differ from Dresden's which have 2" drain lines with single isolation.

Cooling lines for the Dresden feed pumps have cracked several times both pre-
EPU and post-EPU. These lines are being replaced with flexible hose
connections. Unit 2 flex lines are installed; Unit 3 installation is planned for
this outage.

At Dresden two feed pump sway braces have failed - one prior to EPU and one
post-EPU.

At Dresden the feed pump suction line pressure gage has always been noisy
(exhibiting fluctuating pressure)
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At Dresden there may be a potential for additional failures of components due to
a perceived increase in vibrations on the Feedwater Pump Lube Oil System.
Recently, a temperature control valve failed to respond properly. There was no
intermediate positioning of the valve; either full open or full closed (overactive).
This may be a problem with a bad relay. The plan is to replace the temperature
control valve.

At Dresden there was a high cycle fatigue failure of 2B feed pump oil cooling
line attributed to operating in a dead head condition for 24 hours. This is not
EPU related. However, overall the feedwater oil piping and instruments
(pressure, temperature switches) attached to the skid may be susceptible to
increased vibrations.

2 Does operation at EPU conditions exacerbate any The previously identified weak pump (1A) may be further stressed by the higher
of these material condition issues? discharge pressure provide by the other feedwater pumps.
Was accelerated degradation of components with Potential for already weak individual pumps to be pushed further up their

3 material condition issues adequately addressed by head/flow curve was not addressed by the EPU task reports.
the EPU Project?
What are critical EPU-related spare parts issues? EPU operation requires all three feed pumps to be operating at full power.

Spare parts must be available for replacement of pump parts that fail in order to
minimize plant downtime or minimize derate associated with pump part

4 failures. The system engineer identified two critical parts that have no spares:
the gear box speed increasers and the pump motors. Neither QC nor Dresden
has spares for these parts. This is a known vulnerability point. The CRD
pumps are in a similar situation.
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden
System 32 Feedwater (FW)
Master Component Type
Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)

Master/Sub Component

Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name
EPU-DRE-32-0001 FEEDWATER PIPING
300000053

EPU-DRE-32-0001 Mstr Cmp FEEDWATER PIPING Piping Specialty,Fittings (P20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20) EPU-DRE-32-0002 FEEDWATER MIN FLOW PIPING
300000125

--- -EauitNaMiWe L .-- 7- 7 7 S7b7pe:-, _

EPU-DRE-32-0002 Mstr Cmp FEEDWATER MIN FLOW PIPING Piping SpeciaityFittings (P20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Probs, Temp, Levels, Sampling (P27) EPU-DRE-32-0003 PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTIONISAMPLE
300000184

EPU-DRE-32-0003 Mstr Cmp PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTIONISAMPLE Probs, Temp. Levels, Sampling (P27)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Pump (P30) 2-3201-A (PUMP) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP
0000801241

2-3201-A Sub Cmp (GEAR) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP Gear (G23)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP SPEED INCREASING GEAR Gear Reducer (G34)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp (MOTOR) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (Ml0)
2-3201-A Mstr Cmp (PUMP) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp 2-3201A 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp GEAR REACTOR FEED PUMP #B Gear (G23)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp 2B REACTOR FEED PUMP SPEED INCREASING GEAR Gear Reducer (G34)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp (MOTOR) 2B REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (MlO)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp (PUMP) 2B REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp 2-3201B 2B REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp GEAR REACTOR FEED PUMP #C Gear (G23)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp 2C REACTOR FEED PUMP SPEED INCREASING GEAR Gear Reducer (G34)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp (MOTOR) 2C REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp (PUMP) 2C REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp 2-3201C 2C REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp GEAR REACTOR FEED PUMP #A Gear (G23)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp 3A REACTOR FEED PUMP SPEED INCREASING GEAR Gear Reducer (G34)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 3-3201A 3A REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp 3-3201A 3A REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp 3-320IA 3A REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp GEAR REACTOR FEED PUMP #B Gear (G23)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp 3B REACTOR FEED PUMP SPEED INCREASING GEAR Gear Reducer (G34)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 3-3201B 3B REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M1O)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp 3-3201B 3B REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp 3-3201B 3B REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp GEAR REACTOR FEED PUMP #C Gear (G23)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp 3C REACTOR FEED PUMP SPEED INCREASING GEAR Gear Reducer (G34)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp (MOTOR) 3C REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp 3-3201C 3C REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp 3-3201C 3C REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Temp Thermowell (TW) EPU-DRE-32-0004 FEEDWATER TERMOWELLS
300000297

EPU-DRE-32-0004 Mstr Cmp FEEDWATER TERMOWELLS Temp Thermowell (TW)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Valves - Air Operated (V05) 2-3201-A 2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
0000800860

~ E iioe
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EPU Extent of Condition Review
Master/Sub ComponentDresden

System 32 Feedwater (FW)
Master Component Type

Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Master EPN/ECode

2-3201-A
0000800860

Equipment Name

2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV

"M
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
3-3201-A
3-3201-A
3-3201-A
3-3201-A
3-3201-A
3-3201-A
3-3201-B
3-3201-B
3-3201-B
3-3201 -B
3-3201-B
3-3201 -B
3-3201-C
3-3201-C
3-3201-C
3-3201-C
3-3201-C

Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Mstr Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp

(ACTUATOR) 2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ASSY) 2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV SO VLV
SWITCH LIMIT VLV CLOSED FOR PCV-2-3201-A
SWITCH LIMIT VLV OPEN FOR PCV-2-3201-A
2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ACTUATOR) B RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ASSY) 2B RFP MIN FLOW VLV
2B RFP MIN FLOW VLV SO VLV
SWITCH LIMIT VLV CLOSED FOR PCV-2-3201 -B
SWITCH LIMIT VLV OPEN FOR PCV-2-3201-B
2B RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ACTUATOR) 2C RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ASSY) 2C RFP MIN FLOW VLV
2C RFP MIN FLOW VLV SO VLV
SWITCH LIMIT VLV CLOSED FOR PCV-2-3201-C
SWITCH LIMIT VLV OPEN FOR PCV-2-3201-C
2C RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ACTUATOR) A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ASSY) 3A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
3A RFP MIN FLOW SO VLV
SWITCH LIMIT VLV CLSD FOR PCV 3-3201-A
SWITCH LIMIT VLV OPEN FOR PCV 3-3201-A
3A RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ACTUATOR) 3B RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ASSY) 3B RFP MIN FLOW VLV
3B RFP MIN FLOW SO VLV
SWITCH LIMIT CLSD ON PCV-3-3201B
SWITCH LIMIT OPEN ON PCV-3-3201B
3B RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ACTUATOR) 3C RFP MIN FLOW VLV
(ASSY) 3C RFP MIN FLOW VLV
3C RFP MIN FLOW SO VLV
SWITCH LIMIT CLSD ON PCV-3-3201C
SWITCH LIMIT OPEN ON PCV-3-3201C

ActuatorAir (Valves) (A12)

Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)

Special Switch Closed (ZSC)
Special Switch Open (ZSO)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
ActuatorAir (Valves) (A12)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Special Switch Closed (ZSC)
Special Switch Open (ZSO)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
ActuatorAir (Valves) (A12)

Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Special Switch Closed (ZSC)
Special Switch Open (ZSO)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
ActuatorAir (Valves) (A12)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Special Switch Closed (ZSC)

Special Switch Open (ZSO)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)

Actuator Air (Valves) (A12)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Special Switch Closed (ZSC)
Special Switch Open (ZSO)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Actuator.Air (Valves) (A12)

Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Special Switch Closed (ZSC)
Special Switch Open (ZSO)

3-3201-C Sub Cmp 3C RFP MIN FLOW VLV Valves - Air Operated (V05)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Valves - Air Operated (V05) EPU-DRE-32-0005 FEEDWATER REG VALVE
300000418

EPU-DRE-32-0005 Mstr Cmp FEEDWATER REG VALVE Valves - Air Operated (V05)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name

Valves - Motor Operated (V20) 2-3201-A 2A RFP DISCH VLV
0000800875

2-3201-A Sub Cmp 2A RFP DISCH VLV Motor (M10)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp ACTUATOR 2A RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3201-A Mstr Cmp 2A RFP DISCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 2B RFP DISCH VLV Motor (MIO)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp 2B RFP DISCH VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp ACTUATOR 2B RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp 2B RFP DISCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp MOTOR 2C RFP DISCH VLV Motor (M10)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp 2C RFP DISCH VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp ACTUATOR 2C RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp 2C RFP DISCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 3A RFP DISCH VLV Motor (M1O)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp 3A RFP DISCH VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)

Printed 3/17/2004 Page 2 of 5



EPU Extent of Condition Review
Master/Sub ComponentDresden

System 32 Feedwater (FW)
Master Component Type
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master EPNIECode

2-3201-A
0000800875

Equipment Name

2A RFP DISCH VLV

EN '- _
3-3201-A Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3A RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3201-A Sub Cmp 3A RFP DISCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 3B RFP DISCH VLV Motor (M10)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp 3B RFP DISCH VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3B RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
3-3201-B Sub Cmp 3B RFP DISCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp MOTOR 3C RFP DISCH VLV Motor (M10)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp 3C RFP DISCH VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3C RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3201-C Sub Cmp 3C RFP DISCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name
Valves - Motor Operated (V20) 2-3202-A 2D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV

0000800889
WRIUM _ f j _

2-3202-A
2-3202-A
2-3202-A
2-3202-A
2-3202-B
2-3202-B
2-3202-B
2-3202-B
2-3202-C
2-3202-C
2-3202-C
2-3202-C
2-3204-A
2-3204-A
2-3204-A
2-3204-A
2-3204-B
2-3204-B
2-3204-B
2-3204-B
2-3204-C
2-3204-C
2-3204-C
2-3204-C
3-3202-A
3-3202-A
3-3202-A
3-3202-A
3-3202-B
3-3202-B
3-3202-B
3-3202-B
3-3202-C
3-3202-C
3-3202-C
3-3202-C
3-3204-A
3-3204-A
3-3204-A
3-3204-A
3-3204-B
3-3204-B
3-3204-B
3-3204-B
3-3204-C

Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Mstr Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp

MOTOR 201 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
2D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
ACTUATOR 201 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
201 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MOTOR 202 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
2D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
ACTUATOR 2D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
2D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MOTOR 2D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
2D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
ACTUATOR 2D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
2D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MOTOR 2D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
2D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
ACTUATOR 2D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
2D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MOTOR 2D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
2D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
ACTUATOR 2D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
2D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MOTOR 2D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
2D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
ACTUATOR 2D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
2D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MOTOR 3D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
3D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
ACTUATOR 3D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
3D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MOTOR 3D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
3D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
ACTUATOR 3D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
3D2 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MOTOR 3D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
3D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
ACTUATOR 3D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
3D3 HP HTR FW INLET VLV
MOTOR 3D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
3D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
ACTUATOR 301 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
3D1 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MOTOR 3D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
3D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
ACTUATOR 3D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
3D2 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV
MOTOR 3D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV

Motor (M10)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M10)
M6tor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M10)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M1O)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M1O)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (Ml 0)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M10)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (MIO)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M10)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M10)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (MIO)
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
Mov Valve Operator (L05)
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
Motor (M1O)

r -
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden
System 32 Feedwater (FW)
Master Component Type
Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master/Sub Component

Master EPNIECode Equipment Name
2-3202-A 2D1 HP HTR FWINLET VLV
0000800889

Eboa -

3-3204-C Sub Cmp 3D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3204-C Sub Cmp ACTUATOR 3D3 HP HTR FM OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3204-C Sub Cmp 3D3 HP HTR FW OUTLET VLV Valves -Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name
Valves - Motor Operated (V20) 2-3203 U2 'D'HEATERS BYP VLV

0000800902

2-3203 Sub Cmp MOTOR U2 'D' HEATERS BYP VLV Motor (M10)
2-3203 Sub Cmp U2 'D' HEATERS BYP VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3203 Sub Cmp ACTUATOR U2 D HEATERS BYP VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
2-3203 Mstr Cmp U2 'D' HEATERS BYP VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3203 Sub Cmp MOTOR 3D HP HTRS BYP VLV Motor (M10)
3-3203 Sub Cmp 3D HP HTRS BYP VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3203 Sub Cmp ACTUATOR 3D HP HTRS BYP VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3203 Sub Cmp 3D HP HTRS BYP VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name
Valves - Motor Operated (V20) 2-3205-A 2A FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV)

0000800918

2-3205-A Sub Cmp (MOTOR) 2A FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Motor (M1O)
2-3205-A Sub Cmp 2A FM INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3205-A Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 2A Fv INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3205-A Mstr Cmp 2A FM INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp (MOTOR) 2B FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Motor (M10)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp 2B FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 2B FM INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp 2B FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV) Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 2A FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor (M1O)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp 2A FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp ACTUATOR 2A FM REG VLV INLET SV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp 2A FM REG VLV INLET SV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 2B FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor (M1O)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp 2B FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) U2 B FM REG VLV INLET ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp U2 B FW REG VLV INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3205-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 3A FW INLET ISOL vLV Motor (M1O)
3-3205-A Sub Cmp 3A FM INLET ISOL VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3205-A Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3A FM INLET ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3205-A Sub Cmp 3A FM INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3205-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 3B FM INLET ISOL VLV Motor (M10)
3-3205-B Sub Cmp 3B FM INLET ISOL VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3205-B Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3B FM INLET ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3205-B Sub Cmp 3B FW INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3206-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 3A FW REG VLV INLET SV Motor (M10)
3-3206-A Sub Cmp 3A FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3206-A Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3A FW REG VLV INLET SV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
3-3206-A Sub Cmp 3A FM REG VLV INLET SV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
3-3206-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 3B FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor (M10)
3-3206-B Sub Cmp 3B FM REG VLV INLET SV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
3-3206-B Sub Cmp (ACTUATOR) 3B FW REG VLV INLET SV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
3-3206-B Sub Cmp 3B FM REG VLV INLET SV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name
Valves - No Operators (V25) 2-3208-A 2A RFP DISCH CK VLV

0000800969

2-3208-A Mstr Crap 2A RFP DISCH CK WV Valves - No Operators (V25)
2-3208-B Sub Cmp 2B RFP DISCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden
System 32 Feedwater (FW)
Master Component Type
Valves - No Operators (V25)

MasterlSub Component

Master EPNIECode EquTpment Name

2-3208-A 2A RFP DISCH CK VLV
0000800969

m ; _ -I ul -o - - ubmT

2-3208-C Sub Cmp 2C RFP DISCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
3-3208-A Sub Cmp 3A RFP DISCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
3-3208-B Sub Cmp 3B RFP DISCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
3-3208-C Sub Cmp 3C RFP DISCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

System Parameter

A PrnEPU Level ' Aalytical PstEPU LPevel ' Sys temDesign B IsVl ';' Limitig e PI Data ' riti P st-EPU PlantdAPaaeeU.'C.Aayia Lev .t.Pe-UPant ata

Flow - Total FW System 9.72 11.71 11.71 9.8 1 1.32
(Mlbslhr)

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Component Revort for listing of all components evaluated)

| Comp onentType a | Failure :'- d.' 'Critical's ~ *.'..| Ex d eVake for -.:','- ' | AFailurct a I' XGAP ;"Ri'sk ;'''-;'
: Vulnerability: Charactristic7.' i Critical Characterstic ICriticil Clircterfstlci >i~. ' Mechanis'' |. ' |Priorit.-;

Probs, Temp, Levels, De-rate Vibration NMA N/A N/A Wear Yes H
Sampling

Master EPN: EPU-DRE-32-0003 PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION/SAMPLE

Rec: For any remaining original probes, replace the feedwater sample probes
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

In response to several concerns, one of which would be the damage to the Dresden feedwater sparger. The shorter design should be less subject to failure. Dresden
had sample probe failures.Three FW probes and one condensate sample probe failed due to high cycle fatigue induced by flow-induced vibration. GE-NE-000-0024-
2731 determined ratio of Vortex Frequency for various sample probes but did not Include thermowells. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 determined frequency ratios of 1.026,
0.87, 0.86, 0.3, 0.9 and 0.71 for various sample probe cases. Per ASME Appendix N - Below 0.76 acceptable however other documents more restrictive. GE-NE-000-
0024-2731 has determined that for certain sample probe cases, the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently close to a sample probe first natural frequency during
various operating conditions that lock-on could occur (i.e. resonant condition). GE-NE-000-0024-2731 did not include thermowells -Continued successful operation of
existing probes or thermowells for an entire operating cycle cannot be assured. If it is determined by analysis that the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently close
to a thermowell's first natural frequency during various operating conditions that lock-on could occur, then the thermowell shall be re-designed.
RISK
Probe and thermowell failure could occur and either enter a feedwater heater and become lodged or enter a feedwater pump and possibly cause pump damage. A
failure of a thermowell will also likely cause a breach in the system. In both cased, a unit derate or shutdown may be required.

Pump De-rate Number of Pumps 3 3 3 Wear Yes H
Master EPN: 2-3201-A (PUMP) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP

Rec: Evaluate if there is some (probably small) potential that full-range testing of pump capability might support operation at 100% EPU power with one of the pumps in
standby or might support identification of cost-effective modifications (e.g., change in impeller design) that would allow restoration of the pre-EPU stand-by pump
configuration. Perform testing to determine the optimum operating conditions at which to start and stop feedwater pumps for providing optimal power production and
running conditions of these pumps. This would be a plant specific analysis.

Comments: BASIS OF RECOMENDATION
Per Task Report T0701, when operating with the modified high pressure turbine with only two feed and three condensate / condensate booster pumps on line, the flow
passing capability of the feedwater flow control valves will become limiting for operation near 100% of 2527/2511 MWth (pre-EPU 100% power level). While at 110 %
of 2527/2511 MWth, the condensate / condensate booster pump motors will exceed their full load amp ratings. In order to achieve maximum operational flexibility a
third feed pump should be placed on-line prior to exceeding 100% of 2527/2511 MWth (85.5% LPU), and the fourth condensate/condensate booster pump placed on-
line prior to reaching 110% of 2527/2511 MWth (94 % LPU).-These above values for placing additional pumps in service at 100% and 110% Pre-EPU power levels
are also true if a feedwater or condensate I condensate booster pump Is lost or removed from service which is not significantly dependent upon time of season which
is based upon theoretically pump crves. Maintenance or loss of condensate, condensate booster or feedwater pumps/motors will result in unit derates during non-
outage periods or to avoid derates will have to occur during outage periods. No testing has been performed to verify achievable power with less than full complement
of pumps. Per discussion with system engineers, there has been no full-range testing to confirm/identify achievable power with less than the full complement of
pumps. There are no spare gear boxes available that would be needed in the event of a failure.
RISK
At the minimum the plant would derate to 100% of pre-EPU conditions if a feedwater pump was placed out of service. Maintenance will result in unit derates during
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

non-outage periods or to avoid derates will have to occur during outage periods. This require outage resources.

Pump De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Master EPN: 2-3201-A (PUMP) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP

Rec: Measure the vibrations of FW pump components.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

System engineers and Exelon Vibration experts recognize noticably increased vibration (possibly flow-change or equipment line-up induced) in small-bore pipe and
tubing associated with the Feedwater System
RISK
At the minimum, the plant would derate to 100% of pre-EPU conditions if a feedwater pump was placed out of service.

Temp Thermowell De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes H
Master EPN: EPU-DRE-32-0004 FEEDWATER TERMOWELLS

Rec: Evaluate Feedwater system temperature element thermowells to eliminate concern with vortex shedding failure vulnerability.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

Dresden has had sample probe failures. Three FW probes and one condensate sample probe failed due to high cycle fatigue Induced by flow-induced vibration.-GE-
NE-000-0024-2731 determined ratio of Vortex Frequency for various sample probes but did not include thermowells. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 determined frequency
ratios of 1.026, 0.87, 0.86, 0.3, 0.9 and 0.71 for various sample probe cases. Per ASME Appendix N - Below 0.76 acceptable however other documents more
restrictive. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 has determined that for certain sample probe cases, the vortex shedding frequency Is sufficiently close to a sample probe first
natural frequency during various operating conditions that lock-on could occur (i.e. resonant condition). GE-NE-000-0024-2731 did not include thermowells .
Continued successful operation of existing probes or thermowells for an entire operating cycle cannot be assured. If it is determined by analysis that the vortex
shedding frequency is sufficiently close to a thermowell's first natural frequency during various operating conditions that lock-on could occur, then the thermowell shall
be re-designed
RISK
Probe and thermowell failure could occur and either enter a feedwater heater and enter a feedwater sparger and possibly cause damage. A failure of a thermowell
will also likely cause a breach In the system. In both cased, a unit derate or shutdown may be required.

Valves -Air Operated De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Master EPN: EPU-DRE-32-0005 FEEDWATER REG VALVE

Rec: Perform actuator/valve inspection for wear on both of the Feedwater Reg valves during next refuel outage.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted In any fatigue failures of these valves. The most susceptible sub-components to wear would be
the valves stem or the actuator parts. Quad Cities FW system engineer has noted Ian increase in vibrations. The current PM inspects the valve and actuator, one
each outage. However, if sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then potential wear patterns on these
sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual inspection should also be performed and documeneted
to determine significant wear is detected. The goal is to replace worn components prior to failure and adjust PM cycles to control inspection/replacement frequencies
of identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
At the minimum, failure of a regulating valve would require a de-rate to repair

Valves - Motor Operated SCRAM Stroke Time greater than 1 minute N/A no faster than 1 Binding Yes M
minute

Master EPN: 2-3203 U2 'D' HEATERS BYP VLV

Rec: Evaluate the capability of the motor operator to operate at the peak expected differential pressure. Review sizing calculation of bypass valve MO 3203 to ensure
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden VulnerabilitV of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

adequate margin exists at the EPU operating differential pressure conditions.
Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION

A higher flow results in a higher differential pressure for valve closure, which may impose additional loads on the motor, operated valves. It is understood that the
margins for the motor operator motors are in the range of 200%. With an increased differential pressure across the MO-3203, D' HEATERS BYP VLV, the primary
potential is to affect the stroke time of the valve. The assumptions made of this valve, in the transient analysis of the plants, is that the performance of the valve will be
no better than a stroke time of one minute. Therefore no affect on the affect on the loss of feedwater heating event and there is no foreseen loss of margin. However,
in the event of a heater tube rupture, a failure of the valve to open, along with failure of the D heater isolation valves to close due the Increased differential pressure,
could result in water backing up into the main turbine. In the event of high heater level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves close and the bypass
valve opens to prevent turbine water induction. *Typically, motor operated valves are sized based upon design conditions (shutoff conditions that provide the
maximum differential pressure at which the valves must open), however, actual operating conditions could have been used in the actuator sizing of MO 3203.- EPU
has increased the operating differential pressure across MO 3203 by up to 30 psid. Adjustment of the torque switch setting may be required based upon this sizing
review.
RISK
The Feedwater heater system is designed to dose the inlet and outlet isolation valves and open the bypass valve based upon high heater level due to tube rupture to
prevent turbine water induction. Water induction into the turbine could cause turbine failure in which a scram would likely occur prior to the water induction if the
valves do not operate properly.

Valves - Motor Operated SCRAM Stroke Time N/A N/A NIA Binding Yes M
Master EPN: 2-3202-A 2D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV

Rec: Review sizing calculation of Isolation valves MO 3202 A, B, C and MO 3204 A, B, C at the EPU operating differential pressure conditions.
Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION

The feedwater system MOVs consist of heater string Isolation MO 3202A, B, C and MO 3204 A, B, C for the inlet and outlet isolation of the HP heaters strings. In
addition, a bypass MOV, MO 3203, exists around the LP heater string. In the event of high heater level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves close
and the bypass valve opens to prevent turbine water induction. A higher flow results in a higher differential pressure f6r valve dosure, which may impose additional
loads on the motor, operated valves. It is understood that the margins for the motor operator motors are in the range of 200%. With an increased differential pressure
across the valves, the primary potential is to affect the stroke time of the valve. The are no assumptions made of these valves in the transient analysis of the plants,
however an assumption is made that the feedwater temperature change due to a feedwater heater isolation will take a minute or more. Therefore no affect on the
affect on the loss of feedwater heating event and there is no foreseen loss of margin. However, in the event of a heater tube rupture, a failure of the valves to close
could result in water backing up into the main turbine. In the event of high heater level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves close and the bypass
valve opens to prevent turbine water induction. -Typically, motor operated valves are sized based upon design conditions (shutoff conditions that provide the
maximum differential pressure at which the valves must open), however, actual operating conditions could have been used in the actuator sizing of MO 3202A, B, C
and MO 3204 A, B. C.- EPU has increased the operating differential pressure across the D Feedwater Heaters by as much as 30 psid. Adjustment of the torque
switch setting may be required based upon this sizing review.
RISK
The Feedwater heater system is designed to close the inlet and outlet isolation valves and open the bypass valve based upon high heater level due to tube rupture to
prevent turbine water induction. Water induction into the turbine could cause turbine failure in which a scram would likely occur prior to the water induction if the
valves do not operate properly.

Valves - Motor Operated Unexpected Acc Vibration NIA NMA NIA Wear Yes L
Degradation

Master EPN: 2-3205-A 2A FW INLET ISOL VLV (MOV)

Rec: Perform actuator/motor inspection for wear on one of the 3206 MOVs during next refuel outage.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear or loosening of fasteners since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted In any fatigue failures of these valves .The most susceptible sub-
components to wear would be the valves body to bonnet fasteners, valve stem or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or rotor. Body to bonnet fasteners have
been found to be loose, in the past, due to vibrations. If sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

potential wear patterns on these sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual inspection of the valve
stem external surfaces should also be performed If significant wear Is detected, replaced worn components prior to failure and adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
The Feedwater Regulation isolation valves are designed to provide isolation of the control valves for out of service conditions. In the event of an unisolable leak of
valve, the unit may have to, at the extreme conditions, shutdown to repair a leak

Valves - Motor Operated Orp Work Around Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes L
Master EPN: 2-3202-A 2D1 HP HTR FW INLET VLV

Rec: Perform actuator/motor inspection for wear on one of the 3202 MOVs during next refuel outage
Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION

The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves.-The most susceptible sub-components to wear would be
the valves stem or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or rotor.-Quad Cities FW system engineer has noted loose components on hangers supporting the
condensate booster piping that feeds the LP heaters on both units; perhaps typical of what could be expected from the higher flows through the 3202 valves. For the
actuator/motor, the current PM inspects the actuator every 6 refuel cycles. However, if sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration
amplitudes increased, then potential wear patterns on these sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to
failure.-Visual inspection of the valve stem external surfaces should also be performed. If significant wear Is detected, replaced worn components prior to failure and
adjustment PM cycle to control Inspection/replacement frequencies of Identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
The Feedwater heater system is designed to close the Inlet and outlet isolation valves and open the bypass valve based upon high heater level due to tube rupture to
prevent turbine water induction. Water induction Into the turbine could cause turbine failure In which a scram would likely occur prior to the water Induction if the
valves do not operate properly.

Valves - Motor Operated Unexpected Acc Vibrations N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Degradation

Master EPN: 2-3201-A 2A RFP DISCH VLV

Rec: Perform external valve/internal operator/motor inspection for wear on one of the 3201 MOVs during next refuel outage.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear or loosening of fasteners since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves .The most susceptible sub-
components to wear would be the valves body to bonnet fasteners, valve stem or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or rotor. Body to bonnet fasteners have
been found to be loose, in the past, due to vibrations. If sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then
potential wear patterns on these sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual inspection of the valve
stem external surfaces should also be performed If significant wear Is detected, replaced worrr components prior to failure and adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
The Feedwater discharge valves are designed to provide isolation of the feedwater pump for maintenance during plant operations. In the event of an unisolable leak
on the discharge check valve the unit may have to, at the extreme conditions, shutdown to repair a leak. The risk associated with a failure of the valve to operate
would at least require an operator work around to manually close the MOV in the event the Feedwater Pump needs to be isolated during operations

Valves - No Operators Unexpected Acc Flow N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes L
Degradation

Master EPN: 2-3208-A 2A RFP DISCH CK VLV

Rec: Inspect one discharge check valve at the next outage and perform check valve monitoring or increase the frequency of the PM for the discharge check valve to
manage the potential for accelerated wear on the hinge bushings.
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION
Due to the lower flow rate per pump there is potential for accelerated wear on the feedwater pump discharge check valve flapper hinge bushings; due to potential
fluctuations in the position of the valve flapper. If this condition persists, then the PM for the discharge check valve should be increased to manage the potential for
accelerated wear on the hinge bushings
RISK
Avoid the potential of reverse flowthrough the feedwater pumps, when a pump is in standby, which would require operator work around to manage feedwater flow to
the reactor.
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

System Parameter
.U,,,,'.-_...,,',.;...,: .. :.:,,.:__':'''.--; L .= -; --*..

Palrameterc e Le '' '- AnalyticalIPo LWVei System Design Basi a ueY mtng Pre-EPU PLant Data- lticn IPost-EPU Plant Datam

Pressure-FWPmp N/A 1338 1850 1501 1506
Discharge (PSIG)

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Comoonent Report for listing of all components evaluated)

Component-Ty "pe ' Failure -.-- Crtical':.,-' ' Exic tValuFefora. ?.. ActualValue fort'; '' Limit Failure GAP. Risk*
; Vulnerilit' Chactarstc,': Critical c .. Criticai CharicteristicJ -. Mechanism , P'rio

Pump De-rate Pressure NWA NIA NIA Wear Yes M
Master EPN: 2-3201-A (PUMP) 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP

Rec: Recommend that the seal PM be increased and a review of three-pump operation be performed In order to prevent a de-rate.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The Feedwater Pumps seal performance has been reviewed in the past due to many failures. The maintenance plan specifies a replacement of the seals every eight
years. CMO suggests that the failure of the seals has increased due to the increased discharge pressure due to three pump EPU operation.
RISK
At the minimum the plant would derate to 100% of pre-EPU conditions if a feedwater pump was placed out of service.

Valves - Air Operated Orp Work Around Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes L
Master EPN: 2-3201-A 2A RFP MIN FLOW VLV

Rec: Perform valve, actuator and positioner inspection for wear on the AO 3201 during the next refuel outage. Recommend overall of the valve and operator taking
particular care to document as found conditions and recommend vibration analysis of the valve, particularly of the Air Operator, attached air piping, and the solenoid
valve.

Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION
There may be additional vibrations imposed on the valve based on the operating experience gained from the system engineers. It was stated that the vibrations have
increased due to three feedwater pumps in operations. Note that the consequences of a failure of the valve should be minimal because the minimum flow valves fail
open on a loss of air. This would provide pump protection. The Feedwater System has the capability to makeup for an inadvertent opening of a single minimum flow
control valve based on the additional flow available with three feedwater pumps in operation. The CMO identified that these valves are trouble-prone to leakage past
their seats. The effects of vibration and wear at EPU conditions cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of this valve. The likely cause of failure would be
wear since operation at EPU condition for one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves. Note, however, that the minimum flow valve (AO 3201) is
normally closed at full power operation; therefore, the number of cycles resulting in fatigue may not have occurred at EPU operating conditions.- However, if sub-
component are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then potential wear patterns on the valves sub-components could be
detected after one operating cycle and if significant replaced prior to failure.- Visual inspection of the valve stem external surfaces should also be performed. If
significant wear is detected, replaced worn components prior to failure and adjustment PM cycle to control inspection/replacement frequencies of identified
susceptible sub-components.
RISK
During a scram or recirculation runback with closure of FWRV's, the feedwater system is near or at deadhead conditions and over pressurizes without the minimum
flow valve opening. Pump damage or component degradation may occur if this valve does not open.
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

System Parameter
PUSt gnUi ai L : t-LmitingP U aParameter. Anayti ca Pre-EPU Leve An a lical PtP Le ' , Syste esi I Va Limiing reEU Plint Data'L Post-E Plant at

Pressure - FW Pmp N/A 166.7 N/A 193 175
Suction (PSIG) Min

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Comronent Report for listing of all components evaluated)

| ComponentType- ;., .,FoFailure, ,. , | CriticalI >4 u ExpectVau efor,;, -. ActualVale for'9.:. , Limit,R
'': Vulnerability:- ' Characteristic:'; Crticalactracteristc :CriticaiCharicterstc' l"-2>;-." Mechanism-' : ,, Prority

Master EPN:

Rec:
Comments:

System Parameter
Pa ram'eter_'1- Y. ' nltclPr-P ee ' 'o. ee,. - n r-P l Dat Uitn Post-EPU P lant DatI _ t
Temperature-FWHeater 340/NIA 352/152 356/152 Transient Analysis 343/322 351/346
D Discharge (Max/Min) (F) 350 Pipe Design

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Component Report for listina of all components evaluated)

Component Type Failure" '' .';| Critica ., - ; ExpectValuefor S 'ActuaiValuefor.'7 ." Limit,')')' " Failur ''," ;GAP Risk'-
|'- i: '-: -. '.- ' , '.'| Vulnerab ilty: ': Characteristic Charactristi '6 "'': Mechanism: '.'- ''-' Priorit

Piping Specialty,Fittings LER Stress 352 351 350 Design Errors Yes L
Master EPN: EPU-DRE-32-0001 FEEDWATER PIPING

Rec: Revise Specification K-4080 o reflect a new design temperature of 356 F between the D Feedwater heaters and the Reactor.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The original design temperatures of 350 F downstream of the "D" FW heaters have been exceeded at EPU conditions.-The EPU analytic temperature is 352 F in
which the actual operating temperatures are just below the analytic limit (356 F).
RISK
The non-conservative temperatures in the specification can result in a design error or a design control issue.

P 3 , 7 of . ,., . . : :P _ ::
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Dresden Vulnerability of Components/Subcomponents
System 32 Feedwater (FW)

System Parameter
araImeTIter - Anlyica 4r-EPU Lvi I -Analytical Post-EPULeelJ Systemr Desgn BisVl'e: iiinPrEPPatDta Limiting Post-EPU Plant Datga P Pa~t a

Temperature - FW Pmp 300 318 NIA 307 315
Suction (F)

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (see Master/Sub Component Reoort for listing of all components evaluated)

Faiure,< ., .Crtica .- ~,,. Exipect1 Value for:. :'; ActialVaefoLiit•;, - alue.GA.Rs
Vunrblt: :Caatettc >Cila hrcteristc Criticall Characteristcu.:: i-. § ehasm. . - Priority_:

Piping Specialty.Fiftings LER Stress 318 315 300 Design Errors Yes L
Master EPN: EPU-DRE-32-0002 FEEDWATER MIN FLOW PIPING

Rec:, Revise Specification K-4080to reflect a new design temperature of 318 F between the Feedwater Pump minimum flow line and the condenser.
Comments., BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The original design temperatures of 300 F downstream of the Feedwater Pump minimum flow valves have been exceeded at EPU conditions.
RISK
The non-conservative temperatures in the specification can result in a design error or a design control issue.

Pr:nted 311712004 Pane aota
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Quad Cities
System FW Feed Water
Master Component Type
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)

Master/Sub Component

Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name
1-3201-A ASSY- VALVE 1A RFP MIN FLOWAO PCV
0000993619

"M EPNU1. -'- Eiddl;, u Cm o~Y-: 4 '.-- .-

1-3201-A
1-3201-A
1-3201-A
1-3201-A
1-3201-A
1-3201-B
1-3201-B
1-3201-B
1-3201-B
1-3201-B
1-3201-C
1-3201-C
1-3201-C
1-3201-C
1-3201-C
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-A
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-B
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201-C
2-3201 -C
ZS 2-3201-A
ZS 2-3201-B
ZS 2-3201-C

Sub Cmp
Mstr Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp
Sub Cmp

ACTUATOR IA RFP MIN FLOW AO FCV
ASSY - VALVE 1A RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
REGULATOR IA TO PCV 1-3201A FILT PRV SET
SOLENOID IA RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE IA RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
ACTUATOR lB RFP MIN FLOW AO FCV
ASSY - VALVE 1B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
REGULATOR IA TO PCV 1-3201 B FILT PRV SET
SOLENOID 1B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE I B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
ACTUATOR 1 C RFP MIN FLOW AO FCV
ASSY -VALVE IC RFP MIN FLOWAO PCV
REGULATOR IA TO PCV 1-3201C FILTER PRV SET
SOLENOID IC RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE IC RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
ACTUATOR 2A RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
ASSY - VALVE 2A RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
SOLENOID 2A RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE 2A RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE SOLENOID OP TO 2A RFP MIN RECIRC
ACTUATOR 2B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
ASSY - VALVE 2B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
REGULATOR IA TO PCV 2-3201B FILT PRV SET
SOLENOID 2B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE 2B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE SOLENOID 2B RFP MIN FLOW
ACTUATOR 2C RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
ASSY - VALVE 2C RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
SOLENOID 2C RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE 2C RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
VALVE SOLENOID 2C RPF INST AIR FCV
SWITCH 2A RFP RECIRC VLV POSITION
LIMIT SWITCH 2B RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV
LIMIT SWITCH 2C RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV

ActuatorAir (Valves) (A12)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Regulators (R17)
Solenoids (S45)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Actuator.Air (Valves) (A12)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Regulators (R17)
Solenoids (S45)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Actuator.Air (Valves) (A12)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Regulators (R17)
Solenoids (S45)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Accumulators (Al 0)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Valves - Solenoid (V27)
Accumulators (AlO)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Regulators (R17)
Solenoids (S45)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Valves - Solenoid (V27)
Accumulators (A10)
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
Solenoids (S45)
Valves - Air Operated (V05)
Valves - Solenoid (V27)
Position Switch (ZS)
Position Switch (ZS)
Position Switch (ZS)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name
Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA 1-3241-62 ASSY- REACTOR FEED WATER

0000993622

1-3241-62 Mstr Cmp ASSY - REACTOR FEED WATER Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
1-3241-62 Sub Cmp REACTOR FEED WATER Valves - Air Operated (VO5)
2-3241-62 Sub Cmp ASSY - REACTOR FD. WATER Air Operated Valve Assembly (AOVA)
2-3241-62 Sub Cmp REACTOR FD. WATER Valves - Air Operated (V05)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA 1-3201 ASSY - VALVES RX FEED PUMP DISCHARGE

0000993623
tipEPN - - ' - Edul mneft 1 ~ - S b m * S

1-3201 Mstr Cmp ASSY - VALVES RX FEED PUMP DISCHARGE Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3201 Sub Cmp VALVES RX FEED PUMP DISCHARGE Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3201-A Sub Cmp *1A RFP DSCH VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3201-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1A RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3201-A Sub Cmp IA RFP DSCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3201-B Sub Cmp +1B RFP DSCH VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3201-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE I B RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
1-3201-B Sub Cmp 1B RFP DSCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3201-C Sub Cmp +1C RFP DSCH VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3201-C Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE IC RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
1-3201-C Sub Cmp IC RFP DSCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp +2A RFP DSCH VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Quad Cities
System FW Feed Water
Master Component Type
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA )

Master/Sub Component

Master EPNIECode

1-3201
0000993623

Equipment Name
ASSY - VALVES RX FEED PUMP DISCHARGE

2-3201-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 2A RFP DISCH Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp 2A RFP DSCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp *2B RFP DSCH VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 2B RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp 2B RFP DSCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp +2C RFP DSCH VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 2C RFP DISCH VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp 2C RFP DSCH VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA) 1-3202-A ^tD1 HP FWHTR INLET VLV
0000993627

1-3202-A MstrCmp '101 HPFWHTR INLET VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3202-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1 D1 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3202-A Sub Cmp 1D1 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3202-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 1B RFP AUX OIL PUMP Motor (M1O)
1-3202-B Sub Cmp *1D2 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3202-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1 D2 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3202-B Sub Cmp 1 D2 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3202-C Sub Cmp '1 D3 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3202-C Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1 D3 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3202-C Sub Cmp 1D3 HP FW HTR INLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3204-A Sub Cmp '1 D1 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3204-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1D1 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3204-A Sub Cmp 1D1 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3204-B Sub Cmp '1 D2 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3204-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1D2 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
1-3204-B Sub Cmp 1D2 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3204-C Sub Cmp '1 D3 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3204-C Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 1 D3 HP FW HTR OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
1-3204-C Sub Cmp 1 D3 HP mN HTR OUTLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3202-A Sub Cmp *2D1 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3202-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 2D1 FW HTR INLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
2-3202-A Sub Cmp 2D1 FW HTR INLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3202-B Sub Cmp *2D2 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3202-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 2D2 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3202-B Sub Cmp 2D2 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3202-C Sub Cmp *2D3 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3202-C Sub Cmp LIMITOROUE 2D3 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3202-C Sub Cmp 2D3 HI PRESS FW HTR INLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3204-A Sub Cmp *2D1 HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3204-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 2D1 FW HTR OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3204-A Sub Cmp 2D1 FW HTR OUTLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3204-B Sub Cmp *2D2 HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3204-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3204-B Sub Cmp 2D2 HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3204-C Sub Cmp '2D3 HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3204-C Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 203 HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV Mov Valve Operator (LOS)
2-3204-C Sub Cmp 2D3 HI PRESS FW HTR OUTLET VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name

Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA) 1-3203 *HI PRESS FW HTR MO BYP VLV
0000993630

mE E n -•'rv6'- .- -7'77

1-3203 Mstr Cmp 'HI PRESS FW HTR MO BYP VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3203 Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE HP FW HTR MO BYP VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3203 Sub Cmp HI PRESS FW HTR MO BYP VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3203 Sub Cmp 'HI PRESS FW HTR MO BYP VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3203 Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE HP FW HTR MO BYP VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Quad Cities
System FW Feed Water
Master Component Type
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)

Master/Sub Component

Master EPNIECode
1-3203
0000993630

Equipment Name
'Hi PRESS FWHTR MO BYP VLV

2-3203 Sub Cmp HI PRESS FW HTR MO BYP VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name
Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA) 1-3205-A *VALVE FW HDR A TO RX ISOL

0000993634
mP - e am ;- SubCmypet'e

1-3205-A Mstr Cmp *VALVE FW HDR A TO RX ISOL Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3205-A Sub Cmp LIMITOROUE FW HDR A TO RX ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3205-A Sub Cmp VALVE FW HDR A TO RX ISOL Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3205-B Sub Cmp +FW HDR B TO REACTOR ISOL VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3205-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE FW HDR 'B' TO RX ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3205-B Sub Cmp VALVE FW HDR B' TO RX ISOL Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3206-A Sub Cmp +A FW INLET ISOL VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3206-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE A FW INLET ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3206-A Sub Cmp A FW INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
1-3206-B Sub Cmp +B FW INLET ISOL VLV Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
1-3206-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 'B' FW INLET ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
1-3206-B Sub Cmp B FW INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3205-A Sub Cmp FW HDR A TO REACTOR MO ISOL VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3205-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE FW HDR A TO REACTOR MO ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3205-A Sub Cmp VALVE FW HDR A TO REACTOR MO ISOL Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp *FW HDR B TO REACTOR MO ISOL VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE FW HDR 'B' TO REACTOR MO ISOL VLV Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3205-B Sub Cmp VALVE FW HDR 'B' TO REACTOR MO ISOL Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp +A FW INLET ISOL VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE A FW INLET ISOL VALVE Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3206-A Sub Cmp A FW INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp +B FW INLET ISOL VLV (HW) Motor Operated Valve Assembly (MOVA)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp LIMITORQUE 'B' FW INLET ISOL VALVE Mov Valve Operator (L05)
2-3206-B Sub Cmp B FW INLET ISOL VLV Valves - Motor Operated (V20)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name

Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20) 1-3204-A PIPING
0000899839

1-3 A Mr CGii
1-3204-A Mstr Cmp PIPING Piping Specialty.Fittings (P20)
1-3204-B Sub Cmp PIPING Piping SpecdaltyFittings (P20)
1-3205-A Sub Cmp PIPING REACTOR FEEDWATER Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)
1-3205-A3 Sub Cmp PIPING REACTOR FEED Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)
1-3205-16 Sub Crap PIPING REACTOR FEEDWATER Piping Specialty.Fittings (P20)
1-3205-C6 Sub Cmp PIPING REACTOR FEEDWATER Piping Specialty.Fittings (P20)
2-3204-A Sub Cmp PIPING A LOOP FEED WATER Piping Specialty.Fittings (P20)
2-3204-B Sub Cmnp PIPING B LOOP FEED WATER Piping SpeciaityFittings (P20)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name
Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20) 2-3205-A3F PIPING 'A' RFP MIN FLOW LINE

0000942456
miPu - - - Equ entNamsl. ';'. -SubCmvT- pe' "'

2-3205-A3F Mstr Cmp PIPING A RFP MIN FLOW LINE Piping SpeciallyFittings (P20)
2-3205-A6 Sub Cmp LINE RFP MIN FLOW LINE Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)
2-3205-B3F Sub Cmp PIPING 'B' RFP MIN FLOW LINE Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)
2-3205-B6 Sub Cmp PIPING 'B' RFP MIN FLOW LINE Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)
2-3205-C Sub Cmp PIPING 'C' RFP MIN FLOW LINE Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)
2-3205-C3F Sub Cmp PIPING 'C' RFP MIN FLOW LINE Piping SpecialtyFittings (P20)

Master Component Type Master EPN/ECode Equipment Name
Probs, Temp, Levels, Sampling (P27) 2-3299-167A PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION

0000942730
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EPU Extent of Condition Review

Quad Cities
System FW Feed Water
Master Component Type
Probs, Temp. Levels, Sampling (P27)

Master/Sub Component

Master EPNIECode
2-3299-167A
0000942730

Equipment Name
PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION

ME0 a -- ''SUbC
2-3299-167A Mstr Cmp PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION Probs, Temp, Levels. Sampling (P27)

2-3299-167B Sub Cmp PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION Probs, Temp, Levels, Sampling (P27)
2-3299-167C Sub Cmp PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION Probs, Temp. Levels. Sampling (P27)

2-3299-168A Sub Cmp PROBE, FEEDWATER INJECTION Probs, Temp, Levels. Sampling (P27)

2-3299-168B Sub Cmp PROBE, FEEDWATER INJECTION Probs, Temp. Levels, Sampling (P27)

2-3299-168C Sub Cmp PROBE, FEEDWATER INJECTION Probs, Temp, Levels. Sampling (P27)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Pump Assembly (PMPA) 1-3201-A ASSY - PUMP 1A REACTOR FEEDWATER
0000993638

1-3201-A Sub Cmp GEAR IA RX FD PUMP SPEED INCREASER Gear Reducer (G34)

1-3201-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 1A REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
1-3201-A Sub Cmp IA REACTOR FEED PUMP Pump (P30)
1-3201-A Mstr Cmp ASSY - PUMP 1A REACTOR FEEDWATER Pump Assembly (PMPA)

1-3201-Al Sub Cmp PUMP IA RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump (P30)
1-3201-Al Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 1A RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump Assembly (PMPA)
1-3201-B Sub Cmp GEAR lB RX FD PUMP SPEED INCREASER Gear Reducer (G34)

1-3201-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 1B REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
1-3201-B Sub Cmp PUMP lB REACTOR FEED Pump (P30)
1-3201-B Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP lB REACTOR FEEDWATER Pump Assembly (PMPA)

1-3201-B1 Sub Cmp PUMP IB RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL PUMP Pump (P30)
1-3201-B1 Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP lB RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL PUMP Pump Assembly (PMPA)

1-3201-C Sub Cmp GEAR IC RX FD PP SPEED INCREASER Gear Reducer (G34)

1-3201-C Sub Cmp MOTOR IC REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)

1-3201-C Sub Cmp PUMP IC REACTOR FEED Pump (P30)
1-3201-C Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP IC REACTOR FEEDWATER Pump Assembly (PMPA)
1-3201-Cl Sub Cmp PUMP IC RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump (P30)

1-3201-Cl Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP IC RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump Assembly (PMPA)
2-3200-C Sub Cmp SEAL 2C REACTOR FEED PUMP INBOARD Seals Pwr (S12)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp GEAR 2A RX FD PP SPEED INCREASER Gear Reducer (G34)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp MOTOR 2A REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp PUMP 2A REACTOR FEED Pump (P30)
2-3201-A Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 2A REACTOR FEED Pump Assembly (PMPA)

2-3201-Al Sub Cmp PUMP 2A RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump (P30)
2-3201-Al Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 2A RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump Assembly (PMPA)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp GEAR 2B RX FD PP SPEED INCREASER Gear Reducer (G34)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp MOTOR 28 REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp PUMP 2B REACTOR FEED Pump (P30)
2-3201-B Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 2B REACTOR FEED Pump Assembly (PMPA)
2-3201-B1 Sub Cmp PUMP 28 RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump (P30)
2-3201-B1 Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 2B RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump Assembly (PMPA)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp GEAR 2C RX FD PP SPEED INCREASER Gear Reducer (G34)

2-3201-C Sub Cmp MOTOR 2C REACTOR FEED PUMP Motor (M10)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp PUMP 2C REACTOR FEED Pump (P30)
2-3201-C Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 2C REACTOR FEED Pump Assembly (PMPA)

2-3201-Cl Sub Cmp PUMP 2C RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump (P30)
2-3201-Cl Sub Cmp ASSY - PUMP 2C RFP SHAFT DRIVEN LUBE OIL Pump Assembly (PMPA)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Temp Special (TX) TX 1-3241-22A IDI FWHTR FWINLET
0000900060

EEuten ; - i ;-SbCmT e

TE 1-3241-8A Sub Cmp RX FEED PUMP INLET Temp Element, Primary (TE)

TE 1-3241-86 Sub Cmp RX FEED PUMP INLET Temp Element, Primary (TE)

TE 2-3241-21 Sub Cmp 2D FW HTRS FW OUTLET HEADER Temp Element. Primary (TE)
TE 2-3241-4 Sub Cmp 2D FW HEATERS FW INLET HEADER Temp Element, Primary (TE)

TE 2-3241-5 Sub Cmp 2D1 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Element. Primary (TE)

TE 2-3241-6 Sub Cmp 2D2 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Element, Primary (TE)
TE 2-3241-7 Sub Cmp 2D3 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Element. Primary (TE)
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System FW Feed Water
Master Component Type
Temp Special (1X)

Master EPN/ECode
rX 1-3241-224
0000900060

Equipment Name
IDI FWHTRFWINLET

L. _m--EPSubC9M
TX 1-3241-22A Mstr Cmp IDI FW HTR FW INLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 1-3241-22B Sub Cmp 1D2 FW HTR FW INLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 1-3241-22C Sub Cmp 1D3 FW HTR FW INLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 1-3241-23A Sub Cmp 1Di FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 1-3241-23B Sub Cmp 1D2 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 1-3241-23C Sub Cmp 1D3 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 2-3241-22A Sub Cmp 2D1 FW HTR FW INLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 2-3241-22B Sub Cmp 2D2 FW HTR FW INLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 2-3241-22C Sub Cmp 2D3 FW HTR FW INLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 2-3241-23A Sub Cmp 2D1 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 2-3241-23B Sub Cmp 2D2 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Special (TX)
TX 2-3241-23C Sub Cmp 2D3 FW HTR FW OUTLET Temp Special (TX)

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Valves - Hydraulic Operated (V10) EPU-QDC-FW-0001 FEEDWATER REG VALVE
300000372

EPU-QDC-FW- Mstr Cmp FEEDWATER REG VALVE Valves - Hydraulic Operated (V10)
0001

Master Component Type Master EPNIECode Equipment Name

Valves - No Operators (V25) 1-3208-A 1A RFP DSCH CK VLV
0000899925

1-328-A Mstrmp lA mS C LVeNOr s2
1-3208-A Mstr Cmp 1A RFP DSCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
1-3208-B Sub Cmp I B RFP DSCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
1-3208-C Sub Cmp 2C RFP DSCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
2-3208-A Sub Cmp 2A RFP DSCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
2-3208-B Sub Cmp 2B RFP DSCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
2-3208-C Sub Cmp 2C RFP DSCH CK VLV Valves - No Operators (V25)
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System Parameter
riAriattlat PEPU]SystemDeigb n saIs VaIud&"' ,LnIitlin~ Li-I' itia'

|arameter ;A ytic !Pre-E Level | alt Psto EPU Leve ;l Da g Pie-EPU Plant Data| m ing Post-EPU P a

Flow - Total FW System 9.72 11.71 11.71 9.74 11.57
(Mlbs/hr)

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Component Report for listing of all components evaluated)

Compoe~it~pe~~-. FaiureCritial >.¾-~.:;.. xpect ValueforJ cuIV~~o . ii :2'~ alr 7 2 GP Rs
Vulnerbi t: -' Characteristic -:. ;Critical Characterisctic CriticalCharacteirsltic. .i.2.:,> . ,' Mechanism Priority

Air Operated Valve Orp Work Around Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes L
Assembly

Master EPN: 1-3201-A ASSY - VALVE 1A RFP MIN FLOW AO PCV

Rec: Perform valve, actuator and positioner inspection for wear on the AO 3201 during the next refuel outage. Recommend overall of the valve and operator taking
particular care to document as found conditions and recommend vibration analysis of the valve, particularly of the Air Operator, attached air piping, and the solenoid
valve.

Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION
There may be additional vibrations imposed on the valve based on the operating experience gained from the system engineers. It was stated that the vibrations have
increased due to three feedwater pumps in operations. Note that the consequences of a failure of the valve should be minimal because the minimum flow valves fail
open on a loss of air. This would provide pump protection. The Feedwater System has the capability to makeup for an inadvertent opening of a single minimum flow
control valve based on the additional flow available with three feedwater pumps in operation. The CMO identified that these valves are trouble-prone to leakage past
their seats. The effects of vibration and wear at EPU conditions cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of this valve. The likely cause of failure would be
wear since operation at EPU condition for one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves. Note, however, that the minimum flow valve (AO 3201) is
normally closed at full power operation; therefore, the number of cycles resulting in fatigue may not have occurred at EPU operating conditions.- However, if sub-
component are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then potential wear patterns on the valves sub-components could be
detected after one operating cycle and if significant replaced prior to failure.- Visual inspection of the valve stem external surfaces should also be performed. If
significant wear is detected, replaced worn components prior to failure and adjustment PM cycle to control inspection/replacement frequencies of identified
susceptible sub-components.
RISK
During a scram or recirculation runback with closure of FWRVs, the feedwater system is near or at deadhead conditions and over pressurizes without the minimum
flow valve opening. Pump damage or component degradation may occur if this valve does not open

Motor Operated Valve SCRAM Stroke Time N/A N/A N/A Binding No
Assembly

Master EPN: 1-3202-A *1 DI HP FW HTR INLET VLV

Rec: Review sizing calculation of isolation valves MO 3202 A, B. C and MO 3204 A, B. C at the EPU operating differential pressure conditions.
Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION

The feedwater system MOVs consist of heater string isolation MO 3202A, B, C and MO 3204 A, B, C for the inlet and outlet isolation of the HP heaters strings. In
addition, a bypass MOV, MO 3203, exists around the LP heater string. In the event of high heater level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves close
and the bypass valve opens to prevent turbine water induction. A higher flow results in a higher differential pressure for valve closure, which may impose additional
loads on the motor, operated valves. It is understood that the margins for the motor operator motors are in the range of 200%. With an increased differential pressure
across the valves, the primary potential is to affect the stroke time of the valve. The are no assumptions made of these valves in the transient analysis of the plants,
however an assumption is made that the feedwater temperature change due to a feedwater heater isolation will take a minute or more. Therefore no affect on the
affect on the loss of feedwater heating event and there is no foreseen loss of margin. However, in the event of a heater tube rupture, a failure of the valves to close
could result in water backing up into the main turbine. In the event of high heater level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves close and the bypass
valve opens to prevent turbine water Induction. -Typically, motor operated valves are sized based upon design conditions (shutoff conditions that provide the
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maximum differential pressure at which the valves must open), however. actual operating conditions could have been used in the actuator sizing of MO 3202A, B. C
and MO 3204 A, B, C.- EPU has increased the operating differential pressure across the D Feedwater Heaters by as much as 27 psid. Adjustment of the torque
switch setting may be required based upon this sizing review.
RISK
The Feedwater heater system is designed to close the inlet and outlet Isolation valves and open the bypass valve based upon high heater level due to tube rupture to
prevent turbine water induction. Water induction into the turbine could cause turbine failure in which a scram would likely occur prior to the water induction if the
valves do not operate properly.

Motor Operated Valve SCRAM Stroke Time greater than 1 minute N/A no faster than 1 Binding Yes M
Assembly minute

Master EPN: 1-3203 *HI PRESS FW HTR MO BYP VLV

Rec: Evaluate the capability of the motor operator to operate at the peak expected differential pressure. Review sizing calculation of bypass valve MO 3203 to ensure
adequate margin exists at the EPU operating differential pressure conditions.

Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION
A higher flow results in a higher differential pressure for valve closure, which may impose additional loads on the motor, operated valves. It is understood that the
margins for the motor operator motors are in the range of 200%. With an increased differential pressure across the MO-3203, D' HEATERS BYP VLV, the primary
potential Is to affect the stroke time of the valve. The assumptions made of this valve, in the transient analysis of the plants, is that the performance of the valve will be
no better than a stroke time of one minute. Therefore no affect on the affect on the loss of feedwater heating event and there is no foreseen loss of margin. However,
in the event of a heater tube rupture, a failure of the valve to open, along with failure of the D heater isolation valves to close due the Increased differential pressure,
could result in water backing up into the main turbine. In the event of high heater level due to tube rupture, the inlet and outlet isolation valves close and the bypass
valve opens to prevent turbine water induction. *Typically, motor operated valves are sized based upon design conditions (shutoff conditions that provide the
maximum differential pressure at which the valves must open), however, actual operating conditions could have been used in the actuator sizing of MO 3203.- EPU
has increased the operating differential pressure across MO 3203 by up to 27 psid.. Adjustment of the torque switch setting may be required based upon this sizing
review.
RISK
The Feedwater heater system is designed to close the inlet and outlet isolation valves and open the bypass valve based upon high heater level due to tube rupture to
prevent turbine water induction. Water induction into the turbine could cause turbine failure in which a scram would likely occur prior to the water induction if the
valves do not operate properly.

Motor Operated Valve Unexpected Acc Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Assembly Degradation

Master EPN: 1-3205-A VALVE FW HDR A TO RX ISOL

Rec: Perform external valve/internal operator/motor inspection for wear on one of the 3206 MOVs during next refuel outage.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear or loosening of fasteners since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves .The most susceptible sub-
components to wear would be the valves body to bonnet fasteners, valve stem or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or rotor. Body to bonnet fasteners have
been found to be loose, in the past, due to vibrations. If sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then
potential wear patterns on these sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual Inspection of the valve
stem external surfaces should also be performed If significant wear is detected, replaced wom components prior to failure and adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of Identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
The Feedwater Regulation isolation valves are designed to provide isolation of the control valves for out of service conditions. In the event of an unisolable leak of
valve, the unit may have to, at the extreme conditions, shutdown to repair a leak.

Motor Operated Valve Unexpected Acc Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Assembly Degradation
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Master EPN: 1-3201 ASSY - VALVES RX FEED PUMP DISCHARGE

Rec: Perform external valve/internal operator/motor inspection for wear on one of the 3201 MOVs during next refuel outage.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear or loosening of fasteners since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves .The most susceptible sub-
components to wear would be the valves body to bonnet fasteners, valve stem or the actuator limit switches, torque switch or rotor. Body to bonnet fasteners have
been found to be loose, in the past, due to vibrations. If sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then
potential wear pattems on these sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual inspection of the valve
stem external surfaces should also be performed If significant wear Is detected, replaced wom components prior to failure and adjustment PM cycle to control
inspection/replacement frequencies of identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
The Feedwater discharge valves are designed to provide isolation of the feedwater pump for maintenance during plant operations. In the event of an unisolable leak
on the discharge check valve the unit may have to, at the extreme conditions, shutdown to repair a leak. The risk associated with a failure of the valve to operate
would at least require an operator work around to manually dose the MOV in the event the Feedwater Pump needs to be isolated during operations.

Probs, Temp. Levels, De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Sampling

Master EPN: 2-3299-167A PROBE FEEDWATER INJECTION

Rec: Replace the feedwater sample probes (Note Unit 2 Is complete - found to be In good condition).
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

In response to several concerns, one of which would be the damage to the Dresden feedwater sparger. The shorter design should be less subject to failure. Dresden
had sample probe failures.Three FW probes and one condensate sample probe failed due to high cycle fatigue Induced by flow-induced vibration. Quad Cities
Operability Evaluation CR 190513 addresses the consequences of a probe failure as a result of Dresden's three FW probe failures. *GE-NE-000-0024-2731
determined ratio of Vortex Frequency for various sample probes but did not include thermowells- GE-NE-000-0024-2731 determined frequency ratios of 1.026, 0.87,
0.86, 0.3, 0.9 and 0.71 for various sample probe cases. Per ASME Appendix N - Below 0.76 acceptable however other documents more restrictive. GE-NE-000-0024-
2731 has determined that for certain sample probe cases, the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently close to a sample probe first natural frequency during various
operating conditions that lock-on could occur (i.e. resonant condition). GE-NE-000-0024-2731 did not Include thermowells *Continued successful operation of existing
probes or thermowells for an entire operating cycle cannot be assured. If it is determined by analysis that the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently close to a
thermowell's first natural frequency during various operating conditions that lock-on could occur, then the thermowell shall be re-designed.
RISK
Probe and thermowell failure could occur and either enter a feedwater heater and become lodged or enter a feedwater pump and possibly cause pump damage. A
failure of a thermowell will also likely cause a breach in the system. In both cased, a unit derate or shutdown may be required.

Pump Assembly De-rate Number of Pumps 3 3 3 Wear Yes H
Master EPN: 1-3201-A ASSY - PUMP 1A REACTOR FEEDWATER

Rec: Evaluate if there is some (probably small) potential that full-range testing of pump capability might support operation at 100% EPU power with one of the pumps in
standby or might support identification of cost-effective modifications (e.g., change in impeller design) that would allow restoration of the pre-EPU stand-by pump
configuration. Perform testing to determine the optimum operating conditions at which to start and stop feedwater pumps for providing optimal power production and
running conditions of these pumps. This would be a plant specific analysis.

Comments: BASIS OF RECOMENDATION
Per Task Report T0701, when operating with the modified high pressure turbine with only two feed and three condensate / condensate booster pumps on line, the flow
passing capability of the feedwater flow control valves will become limiting for operation near 100% of 2527/2511 MvVth (pre-EPU 100% power level). While at 110 %
of 2527/2511 MWth, the condensate / condensate booster pump motors will exceed their full load amp ratings. In order to achieve maximum operational flexibility a
third feed pump should be placed on-line prior to exceeding 100% of 2527/2511 MWth (85.5% LPU), and the fourth condensate/condensate booster pump placed on-
line prior to reaching 110% of 2527/2511 MWth (94 % LPU).-These above values for placing additional pumps in service at 100% and 110% Pre-EPU power levels
are also true if a feedwater or condensate / condensate booster pump is lost or removed from service which is not significantly dependent upon time of season which
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is based upon theoretically pump crves. Maintenance or loss of condensate, condensate booster or feedwater pumps/motors will result in unit derates during non-
outage periods or to avoid derates will have to occur during outage periods. No testing has been performed to verify achievable power with less than full complement
of pumps. Per discussion with system engineers, there has been no full-range testing to confirm/identify achievable power with less than the full complement of
pumps. There are no spare gear boxes available that would be needed in the event of a failure.
RISK
At the minimum the plant would derate to 100% of pre-EPU conditions if a feedwater pump was placed out of service. Maintenance will result in unit derates during
non-outage periods or to avoid derates will have to occur during outage periods. This require outage resources.

Pump Assembly De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M

Master EPN: 1-3201-A ASSY - PUMP 1A REACTOR FEEDWATER

Rec: Measure the vibrations of FW pump components.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

System engineers and Exelon Vibration experts recognize noticably increased vibration (possibly flow-change or equipment line-up induced) in small-bore pipe and
tubing associated with the Feedwater System
RISK
At the minimum, the plant would derate to 100% of pre-EPU conditions if a feedwater pump was placed out of service

Temp Special De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes H
Master EPN: TX 1-3241-22A I DI FW HTR FW INLET

Rec: Evaluate Feedwater system temperature element thermowells to eliminate concern with vortex shedding failure vulnerability..

Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION
Dresden has had sample probe failures. Three FW probes and one condensate sample probe failed due to high cycle fatigue induced by flow-induced vibration.-GE- -
NE-000-0024-2731 determined ratio of Vortex Frequency for various sample probes but did not include thermowells. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 determined frequency
ratios of 1.026, 0.87, 0.86, 0.3, 0.9 and 0.71 for various sample probe cases. Per ASME Appendix N - Below 0.76 acceptable however other documents more
restrictive. GE-NE-000-0024-2731 has determined that for certain sample probe cases, the vortex shedding frequency is sufficiently close to a sample probe first
natural frequency during various operating conditions that lock-on could occur (i.e. resonant condition). GE-NE-000-0024-2731 did not include thermowells .
Continued successful operation of existing probes or thermowells for an entire operating cycle cannot be assured. If R is determined by analysis that the vortex
shedding frequency is sufficiently close to a thermowell's first natural frequency during various operating conditions that lock-on could occur, then the thermowell shall
be re-designed
RISK
Probe and thermowell failure could occur and either enter a feedwater heater and enter a feedwater sparger and possibly cause damage. A failure of a thermowell
will also likely cause a breach in the system. In both cased, a unit derate or shutdown may be required.

Valves - Hydraulic De-rate Vibration N/A N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Operated

Master EPN: EPU-QDC-FW-0001 FEEDWATER REG VALVE

Rec: Perform actuator/valve inspection for wear on both of the Feedwater Reg valves during next refuel outage.

Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION
The effects of vibration and wear at increase EPU flows cannot be easily evaluated on the sub-components of these valves. The likely cause of failure would be due
to wear since operation at EPU condition of one cycle has not resulted in any fatigue failures of these valves. The most susceptible sub-components to wear would be
the valves stem or the actuator parts. Quad Cities FW system engineer has noted Ian increase in vibrations. The current PM inspects the valve and actuator, one
each outage. However, if sub-components are now excited at EPU operating frequencies or vibration amplitudes increased, then potential wear patterns on these
sub-components could be detected after one operating cycle and if significant, replaced prior to failure. Visual inspection should also be performed and documeneted
to determine significant wear is detected. The goal is to replace worn components prior to failure and adjust PM cycles to control inspection/replacement frequencies
of identified susceptible sub-components.
RISK
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At the minimum, failure of a regulating valve would require a de-rate to repair.

Valves - No Operators Orp Work Around Flow N/A NIA N/a Wear No
Master EPN: 1-3208-A IA RFP DSCH CK VLV

Rec: Inspect one discharge check valve at the next outage and perform check valve monitoring or increase the frequency of the PM for the discharge check valve to
manage the potential for accelerated wear on the hinge bushings.

Comments: BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION
Due to the lower flow rate per pump there is potential for accelerated wear on the feedwater pump discharge check valve flapper hinge bushings. In addition Quad
has detected pressure fluctuations in the feedwater system; if the pressure oscillations result in flow oscillations that affect the position of the valve flapper. If this
condition persists, then the PM for the discharge check valve should be increased to manage the potential for accelerated wear on the hinge bushings
RISK
Avoid the potential of reverse flow through the feedwater pumps, when a pump is in standby, which would require operator work around to manage feedwater flow to
the reactor.

System Parameter
Parameter- .-* - :-: Analytical Pre EPU Level A. Analytical Post-EPU Level ms Vg PreEPU PlantDatU -EPU Plant Data'

Pressure - FW Pmp NIA 1338 1850 1336 1410
Discharge (PSIG)

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Component Report for listing of all components evaluated)

Pump Assembly De-rate Pressure NIA N/A N/A Wear Yes M
Master EPN: 1-3201-A ASSY - PUMP IA REACTOR FEEDWATER

Rec: Recommend that the seal PM be increased and a review of three-pump operation be performed In order to prevent a de-rate.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The Feedwater Pumps seal performance has been reviewed in the past due to many failures. The maintenance plan specifies a replacement of the seals every eight
years. CMO suggests that the failure of the seals has increased due to the increased discharge pressure due to three pump EPU operation.
RISK
At the minimum the plant would derate to 100% of pre-EPU conditions if a feedwater pump was placed out of service
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System Parameter
aamtr'AitiIPe-P eeI'.Aayial PotEUL~e KSse ela ai ~to Uiting Pre-EPO Plant Daa'6iia mting Pot-EPU Plant Data

Pressure - FW Pmp N/A 166.7 N/A 221 204
Suction (PSIG) Min

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (see Master/Sub Comoonent Revort for listing of all components evaluated)

Compoonent Type. '-Fiue, ' ~ Ciia ' : Expect vAlue for 2., Actual Value foiL.rY'...-,'- Lii alr ~ ' GAP Rik:;
_vinrbit:I'Chiracte'ristic' :' Critical C rcte'itl Crtcal ChrceI tl: 7 Mehanism Priort

Master EPN:

Rec:,
Comments:

System Parameter

Pa~itr:,~- Analytical Pro-EPU Level>, 'Analytca P66t-EPU emODes 7'. Basisi'oni PrpiiPPlant m

Temperature. - F Heater 340/N/A 3521152 356/152 Transient Analysis, 339 351
D Discharge (Max/Min) (F) 350 Pipe Design

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Component Report for listing of all components evaluated)

Comn'ponent Type .''Failure 2"' ~JCritical *' *'~. Expect Valu'eforl:_"' "L.1 '...lActual Value forK :.' Limit'.'-..~ Failure' :-,,. . ' GAP. Risk"'
- '•'"* Vnraity'.'Caatrsi 2CiiaCharacteristic Critical Character"istic " ' " Mechnith ' . Priority

Piping Specialty,Fittings LER Stress N/A N/A N/A Design Errors Yes L
Master EPN : 1-3204-A PIPING

Rec: Revise Specification R-441 1 o reflect a new design temperature of 356 F between the D Feedwater heaters and the Reactor.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The original design temperatures of 350 F downstream of the 'D" FW heaters have been exceeded at EPU conditions.-The EPU analytic temperature is 352 F in
which the actual operating temperatures are just below the analytic limit (356 F).
RISK
The non-conservative temperatures in the specification can result in a design error or a design control Issue.
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System Parameter
.el .e l-: - | alytial Pre eEPP e | al a L . t De Basis a | Litn PreEPU P ta Lming ost EPU Plant DataParmeter- .. .L . .r.D.,.g.a"',-.imiin P

Temperature - FW Pmp 300 318 N/A 304 313
Suction (F)

Related Vulnerabilities of Components (See Master/Sub Comoonent Revort for listing of all components evaluated)

Component Type Failure" - Crtical .I:r: e [ExAectPValuefor. ActualValuefor . |LimtG
-;. * |Vulnerabliit.: I Characteristic |CriticalCharateistic. CriticalCharacteristic;|:' : Mechanism |- ::|Priority'

Piping SpecialtyFittings LER Stress 318 313 300 Design Errors Yes L
Master EPN: 2-3205-A3F PIPING A' RFP MIN FLOW LINE

Rec: Revise Specification R-441 Ito reflect a new design temperature of 318 F between the Feedwater Pump minimum flow line and the condenser.
Comments: BASIS OF RECOMMENDATION

The original design temperatures of 300 F downstream of the Feedwater Pump minimum flow valves have been exceeded at EPU conditions.
RISK
The non-conservative temperatures in the specification can result in a design error or a design control issue.
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9. Miscellaneous Documents

The following documents are attached:

Previously Identified Issues for the FW system
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Exekn.e
Nuclear

Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review
Dresden/Quad Cities Feedwater System

Known System Vulnerability Review
Revision 0

Known Feedwater System Vulncrabilitics

Issue Source Document Impact/Recommendation/Solution Previous Remarks
EPU,

_ -__ -_ _;_ _-__-_-_- _ - Failure
The Heat Exchange Institute Margin Reduction T0701 While not a cause for immediate concern, No
Standards for Closed Feedwater Report & Pinch operation at velocities above 10 ft/s can be
Heaters and the Tubular Heat Points & Task expected to result in increased rates of tube
Exchanger Manufactures Report end erosion and should continued be to
Association Standards have Recommendations monitored at the current frequencies for
established criteria limiting tube & Quad Cities tube end erosion related wall thinning. This
flow velocities in order to Concerns (Q-034) information was transmitted to the site
minimize tube end erosion. For & Post EPU system engineering personnel. Currently,
stainless steel tubes the applicable Assessment the 'D" heater flows are approximately 11
limit is 10 ft/s(corrccted to 60 fl/sec prior to EPU. The lifetime average
degree F). At 115% uprate. all number of tubes plugged per heater on the
the heaters except heater A2 will SD" heaters at Dresden with these flows has
exceed a tube velocity of l Oft/s. been 16 out of 910 tubes or 1.7%. At EPU,

the "D" heater flows will increase to
approximately 12.5 ft/sec and the other
heater flows to approximately II fl/scc or
below. Dresden 3C2 FW heater degraded
and should have tube bundle replaced

When operating with the modified Margin Reduction T0701 Maintenance or loss of condensate, No
high pressure turbine with only Report & Pinch condensate booster or feedwater
two feed and three condensate I Points & Quad pumps/motors will result in unit derates
condensate booster pumps on Cities Concern during non-outage periods or to avoid
line, the flow passing capability (Q-054) & Post derates will have to occur during outage
of the feedwater flow control EPU Assessment periods. No testing to verify achievable
valves will become limiting for power with less than full complement of
operation near 100% of pumps (i.e. unknown).
2527/2511 MWth (prc-EPU
100% power level). While at 110
%of 2527/2511 MWth, the
condensate / condensate booster
pump motors will exceed their
full load amp ratings. In order to
achieve maximum operational
flexibility a third fccd pump
should be placed on-line prior to
exceeding 100% of 2527/2511
MWth (85.5% LPU), and the
fourth condcnsate/condensate
booster pump placed on-line prior
to reaching 110% of 2527/2511
MWth (94 % LPU). These above
values for placing additional
pumps in service at 100% and
110% Pre-EPU power levels arc
also true if a feedwater or
condensate / condensate booster
pump is lost or removed from
service which is not significantly
dependent upon time of season.
Feedwater and Condensate Extent of CR SR's created on for the condensate and No Need to ensure that
Booster Pump on line work will Condition Report D138767 condensate booster pumps for outage pump PM plan for future
be recoded to refuel outages to in November work. Feedwater SR's be handled under bundles PM
avoid derates 2003 & Margin AR 91238 task 61 for PM outage work. appropriately to

Report minimize deratcs
that will be required
to perform
maintenance on line.
See AT 75977-02
tracking resolution
of PM scope review.
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Issue Source : Document Impact/RecommendationlSolution Previous Remarks
. . -- . - - . -. . >- -..-. EPU

:___ __ .__ .__ .__ . -Failure - _ - _: _-

Reactor Feed Pump Suction RV Extent of CR Small Bore piping developed leak due to Yes 2:1 welds on 2A and
lines. 2B RFP suction relief valve Condition Report D 116918 vibration - high cycle fatigue. Performed 2C were not
developed leak and required in November CR vibration reading on all relief valves. All performed. What
derate to repair 2003 D124640 Unit 3 RVs and the Unit 2A and C were not about off normal

susceptible to high cycle fatigue. The Unit conditions and Quad
2 B was susceptible to high cycle fatigue. Cities Cat ID. Verify
Vibration measurements were also status of WRs
performed on the piping. The Unit 3 B
piping and the Unit 2 B and C piping was
determined to be susceptible to vibration.
WRs 75469, 66377 and 66382 were created
to address these piping areas. The Unit 3
RV were installed with 2xI welds during
D3R17 to address the valve susceptibilities.
Cat ID 1385353 was created to order RV
with 2xl welds in the future. The cracked
weld on the 2B RV was repaired with a 2xI
weld.

Reactor Feed Pump Suction Low Extent of CR Received Reactor Feed Pump Low pressure Yes Verify if Unit I had
pressure alarm Condition Report Q172060 suction alarms several times when dentin dp this done.

in November Ref at 29 psid (normal). Alarm is 200 psig. EC
2003 CR 344329 issued to change alarm from 200

Q150946, psig to 180 psig
CRQ
155349,
CRQ
164360

Feedwater suction pressure trips Task Report T0701 Need to verify if staggered setpoints and No Verify if done
setpoints should be staggered and Recommendation timed delays implemented
timed delayed to avoid a complete
loss of feedwater
Feedwater Piping Vibrations Pinch Points & T0701 The flow velocity in the Feedwater piping Yes

Quad Cities will increase under EPU and result in
Concern (Q-058) higher flow induced vibration. Failure to
& Post EPU meet pre-determined acceptance limits rmay
Assessment & DQ limit operation and may require
Final Margins modifications to reduce the vibration. l

Loss of condensate pump at full Quad Cities T0701 Need to resolve potential damage to No
power will result in remaining Concern (Q-036) condensate pumps due to running at low
pumps being over amp limit until flow with resultant high amps, and FW
runback. May also result in the suction pressure trips at same sctpoint.
trip of all FW pumps due to trip Need to implement modifications.
of one condensate pump.
Increased Feedwater flow will Post EPU T0701 Checkworks program changes are in place No Need to validate
potentially accelerate Assessment & DQ to ensure appropriate inspections arc flows in
erosion/corrosion rates Final Margins performed Checkworks
Replace Dresden FW Heater Post EPU T0701 & Actual Pressures at EPU conditions exceed Yes Need to verify if
Pressure Transmitters Assessment T0700 T0700 VWO pressures. Pressure indication installed

went off scale, no Pi data available
More rigorous Feedwater pump EPU Task Scope T0701 Dresden and Quad Cities had substantial No
trip analysis is currently done to and Methods margin and a more rigorous evaluation is
show there is adequate margin for Comparisons probably not necessary; however, it could
trip avoidance be done for completeness if desired
Achievable power level with less DQ Final Margins No testing has yet been performed on Unit No It is recommended
than full complement of pumps is
unknown

3 to determine the achievable power level
with selected pumps off line for
maintenance. Unit 2 testing was performed
in Feb. 2002 to determine appropriate
power levels.

I that a special test be
conducted when the
next maintenance
window presents to
optimize the
recommfended stable
power level for
operation with
various pump
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Issue Source Document ImpactlRecommendation/Solution Previous Remarks
EPU

-_ _ . _ -_ --- Failure
combinations. It is
also recommended
to continue with the
upgrades to match
the impcilers on all
three fcedwatcr
pumps.

Required CV for flow control DQ Final Margins T0701 PM and current performance is acceptable. No No actions arc
valves marginal at high power & Margin Report With a higher dP, valves will be less open. required beyond
levels with only 2 FW pumps on- Currently valves arc okay although neither normal performance
line. will handle 100% flow. The performance of monitoring.

the FW regulating valves is as predicted.
They arc controlling at a less open
condition than prior to EPU.

FW Pump cooling will be reduced Margin Report Item D- Projection is that 30 years life still remain. No Results should be
due to running all three pumps. 004/Q-004 GE evaluation documented in DRF-A61- factored into the PM
This results in potential reduced 00052- Tab 6 concluded that the pumps will plans.
reliability and reduced motor life. be acceptable for an additional 30 years at

EPU conditions, with all three pumps
running. No change to the HVAC system
was required.

Margin of available FW flow Margin Report T0701 Original design required 10% margin, No Need to ensure that
capacity to that required for revised analysis by GE determined that 5% PM plan for future
handling transients. This makes was sufficient. EPU levels provide 7%. All bundles PM
potential pump degradation more appropriate available parameters arc being appropriately to
significant and monitoring and monitored, adequate monitoring plans arc in minimize derates
trending for degradation more place. Current pump performance has been that will be required
important. good. to perform

maintenance on line.
See AT 75977-02
tracking resolution
of PM scope review.
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1. Executive Summary

Process

The review of the Recirculation system and reactor internals was conducted using guidance in
Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Review instruction Revision 0. These two topics
are combined into one report since Jet pumps are internal to the reactor and are directly affected
by changed recirc system parameters.

A total of 2304 components within the Dresden and Quad Cities recirculation system and reactor
internals were considered in this review. A listing of these components included in this review is
provided in Section 9 of this report.

EPU Task Reports, system descriptions, system specific trend data, system component list,
previous EPU evaluations, and UFSARs were reviewed to identify EPU-related vulnerabilities
(LER, ESF actuation, Reactor SCRAM, derate, OWA, Tech Spec entries, unexpected accelerated
degradation) within the Reactor Recirculation system and Reactor Internals at Dresden and Quad
Cities. In addition, the site Recirculation System Engineers (Bill Poppe-Dresden and Greg
Houldson-Quad Cities and Jim Trettin-Quad Cities Systems Engineering Primary Lead) were
interviewed as part of the Recirculation system evaluation. Keith Moser assisted with the reactor
internals evaluation.

The System Engineers were questioned about the current operation and maintenance history of
the Recirculation system and Reactor Internals, and limited trend data was considered. The
Recirc System Engineers stated that there had been essentially no changes in Recirculation
system operation or maintenance due to EPU. Though reactor power has increased, there have
been no observable changes in flow controller positions, temperatures, pressures, or flow
conditions attributed solely EPU. Of course, this is not the case for reactor internals.

Additionally, a second review was performed in San Jose with several GENE engineers of the
Quad Cities Unit 2 Steam Dryer Failure Determination of Root Cause and Extent of Condition
report during the week of April 27, 2004. The GENE team members participating in this review
included Henry Hwang, Richard Wu, Hwang Choe, Maharaj Kaul, S. J. Lin and Sam Sundaram.

Based on these discussions, it was identified that components of the Recirculation system and
Reactor Internals are subject to potential vulnerabilities as a result of operation under EPU
conditions. A detailed component level evaluation was performed. The effect of system changes
due to EPU on key system components is evaluated as part of the system level evaluation.

Parameter Evaluation

The changes in system parameters resulting from EPU are summarized in the table in Section 4
of this report.
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The most important changes in system parameters affecting the reactor vessel and its internals
and recirculation system are the 17% increase in reactor power and associated steam and feed
flow which result in an increased fluence, and changes in the recirculation flow conditions as a
result of changed core design and core flow resistance.

Vulnerabilities Identified

Potential vulnerabilities were identified during the system and component level reviews and were
evaluated as documented in Section 6 of this report. Specific vulnerabilities are documented in
Recommendations Section 2, and in the data base in Section 8 of this report.

The primary vulnerabilities center around the following issues:
* Increased resistance to flow in the core due to EPU core designs and resulting effect on Jet

Pump performance, and limitations on Recirc pump speeds
* Changed flow conditions in the Moisture Separator and dryer and the effects of potential

vibration,
* Reduced core flow window at 100% thermal power and effects on component life due to

increased operation time at near full rated recirc pump speed,

Recommendations

During the next few fuel cycles, core designs will increasingly challenge the Jet Pumps and
Recirc M-G sets and pumps as flow resistance increases at power. A theoretical threshold exists
where bypass leakage at the Jet Pump slip joint bypass leakage (SJBL) will initiate and where
vibration will drastically increase. This vibration will result in a sudden increase in the wear rate
of the Jet Pump restrainer wedges. In turn, wedge wear will result in increased clearances at the
restrainer set screws allowing the vibration amplitude to increase. This will cause fatigue
damage to the Jet Pump riser braces and eventually after a predictable number of cycles,
cracking will initiate. This mechanism has occurred at some BWR5s, including LaSalle, and one
known BWR4. There has been no history of wedge wear or movement at Dresden, but there was
some indication of movement during Q2R17 this winter. There is an investigation in progress at
GE to determine the appropriate parameter that should be evaluated and for which a threshold
value should be established to predict SJBL for the Dresden/Quad Cities Jet Pumps. If operation
is anticipated close to this threshold, either mitigation actions need to be taken or contingency
planning needs to occur for these actions.

The Recirc pumps and M-G set components are all operating close to their maximum capabilities.
As core flow resistance continues to increase, this equipment will be pushed closer to those
limitations with resulting impact to operational flexibility and to component life. Also, as the M-
G sets are operated at higher speeds, steady state control will be challenged due to limitations of
the fluid coupling's positioners. Currently, adjustable speed drives (ASD's) are being considered
for installation at Quad Cities station This modification should be supported for all four units.
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There has been a history at pre-EPU conditions of vibration of small-bore Recirc loop flow
instrumentation line high cycle fatigue failures. As the pumps are operated at speeds where they
have not continuously operated in the past, there is a possibility that these lines could be
vulnerable. Therefore, these lines should be examined at each opportunity during the next
several refuel outages.

It has been concluded that increased steam line velocities under EPU conditions are responsible
for damage that has resulted in catastrophic failures on the Quad Cities steam dryers and
cracking at the same location on the Dresden dryers. The Moisture separators are not thought to
be susceptible to the same fatigue mechanism. However, the flow conditions have changed to a
point where it is prudent asset management to perform examinations at locations on the Moisture
separator that have been vulnerable to fatigue cracking at other plants.

References:

1. Dresden 2-Diagram of Nuclear Boiler and Recirculation Piping, drawing M-26 sheets 1
and 2.

2. Dresden 3-Diagram of Nuclear Boiler and Recirculation Piping, drawing M-357 sheets 1,
2 and 3.

3. Dresden 2-Diagram of Recirculation Pump Motor and Generator (M-G) sets oil Piping,
drawing M- 174 sheet 1.

4. Dresden 3-Diagram of Recirculation Pump Motor and Generator (M-G) sets oil Piping,
drawing M- 174 sheet 2.

5. Quad Cities 1-Diagram of Nuclear Boiler and Recirculation Piping, drawing M-35 sheets
1 and 2.

6. Quad Cities 2-Diagram of Nuclear Boiler and Recirculation Piping, drawing M-77 sheets
l and 2.

7. Quad Cities 1-Diagram of Recirculation Pump Motor and Generator (M-G) sets oil
Piping, drawing M-35 sheet 4.

8. Quad Cities 2-Diagram of Recirculation Pump Motor and Generator (M-G) sets oil
Piping, drawing M-77 sheet 4.

9. T0300 EPU Task Report, Nuclear Boiler System (Dresden 2 and 3), GENE-A22-00103-
19-01, October 2000.

10. T0301 EPU Task Report, RPV Fracture Toughness, GENEA22-00103-20-01, October
2000.

11. T0300 EPU Task Report, Nuclear Boiler System (Quad Cities 1 and 2), GENE-A22-
00 103-19-02, October 2000.

12. T0303 EPU Task Report, RPV Internals Structural Integrity Evaluation, GENE-A22-
00103-05-01, October2000.

13. T0304 EPU Task Report, Reactor Internal Pressure Differences, GENE-A22-00103-06-
01, October 2000

14. TO305 EPU Task Report, Flow Induced Vibration, Reactor Internals, GENE-A22-00103-
07-01, October 2000.

15. T0307 EPU Task Report, Reactor Recirculation System, GENE-A22-00103-23-01,
October 2000.
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17. BWR Jet Pump Assembly Maintenance Issues, S. Ranganath, M. Schrag, S. Kaylor, June
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Coolant/Recirculation Pumps, April, 2003.
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2. Recommendations and Bases (Project Instruction Attachment 5)

Re act'or,-Internals
eJ ~g I LULL I L. 4,, "

Perform a one time visual examination
of the shroud head bolt locking pin
window for evidence of wear.

Perform a one time visual inspection of
the shroud head bolt mid-span and top
support ring gussets at next refuel.

Perform a one time inspection of a
sample of the separator standpipe welds
to the top of the shroud head for fatigue
cracking.

Increased feed flow velocity could
potentially cause high cycle and
thermal fatigue of the shroud head
bolts and their support ring gusset
welds. The SHB has a 900 rotation
limiting pin integral to the bolt shank
in a "window" on the SHB sleeve. If
the bolt is vibrating or loosens, the pin
will rub and wear against the sleeve.

Moisture separators have been
vulnerable to fatigue cracking at other
BWRs. Specifically, the mid-span and
upper support ring gusset welds have
experienced fatigue damage at other
BWRs and these areas have not been
examined at either plant since the 14th
outages at Dresden.

Increased feedwater flow velocity
could potentially cause high cycle and
thermal fatigue cracking on the
standpipe welds and support ring
gussets.

Failure of the shroud head
bolts or the support ring
gussets would result in a loss
of function of shroud head
bolts and de-tension the
shroud head resulting in
steam carry-under. This
would not allow increased
power with recirc pump flow
and resulting in a derate (5).

The probability of the
occurrence of a gusset weld
failure in light of vibration
failures of the dryer is
medium (5).

The failure of the shroud head
would be detectable
immediately by the power-
flow anomaly and is assigned
a detect ability number of 5.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
5x5x5=125

M
Perform a one time inspection of the
feedwater sparger and end bracket pin
hardware for evidence of vibration.

EPU conditions have increased
feedwater flow. As a result, vibration
modes may have changed.

During Q2R17, one of the eight
sparger end bracket attachment locking
bolts was observed to have a missing
nut. Others were found loose.

There is a history of moving and rising
pins at other BWRs.

A review of the Dresden IVVI tapes
verified that the nuts were in-place
during the D2R18 inspections
specified for NUREG 0619.

If an end bracket bolt is lost, a
sparger could loose its seal in
the safe-end bore if the end is
not secured to the vessel
bracket. When the damage
was discovered, it would
result in significant outage
extension to repair and an
LER (10).

The probability of this
occurrence is very small (1).

The failure would not be
detected and is assigned a
detect ability number of 5.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
lOxlx5=50

M
Establish a threshold value of the The pressure drop across the core is Damaged Jet Pump riser
appropriate parameter at which slip joint expected to increase as additional fuel braces would result in costly
bypass leakage initiates Jet Pump is changed to new designs that support repairs and outage extensions
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[Reactor internals 1Ž;z 1
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Accelerate the BWRVIP-41
recommended inspection of restrainer
gate wedges (WD-1) to verify that there
is no evidence of vibration and wear.
Perform this inspection activity every
cycle utile confidence is developed that
slip joint leakage will not cause
degradation of the restrainer gate
clearances.

Eventually, increases in recirc pump
speed will be necessary to achieve
100% core flow at end of cycle EPU
conditions.

It is anticipated that this change in
pressure drop across the core will
result in decreased M-ratios. A
correlation has been postulated
between M-ratio and the threshold at
which increased slip joint bypass
leakage initiates. Parameters other
than M-ratio may be more suitable for
indicating this operational threshold.
Slip-joint bypass leakage causes Jet
Pump vibrations that results in
increased restrainer set-screw wear and
accelerates wedge wear. As these
clearances at the restrainer brace open,
fatigue damage at leaf attachment
welds at the vessel wall quickly
accumulates and cracking initiates.
There are two mitigation schemes that
could be implemented to address this
problem.

Since core dP is increasing
with every core change, the
probability of slip joint
leakage is increasing each
cycle (10).

Wedge wear would be
revealed during BWRVIP-41
IVVI (5).

Vulnerability Prioritization:
5x Ox5=250

H
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Procure a spare Recirc pump motor and
replace the motors in accordance with
the High Voltage motor maintenance
template once every ten years.

Adjustable speed drives (ASD's) are
being considered for installation at Quad
Cities station. This modification should
be supported for all four units.

Post EPU, the M-G sets and recirc
pumps are operating close to their
maximum capabilities. As core flow
resistance continues to increase, the M-
G sets will be operated more closely to
their limits.

The width of the operational window
under EPU and MELLLA has been
decreased for 100% power. It requires
the minimum core flows of 95% vs
78% for Pre-EPU full power operation.
Therefore, increased duty will be
required of the recirc system.

Most of these motors have never been
refurbished. The remaining reliable
life of these components is being
challenged under EPU.

When the M-G set and pumps
reach limitations, more
frequent control rod pattern
changes and associated
derates (5) will be required.
The failure of any motor of
these motors will result in an
outage.

The probability of the
occurrence of these
limitations is medium (5).

The operating limitation
would be detectable
immediately and is assigned a
detect ability number of 5.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
5x5x5=125

M
After Recirc pumps speeds are increased
to levels not previously attained, inspect
the Recirc Loop Flow sensing lines in
the drywell and othersmall-bore piping
attached to the Recirc system during
each of the upcoming outages.

As pump speeds increase to values not
previously seen, the resonant
frequency of the lines may be reached.
The small-bore sensing lines on the D3
reactor recirc loop flow
instrumentation have failed due to high
cycle fatigue at lower recirc pump
vane passing frequencies on multiple
occasions.

Failure of the sensing lines is
an ASME Class I "structural
integrity" issue and would
cause an LER and is therefore
a severity of 10.

The probability of the
occurrence of a failure is very
small (1).

The failure of the sensing line
would result in immediately
recognizable parameter
changes and is assigned a
detect ability number of 5.

Vulnerability Prioritization:
lOxlx5=50

M
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3. Known Vulnerabilities Checklist Review

System Name: Reactor Internals and Recirculation

Instructions: Place a check mark for each unitfor which the
doctument was reviewed.
w DDRE DRE QDC QDC

Reviewed Documents U2 U3 U1 U2
Pinch Points __ _ _

Margin List

Focus Review

CHIP

SHIP

Single Point Vulnerability

Scram De-Rate Challenge

Industry Feedback

GE Task Reports

Commonz Cause Analysis H 11 1

EPUEvaluation Cisaisges _ I _
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4. Summary of System Parameter Changes

a. Evaluation of Parameter Changes with Plant Data

PI data for selected parameters was captured from point history for this review of the four units.
Data is compared for the summer and winter seasons both prior to and after implementation of
EPU. The parameters selected included Total Jet Pump flow, Recirc Pump Motor Power and
Core Differential Pressure. These three data points were reviewed to attempt to validate the task
reports to actual changes in recirculation flow. Recirc Pump Outlet Temperature was used to
detect actual temperature changes.

Total Jct Pump Flow

The comparison of the four units for this indicator revealed the following information. At
Dresden, full power operation prior to EPU during the summer months was often significantly
curtailed due to lake temperatures. The addition of cooling towers during the first EPU cycle
served to cloud this evaluation and as a result D2 trends seem meaningless. For reasons that
were not established during this evaluation, D3 was impacted significantly less than D2. D3
recirc flow was also less than either Quad Cities unit. Quad Cities 1 total jet pump flow
decreased significantly under EPU conditions. This may have been due to operation at pre-EPU
after the dryer failure and being off-line during the summer for repairs

Quad Cuies 2 did not enter coast-down conditions at the end of this cycle. Prior to EPU, Quad'
Cities 2 had licensed ICF up to 108% and had operated up to 102M#/hr at maximum pump speed
(about 96.5% indicated). The other units are limited to 98M#/hr. As a result, QC 2 was able to
operate with higher flow during the summer under EPU conditions.

Winter season data revealed that total jet pump flow decreased on all four units by a percent to
over five percent on Quad Cities 2 from pre- to post-EPU. This is not consistent with predictions
that core flow would increase under EPU.

MELLLA provides a higher rod line than previously used so that the units operate at lower core
flows at a given power. Under EPU conditions, to achieve increased power, the unit operates
further up the slope. At pre-EPU, 100% rated power was achieved (under ELLLA) at 87% core
flow. Under EPU conditions along the MELLLA rod line, 100% thermal power is not reached
until 95% core flow and the range of % core flow available at 100% therma l power is only 5% of
core flow. Therefore, the minimum pump speed, where the plant would prefer to operate early in
the cycle at EPU power is higher. The operating window under MELLLA and EPU conditions is
actually smaller and requires higher core flow for rated power. In addition, the resistance to flow
across the core is increased.

Core Differential Pressure

The comparison of the four units for this indicator revealed the following information. Again, at
Dresden, full power operation prior to EPU during the summer months was often significantly
curtailed due to lake temperatures. Core differential pressure (dP) increased on both Quad Cities
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units under EPU conditions. On Quad Cities 2, there was a greater than 10% increase in dP and
an increase in Jet pump flow. No other unit displayed that consistency in the predicted direction.
In the winter months, Dresden dP increased and Quad Cities dP decreased although all Jet Pump
flows decreased. No clear and constant trends are identified.

Recirc Pump Motor Power

The comparison of the four units for this indicator revealed the following information. Again, at
Dresden, full power operation prior to EPU during the summer months was often significantly
curtailed due to lake temperatures. Dresden 2 motor power was up post EPU reflecting the
increased power that the unit was capable of producing with cooling towers. There was
essentially no change in pump power for either D3 or QCI during the summer months. Motor
power increased by over 10% on QC 2. This is consistent with the discussions under total core
flow.

Motor power decreased across all four plants in the winter months from pre- to post-EPU as did
total jet pump flow.

In summary, for the three parameters evaluated above, it can be concluded that the task report
estimation of an increase of required recirc pump speed was not consistently demonstrated.
Under EPU conditions, motor power and Jet Pump flow generally decreased and core dP
generally increased.

Recirculation Temperature

The comparison of the four units for this indicator revealed the following information. During
the summer months, Dresden average and maximum temperatures consistently decreased, and
except for QC1A, temperatures consistently increased at Quad Cities. During the winter months,
temperatures consistently decreased by two degrees or less except for QCIB. The Task report
for temperature decrease under EPU condition can be demonstrated.

Recirc System Temperature Reduction

As a result of increased feedwater flow and constant recirculation flow, there is an increase in the
dilution of recirculation flow by relatively cool feedwater resulting in a decrease in recirculation
pump suction temperature of 2.50 F to 528.60 F. Feedwater temperatures have increased by
approximately 80F. This improves subcooling to the suction of the recirculation pumps will
reduce cavitation and benefit recirculation pump performance.
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Winter Conditions

Unit-Process
Computer P&ID
Point Point Description Unit Pre-EPU Post-EPU

Average Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Minimum
D2-C202 A2709 Total Jet Pump M#/HR 92.70177047 95.63320923 73.98322296 91.82031892 93.46582031 82.14011383
D3-C302 A3709 Total Jet Pump M#/HR 94.14979621 95.31526184 93.13673401 93.73176502 95.35189056 92.71601868
Q1-V\_C128 A1709 Total Jet Pump M#/HR 95.91870639 96.99048615 94.30877686 91.80377367 92.76532745 90.47369385
Q2-VC228 A2709 Total Jet Pump M#/HR 97.33920337 100.0422745 61.10993958 90.97178227 91.79974365 90.43103027

D2-'C208 A2743 Recirc Pump A Outlet Temp DEG. F 510.7951524 511.2767639 504.0869446 #DIV/O! 0 0
D2-'F289 A2744 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG. F 527.5476002 528.1021729 521.1825562 526.922066 527.5625 522.0859375
D3-C308 A3743 Recirc Pump A Outlet Temp DEG. F 523.5233403 523.9909058 522.9876099 523.4056238 523.890625 522.796875
D3-F389 A3744 Recire Pump B Outlet Temp DEG. F 524.6775375 524.9578857 524.4862061 523.7405114 524.265625 523.2890625
Q1 V_W126 A1745 RecircPumpAOutletTemp DEG F 533.1995979 533.5731201 532.7059326 531.3624679 531.5579224 531.1958008
Q1-VW128 A1747 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG F 528.1283357 528.4981689 527.5789795 530.2185973 530.3883057 530.0322876
Q2-VW226 A2745 Recirc Pump A Outlet Temp DEG F 528.634808 529.3355713 518.2432251 525.8818233 526.1090698 525.7312622
Q2-VW228 A2747 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG F 528.9726515 529.7496338 518.7221069 526.4040195 526.6120605 526.2213745

D2-C201 A2694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 16.14446121 17.02295494 10.40097237 16.67216299 17.33614922 13.1888485
D3-C301 A3694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 16.57196807 16.8451004 16.33537865 17.09764762 17.61946678 16.84005356
Q1-VC125 A1694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 17.68545913 18.02289963 17.12502098 17.37348568 17.53021049 17.21990013
Q2-VC225 A2694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 16.46124121 17.31905937 6.078884602 15.92504746 16.2236824 15.80533123

D2-E231 A2725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MN 3.837671245 4.219514847 1.901763201 3.630303546 3.857153893 2.497956514
D2-E232 A2726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MA 4.008142213 4.419769287 1.945305705 3.878779096 4.094808102 2.658258677
D3-E331 A3725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MN 3.592389682 3.682448387 3.504469395 3.694365274 3.858342648 3.615107298
D3-E332 A3726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.609386272 3.70570302 3.519202709 3.643044731 3.811739206 3.567734957
Q1-VE131 A1725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MN 3.778168783 3.898148298 3.537899256 3.514826263 3.62611413 3.394503117
Q1-VE132 A1726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.794894206 3.924225569 3.583292246 3.535316565 3.558689117 3.50801158
Q2-VE231 A2725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.702888828 4.013677597 0.643042266 3.250649231 3.40348506 3.180674314
Q2-VE232 A2726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.683691665 4.03543663 0.62641263 3.251896873 3.325912952 3.169280767
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SummerConditions

Unit-Process
Computer P&ID
Point Point Description Unit Pre-EPU Post-EPU

Average Maximum Minimum Average Maximum Mlnimum
D2-C202 A2709 Total Jet Pump M#/HR 64.2398455 93.44664001 47.39886093 92.91130205 94.39006805 47.39886093

D3-C302 A3709 Total Jet Pump M#1HR 94.70946882 96.06912994 74.74697113 92.42101062 93.53484344 74.74697113

Q1-VC128 A1709 Total Jet Pump M#/HR 97.92489155 98.69844818 96.69194031 94.94632476 96.83203125 78.1762085

Q2-VC228 A2709 Total Jet Pump M#WHR 95.03381595 98.84989929 66.61985779 96.49954496 97.76865387 80.79436493

D2-'C208 A2743 Recirc Pump A Outlet Temp DEG. F 497.0337086 510.7617188 490.4222717 492.4065857 492.4065857 492.4065857

D2-F289 A2744 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG. F 518.7127621 527.75 512.4508057 526.0698278 526.6640625 514.8312988

D3-C308 A3743 Recirc Pump A Outlet Temp DEG. F 527.35262 527.8242188 520.5500488 521.5261133 521.8746338 521.1934204

D3-'F389 A3744 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG. F 525.4148686 526.1185303 518.5115356 523.8936926 524.3640137 523.5935669

Q1-VW126 A1745 RecircPumpAOutletTemp DEG F 535.4267227 535.6152344 535.2261963 531.046505 531.5901489 525.300293

QIVW128 A1747 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG F 528.6467475 528.8276978 528.3475342 530.8417528 531.630188 525.4386597

Q2-VW226 A2745 Recirc Pump A Outlet Temp DEG F 525.1797256 526.2043457 517.1166382 527.5299332 528.1057739 522.5474854

02-VW228 A2747 Recirc Pump B Outlet Temp DEG F 526.2481283 527.3581543 519.005127 527.7492021 528.2483521 523.0712891

D2-C201 A2694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 7.857740485 16.11454391 3.826586485 16.66192251 17.02040291 3.920143604

D3-C301 A3694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 16.42334552 16.87566948 10.5481348 15.90956549 16.12119865 .15.69331932

Q1-VC125 A1694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 18.1195219 18.42063904 17.7437191 18.36188348 18.90261078 12.54195118

Q2-VC225 A2694 Core Differential Pressure PSID 15.81823737 16.93633461 7.005197048 17.66018311 18.14486694 12.49350834

D2-E231 A2725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 1.310832971 3.870424271 0.380921006 3.759041877 3.87655139 0.390501618

D2-E232 A2726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MN 1.387254871 4.010406971 0.403454959 4.01921649 4.150903225 0.416361868

D3-E331 A3725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MN 3.549743334 3.728581905 1.73702395 3.545166732 3.6222229 3.47679615

D3-E332 A3726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MN 3.530373295 3.723742962 1.729502082 3.638027853 3.735108376 3.569796324

Q1-VE131 A1725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.96959742 4.080327511 3.834770918 3.80329151 4.012353897 2.172073603

Q1-VE132 A1726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.992554085 4.123438358 3.850306749 3.795122231 4.04059267 2.113226652

Q2-VE231 A2725 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.346537492 3.711092949 0.829988062 3.852412951 4.02753973 2.260179043

Q2-VE232 A2726 Recirc Pump Motor Power MW 3.423657895 3.795499086 0.847927392 3.798995962 3.986114502 2.127665997
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b. Evaluation of Plant Parameter Changes using Calculations

Some parameters were not directly verifiable with plant instrumentation. The effects of these
changes required involved calculations to determine the effects of EPU. These changes included
increased fluence and the effects of increased flow on components. These are discussed below.

Fluence Increase and effect on the Reactor Vessel

An increase in power subjects the reactor vessel to an increase in neutron fluence as described in
EPU Task report 0301. Independent of EPU, recent revisions to the ASME code had allowed
Exelon to recalculate the effects of temperature change rates on the integrity of the reactor vessel
shell material.

The Dresden and Quad Cities Pressure-Temperature (P-T) curves were revised and submitted,
and received acceptance for use (TAC # 8353 and 8354). As a result of the License Renewal
project, these curves were again revised to evaluate the effects of an additional twenty years of
operation up to 54 EFPY (TAC # 7851) as described in General Electric report GE-NE-0000-
0002-9629-01 (D2, typical of four units) and consider the effects of increased fluence under EPU
conditions. In order to obtain acceptance of the improved P-T curves, the methodology employed
by GE was refined in accordance with Guide 1.99. The updated evaluation concluded that the
impact of increased fluence under EPU conditions is actually less than that previously evaluated
in the pre-EPU analysis. The pre-EPU analysis had been unnecessarily conservative. These new
curves allow pressure testing to be performed at lower temperatures and should allow the plants
to start-up in a decreased time-frame. The performance of these evaluations to determine the
effect of EPU on the material properties of the reactor vessel has relieved operational constraints.

Originally, the effects of fluence on the materials of the reactor vessel shell were evaluated in
accordance with the Appendix G program described in the D&QC UFSARs. The NRC has
recently approved the use of an alternate material surveillance program as described in
BWRVIP-78 and 86, known as the Integrated Surveillance Program. This program is used to
evaluate the effects of fluence on the fleet of reactor vessel shells. The effect of this change is
that Exelon will be able to rely on material surveillance test programs from several reactors to
predict the changes of material properties of the Exelon BWVRs. This will decrease the frequency
and cost of testing the coupons contained in the Exelon reactors. The effects of increased
fluence on the Integrated Surveillance program has been evaluated and factored into the schedule
for coupon removal described in BWRVIP-86.

The Dresden and Quad Cities (D&QC) reactor internals are routinely inspected as recommended
in the BWRVIP Inspection and Evaluation documents, and as required by ASME Section XI.
There are no changes as a result of EPU in inspection types or frequency described in either of
these sets of documents. The document recommending top guide inspection, BWRVIP-26, did
not recommend inspection of the surfaces of the "egg-crate" as a function of fluence. However,
as a result of increased fluence under EPU conditions, the License Renewal project has
committed D&QC to inspect the top guide on an increased frequency in response to cracking
originally observed at Oyster Creek. CRD guide tube welds are inspected as recommended in
BWRVIP-38. Since access to the guide tubes is through the top guide, top guide surfaces will be
examined on the same frequency as the guide tubes (5% in 6 years).
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Recirculation Flow (Pump speed) Increase

The GE task report T0307 estimated that 100% core flow for pre-EPU core designs corresponds
to 94% of actual recirc pump speed (1627rpm) and estimated under EPU conditions, recirc pump
speeds will be required to exceed the previous 94% of rated speed limit up to 95.9% (1654 rpm).
Prior to D2R17 in 2001, this 94% of rated pump speed limitation was in place at all four units
due to the susceptibility of Jet Pump flow sensing lines to resonance. This resonance
phenomenon was identified in 1987 and described in SILs 420 and 551 and is described in task
Report T0305. The susceptible lines were supported during each of the four unit's following
refueling outages and the lines are no longer susceptible to recirc pump speed vane pass
frequency.

Additionally, to avoid coast-down at the end of each cycle, increased flow was predicted to be
necessary. This prediction was not realized during D2C18 where the unit operated at EPU
conditions for about 700 days without a coast-down. Conservatisms were identified in the
D2C18 (the first cycle of EPU) core design that allowed the unit to avoid coast-down. However,
D2 did operate with indicated speeds of 97% (94.5% actual) at just below 97% core flow during
the summer of 2003. To date, the other units have not operated for a full twenty -four month
cycle and therefore the coast-down prediction has not been validated. The nuclear engineers at
Dresden are mw predicting that the first unit that will experience coast-down conditions under
EPU will be Dresden 3 during the end of fuel cycle nineteen in August of 2006.

Dresden 2 had limitations in-place since original construction when start-up testing identified
concerns with the original riser brace design that were left unchanged. An additional and
redundant brace was installed on Dresden 3 and a different design was installed on the Quad
Cities units. The Quad Cities brace is also somewhat unique in that the later BWR4's used a
different design. Modifications have been performed on the Dresden 2 Jet Pump riser braces
(mitigation clamps) that have technically removed this limit (Task Report T0307) and will
permit operation up to 100% of rated pump speed.

Quad Cities 2 has had significant non-EPU speed control issues that have resulted in speed
oscillation and unexpected power changes. As a result, recirc pump speed control is being
updated to a digital system on Quad Cities unit 2 during Q2R17 in 2004.During the Exelon
System Engineer interviews, GE reviewers identified that there appears to be a larger than
normal speed mismatch conditions between recirc pump speeds exist on all of the units. In the
past, Tech Specs required that speed be controlled to limit mismatch. Recently, the Tech Specs
were revised to require flow match. Quad Cities matches recirc pump flow by operating in
individual manual and has not previously had speed-matching circuitry similar to Dresden
where-as Dresden operates in Master Manual control. On Dresden 2, flows are different between
the two loops at matched speeds since the recirc pump impellers are different diameters. Station
records and those of the pump manufacturer, Byron-Jackson, do not agree on the exact impeller
diarmters/configurations on Dresden 2. This is not a significant difference or a problem.

A review of recirc pump motor and M-G set motor and generator ratings was performed. The
pump motor ratings have been changed at Dresden and are being changed at Quad Cities to
uprate from the previous limit of 724 amps to 750 amps. Under increased motor current duty,
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the critical variable for these motors becomes winding temperature. Winding temperature is
influenced by drywell temperature. Drywell temperature was predicted to increase with EPU
conditions, but material condition improvements with drywell cooler coils and blowers has
actually decreased drywell temperatures. The recommended GE limit for motor temperature is
(2480 F) is referenced in the Dresden Operating procedure DAN 902(3)-4 F-9. This procedure
limits temperatures to 230'F on D2 and 2380F on D3. The warmest motor is currently operating
at 210°1 on D2B (the largest impeller size). The projected temperature at 103% of rated speed, a
limited ICF condition, is 220'F or an 18'F margin.

The M-G set motor and generator capability and ratings were also examined. GE has performed
an evaluation of the recirculation system rotating equipment (DRF.B31-00287, dated November
19, 1999). The conclusions of this report were that M-G set fluid drive slip would limit speed to
below 100.4% speed and that thermal aging of components (insulation breakdown) rapidly
accelerates with increased speed above this point. The recirculation system Task report T0307
also states that operation over 100.7% rated speed will need additional evaluation. Due to issues
with these aging and predicted breakdown of motor insulation, and due to obsolescence of speed
control components, there is a corporate initiative currently being pursued to replace the M-G
sets with Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD). The first unit targeted for ASD installation is Q2R18
in 2006. Eventually, the objective of this initiative to upgrade M-G sets will be to replace M-G
sets with ASDs on all four units. In summary, as a result of increased recirc pump motor ratings,
pump speeds can be increased to 1654 rpm corresponding to 100% core flow under EPU
conditions with acceptable margin for the near term.

Increased Core Flow (ICF) to over 103% rated core flow is also under review. It is anticipated
that ICF conditions will require the recirc pump to operate at full rated speed. At ICF conditions,
T0307 states that the M-G set motor current and input power exceeds their rated values by 26
amps (3%) and 277kW (5%). Currently, ICF is not permitted and D&QC do not allow core flow
above 100% rated core flow and it is not likely that the reliability of these components would be
unchallenged at these conditions.

Dresden 2's M-G set ventilation dampers were modified prior to EPU to reduce cooling air
recirculation to address the anticipated higher heat load on the M-G motor. The generator output
current is limited to the recirc pump motor amperage rating. Ventilation issues will be addressed
during the group 2 EPU EOC system reviews.

With regard to components in the reactor vessel that would be subject to different loading as a
result of increased recirculation flow, the access hole covers are situated on the shroud support
plate abd would experience an increase in pressure difference due to flow. The Task report
T0303 discusses the bolted cover but is silent on the one remaining original welded design that
has not yet been repaired on Dresden unit 3. Therefore, it needs to be determined if the welded
cover is bounded by the repaired bolted covers for this parameter change.
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Main Steam and Feedwater Flow Increase

Although core flow is not increased, the Feedwater and Main Steam systems have increased flow
to 117% of rated. Evaluations of the effects of increased flow in these systems are performed by
Teams I and 2 under group I EPU EOC reviews.

Dryer

The effects of increased flow in these systems internal to the reactor are evaluated in this report.
The moisture separator is experiencing changed flow conditions and the steam dryer is
experiencing an increase in flow. The steam dryer was modified prior to EPU with the
"perforated plate" mod to improve moisture removal performance (Task Report 303 paragraph
3.1.9). The steam dryer was evaluated for the effects of Flow Induced Vibrations in Task report
T0305. Since this evaluation, the steam dryers at Quad Cities have each experienced repeated
and severe cracking as a result of increased steam line velocities under EPU conditions. The
driving mechanism and its source are currently under investigation. Acoustic circuit analysis
methods are being used to evaluate pressure pulse measurement data to determine the relative
magnitudes of the loading between the units. As illustrated by the differences in inspection
outcomes between the units, the apparent level of loading on the Quad Cities units is larger than
that at the Dresden units. During Q2R17 in March of 2004, the outboard hood vertical plate was
repaired for a second time. Limited cracking was identified at each of the Dresden dryers during
inspections during the winter 2003 and pre-emptive repairs were installed to prevent failures that
have caused forced outages on each of the Quad Cities units. Enhanced inspection activities as
recommended in GE SIL-644 will continue to monitor the progression of this cracking during the
upcoming Dresden and Quad Cities refueling outages with dryer replacements being considered.

Dryer Drain Channels

GE SIL 474 described dryer drain channel cracking problems identified at other BWRs. The
Quad Cities and Dresden dryer drain channels are constructed of 1/4" thick plate with 1/8" leg
fillet welds and are heavier than the standard design channel and are thought to be less
susceptible these problems. Cracking has been identified for the first time at Dresden and Quad
Cities during the extensive dryer inspections recommended by SIL 644. These inspections were
performed in response to the Quad Cities dryer hood failures and will continue to be performed
until the dryers are replaced.

Dryer Support Lugs

Dryer rocking has been identified to be a cause of cracking in some BWR4 dryers. Dresden and
Quad Cities have leveling screws that assure a uniform contact between all four support points.
IVVI inspections have revealed that contact does exist and this is not a vulnerability on these
units.
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Feedwater Spargers

The feedwater spargers are experiencing increased flow and have been evaluated for these
conditions (Task Report 303 paragraph 3.1.10). During the recent Q2R17 Quad Cities outage,
one sparger end bracket stop (nut) was identified to be missing. In addition, there was evidence
of rotation and lifting on other end bracket hardware. This was discussed with GENE personnel
during the April session at GENE. Similar evidence of end bracket hardware loosening that is
apparently caused by vibration has been identified at other BWVRs (Brown's Ferry) with the triple
seal interference fit spargers.

The original testing of this design sparger at the Moss Landing facility in the middle 1 970s
identified that the predominant source of sparger vibration was due to the effects of feedwater
leakage past the fit in the safe-end. The Moss Landing tests used segments of various design
spargers with a high capacity feed pump with actualfull-flow velocity conditions. It was
identified that the relative contribution of vibration caused by the turbulence associated with
increased flow is not significant. This would not have been expected since turbulent vibration is
proportional to the square of flow rate. Nozzles were plugged as necessary to model actual
pressure differences at the seal.

The current design uses a 304 series stainless steel thermal sleeve with an interference fit in the
bore of a carbon steel safe-end. Eventually, degradation of the seal between these two materials
in the form of corrosion of the safe-end is expected and vibration will be initiated. The increased
flow and pressure under EPU conditions would increase any established leakage and result in
increased bypass leakage vibration. As a result, there is a concern that these components may be
degrading and this represents a potential vulnerability at all four units.

After the installation of these spargers, thermal-couples were installed and temperature data was
collected and analyzed by Nutech Engineers to assess the sealing performance of the sparger.
Leakage is present when a temperature differential occurs in the area of the seal from the top to
the bottom of the safe-end. These devices were removed within a few cycles of their installation
since the fragile wiring was subject to damage by the removal of reflective insulation and ISI
activities. If the sparger end brackets continue to demonstrate signs of excessive vibration, the
station should consider installing additional thermo-couples to evaluate the sparger seal and
evaluate the necessity of repairing the sparger.

The increase in feedwater flow could also effect components of the moisture separator including
the shroud head bolt, their mid and top support rings and gussets, and the moisture separator
standpipes. These conditions were also discussed at length during the April evaluation session.

Steam Separator/Shroud Head

The effects of flow on the side of the steam separator/shroud head were not discussed in the task
reports. A separate analysis was prepared for the effects of vibration due to vortex shedding
around the shroud head bolts is discussed in GE report GENE-00I 8-3359-P, rev 1 after the Quad
Cities 2 failure. This report addresses the effects of EPU on all of the reactor internal
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components that are believed to be effected in section 3.1. It considered components in the
steam and feedwater flow paths. It concludes that there is no impact to the shroud head from the
increase in feedwater flow. This and other components were discussed at length during the April
session at GENE. The components of the steam separator and shroud head that were evaluated
in this report by GE include the shroud head bolts and the separator standpipe assembly.

Vortex Shedding and Resonance ofShroud Head Bolts

The effects of increased feedwater velocity as it passes across the shroud head bolt (SHB) were
evaluated in terms of the added loading due to vortex shedding. The resonant frequency of the
SHB was calculated and compared to the calculated vortex shedding frequency resulting from
the increased feedwater flow velocity. The desired outcome is that the vortex shedding
frequency be one-third or less of the resonant frequency. If the vortex shedding frequencyis at or
above the resonant frequency, the primary or higher vibration mode frequency could match the
vortex shedding frequency and initiate resonance and eventual fatigue usage if the resulting
stresses are adequate. For the case of the SHBs, it was determined that these frequencies were
close enough that it should be assumed that the SHB assembly is locked-in at resonance. The
resulting stresses in the bolt were calculated as described in the ASME Code, Section III
Appendice N-1321. Several conservatisms were identified with this analysis. For example, the
assumed fixed end-condition at the bottom of the SHBs and the assumed clearance at the mid
and top support rings conservatively influence the resonant frequency calculation. Also, the load
is assumed to act over the length of the bolt and it does not.

It was the opinion of the GENE team that the gusset is sufficiently removed from the flow stream
and would not be impacted by vortex shedding and that the clearance between the SHB and the
ring would mt transfer vibration loading to the gussets.

The effects of the increased feedwater temperature and decreased flow-rate of separated liquid
phase after moisture separation resulting in reduced dilution of cold feedwater was discussed
with thwe GENE team. Stated another way, the larger fraction of feedwater flow is mixed at a
smaller temperature difference after EPU. If it is assumed that mixing is not complete in the
vicinity of the sparger, the result of this change could be adverse thermal cycle fatigue at
components directly in the flow stream including the SHBs and the standpipes. GENE stated that
the net effect of this change with regard to high cycle thermal fatigue of the SHB and moisture
separator standpipe is improved after EPU since the temperature difference is reduced and that
mixing can be safely assumed to be complete. The basis for the recommendation that SHBs and
support ring gusset welds be examined is industry experience at LaSalle and other plants where
SHB failure and wear and gusset * eld cracking due to vibration have occurred.

Separator Standpipe Assembly

Performance and design features of three separator standpipe assemblies were compared in GE
report GENE-001 8-3359-P, rev 1. Separator standpipe assemblies are fixed axial flow steam
separators that swirl the mixture and centrifugally separate liquid from vapor phase steam. The
older style Quad Cities/Dresden model 65M assemblies are thicker and structurally stiffer than
the latest BWR6 model AS2B assemblies. A third model 67M from Browns Ferry was also
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evaluated. Finite element models were prepared for each and the resonant frequencies of the
65M units were almost twice as high as the AS2B. During initial product development testing of
the 65M style assembly, only thermal hydraulic and no vibration testing was performed. The
BWR6 AS2B assembly has been extensively tested. AS2B testing revealed that the maximum
vibration stresses were below the GE acceptance criteria (l0ksi) that is below the code allowed
(endurance) limit of 1 3ksi.

The effects of changed feedwater flow rates and temperatures were examined for the standpipe
assembly. GENE-0018-3359-P evaluates the cases of complete and no mixing on thermal
gradients across the assembly and concludes that the result of the high gradient case on the
standpipe assembly is not significant. The effect increased feedwater velocity and turbulence on
the standpipe and its connection to the top of the shroud head is not evaluated. In the opinion of
the GENE team, the structure of the moisture separator/shroud head with reinforcing matrix at
the mid span and top, as well as the thick connection at the shroud head and the SHB support
ring is stiff enough that detrimental effects are not expected. It is a recommendation of this
evaluation that an inspection of the connection point to the top of the shroud be performed of the
peripheral assemblies to confirm that no fatigue damage has occurred.

Core Spray Pipinn

Core spray piping after it enters its RPV nozzle runs around the inside diameter of the vessel and
then drops down to the shroud penetration. In this piping run, the Core Spray line is in the
flowpath of slightly increased flow under EPU conditions. The effects of this increased flow are
evaluated in GENE-001 8-3359-P. In fact, total core flow has not increased and so this evaluation
provides additional conservatism. This evaluation was discussed with the GENE team during the
April session. The effects of increased feedwater velocity as it passes across the Core Spray
piping were evaluated in terms of the added loading due to vortex shedding. The resonant
frequency of the Core Spray piping was calculated and compared to the calculated vortex
shedding frequency resulting from the increased feedwater flow velocity. The desired outcome
is that the vortex shedding frequency be one-third or less of the resonant frequency. The
calculation concluded that vortex shedding frequency is about 3 hz and the resonant frequency of
the Core Spray piping spool piece is about 30 hz. Therefore the condition is met.

Core Spray Spargers

The core spray spargers are sheltered from steam flow as it exits the top of the core since the
spargers are positioned outside of the diameter of the top guide. Secondary flow eddies are
conservatively expected present around the sparger. After EPU, the radial power peaks are
reduced and the flat power distribution results in increased flow in the peripheral areas from
maximums of 7 to 9 fps. The magnitude of secondary flow velocity is between 10% to 20% of
these values. The resulting vortex shedding frequency of these low velocities is very low and
there would be no vibration due to flow.

Nozzles
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The RPV nozzles evaluated in the GENE-0018-3359-P report included the three vessel head
nozzles, the Main Steam, and water level instruments. The effects of increased steam and
feedwater flow were evaluated as applicable and the resulting vortex shedding frequency was
compared the resonant frequencies of the nozzles. As it would be expected, the resonant
frequencies of the nozzles is high and is higher than the acoustic emissions that have been
recorded during the acoustic circuit analysis effort. Therefore, there is not expected to be a
problem resulting from high steam line flow under EPU with these components. This evaluation
was discussed with the GENE team for each of these nozzles during the April session.

In the case of the three vessel head nozzles, the expected main steam flow across the inlet surface
of the nozzles is zero. The nozzles are along a line that runs parallel to the center divider of the
dryer. CFD models illustrating this concept were prepared by GENE. The lowest nozzle
frequency on the head are the instrument nozzle (spare) and the head spray nozzle which have an
identical configuration. The calculated resonant frequency is 238hz. Thus, the calculated stress
due to vortex shedding is negligible. The head spray thermal sleeve and spray nozzle assembly
was not evaluated since it is believed to not be present on the Quad Cities RPV heads (the
subject unit of the report) although it is shown on the illustrations in the report. This piece is
present on the Dresden units. Dr. Sundaram has agreed to evaluate this difference. As mentioned
above, the expected cross flow velocity is negligible and there is not expected to be a problem
with this omission.

The steam line nozzles are directly in the increased steam velocity flow path. The ANSYS
computer program was used to calculate resonant frequency of the steam line nozzles. The
calculated value is very high (775hz) as would be expected considering its mass. This model did
not consider the attached piping due to the complexity of the piping configuration. Instead, the
system was instrumented to get actual inputs to nozzle. Most other nozzles do not have flow so
the effects of flow are secondary elsewhere. Acoustic loading frequencies are below 230 hz and
therefore the nozzle is not subject to flow vibration loading under EPU conditions. The loadings
on the attached piping are relevant and are addressed under the Main Steam system evaluation.

The water level instrumentation nozzles are two-inch alloy 600 pipe material seal welded on the
vessel ID to the cladding with alloy 82/182. The pipe is interference fit at temperature and 0.020"
at cool conditions. For potential dynamic response, the nozzle will act as if it is integral with the
RPV wall as so it will be very stiff. The level instrument nozzles are located in stagnant flow
regions just above the water line adjacent to the skirt (reference leg) and the variable leg is
located near the top of the shroud head below the feedwater sparger. The low flow velocities and
high resonant frequencies of the nozzles assure that there will be no effects due to FIV.

Dryer and Moisture Separator Guide Rods

A unique feature of the Dresden and Quad Cities units is two sets of guide rods.

The two dryer guide rods are located at 00 and 1800 and as such, are similar to the head nozzles
in that steam flow is symmetrically away from the centerline of the dryer. Therefore, the flow
velocity and consequently the vortex shedding frequency are very low. The guide rods are 3"
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diameter solid 304 stainless steel bar. The calculated resonant frequency of the guide rod is 15.2
hz.

The two moisture separator/shroud head guide rods are located at 200 and 2000. The upper end
is attached to a lug welded to the vessel ID and the lower end is welded to a bracket on the
shroud cylinder. The guide rods are 3" diameter solid 304 stainless steel bar and have an
unsupported length of 89". This guide rod extends from stagnant steam regions above the
feedwater spargers and extends into higher flow areas near the shroud head where velocities are
calculated to be about 8 fps. Core flow rates are unchanged for EPU but increased carr under
results in increased water velocities by 2.5%. By conservatively assuming that this flow velocity
occurs as cross-flow, the resulting vortex shedding frequency is calculated to be 14 hz. The
calculated resonant frequency of this guide rod is 60.2 hz and therefore flow induced vibration of
this guide rod is expected to be very small.

c. Evaluation of Parameter Changes based on Start-up Test Results

Several reactor internals components were instrumented during original plant start-up and the
base-line data collected at that time can be extrapolated to evaluate the loads due to vibration
under EPU conditions. General Electric report GENE-0018-3359-P evaluated the following
components in that way. These methods were discussed with GENE personnel during the April
reactor internal EPU EOC review sessions at GENE. The plant safety related components that
were instrumented during start-up included the CRD guide tubes and In-core instrument guide
tubes, the core shroud, the shroud head and separator, fuel channels, Jet Pumps, and Jet Pump
sensing lines and riser braces. In order to monitor the vibration amplitudes and frequencies
during start-up testing, strain gauges, accelerometers and displacement transducers were installed
on these selected components prior to initial operation. The data was analyzed and compared to
allowable limits derived from natural frequency modes of the subject component. Locations of
high stress were identified and vibration limits for all of the sensor locations were established
from the corresponding analytical mode shape. The vibration limits were determined by setting
the maximum zero to peak stress amplitude of the mode to 10,000 psi, including the effect of
stress concentration. This is conservatively below the ASME code limit for service in excess of
10' 1 cycles of 13,600 psi.

Vibration amplitudes measured during start-up testing at 75% and 100% power were used to
extrapolate vibration amplitudes up to 2957 MWt and 108% core flow. The extrapolated value
was then compared to the original peak amplitude acceptance criteria. Sensors were oriented in
different directions at the same locations between the first Dresden unit (D2) and the subsequent
D3 and QC l&2 unit start-ups. This allowed measurements of different components ofvibration
modes.

Core Shroud

The maximum vibration amplitudes for the core shroud were less than 25% of the acceptance
criteria at any plant. There were four displacement gauges to measure shroud tangential motion
on Dresden 2. On D3, one displacement gauge was installed to measure radial motion and two
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velocity sensors were installed to measure tangential motion. Because of the low levels of
vibration, there is no concern for vibration under EPU conditions.

Shroud Head and Separator Assembly

There Nere four velocity sensors to measure tangential motion on D2.

There are two sources of vibration associated with the Separator assembly: flow turbulence and
periodic forces. Because there are no distinct peaks in turbulence excitation, the assembly will
vibrate at the structural natural frequencies of the components. These frequencies do not change
with higher steam flows. Therefore, EPU conditions will increase vibration magnitudes at these
frequencies.

Periodic forces are generated by the swirling motion of the flow through the separator. The
magnitude of the periodic excitation forces increases with the square of flow velocity while the
forcing frequency increases linearly with flow. Examination of the actual response spectrum
shows that there is no assembly response at the calculated periodic forcing function frequency of
21.8 hz. Thus it can be concluded that the vibration in the shroud head/separator assembly is
mainly from flow turbulence.

Separator velocity increases by 15.6% under EPU conditions and therefore the resulting
vibration will increase by 33.6%. Since the maximum vibration amplitudes for the core shroud
were less than 25% of the acceptance criteria at any sensor during start-up testing, an increase of
33.6% will remain well below the acceptance criteria. Because of the low levels of vibration,
there is no concern for vibration under EPU conditions.

Control Rod Drive Guide Tubes

During D2 start-up testing, three strain gauges were installed on guide tubes to measure axial
strain. The following plants were not instrumented. The measured strains were less than 10% of
the acceptance criteria. Since stresses in this area are mainly a function of core flow, stresses are
expected to remain very low.

In-Core Instrument Guide Tube

During D2 start-up testing, three strain gauges were installed on two in-core instrument guide
tubes. Again, since the measured strains were less than 10% of the acceptance criteria, the
following plants were not instrumented. Since stresses in this area are mainly a function of core
flow, stresses are expected to remain very low.

Jet Pump Assembly. Sensing Lines and Riser Brace

Eight sensors including two displacement and six strain gauges were installed on the Dresden
units during start-up testing. The displacement sensors measured the vibration of the Jet Pump
inlet elbow and the strain gauges measured the response of the riser brace and riser motion. The
response of the D2 riser brace at vane pass frequency was very high. The D2 riser braces have
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been repaired since this analysis was performed and are no longer an area of concern with regard
to vane passing frequency (VPF). In addition, the Jet Pump sensing lines were also determined
to be vulnerable to VPF at speeds near full rated speed (172 hz). The susceptible line on all four
units have since been stiffened by the addition of support clamps which effectively reduced the
free lengthy of tubing and raised the calculated resonant frequency of the piping to VPF
exceeding 103% of rated speed.

The variation of the designs of the riser braces between Dresden 2, Dresden 3 and the tvo Quad
Cites units is also evaluated in the GENE-0018-3359-P report. The report concludes that there
are no other issues impacted by increased pump speeds or operation under EPU conditions and
therefore no EPU vulnerabilities.

5. System Boundaries

The reactor recirculation boundary in this evaluation includes the recirculation piping and valves
in the drywell, the recirc pump and motor, the M-G set and its oil circulation system and speed
control system and Jet Pumps and associated Jet Pump flow sensing lines. Flow instrumentation
electronics and its input to nuclear instrumentation are not included in this review. The sample
system and associated PCIS is also not included. Runback and minimum speed features are
included under the feedwater level control and feedwater systems.

The reactor internals boundary in this evaluation includes components inside of the reactor
vessel. CRDs, neutron monitoring, and reactor protection (RPS) and pressure sensing and
control (EHC) and level sensing instrumentation interfaces with ECCS and FWLCS are not
included under this review.

The boundaries for the Reactor Recirculation system is as shown on the applicable P&IDs (e.g.,
M-26 and M-357 for Dresden and M-35 and M-77 for Quad Cities).
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6. Vulnerability Review (Project Instruction Attachment 4)

6a. System Vulnerability Review

System-level worksheets are attached for the recirculation system and reactor internal.

6b. Component VulnerabilityReview
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System: Reactor Internals and Recirc
Parameter(s): Flow
Component(s): Jet Pumps, Recirc Pumps and lIt-G Sets, Moisture Separator/Steam Dryer
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instructionc The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicat
Attribute | Evaluation _ iAction?
Component ratines:
Does the changed
parameter exceed a
component rating or
design value, e.g.,
with regard to
capacity, duty,
pressure, flow,
temperature, fluid
state, fluid chemistry
or voltage?

The Dresden and Quad Cities (D&QC) reactor internals are routinely inspected as
recommended in the BNVRVIP Inspection and Evaluation documents, and as required by
ASME Section XI. There are no changes as a result of EPU in inspection types or
frequency described in either of these sets of documents. As a result of increased fluence,
the license renewal project has committed D&QC to inspect the top guide on an increased
frequency. CRD guide tube welds are inspected as recommended in BWRVIP -38. Since
access to the guide tubes is through the top guide, top guide surfaces will be examined on
the same frequency as the guide tubes (5% in 6 years). The document recommending top
guide inspection, BWRVIP -26, did not recommend inspection of the surfaces of the "egg-
crate" as a function of fluence.

Originally, the effects of fluence on the reactor vessel shell was evaluated in accordance
with the Appendix H program described in the D&QC UFSARs. The NRC has recently
approved Integrated Surveillance Program as described in ThVRVIP -78 and 86. This
program now is used evaluate the effects of fluence on the feet of reactor vessel shells. The
vessel P-T curves have also been recently revised for both D&QC in the License Renewal
project (D2, typical of four units, GE-NE-0000-0002-9629-01) and consider the effects of
increased fluence under EPU conditions.

Recirc flow was predicted to increase under EPU by about 2%. The actual recirc system
flow decreased about 0.5% under EPU and MELLLA to less than I 00"h rated core flow.
Under EPU conditions, the pressure drop across the core is expected to increase as additional
fuel is changed to new designs. Also, to avoid coast 'down at the end of each cycle,
increased flow was predicted to be necessary. This prediction was not realized during
D2Cl8 where the unit operated at EPU conditions forabout 700 days. Rated (100%) core
flow for the D&QC current core designs corresponds to about 94% of rated recirc pump
speed (1627rpm). It is conservatively expected that at end of cycle EPU conditions, recirc
pump speeds will be required to exceed the previous limit 94% of rated speed up to 95.9%
(1654 rpm).

Increased Core Flow (ICF) to over 103% rated core flow is also under review. It is
anticipated that ICF conditions will require the recirc pump to operate at full rated speed,
1750 rpm. Modifications have been performed on the D&QC Jet Pump Sensing lines
(clamps) and the Dresden 2 Jet Pump riser braces (mitigation clamps) that have technically
removed this limit (Task Report T0307) and till permit operation at 100% or more of rated
pump speed. Currently, ICF is not permitted and D&QC do not allow core flow above
100% rated core flow.

Eventually, after the next fuel reloads of GE-14 or other higher power fuel, an increase in
recirc pump speed will be necessary to achieve 100% rated core now since the resistance to
flow across the core will be increasing. It is anticipated that this will result in significantly
decreased N -ratio's. GE has identified that there is a threshold at which decreasing -ratio
could potentially result in increased slip joint bypass leakage. This leakage will result in Jet
Pump vibrations that could degrade restrainer set -screw clearance and wedge wear. After
this leakage initiates, and restrainer brace clearances open, fatigue damage at leaf attachment
welds at the vessel wall will quickly accumulate and initiate cracking. There are two
accepted mitigation schemes that could be implemented to address this problem. The Jet
Pump mixers can be removed and a "labyrinth seal" cut into the lower end of the mixer that
inserts into the slip fit at the top of the diffuser. A second option would be to install a
mixer/diffuser side load clamp assembly as was performed at LaSalle unit I in 2004.
(LaSalle RCR # 197310-20).

Recirc pump speed control is being updated to a digital system on Quad Cities unit 2
during Q2R17 in 2004. During Q2R18 in 2006, Quad Cities station plans to install
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Attribute Evaluation Action?
Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD) to replace the M-G sets. Eventually, because of
obsolescence, the M-G sets will be replaced by ASDs on all four units. Quad Cities 2 has
had significant non-EPU speed control issues that have resulted in speed oscillation and
unexpected power changes. These conditions have occurred at Dresden to a limit ed extent.
There are also larger than normal mismatch between recirc pump speeds and flows on all of
the units. On Dresden 2, flows are different between the two loops at matched speeds since
the recirc pump impellers are a believed to be different diamet ers. Station records and those
of the pump manufacturer, Byron-Jackson, do not agree on the exact impeller
diameters/configurations. Tech Specs require that speed be controlled to limit mismatch

The recirc motor generator set (M-G) and the recirc pump motor ratings have been
reviewed with the system engineers and evaluated under Task Report T0307. The limiting
component for this equipment is the recire pump motor current. Dresden has increased the
rating on the recire pump motors to 750 amps and up to 775 during coastdown from 724
(T0307 states pump motor limit is 735 A). At these increased currents, the winding
temperatures are critical. The temperature limit (GE recommended limit referenced in
Operating Procedures) for recirc pump winding temperature is 248°F. The (DAN) ALARM
points for winding temperature are 230'F. The motor that is currently running the warmest
is D2B peaking at 21 0°F at 94% speed during the summer under the highest drywell
temperatures. There is 20'F of margin below the alarm point. Quad Cities is in the process
of increasing their pump motor ratings to this same value. Dresden has had a pre-EPU
degraded winding insulation condition on the 3B recirc pump motor. This motor will be
replaced during D3R18 in November of 2004.

n
As a result of these increased ratings, it is projected that pump speeds could be increased to
1654 rpm which corresponds to 100% core flow under EPU conditions. The recirc pump
motors are projected to approach 220'F at ICF speeds. At ICF conditions, the M-G set
motor current and input power exceeds their rated values by 26 amps (5%) and 277kW
(5%).

Dresden 2's M -G set ventilation dampers were modified prior to EPU to reduce cooling
air recirculation to address the anticipated higher heat load on the M-G motor. The
generator output current is limited to the recirc pump motor amperage rating.

The Feedwater and Main Steam systems have increased flow to 117% of rated, and
therefore the moisture separator and Steam Dryer are experiencing an increase in flow. The
steam dryer was modified prior to EPU with the "perforated plate" mod to improve moisture
removal performance (Task Report 303 paragraph 3.1.9). The steam dryers at Quad Cities
each experienced severe cracking as a result of increased steam line velocities under EPU
conditions. The QC dryers were repaired and similar pre-emptive repairs were installed on
each Dresden dryer. GE SIL,644 addresses additional inspection activities to address this
condition.

The feedwater spargers are experiencing increased flow and have been evaluated for these
conditions (Task Report 303 paragraph 3.1.10).

Oreratin" marein: The increase in steam flow has resulted in D&QC Main Steam line velocities that are the Yes,
Does the changed highest in the flect. The effects of high steam velocity are under continued evaluation. The evaluate
parameter reduce the root cause evaluation of the three steam dryer failures experienced at Quad Cities units I and on
operating margin for 2 is high cyclic loading caused by the effects of high steam velocitics. Structural compone
a component to an enhancements were installed on the Dresden dryers to address limited cracking identified at nt level
unacceptable level? the locations predicted in finite element analyses for the Quad Cities.
Does it require that The access hole cover experiences an increase in pressure difference die to flow. The
standby equipment Task report T0303 discusses the bolted cover but is silent on the one remaining original
now operate during welded design that has not yet been repaired on Dresden unit 3.
normal conditions Therefore, this parameter change cannot be ruled out on a system basis in which know n
such that the margin vulnerabilities exists.
is reduced to an
unacceptable level?
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Attribute Evaluation Action?.
Material condition: It is postulated that the steam dryers were not degraded prior to EPU, and that flaws Yes, for
Does the changed initiated at high steam velocities under EPU conditions. RS- I
parameter have an Quad Cities unit I has a clamp repair installed on ajet pump riser thermal sleeve to elbow weld
adverse effect on the weld(RS- 1). This repair was reviewed for under task report TO303 (paragraph 31.1.11) and flaws
material condition of determined to be acceptable. Other RS-I flaws arc present including the flaw on Dresden 2
a component such Jet Pump 15/16. An existing GE flaw analysis (GE-NE-B13.02044-00) does not evaluate
that the performance this weld for ICF or EPU conditions.
of the component is All BWR3 style Jet Pump beams on all four units have recently been replaced. During
significantly affected D2R18, after one cycle of EPU condition operation, replaced 17 original BWR3 beams.
or the margin for Cracking has been identified on Core Spray piping on Quad Cities I and Dresden 2 and 3.
degradation is The effect of increased Core flow would be increased fluid drag across the core spray
reduced to an piping. The "flaw handbooks" for Core Spray contain analyses for load combinations
unacceptable level? including this parameter, DRG I, and address the effects of increased flow under EPU
Consider whether the conditions (D2 report, typical of four reports, GENE-B13-021326-00-01 revision 1).
material condition Thc Dresden and Quad Cities core shrouds either contain or arc assumed to contain large
was degraded pre- flaws in the horizontal welds. The shroud repair hardware was evaluated for the change in
EPU and whether loads due to EPU. The increased faulted condition loads in the middle lateral springs and
EPU could aggravate the tie -rod assembly exceeded the original shroud repair faulted condition design loads. The
this degradation increased loads however are within the allowable stresses in the faulted condition (Appendix
unacceptably. A, Task Rcport T0303).

See "Component Ratings" and "Operating Margin" Attributes (above)

Load and load Yes. The steam dryers have already been affected by this parameter change. See Yes
combinations: Does "Component Ratings", "Material Condition" and "Operating Margin" Attributes (above)
the changed
parameter result in
loads on a
component (e.g.,
thermal or dynamic)
such that the margin
to failure is reduced
to an unacceptable
level?
Environmental An increase in core flowdoes not affect the environmental qualification of any equipment. N/A
conditions and
environmental See "Component Ratings", "Material Condition" and "Operating Margin" Attributes
oualification Does (above) N/A
the changed
parameter have an
adverse effect on a
component relative
to EQ, for example,
due to changes in
pressure,
temperature,
humidity,
corrosiveness, EMI
or nuclear radiation
(including duration
exposure)?
Interface Increased Main Steam Flow will be evaluated under at least the Main Steam, EHlC and N/A
considerations: Does Turbine systems.
the changed Increased Feedwater flow will be evaluated in the Fcedwatcr and Condensate systems
parameter have a reviews. Recirc runback, a feature of feedwater level control, is discussed under the
potentially adverse Feedwater Level control (643 system) evaluation. N/A
effect on an
interfacing system See "Component Ratings", "Material Condition" and "Operating Margin" Attributes (above)
(including functional
and physical
interfaces)? [If
"Yes,"this
information must be
communicated to the
EPU review team
reviewing the
affected system.]
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Attribute Evaluation Action?
Hydraulic Yes, this is the parameter under consideration in this document. All of the items listed under Yes
considerations' Does this parameter are under consideration. These are discussed above under the "Component
the changed Ratings" , "Material Condition" and "Operating Margin"' Attributes.
parameter have an
adverse effect on
pump net positive
suction head,
allowable pressure
drop, allowable fluid
velocity, fluid state,
margin to flashing or
steam quality?
Mechanicatstrictural Yes. Increased Main Steam line velocities are the parameter that has resulted in cyclic Yes
considerations: Does pressure variations that initiated cracking and fatigue resulting in excessive damage to the
the changed Quad Cities dryers. Also, during the forced QC outages, evidence of damage to Main Steam
parameter have an line components due to vibration were observed and evaluations are in progress.
adverse effect on See "Component Ratings", "Material Condition" and "Operating Margin" Attributes (above)
component vibration,
shock, reaction
forces, equipment
foundations or pipe
supports?

Flectrical Recirc pump and M-G set electrical rating are discussed under the "Component Ratings" Yes
considerations: Does above.
the changed See "Component Ratings", 'Material Condition" and "Operating Margin" Attributes (above)
parameter have an
adverse effect on
component power,
volage, raceway
requirements, fault
current, electrical
insulation or motor
requirements? Does
the changed
parameter adversely
affect interfacing
electrical systems
(e.g., motor control
center)?
Instrumentation and Yes, Main Steam and Feedwater system flow instrumentation was affected. See "System Yes
control Interface" Attributes (above). Reactor level and recirc system instrumentation was not
considerations Does affected.
the changed
parameter affect Quad Cities is replacing their recirc speed control equipment which is discussed under the
component setpoints, "Component Ratings" Attributes (above). Setpoints for reactor and recirc instrumentation
instrument ranges or are not affected other than the addition of recire runback, a feature of feedwater level
calibrations? control. and is discussed under the evaluation.
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System: Reactor Recirculation (0200) and Reactor Interrals
Parameter(s): Decreased temperature (-20 F) of reactor coolant
Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Ingtnctions: The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation' Action?

Component ratines- Does the changed parameter exceed a No issues identified No
component rating or design value, e.g., with regard to capacity,
duty, pressure, flow, temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or
voltage?

Onerating margin:Does the changed parameter reduce the No issues identified No
operating margin for a component to an unacceptable level?
Does it require that standby equipment now operate during
normal conditions such that the margin is reduced to an
unacceptable level?

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No issues identified No
effect on the material condition of a component such that the
performance of the component is significantly affected or the
margin for degradation is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Consider whether the material condition was degraded pre-EPU
and whether EPU could aggravate this degradation unacceptably.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result No issues identified No
in loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the
margin to failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?

Environmental conditions and environmental cualification:Does No issues identified No
the changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component
relative to EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure,
temperature, humidity, corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation
(including duration exposure)?

Interface considerations: Does t he changed parameter have a No issues identified No
potentially adverse effect on an interfacing system (including
functional and physical interfaces)? [if "Yes," this information
must be communicated to the EPU review team reviewing the
affected system.]

Mechanical/structural considerations: Does the changed No issues identified. No
parameter have an adverse effect on component vibration, shock,
reaction forces, equipment foundations or pipe supports?

Hydraulic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an No issues identified. No
adverse effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable
pressure drop, allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to
flashing or steam quality?

Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an No issues identified. No
adverse effect on component power, voltage, raceway
requirements, fault current, electrical insulation or motor
requirements? Does the changed parameter adversely affect
interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor control center)?

Instnmentation and control considerations: Does the changed No issues identified. No
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or
calibrations?
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Attribute Evaluation Action?

Reliabilitv and service life considerations- Does the changed No issues identified. No
parameter result in additional component cycles, changes in
maintenance requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to
outage maintenance) or increased wear?

* This evaluation should consider previous evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been idertified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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EXTENT OF CONDITION - EVALUATION CRITERIA
VULNERABILITY REVIEW

System: Recirculation (0200)
Parameter(s): Increased duty of Recirc Pumps and M-G Sets
Component(s): N/A
Subcomponent(s): N/A

Instnictions The purpose of this form is to assess potential vulnerabilities related to a changed system parameter or parameters. For each
attribute, the associated questions should be evaluated relative to the effect of the changed parameter on a system component or components. For
the system level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated in the "Action?" column, a component level evaluation is required for that changed parameter.
For the component level evaluation, if "Yes" is indicated, the potential vulnerability must be evaluated for potential failure mechanisms and a risk
ranking must be assigned.

Attribute Evaluation Action?

Component ratinas: Does the changed parameter exceed a Theoretical increases only. Instrumentation does not show No
component rating or dbsign value, e.g., with regard to capacity, any changes in flow or temperature due to size of system
duty, pressure, flow, temperature, fluid state, fluid chemistry or compared to increased heat loads.
voltage?

Oneratine marein:Does the changed parameter reduce the No issues identified. Other EPU-EOC system reviews will No
operating margin for a component to an unacceptable level? identify any loss of margin due to possible TBCCW
Does it require that standby equipment now operate during parameter changes.
normal conditions such that the margin is reduced to an
unacceptable level?

Material condition: Does the changed parameter have an adverse No issues identified. No
effect on the material condition of a component such that the
performance of the component is significantly affected or the
margin for degradation is reduced to an unacceptable level?
Consider whether the material condition was degraded pre-EPU
and whether EPU could aggravate this degradation unacceptably.

Load and load combinations: Does the changed parameter result No issues identified. No
in loads on a component (e.g., thermal or dynamic) such that the
margin to failure is reduced to an unacceptable level?

Environmental conditions and environmental aualification:Does No issues identified. No
the changed parameter have an adverse effect on a component
relative to EQ, for example, due to changes in pressure,
temperature, humidity, corrosiveness, EMI or nuclear radiation
(including duration exposure)?

Interface considerations: Does the changed parameter have a No issues identified. No
potentially adverse effect on an interfacing system (including
functional and physical interfaces)? [If "Yes," this information
must be communicated to the EPU review team reviewing the
affected system.]

Mechanical/structural considerations. Does the changed No issues identified. No
parameter have an adverse effect on component vibration, shock,
reaction forces, equipment foundations or pipe supports?

Hydratilic considerations: Does the changed parameter have an No issues identified. No
adverse effect on pump net positive suction head, allowable
pressure drop, allowable fluid velocity, fluid state, margin to
flashing or steam quality?

Electrical considerations: Does the changed parameter have an No issues identified. No
adverse effect on component power, voltage, raceway
requirements, fault current, electrical insulation or motor
requirements? Does the changed parameter adversely affect
interfacing electrical systems (e.g., motor control center)?

Instrnmentation and control considerations Does the changed No issues identified. No
parameter affect component setpoints, instrument ranges or
calibrations?
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Attribute

Reliability and service life considerations: Does the changed
parameter result in additional component cycles, changes in
maintenance requirements (e.g., online maintenance changed to
outage maintenance) or increased wear?

-1 Evaluation'

No issues identified.

_ Action?

No

* This evaluation should consider previous-evaluations such that vulnerabilities that have already been identified and dispositioned (as verified by
the review team) are not identified as vulnerabilities on this worksheet.
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7. Interview Results (Project Instruction Attachments 2 & 3)

Recirculation System and Reactor Internals interview forms are attached.
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Attachment 3

Questionnaire for Interviews of Dresden and Quad Cities Personnel

DlQ EPU EOC INTERVIEWS

Date: 2-12-04

Interviewer(s): TEAM 1: John Freeman, Bob Geier. Don Knecht (GE)

8.,Participants 9. Title i

Bill Poppe (DR) Bob Ross (GE)

Greg Houldson (Quad Cities) Terry Mcintyre (GE)

Gary Sozzi (GE)

Topic(s): Recirc System Portion of system 0200,

The purpose of this interview is to identify potential EPU-related vulnerabilities that
could result in one or more of the following:

* License Event Report
Engineered Safety Features Actuation

* Reactor Scram
* Plant power derate

Unplanned entry into Technical Specification
* Operator "Work Around" that increases the risk to one of the above events.
* Unexpected accelerated equipment that increases the risk to one of the above
events.
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Suggested Interview Groups:

* D/Q Plant Personnel:

0

0

0

0

0

0

System Engineers
Reactor Engineers
Program Engineers
Design Engineers
Maintenance Personnel
Operations Personnel

* Exelon Corporate Technical Staff

* Plant personnel for utilities that are currently in the EPU evaluation process
or have completed partial or full EPU implementation

* NSSS and AE Personnel

Note: Responses to the interview questions should consider different operating
modes/configurations: normal operation (summer and winter); components out of service
(e.g., FWH string, FW pump); ECCS conditions.
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Systems: Recirculation System . : <-><. :>;;

; . Question i{ :§s- Response.-;
How has system operation changed
following the EPU? What parameters have
changed (pressure, temperature, flow, fluid
state, moisture content)?

1

Greg: essentially no changes. EPU introduced
MELLLA, whereby core rod lines are higher flows
are decreased for a given power level. Temperatures
are not changed. No real problem except flow
control issues with MG sets, not EPU related. RR
runback mod was installed. One of 2 loops had a
runback Oct 7, 2003, CR#179699, loose wire had
runback Unit lwhich not EPU related
John: has bi-stable flow been observed (ref:
SIL467)?
Greg: No
Bob G: What are you monitoring in "sysmon", have
you seen anything with pressures that can link main
steam pressure oscillations to recirc?
Greg: Monitoring 4 pages of parameters on
spreadsheet including seal pressure, motor temp,
winding temps, most important parameter is MG
amps, fluid coupler temp, winding temp, bearing
temps, oil temps. Core plate DP is monitored 5
seconds and is in the PI system tag QDCJlV_ClO,
C201
John: Use PI or daily logs?
Greg: Both get out weekly or every other day.
Biggest concern is vibration on Main Steam. Have
no evidence of any (vibration) on recirc but haven't
looked in the drywell either.
Don: Any spectral vibration analysis?
Greg: No. Recirc pumps are instrumented with 2
axis prox probes and 3 axis accelerometers 3 axes.
On the PI system Unit 1 has PI data point, this April
U2 will have it, too. Now they go hook up to wires
and download data for U2. CMO group (rotating
equipment specialists) does this monitoring and
evaluates output.
Don: Any voltage sagging for the equipment (EPU
has 3 feed pumps and recirc pumps on same buses)?
Greg: Nothing significant.

Is system operation since the EPU as John F: Is QC planning to use ICF?
2 expected? Have there been any unexpected Greg: Recirc pump speed is limited by amps on M-

problems, disappointments, concerrs or G motor. This will be evaluated and re-rated.
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Systems: Recirculation-S stem -- '...A ,
- --Question: ,---- Response-:

issues? When the new limits are documented, can do ICF.
Bill P: RR speed has increased over the years , will
3 core change GEl4 cause us to reach this cliff?

Was system operation post-EPU affected
3 by changes in the performance of other

systems?
What components were affected by the Don K: Loop select plant? RR discharge valves
EPU-either directly by changes in system slightly diff op conditions affect valves?
parameters or indirectly by changes in Greg: Yes it is a loop select and no issues with RR

4 interfacing systems? discharge temp effects on the valve, per Marty
Santic, previously had RR system. No changes
needed.

What modifications were made to the
system to support operation at the EPU
conditions?
* What failure modes or
vulnerabilities were addressed by the
modifications?

* Did the modifications (as
implemented) create any new failure
modes or vulnerabilities?

* Were you satisfied with the
modification as implemented?
* Did the modifications (as
implemented) adequately address the
existing material condition issues?

* Has system performance post-
modification been satisfactory

5

John: what's up with that runback mod?
Greg: Runback mod was changed for EPU, bus
loading and HVAC. Implemented greater than 5%
per second RR runback. Motors maximum might be
at 8% per second. (Actual tested from 94% to 70%
in 4.5 seconds for positioner stroking, not actual
core flow). (*This is consistent with teams
knowledge*). Runbacks do not follow MELLLA
line, must insert CRAM arrays. Runback mod
addressed FW pump trip and plant scram avoidance.
New Vulnerability? Redundant logic addressed
single failures, if it does work, then it will scram.
Run back was added to prevent scram.
But does the mod add any new vulnerability?
Greg: last October a single loose screw caused a
runback. Wiring has terminals that can be loose too.
Adding Digital RR control that is single failure
proof on a system that is not single failure proof.
Dresden did not experience the same number of
problems with RR control as Quad has with pump
speed control and did not need this upgrade as badly
as Quad..
Ross: New equipment is more reliable than old so
no new vulnerabilities introduced. Warning to QC
station: Columbia's RR logic was faster than old
logic and the faster rate could trip on low
temperature suction line and trip on interlock on
lookup of subcooling table (not familiar with such
trip function).
Greg: All JP data will be fed into digital RR control,
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-,Systems: Recirculation System !. -'---',"

AQLuestion <-- : ;: Response
it will be tested in simulator before installation. Plan
to put in Adjustable Speed Drive, install during
Q2RI 8 in new location.
Abandoning old MG? Yes, after outage.
Size of new device(s)?
Greg: Almost as big as MGs. GE tested a real MG
compared to ASD. Replaces motor and fluid drive.
Peach Bottom ordered, tested, received but did not
install. Problem was that an outage duration of 35
days was required to remove and set new units in
the place of M-G sets. PB is now looking for
another place to install, same as Columbia. Browns
Ferry just installed 2 ASDs. Put in along side' old
M-Gs
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Procedures: Recirculation System, continued.
Question,. -- .- . Response

Were operating procedures changed to Greg: Extensive procedure changes for runback.
support operation at EPU conditions? Operating limits not changed. Power Flow map
. What failure modes or changed. No changes to cavitation lines.
vulnerabilities were addressed by the Failure modes or operator challenge? No.
procedure changes? Satisfied with procedures?

* Did the procedure changes create Greg: Yes pleased with procedures, operator happy.any new failure modes, vulnerabilities
or operator challenges?
. Were you satisfied with the
procedure changes as implemented?

* Has system operation with the revised
procedures been satisfactory?

Were PM procedures for systems, Greg: PM frequencies not changed for EPU.
components and subcomponents Examples: scoop tube position remains at 4 years,
revised to reflect , with regards to Motor work every outage, instrumentation
frequency and scope, accelerated wear calibration, field breakers on 6-10 year cycle, oil
and degradation? cooler cleaning online and valve motors with some

2 * Which PMs were revised? during shutdown.
* What was the basis for the
changes?

* Are there additional PM changes
necessary to ensure system and
component reliability at the EPU
conditions?

4
5
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---

Material Condition:.Recirculatiokn System;-continued
-Question --. i.- Response'

What are the material condition issues
associated with the components in the
system?

I

Greg: Increased vibrations is a outside concern.
Replaced Jet pump beams, some history of riser
brace cracking. Flawed jet pump (Unit 1 RS- 1 weld
crack on riser). There is no indication for one jet
flow rates broken instrument line.
Ross: instrument line break probably happened in
installation.
Bob G: JPI line broke in 1974, plans to fix next
outage. Some clamps were added to JP instrument
lines to raise nat frequency to address concern about
vane passing frequency.
Freeman: QC had RR piping in drywell weld crack,
RR suction, What Happened?
Greg: I don't know.
Bob G: several plants have not replaced recirc
piping as was done on D3 and have several, maybe
20-30 weld overlays. This is common for the
industry. IGSCC seems to have been arrested with
H2 and Noble Chem. We don't believe that this is
an EPU concern.
Bill P: Plant's recirc systems are not exactly the
same speed. 100% rated speed is 56 Hz at QC.
Dresden has 100% speed at 57.5 Hz. Recirc pump
impellers: D2a, D3 and QC all same. D2B has 29.5"
tapered impeller, 28-9/16" is standard. Changed dia
can change pump flow for a given speed and
magnitude of vane pass frequency pressure pulse.
D&QC are only known plants with B-J 6 vane
pumps and therefore unique VPFs..
Greg: talked with Harry Palas about this.
Bill P: Dresden has recirc pump shafts with thermal
cycling fatigue cracks confirmed by inspections.
QC does not have this because seal purge injection
installed at a later data and lower flow. May have
affected pump bonnets differently, too.
Don K: Pi data mis-match on D2 that is not on D3,
caused by different impeller diameters? Noticed
8% difference in flow, may not comply with Tech
Spec?
Bill P: Master manual Controlled by speed from a
tachometer reader, flow higher on 2B and pump
power
Greg: QC used individual manual. Digital system
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Material Condition: Recirculation Svstem, continued - ;- -. I ....... . -; ; -. -
Question n--. - Response

will allow a bias in speed. Only two times time had
harmonic vibration in 2 MG sets links up on local
equipment vibration.
Bill P: 55% has flow oscillation also its very bad,
and 85% actual indicated speed has harmonic go up
1% speed and it goes away. 3B is loudest resonance.
Ross: Min speed coupler has limit cycles not
resonance, but changed the min speed set-point. It
happens in the coupler, not hydraulic feedback. Yes
we have loop selection, pressure switches during
startup can be destroyed from rapid oscillation,
prefer to get 1.5 psid difference and peg them
unbalance to avoid this.
Greg: new Digital system will give GPM

Does operation at EPU conditions OPEX 1: any thing at other plants that concerns
exacerbate any of these material condition you?
issues? Greg: No, just weld overlay and small bore failures

from vibration.
Bill P: RR runback not installed at all plants.
Don K: JP M-ratio will sag to 1.7 according to Task
Reports, but operating at a lower core flow, they
have not seen sagging in M-ratio, actually observed
higher M-ratios.
Ross: M-ratio goes down as core flow goes up.
Freeman: John F: Why are we not looking at M-N
ratio to compare to design numbers?
Ross: Pump flow at a given speed can be used. N-
ratio has to be calculated. Plot sqrt of core DP

2 resistance vs time, then look at drive flow required,
then you can determine if it changes. If reduced,
usually crudding. RR Pump speed vs flow is also a
good indication of hydraulic resistance.
Freeman do sites look at these?
Bill P: Rx engineers look at these
Bob G: We have not been focused on tracking M-
ratio, by default or not, should have detected the
symptoms of LaSalle-type bypass leakage before a
similar "JP death spiral" occurs. That is, wedge
wear and set-screw gaps. We changed JP beams on
all units lately, and looked at 100% of wedges, and
have been inspecting Jet Pumps per BWRVIP
recommendations. Every 6 years look at 50% of the
wedges and set-screws as necessary. Dresden, and
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Material Condition: Recirculation'Svste'm continued, - A ;, '; - .- . .=. -
--Question -. : Response.

Quad I believe, has not seen evidence that there is a
definite trend as LaSalle has experienced.
Bill P: Will GE be providing data from LaSalle on
minimum M-Ratio for degradation and
recommendations for our JP minimum M-ratios?
Ross: Yes they are working on it trying to figure out
where the cliff is. McIntyre will find out who is
working on it.

Was accelerated degradation of Greg: do not know that any material conditions
components with material condition issues were addressed by EPU.

3 adequately addressed by the EPU Project? Bob G: Some conditions directly addressed for
EPU: sensing line clamps, and D2 riser brace repair
and mitigation clamps addressed anticipated higher
speeds of recirc pumps under EPU.
John F: Who controls max flow stops
Bill P: Nuke engineer is in control of stops but these

4 need to be increased, put up out of the way,
electrical , mechanical stops at 108%, also check for
FRFI rates assumed in EPU in Task 900.

5
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals

Date: February 5, 2004

Interviewer(s): Don Knecht, Paul Doverspike

Participants -Title

Bob Geier Dresden IVVI Engineer

Keith Moser Exelon Asset Management

____ I _____

Topic(s): system 0200, Reactor Vessel Internals, not including
Main Steam or Recirc systems

The purpose of this interview is to identify potential EPU-related
vulnerabilities that could result in one or more of.the following:

* License Event Report
* Engineered Safety Features Actuation
* Reactor Scram
* Plant power derate
* Unplanned entry into Technical Specification
* Operator "Work Around" that increases the risk to one of the
above events.
* Unexpected accelerated equipment that increases the risk
to one of the above events.
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals

S .. ;--.,.

Question -- :;j <:nponse
How has system operation changed following the * Since core differential pressure has increased due to higher power while maintaining
EPU? What parameters have changed (pressure, steam dome pressure unchanged, pressures are changed by some amount
temperature, flow, fluid state, moisture content)? (minimal) in some areas including the bottom head (increased).

* Fluence is increased which affects some components (shroud and rpv).
. With increased steam and feed flows, there are increased flow velocities through the

dryer, moisture separator and feedwater spargers. Inlet quality to the dryer is
decreased

. The fluid density is increased in the separator and dryer.
* Feedwater temperatures are decreased and there is more dilution and therefore

there is more NPSH available for the recirc pumps.
* Under accident conditions, there is more energy in the core. This would change

emergency/faulted loads. For example, during MSL break, there will be an
increase In lift loads on the top guide.

Is system operation since the EPU as expected? . Dryer problems are well known. The cause for the most recent and higher intensity
Have there been any unexpected problems, Low Frequency Pressure Pulses on Quad Cities 1 and 2, and to a lesser degree,
disappointments, concerns or issues? Dresden 3, are under investigation.

. Jet Pump diffuser slip joint bypass leakage caused by increasing core dP at LaSalle
2 are being evaluated for D&Q. Set screw gaps were examined after one full EPU

cycle during D2R18 in October 2003 and no wedge wear or unanticipated setscrew
gaps (one gap at 0.013" was found of the forty set screws examined) were
identified.

0

Was system operation post-EPU affected by * The cause of the second Dryer problem is thought to be increased
3 changes in the performance of other systems? Main Steam line velocity that has generated acoustic energy.

S

What components were affected by the EPU-either Existing cracks in Core Spray and Jet Pumps are being evaluated more conservatively in
4 directly by changes in system parameters or the fuel analysis, and therefore repairs will be necessary sooner. The D3R18 LSRs are

indirectly by changes in interfacing systems? technically required due to EPU.
What modifications were made to the system to Initially, the only steam dryer modification was the perforated plate mod. The
support operation at the EPU conditions? purpose of this change was to improve steam outlet quality.

5 * What failure modes or vulnerabilities were * At increased steam flows, the original dryer would not have performed
addressed by the modifications?

* Did the modifications (as implemented) create acceptably. Which would have accelerated moisture erosion wear on steam
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals
Systems: _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-:_

Q uestion, :-Rsponse
any new failure modes or vulnerabilities? line and turbine components. No dryer failure modes were addressed by this

* Were you satisfied with the modification as modification.
implemented? * As was demonstrated at Quad Cities, no new failure modes were created by

* Did the modifications (as implemented)
adequately address the existing material condition the addition of the perforated plates, since other dryer parts could cause
issues? MSL restriction.

* Has system performance post-modification * The dryer performance after the modification exceeded all expectations.
been satisfactory * There were no known existing material condition issues with the dryer pre-EPU.

Two modifications were performed on Jet Pumps. Prior to EPU operation, the Sensing line
clamps were installed to permit operation at speeds above 94%. The sensing lines were
vulnerable to recirc pump vane passing frequency (VPF) induced fatigue damage.
After the first cycle of EPU, the D2 Jet Pump Riser Brace mod repaired the attachment of
one Jet pump to the RPV. The other braces were enhanced to eliminate them from VPF
excitation.

* Recirc Pump VPF renders riser brace attachment welds vulnerable to fatigue
failure during operation in some Recirc pump speed ranges.

* No new vulnerabilities were created.
. The mods allows removal of the maximum speed restriction on Recirc pump

speeds and allows operation at ICF. The exclusion zone between 67% and 82% of
speed was lifted by the brace mod.

. Elimination of the speed exclusion zones permits operational flexibility not
previously possible.
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals

Procedures:' :;:? ' "'. , -'- - . - .. .f'. :.

- . '""'Q'uestion'.' ,' '..~ .J~ ~. Response.
Were operating procedures changed to support operation at EPU conditions? Several changes were made to support D2 with the
* What failure modes or vulnerabilities were addressed by the procedure known Jet Pump deficiencies. Dryer performance
changes? monitoring and contingency planning was in~-place

1* Did the procedure changes create any new failure modes, vulnerabilities or following the degradation at Quad Cities.
operator challenges?

* Were you satisfied with the procedure changes as implemented?
* Has system operation with the revised procedures been satisfactory?

Were PM procedures for systems, components and subcomponents revised to Inspection frequencies of BWRVIP components were not
reflect, with regards to frequency and scope, accelerated wear and revised. Components such as the dryer were not covered
degradation? by a BWRVIP inspection and Evaluation (I&S) document
* Which PMs were revised?

2 e What was the basis for the changes? and so the inspections were driven by experience at Quad
* Are there additional PM changes necessary to ensure system and Cities.
component reliability at the EPU conditions? * No PMs were revised.

* BWRVIP (-41) recommendations for Jet Pumps are under
review by an owners group committee.
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals

x[a.t6riA..: ...I.... X"''
,Question' . '':'

What are the material condition issues associated with the components in the Jet Pump riser welds (RS-l) are currently cracked on D2. QCI has
system? several brace and RS-1 welds cracked with mechanical clamps

installed.
1 Core Spray piping is cracked at various locations on D2, D3 and QCI.

The shrouds have horizontal welds cracks with tie -rod type repairs
installed on all four units

2 Does operation at EPU conditions exacerbate any of these material condition The LOCA analysis with GE 14 under EPU conditions allows a
issues? reduced amount of leakage and therefore margins arc reduced.
Was accelerated degradation of components with material condition issues Assumptions (probably correct) about pre-EPU material condition of
adequately addressed by the EPU Project? the dryer were made. Many components are not easily accessible for

3 inspection (lower plenum components) and are now being subject to
changed operating conditions. Assumptions of the pre-EPU material
conditions and accelerated degradation can not be validated or
addressed.
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals
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EPU EOC Interviews - 0200 Reactor Internals
10. Database Report (Project Instruction Attachment 1)

A component-level review was not performed. Accordingly, there is no database report.
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11. Miscellaneous Documents

The following documents are attached:

* Previously Identified Issues for
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Previously Identified Issues for RBCCW System

* Post-EPU, if SW temperatures are too high, 3 SDC and RBCCW heat exchangers (instead of
2 each) are required for Dresden cooldown in 24 hours. [Task Report] This is an infrequent
operation, and would require River temperatures >95F to have an effect on the Station.
However, it would not cause a scram, derate, LER, etc. The EPU-EOC review is limited to
normal EPU power conditions and those plant line-ups and configurations that are not
considered unusual.

* For the emergency full core offload event at QC, the swing heat exchanger will have to be
aligned. [Task Report and Pinch Points] The system engineer (Davis) indicated that Exelon
performed another evaluation that concluded the swing heat exchanger would not be needed
because of the RH-R Fuel Pool assist mode, which was neglected in the task report. This was
confi rmed per a separate interview with the EPU Engineer (Gerry Frizzel). Rev 1 of the Task
Report had stated that the design max river temperature was changed to 90 deg F and the
EPU Team took another look at the issue. They concluded that we did not need to operate
the 5th RBCCWHX in this configuration, and that the design basis maximum river water
temperature for the Service Water system would stay at 95 deg F like it had been for the first
30years ofplant life. Reference Action Tracking item #57155-07.

* The increased heat load exceeds the design value for QC (both pre- and post-EPU). [Task
Report and Pinch Points] The table above summarizes the predicted changes in normal heat
loads, based on the GE task report prior to the actual implementation ofEPU. Note that the
task report evaluates the system under theoretical design conditions (e.g. River temperature
of 95F, etc.). The actual operating conditions shows that there is very little change in
RBCCW and TBCCW temperatures cpre-EPU vs. post-EPU). Thus there have been no long-
term effects on system components. This is confirmed by other system EPU-EOC system
reviews that have RBCCW or TBCCW as a support system.

* Need to confirm that the note on page 1-4 of the Task Report was added to the Dresden plant
cooldown procedures. [Task Report] Per the System Engineer, this was completed; and has
n1o impact on EPU-EOC.

Previously Identified Issues for TBCCW System

* "Calculated heat load on TBCCW due to bus duct is greatly underestimated in TR0607."
[pilot iso-phase bus duct review] This concern was address by the Iso-phase Bus Duct
Cooling system review.
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ATTACHMENT 3

Extended Power Uprate Extent of Condition Reviews - Strategic
Items, Inspections and Modifications, and

Analyses, Studies, and PM Reviews



EPU Extent of Condition Review Recommendations
(Strategic Items)

Owners Dresden Quad
# Recommendation

DRE QDC Unit 3 Unit 2 UnIti Unit 2 Total
Cost

Action Ato cinAto
Date Cost Tracking Date Cost Tr Date Ct acting Date Cost Tzking

I Procure a spare Recirc pump motor and replace in accordance with Po Gravert 1210 216163- 12vt2205 239153- 04/290 2 2164024 240081- 0
the High Voltage motor maintenance tempiate once every ten years. op 07 07 07 07

Adjustable speed drives (ASD's) are being considered for Installation 216163. 239153. 2tu7- 24001
2 at Quad Cites station. This modification should be supported for at Poppe Gravert 12112106 2166308 12t207 08 04208 04l3006 08 04030..6 o

four units.

Continue Implementation and do not delay the Main Generators

3 Material Condition Improvement Plan (MCIP) and the 'Long Term Haarhoff Bridges 12112/06 216163-12112105 162393- 04Q297 216402' 041/680 2400616 0
Asset Management Strategy". This Includes both the Dresden and 2116 21 164
Quad Cities plants.

4 (Dresden Only) Develop a cost effective solution to reduce the DP Steckhan NWA 12V12106 216163- NA NA NA NA NA NA 0
across the Unit 3 C2 FW heater. 44

(Dresden Only) Estabiish the cause of Increased Fe In Unit 3. 21616_
5 Increase 02 levels in Unit 3. coat susceptible Iron source or Increase Steckhan N/A 12112106 49 NA NA NA NA NA NA 0

preflter capacity

Develop a plan to allow Increasing the quantity In the outage 2401 240191 240194 2401s4
6 template of Control Rod vacuuming if there is evidence of Increased Chenell Schumacher 12115104 t1 12115104 16 12t1 t 54 1 15/04 t 0

iron concentration _

7 Replace existing scab' plates that cover the heater she" thinned Bezouska Rolfes 121206 216163. 121207 239153. 04Q29o7 216402. 04Q2e6 240081.
areas with replacement shell sections on the B feedwater heaters. 82 82 28 82

8 Restore original design margin and etiminate abnormal operating Bezouska Rol2es 116126 216163- 1Vtao7 239153 04/29/07 216402. 04/28/08 240O81. o
condition for the heater drain system. z R1 029 21 0 8

(Dresden Only) Modify the design of Circulating Water pump'S McAllster NIA 12112V06 216163. 12t12o7 2391s53. NA NA NA NA 0
discharge valves to atlow more fow to pass without oscitlations. 93 93



EPU Extent of Condition Review Recommendations
(Strategic Items)

10 Identify the required set point tolerence for the MSSV that accounts Testin Swart 12/12/04 240191- 121104 240191| 12/12t04 240194- 12/12/04 240194-
for the historical performance of the valves. I 0

Total Cost 0 0 0 0

0

0]



EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW
RECOMMENDATIONS

(Inspections and Modifications)

Of Recommendatnon ers Dresden _uad
RecomendtionTotal

DRE QDC Unit 3 Unit 2 Until Unit 2 Cost

Dt cot Ato Dae cs AcinDate Cost Acton DaeOaot ActionDate Cost Tracking Track gt Dat Cost Tracking _

Perorm a one-time visual examination of the shroud head bolt locking pin window for evidence of Ten nre 1V1 2/04 216163- t V1210 5 2i9tS3- 04/29 kS 216402- WHIM 240081-

2 Perform a one-time visual inspection of the shroud head bolt mid-span and top supportrig Testin Phares 12/12104 21P16 8 121053_ 239153. 04/29105 216402- 04/28= 240081.gussets at next refuel. 02 02 02 02

3 Perform a one-time sample Inspection of the separator standpipe welds to the top of the shroud estin a 1V104 216163- 1. 12tS 239153. 04/29t05 216402- 04t28 240081-
head for fatigue cracking. 03 03 03 042=03

4 (Dresden Only) Inspect any Jet Pump Beams that are 4 years old. Testin N/A 12112V04 240191- NA NA NA NA NA NA01

S Perorm a one-timevisual Inspecton ofthe Feedwaterspae and end bracketpin hardvarefor Trtn l 121V04 216163- 1V1VS 239153- 04290 216402- 04286 240081.
evidence of Vibration. 04 04 0404

8 Accelerate the BWRViP-41 recommended Intpection of restrainer gate wedges (WD-1) toverity Testin Phares 1211204 216163. 12/12/os 239153. 04/29/05 216402- 0428106 240081-
that there Is no evidence of vibration and wear. 06 06 06 06

After Recir pumps speeds are Increased to levels not previously attained, Inspect the Reczrc Loop
7 Flow sensing tnes and other smalt-bore piping In the drywetf that are attached to the recirc system Poppe Gravert 12V12k04 216163- 12/12/OS 239153- 04/29ki7 216402. 04/28/08 240081-

during each of the upcoming outages. 09 09 09 009

a RepiaceMSLtfowDPswitcheswvihapressuretransmltteranddigtaltripunit Option:Replace Poie Gunter 12/12/04 216163- 12V12/05 239153. 04Q9tS 216402- 042806 240081.
one switch In each MS tine and Inspect for signs of degradation and adjust PM accordingly 10 10 10 10

Perform a one-time Inspection of the Internals of Generator Stator Cooling Temperature Controller Haarhol7 Bridges 12/t2104 216163. Complete 239153- 04/29/0 216402- 04/30/06 240081-
for any degradation caused by high vibration. Adjust PM accrordingly 17 17 17 17

10 Perform a one-time b pocope exminaion ofda 4 condensate pump Impellers during thenext Mouiks Kimme 12/124 216163- 12/12,S 240191. 04129kS 216402. 0428/06 240081.outage. Adjust PM aconodlingfy 22 1 22

11 Inspect one feedwater discharge check valve at the next outage and perform check valve Sn Kunzmann 12r1V04 216163- 121VOS 239153. 04/2905 216402- 04/26/06 240081-
monitoring to manage the potential for accelerated wear on the hinge bushings. 24 24 0 24 24
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EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW
RECOMMENDATIONS

(inspections and Modifications)

Owners Dresden Quad
4 Recommendation Total

ORE QDC UnitS 3Unit 2 UnIt'l Unit 2 Cost

2113 2I0 239153- 216402- 240081-
12 Increase the frequency of the Reactor Feed Pump Seal replacement from 4 to 2 years. i3ezouska Rotfes 1V)12V04 211563- 1105 25 42905 25 042 6 25

13 Perform a one-time Inspection of the relays mounted in feedwater system panels located near the Bzoska Rolfes 12V1204 216163- 12V105 239153- 049/05 216402- Complte 240081.
feedwater pump room. 26 26 26 Co~ee26

14 Perform UT for general pipe waft thinning near an installed thermowell on heater setring Sisk Knap 121V04 216163- 1V12i)5 239153- 04129tO5 216402- G4128106 240081-
downstream of aB orC heater.l1 erosion Is occunIng. then enter Into FAC program 29 29 29 29

Develop a plan and perform one-time vibratbon measurements at power levels of 777, 792.807,
822 837. 852. 867 882 and 912 Mwe on susceptible smalt bore piping and Instrument taps In Lo ue 12V1V204 216163- Complete 239153- 08101/04 216402- Complte 240081.
feedwater and condensate booster Systems. Assure that data Is characterized In terms of 31 31 31 31
feedwater flow rates, not electrical output I I _ I

16 Develop a plan and prtsm detailed inspection wall down fcondensate, condensate boosterand L AlguIre 12)12)04 216163- 12)1205 239153S 04- M7 216402- 240081.
feedwater systems stmilar to Main Steam system pIpIng walk down. 32 32 32 32

17 Obtain vbration datasand perform aone-time Inspection of one ofthe Reactor Feed Pump Min untakas Yot 12)12)04 216163- 12)I1206 3I3 04129JO 260'04/28)06 240081-
Flow Valves and operator/actuator. Adjust PM accordin gy 34 34 34 34

18 Perform a one-time Inspection of the HP heater Inlet Isolation MOV operatorlactuator. Adjust PM ntakas Mits 12V1204 216163- 12)12105 239153- 04)29105 216402- 04128)06 240081-
acodnl 535 35 35

19 Obtain vibration reading and perform a one lime Inspection of the FRV Isolalion MOV Untakas Mips 12)12)04 216163- 121V05 239153- 0419/05 216402- 0428/06 240081-
oprator/actuator. Adjust PM accordingly 38 36 36 38

20 inspect valve Inlemals and operator/actuator of one FRVs and the Low Flow Regulating Valve per U las 1104 216163- 239153- 216402- 240081.
2Unats Ys 1J214266 12112105 2313-012)5 260-04/28)0 401

outage 37 37 37 37

21 Perform a one-time Inspection of the LP heater string Inlet MOV operator/actuator. Adjust PM Untakas MinS 12V12104 2t6t63- 12)121S 239153- 04/29)07 216402- 04/28108 240081-

21 accordingly 38 38 38 042)838

22 Obtain vibrating reading and Inspect one Condensate iooster Min Flow valve operator/actuator Untakas Yost 12V12104 2 16163- 12V12105 239153- 04129107 216402- 240081-

2339 39 04128)08 16

23 isetvlead operator/actuator of one FW Discharge MOV (externat torque check and visual) Unaa Mal 12)12104 216163- 12112)05 40953 04129107 26402- 04128)08 240081-40 40 40 40
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EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW
RECOMMENDATIONS

(Inspections and ModIflcatlons)

Ownens Dresden Ouad
4 Recommendation TDtal

DRE ODC Unit 3 Unit 2 UnItt Unit 2 TCoSt

24 Perform internal Inspection of the Feedwater Suction retef valves to determine If Internal wearis Testi Kun:=nn 12/204 216163- 1V12f5 239153- 04,129105 216402- 240081-occurring. Tefn Knmn 71'441 41 4 1 8064 1

25 (Quad Cities Only) * Reclassify the feedwater heaters to a category 1 and develop a time directed 'VA Pot NA NA NA NA 04/29/05 216402- 04)28/06 280194-task for Internal inspections (eddy current testing). 68 08

26 (Dresden Only) Inspect one dernineralzer rubber boot and adjust the preventive maintenance Sleckhan NfA 121104 216163- 1V1V05 239153- NA NA NA NA
feunybased on teInspection results 46 4

_ .

27 (Dresden Only) Replace biased 02 probe In D3 FW piping and obtaine more accurate Steckhan N/A 121104 216163- NA NA NA NA NA NAmeasurement of FW 02. 47

Perform Flow Accelerated Corrosion inspections at the condensate booster pump discharge 2 3- 23 1
28 nozzles and downstream d fow element 3441.27. Determine Ispection freguency based on Slsk Knapp 1121204 16 239153- 04)29/05 216402- 04/2806 240081-

results 51 51 51 51

29 Inspect Offgas condenser Division Plate Bypass Valve Bow" Myers 12V?2104 216163- 121V2/05 239153- t 216402- 0412/06 240081.60 60 60 60

30 Inspect Gland Seal Condenser Divis1on Plate Bypass Valve for Evidence o wear | I My 12t204 62 1V1 V0 5 62 04r9105 62 0468/06 24008t.

31 MonItor thernmaiaging of the followinglInstrumnents in the Preventative Maintenance program: PT- onm Myers 12)I1204 216163- 2120 239153- 0r1 216402' 04)28/0 240081-
144. Pi-142. Pt-24, PT-23. T-141 Bonomo 64 121205 604495 2t64 64

32 Duing scheduled H4CU overhauls inspect the 135 and 136 filters to determine If they are Chenell Schumacher 12112)04 216163- 12V1205 239153- 04129f5 216402- 04128f6 240081-
excessively plugged. Adjust PM based on Inspection results. 72 72 69 72

33 Inspect valve actuator and positioner on norman LCV 3508 or 3509. Document results In the w Bezouska Roltes 12112104 2t 6 14 202 - 04)29/05 2425 240081-
packages. 7 21157 07

34 Replace Niltie (Buna-N) material In the feedwater heater drain valves. positioners, 0-rings. etc. Bezouska Rolfes 12/112/0 216163- 12/t107 239153- 04,12aw 216402- (428f08 240081-
with a more temperature resistant material (eg. viton). 76 76

(Quad Clties Onl Perform inspections as part of the PM program rn the feedwaler healer start-
35 up and normal operating motor operated ventvalves actuators at a minimumfrequencyodevery6 MIIls NA NA NA NA 04128/07 216402- 04)28)08 216402.

refuel cycles.
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EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW
RECOMMENDATIONS

(Inspections and Modifications)

Owvners Dresden Quad
g Recommendation

ORE QODC Unit 3 Unit 2 UnIt' Unit 2 TCota

Develop an inspection plan and perform detailed Inspection walk down of the feedwater heater 216163- 239153- 216402- 240081.
36 drain and vent system similar to the Main Steam system piping walk down. Bezouska Roifes 12112/04 2 7 12112/05 21 04/29/05 45 0428/06

37 Verify sensor temperatures (through thermography, tubing/piping heat dissipation calculations etc) Beoska Rcr_ 08f30/06 216163- 08/30/6 239153. 08/30/06 240081- 08/30/06 240081.
in level svitches and transmitters as noted In S&W EPU report. 78 78 78 78

38 Perform Feedwater Heater and Flash Tank NOE Inspections at a 3-cyde frequency per the Bezouska Rolfes 12V12/06 216163- 12112/07 239153- 04/28/07 218402- _808 240081-Feedwater Heater PCM template forea category I component. 81 81 43 81

39 Perform Examinations and Inspections on the 0. C and B feedwater heater stainless steel Hn 12t1204 2161863- 121V05 239153- 042905 218402- 04J28/06 240081.
operating vent connections for evIdence of IGS5CC. ' ~ ~ '" ~83 83 27 83

Perform a detailed Inspection of the electrIcal connections and mechanical linkages subjected to _ _
40 turbIne control vafvevIbrattons. Check forany evidence of toseness orwear. Adjust PM Chiou Mendenhal 1 216163- 239153- 04/29/05 218402- 4 240081

acodngy87 87 19 87

41 Obtain detailed Osciflation data forthe turbine controlsvalves to assesslmpadon ppingvibration. Chlou Mendenhal 12V12/04 21863- 1V02i 239153 04/29/05 216402- 04f2S0 240081-
88 88 18 88

Perform a detailed Inspection of a representative LP turbine's Inner casing and extraction boxes. . _
42 Restore the degraded material conditions. Mourikes Foster 12112/04 216163- 1212105 239153- 04/29/05 216402- 04/28/06 240081.

91 91 15 91

3 Perform an Inspectionwalk down of the EHC piping and electrical connections and replace ChOU Mendenhall 12f11204 216163- 211205 239153- 04/29/07 216402- 04/28/06 240081-
degraded support grommets that may be degraded. 92 92 14 92

(Dresden Only) Perform Eddy Current testing of a sample of unstaked tubes at edge of staked
44 region. McAllister WA 12fD2204 21691763- 1V1205 239153- NA NA NA NA

_ _

45 Perform a perlodic examination of the extraction piping and components for effects of erosion Be0zoska Roafes 1V212/04 216163- 12112105 239153- 04/29/05 216402- 04/28/06 240081.
damage. 98 98 12 98

46 Reset the Generator Hydrogen Gas pressure LOW alarm to 58 psig and update the Alarm Haarhoff Bridges 06/01/05 216163- 06/01/05 216163- 08/01/05 240081- 06/01105 240081.Procedures. 18 1068 21163 18 18

4 Install proxy probe or ultrasonic flow measuring device to attain enhanced performance monitoring Morks Kinme 12JI106 216163- 1J20 411 4215260-0180 401
orcondensate and booster pumps. Mies23 11)0 409- 4//5 2180-0/80 24081
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EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW
RECOMMENDATIONS

(Inspections and Modifications)

Owners Dresden Quad
N RecommendationToa

DRE CDC Unit 3 Unit 2 Until Unit 2 TCotl

48 (Quad Cities Only) Incorporate the use of the automatic funcion for the Condensate/Booster NWA Kimmel NA NA NA NA 04/29105 216402- Compide NA
Minimum Flow Control Valve, AO 3401, during normal EPU operation, as designed. 67

49 Redesign and instal the Condensate, Condensate Booster and Feedwater System Sample Galanis 12112104 216183. 1V1205 239153- 04/29105 216402- 04/2_ 240081-
Probes. 30 30 30 30

Instia Res hoses on an 4 TBCCW tines to the condensate and condensate booser pump bearing 216163. 239153- 0429to5 216402 04128t0 240081-
50 housing and the 3 Reactor Feed Pump seal cooling. Mounkes Klmmet 12)116 3 12/1205 02942 20

51 Instal21 welds for ai Feedwater Suc0on ref vwes that are currentywitlout thi constion Testin Kun 12(12/04 216163- 12/12105 239153- 04/29105 216402- 04128t/06 240081-as e one vs aeurncoguao.Lnafn42 42 42 42

52 (Dresden Only) Resize and Replace ortftce In deminerafizer 1/7 bypass flow fine for Dresden Unlit Stehn WA 1211V04 _ 216163- NA NA NA NA NA NA3. 50

53 Modify the condensate pump seai coofng configuration to tke seal coong water fron a point Mourikes Kimmel 12112/08 216163- 1V121DS 239153- 04/29107 216402- 04Q8tO6 240081.
downstream of the dernineralizer rather than from the discharge of the condensate pump 52 52 52 52

54 (Dresden Only) Improve the detectability of Unit 3 conductor high temperature by providing readily Rivera N/A 12112/06 216163- NA NA NA NA NA NA
accessible temperature mnonitors on the transformer aide of the Iso Phase Bus. .

55 (Ouad Citle Only) Remove the Feed Pump Ventitatlon inlet dampers. NVA Luebbe NA NA NA NA 04128107 216402- 0 216402-

56 (Quad Cities Only) Remove the Recdrc M-G Set Ventilation Inlet dampers at Quad Cities. W/A Luebbe NA NA NA NA 0429105 216402- 0428to6 216402-

= Total Cost so 0 = 0 0
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EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
(ANALYSES, STUDIES, PM REVIEWS)

Owners Dresden Quad
# Recommendation

DRE ODC Unit 3 Unit 2 Uniti Unit 2 Total Cost

Date Cost Action Date Cost tin Date Cost Action Date Cost Ackion
___ ___Tracking _ __ ___Tracking _ __ ___ Trackdng Tracking__

Evaluate the original welded D3 Shroud Access Hole Cover
t to changes In normal (recirculation system flow) and Testin Phares 08/30/05 240191-17 NA NA NA NA NA NA 0
accident (EPU changed) design loads.

2 Establish the value of the appropriate parameter at which Testin Phares 06201/05 216163-05 06M0/05 216163-05 06101/05 240081-05 06/01105 240081-05 0slip joint bypass leakage Initiates Jet Pump vibration.

3 Provide operator guidance on 'pressure set' adjustments Po Mendenha 06/30/05 216163-11 08/30/05 216163-11 08/30/05 240081-11 08130/05 240081-11 0
during a load drop. Iups

4 Assess if It Is feasible to Increase the 30 psid pressure 6163-12 08/30/ 216163-12 08/30/05 240081-12 08/30105 240081.12 0
controfler setpoint. Poe Mnehl 8315266-20/00

5 Investigate the calibration accuracy of the Main Steam Flow Poppe swan 08/30/05 216163.14 08t30105 216163.14 08130/05 240081-14 08130105 240081-14
instrumentation.

Re-evaluate the Reactor Heat balance and ThermoKit for
Dresden and Ouad Cites focusing on: Plant Specific

6 Parameters, Consistency between Reactor and Turbine heat Reda Foster 08/30/05 216163-15 08/30/05 216163-15 08/30/05 240081-15 08/30/05 240081-15 0
balances. Acceptability of process computer heat balance
input parameters: Feedwater Flow, Feedwater Temperature

(Dresden Only) Measure Iso Phase Bus cooling fan motor
7 currents, determine the HP. and compare the values to the Haarloff N/A 03130/05 216163-66 03/30/05 21616346 NA NA NA NA 0

design values in ELMS. Reanalyze the ELMS if required.

Upgrade the Dresden and Quad Cities operation,
maintenance, and other procedures along with the lesson

8 plan to state the relationship between the generator MVA Haarhofl Bridges 06/01/05 216163-19 06/01/05 216163-19 06/01/05 240081-19 06/01/05 240081-19 0
capability via the curve and the specific Hydrogen Pressure
Range of 58 psig to 64 psig._

Assess the feasibility of operating at fun EPU power with 2
9 Reactor Feed Pump and 3 Condensate/Condensate booster Flick Boline 08/30105 216163-20 08/30/05 216163.2 0 08/30/05 240081-20 08/30/05 240081-20 0

pump combination.



EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
(ANALYSES, STUDIES, PM REVIEWS)

Owners Dresden Quad
Recommendation

DRE QODC Unit 3 Unit 2 Uniti Unit 2 Total Cost

Date Cost Action Date cost Action Date Cost Action Date Cost Action
Tracking Tracking . Trackng Tracking

For current design, perform analysis and then testing to
determine the optimum operating conditions at which to start Galanis Porter 08/30105 216163-21 08/30/05 216163-21 08/30/05 240081-21 08/30/05 24008121 0
and stop condensate/condensate booster and feedwater
pumps.

Perform sizing calculation for the Condensate/Booster Min
Flow Valve to verify margin at the new design pressure and Untakas Yost 08/30105 216163-27 08/30/05 216163-27 08130/05 240081-27 08/30/05 240081-27 0
temperature. Verify adequate flow capability at the EPU
operating conditions with at pumps njnning.

Evaluate the temperature element thermowets In the
condensate, condensate booster and feedwater systems to Galanis Porter 06101105 216163-28 06/01105 216163-28 06/01/05 240081-28 06/01/05 240081-28 0
eliminate concem with erosion and vortex shedding failure
vulnerability. Also address the H2 and 02 Injection Cuills.

Perform sizing calculation for the HP and UP Healer Inlet,
Outlet and Bypass MOVs to verify margin at the new design Untakas Mihs 08130/05 216163-43 08/3/05 21616343 08130105 240081-43 08/30105 24008143 0
pressure and temperatures.

(Dresden Only) Evaluate need to reduce pressure drop and
alarm set point across the Demin resins during the bed Steckhan NIA 06/01/05 21616345 06/01/05 216163-45 A NA NA NA O
cleaning operation.

Resolve the overpressure condition on LP Heaters and the
Drain Coolers, consistent with system design and relief Loch Porter 08/30105 216163-53 0830/05 216163-53 08/30105 240081-53 08/30/05 240081-53 0
valve setpoint conditions

Replace Feedwater suction relief valve with set pressures of
465 psig (min.) if the system design pressure is increased to Loch Porter 08/30/05 216163-80 08/O/05 216163-80 08/30/05 240081-80 08130105 240081180 0
465 psig or above fI.e.. contingent on resolution of the low
pressure feedwater heaters over pressure condition)

Evaluate apparent discrepancy between Dresden and Cuad
Ciies' set pressure for Condensate Booster Pump suction Loch Porter 08/30/05 216163-57 08/30/05 216163-57 08/30/05 240081-57 08/30/05 240081-57 0
relef valves 1(2)(3)-3301A,-3301B,.33O0Candr-33010
should be evaluated and reconciled appropriately

Perform detailed orifice sizing calculations for the low Be20uska Roifes 08/30/0 216163.79 08/3/05 216163- 08/0/05 240081.79 08/30/05 240081-79 0
pressure B and C feedwater heater operating vents.



EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
(ANALYSES, STUDIES, PM REVIEWS)

Owners Dresden Quad
# Recommendation

DRE QODC Unit 3 Unit 2 Uniti Unit 2 Total Cost

Action Action Dt Cot Action Dt Cot ActionDate Cost Aeate Ct DateDate s Trin Date Cost Tracking

Determine appropriate system pressures and low pressure
(IP) feedwater heater thermal relief valve set points such

19 that (1) the thermal reref valves do not open under expected Bezouska Rolfes 06/01105 216163-54 06t01t05 216163-54 06101105 240081-54 06/01105 240081-54 0
operating conditions, and (2) the thermal relief valve set
points are such that the tube design pressure of the LP
feedwater heaters is not exceeded.

Ensure that actuator PMs for critical AOVs in the FW and

20 Condensate System are based on temperatures consistent Yostt 08/30/05 240191-15 08/30/05 240191-15 08t30/05 240194-09 08/30t05 240194-09 0
with the expected Condensate System area ambient Rolfes
temperature

Identify the population and Replace Nitrile (Buna-N)
21 elastomers in susceptible valves such as backwash V Lintakas Yost 08/30/05 21613-5 08D3a005 216163-55 08/305 240081-55 08/30105 240081-55 0

valves In the Quad Cities dermineralizer system.

Specifications K4080 and R4411 should be revised to
provide a new piping design temperature of approximately

22 140 deg-F and design pressure of approximately 185 psi9 for Loch Porter 06/01t05 216163-56 06t01t05 2161b3-56 06t01/05 240081-56 06/01/05 240081-56 0
the Condensate System piping between themain condenser
and the Condensate Booster Pump suction.

Develop an analytical model for the FWLC system to better
23 predict the Vessel Levels post transients and scrams Bezouska Santic 12V12V04 216163-58 12/12V04 216163-58 NA NA NA NA 0

(Dresden only)

Evaluate, tune and test FWLCS for desired off-ratedtpump
24 configurations (e.g. 2 pump operation). Incorporate off-normal Bezouska Santic 08130/05 216163-59 08130/05 216163-59 Complete 240081-59 Complete 240081-59 0

conditions in Analytical Model

25 Re-evaluate T0801 recommendation to operate with ful Bonomo Myers 08l30/05 t616S-t 08tS0t05 2161634t 08t30/05 24008141 08t30/05 240081-61 O
5 Offgas condenser condensate flow (Procedure Change)

26 Isolate the Preheat steam supply during full power operation Bonomo Myers 08130/05 216163-63 08t30/05 216163-63 08130/05 240081-63 08t30t05 240081-43 0



EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
(ANALYSES, STUDIES, PM REVIEWS)

Owners Dresden Quad
Recommendation

DRE QODC Unit 3 Unit 2 UnitI Unit 2 Total Cost

Date Cost Action Date cost Actin Date Cost Acin Date Cost Tracking
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Tracking _ __ _ __ Tracking Tracking Tracking__

Obtain and trend temperature data for areas of the turbine

27 and reactor building that contain equipment affected by McGaflian Luebbe 12t12106 216163-73 121206 216163-73 04/28/07 240081-73 04/28107 240081-73 aincreased temperatures under EPUI conditions. Compare the
data to projected values by the EPU task report

28 (Quad Oades Only) Implement the industry accepted N/A u NA NA NA NA 12115104 216402.57 121104 216402.57 0method for determining drywell bulk average temperature.

29 sinle failures vuOerabitry. Either increase Pta o N/A Luebbe NA NA NA NA 12115104 216402-53 12115/04 216402-53 0

Detemine the need for de-superheat flow requirements into
30 the moisture separator drains (Dresden & Quad Cities). if Bezouska Rolfes 06)01105 216163-74 06)01105 216163-74 06)01/05 240081-74 06)01105 240081.74 0

required, reactivate the system at Dresden.

Correct Inconsistencies in the maintenancermodification
31 speciflcation documentation for the Feedwater, Condensate Galanis Porter 12V15105 216163-85 1211505 216163-85 12115/05 240081-85 12115/05 240081-85 0

and heater drain system pressures and temperatures.

Cctrrect inconsistencies in the controlled p-assport dta .
instrument parameters' feid for the heater drain system

32 pressures and temperatures. Review setpolnt calculations Bezouska Rolfes 08130)05 216163-86 08/30/05 216163-86 08/30)05 240081-86 08/30)05 240081-86 0
and control functionality, as required by the parameter

(Ouad Ci'des; Only) update passport tot reflect compotnent.
3 cassification categories and implement PMs per the PCM
program templates for Heater Drain System. Align DQ PCM N/A Roes NA NA NA NA 08/05 216402-20 0830)05 216402-20 0
programs.

Monitor cross-around relief valves for leakage alter any Bezouska Foster 06101)05 216163-89 06)01/05 216163-89 06/01)05 240081-89 06)01105 240081-89 0
pressure transient within the turbine boundary.

Implement PMs based on industry experience related to
35 increased EHC accumulator seal leakage and loss of Chiou Mendenhall 06)01)05 216163-90 06/01105 216163-90 06101)05 240081-90 06101105 240081-90 0

accumulator charge after EPU implementation.



EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
(ANALYSES, STUDIES, PM REVIEWS)

Owners Dresden Quad
# Recommendation

DRE ODC Unit 3 Unit 2 Unitt Unit 2 Total Cost

Date Cost Tn Date Cost Action Date Cost rAbro Date Cosa T-Acting
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _Tracking Tracking _ __ _ __ Tracking Trackin

Revise the appropriate procedures to perform Main
36 Condenser tube cleaning and waterbox de-studging if McAllister Peters 03/30/05 216163-94 03/30/05 216163-94 03/30/05 240081-94 03/30J05 240081-94 0

monitoring parameters indicate the presence of scale or
debris.

(Dresden Only) Assess the effectiveness of the modified
37 chemIcal treatment plan to prevent Main Condenser scaling McAllister N/A 06/01/05 216163-95 06901/05 216163-95 NA NA NA NA a

(Dresden Only) Implement lessons-teamed from the
38 Braidwood lake chemistry problems which caused tube Austin N/A 0f601/05 216163-96 06101/05 216163-96 NA NA NA NA 0

fouling due to caldum carbonate

39 Review EPU Impacts on Operational Flexibility Options in Flick Boline 08/30/05 216163-13 0830/05 216163-13 06J30/05 240081-13 06/30/05 2400d1-13 0
place at Dresden and Quad.

40 Develop an analysis to address the Torus water heat up rate Disatvo Freidrichse 12J12/04 240191402 12/12104 240191-02 12/12/04 240194-01 12/12/04 240194-01 0during a postulated small bore line brake for HPCI operation. n

41 Detenmin if the air wash system is acedited for post-EPU McGallian N/A 08/30/05 240191-03 083/05 240191-03 NA NA NA NA 0
ventilation.

42 Collect data for the last two transients at Dresden Unit 3 and Atguire Loch 06/01/05 240191.04 06/01/05 240191-04 06/01/05 240194-02 06/01/05 240194-02 0analyze the data as committed to the NRC as part of EPU

Identify systems or analyses with limited margin post-EPU
43 and evaluatefimplement actions to increase margin as Eldridge Eldridge 12/15/04 240191-12 12/15/04 240191-12 12/15/04 240194-05 12/15/04 240194-05 0

appropriate.

44
(Quad Cities Only) Reconstitute Design Basis Calculcation
for Main Steam Une. The line is qualified but 4 support
qualification calculations were lost during EPU.

N/A Porter NA NA 240191402 08/30105 2401944031 08130/05 240194403 0



EPU EXTENT OF CONDITION REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
(ANALYSES, STUDIES, PM REVIEWS)

Owners Dresden Quad
Recommendation

DRE QODC Unit 3 Unit 2 Until Unit 2 Total Cost

Date Cost Ting Date cast actin Date Cost Action Date Cos TrAcing

Total Cost - 0 0 0 - 0 C 0

20% for Third Party Review -0 - 0 j -

Total Cost, Including the Third Party Review =0 0 -=0 - 0



ATTACHMENT 4

Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve - Root Cause Report and Operability
Evaluation for Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station

4A) Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2 Root Cause
Analysis, "Target Rock As-Found Lift Pressure High"

4B) Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2,
Operability Determination 220863-08, Revision 5, "1(2)
0203-3A Target Rock Safety Relief Valve"



ATTACHMENT 4A

Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2
Root Cause Analysis

"Target Rock As-Found Lift Pressure High"



NOTES

1. Extension of this assignment requires MRC approval.
2. Remove the ita7icized text below pon completio6n.
3. During the performance and upon completion of the investigation, investigators should

reevaluate Operability, Reportability, Extent of Condition Reviews, and the need to generate
a Operating Experience for the issue. Investigations can reveal new aspects of an event that
may change the original disposition of an issue. For example, additional investigation such
as power labs testing of a component may change the original evaluations of Operability.

Root Cause Analysis

1. Title: Target Rock As-Found Lift Pressure High

2. Unit(s): Quad Cities Station, Unit 2

3. Event Date: 4/19/04
Event Time: 1500

4. Action Tracking Item Number: 215874-20
Report Date: 6/9/04

5. Investigators:
Team Lead Jim Trettin (RCE)
Root Cause Evaluator Chris VanDenburgh (RCE) / Ryan Merema
Technical support Rick Swart

Wyle Laboratories
Target Rock Field Services

6. Executive Summary:
A Target Rock Safety Relief Valve (S/RV) Model 7467F, Serial Number 172, removed from
EPN location 2-0203-3A in Q2R17, was as-found tested at Wyle Laboratories Nuclear
Services S/RV Facility in Huntsville, AL, on 4/19/04. This testing identified that the Target
Rock S/RV had an as- found pressure setpoint that exceeded Technical Specification (+/- 1 %)
and ASME Code requirements (+/- 3%). The result of the testing was an as-found lift pressure
of 1213 psig against a nameplate setpoint of 1135 psig. This results in a lift pressure of 6.8%
higher than nameplate.

Arrangements were made to have Quad Cities and Exelon corporate personnel present at Wyle
Laboratories to supervise and document Target Rock S/RV disassembly and inspection, which
took place on 5/11/2004 and 5/12/2004. During Exe Ion overview of the vendor disassembly of
the pilot stages of the valve, subcomponent degradation (0.008" groove in Bellows Cap
Assembly) was identified (Attachments 9 and 10). Corrosion was also identified in the carbon
steel components of the first stage section of the valve. The as-found testing does not support
corrosion playing a factor in the pressure as-found setpoint because it would have been cleared
in subsequent lifts, result in larger changes in pressure on subsequent lifts when compared to
the first lift, which was not seen in the test data.
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EPU related vibrations are considered the cause of the wear in the bellows cap. Shaker Table
testing will help to determine the particular magnitudes and axes of vibrations that lead to this
type of wear. It is clear that vibration magnitudes on the main steam lines have increased
associated with operation at EPU power levels. The wear may be a result of large magnitude
vibrations acting directly on the springs, or may be a result of vibration magnitude increases at
critical frequencies that lead to spring oscillations or excitation.

The Root Cause of the Target Rock S/RV degraded condition is EPU-related vibration
that caused material to be removed from the Bellows Cap Assembly, resulting in extra
force (pressure) required to actuate the safety portion of the S/RV.

The extent of condition was addressed in an Operability Evaluation, ATI 220863-08. The
Operability Evaluation identified that the 1It stage set pressure set point (Safety Function) of
the Unit 1(2) Target Rock S/RV 1(2)0203-3A may be higher than expected due to vibration
induced wear between the Bellows Assembly Cap and the Pressure Adjustment Spring. The
degraded condition appears to be EPUrelated Power Level vibration related wear between the
first stage Pressure Adjustment Spring and Bellows Assembly Cap (see Attachments 9 and 10
for pictures).

o The Quad Unit 2 valve (serial #172) was the first S/RV to experience wear of this
magnitude. EPU power operation has resulted in an increase in vibration magnitudes on
Main Steam Lines. Valves from previous pre-EPU Quad Unit I and 2 cycles have not
experienced high- lift associated with this specific subcomponent degradation.
Additional valves from Quad as well as 2 other Exelon sites were inspected, and
indicate signs of typical contact between the spring and cap that did not result in the
material loss seen at Quad Unit 2.

Based on this Operability Evaluation for both Units I and 2, the Operations Standing Orders
were updated to limit power to 251 IMWth. Actions were also initiated to implement and test
S/RV subcomponent material improvements.

Corrective actions to prevent recurrence (CAPRs) for this event include disposition of S/RV
vibration induced subcomponent degradation caused by operation at EPU power levels. The
solution may include, but is not limited to, the following:

o Valve subcomponent modification in the form of material selection or spring guidance
that either eliminates any identified component excitation, or provides wear
characteristics to withstand any identified vibration related component contact

o Main Steam System modifications on Unit 2 and possibly Unit 1 as needed to eliminate
EPU-related vibrations that result in S/RV degradation

Previous Quad Cities Target Rock S/RV events were attributed to setpoint drift:
o PIF 97-2204/CR Q1997-02204 -U-I Target Rock S/RV as-found setpoint was 1095

psig, which was 3.5% below nameplate rating (SN 225, 4/25/1997).
o PIF Q1999-01389 - U-I Target Rock S/RV as-found setpoint was 1174 psi, which was

3.4% above the 1135 nameplate rating (SN 120, 4/16/1999).

In both cases, it was determined that there was no violation of overpressure analyses. A Root
Cause determination was not performed in the instances noted above. A Root Cause was
initiated for the latest as-found setpoint because 6.8% deviation from nameplate is an outlier
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when compared to industry peers. An OPEX / EPIX search determined that this is the first
instance of EPU-related vibration that caused S/RV subcomponent degradation, causing high
as-found lift pressures on the Target Rock S/RV.

Due to the existence of similar discrepancies in multiple valves, (Dresser Rand Safety Valve
and Target Rock S/RV), NUREG-1022 requires an evaluation of a requirement to submit a
Licensee Event Report (LER), reference AT 215874-10.

7. Condition Statement:
Target Rock S/RV Model 7467F, Serial Number 172, removed from EPN location 2-
0203-3A in Q2R17, had an as-found pressure setpoint that exceeded Technical
Specification 3.4.3 limit (+/- 1 %) and ASME Code requirements (+/- 3%). The result of
the testing was an as-found lift pressure of 1213 psig against a nameplate setpoint of
1135 psig. This results in a lift pressure of 6.8% higher than nameplate.

8. Event Description:

Event
Target Rock S/RV Model 7467F, Serial Number 172, removed from EPN location 2-
0203-3A in Q2R1 7, was as-found tested at Wyle Laboratories Nuclear Services S/RV
Facility in Huntsville, AL, on 4/19/2004. This testing identified that the Target Rock
S/RV had an as-found pressure setpoint that exceeded Technical Specification (+/-
1 %) and ASME Code requirements (+/- 3%). The result of the testing was an as-
found lift pressure of 1213 psig against a nameplate setpoint of 1135 psig. This
results in a lift pressure of 6.8% higher than nameplate. The Main Steam System
Engineer initiated CR 215874 on 4/20/04 after being informed of the Target Rock
S/RV test results.

Target Rock S/RV Service History
A chronological timeline of the recent service history of the Target Rock S/RV, serial number
172, is included below (summarized in Event and Causal Factor chart, see Attachment 1):

1. 2/1999 (Q2P02), Target Rock S/RV serial #172, removed from U-2, WO 97099043.
2. 4/1999, S/RV as-found tested at Wyle Laboratories 1.6% below nameplate of 1135

PSIG, Wyle Report 42774-2.
3. 6/1999 to 9/2001, Target Rock S/RV refurbished by Target Rock Field Service at

Wyle Laboratories Nuclear Services S/RV Facility. The scope of work was standard
and included pilot lapping.

4. 1/2001, Target Rock S/RV certified at Wyle Laboratories with lift setpoint of 1129
PSIG, 0.5% below nameplate of 1135 PSIG.

5. 2/2002, Target Rock S/RV serial #172 installed in Q2R16, WO 324872.
6. 2/2002, EPU modification installed during Q2R16.
7. 3/2002, Target Rock S/RV stroke tested under QCOS 0203-03, reference WO

324872-02.
8. 7/2002, S/RV removed to support FME retrieval during Q2M20, WO 463580.
9. 7/2002, Target Rock S/RV stroke tested under QCOS 0203-03, reference WO

463580-03.
10. 5/2003, CR 158148 documents bellows line to pressure switch broken.
11. 3/2004, valve removed during Q2R17, reference WO 478605.
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12. 4/2004, Target Rock S/RV #172 as-found tested at Wyle Laboratories Nuclear
Services SJRV Facility Huntsville, AL. Wyle Test Procedure number 1100 has been
approved by Quad Cities and Wyle to accomplish this testing (reference Attachment 4
for Target Rock S/RV Testing Methodology) under job number 48744. The complete
test included the following lifts, which were high and repeatable:

a. 1st lift: 405 msec delay time,1213 psi (nameplate of 1135 PSIG, as
found 6.8% high)

b. 2nd lift: 280 msec delay, 1218 psi
c. 3rd lift: 275 msec delay, 1221 psi
d. 4th lift with solenoid, 215 msec delay, successful lift
Note that the first three lifts are tests of the safety function of the valve,
and rely on steam pressure only to cause the valve to cycle. The final lift
is a test of the relief function of the valve, which bypasses the first stage
safety function, and directly acts on the second stage with an air operator.

CR 215874 was generated to document the discrepancy in Target Rock S/RV as-found setpoint
on 4/20/2004.

Arrangements were made to have Quad Cities and Exelon corporate personnel present at Wyle
Laboratories to supervise and document Target Rock S/RV disassembly and inspection, which
took place on 5/11/2004 and 5/12/2004.

Target Rock SJRV Disassembly and Troubleshooting Finding~s
Reference Attachment 5 for details regarding design and operation of the Target Rock 3-stage
S/RV if questions arise while reviewing this section.

Quad Cities and Exelon corporate personnel supervised and documented Target Rock S/RV
disassembly and inspection, which took place between 5/11/2004 and 5/12/2004. A Senior
Target Rock Field Service Manager and Valve Design Engineer were also present. The trip
report in its ertirety is included for reference in Attachment 3, with highlights summarized
below.

The bonnet cap was removed to allow access to the I t stage pilot assembly. Some general
corrosion was present in the areas visible at this point. It was also noted that the Cap assembly
was not centered in the adjusting ring, but was tilted slightly toward the direction of the air
operator, reference Attachment 6. This tilt is typical of the valve assembly based on
inspections of three other disassembled valves at the Wyle Laboratory facility for as-found
testing and overhaul.

The Adjusting Nut was removed, allowing the Cap and Spring to be removed from the bonnet.
Upon removal, there was considerable corrosion, including loose corrosion, at the base of the
cap, on the spring, and in the base of the pilot section, reference Attachments 7 and 8. The
valve body and the bonnet housing are constructed of carbon steel, while the pressure boundary
components are constructed of stainless steel and other materials. The vendor indicated that
this section experiences some corrosion, but the level of corrosion found on this valve was
more extensive than typically seen.
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o Consistent pressures were noted during all three test runs, with only the delay time
changing between the first run and the subsequent two runs. The corrosion noted
outside of the bellows in the first stage bonnet potentially caused increased friction
during the first test run, during which the corrosion products were cleared from the
areas of contact; however, the first run is also impacted by the collection of condensate
that must be flushed through the pilot stages of the valve. On the second and third run,
the delay times were both normal, and consistent. Had corrosion played a role in the
setpoint drift, it would be expected that the three test runs would have displayed larger
variance in lift setpoints, most likely in a downward direction, as corrosion was cleared
from the contact surfaces. As this was not the case, the corrosion is not considered a
contributing cause to the high pressure setpoint; the valve manufacturer concurs with
this position.

The Bellows Cap section of the valve is not pressurized unless the bellows has ruptured or has
a leak. Bellows leakage was eliminated as the source of corrosion in the Bellows Cap area by
pressurizing and snooping. No leakage was present. The Bellows failure pressure switch is
connected to a port on this chamber at Quad Cities, but at other operating BWRs, the port is
open to atmosphere. The source of the corrosion is unknown at this time.

o ATI to A8430TP, 8/18/04 to investigate and disposition corrosion found in Target Rock
S/RV Bellows Cap area.

Following cleaning, there were clear indications of contact between the Cap and Spring which
are tensioned under the Adjusting Nut for final pressure set point adjustment. There were two
wear areas noted, with one caused by the uppermost partial coil (which is ground to provide a
parallel seating surface) and one caused by the first full Coil, reference Attachments 9, 10, 11.
The lower of the two, caused by the first full Coil, had a depth of 0.008 inches. A small
contact point was also noted on the interior of the Cap, where it was riding at the base of the
Bellows; there was no apparent depth to the interior wear mark.

Inspections were made of other 3-stage SRV's, including another Quad Cities valve removed
during QIR17, a Limerick valve, and a Peach Bottom valve. All three inspections indicated
the presence of contact in this same area between the Cap and Spring, but only Quad Cities
Target Rock serial #172 showed any depth in the area of the wear marks.

In summary, the current valve design allows contact between the Bellows Cap Assembly and
the Pressure Adjustment Spring. Operation at EPU power levels causes vibration in main
steam line components. Vibration-induced movement between the above components resulted
in a 0.008" groove in the Bellows Cap Assembly. The Pressure Adjustment Spring is captured
in this groove and requires additional force, provided by system pressure (which causes the
high as-found setpoint) to cause the Pressure Adjustment Spring to be forced out of the groove.
This concept is expanded in Attachment 12 for clarity. The corrosion is discounted as a causal
factor in this investigation due to consistent S/RV lift pressures required to initiate the safety
function of this valve.
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9. Evaluation:

Analysis Methodologv
Recommendations provided in LS-AA-125-1001, Attachment 16 were reviewed to determine
the Root Cause Tools appropriate for this investigation. An Event and Causal Factor Chart,
Attachment 1, was utilized to document the timeline of events associated with the degraded
condition on the Target Rock S/RV removed from EPN location 2-0203-3A, as well as
operating history of this S/RV. The TapRoot software package was utilized to analyze causal
factors and delineate the Root Cause. Finally, based on the investigation of an equipment
failure, a Failure Modes and Effect Analysis, Attachment 2, was used to analyze findings from
the QCGS System Engineering Trip Report for Valve Disassembly and Troubleshooting at
Wyle Laboratories, Attachment 3. The Equipment Apparent Cause Evaluation Guide,
Attachment 5 of LS-AA-125-1003, is included in Attachment 17 to ensure the RCI thoroughly
evaluates all possible causes of this equipment failure.

Analvsis and Root Cause Determination
There were indications of contact between the Bellows Cap Assembly and Adjustment Spring
that are tensioned under the Adjusting Nut for final pressure set point adjustment. The wear
area caused by the first full Coil, reference Attachments 9 and 10, would vibrate and create a
groove on the Cap. EPU vibrations are being considered the source for the degradation based
on the fact that this failure has not been experienced in the past, does not appear to be
experienced on a sample of similar valves and a valve from pre-EPU Quad operation, and there
is a known increase in vibration magnitudes at EPU operating levels.

The exact vibration amplitude and orientation to produce this specific wear pattern cannot be
specified until shaker table testing is complete. Wear may be a result of direct vibration force
on the spring resulting in some motion, or may involve a specific frequency causing
oscillations or excitation in the spring and cap-assembly.

Additional force, provided by system pressure (causing the high as-found lift setpoint) would
be required to cause the spring to be forced out of the groove created by EPU-related vibration.
This concept is expanded in Attachment 12 for clarity. Based on this thought process, the Root
Cause of this event is identified below:

The Root Cause of the Target Rock S/RV degraded condition is EPU-related vibration
that caused material to be removed from the Bellowvs Cap Assembly, resulting in extra
force (pressure) required to actuate the safety portion of the S/RV.

Potential Causes Considered and Dispositioned
Discussions were held with Exelon Corporate Relief Valve subject matter experts, and with the
Target Rock Field Service Manager, to determine possible causes for a high setpoint in this
style of valve. The list below includes potential causes for high lift, and in some cases,
provides immediate disposition for these causes based on the as-found steam testing. The
System Engineering Trip Report for Valve Disassembly and Troubleshooting at Wyle
Laboratories (Attachment 3) includes details on the remaining potential causes.
1. Pilot Seat Leakage
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a. Pilot leakage not present during valve operation nor at beginning of as-found steam
testing, so not likely. Disassembly showed no signs of leakage or cutting (see
disassembly text, Attachment 3).

2. Pilot Stage Leakage (Bellows, Bellows O-ring, other)
a. Bellows failure alarm not actuated during operation. No steam leakage seen during

steam testing. Disassembly showed no signs of leakage during pressurized
snooping and flooding (see disassembly text, Attachment 3).

3. Physical Rub or Binding at Pilot Disk to Pilot Stem
a. See disassembly text (none found).

4. Binding of Pilot Disk to Seat
a. This is typical of larger diameter spring over seat safety valves in PWRs, but not

typical of pilot seats at BWRs.
b. This would appear as a high lift during the as-found test, followed by normal

pressure lifts on subsequent runs. All three runs on this S/RV had high lifts.
5. Loose connection in pre- load spacer to stem

a. See disassembly text, Attachment 3 (all pins, lock wires, etc, present and tight).
6. Abutment Gap Change

a. See disassembly text, Attachment 3 (gap acceptable as-found).
7. Unbalance of Pilot Section

a. This addresses a hydraulic force unbalance, and is really covered by the pilot disk
and bellows leakage already discussed earlier.

8. Hold Down Nut (Pre-load assembly) Movement
a. This would typical cause a decrease in pressure, if it were loose. Found tight with

lock wire in place (see disassembly text, Attachment 3).
9. Adjusting Nut Movement

a. If the anti-rotation bar failed, it is expected that this would result in a decrease in
pressure, similar to the pre- load nut. The setpoint error caused by a very slight turn
of the adjusting nut would only be a few psi. The amount of as-found setpoint error
would require a misadjustment of over one full turn, so this is not likely. No issues
found, and high level of confidence in test personnel and training per test vendor
interviews. See disassembly text.

10. FME
a. Severe clogging of the pilot stage filter, or severe clogging in other flow areas of

the valve could cause the high lift setpoint. No situations similar to this were found
(see disassembly text, Attachment 3).

b. Corrosion found in the bonnet area, outside of the pressure and flow areas, could
have impact on delay time associated with first lift. Could have caused binding that
would have contributed to one high lift, but then subsequent lifts would have been
acceptable, so the corrosion is discounted as a cause for the high lift. The corrosion
is discounted as a causal factor in this investigation due to consistent S/RV lift
pressures required to initiate the safety function of this valve.

11. Component Damage
a. No specific item was targeted prior to disassembly, just a broad based approach.
b. Groove in Bellows Cap, caused by pressure adjusting spring, was identified (see

disassembly text, Attachment 3).
i This was identified as a typical contact point on three other Exelon valves

that were disassembled in the shop at that time, although none had any depth
of degradation.
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ii. Vibrations, coupled with the contact, would result in such degradation.
iii. Additional force would be required to cause spring to roll up on the side of

the groove during movement of the cap.

Many of the items above could be ruled out based on the steam testing results (no
initial leakage, consistent high lift setpoints). Some items had a very low probability of
causing a high setpoint, but would be typical of a low setpoint (locking devices fail,
allowing spring retention nuts to back out). These, and remaining items, were each
reviewed during pilot section disassembly and dispositioned as not causing the
problem.

The conclusion that was drawn from the investigation of the topics listed above is that
the high lift setpoint is a result of the specific component damage associated with the
bellows assembly cap. This damage, in the form of a 0.008" groove worn into the cap
by the adjacent spring, required additional steam pressure to force the spring to be
pushed in a direction out of the groove before the first stage disk could lift. While
there was a large amount of corrosion present associated with the carbon steel areas
of the first stage bonnet, the consistent test pressures discount the corrosion from
being a cause for the lift pressures; the pressures would have varied, most likely in the
downward direction, as corrosion products were cleared during subsequent lifts.

The inspections did not allow for specific vibration testing, although this will be
accomplished at a later date with the use of shaker table testing. Inspections of
additional 3-stage valve components available at the time of the inspection showed
that there is indeed contact between the cap and spring, but the contact had not
resulted in detectable material loss from the other valves. It is understood that EPU
operation at Quad Cities has resulted in increased main steam line vibrations, and that
these vibrations have caused degradation on other pieces of equipment, and
specifically, some assemblies including springs. Degradation may be a result of direct
vibration magnitudes acting on the spring, or may be a result of slight vibration
magnitude increases at some critical frequency causing spring oscillations or
excitation. Shaker Table testing will help to identify the magnitudes and axes that
contribute to wear at this location.

A. CAP Trend Codes:

1. The root cause trend coding is as follows:
Equipment difficulty (IE), Design (2D), Design Specifications (3S), Problem Not
Anticipated (4PN), Equipment Environment Not Considered (5EE).

B. Causal Factors:
The Root Cause of the Target Rock S/RV degraded condition is EPU-related vibration
that caused material to be removed from the Bellows Cap Assembly, resulting in extra
force (pressure) required to actuate the safety portion of the S/RV.

1. Error Precursor: EPU installed during Q2RI 6 with inadequate design review. Time
dependent degradation due to vibrations was not considered in the standard
monitoring and assessment program for EPU.
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2. Root Cause: The high lift set point on S/RV Serial Number 172 is due to vibration
induced wear resulting in a 0.008 inch groove in the Bellows Assembly Cap caused
by contact with the Pressure Adjustment Spring. Forces required to cause the
spring to ride out of this groove were higher than forces normally required to cause
the first stage pilot disk to open. See Attachment 12 for simplified diagram and
detailed discussion.

3. Bases: Consistent high lift pressures during as found testing, and inspection of
Target Rock S/RV components during disassembly at Wyle Laboratories by
Corporate and Quad Cities personnel.

4. Corrective Actions: CR 220863 was initiated based on initial inspection findings at
Wyle Laboratories. An Operability Evaluation was conducted which supported
continued operation with the installed Target Rock S/RVs. Compensatory actions
from the Operability Evaluation include limitation of reactor power to a pre-EPU
level of 251 IMWth. These actions are complete, and are documented below for
completeness.

Further corrective actions from the Operability Evaluation include test and/or
evaluations into the natural frequency or frequencies associated with the
Target Rock S/RV, especially the Pressure Adjusting Spring and Belbws
Assembly Cap. Testing on similar equipment is planned utilizing shaker
table testing at a test facility. An additional corrective action is to specify,
quote, and procure a Bellows Assembly Cap made of a material more
resistant to wear than the existing cap. A material of Nitronic 60 has already
been discussed with the Vendor. This material will be included in the
shaker table testing. A final corrective action will be to submit a
modification/parts replacement request as needed to utilize any upgraded
parts in the Target Rock Valve replacement for Q1 R18 and any future
outages.
A new CAPR is suggested to disposition vibration induced degradation of
the Target Rock S/RVs based on results of the testing noted above,
elimination of EPU related vibration in the steam lines.

C. Corrective Actions:

1. Immediate and Interim Corrective Actions:

CA: AT 220863-10, A8410OP, complete. Establish controls to limit Unit 1
reactor power to 251 lMWth for any significant duration. Prior to raising
power on Unit I above 251 lMWth, contact Engineering to determine any
power level restrictions that may be needed, and revise this Operability
Evaluation if required. Short duration power increases above 2511 MWth
for data acquisition purposes is allowed (<=72hrs).

CA: AT 220863-1 1, A84100P, complete. Establish controls to limit Unit 2
reactor power to 251 lMWth for any significant duration. Prior to raising
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power on Unit I above 2511 MWth, contact Engineering to determine any
power level restrictions that may be needed, and revise this Operability
Evaluation if required. Short duration power increases above 2511 MWth
for data acquisition purposes is allowed (<=72hrs).

2. CAPRs:

CAPR: A8430TP, 5/15/06. Disposition vibration induced degradation of
Target Rock S/RV based on results of valve vibration or shaker table testing.
Solution may include, but is not limited to, the following:

* Valve subcomponent modification in the form of material selection
or spring guidance that either eliminates any identified component
excitation, or provides wear characteristics to withstand any
identified vibration related component contact

* Main Steam System modifications on Unit I and/or Unit 2 as needed
to eliminate EPU-related vibrations that result in S/RV degradation

3. EFRs:

EFR: A8430TP, 5/15/2008. Perform and Effectiveness Review of the CAPRs
identified in this report LAW LS-AA-125-1004. Due date required to achieve
proper as- found data after EPU run.

4. Corrective Action Assignments:

CA: AT 220863-12, A8430TP, 6/18/04, quotation complete, procurement in
progress. Specify, Submit RFQ, and Procure a Bellows Assembly Cap in
wear resistant material Nitronic 60 or similar for use in shaker table tests
of S/RV.

CA: AT 220863-13, A8064MW-DR, 8/12/04, preliminary arrangement for
testing 6/28 to 7/2. Perform shaker table testing on the S/RV, or on
appropriate subcomponents of the S/RV (as required due to radiological
controls). Perform any structural or vibration analyses required to
support or evaluate the shaker table testing. Testing should include
identification of natural frequencies and determine correlation to existing
frequencies at Quad Units 1 and 2. Aging runs at appropriate frequencies
should be performed to determine wear characteristics of affected
components within the valve, especially those associated with the
adjustment spring and bellows cap assembly.

CA: AT 220863-14, A8430TP, 8/30/04. Submit modification requests for any
S/RV upgrades as determined necessary through testing and evaluation.

CA: AT 215874-05, A8430TP, complete. Arrange for Vendor support to
disassemble the S/RV in order to determine possible causes for the high
lift setpoint.
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CA: AT 215874-10, A8401RAPR, 6/7/04. Review the issue for reportability.

CA: AT 215874-04, A8013NFMTS, 6/9/04. Nuclear Fuels to analyze the
appropriate fuel cycle accidents utilizing the as-found lift setpoints of
both the S/RV and the MSSV's to determine if any fuel limitations were
violated.

CA: AT 215874-29, A8401RAPR, 6/21/04. Issue an LER for the high setpoints
on the S/RV and MSSV.

CA: AT 215874-22, A8430TP, 6/30/04. Review the S/RV event, including the
Nuclear Fuels evaluation of the setpoint impact, against the requirements
of Maintenance Rule for Functional Failure determination.

CA: AT 215874-23, A8451NESPR, 7/22/04. Verify test data is entered into the
IST database.

CA: AT 215874-05, A8430TP, complete. Observe initial valve disassembly to
determine cause of high lift setpoint, and to interview Valve Vendor and
Test Facility personnel.

CA: AT 215874-33, A8002OEALL, complete. Issue NER on this event if
determined applicable.

CA: AT 215874-35, A8002OEALL, 6/24/04. Issue final NER on this event if
determined applicable

CA: AT 215874-27, A8430TP, 6/9/04. Obtain PORC approval of RCI.

CA: AT220863-15, A8430TP, 3/22/05. Implement appropriate Unit I actions
in QlRI8 to allow full EPU operation.

CA: AT220863-16, A8430TP, 3/29/06. Implement appropriate Unit 2 actions
in Q2R1 8 to allow full EPU operation.

CA: AT220863-37, A8430TP, 6/15/04. Draft a final NER on Target Rock S/RV
as-found setpoint.

New assignments that require action tracking items:
ATI to A8430TP, 8/18/04 to investigate and disposition corrosion found in
Target Rock S/RV Bellows Cap area.

ATI to A840OlPEX, 12/1/04 to issue a follow up NER on this event following
shaker table testing to inform fleet BWRs of any vibration limitations to
be considered for EPU analysis.

ATI to A8430TP, 7/28/04 to draft an OPEX report after completion of shaker
table testing.
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ATI to A8401OPEX, 8/4/04 to evaluate for applicability to industry in
accordance with LS-AA-1 15, "Operating Experience Procedure" after
completion of shaker table testing.

ATI to A8450CAP, 6/23/04 to update trend codes in TIMAO17 panel in
Passport.

ATI to A8430TP, 9/30/04 to review the data obtained from the Dresden SRV
disassembly (reference CR 223897) for any similarity between Dresden
and Quad valve conditions. Initiate a new CR should any adverse
conditions parallel to the separate valves be identified.

ATI to A8430TP, 8/25/04 to verify proper cap materials by obtaining vendor
history on the manufacturing of this cap.

The material of the cap was not suspect, based on the similar appearance of caps from other
valves, as well as the duplication of contact points from other valves. The component
manufacturing history of this cap should be investigated to insure that proper materials were
utilized.

10. Extent of Condition:
The extent of condition was addressed in an Operability Evaluation, ATI 220863-08.
Excerpts from the Operability Evaluation are contained below.

The 1 st stage set pressure set point (Safety Function) of the Unit 1(2) Target Rock
Safety Relief Valve (S/RV) 1 (2Y0203-3A may be higher than expected due to vibration
induced wear between the Bellows Assembly Cap and the Pressure Adjustment
Spring. This condition was identified on an S/RV removed from Quad Unit 2 at the
end of Cycle 17 when the valve was tested at +6.8% of nameplate pressure, which
exceeds both Tech Spec 3.4.3 (+/- 1%) and ASME Code (+/-3%) requirements. The
subcomponent degradation (0.008" groove in Bellows Cap Assembly) was identified
on 5/12/04, during Exelon overview of the vendor (Target Rock) disassembly of the
pilot stages of the valve. This condition was documented in CR 220863 on 5/13/04.

The degraded condition appears to be EPU Power Level vibration related wear between the
first stage adjustment spring and cap:

o The Quad Unit 2 valve (serial #172) was the first S/RV to experience wear of this
magnitude. EPU power operation has resulted in an increase in vibration magnitudes on
Main Steam Lines (reference table below). Valves from previous pre-EPU Quad Unit 1
and 2 cycles have not experienced this high-lift associated with this specific wear
situation. Additional valves from Quad as wvell as 2 other Exelon sites were inspected,
and indicate signs of typical contact between the spring and cap that did not result in
the material loss seen at Quad Unit 2.

o Vibration data has been collected on both Quad units. The Unit 2 vibrations at the inlet
to the S/RV are higher than the equivalent Unit I vibrations, at both EPU and Pre-EPU
conditions. This is discussed in detail below.
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Quad Target Rock S/RV Inlet Flange Vibrations:
Vibration data has been collected at various locations in the Main Steam System, including on
the inlets of the S/RVs on both Units 1 and 2. The table below provides some of the resulting
data at pre-EPU approximate full power, and EPU full power, and clearly indicates that Quad
Unit 2 has notably higher EPU level vibrations than Quad Unit 1. In addition, it can be seen
that Quad Unit 2 vibrations at pre-EPU conditions are generally comparable to Quad Unit I
vibrations at full EPU conditions.

Vibrations at U2 @ 2815 MWth U2 @ 820 Mwe Ul 8 2910 MWth Ul 8 2488 MWth
Target Rock EPU EPU
S/RV (Baseline)
(direction) % / grms % / grms / grms % / grms
PD 100.00% / 50.96% / 78.53% / 40.23% /
(perpendicular 0.1916 0.0976 0.1505 0.0771
to steam flow) . . _

V (vertical 100.00% / 44.48% / 29.17% / 26.90% /
direction) 1.2444 0.5535 0.363 0.3347
PLZ (Parallel 100.00% / 48.35% / 56.92% / 61.05% /
to steam flow) 0.3830 0.1852 0.218 0.2338

Inspection Results from Other Target Rock S/RVs:
In addition to the S/RV discussed above, 3 additional S/RV Bellows Assembly Caps were
inspected, with all samples coming from other Exelon Units. Each cap had indications
showing that this is a typical contact point of an assembled valve, but none of the other caps
had any depth at these contact points.

Historical Review and Vendor Interviews:
No previous S/RV refurbishments indicated significant wear or degradation to the Cap on pre-
EPU valves from Quad Units I or 2. Target Rock Field Service personnel indicated that this is
the first time that this type of Cap degradation has been identified on this general valve model.

EPU Power Levels on Quad Units:
Quad Unit 2, which had the degraded S/RV Cap, had approximately 553 days of EPU
operation prior to Q2R17; the identified S/RV subcomponent degradation took place during
this time. Quad Unit I experierred approximately 152 days of EPU operation prior to
QIMI 6; the SIRV removed from this outage tested within tolerance, and had no Cap
degradation noted.

Since Q1M16, Quad Unit I has experienced approximately 152 days of EPU operation. Since
Q2RI 7, Quad Unit 2 has not experienced any extended periods of EPU power operation; there
was a short power increase for data gathering purposes for a duration of approximately one
day.

The S/RV currently installed in Quad Unit I is not expected to have Bellows Assembly Cap
degradation that would cause an increase in its Safety Function pressure setpoint. This is based
on the above discussions, including:

* No Cap degradation noted at pre-EPU power levels, on inspections of similar valves
from other Exelon reactors, or from general discussions with Vendor technicians.
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* No Cap degradation noted, nor setpoint drift failure, on Unit I S/RV removed following
approximately 152 days of EPU operation.

* Unit 1 S/RV Inlet vibrations lower than Unit 2 S/RV Inlet vibrations. Furthermore,
Unit I vibration levels at EPU power are generally comparable to Unit 2 vibration
levels at pre-EPU power.

Engineering Judgment, supported by the available data detailed above, supports
continued operation of the Unit 1 S/RV at pre-EPU power levels, with no impact on the
Safety Function setpoint. Operation above pre-EPU power level for extended periods
will not be supported until further vibration analysis and testing of an S/RV is
completed.

The S/RV currently installed in Quad Unit 2 is not expected to be degraded because
the Unit has not experienced any extended EPU operation. No Cap degradation has
been noted at pre-EPU power levels. Historical performance supports continued
operation of the Unit 2 S/RV at pre-EPU power levels, with no impact on the Safety
Function setpoint. Operation above pre-EPU power level for extended periods will not
be supported until further vibration analysis and testing of an S/RV is completed.

The EPU- induced vibration is a generic cause for numerous equipment problems at Quad
Cities. A Corporate Investgative Team has been assembled to address EPU-related vibration
issues at Quad Cities and Dresden.

11. Risk Assessment:
The plant significant risks in this event are violations of analyses concerning reactor vessel
overpressure events for Quad Cities 2 Cycle 17, ASME and ATWS Overpressure events, and
impacts to the Appendix R limiting events. The ASME and ATWS Overpressurization events
are discussed below with references to UFSAR and Technical Specification source documents.
This discussion is then followed by the analysis conducted by Nuclear Fuels Management that
states: "The acceptance criteria for both the A TWIS and ASAIE overpressure analyses have
been met. In addition, the applicability of the established Cycle 1 7fitel thermal limits has
been co firmed. " Finally, the impact to Appendix R limiting events is discussed.

ASME and ATWS Overpressurization Events
Technical Specification Bases section 3.4.3 states the basis for the Safety Valves:
"The ASME Boiler ard Pressure Vessel Code requires the reactor pressure vessel be protected

from overpressure during upset conditions by self-actuated safety valves. As part of the nuclear
pressure relief system, the size and number of safety valves are selected such that peak
pressure in the nuclear system will not exceed the ASME Code limits for the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB). Each unit is designed with nine safety valves, one of which also
functions in the relief mode. This valve is a dual function Target Rock safety/relief valve
(S/RV)."

Technical Specification Bases section 3.4.3 states the significance of Safety Valves:
Applicable Safety Analyses section: "the design safety valve capacity is capable of maintaining
reactor pressure below the ASME Code limit of 1 10% of vessel design pressure (1I10% x 1250
PSIG = 1375 PSIG)".
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LCO section: "Operation with fewer valves OPERABLE than specified, or with setpoints
outside the ASME limits, could result in a more severe reactor response to a transient than
predicted, possibly resulting in the ASME Code limit on reactor pressure being exceeded".

Applicability section: "In Modes 1, 2, and 3, all safety and relief valves must be OPERABLE,
since considerable energy may be in the reactor core and the limiting design basis transients are
assumed to occur in these MODES".

UFSAR section 5.2.2.2.3 describes Safety Valve flow capacity and describes resulting
transients that could result from Safety Valve setpoints outside of Technical Specification 3.4.3
tolerance:
The safety valves steam flow capacity is determined by assuming that the reactor is at 2957
Mwt when a MSIV closure occurs, the relief valves fail to open, direct reactor scram (based on
MSIV position switches) fails, and the backup scram due to high neutron flux shuts down the
reactor. This transient is reanalyzed periodically as part of each reload license analysis.
Pressure increases, following this reactor isolation, until limited by the opening of the safety
valves. The peak allowable pressure is 1375 psig
(according to ASME Section III equal to 110% of the vessel design pressure 1250 psig). The
safety valves setpoints are spread in 10 psi increments between 1240 and 1260 psig. This
satisfies the ASME Code specifications that the lowest safety valve be set at or below vessel
design pressure, and the highest safety valve be set to open at or below 105% of vessel design
pressure. [5.2-17]

The total safety valve capacity is equal to approximately 43% of turbine design flow.

Typical resulting transients at 2957 MWt are shown in Reference 5 and in Figure 5.2-3. The
rapid pressurization caused by the isolation (about 100 psifs) reduces the void content of the
core and produces a sharp neutron flux spike before scram shuts down the reactor. Peak fuel
surface heat flux is significantly slower, reaching a peak of 129% at about 3 seconds. Vessel
dome pressure reaches about 1336 psig with the peak at the bottom of the vessel near 1358
psig. Therefore, the 43% capacity safety
valves provide adequate margin below the peak allowable vessel pressure of 1375 psig.

Overpressurization protection analysis is performed using the NRC approved transient code(s)
each cycle. Results for these analyses are given in the Supplemental Reload Licensing
Submittals.

In addition to the ASME code overpressure analysis, Anticipated Transients Without Scram
can also cause an overpressure condition in the reactor pressure vessel. The ATWS scenario is
described in UFSAR section 15.8:

"This section covers the events, which result in an anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS). Anticipated transient without scram events are beyond design basis
accidents. Anticipated transients without scram are those low probability events in
which an anticipated transient occurs and is not followed by an automatic reactor
shutdown (scram) when required. The failure of the reactor to scram quickly during
these transients can lead to unacceptable reactor coolant system pressures and to
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fuel damage. Mitigation of the lack of scram must involve insertion of negative
reactivity into the reactor, thereby terminating the long-term aspects of the event.

The occurrence of a common-mode failure, which completely disables the reactor scram
function, is a very low probability event. Therefore, no significant risk to public safety is
presented by the combination of an infrequent event and a common-mode failure, which
prevents scram. Thus, attention is focused on those transient situations, which have a relatively
high-expected frequency of occurrence at a power condition at which serious plant disturbance
might result.

GE has performed a plant-unique ATWS analysis using Plant Design Licensing Basis (PDLB)
approach for the Dresden and Quad Cities units. The PDLB approach establishes the analysis
bases applicable to the four Dresden and Quad Cities units. The analysis was performed at the
Quad Cities original licensed reactor power level (2511 MWt) and Extended Power Uprate
(EPU at 2957 MWt). The original Quad Cities licensed power was chosen to provide the
largest change in power and the maximum effect of EPU to the ATWS compliance criteria.
The GE analysis shows that pressure regulator open to maximum demand (PRFO) [Note:
Pressure Regulator Fail Open - essentially an Oversteam demand event that is terminated by
MSL Low Pressure Group I isolation.] is the limiting event. The results confirm that the
analysis meets the acceptance criteria of peak vessel pressure, peak clad temperature, peak clad
oxidation, peak suppression pool temperature and peak containment pressure for GE1 4,
ATRIUM-9B, and GE9/0 fuel types at 2957 MWt."

Although ATWS is not a design basis event, it is part of the Quad Cities Licensing
Basis and thus is included in the discussion.

Based on the above discussion, the impact of the Target Rock S/RV as-found lift pressure was
evaluated by Nuclear Fuels Management (NFM) to determine how this shift in safety valve
setpoint impact the ASME and ATWS overpressurization events and nuclear fuel thermal
limits.

NFM Analysis of Impact of as-found Target Rock S/RV Sctpoint
Nuclear Fuels Management (NFM) evaluated the impact of the as- found Target Rock SJRV
setpoints on the Quad Cities 2 Cycle 17 Licensing Analysis. Excerpts from that document are
included below (see Attachment 18 for GE-NE-0000-0028-6556 in its entirety).

Background
The safety valve lift setpoint tolerance used in the Cycle 17 OPL-3 is 1%. During post-
Cycle 17 operational testing, two (1-SSV and I-S/RV) of the five MSSVs tested were
found to exceed their reload licensing analysis (RLA) opening pressure (lift) setpoints.
As such, re-performance of impacted analyses has been requested using bounding values to
support operability determninations.

NFM Evaluation
The ATWS, ASME overpressure and fuel thermal analyses applicable to Quad Cities 2 Cycle
17 were re-evaluated using revised, bounding MSSV opening setpoints. The
revised setpoints were based on 3% drift for the out-of-tolerance SSV and 7% drift for
the S/RV. The RLA opening setpoint values bound the other tested SSVs and are
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assumed to bound the un-tested SSVs.

The ATWS analysis for the limiting event, Pressure Regulator Failure Open - Maximum
Steam Demand (PRFO), was re-performed using the revised opening setpoints for the two
MSSVs. The RLA RV values for the opening setpoints based on 1% drift were used as well as
the opening time delay of 1.85 seconds. The ATWS peak pressure results for the PRFO event
are shown below. The ATWS acceptance criteria, with respect to fuel, vessel and containment
integrity, have been met. This is based on the assumption that the SLCS system can deliver the
flow specified in the current analysis. SLCS system impacts are discussed in a subsection
below.

Event FuelType Exposure PVESSEL (PSIG)

PRFO Legacy BOC 1499

PRFO GE14 BOC 1491

PRFO GE14 EOC 1479

The ASME Overpressure analysis for Quad Cities 2 Cycle 17 has been re-performed
using the bounding MSSV opening setpoints. All 9 MSSVs were assumed in-service and the
Technical Specification CRD SCRAM times were used. The results of the analysis show the
licensing basis acceptance criteria have been met. The results are as follows:

Event PDONIE (PSIG) PVESSEL (PSIG) PSTEANILINE (PSIG)

ICF-HBB MSIV 1339.1 1360.6 1335.2
Closure (Flux Scram)
MELLA-HBB MSIV 1337.8 1358.1 1333.9
Closure (Flux Scram) 1 8.33

The out-of-tolerance MSSV setpoints do not invalidate the Cycle 17 fuel thermal limits
analyses. As such, the Cycle 17 fuel thermal limits have been confirmed to remain
applicable for the cycle.

NFM Summary
The ATWS, ASME overpressure and fuel thermal analyses applicable to Quad Cities 2 Cycle
17 were re-evaluated in support of operability determinations using revised inputs, which
bound the as-found MSSV data. The acceptance criteria for both the ATWS and ASME
overpressure analyses have been met. In addition, the applicability ofthe established Cycle 17
fuel thermal limits has been confirmed.

SLCS System Evaluation
The results of the GE analysis were compared against the results from the Unit 2 SBLC system
evaluation conducted under EC 348232, "Analysis of Increased MSSV Setpoint Tolerance on
SBLC System Operation". At the End-of-Cycle (the most limiting period of operation for the
ATWS secondary peak pressure) the secondary peak reached was 1291 psig at 241 seconds
into the event, which is less than the 1306 psig secondary peak pressure that was acceptable in
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the Evaluation. Thus, the as-found value of the S/RV lift setting would not have caused any
adverse effects on the SBLC system with regard for relief valves lifting if it were needed
during the cycle for an ATWS scenario.

Based on the above discussion, the ATWS and ASME overpressure analyses have been met
and the applicability of the established Cycle 17 fuel thermal limits has been confirmed. The
impact to Appendix R limiting events is discussed below.

Appendix R Evaluation
The Quad Cities Units I and 2 Fire Protection Reports, Volume 2, Appendix R Conformance
(Sections JIl.G, 1l.J. and IIL.L) Safe Shutdown Report, was reviewed. This report provides
descriptions of systems, structures, and components considered important for safe shutdown of
the reactor during specific fire scenarios.

The relief valves, including the S/RV, are used for decay heat removal and pressure control.
Immediate actions include placing the ADS (Automatic Depressurization System) Inhibit
switch into INHIBIT to prevent major loss of reactor inventory. This prevents the relief
function of the S/RV from actuating automatically. The relief function of the S/RV, however,
is not addressed in this evaluation.

The basic analysis assumptions are included in 10 CFR 50.48, 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, and the
emergency operating procedure guidelines. During an assumed fire, a reactor scram would
occur, and a relief valve is assumed to be open for the first ten minutes of the event. After 10
minutes, it is assumed that the operators are able to close the open relief valve, and at this
point, the reactor begins to repressurize. As stated above, ADS is placed in INHIBIT to
prevent the reliefs from automatically actuating from an ADS signal, but the pressure
controller relief mode is still available unless the individual valve key switches are in "off'.
The reactor pressurizes up to the combined safety/relief (S/RV) mechanical safety setpoint and
the S/RV relieves pressure down to the S/RV reset pressure. The S/RV will continue to cycle
open and closed in this fashion as the S/RV is the only means of decay heat energy removal
from the reactor. The S/RV cycling frequency will decrease as the decay heat energy
decreases throughout the event. The reactor will undergo alternating periods of S/RV cycling
and reactor water makeup operation. This relief valve cycling is postulated to continue for 69
hours.

Root Cause report conclusion for impacts to Appendix R fire scenarios:
The safety function pressure setpoint on the S/RV had increased from approximately 1135 psi
to approximately 1213 psi. The typical reset pressure on the S/RV is 96% of the open pressure
(1135 open, 1090 reset). Due to the type of component degradation, as opposed to a simple
maladjustment of an adjusting nut, the reset pressure cannot be absolutely determined.

The impact on the Appendix R analyses would be on the suppression pool heat up rate and
maximum temperature as a result of the relief valve cycling. The analyses assume a scram had
been inserted, so there is no impact on fuel or reactor power. The S/RV setpoint in the
degraded condition still remains below the 1240 psig Main Steam Safety Valve Setpoint,
which should preclude blowdown inside of containment. The amount of energy to be removed
from the reactor remains unchanged, but the rate at which it will be removed will be impacted
by the S/RV setpoint. The cycling, described as being between the S/RV safety setpoint and
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reset setpoint, and lasting 69 hours, would still take place as described, but the pressure region
in which the cycling takes place would shift. The open setpoint would shift from
approximately 1135 psi to approximately 1213 psi, and would therefore relieve an increased
quantity of decay heat energy to the suppression pool with each opening at the beginning of the
event.

The reset pressure cannot be determined, but would fall within the two extremes of very high
(reduced reset) and normal setpoints.
* If the reset range was reduced as a result of the S/RV degradation, for example, 98% of

1213 psi (greater than 1188 psi), then the amount of heat dumped to the suppression pool
would decrease with each short open cycle of the valve, but the time for pressure recovery
would also be reduced. There would be more frequent cycling than the analyses
postulated. The heat load to the suppression pool cannot be easily estimated (higher
energy, but shorter duration), but it is expected that the overall duration of 69 hours would
increase. Normal suppression pool cooling would be expected throughout the event.

* If the setpoint were high, at some location greater than 96% of the 1213 psi lift pressure
(greater than 1165 psi), then the durations that the relief valve remains open would likely
be shorter. The initial operation at the higher than expected lift setpoint would likely result
in the duration of cycling going beyond the postulated 69 hours. There would be greater
than expected heat input to the suppression pool at the beginning of the event, requiring
additional heat removal at the beginning of the event.

* If the reset pressure were at a nominal setpoint of approximately 1090 psi, then each open
cycle of the valve would be significantly extended (normal 1135 to 1090 range is 45 psi,
degraded 1218 to 1090 range is 128 psi). The result would be that greater amounts of heat
and volume would be added to the suppression pool with each cycle, but there would be a
corresponding delay before the next cycle took place. Suppression pool cooling demands
would increase early in the event. The duration of cycling would likely be far less than the
postulated 69 hours.

In any case estimated above, it appears that early heat load to the suppression pool would be
greater than that analyzed for the Appendix R events. This would result in the need to utilize
additional RHR trains in Suppression Pool Cooling, and could exceed the maximum
suppression pool temperature early in the event. The overall duration of relief valve cycling
could increase or decrease, based on the different reset pressures. Detailed calculations would
be required to determine actual impacts of both the high and normal reset pressures, and their
ultimate impact on suppression pool parameters.

Should the reset pressure remain high, the Appendix R analyses may not consider RCIC
injection pressures and flows, although Engineering Judgment indicates that flow will be
established. The RCIC design basis discusses a flow of 400 gpm at 1120 psig reactor pressure.
Surveillance QCOS 1300-05 routinely uses normal reactor pressures (1005 psi) to establish
400 gpm of flow at 1225 psig at the pump discharge. However, as reactor pressure increases,
the energy available to the steam driven RCIC turbine will increase, resulting in increased
output capabilities. While the Appendix R analyses may not specifically address this situation,
Engineering Judgment supports the belief that RCIC will be able to inject make up water to the
reactor, despite the high set pressure, and the potentially high reset pressure, of the S/RV.
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The conclusion is that the S/RV degradation would clearly have caused situations other than
those postulated in the Appendix R Safe Shutdown timelines. Suppression pool parameters
would have been challenged, resulting in impacts on RHR, RCIC, and HPCI operation.
Additional Operator challenges would have resulted in efforts to either manually control
pressure within the expected reactor pressure range utilizing an ERV, or to respond to
suppression pool temperatures and levels with increased frequency of RHR system
adjustments. RCIC discharge head, while not specifically addressed in the Appendix R
analyses in a situation of a high S/RV setpoint or reset, is expected to remain sufficient despite
the higher pressures.

References: Fire Protection Reports, Volume 2, Safe Shutdown Report, sections 1.1, 3.1,
5.2.1.5.2, 6.2

12. Programmatic/Organizational Issues:

The design review for EPU implemented in Q2R1 6 did not adequately analyze and
disposition the potential effect of equipment vibration on material condition of the
plant. This is evident in several degraded conditions, including: steam dryer integrity
(CR115510), ERV solenoid actuator (CR 186979), HPCI LLRT tap (CR 135466). The
operating experience gained while operating the Quad Cities I and 2 has resulted in
reduction of power to pre-EPU levels so that further analysis and disposition of EPU-
induced vibrations can be understood and actions implemented to prevent further
equipment degradation. People Work Practices (PWP) Lack of Knowledge (WPK)
and Complex System (4CS) are the principal CR trend codes associated with analysis
of vibration induced by the EPU modification.

A Corporate Investgative Team has been assembled to address EPU-related vibration issues at
Quad Cities and Dresden.

13. Previous Events:
The table below summarizes the results of the OPEX / EPIX search that was
performed on this issue. Based on this OPEX / EPIX search, the root cause identified
in this report has not been identified previously for Target Rock 3-stage S/RVs in the
Nuclear Industry. Based on this finding, further shaker table testing is scheduled to be
performed in June, 2004 (AT 220863-13, A8064MW-DR, 8112104)

EPIX component failure search criteria and results: Manufacturer: Target Rock
Corporation. Models: 67F, 67F-000, 67F000, 7467F, Target Rock 67F.
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Station Failure Date Failure Mode Cause Apply?
Duane Arnold 1 68 11/28/1999 premature opening 25OVDC ground and No

open circuit on solenoid
Duane Arnold 1 244 11/20/2002 1. unavailable, not failed MS solenoid valve No

2. found unavailable during failed bench test
nondemand observation

Duane Arnold 1 285 04/18/2003 failed to open on demand blown fuses in control No
(stuck closed) circuit due to electrical

short
Peach Bottom 3 21 11/28/1997 internal leakage when fully High tailpipe temps, GE No

seated SIL 196 premature lift
Peach Bottom 3 107 10/20/1999 premature opening the air plunger No

assembly failed to
return to relaxed
position after testing

Pilgrim 1 93 06/16/1999 found unavailable during solenoid for rv-203-3A No
nondemand observation was found leaking

Monticello 1 177 05/25/2003 internal leakage when fully main seat leakage No
seated attributed to inadequate

rebuild procedure
Pilgrim 1 201 05/17/2001 found unavailable during solenoid for rv-203-3D No

nondemand observation was found leaking
Quad Cities 2 288 01/22/2000 unavailable, not failed ADS valves were taken No

OOS when required by
TS

Vermont Yankee 1 197 10/22/1998 internal leakage when fully bellows leakage No
seated

Peach Bottom 3 224 09/15/2003 failed to close on demand pilot leakage due to No
(stuck open) FME in seat / disk

Peach Bottom 3 225 09/15/2003 failed to open on demand Diaphragm failure No
(stuck closed)

OPEX review was conducted using a keyword search in the Nuclear Network Query
Builder (http://www.inpo.org/NN04Asp/NNSearch.asp). The specific criteria utilized
included keywords Target Rock, 3-stage, and vibration. The results are summarized
below.

Station Report Date Failure Mode Cause Apply?
Hatch 1 OE 4552 02/12/91 Setpoint drift on Corrosion induced bonding in 2-stage No

multiple SIRVs SIRVs b/t pilot valve disc and seat
Hatch 2 OE1 1444 5/10/00 Leakage past the Unknown: No

pilot 1. Mechanical shock during
disc seating installation
surface 2. Failure to reseat following actuation

3. Flow induced vibration in 2-stage
valves

BWROG RSEN 91-02 Setpoint drift on Corrosion induced bonding in 2-stage No
multiple S/RVs S/RVs b/t pilot valve disc and seat

Monticello LER 94-011 - 06/07/95 Increase in pilot Unknown Yes
01 stem to pilot disc

abutment gap

The Monticello LER, while not having the same cause factor, is worthy of discussion
based on test results and actions to research the cause of the high lift. As-found
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testing identified a 3-stage Target Rock S/RV to be +2.2% higher than nameplate,
which was above the 1% Tech Spec tolerance, but within the 3% ASME Code
tolerance. Testing and disassembly were performed to address the potential causes
of pilot seat leakage, friction, sticking, wear, set spring adjusting nut movement,
foreign matter, pilot disk and stem surface irregularities or connection looseness.
While the investigation was thorough, it did not clearly identify a single cause for the
high lift setpoint, but attributed it to a combination of factors. The Quad inspection
approach addressed many of these same factors based on information known at the
time of valve disassembly. The Monticello LER validates the areas considered by the
Quad Cities Root Cause Investigation.

Quad data was reviewed for Target Rock S/RV setpoint tolerance deviations, and the following
two items were identified. Neither report detailed a cause for the deviations other than setpoint
drift.

PIF 97-2204/CR Q1997-02204 - Target Rock Safety Relief 1-0203-3A As-Found Setpoint
Was Outside of T.S. 1% Limit and Also Exceeded the 3% ASME Limits. The as found
setpoint was 1095 psig, which was 3.5% below the 1135 nameplate rating (SN 225, 4/25197).
Analyses by Nuclear Fuels determined that this setpoint did not cause a violation of any
applicable accident scenarios. The available documentation surrounding this event did not
describe any cause for the condition other than "setpoint drift."

PIF Q1999-01389 - Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve Fails As-Found Setpoint Tests. The as-
found setpoint was 1174 psi, which was 3.4% above the 1135 nameplate rating (SN 120,
4/16/99). Analyses by Nuclear Fuels determined that this setpoint did not cause a violation of
any applicable accident scenarios. The available documentation surrounding this event did not
describe any cause for the condition other than "setpoint drift."

An SRV removed from Dresden Unit 2 after approximately 2 years at EPU operation failed the
as-found pressure test in the low direction, at 1094 psig, or -3.6% of the 1135 nameplate set
pressure. CR 223897 was initiated to document this condition, and will include an
investigation into the cause for this low setpoint. Vendor support for the valve disassembly
and testing is scheduled for mid-August, with the final Apparent Cause Evaluation due
9/17/04.

While the low setpoint may be the result of a feature or condition investigated on the Quad SN
172 valve (sticking, wear, FME, pilot disk to pilot stem interface, general damage, etc.), the
specific damage identified on the Quad valve does not support a low setpoint scenario. Valve
disassembly and inspection will be required to identify the apparent cause.

When the results of the Dresden valve disassembly are obtained, the data should be compared
to the general findings of the Quad valve disassembly for any common issues. Should any
specific common findings be identified, a supplemental CR should be generated.

o CA: ATI to A8430TP, 9/30/04 to review the data obtained from the Dresden SRV
disassembly (reference CR 223897) for any similarity between Dresden and Quad valve
conditions. Initiate a new CR should any adverse conditions parallel to the separate
valves be identified.
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14. Other Issues:
High Delay on First Lift
The first lift during the as- found testing of the S/N 172 valve had a higher delay time than the
subsequent lifts. While it is possible that the corrosion identified in the first stage bonnet area
contributed to this higher delay, this assumption cannot be verified. It should also be noted
that the first lift often has additional delay time associated with the clearing of condensate that
has gathered in the valve, where subsequent lifts have not allowed sufficient time for
condensate to gather in the same quantity. A review of previous tests indicate that delay on the
first lift of an as-found test is usually greater than subsequent lifts, as seen in the data below
from a partial set of recent as-found tests. Delay time is a typical data point during safety valve
testing.

Serial Test First Second Third
Number Year Delay Delay Delay
225 1997 205 160 185
171 1997 190 185 405
198 1998 985 500 550
198 2001 440 440 375
171 2001 700 325 330
198 2002 200 150 180
225 2003 875 420 N/A
171 2003 650 325 N/A

Based on this data, the higher delay time is not being considered an issue in this investigation.
The presence of the corrosion, while not ideal, may have contributed to increased delay, but
does not impact pressure setpoint. Corrosion was noted by the vendor as being common in this
area of the valve.

Because of the great amount of corrosion present, the potential sources of water intrusion into
this area of the valve should be investigated, and appropriate corrective actions implemented.
The most likely scenarios identified include, but are not limited to:

* Inadvertent use of fluid during IM calibration of Pressure Switch due to test equipment
selection or residual fluid presence

* Lack of FME barrier in pressure port allows unidentified source of water to enter
bonnet prior to valve installation

One theory previously considered, valve cool down coupled with break in instrument line in
presence of humidity draws moisture into bonnet area, has been discounted. In the case of 3
stage valves installed at Limerick station, there is no pressure switch installed at this location,
only a tell tale leak off line, open to atmosphere. The lack of historical evidence of severe
corrosion in this area on the Limerick valves discounts this theory as being very probable. The
source of the corrosion is still unknown at this time. An ATI is assigned to A8430TP to
investigate and disposition corrosion found in Target Rock S/RV Bellows Cap area in Section
9 of this report.
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Root Cause Report Quality Checklist

CONDITION REPORT NUMIBER 215874-

A. Critical Content Attributes YES NO

1. Is the condition that requires resolution adequately and accurately identified? X

2. Are inappropriate actions and equipment failures (causal factors) identified? X

3. Are the causes accurately identified, including root causes and contributing causes? X

4. Are there corrective actions to prevent recurrence identified for each root cause and do X
they tie DIRECTLY to the root cause? AND, are there corrective actions for
contributing cause and do they tie DIRECTLY to the contributing cause? Section 9.B,
Section 9.C

5. Have the root cause analysis techniques been appropriately used and documented? X
Section 9, Analysis Methodology

6. Was an Event and Causal Factors Chart properly prepared? Attachment I X

7. Have cause Codes been identified for equipment problems, human
performance, and organizational weaknesses, and have all applicable trend
codes been identified and documented in the report and entered into the
Condition Report Trend/Cause Panel TIMA017 in Action Tracking? Section 9,
ATI assigned to A8450CAP

8. Does the report adequately and accurately address the extent of condition in accordance X
with the guidance provided in Attachment 3 of LS-AA-125-1003, Reference 4.3?
Section 10

9. Does the report adequately and accurately address plant specific risk consequences? X
Section 11

10. Does the report adequately and accurately address programmatic and organizational X
issues? Section 12

11. Have previous similar events been evaluated? Section 13. An OPEX / EPIX review was X
performed to gather industry experience - none was identified with this failure mode.
Other events that happened at Quad Cities (but were not evaluated) include: PIF 97-
22041CR Q1997-02204, PIF Q1999-01389.

B. Important Content Attributes

1. Are all of the important facts included in the report? X

2. Does the report explain the logic used to arrive at the conclusions? Section 9, X
Attachment 12.

3. If appropriate, does the report explain what root causes were considered, but X
eliminated from further consideration and the bases for their elimination from
consideration? Section 9, Attachment 3

4. Does the report identify contributing causes, if applicable? Section 12 X
addresses contributing cause for this event.

5. Is it clear what conditions the corrective actions are intended to create? Section X
9.B, Section 9.C



6. Are there unnecessary corrective actions that do not address the root X
causes or contributing causes? No, all corrective actions associated with Root
Cause or administrative requirements associated with this event (NER, LER,
OPEX generation as appropriate).

7. Is the timing for completion of each corrective action commensurate with the X
importance or risk associated with the issue?

C. Miscellaneous Items YES NO

1. Did an individual who is qualified in Root Cause Analysis prepare the X
report? Section 5, Report prepared by Ryan Merema under instruction
of Chris VanDenburgh (RCI qualified).

2. Does the Executive Summary adequately and accurately describe the X
significance of the event, the event sequence, root causes, corrective
actions, reportability, and previous events? Section 6

3. Do the corrective actions include an effectiveness review for corrective X
actions to prevent recurrence? Section 9.C

4. Were ALL corrective actions entered and verified to be in Action
Tracking? This will be completed after final acceptance at MRC on
6/9104.

5. Has an Operating Experience database search been performed to X
determine whether the problem was preventable if industry experience
had been adequately implemented? Yes, Section 13

6. Are the format, composition, and rhetoric acceptable (grammar, X
typographical errors, spelling, acronyms, etc.)?

Ryan Merema
Root Cause Investigator / Date

Greg Boerschig
Department Head / Date

Chuck Alquire
3" Party Review / Date

Steve Boline ___

Sponsor Manager / Date
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Attachment 3: QCGS System Engineering Trip Report for Valve Disassembly and
Troubleshooting at Wyle Laboratories

Arrangements were made to have QCGS and Exelon corporate personnel present at Wyle
Laboratories to supervise and document Target Rock S/RV disassembly and inspection,
which took place between 5/11/2004 and 5/12/2004. Notes compiled by Quad Cities
personnel during disassembly and inspection of the valve are as follows:

* Pilot assembly housing was removed from main valve housing and installed
on a test stand.

* Nitrogen pressure testing was attempted to validate the as- found set pressure
from the steam test. Seat leakage prevented this test from working. It was
noted that approximately 10% of valves do not successfully test with nitrogen
following the as-found steam testing, and this should not be considered a
cause for failure.

* The bonnet cap was removed to allow access to the 1 ' stage pilot assembly.
Some general corrosion was present in the areas visible at this point. It was
also noted that the Cap assembly was not centered in the adjusting ring, but
was tilted slightly toward the direction of the air operator.

o This tilt, while typical of the valve assembly, is key to the Root Cause
of the high set pressure. The design of the valve allows this tilt.
Inspection of additional valves at Wyle Laboratories indicated that tilt
allowed spring contact with cap in all sampled cases. The tilt did not
cause degradation on other valves or previous Quad Cities valves (see
notes below).

* The Adjusting Nut was removed, allowing the Cap and Spring to be removed
from the bonnet. Upon removal, there was considerable corrosion, including
loose corrosion, at the base of the cap, on the spring, and in the base of the
pilot section. The vendor indicated that this section experiences some
corrosion, but the level of corrosion found on this valve was more extensive
than typically seen. This section of the valve is not pressurized. The bellows
failure pressure switch is connected to a port on this chamber. At some
plants, the port is open to atmosphere.

o The corrosion likely lead to the high delay time during the first as-
found lift, and may have contributed slightly to the high set pressure.

o The source of water which lead to the corrosion should be
investigated.

* Under the belief that an o-ring or seal weld at the bellows was leaking
(although the plant did not receive any such alarm), the bellows was
pressurized and snooped. No leakage was present. In order to further confirm
that no leakage was present, the bonnet area was flooded with the bellows still
pressurized. Again, no leakage was present.

* The Hold Down Nut for the Pre-Load Spacer was inspected, and the lockwire
was still installed from the previous refurbishment. Dimensions from the
flange to the Hold Down Nut were as expected, and the Nut was removed.



* The 1 " stage Stem and Disk were removed. While some corrosion was
present, it was typical of this valve section as described by the vendor. There
was no binding in the yoke connection between the stem and disk
components, all pins were present and tight, and the spring wvas present and
not broken. No signs of vibration related damage was seen. The seat ring on
the disk looked clean, although there was some corrosion on the nose of the
disk. The seat appeared clean as well, with no obvious scoring, cutting, or
corrosion on the seat ring. Abutment gap measurements were good, and disk
to yoke gap measurements (after disassembly) were good.

* The pilot stage filter was inspected, and did not appear clogged. There were
some specks on the filter, as expected, but nothing out of the ordinary (large
pieces, large quantity of small pieces, etc.) was identified.

* Cap, Spring, Stem, Disk, Hold Down Nut, Adjusting Nut, and other parts were
sent to decon for cleaning prior to further inspection.

* Following cleaning, there were clear indications of contact between the Cap
and Spring which are tensioned under the Adjusting Nut for final pressure set
point adjustment. There were two wear areas noted, with one caused by the
uppermost partial coil (which is ground to provide a parallel seating surface)
and one caused by the first full coil. The lower of the two, caused by the first
full coil, had a depth of 0.008 inches. A small contact point was also noted on
the interior of the cap, where it was riding at the base of the bellows; there
was no apparent depth to the wear mark, see Attachments 14, 15, and 16.

* Inspections were made of another Quad Cities valve (removed during
QIR17), a Limerick valve, and a Peach Bottom valve. All three additional
inspections indicated the presence of contact in this same area between the
Cap and Spring, but only Quad Cities Target Rock serial #172 showed any
depth in the area of the wear marks.

o The Spring would be recessed into the groove on the cap. Additional
force, provided by additional system pressure, would be required to
cause the spring to "pop out" of the gap (Root Cause).

o Consistent pressures were noted during all three test runs, with only
the delay time changing between the first run and the subsequent two
runs. The corrosion noted outside of the bellows in the first stage
bonnet likely caused increased friction during the first test run, during
which the corrosion products were cleared from the areas of contact.
On the second and third run, the delay times were both normal, and
consistent.

* The tilt of the Cap and Spring is a result of the design of the assenbly, and
includes friction that is considered normal by the Vendor. The Cap is
supported in the center of the interior top surface on a ball bearing. This ball
bearing rides in the top of the Pre- load spacer, and allows some tilt of the cap.
The Spring is installed, and tensioned with the Adjustment nut. While the
spring ends are ground to be generally parallel at full height, there may be
some deviation during compression. Also, a portion of the end coil is ground
flat, but there is not full 360 degree contact between this spring end and the
cap ledge upon which it rides. For these reasons, the tilt identified is to be



expected, with the contact point being at the top of the spring on one side and
the interior base of the wall on the opposite side. This is supported by the
similar contact points seen on three other valves in the shop.

The Wyle personnel were interviewed for a clear understanding of the as- found and
as-left steam tests performed on the valves. Two specific areas of interest included
the possibility of Adjusting Nut motion following testing, or the accumulation of
water in the first stage bonnet following testing. The following information was
obtained, with the following reasoning that the testing is not considered a contributing
factor to the high set pressure:

* The valve is received in the shop, and has a very limited amount of exterior
decontamination performed.

* The first stage bonnet cover is removed in order to connect the Pilot LVDT
measurement instrument to the valve.

o While this does result in an anti-rotation pin between the bonnet cap
and the adjusting nut becoming free, there is no rotation involved in
removing the bonnet cap.

o A full rotation of the adjusting cap provides approximately 60 to 75 psi
set point change. In the case of this test, an adjustment of a more than
a full rotation would be required to cause this error. This is not
realistic.

o In the case of as- left testing, Wyle understands that the anti rotation
pin must align between the cap and the adjusting ring. For this reason,
a tool has been created to guarantee proper alignment without the
presence of the bonnet cap. Following testing, when the bonnet cap is
reinstalled, no adjusting ring rotation takes place, or it is very minimal
at most.

* The bonnet cover is not present during testing.
o The valve is heated to normal operating temperature, and allowed to

soak completely.
o Any water present at the beginning of the test will be boiled off during

the test.
o Any leakage in this location would be identified during testing. No

leakage was identified during certification testing.
* The bonnet cover is reinstalled following testing. An FME cover should be

placed in this port.
* Wyle test documentation includes notation of any adjustment nut changes that

are made. During as-left certification for this valve, a rotation of 5 holes
counterclockwise was noted prior to the 3 final test runs.

* Wyle personnel showed a very clear understanding of this valve style, and the
methods to adjust set pressure. The also showed a very clear understanding
and expectation that no work which can impact set pressure will be performed
prior to as-found testing.

* There were no findings from a review of Wyle test data, nor from interviews
with Wyle personnel, to indicate that set pressure changes were a result of
testing activities.



Attachment 4: Target Rock S/RV Testing Methodology

The Safety Setpoint of the S/RV must be as found tested within one year of removal from
the plant in accordance with OM Code. For Quad Cities, this testing is performed at the
SJRV Test Facilities at Wyle Laboratories in Huntsville, AL. Wyle Test Procedure
number 1100 has been approved by Quad and Wyle to accomplish this testing.

The general intent of the procedure is to simulate as- installed conditions on the test stand
in order to obtain accurate as-found set pressures, as well as to certify and set the valve
following maintenance. General requirements include adequate valve heat up and soak
time, adequate ambient temperatures and valve insulation, and adequate steam pressure,
temperature, and supply volume.

Points monitored include steam supply temperature and pressure, valve body and bonnet
temperatures, ambient temperatures, pilot disc position via an LVDT, and main disk
movement via an accelerometer.

As found set point is tested as follows. After valve and test stand preparation, system
heat up, and adequate soak time, inlet pressure is increased slightly above normal
operating pressure in order to determine the presence of leakage. Pressure is then ramped
up at a rate of 60 to 150 psi per second until the valve actuates, at which time the as-
found set point is identified. Two additional runs are performed to test the safety set
point of the valve. A final test run using the relief function (in this case, via air operator)
is performed. Test data is collected in a data acquisition system and in test logs.

For post-rebuild certification, the sequence of events is very similar, but includes
additional inspections for leakage and for setpoint adjustments.

A test report is generated to include the following data points:
* Customer, valve number, test number, test date, and tracking information
* Run date, time, and sequence number
* Set Pressure
* Inlet steam pressure ramp rate
* Delay time (time from initial oneninrg of I" stage nilot (or solenoid energized for
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air operator) to initial movement of main disk)
Main disk stroke time (from initial movement to full open)
Steam, valve body, and ambient temperatures
Test curves of inlet pressure and pilot disk motion
Instrument and calibration lists



Attachment 5: Target Rock 3-stage S/RV Description and Operation

The Target Rock Safety Relief Valve (S/RV) model 7467F is a 3 stage, pilot operated
valve, which includes both a Safety function (lift on high pressure only) and a Relief
function (lift on electrical control signal). The operation of the valve can be most easily
understood by starting with the 3rd stage operation and working backwards to the first
stage:

* The 3rd Stage, or the main disk, is pressure seated by a combination of a valve
preload spring, system pressure over the main valve disk, and system pressure
over a main valve piston. While in the closed, no flow conditions, the static
pressures are equal between the valve body and the chamber above the main valve
piston due to design leakage through gaps, drains, and an orifice.

* The 3rd stage disk is opened by venting the pressure from the chamber above the
main valve piston. The system pressure below the main valve piston is then
greater than the pressure above the piston, resulting in opening motion of the main
disk. When the venting is no longer present, pressure entering the chamber
through the orifice and through design leakage will provide sufficient force to re-
close the main disk.

* As soon as the disk begins to open, the hydraulic seating force is reduced. The
system pressure acting below the main valve piston without this seating force
present results in the characteristic full opening, or popping, action.

* The 2nd Stage disk maintains the pressure boundary for the chamber above the
main valve piston, and thus controls the position of the main disk. The 2nd stage
area is vented to the discharge of the valve, and is not a pressurized area of the
valve during normal operation. The second stage disk is held closed by a preload
spring and by system pressure.

* The 2nd stage disk can be actuated via two different means. It can be manually
opened (Relief Function) by using an air operator that depresses upon the 2nd
stage pilot rod. It can be hydraulically opened (Safety Function) by allowing
system pressure to be applied above the 2nd stage piston, resulting in sufficient
force to open the 2nd stage disk.

* Hydraulic opening of the 2 nd stage disk is controlled via the I5' stage pilot. The
safety lift set point is established by adjustments to the I" stage pilot.

* The 15 stage pilot assembly consists of a mechanical bellows, a pre- load spring,
the first stage disk, the first stage stem, an adjusting nut, and a spring and cap.
(Additional first stage components exist, but are not critical to the discussion of
basic valve operation.) The mechanical bellows extends as system pressure is
applied to the inside of the bellows; there is roughly 0.0035 inches of movement
per 100 psi of pressure due to bellows and adjustment spring tension.

* During valve assembly, the bellows is mechanically extended a slight amount to
provide a preload force on the I st stage stem, which is transferred to the I" stage
disk to prevent leakage at low system pressures. This preload also provides a
rough lift set point independent of the adjusting nut and spring.



* A cap and spring assembly rides on the mechanical bellows, and an adjusting nut
is used to provide additional load and provide fine adjustment of the ultimate lift
set point.

* In operation, the bellows extends as pressure increases. As pressure increases, the
preload force is reduced to zero, at which time the I't stage disk is being held
closed only by internal pressure acting over the seat area.

* The 1" stage disk is coupled to the I' stage stem and bellows through a yoke that
has a specific clearance designated as an abutment gap. At low pressure, there
was no gap present, and the bellows and springs were providing closing forces on
the disk through the stem. At normal operating pressure, there is no preload
pressure, and there is a gap present between the stem and disk (abutment gap).

* As pressure increases near the safety set point, the bellows pulls the stem to the
point where the abutment gap decreases to zero, and opening forces are applied to
the 1st stage disk.

* The set point is reached when the bellows develops sufficient force for the stem to
pull the disk open against the system pressure seating the disk. As flow begins,
the seating pressures further decrease, and the l" stage fully opens with the
characteristic popping of this style of valve. System pressure is now provided
above the 2nd stage piston area, which actuates the second stage, which actuates
the 3d stage.



Attachment 17: Equipment Apparent Cause EvaluationGuide, LS-AA-125-1003

The Equipment Apparent Cause Evaluation checklist was reviewed for potential impact
on the S/RV degradation. The review did not identify any obvious contributors
associated with maintenance or quality issues. The design of the valve is identified as an
issue only when coupled with increased vibration amplitudes; testing will take place to
confirm this. The checklist topics are provided below.

Run to Failure Classification Check
The S/RV is not a Run To Failure component.

PIM/PDMI Review
The station PM for the main valve includes a 1 cycle replacement on a 24 month period.
This valve is changed out each outage with a fully refurbished and recertified valve. The
as-found setpoint is tested within 1 year of valve removal in accordance with the Code
requirements.

The PM's for this valve are current and adequate.

Maintenance Performance Assessment
Maintenance is performed by the valve manufacturer, Target Rock, and is
certified by a qualified vendor, Wyle Laboratories. Valves are inspected and
maintained in accordance with the vendor procedures. No assembly issues
(missing or loose fasteners, missing locking devices, etc.) were identified during
pilot valve disassembly. The identified degradation was not a result of valve
maintenance, but a result of vibration induced wear.

Performance Monitoring Assessment
Performance monitoring of the valve following certification only addresses seat
leakage or bellows failure. During the previously installed cycle, no abnormalities
were identified in either case.

The certification of the valve includes verification of set pressure and seat
tightness. The certifications were reviewed and found to be acceptable.

Operating Experience Review
A detailed OPEX review is included in Section 13 of ATI 220863-20.

PCM Template Review
The PCM template for this style of valve was reviewed. The PCM template
includes maintenance and setpoint verification on a 10-year frequency, but
specifically notes that any Code or Regulatory requirements take precedence
over the template. The Code requirements for a 1-cycle replacement are
adequately addressed by the PM program.



Operational Performance Review
Operations previously tested this valve following maintenance by cycling the
valve with the relief function at 300 psi reactor pressure (QCOS 0203-03). While
the two times that this test was performed were both successful, the test does
not verify the safety function of the valve. The certification test of the valve is the
only opportunity to test this setpoint.

Maintenance Practice Review
A review of maintenance practices of Target Rock Field Service and Wyle
Laboratories identifies only a historic issue of cleanliness. In some cases, very
small pieces of debris from the refurbishment workscope would be captured on a
seat, and lead to leakage. This situation has improved in recent years, and is a
subject of ongoing scrutiny. Such FME concerns would not have lead to the type
of degradation reviewed in this report.

Design Review
This style of valve is used on a number of GE BWRs in the United States with
acceptable performance. The design of the valve does allow contact between
the Cap and Spring as described in this report, and this fact was verified by
inspecting the caps of three other valves that were in process at the test and
refurbishment facility. The presence of contact has not, however, caused any
measurable degradation on these other 3 sample valves. Thus, it appears that
the design is acceptable, provided there are acceptable vibration levels in the
plant.

Ongoing testing will determine critical frequencies and amplitudes associated
with this assembly. Design material changes for the cap are being considered to
eliminate the wear introduced by the identified component vibrations or
resona nce.

Manufacturer I Vendor Quality Check
No recent quality issues have been identified with Target Rock or Wyle Labs. No
component quality issues are suspected associated with the degradation
identified.

Problem / Issue Management Review
The presence of increased vibrations due to EPU has impacted Quad Cities in
many areas, including vibration induced wear on other main steam relief valves.
Original analysis of vibration impacts did not address subcomponents of specific
valves or components, but such a review is currently in progress.

Unknown or Different Causal Factor
A specific unknown issue, that being critical frequencies for the S/RV
subcomponents, will be clarified during upcoming tests on the S/RV or S/RV
subassemblies. On other relief valves installed at Quad, it was discovered that
vibrations in a certain frequency range were resulting in self-excitation of a spring



supported solenoid core. The identified frequency range was not previously
considered a critical area for the specific component. The results of the S/RV
testing will be compared to the known vibration spectrums on the main steam
lines to determine appropriate corrective actions.

Other causal factors for the high setpoint (pressure leakage, FME in specific
areas, locking devices or pins missing or loose, inadvertent setpoint nut
adjustment, obvious damage other than cap and spring) were investigated and
ruled out during valve disassembly.



Attachment 2: FMEA Analysis of Target Rock S/RV
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ATTACHMENT 4B

Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2
Operability Determination 220863-08, Revision 5
"I (2)-0203-3A Target Rock Safety Relief Valve"



CR 220863 Rev5

1.0 ISSUE IDENTIFICATION:

1.1 CR#: 220863

1.2 Operability Determination #: 220863-08 Revision: 5

General Information:

1.3 Affected Station(s): Quad

1.4 Unit(s): I and 2

1.5 System: RX

1.6 Component(s) Affected: 1(2)-0203-3A Target Rock Safety Relief Valve

1.7 Detailed description of what SSC is degraded or the nonconforming condition and by what means and when
first discovered: The 1 stage set pressure set point (Safety Function) of the Unit 1 Target Rock Safety
Relief Valves (SIRV) 1(2)-0203-3A may be higher or lower than expected due to vibration induced wear between
the Bellows Assembly Cap and the Pressure Adiustment Spring. This condition was identified on an S/RV
removed from Quad Unit 2 at the end of Cycle 17 when the valve was tested at +6.8% of nameplate pressure,
which exceeds both Tech Spec and Code requirements. The subcomponent degradation was identified on
5/12/04, during Exelon overview of the vendor (Target Rock) disassembly of the pilot stages of the valve. Later
valves from Dresden Pre- and Post-EPU operation exhibited similar wear characteristics and experienced low lift
pressures of -1 .4% and -3.6%. These data points were not available at the time this report was originally
generated.

The presence of such vibration induced wear may cause the Spring, which provides fine adjustment of the valve
safety set point, to cause and be captured in a groove in the Bellows Assembly Cap. Additional force, in the form
of additional main steam pressure, is then required to cause the spring to exit the gap and allow the 1" stage pilot
to open. Likewise, alignment of the spring and cap positioning the spring at the upper edge of a groove as the
setpoint is approached Nvill be adding lifting forces at the edge of the groove, and will require less system pressure
in order to open the seat . This condition only impacts the Safety function of the valve, and does not impact the
Relief function (manual, Pressure controller, or ADS operation of the Air Operator) of the valve. 9 of 9 Safety
Valves, including 8 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSV) as well as the Safety Function of the S/RV, are required
to be operable in Plant Modes 1, 2, and 3.

The Unit 2 S/RV operability will also be addressed in this Operability Determination. The Shift Manager review
of CR 220863 states that the Unit 2 S/RV is Operable because the unit power has been held to pre-EPU limits;
this Operability Determination will support this position and define actions to maintain operability. The
additional information provided by the Dresden S/RV's in IR 255880 indicates that the wear is not specifically
EPU related, and further indicates that the impact on set pressure may be high or low. (Revision 5)

Attachment 1 is provided for a basic understanding of the valve components discussed in this report. It includes
valve drawings and photos of the as-found component degradation from the unit 2 S/RV.

Revision 4 is a complete rewrite of the Operability Determination. While the conclusions and the corrective
actions were basically unchanged, a core argument was revised based on data obtained since the original
evaluation. The core argument in the original document was that EPU level vibrations specific to Quad Cities
resulted in valve component degradation. Revision 1 added Appendix R impact to the evaluation scope.
Revisions 2 and 3 revised due dates for corrective actions associated with testing.
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The purpose of Revision 4 is to introduce the new data from the Dresden valve disassemblies as documented in IR
255880, as well as factors identified in shaker table testing to date. It has been found that the wear induced
degradation is not EPU related, but is most likely a function of spring tolerances combined with typical main
steam line vibrations. This effect may cause an increase or decrease in S/RV setpoint: however, based on reviews
of historical as-found setpoints, the impact of this phenomenon is bounded by previous assessments and revised
assessments presented below. Attachment 2 was added to document a revision to calculation MWMECH-04-
002.

The purposes of Revision 5 is to make minor wording changes per MRC recommendations, to reinstate the EPU
Power Level Restrictions as a conservative measure per MRC recommendation, and to adiust corrective action
due dates to accommodate ongoing testing and valve improvement activities. The minor wording changes, and
the re-instatement of the previous EPU power level restrictions, are intended to reflect the fact that the valve
degradation is not specifically an EPU related phenomenon, but is indeed a function of vibration, which is known
to have increased at EPU operating levels at Quad Cities that are generally higher than other fleet EPU sites. The
due date changes for the corrective actions concerning testing and modification of the valves are being extended
to allow for comprehensive documentation of testing activities and conclusion. The due dates established will
still allow time for Quad valves to be upgraded or modified, and be certified prior to the spring Refuel and
Planned Outages. (Revision 5)

2.0 EVALUATION

2.1 Describe the safety function(s) or safety support function(s) of the SSC. As a minimum the following should be
addressed, as applicable, in describing the SSC safety or safety support function(s):

The Main Steam Safety Valves (1(2)-02034A through H) and the Safety function of the Target Rock Safety
Relief Valve (SJRV) (1(2)-0203-3A) are installed to protect the reactor pressure vessel from overpressurization.
Valves are removed and as-found tested during outages and replaced with tested and certified spares. The
replacement valves are certified to have tolerance within +/- 1% of their setpoint. The ASME Code requires an
as-found tolerance of +/- 3% although Technical Specifications requirements in section 3.4.3 requires +/- 1%
tolerance. The MSSVs and S/RV tolerance is an input into the ASME overpressure and the ATWS overpressure
analyses. The impact of these analyses is described in various sections of the Technical specifications and the
UFSAR and sections are included below.
The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code requires the reactor pressure vessel be protected from the
consequences of pressure and temperature in excess of design conditions by self-actuating safety valves. As part
of the nuclear pressure relief system, the size and number of safety valves are selected such that peak pressure in
the nuclear boiler system will not exceed the ASME code limits for the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Each unit is designed with nine safety valves, one of which also functions in the relief mode. This valve is a dual
function Target Rock Safety/Relief Valve (S/RV).

The overpressure protection system must accommodate the most severe pressurization transient. Evaluations have
determined that the most severe transient is the closure of all Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) followed by
reactor scram on high neutron flux (reference UFSAR Section 5.2.2). In the existing ASME Overpressure
analysis, all 9 safety valves are assumed to operate in the safety mode. The analysis results demonstrate that the
design safety valve capacity is capable of maintaining reactor pressure below the ASME code limit of 110% of
vessel design pressure (110% x 1250 psig = 1375 psig). The 1375 psig is the limit at the lowest elevation of the
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) and is equivalent to approximately 1345 psig as measured at the reactor steam
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dome. The safety valves are credited to operate during the most severe pressurization transient to assure that the
1375 psig limit is not exceeded.

In addition, both the safety valves and relief valves are also credited in the ATWS overpressure analysis to keep
peak vessel pressure less than 1500 psig.
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- Does the SSC receive/initiate an RPS or ESF actuation signal?

o Yes, the S/RV does receive an ESF actuation signal from the Automatic Depressurization
System (ADS) to depressurize the reactor vessel to allow low pressure ECCS systems to inject
coolant. However, this relief function is not impacted by the scope of this Operability
Determination, because the safety function of the S/RV does not rely on any actuation signals.
Only system pressure of sufficient magnitude is required to operate the safety function of the
valve.

- Is the SSC in the main flow path of an ECCS or support system?

o Yes, the S/RV Relief Function supports the ECCS system by using ADS to cause rapid
depressurization of the vessel to allow low pressure ECCS system injection. The relief
function, however, is not impacted by the scope of this Operability Determination.

- Is the SSC used to:

- Maintain reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity?

o Yes, the SIRV body and seats, including the first stage bellows, provide a reactor coolant
pressure boundary. The particular wear points addressed in this Operability Determination, the
Adjusting Spring and Bellows Assembly Cap, do not, however, provide a coolant boundary.

Shutdown the reactor?

o No, the S/RV safety function does not act to shutdown the reactor.

- Maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition?

o Yes, the relief function of the S/RV helps to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition
in some scenarios. The safety function, however, is not used to maintain a safe shutdown
condition.

- Prevent or mitigate the consequences of an accident that could result in offsite exposures comparable to
10 CFR 50.34(a)(1) or 10 CFR 100.11 guidelines, as applicable.

o Yes, the Main Steam Safety valves including the safety function of the SIRV provide over-
pressurization protection for the reactor vessel during upset conditions. This function could
prevent or mitigate the consequences of an accident that could result in offsite exposures
comparable to 10 CFR 50.34(a)(1) or 10 CFR 100.11 guidelines by preventing the vessel from
exceeding design pressure conditions. The S/RV relief function supports the ability to prevent
or mitigate the consequences of an accident through their ADS function, although this
Operability Determination does not impact the relief function.

- Does the SSC provide required support (i.e., cooling, lubrication, etc.) to a TS required SSC?

o Yes, the S/RV relief function provides support to the low pressure ECCS system by reducing
reactor pressure to allow injection. The safety function, however, does not provide support to
other SSC's.

- Is the SSC used to provide isolation between safety trains, or between safety and non-safety ties?
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o No, the S/RV does not provide isolation between safety and non-safety trains. The S/RV safety
function and Main Steam Safety Valves each work independently.

- Is the SSC required to be operated manually to mitigate a design basis event?

o Yes, the S/RV relief function has both manual and automatic actuation capabilities. However,
this Operability Deternination does not address the relief function. The safety function cannot
be manually actuated

- Have all safety functions described in TS been included?

o Yes, the Over-pressurization function of the S/RV safety function has been described above.
The ADS relief function has been noted as appropriate, but is should be clearly noted that the
relief function of the valve is unaffected by the condition being addressed in this Operability
Determination.

- Have all safety functions described in UFSAR or pending revisions been included?

o Yes, the Over-pressurization function of the S/RV safety function is described below. The
ADS relief function has been noted as appropriate, but is should be clearly noted that the relief
function of the valve is unaffected by the condition being addressed in this Operability
Determination. The Appendix R Safe Shutdown Report S/RV function is also described below.

- Have all safety functions of the SSC required during normal operation and potential accident
conditions been included?

o Yes, the safety functions have been reviewed.

- Is the SSC used to assess conditions for Emergency Action Levels (EALs)?

o Yes, the relief function of the S/RV is used to assess the EAL. However, only the safety
function of the S/RV is addressed in this Operability Evaluation.

Technical Specification Bases section 3.4.3 states the basis for the Safety Valves:

'The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code requires the reactor pressure vessel be protected
from overpressure during upset conditions by self-actuated safety valves. As part of the nuclear
pressure relief system, the size and number of safety valves are selected such that peak
pressure in the nuclear system will not exceed the ASME Code limits for the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB). Each unit is designed with nine safety valves, one of which also
functions in the relief mode. This valve is a dual function Target Rock safety/relief valve (S/RV)."

UFSAR Section 5.2.2.1 further states:

"The safety valves are sized to protect the RPV against overpressure during a MSIV closure at
full power, a failure of the reactor relief valves, a failure to scram from MSIV position switches,
and a backup scram due to high neutron flux that shuts down the reactor (see Section 5.2.2.2.3
for further details). The ASME Code requires that each vessel designed to meet Section III be
protected from the consequence of pressure and temperature in excess of design conditions.
The USAS B 31.1 Code for Pressure Piping also requires overpressure protection."
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In addition to the ASME code overpressure analysis, Anticipated Transients Without Scram can also
cause an overpressure condition in the reactor pressure vessel. The ATWS scenario is described in
UFSAR section 15.8:

"This section covers the events, which result in an anticipated transient without scram (ATWS).
Anticipated transient without scram events are beyond design basis accidents. Anticipated
transients without scram are those low probability events in which an anticipated transient
occurs and is not followed by an automatic reactor shutdown (scram) when required. The failure
of the reactor to scram quickly during these transients can lead to unacceptable reactor coolant
system pressures and to fuel damage. Mitigation of the lack of scram must involve insertion of
negative reactivity into the reactor, thereby terminating the long-term aspects of the event.

The occurrence of a common-mode failure, which completely disables the reactor scram
function, is a very low probability event. Therefore, no significant risk to public safety is
presented by the combination of an infrequent event and a common-mode failure, which
prevents scram. Thus, attention is focused on those transient situations, which have a relatively
high expected frequency of occurrence at a power condition at which serious plant disturbance
might result.

GE has performed a plant-unique ATWS analysis using Plant Design Licensing Basis (PDLB)
approach for the Dresden and Quad Cities units. The PDLB approach establishes the analysis
bases applicable to the four Dresden and Quad Cities units. The analysis was performed at the
Quad Cities original licensed reactor power level (2511 MWt) and Extended Power Uprate (EPU
at 2957 MWt). The original Quad Cities licensed power was chosen to provide the largest
change in power and the maximum effect of EPU to the ATWS compliance criteria. The GE
analysis shows that pressure regulator open to maximum demand (PRFO) [Note: Pressure
Regulator Fail Open - essentially an Oversteam demand event that is terminated by MSL Low
Pressure Group I isolation.] is the limiting event. The results confirm that the analysis meets the
acceptance criteria of peak vessel pressure, peak clad temperature, peak clad oxidation, peak
suppression pool temperature and peak containment pressure for GE14, ATRIUM-9B, and
GE9/0 fuel types at 2957 MWt."

Although ATWS is not a design basis event, it is part of the Quad Cities Licensing Basis and thus is
included in the discussion.

Appendix R requirements include the following:

The Quad Cities Units I and 2 Fire Protection Reports, Volume 2, Appendix R Conformance
(Sections Ill.G, lII.J, and III.L) Safe Shutdown Report, was reviewed. This report provides
descriptions of systems, structures, and components considered important for safe shutdown of the
reactor during specific fire scenarios.

The relief valves, including the SRV, are used for decay heat removal and pressure control.
Immediate actions include placing the ADS (Automatic Depressurization System) Inhibit switch into
INHIBIT to prevent major loss of reactor inventory. This prevents the ADS relief function of the SRV
from actuating. The relief function of the SRV, however, is not addressed in this evaluation.

The basic analysis assumptions are included in 10 CFR 50.48, 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, and the
emergency procedure operating guidelines. During an assumed fire, a reactor scram would occur, and
a relief valve is assumed to be open for the first ten minutes of the event. After 10 minutes, it is
assumed that the operators are able to close the open relief valve, and at this point, the reactor begins
to repressurize. (As stated above, ADS is placed in INHIBIT to prevent the reliefs from automatically
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actuating from an ADS signal, including the relief function of the SRV.) The reactor pressurizes up to
the combined safety/relief (SRV) mechanical safety setpoint and the SRV relieves pressure down to the
SRV reset pressure. The SRV will continue to cycle open and closed in this fashion as the SRV is the
only means of decay heat energy removal from the reactor. The SRV cycling frequency will decrease
as the decay heat energy decreases throughout the event. The reactor will undergo alternating periods
of SRV cycling and reactor water makeup operation. This relief valve cycling is postulated to continue
for 69 hours.

2.2 Describe the following, as applicable: (a) the effect of the degraded or nonconforming condition on the SSC
safety function(s); (b) any requirements or commitments established for the SSC and any challenges to
these; (c) the circumstances of the degraded/nonconforming condition, including the possible failure
mechanism(s); (d) whether the potential failure is time dependent and whether the condition will continue
to degrade and/or will the potential consequences increase; and (e) the safest plant configuration,
including the effect of transitional action:

(a) The effect of the potential degradation would be an increase or decrease in the Safety function set
pressure on the S/RV. This is based on the Unit 2 S/RV testing at +6.8% of nameplate pressure, and two
Dresden S/RV's tested and disassembled at a later date, showing similar wear characteristics with set
pressures at -1.4% and -3.6% of nameplate pressure. The S/RV Safety Function Setpoint is certified to
be within +/- 1% tolerance when originally installed in the plant. One of the inputs into the ASME
Overpressure and ATWS Overpressure analyses for the Reactor Pressure Vessel is safety valve tolerance,
including the S/RV. This tolerance is currently specified at +1%, but the degradation to the Unit 2 S/RV
caused that setpoint to increase. The effect of a higher valve setpoint may result in a higher peak
pressure in the RPV during ASME or ATWS Overpressure events. The effect of a lower valve setpoint
would be a decrease in the expected pressure peak in the same scenarios. As this is only one of 9 valves,
the peak pressure would not be expected to increase or decrease more than marginally.

(b) The requirements for the Safety function of the S/RV are defined in Quad Cities Technical Specifications
3.4.3, which requires 9 of 9 Safety Valves. This includes eight Dresser Main Steam Safety Valves (1(2)-
0203-4A through H) and the Target Rock SIRV (1(2)-0203-3A). The tolerance specified in Tech Specs is
+/- 1%. While the availability of the valve is not challenged, the tolerance would be challenged by the
potential degradation.

(c) The degradation appears to be related to dimensional tolerances on the spring, and does not appear to be
specific to EPU level vibrations. While all springs checked to date have been within manufacturer's
tolerances, some exhibit more skew than others, or have more "tilt." Shaker table testing to date indicates
the following, which is supported by inspection of a random sampling of valves present at the test facility:

i. A spring with greater skew appears to cause wear at the upper end of the cap, primarily at the first
full coil. This results in a higher force concentration, with most of this lateral force from greater
skew being applied at a single spring coil location. Similar markings, with no discernable wear
depth, were seen on a sample of valve caps that were currently available and disassembled at the
test facility. The wear has been reproduced in more than one shaker table test as well.

ii. A spring with lesser skew appears to cause wear at locations on the lower end of the cap, spread
across more than one spring coil. This spreads any lateral force present across multiple locations,
resulting in lesser force concentration and lesser amounts of wear. This wear was produced
during shaker table testing, and was also identified on cap samples of disassembled valves at the
test facility.

iii. Rotation of the cap was identified during shaker table testing. This is allowed per the design of
the valve. Different springs and different cap materials resulted in different amounts of rotation
during test runs. The cap and spring do not necessarily rotate as a single unit, and therefore may
produce differing amounts of wear, or may interact differently with each other depending upon
orientation at any particular time.

iv. The failure mechanism appears to be additional force experienced as the spring coil is in contact
with either the upper edge or lower edge of the grooved area. As the bellows is extending during
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pressure increases, the bellows cap is moving upward in a linear motion. Should the spring be
entering the upper edge of the groove, it will produce an upward force on the bellows cap that
would not normally be present, resulting in a lower pressure lift of the pilot. Likewise, should the
spring be within the groove and contacting the lower edge of the groove, it will produce a
downward force on the cap that would not normally be present, resulting in a higher pressure lift
on the pilot.

(d) The condition is time dependent, as wear will increase over time. The condition is not dependent upon
operating at higher vibration levels due to EPU, as previously understood based on data available at the
time, although engineering judgment would indicate that greater levels of vibration may contribute to
increased wear. The strongest dependency appears to be on the spring tolerances, especially the
straightness of the spring over its length. All springs used for this application fall within the required
manufacturer's tolerances, but these tolerances for wire wound springs are broader than tolerances
typically associated with machined valve components. This tolerance is not recorded during valve
assembly or certification, so the condition of the installed valves cannot be estimated. Engineering
judgment indicates that the consequences of the wear (that is, the setpoint of the valve) may increase or
decrease at any time as the orientation between the spring and cap changes due to rotation. Should a
spring with minimal skew be installed, no wear that can impact setpoint would be expected.

(e) The potential degradation appears to be a result of spring tolerance, and appears to be independent of
EPU or Pre-EPU power or vibration levels. No specific plant operating configuration changes can impact
the spring, and therefore no restrictions are recommended. Previous EPU power restrictions should be
revoked. Ultimately, the safest plant condition will be to install a valve with the improved spring and cap.

YES NO

2.3 Is SSC operability supported? Explain basis (e.g., analysis, test, operating experience, [xxx ] [ ]

engineering judgment, etc.):

If 2.3 = NO, notify Operations Shift Management immediately.
If 2.3 = YES, clearly document the basis for the determination.

Yes, Operability of the Safety Function of the Target Rock S/RV is supported for both Units 1 and 2. There
is currently no indication that the 1% Technical Specification requirement is not being met. Evaluations have
shown that safety analyses are met for the current cycle assuming the +6.8% tolerance, which is a bounding value
based on performance history. Details are provided in the discussion below, where a number of specific data
points are individually introduced, and a conclusion is drawn from the individual pieces of data.

Test Results from Unit 2 S/RV and Dresden S/RV's:

The Unit 2 S/RV removed in Q2R17 had an as-found safety setpoint of 1213 psi, or +6.8% above the required
setpoint. Vibration induced wear between the Pressure Adjusting Spring and the Bellows Assembly Cap resulted
in a 0.008" groove in the cap in which a coil of the spring was captured, resulting in the high lift setpoint. This is
the finding that is driving the Operability Determination for the Unit 1 and 2 S/RV's. More recent data from
Dresden as documented in IR 255880 indicates that valves from Pre- and Post-EPU exhibited similar wear to the
Quad valve, but had set pressures of-1.4 and -3.6%.

Historical S/RV data for the previous 4 cycles was also reviewed in EC 347434 (Quad) and Operability
Determination 200174 (Dresden). Dresden's highest magnitude drift was +2.29%. Quad's highest magnitude
drift was -3.52%, while the highest magnitude positive drift was +3.44%. Given these data sets, the +6.8% value
is considered bounding for both stations.
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Basic average values for all valves at Quad Cities, including S/RV and MSSV's for the previous 4 cycles, was
determined to be less than 1% in EC 347434.

Historical Review and Vendor Interviews:

No previous S/RV refurbishments indicated significant wear or degradation to the Cap on pre-EPU valves from
Quad Units I or 2. Target Rock Field Service personnel indicated that this is the first time that this type of Cap
degradation has been identified on this general valve model.

Wear Characteristics Identified With New Data Points and Testing:

The table below summarizes wear characteristics identified on Quad and Dresden valves, as well as some data
points from shaker table testing. The data was validated with the inspection of other valves available in a
disassembled state at the test facility. This data further indicates that wear does not necessarily result in non-
conservative drift.

UNIT S/N EPU Groove Depth Set Pressure or Test Comments
QDC 2 172 Yes 0.008"l +6.8l
DRE 2 121 No 0.008" -1.4
DRE 2 233 Yes 0.003" -3.6

Test 172 Original Quad spring with greater skew
produced groove at top of cap, first full spring
coil. Duplicates Quad and Dresden wear, seen
also in portion of random sampling of other
valves inspected at test facility.

Test 172 Spring with lesser skew produced markings near
bottom of cap, multiple lower spring coils.
Duplicates portion of random sampling of other
valves inspected at test facility.

Rotation of Cap and Spring During Vibration Testing:

Rotation has been seen during shaker table testing. The design allows for this rotation, and the rotation is
acceptable during valve operation. As the rotation changes the orientation between the spring coils and any
groove that may have evolved in the cap, the impact on setpoint can change. Contact near the top edge of the
groove as the bellows is extending would produce upward force and a low setpoint. Contact near the lower edge
of the groove as the bellows is extending would produce downward force and a high setpoint. If there is no
interaction between the spring and groove, then the setpoint will not be impacted.

Impact on Appendix R Scenarios:

An Evaluation of the +6.8% S/RV setpoint impact on Appendix R Operator Action Time and Torus Temperature
was performed under Risk Management Documentation Support Application SA-1333, which is in the review
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process at the time of this writing. Multiple valve reset pressures were considered, and it was found that the high
setpoint has insignificant impact on the time to Top of Active Fuel and the peak torus temperature. The report,
upon final approval, will conclude that the high lift pressure should not affect the efficacy of Appendix R actions
and the Appendix R analysis will remain valid. Setpoints lower than this are considered to be more conservative,
as the valve will lift closer to, or prior to, the nameplate setpoint.

Impact on Vessel Overpressure Events:

Vessel overpressure analyses were performed for the previous Unit 2 cycle, in which the S/RV had a tolerance of
+6.8%, and an additional MSSV had a tolerance of +2.3%. GE performed a Past Operation Justification under
report GE-NE-0000-0028-RO, which is documented under AT 215874-04 under Nuclear Fuels task scoping
document NF-B-201. The analysis determined that the ATWS and ASME Overpressure and Fuel Thermal
Analyses limits were not exceeded for the previous Unit 2 cycle as a result of these tolerance issues.

ATWS is not impacted by the wear phenomenon in this section of the valve. For the ATWS event, the relief
function of the S/RV will cause the valve to open independent of any setpoint drift. The setpoint is only
associated with the safety function of the valve.

For the ASME Overpressure Event, analysis using +7% as a conservative S/RV setpoint (as compared to +6.8%
for Quad) was evaluated against Dresden data. Dresden data for this analysis bounds Quad data because the
Dresden 3 Cycle 18 was determined to be the most limiting with respect to ASME Overpressure margin for the
four reactors at the two sites, per GE analysis for ongoing tolerance expansion (GE-NE-0000-0028-6561-RO).
Also, the overall tolerance of the Dresden valves resulted in a larger statistical one-sigma value of 1.092% for
MSSVs and 1.364% for the S/RV (Calc MWMECH-04-002), where the Quad valves had a one-sigma value of
0.945% for MSSVs and 1.959% for the S/RV (Calc MWMECH-04-003). The MSSVs, being more plentiful (8)
and operating at higher pressures, have a much greater statistical and analytical impact than the single S/RV.
Because of these factors, the following paragraph concerning Dresden analyses bounds both Quad units
concerning ASME Overpressure.

Cantera Engineering performed a Monte Carlo analysis of the Dresden safety valve network including the S/RV
at +7% tolerance, see Attachment 2. The analysis used the approved base calculation MWMECH-04-002, then
revised the S/RV tolerance, and provided the results in an electronic communication to Dresden. The revised
calculation determined that, taking credit for the random variation of tolerance around each valve's nominal
setpoint statistically, it could be shown that for pressures sweeping through the range of setpoints, the total
integrated flow across all the valves is 12% increased over the 95/95 case, i.e. the MSSVs set at +2.2% tolerance
and an S/RV at +4.1% tolerance. A recent NRC submittal from Dresden demonstrated successful ASME
overpressure results for a 95% probability with 95% confidence level for a S/RV setpoint tolerance of 4.1% above
nominal and MSSV tolerance of 2.2% above nominal for D3C18 crediting the actual control rod patterns
throughout the cycle. The Monte Carlo analysis shows that postulating the S/RV at +7% tolerance will have a
greater integrated flow rate than the successful ASME overpressure case presented to the NRC.

An alternate method of describing how Quad operability is supported is to apply engineering judgment to
alternate analyses completed for the current operating cycles. GE analyses (GE-NE-0000-0026-4682-RO and GE-
NE-0000-0027-0844-RO) in support of previous Operability Determinations showed that overpressure limits were
maintained with all safety valve tolerances at +3%. Recent history would indicate that only a few valves will go
outside of 1%, and some of these valves will also have tolerances in the negative direction. Furthermore, the
S/RV is the lowest set safety valve, with the MSSV's ranging from 9.25% to 11% above the S/RV setpoint. Thus,
even with an S/RV lifting at +6.8%, it will be providing flow prior to vessel pressure reaching the range of the
MSSV's; with some safeties coming in early while others come in late, the maximum system flow is expected to
be reached earlier than if all valves were at +3%. As stated previously, the average pressure of all S/RV's and
MSSV's over the previous 4 cycles per EC 347434, is well within a 1% tolerance.
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Conclusion:

The setpoint of the S/R Vs on both Quad Units are currently subject to a wear phenomenon that may
impact the lift setpoint in the high or low direction. The safety lift is fully expected to function despite the
setpoint drift. New data and testing to date indicate that the degradation is not specifically related to EPU
related vibrations, but is likely the result of spring skew combined with typical main steam line vibrations.
(Revision 5) The ATWS event is not impacted because the relief function of the valve is credited, and is
unaffected by this wear phenomenon. The ASME Overpressure event for the previous cycle was approved
given the +6.8% tolerance for Quad Unit 2. Monte Carlo analyses of the safety valve network using a +7%
S/RV value indicates that flows still exceed previously evaluated and approved flow scenarios associated
* ith all valves at the 95/95 statistical setpoint in the positive direction. Evaluations have shown that there
were no negative impacts on Appendix R for +6.8%, or on overpressure/fuels analyses with all valves at
+3%. A review of S/RV data points for Quad and Dresden for the previous 4 cycles plus the most recent
valves indicate that +6.8% is a bounding value.

The tolerance of the springs currently installed in the S/RVs is unknown, so there is no opportunity to
estimate the amount of cap wear. However, there is currently no indication that the 1% Technical
Specification requirement is not being met. It has been determined that the cap and spring rotate during
shaker table testing. Engineering judgment indicates that the orientation of the spring to any potential cap
groove may result in interaction that may increase or decrease the setpoint of the valve.

As noted in various locations through this evaluation, the Relief Functions (manual, ADS, or pressure controller
actuations) of the S/RV were not impacted, and did not require a review for operability. This information is
offered only to clarify that the balance of the S/RV functions remain operable.
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YES NO

2.4 Are compensatory and/or corrective actions required? [xxx] [ ]

If 2.4 = YES, complete section 3.0 (if NO, N/A section 3.0).

Compensatory actions should limit reactor power to a pre-EPU level of 251 lMWth. This limitation should be
applied to both Unit 1 and Unit 2. (Revision 5)

Corrective actions should include test and/or evaluations into the natural frequency or frequencies associated with
the Target Rock S/RV, especially the Pressure Adjusting Spring and Bellows Assembly Cap. Testing on similar
equipment was completed utilizing shaker table testing at a seismic test facility. An additional corrective action
is to specify, quote, and procure a Bellows Assembly Cap made of a material more resistant to wear than the
existing cap. A material of Nitronic 60 has already been discussed with the Vendor. This material should be
included in the shaker table testing. A final corrective action will be to submit a modification request as needed
to utilize any upgraded parts in the Target Rock Valve replacement for QIR18 and any future outages. It should
be noted that testing to date, as required by the original corrective actions, has evolved from looking strictly at cap
materials to investigation of spring tolerance refinement. Although the corrective actions as written do not
specify this scope evolution, the current wording will not be revised. Action Tracking Items for these corrective
actions will therefore not require revision.

2.5 Reference Documents:

2.5.1 Technical Specifications Section(s):

3.4.3 Safety and Relief Valves
B2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL
3.4.10 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure

2.5.2 UFSAR Section(s):

3.1.2.4 Criterion 9 - Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
5.2 Overpressure Protection
Ch. 15 Accident and Transient Analyses
15.8 Anticipated Transient Without Scram

2.5.3 Other:
CR 215874, Target Rock S/RV As Found Lift Pressure High
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RCI 215874, Target Rock S/RV High Lift Pressure (In Progress)
EC 346515, Evaluation Of Vibration Issues And Items Required For Full EPU Power Operation Of Quad

Cities Unit 1, Revision 002
EC 348316, Evaluation Of MSL & Feedwater Component Vibration Effects ...Quad Cites Unit 2,

Revisions 000 And 001
Quality Receipt Inspection Package 131231, for Target Rock S/RV Serial Number 171, Including Wyle

Labs Report 48744 and Target Rock Field Service Project 03Z037 (Test and Refurb of S/RV From
QIM16)

Wyle Labs Report 48744 of 4/19/04, As Found Testing of Serial Number 172 (Test of S/RV from
Q2R17)

Interviews and Observations of Wyle and Target Rock Field Service During Serial Number 172
Disassembly, 5/11/04 to 5/12/04, Wyle Labs

Quad Cities Units I and 2 Target Rock Inlet Vibration Data, Summarized by Sharon Eldridge, Cantera,
Electronic Copy

CR 200772, Main Steam Safety and Safety Relief Valve Tolerance
Point History review of Unit Gross Generation for Quad 1 and 2 to estimate number of days of operation

at EPU power levels
Quad Cities Units I and 2 Fire Protection Reports, Volume 2, Appendix R Conformance (Sections III.G,

IIIJ, and III.L) Safe Shutdown Report, 10 CFR 50.48, 10 CFR 50 Appendix R
Risk Management Document SA-1333, QC-2 Target-Rock SRV Lift Pressure High - MAAP Analysis of

App. R Transient Scenario, in review process at time of writing
GE-NE-0000-0026-4682-RO, Licensing Analysis for Dresden and Quad Cities Safety and Relief Valve

Setpoint Tolerance Increase (Phase IA)
GE-NE-0000-0027-0844-RO, Licensing Analysis for Dresden and Quad Cities Safety and Relief Valve

Setpoint Tolerance Increase (Phase 13B)
GE-NE-0000-0028-6556-RO, Evaluation of Out-of Tolerance Safety Valve Setpoints On Quad Cities 2

Cycle I Licensing Analysis
GE-NE-0000-0028-6561-RO, Licensing Analysis for Dresden and Quad Cities Safety and Releif Valve

Setpoint Tolerance Increase (Phase 2A)
MWMECH-04-002, Monte Carlo Analysis of Dresden 2&3 MSSV Network
MWMECH-04-003, Monte Carlo Analysis of QC 1 &2 MSSV Network
IR 255880 and Operability Determination, (Dresden) Target Rock Valve Degradation Found During

Valve Rebuild
C0025 VETIP Binder, Target Rock Technical Manual, Safety/Relief Valve Model 67F
ATI 200174, (Dresden) Operability Evaluation, Main Steam Safety Valves.. .and Target Rock

Safety/Relief Valve.. .on Each Unit
EC 347434, Quad Cities Statistical Analysis of Main Steam Safety Valve Setpoint Variations Based on

As-Found Setpoint Data

3.0 ACTION ITEM LIST:

If, through evaluating SSC operability, it is determined that the degraded or nonconforming SSC does not prevent
accomplishment of the specified safety function(s) in the TS or UFSAR and the intention is to continue operating
the plant in that condition, then record below, as appropriate, any required compensatory actions to support
operability and/or corrective actions required to restore full qualification. For corrective actions, document when
the actions should be completed (e.g., immediate, within next 13 week period, next outage, etc.) and the basis for
timeliness of the action. Corrective action timeframes longer than the next refueling outage are to be explicitly
justified as part of the OpEval or deficiency tracking documentation being used to perform the corrective action.
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Compensatory Action #l: Establish controls to limit Unit 1 reactor power to 25 IIMWth for any significant
duration. Prior to raising power on Unit I above 251 1MWth, contact Engineering to determine any power level
restrictions that may be needed, and revise this Operability Evaluation if required. Short duration power increases
above 2511 MWth for data acquisition purposes is allowed (<=72hrs). (Revision 5)

Responsible Dept./Supv.: A8410OP/A Scott

Action Due: 11/16/04

Action Tracking #: 220863- 10
Compensatory Action #2: Establish controls to limit Unit 2 reactor power to 251 lMWth. Prior to raising power
on Unit 2 above 2511 MWth, contact Engineering to determine any power level restrictions that may be needed,
and revise this Operability Evaluation if required. Short duration power increases above 2511 MWth for data
acquisition purposes is allowed (<=72hrs). (Revision 5)

Responsible Dept./Supv.: A8410OP/A Scott

Action Due: 11/16/04

Action Tracking #: 220863-11

Corrective Action #1: Specify, Submit RFQ, and Procure a Bellows Assembly Cap in wear resistant material
Nitronic 60 or similar for use in shaker table test of Target Rock S/RV.

Responsible Dept./Supv.: A8430TP/Boline

Action Due: Complete

Basis for timeliness of action: Parts required for shaker table testing have a 5 week lead time. Initial estimates of
shaker table testing are 60 days out (see CA #2). This order date supports the test dates.

Action Tracking #: 220863-12
Corrective Action #2: Perform shaker table test and any supporting structural or vibration analysis of the Target
Rock S/RV. Testing should include identification of natural frequencies and determine correlation to existing
frequencies at Quad Units I and 2. Aging runs at appropriate frequencies should be performed to determine wear
characteristics of affected components within the valve, especially those associated with the adjustment spring
and bellows cap assembly. If necessary, the testing may include only the pilot sections of the valve; this may be
necessary due to radiological controls at the test facility.

Responsible Dept./Supv.: A8064MW-DR/Eldridge

Action Due: 12/03/04 (Revision 5)

Basis for timeliness of action: 60 days is the initial estimate for arranging testing and evaluation. An additional
margin of approximately 14 days has been added to allow for analysis and documentation of test results. Extended
due to testing durations and test facility availability. (Revision 2) Extended due to test facility availability
windows, and testing of additional materials or configurations. (Revision 3) Extended to allow comprehensive
documentation of test results to be completed. (Revision 5)

Action Tracking #: 220863-13
Corrective Action #3: Submit Modification Request for any S/RV parts upgrades determined necessary during
the shaker table tests.

Responsible DeptJSupv.: A8430TP/Boline

Action Due: 12/09/04 (Revision 5)
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Basis for timeliness of action: Allows time for test results to be examined to determine if modification is
required. Allows time for scheduling of mod requests as needed. Extended due to testing durations and test
facility availability. (Revision 2) Extended due to test facility availability windows, and testing of additional
materials or configurations. (Revision 3) Extended to allow comprehensive documentation of test results to be
completed. (Revision 5)

Action Tracking #: 220863-14
Corrective Action #4: Implement modification to SIRV in Unit 1 in Q1R18.

Responsible DeptJSupv.: A8430TP/Boline

Action Due: 4/5/05

Basis for timeliness of action: This outage is the next outage of sufficient duration in which the S/RV can be
replaced..
Action Tracking #: 220863-15
Corrective Action i5: Implement moditication to S/RV in Unit 2 in Q2RI8

Responsible DeptJSupv.: A843OTP/Boline

Action Due: 4/15/06

Basis for timeliness of action: This outage is the next outage of sufficient duration in which the S/RV can be
replaced.

Action Tracking #: 220863-16
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4.0 SIGNATURES:

4.1 Preparer(s)_ Date

Date

4.2 Reviewer Date

4.3

4.4

4.5

(10 CFR 50.59 screener qualified or active SRO license bolder)

Sr. Manager Design Engg/Designee Concurrence _ _Date

Operations Shift Management Approval Date

Ensure the completed form is forwarded to the OEPM for processing and Action Tracking entry as
appropriate.

OPERABILITY EVALUATION CLOSURE:

Corrective actions are complete, as necessary, and the OpEval is ready for closure

5.0

5.1

-_ Date
(OEPM)

5.2 Operations Shift Management Approval Date
5.3 Ensure the completed form is forwarded to the OEPM for processing, Action

Tracking entry, and cancellation of any open compensatory actions, as appropriate.
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,"I,- PC 4" �
LIF
A#- .2 IJ

Sensithivly Case lor Difted TIR I

Prediction of Safety Valve Performance

This worksheet develops a mathematical relationship for valve flow vs pressure to allow direct
comparsion of the effects of setpolnl changes on predicted retwo*k flow performance. This sheet Is
Identical to Appendix C of MWMECH-04-002 ifth the exception that for the Monte Carlo
summation, a 7% dritt is mechaensticelly asurned for the Target Rock valve.

p :- I 150.1150.5- 1375 defines a pressure range variable

Qmsw(P) : 64450 0.C L maln steam'safely valve flow as a function of pressure end rated
1255 conditions, Ibfrtrr

QrR(P) : 59 tooo.-EP Target Rock safety valve Fow as a function of pressure and rated
1095 cohdiionsX Ibftlr

the following defino the valve opening se"poInts fora 1% drift basis

SP :- 1161.5 Target Rockvalve

SP2:= 1267.5 Gr 1 MSSVs

SP3 := 1277.7 Gr2 MSSVs

SP4:- 127.8 Gr 3 MSSVs

the folowing relation defines a stepyhe contnuous function representing the valve. it allos 50%
flow at set pressure, and a linear romp to full fw at 103% of set pressure.

Qt(p):= 0 if p <SPi

OWR(P. R(P) (p-SPI]l
mlQIR (p) . 2 i--2 (os i 4Dthcrwi~c
in plot 2 -2 b.03eSPi dh fthe

the folbowing plot demnonntrats the flow vs prossuro bcing defined for the TIR vahre

I-l0

0l(p)I .101

I -I I 4

7150 10D 125 1300 1350 1400
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Sensarvily Case for Drifted T/R 2

the following perform the same deftnitions for the 3 groups of MSSVs

Gdr MSSVs

Q2(p):= o irp<SP2

m QffQ.) 2Ž + .()p-S2]
2 -2 (D3. 5,1

Gr2 MSSVS

Q3(p):- O if p C SP3

JQ() ')Q,ns(P) (p - SF3~l
m{QmnVp. 2 2 (. )] hJJ

Gr3 MSSVS

Q4(p) :- O f p C SP4

I{Qtv (P).. Q,(F) Quv(p) (p - r4P)]
Mi,[ Qmrn(P)2 2 I..035P4 )jotews

sum the total ftow vs pressure. Note that the number of valves in each Oroup is used as a
multiplier

Qltom(p):= QI(p) + 2.Q2(p) + 2 Q3(r) + 4Q4(p)
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or De~ 2 2.t2-0 'k ns"'vity case for Minetd T/R

'Ž , -~ , ~ '''

3

3Y% drift case
the identical approach Is applied for ttre 3% drift case

SIP1 = 113435

SP2: 12r2.65

SP3 :- 1302.95

SP4:= 1313.25

Q13(p) - p I C SPl

-"tcherwiso

Q2X(p):m p 'fSP2

qm~svp) Qnmsv(P) (p - Sp-,
2 2 .. 3S)

Q33(p) -. D if p < SP3

MiTOM53 Q1. ( 5SWP) +QMISV(P) P,
jnit~nsvs1. 2 2 (.03.SP.3) Otj ii

Q43(p):~- 0 fp <SF4

ss'P. 2 2

Q3100p) :- Q13(P) + 2.Q23(p) 4 2Q33(p) 4- 4 Q43(p)
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Sesnsi~lfy Case fcr Drited TIR .4

Perforn a flow vs pressure caic, for 95-95 setpoints. These are 4.03% for the TIR and
2.14% for the MSSVs

SP]95:= 1196.3

Sfl295:a 1.281.

Sf'393:w 1292.1

SP495,- 13023

0195(p): 0 fp -<SPI95

1m{rR(QnL(p) QMW) tp - SPt9S)
2 2 ~..03.SPI95)

Q295(p):- j ir P<SP219S

i "f Q)v.P2 Qmw() 2 Sp295)]
2 2 ..O3.SP293

Q395(p): :' if p <SP395

Q~msV(P), QmSSV(P) (P - SPJ395'~

Q495(p):- 10 if p'cSP495

+ nm2~( SF951
2 2 .L03.-SP49j

Q9Sutgp) :- Qt9,5,(p) + 2.4295(p) + .-Q3951(p) + 4-Q495(p)
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Op T)eC-9 2249
29 . Pj _ OX ?Scene;vity Case r Drifled TIR 5

Monte Carlo 951h rercentile results

Perform a flow vs pressure caic for Monte Cado based swtpo.nts. Each valve is

accounted for Individually based on the 95th aercenUle setpoint calculated by

PLANETS. The overall procedure Is idential to that above.

SPimc:- 1175.9 T/R

SPinc:= 1.07 1150 Assume ,ncchnnisntc 7% T/F drift

SP2mc:- 1258 11SMSSV

SP3mrc:= 1265 2ndMSSV

SP4mc:= 1270.6 3rd MSSV

SPMmc :z 1275.3 4th MSSV

SP6mc:= 1281 5th MSSV

SP7mc : 1286.8 6th MSSV

SrPnc:= 129.42 7th MSSV

SP9mc.- 1306.8 8th MSSV

Qlmc(p) : O if p < SPImO

ImriM- WII otherwise
I2 2 (..]3SPlmc,)j

Q2mc(p) :1 0 If p < SP2mc

MirQnsj( Qmv(P) QmsslP) (p - SPtrnctj

2 . 2 1(.03-SP2Jnc)J otrtse

Q3rrc(p) :- 0 Ifp <SP3mc

Qzrsv(P) QzT,,(P) P - SP3mc r

m 2 2 .03SP3mc)]
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Z 52< .. 26g•&3
SensiNI~ty Case for DrIfted IR 6

04mc(p): o ir P < sp4mc

r Q1mt~p) .Žmii<() (p -SP~mc~l"(P) QQinP), + S ii~ Otscrwlsc

ti~QSSVZP)' 2 2 .J3-SF4mC

Q5m:(r) : O if p c SP5mc

QmJ{(P) QMm2P). - SPsrnc' s
2 2 .O3SPrnc''

- QM5(P) Q-V( - SP6rnc
-4 + -( otherwA 0 o

2 P .03.SP6mc

Q7mC(p)- :0 If r < SP'7mC

.~nie) - ! ( QniSmVP) (P - SP7mC)eml - 4 . dcrwise
I WVP'2 + 2 .03-SP7nw)

. r QMUSV(P) 9QrSS(P) t'P - SP3 Mc)I

(p) + .ews

Q9c(p) := i p < SP9mc

jn{Qrnssv(P). 2 2 (.3 ] i

QmeCtop):f (QlmCtp) 4 Q2mc(p) + Q3mc(p) + Q4mc(p) + Q5 nc(p) + Q6miop)) _
4 Q7rm(p) 4- QSmc(p) i. Q0m9(p)
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7610

6 *1O6

2 ,4 "Sensitivity Case for Drifed TJR 7

4.306

7 310e

2-le

I .6

1250

- 1%drlft
-403M2.14% drift

-- 95 pc Monte Carfo
- 3%s drift
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Of2 Pe
4;4- 2Z

22 -? 62I SensiMty Case 10r Drifted TIR

po- g. 0 t~
6

Integrating the llow pressure curves

Integrating the flow vs pressure funclions and converting lo lb/sec yie'ds

1350
f Q Itotfp) dp

1150

36D0

1350

| Qmctot(p) dLp

Nfmc:. 3600

M 9595 = 3600

1330
J Q3tot(p) dp

M3 : 1 350
3600]

lst o 1.249) 105

M =c 1,l27x, Jo 5

'N195 9p W 9.70S x IDI

)M3 = 8286 x 01

the rtios between the base 1% case and the others is generated

-C 0.902 Moue Cato, with TIR ati% assumed drift, this number
compares to 98.3 % for the base calculation

- 0.777 95-95 selpoint

-= 0.663 39 drift
MlI
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Feedwater Sample Probes- Root Cause Report and Operability
Evaluation for Dresden Nuclear Power Station

5A) Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3, Root
Cause Report, "Feedwater Sample Probe Failure
Resulting in Reactor Pressure Vessel Foreign
Material Intrusion Due to Feedwater Sample Probe
Design Deficiency"

5B) Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3,
Operability Evaluation 03-015, Revision 2, "Feedwater
Sparger"
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Root Cause Report

"Feedwater Sample Probe Failure Resulting in Reactor Pressure
Vessel Foreign Material Intrusion Due to Feedwater Sample Probe

Design Deficiency"



LS-AA-1 25-1001
Revision 4

ATTACHMENT 13
Root Cause Investigation Report Content and Format

ROOT CAUSE REPORT

1.0 Title: U2 and U3 Feedwater Sample Probe Failure Resulting in Reactor Pressure
Vessel Foreign Material Intrusion due to Feedwater Sample Probe Design Deficiency

2.0 Station/Unit: Dresden / U2 and U3

3.0 Event Date: 10/29/03
Event Time: 1200 hours

4.0 Action Tracking Item Numb
Report Date:

5.0 Lead RCR Investigator:

Sponsoring Managers:

Team Members:

ier: 183901-18
12/17/03

L. Dyas - Programs Engineering

G. Dorsey - Chemistry Department Head
A. Shahkarami - Site Engineering Director

R. Testin - Programs Engineering, RC Qualified
F. Polak - Plant Engineering, RC Qualified
A McMartin - Programs Engineering
B. Geier- Programs Engineering
G. Baxa - Plant Engineering
D. Malauskas - Chemistry
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6.0 Executive Summary
During the Dresden Unit 2 refueling outage D2R18 feedwater sparger inspection in October
2003, three holes were identified in the 2400, N4C, ibedwater sparger. An inspection of the
sparger revealed a feedwater isokinetic sample probe, resting in the sparger and appearing to
have caused the sparger damage. The sample probe, assumed to be the original feedwater
sample probe that had been reported missing and had been replaced in the most recent outage
(D2R17) in 2001, was removed and the sparger was repaired.
As a result of the sparger damage and the discovery of the sample probe in Unit 2, plans were
made to conduct extemal and intemal inspections of all Unit 3 feedwater spargers at the next
outage in order to locate a feedwater sample probe reported missing during the 2002 Unit 3
refueling outage (D3R17). During an emergent Unit 3 outage (D3M10) for steam dryer
maintenance in December 2003, the planned sparger inspection was conducted. No sparger
damage was noted during the external and internal inspections but two feedwater probes were
discovered resting in the N4B, 1500, feedwater sparger. As a result of the sparger damage in
Unit 2, and the discovery of failed sample probes in both Units, an investigation into the root
cause of the sparger damage and probe failure was initiated. A summary of the results of this
investigation is provided below along with a determination of the root cause.
In 1971, isokinetic sample probes, were installed in both units at the condensate pump
discharge, the condensate demineralizer effluent and the feedwater sample points to support an
expanded water chemistry program to evaluate demineralizer performance and feedwater
corrosion product levels. The probes were designed and provided by GE. The design called for
type 316 schedule XXS, however, the probes believed to be original were made from schedule
160.
In 1977, GE issued SIL 257, Improved Feedwater Sample Probe, after two Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs) reported feedwater probes broke off and lodged in downstream valves. The
mechanism for failure was determined to be transgranular stress cracking corrosion (TGSCC) in
the crevice between the collar and probe. The SIL recommended replacing the probe with a
design that had a seal weld to protect the crevice. In 1990, GE issued SIL 518, Improved
Recirculation Water Chemistry Sample Probe, to address a failure of a recirculation sample
probe. The failure mechanism was identified as high cycle fatigue caused by flow induced
vibration. There is no record of Dresden's disposition of, or action taken on, either SIL between
1977 and 2001.
A recent review of OPEX, and a poll of Exelon Stations and General Electric (GE), indicated
between 1990 and 2001, sample probe failures occurred at four nuclear stations (Perry,
Braidwood, Browns Ferry, and Grand Gulf). In each of these cases, the mode of failure was
fatigue. In 1996 and 1997, Quad Cities replaced both feedwater probes in accordance with SIL
257, and recent e-mail correspondence indicates that both probes exhibited signs of failure near
the pipe attachment when removed and inspected. Until the root cause investigation in 2003,
Dresden was not aware of any of the operating experiences that resulted in fatigue failure.
In response to an evaluation of INPO SEN 204, Water Chemistry Induced Fuel Leaks, Dresden
became aware of SIL 257, prompting the inspection of Unit 2 and Unit 3 feedwater probes in
2001 (D2R17) and 2002 (D3R17), respectively. In both cases, the feedwater probes were
found missing and replaced with SIL 257 probes. Also, Nuclear Fuels Evaluations were
completed and found the most likely location of the missing probe was a feedwater sparger.
Each evaluation, NFM-MW:01-0351 and NFM-MW:02-041, concluded that there were no safety
concerns associated with the operation of either unit with the feedwater probe missing.
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Additionally, the condensate system probes were not considered for replacement because
Dresden engineers and chemists were unaware of their existence.

In October 2003, in addition to the Unit 2 sparger event, the Unit 2 Condensate Demineralizer
Effluent (CDE) probe was discovered in 2D Condensate Booster Pump casing. NFM
Engineering Condition Report (EC) 345441 concluded the potential of missing parts of the CDE
probe had a moderate risk of causing fuel fretting, and there were no fuel or control rod safety
concerns associated with Unit 2 operation.

In December 2003, the Unit 3 spargers were internally inspected, discovering two probes. Also,
ultra-sonic testing indicated that the Unit 2 feedwater probe installed in D2R17 was missing.
Nuclear Fuels' analysis of the missing Unit 2 sample probe (NF document, ECN 345672,
Dresden Unit 2- Lost Parts Evaluation for Isokinetic Probe and Sparger Disks) and GE analysis
(GE-NE-0000-0023-731 1-RO, Lost Parts Analysis for Dresden Generating Station Units 2 and 3
Feedwater Sample Probes) are consistent and conclude that safe reactor operation will not be
compromised with the presence of the potential of lost parts in the reactor vessel.

Exelon PowerLabs inspected all of the probes recovered and concluded the two sample probes
recovered from the Unit 3 sparger both failed as a result of fatigue cracking, most likely due to
high cycle/low stress loading. GE evaluated potential failure mechanisms for the two most
recently installed feedwater probes and determined the most likely mode of failure was
mechanical high cycle fatigue induced by flow vibrations. GE calculated the first natural
frequency of both probes retrieved from the Unit 3 sparger under the conditions that they would
have experienced during service. . The natural frequency of the SIL 257 probe was also
evaluated at pre-EPU flowrates. The SIL 257 probe would not have been locked in to the
Vortex Shedding Frequency at the pre-EPU flowrates. No analysis was performed to determine
the affects of increased flow on the SIL 257 probes prior to installation.
The Root Cause of the U2 and U3 Feedwater sample probe failures and subsequent U2
Feedwater Sparger damage was attributed to a Feedwater sample probe design deficiency.
The original U2 and U3 Feedwater sample probes installed per GE Drawing 921 D233, Sample
Probe for Feedwater Control System, Revision 1, dated 04/26/68, were susceptible to the failure
mechanisms of Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (TGSCC) and fatigue failure resulting
from flow-induced vibration. The modified U2 and U3 Feedwater sample probes installed per
the design specified in the GE Service Information Letter (SIL) 257 during D2R17 and D3R17
are susceptible to a fatigue failure mechanism resulting from flow-induced vibration.
The Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurrence (CAPRs) are to install sample probes in the U2
and U3 Feedwater systems tolerant of the TGSCC and fatigue failure mechanisms.
Contributing Causes were attributed to:

* Dresden's failure to effectively disposition GE SILs related to sample probe failures.

. A lack of ownership involving sample systems, specifically sample point locations,
sample device drawings, and sampling methods.

. Historical inadequate design documentation for the Feedwater, Condensate
Demineralizer Effluent and Condensate Pump Discharge sample probe type and
location.

* A historical lack of communication between stations and ineffective use of the available
OPEX information.
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* Ineffective corrective actions associated with CRs 81081 and 127346, which were
generated for the missing Feedwater probes identified in D2R1 7 and D3R1 7
respectively.

* A lack of analysis to address the affects of changing the system flow velocity while at the
same time changing the effective probe length when the SIL 257 probes were installed
in D2R17 and D2R18.

The Extent of Condition includes the six isokinetic probes originally installed in the U2 and U3
Condensate and Feedwater Systems due to their susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking and
fatigue failure as identified in SIL 257 and SIL 518 respectively. Of these six probe locations,
only two, the Unit 2 and Unit 3 Condensate Demineralizer Effluent (CDE) probes, remain
installed. Both are recent installations of SIL 257 designs. Also, other sample probes in both
units and common location were reviewed, determining that none were susceptible to the same
failure mechanisms and only one was able to enter the reactor internals if it failed.
The safety significance of this event was minimal.

7.0 Condition Statement

This Root Cause Investigation will determine the causal factors associated with the Unit 2
Feedwater sample probe failure and subsequent Feedwater sparger damage. This will include
the failure mechanism of the Feedwater sample probe and the failure mechanism of the
damage to the Unit 2 Feedwater sparger. The investigation will also evaluate the Extent of
Condition, initiate the Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence (CAPR) and identify Corrective
Actions (CAs). An extensive review of industry experience, OPEX and maintenance history will
be performed as well. Emphasis will be placed on foreign material not retrieved and existing
system sample probes.

In addition, the RCR addressed the issues identified in the following CRs:

* CR 187258, Unit 2 and Unit 3 Isokinetic Sample Probes Missing in Condensate and
FW Systems

* CR 187492, Unit 2 Non-Conservative Analysis and Ineffective Corrective Actions
* CR 189800, Foreign Material in 150-Degree Unit 3 Feedwater Sparger
* CR 189992, Unit 3 Final Feedwater Isokinetic Probe Failed
* CR 190413, D2 FW Sample Probe Missing
* CR 190571, D2 FW Sample Probe Missing
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8.0 Event Description
The following discussion provides a summary of the event milestones and analysis.

8.1 Event Summary - Historical Events

03/25/71: In response to a GE presentation on expanded water chemistry programs,
Dresden installed three sample probes on each unit in the Condensate and Feedwater
systems under work order FDCN D2-H-12 (2M 571). A total of six probes were installed,
three on each unit at the condensate pump discharge, the condensate demineralizer effluent
and the feedwater sample points, as shown in Figure 1. The probes purpose was to extract
representative samples from the process fluid stream to evaluate condensate demineralizer
performance and feedwater corrosion product levels.

inOH
Figure 1: Condensate and Feedwater Sample Probe Locations

12/30/77: GE SIL 257, Improved Feedwater Sample Probe, was issued after two operating
BWRs reported feedwater probes failed and lodged in downstream valves. SIL 257 stated
that the most probable failure mechanism was Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
(TGSCC) associated with chloride or other halide contamination in the crevice between the
collar and the probe. The SIL also recommended replacing susceptible probes with a
modified probe design, which added a seal weld to dose the crevice. Dresden has no
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record of the GE SIL 257 disposition. There is no database of how Dresden dispositioned
SlLs prior to 2001. An inactive, partial database concerning Dresden SIL 257 actions,
obtained from GE records, recorded the status of SIL implementation as "do not intend to
implement" for U3. The database did not have any record associated with U2. Thus, GE
SIL 257 was either never dispositioned or was inadequately dispositioned at Dresden
Station (Causal Factor 2).

1980 and 1981: The U2 and U3 Feedwater spargers were replaced to address design
deficiencies in the original spargers. The original spargers had a 3" diameter hole at the T-
box by design. No records were found indicating the removed spargers had been inspected
for sample probe debris.

08/06/90: GE issued SIL 518, Improved Recirculation Water Chemistry Sample Probe, to
address a failure of a recirculation sample probe during hot preoperational testing at a GE
BWR 6 plant. The cause of the probe failure was identified as high cycle fatigue caused by
flow induced vibration. GE SIL 518 was either never dispositioned or was inadequately
dispositioned at Dresden station (Causal Factor 2).

04/30/92: Perry Nuclear Power Plant experienced a Feedwater probe failure causing
feedwater sparger damage. The failed probe was of the pre-GE SIL 257 type. The Perry
Root Cause Report rejected the transgranular stress cracking failure mode postulated in SIL
257 and determined the cause to be cyclic fatigue resulting from flow-induced vibrations.
The probe was found in the feedwater sparger. A new probe, whose design was based on
the GE SIL 518 recommendations, was installed. The feedwater sparger was repaired per
the GE recommendations. Although GE had been provided with the information that this
event had occurred, no record could be found to indicate that Dresden was aware of this
event and no OPEX could be located on the INPO website.

1995: Quad Cities Station performed an NRC mandated SIL review which included SIL 257.
As a result, Quad Cities Station inspected and replaced sample probes in accordance with
SIL 257 recommendations. No record could be found to indicate that Dresden Station was
made aware of, or took any actions, based on the Quad Cities experience (Causal Factor 5).

D2R14. 1995: Dresden Station performed an external visual inspection of the U2 feedwater
spargers per the In-Vessel Visual Inspection (IWI) Program. The inspection found no
damage to the spargers. During D2R18, the tapes for those inspections were reviewed
again to verify that there was no damage to the feedwater spargers.

09/30/99: INPO SEN 204, Water Chemistry Induced Fuel Leaks, was released as a result of
a River Bend Station water chemistry incident. The SEN prompted the Dresden Chemistry
Department to develop a plan of action to investigate the condition of the feedwater sample
probes. Work Requests were generated to inspect the U2 and U3 feedwater sample probes
during Refueling Outages D2R17 and D3R17 respectively. At this time, only the feedwater
probes were scheduled for inspection because Chemistry and Engineering personnel were
unaware similar probes were installed at two locations in the condensate system on each
unit. This resulted from lack-of-ownership of the water sampling systems (Causal Factor 3).

D2R17: 10/31/01, the U2 feedwater probe was inspected per WO 99146160 and was
missing. The probe was replaced per the GE SIL 257 recommendations. There were no
actions taken at this time to attempt recovery of the failed probe.
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Nuclear Fuels (NF) Evaluation NFM-MW:01-0351 was completed and concluded the most
likely probe location was the U2 feedwater spargers. It also concluded it was highly unlikely
the probe would be driven through the sparger nozzles. The evaluation also stated that,
should the probe exit the spargers, it would most likely be carried to the lower vessel
plenum, where the size and weight of the probe would not allow it to be swept by the fluid
flow toward the inlet orifices of a fuel support casting. NF concluded there were no safety
concerns associated with operation of U2 with the missing original feedwater sample probe.

The modified replacement U2 feedwater probe was constructed per the recommendations of
GE SIL 257 to address the failure mechanism of TGSCC. CR 81081, titled Portion of U2
FW Sample Probe Missing Upon Inspection, was generated as a result of the U2 probe
being missing. The Corrective Action (CA) was to replace the probe with a SIL 257 probe
and two additional corrective actions were generated. CA 81081-04 assigned NFM to
perform the lost parts analysis summarized above and CA 81081-05, which required
Chemistry to review the event, poll industry experience and initiate service requests to
establish the appropriate PM frequencies. Chemistry closed CA 81081-05with one phone
call to Quad Cities to benchmark their PM frequency. No record exists of an OPEX or SIL
review. If a review was performed, then GE SIL 518, which documents potential fatigue
failure of sample probes, or the OPEX on sanple probe failures at Browns Ferry and Grand
Gulf may have been identified. The failure to perform an aggressive and expanded polling
of industry experience and the lack of a questioning attitude represented a missed
opportunity to identify other possible failure mechanisms (Causal Factor 6).

D3R17: The U3 inspection of the original feedwater probe, performed per WO 99146161,
found the probe missing. This probe was also replaced per the SIL 257 recommendations.
In letter NFMMW:02-041, NF concluded the evaluation performed for the probe lost on U2
per NFM-MW:01-0351 was applicable to U3.
The modified replacement probe for U3 feedwater incorporated the recommendations of GE
SIL 257 to address the failure mechanism of TGSCC but did not incorporate the
recommendations of GE SIL 518 to address the high cycle fatigue failure mechanism
caused by flow induced vibration. CR 127346, titled "Portion of U3 FW Sample Probe
Missing Upon Inspection", was generated as a result of the Unit 3 probe being found
missing. This CR was largely a "cut and paste" of CR 81081. The CAs included probe
replacement with a SIL 257 probe, CA 127346-04 for NFM to conduct a lost parts analysis
and CA 127346-04 for Chemistry to trend parameters to access the modified probe
effectiveness. An OPEX review was not directed and the CR did not address why GE SIL
257 was not previously dispositioned or require an additional extent of condition SIL or
OPEX review (Causal Factor 6).
The original feedwater probes found missing in D2R17 and D3R17 had the known
susceptibility to TGSCC and the unknown susceptibility to flow-induced fatigue failure
Causal Factor 1. CR 81081 and 127346 both stated that the probe was assumed to have
failed in accordance with SIL 257 based on visual observation. A cbtailed failure mode
analysis was not performed.

D2R17 and D3R17: Pre-filter modifications performed for U2 and U3 required the piping
sections containing the Condensate Pump Discharge (CPD) probes to be replaced. Since
the probes were incorrectly assumed to be wall taps, no investigation was performed to
verify the probe status (Causal Factor 4). Therefore, either the probes were intact and
removed with the piping, or the probes had previously failed. If the probes had failed before
the pre-filter modification installation, then a high probability exists the failed probes are
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located in Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE) Intercondenser water box or in piping between the
condensate pre-filter and the SJAE Intercondenser water box. It is not believed that the
probe inside of the SJAE Intercondenser water box will affect efficiency or cause significant
damage, however, ACIT07 will evaluate this condition.

8.2 Event Summary - Recent Events

10/09/03: During a PM inspection of the 2D Condensate Booster Pump per WO 560652, a
sample probe was found in the pump casing. The probe caused damage to the pump
impeller, pump casing, and shaft. The subsequent investigation identified the probe as the
Condensate Demineralizer Effluent (CDE) probe, which was installed in 1971, and was not
known to exist by Chemistry or Engineering personnel (Causal Factor 3). The P&ID
indicated a wall tap instead of the probe (Causal Factor 4). Exelon PowerLabs assisted in
determining the possible time and failure mechanism of the probe and subsequent pump
damage. The pieces missing from the probe, pump casing and impeller were analyzed by
NFM in EC 345441. This evaluation concluded while these pieces have a moderate risk of
causing fuel fretting, there are no fuel or control rod drive safety concerns associated with
U2 operation from the missing probe pieces.
Further investigation into this incident yielded the discovery of three additional sample
probes susceptible to the failure mechanism described in SIL 257. These probes include
the U3 CDE probe, U2 Condensate Pump Discharge (CPD) probe and U3 CPD probe.
Further analysis of the damaged CDE probe by PowerLabs (Attachment 3) Probe ID 0,
during D3M10 indicated that it was constructed of schedule 160 pipe (wall thickness 0.219)
as opposed to the schedule 316 XXS pipe (wall thickness 0.308) required per design
document GE Drawing 921D233, titled Sample Probe for Feedwater Control System, for
both the pre-SIL 257 and post-SIL 257 probes. No failure mechanism was discovered.

10/29/03: During feedwater sparger external inspections per (IWI 4 refuel PM, damage
was discovered to two of the nozzles on the N4C sparger located at 2400. Three holes were
discovered, two in the second nozzle from the T-box and one in the third nozzle from the T-
box.

11/02/03: A boroscopic inspection was performed inside of the sparger in the area of the
damage. The inspection found an isokinetic probe inside the N4C sparger. The probe was
removed from the sparger and the damage was repaired per GE recommendations. The
sparger internal inspection was discontinued when the probe was found.
The removed probe was found to be stainless steel and 10 3/4 " in length, 1.05" OD and
0.434" ID. Both ends of the probe exhibited wear. There were earmarks along the length of
the probe that were consistent with the holes created in the nozzles of the N4C Feedwater
sparger.
PowerLabs performed a further analysis of the probe (Attachments 3 and 4; Probe ID 1); the
probe was constructed of type 316 stainless steel, schedule XXS pipe per the design
documents. However, this probe had two 1/16th inch holes and one 1/8th inch hole instead
of three 1/8th inch holes as required by the design document. A failure mechanism could not
be determined due to the failed end being damaged.

11/25/03: The U3 CDE probe was UT inspected and found to be intact.
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D3M10, 12/6/03 - Present: In response to the Feedwater sparger damage found during
refueling outage D2R18, an inspection plan was developed to find the Feedwater probe
previously identified as missing in D3R17. The plan expected to find one probe in the
Feedwater spargers. External inspections of all Feedwater spargers and the top of the
moisture separator reveled no damage or missing sample probe. Boroscope internal
inspections were then performed on all of the Unit 3 Feedwater spargers. This inspection
identified two probes and a washer in the N4B sparger. No sparger damage was detected.
One of the two probes was believed to be the feedwater probe, which was previously
identified as missing in D3R17. The other probe is believed to be the GE SIL 257 probe that
was installed during D3R1 7. The origin of the washer was indeterminate.

The two Feedwater probes found in the Unit 3 sparger were not damaged at the failure
surface. Analysis of these probes (Exelon Power Labs Field Report DRE-90509) identified
the mode of failure for both as fatigue cracking, most likely due to high cycle/low stress
loading.

12/11/03: U2 entered forced outage D2F40 due to high generator stator cooling
temperatures. During the outage, a UT inspection indicated that the modified U2 Feedwater
probe that was installed in D2R17 per GE SIL 257 recommendations was missing. A
summary of the status of all sample probes that were installed in the feedwater and
condensate system is included in Table 1.

Table 1: Feedwater and Condensate Sample Probe Failure Summary

Sa imsple Probe . .e|Stalll i D S Status Recovered Additionl A ctions equired
Sample.Probeate

0 ::;-. . :--; ^ -- - - .9: -- Unit2 -- .-:r. $

Original Feedwater Probe 1971 921 D233 Failed Note 1 Note 1

Modified Feedwater Probe 2001 Per GE SIL 257 Failed Note 1 Note 1, CAPR 2 for installation
____ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ of redesigned probe in D2R19 _

Original Condensate 1971 Per GE Drawing Failed Yes None
Demineralizer Effluent (CDE) 921D233
Modified Condensate 2003 Per GE SIL 257 In-Place Not Engineering to review probe
Demineralizer Effluent (CDE) 2003 er IL Applicable susceptibility to fatigue failure
Original Condensate Pump 1971 Per GE Drawing Note 2 Note 2 Note 2
Discharge (CPD) _ ___ 9210D233 _ _ _ _____

Modified Condensate Pump 2001 Per Condensate In-Place Note 3 None
Discharge (CPD) _ Prefilter Mod In-Place Note_3_ None

"Unit3 3 - -----

Original Feedwater Probe 1971 921 D233 Failed Yes None

Modified Feedwater Probe 2002 Per GE SIL 257 Failed Yes CAPR 1 for installation of

Original Condensate 1971 Per GE Drawing Removed Not None
Demineralizer Effluent (CDE) 921D233 Intact Applicable
Modified Condensate 2003 Per GE SIL 257 Not Engineering to review probe
Demineralizer Effluent (CDE) n-Pace Applicable susceptibility to fatigue failure
Original Condensate Pump 1971 Per GE Drawing Note 2 Note 2 Note 2
Discharge (CPD) 1_971_ 921 D233 Note 2 ot_2 Noe
U3 Modified Condensate 2001 Per Condensate In-Place Note 3 None
Pump Discharge (CPD) Prefilter Mod
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Note 1: A Feedwater sample probe was removed from the U2 RPV feedwater sparger in D2R18.
However, the subsequent inspection could not determine if the recovered probe was the original or
modified feedwater sample probes. One probe was recovered and one probe is assumed to remain in
the U2 FPV feedwater sparger. Recovery of the missing probe is planned during D2R19 per WR
124348.

Note 2: The U2 and U3 Original Condensate Pump Discharge (CPD) sample probes either failed before
the condensate pre-filter modifications were installed in 2001, or the probes were unknowingly removed
with the condensate pipe replacement during the modification implementation. If the CDE probes failed
prior to the condensate pre-filter modification installation, then the probes are assumed to be located in
the respective Unit Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE) A or B Intercondenser water box. WRs 121350 and
121351 were generated to inspect the U2 SJAE A and B Intercondenser water boxes respectively. WRs
121352 and 121353 were generated to inspect the U3 SJAE A and B Intercondenser water boxes,
respectively.

Note 3: The U2 and U3 Original CPD sample probes were installed by the condensate pre-filter
modification in 2001. The probes are not susceptible to the TGSCC and fatigue failure mechanisms
identified in this RCR. Therefore no additional actions are required.

12/12/03: General Electric conducted a qualitative assessment of the impact of Feedwater
sampling and analysis and issued a draft report. This assessment supported the continued
operation of Dresden Uhit 2 and Unit 3 for the remainder of the fuel cycle in both units
without installation of new Feedwater probes. The report determined the soluble impurity
analysis would be unaffected while insoluble impurity analysis will be no more than 20% low.
This condition was also addressed in CR190571, written to document the potential affects of
the missing probe on reactor water chemistry.

The evaluation of several potential failure mechanisms determined that the most likely
cause of the failures in both Units 2 and 3 was mechanical high cycle fatigue induced by
flow-induced vibration. The driving force for the failure mechanism was explained as the
extended length of the probe protruding into the flow stream. The report predicted that, once
the length was lost, the driving force would no longer exist and no further parts would be
lost.

In the report, GE calculates that natural frequency of the Feedwater sample probe as 136
Hz and a Feedwater flow induced vortex shedding frequency at about 140 HZ. The report
states that under these conditions the probe natural frequency locks in with the vortex
shedding frequency and the probe responds in a resonant condition, which leads to high
cycle fatigue failure of the sample probe. In the range of Reynolds Numbers in the
Feedwater line, lock-in was predicted to occur over a wide range of flow rates. (GE-NE-
0000-0024-2731). A Dresden review of the GE calculations indicated that the length used on
this calculation was incorrect. When corrected the natural frequency was approximately 166
Hz but still within the vortex shedding lock-in range.

Operability Determination, 03-015 was revised to determine the operability of U2 with a
feedwater sample probe missing and potentially in the reactor pressure vessel. This
evaluation reviewed the potential effects of the missing probe and potential feedwater flow
impingement on the RPV cladding. The missing probe was postulated to have created a
condition similar to what was seen on U2 during D2R18; this condition was analyzed and it
was concluded that there is no fuel or control rod drive safety concems. Similarly, feedwater
impingement on the vessel wall due to potential holes in the sparger is not expected to
occur. Additionally, Local Leak Rate Tests last performed on the Feedwater Containment
Isolation Check Valves confirmed that the probe did not become lodged in the seating area
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of a containment isolation valve. The probe would not be expected to lodge in a
containment isolation valve based on size and geometry. Thus, the containment, reactor
vessel, feedwater sparger and feedwater system are operable.

12/13103: The sample probes and washer found in the Unit 3 sparger were removed.
Exelon PowerLabs conducted analysis of the two sample probes removed from Unit 3
sparger, the sample probe removed from the Unit 2 sparger and a recently removed, intact
and original Unit 3 CDE probe. See Attachment 2 for a Summary of Recovered Probes

Exelon PowerLabs field report, DRE-90509, concluded that both probes retrieved from the
Unit 3 feedwater sparger failed due to fatigue cracking, most likely due to high cycle/low
stress loading. The failure mechanism for the probe from the Unit 2 sparger could not be
determined due to severe mechanical damage and wear of the fracture surface.
Of the two failed probes that were removed from the Unit 3 feedwater sparger, some
manufacturing differences were noted at the welded end cap and the pipe sizes were of a
different schedule, but the fracture surfaces of both probes showed benchmark patterns
consistent with fatigue failure. The fracture surface of the probe removed from the Unit 2
feedwater sparger during D2R18 had been polished smooth by wear. This wear was
caused as the probe wore against the nozzles on the N4C sparger during the previous
operating cycle.
The intact probe, removed from the Condensate Demineralizer Effluent Sample point on
Dresden 3, was of the original design described in GE SIL 257, without the SIL
recommended improvements. This probe was the same type and came from the same
location in the system as the Dresden 2 probe recovered from the 2D Condensate Booster
Pump Casing on 10/9/03. The Unit 2 CDE probe was damaged sufficiently by interaction
with pump impeller to preclude any useful analysis.
Based on the dimensions of the five probes that power labs conducted analysis on, Dresden
Engineering determined that the two CDE probes that were considered to be from the
original 1971 installation and one of the sample probes from the Unit 3 sparger were made
from schedule 160 pipe, which has 2/3 the wall thickness that the original design called for.
One of the probes from the Unit 3 sparger and the probe retrieved from the Unit 2 sparger
were made from schedule 316 XXS piping as specified in the design drawings and the
D2R17 and D3R17 work packages.
The PowerLabs analysis, GE analysis, industry experience and the relatively rapid failure of
the feedwater probes installed in D2R17 and D3R18, support the conclusion that the failure
mechanism of the two probes that were extracted from the Unit 3 sparger is flow induced
fatigue failure. Since one of these probes can be assumed to be a pre-SIL 257 design
installed in 1971 and the other a post-SIL 257 design installed in 2002, this is indication that
both designs and both schedules of pipe used in the probes are subject to fatigue failure at
operating conditions that have been experienced both before and after 2001. (Causal
Factor 1)

12/16/03 GE conducted an analysis of the actual Unit 3 feedwater probes recovered during
D3M10 to determine the natural frequency based on actual length of the probe, and Vortex
Shedding Frequency for the flow conditions that each probe experienced. A similar analysis
for the currently installed Condensate Demineralizer Effluent probes was also conducted
from Work Package dimensions and current operating conditions. Finally, the analysis
determined the susceptibility of the SIL 257 probe to flow induced fatigue failure at flow
velocities seen prior to D2R17 and D3R17. The results, summarized in Table 2, indicate
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that both the original 1971 probe and the SIL 257 modified probe, installed in 2002, are
susceptible to Vortex Shedding lock on and therefore were susceptible to flow induced
vibration at their respective operating conditions. This analysis is consistent with industry
operational experience and flow induced fatigue failure for both of the probes. The analysis
further determined that the SIL 257 probes would not have been locked in to Vortex
Shedding frequency at flow velocities seen prior D2R17 and D3R17. The flowrates for both
the condensate and feedwater lines increased after D2R17 and D3R17. However, the
combination of changing the effective length of the probe and the flow rate at the same time
was not analyzed prior to installation (Causal Factor 7).

Table 2: GE Vibration Analysis Summary
_'-Length of. Schedul --Flow Natural ',.,.-Vortex Ratio of VSF:

Probe esign'probe from e Rate - Frequency Sheddin ' -- to NaturIl,- .,.:...end cap to -- (fps) F ,(Hz) ' -Frequency .: Freq'ency
______ seaIwl -,-(Hz)'

Case 2: U3
FFW Probe 14 3/4" 160 21.67 134 116 0.87

(pre-SIL 257)
Case 3: U3
FFW probe 13 1/81 XXS 26.1 163 140 0.86

(post SIL 257)
Case4: U2
CDE probe 16 1I18 XXS 11.28 109 32 0.3

(post SIL 257)
Case 5: As

Design 14 %1" XxS 21.67 129 116 0.9
(pre SIL 257)
Case 6: Post

SIL 13 1/811 XXS 21.67 163 116 0.71
(pre 2001)

All probes are 3/4" nominal pipe size.

SIL 257 recommended an inner and outer seal weld to sample probes. With one seal weld,
some uncertainty is introduced into the natural frequency calculations because of possible
dynamic effects of the external piping and valves, about which information is typically not readily
available. Consideration of these external piping / valve / supports effects in an engineering
calculation would require extensive finite element analysis, and is beyond the scope of this
evaluation. It is noted, however, that these effects may cause some variance in the calculated
structural natural frequencies in this calculation for those cases, and these differences are not
expected to be very large. Those cases with one seal weld (Pre-SIL 257) are reported as cases
2 and 5. These are the original design.

For those probes with two seal welds, greater isolation is provided from the external piping I
valve / supports, and so this variance would be smaller in those cases. Those cases with two
seal welds (Post-SIL 257) are reported as cases 3, 4 and 6. These are the modified design
Based on the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Appendix N titled "Dynamic Analysis
Methods", paragraph N-1 324, values of the ratio of vortex shedding frequency to probe natural
frequency, provided in the last column, below 0.76 are considered acceptable. However, other
documents provide more stringent criteria. The closer the ratio of vortex shedding frequency to
probe natural frequency is to 1, the more likely a resonance lock-on condition is to occur.
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The chart above suggest that both cases 2 and 3 should have failed very rapidly due to the
Maximum Vortex shedding frequency to natural frequency ratio. However, when you take into
account the greater isolation seen by case 3, it is understandable that it would fail more rapidly.
There is a variance to the ratio seen by case 2 that could in fact explain the extended life of the
original probes.

9.0 Evaluation

Attachment 1 contains the Event and Causal Factor Chart, developed to document the event
timeline and identify the causal factors. Attachment 2, Barrier Analysis, was performed to
identify which Barriers apparently failed and allowed the event to progress. TapRooT© was
used for the disciplined cause and effect analysis to identify the problem and evaluate the
Causal Factors.

A. Causal Factor 1:

The Root Cause of the U2 and U3 Feedwater sample probe failures and subsequent U2
Feedwater Sparger damage was attributed to a Feedwater sample probe design deficiency.
The original U2 and U3 Feedwater sample probes installed per GE Drawing 921D233, titled
Sample Probe for Feedwater Control System, Revision 1, dated 04126168, were susceptible
to the failure mechanisms of Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (TSGCC) and fatigue
failure resulting from flow-induced vibration. The modified U2 and U3 Feedwater sample
probes installed per the design specified in the GE Service Information Letter (SIL) 257
during D2R17 and D3R17 are susceptible to a fatigue failure mechanism resulting from flow-
induced vibration.

a. Error Precursor: The industry standard design and GE recommended re-design per SIL
257 were not challenged and a Dresden site-specific review was not performed.

b. Cause: This was the root cause for these events.

c. Bases: Industry.experience identified the probes are susceptible to TGSCC and fatigue
failure resulting from flow-induced vibration. The Exelon PowerLabs testing of the
retrieved U3 original and modified Feedwater sample probes identified the failure
mechanism as a fatigue failure. The probe retrieved from the U2 Feedwater sparger
was too worn to ascertain the failure mechanism.

d. Corrective Actions to Prevent Recurrence: Install sample probes in the U2 and U3
Feedwater systems which are tolerant to the failure mechanisms of TGSCC and
fatigue failure resulting from flow-induced vibration.

--. Problem and Causal FactorCoding' e:: Process and Organization Codesi

: Trend -- Trend2 -| Trend3 Podes | N ORG -| ORG -E Code | 3Cessade I Name,
EQM mm 3S CC22 Design Adequacy VD02 Designl
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Causal Factor 2:

A Contributing Cause was attributed to Dresden's failure to effectively disposition GE
SlLs related to sample probe failures. On 12/30/77, GE issued SIL 257, titled Improved
Feedwater Sample Probe, to address sample probe failures attributed to TGSCC. On
08/06190, GE issued SIL 518, Improved Recirculation Water Chemistry Sample Probe,
to address sample probe failures attributed to fatigue failure resulting from flow-induced
vibration. Dresden implemented the recommendations of SIL 257 for the modified
Feedwater sample probes in Refueling Outages D2R17 and D3R17. However, the
recommendations in SIL 518 were not performed.

a. Error Precursor: Inadequate internal and external communication. Ineffective
process for industry experience review and disposition.

b. Cause: This was a contributing cause for these events.

c. Bases: Failure to implement the recommendations of GE SIL 257 is the probable
cause of the U2 CDE probe failure. The historical failure to implement the
recommendations of GE SIL 518 is considered to be the cause of the original and
modified U3 Feedwater probe failures. Dresden does not have an effective database
of SlLs and OPEX dispositioned prior to 2001.

d. Corrective Actions:
Regulatory Assurance to review the Dresden process for dispositioning GE
SlLs and Technical Information Letters (TILs). Initiate additional actions as
appropriate

* Regulatory Assurance to develop a
database of GE SlLs and which documents the Dresden disposition and
coordinate a review of open SlLs per LS-AA-115. Initiate additional actions
as appropriate

:Problem and Causal FactorkCoding' `.,1>1-Process and Organization.Coddes''

-Tre-nd d 2 -Trend 3 - - Process Nme- OR RG
Trn ~ --- ~Code Nae Code .Name

PWP - People WPK - Lack of Communication LS06 OPOGNON RA Regulatory
Work Practices communication System Need Assurance

Improvement

Causal Factor 3:

A Contributing Cause was attributed to a lack of ownership involving sample systems,
specifically sample point locations, sample device drawings, and sampling methods.

a. Error Precursor: Lack of communication, lack of knowledge.
b. Cause: This was a contributing cause for these events.

c. Bases: Neither Engineering nor Chemistry demonstrated ownership regarding
details about sample point locations, sampling devices, or sampling methods.
No clear lines of ownership currently exist.
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d. Corrective Actions:

* Establish memorandum of agreement between Chemistry and Engineering to
define the boundaries, roles and responsibilities for Chemistry sample
systems

* Review and document the disposition of Training Request 03-2071 to
perform training on sample system theory and design training for Chemistry
Technicians and Managers. Initiate additional actions as appropriate

.-- 'Problem and Causal FactorCo'ding , -,. | , ' ' Process and.OrganizationCodes --
Trnd3 Process, ORG ORG

Trend . .r e' nd2Trend Code Process Name Cd Nm
Engineering -

PWP - People WPC - Lack of 4NC NoENJC Sse
WPork Pr-actices Communication communication or CY50 System Chemistry ENSEHC System

Cm ncaon not timely H nineeriniye

PWP - People WPK - Lack of 5DL Learning Engineering Engineering-
Work Practices Knowledge Objective EngeTn53 gTraining System

PWP - People WPK - Lack of 5DL Learning T056 HP and CheCH Chemistry
Work Practices Knowledge Objective I______ Training _ _ C hemistry

Causal Factor4:

A Contributing Cause was attributed to historical inadequate design documentation for
the Feedwater, Condensate Demineralizer Effluent and Condensate Pump Discharge
sample probe type and location.

a. Error Precursor: Lack of knowledge and ownership of the sampling system within
Chemistry and Engineering.

b. Cause: This was a contributing cause for the CDE and CPD probe failures because
Chemistry and Engineering personnel did not know that the probes existed when
responding to SIL 257 for Feedwater probes.

c. Bases: Original Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&lDs) M-15 titled U2 Condensate
Piping and M348 titled U3 Condensate Piping did not identify the CDE and CPD
probe installations. Therefore these probes were not included in the corrective
actions upon the identification of SIL 257.

d. Corrective Actions:

* Review prefilter mod and sample probe work packages and initiate appropriate
changes to drawings

* Review the U2 and U3 Feedwater and Condensate design document sample
probe information and revise as appropriate. The review shall encompass
P&lDs, Condensate Prefilter modification and probe detail drawings

Problem and ,Causal Factor Coding Process and Organization Codes -

,-Trend 1 d2' |' Trend3 - Cocess Proces Name | ORG ORGTrend Id-tIi- Cnde I ame
PRD - Process PRDQ - 4FI - Wrong
Document Document Oualit I
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Causal Factor 5:

A Contributing Cause was attributed to a historical lack of communication and
implementation of corrective actions from events that have occurred outside of Dresden
Station, both internal and external to the Exelon fleet.

a. Error Precursor: Lack of communication. Lack of knowledge.

b. Cause: This was a contributing cause for these events.

c. Bases: In 1995 Quad Cities removed and replaced all original sample probes as a
result of an NRC mandated SIL review. During the SIL review Quad Cities identified
their failure to previously implement the recommendations of GE SIL 257. No
communication with Dresden was documented. Note: All Quad Cities sample probes
were removed in varying states of failure, but none had migrated downstream.

Dresden was not aware of OPEX outlining the failure of sample probes, in particular,
events at Browns Ferry and Grand Gulf.

Discussions with Engineers who have completed initial training expressed a
knowledge deficiency in the retrieval of web based industry experience.

d. Corrective Actions:

* Review and document the disposition of Training Requests 03-2069 and 03-2070
to perform training on the retrieval of web based industry experience to
Maintenance Work Planning and Engineering personnel respectively. Initiate
additional actions as appropriate.

* Conduct a Check-in Self Assessment on the Site OPEX program per LS-AA-126-
1005.

. -'*;- . .Problem and Causal Factor Coding' , - Process and Organization Codes' -. .

.Trend1 ' 'Trend2 'Trend : Proces OG. OG
- ~ Code, Poes ae Code 'Name

5NM -
PWP - People WPK - Lack of Communication LS06 OPEYJNON RA Regulatory
Work Practices Communication System Need Assurance

Improvement .

PWP - People WPKr- Lacktofc5LP-Lesson Plan
PWork Practice KnowLedgeo Needs TQ20 Training Material TG Training
Work__Pa ____es Knowledge __ ___ Improvement I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Causal Factor 6:

A Contributing Cause was attributed to ineffective corrective actions associated with
CRs 81081 and 127346, which were generated for the missing Feedwater probes,
identified in D2R1 7 and D3R1 7 respectively.

a. Error Precursor: Mindset, Lack of Questioning Attitude Assertiveness.

b. Cause: This was a contributing cause for these events.

c. Bases: In September 1999, SEN 204 titled Water Chemistry Induced Fuel Leaks,
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prompted work requests to perform material condition inspections to be performed
on the U2 and U3 feedwater sample probes during D2R17 and D3R17 respectively.
These inspections identified both probes were missing. The associated CRs
addressed the failure mechanism as, 'As discussed in GE SIL 257, the apparent
cause is transgranular stress corrosion cracking" and the corrective action as
"Replace the probe in conjunction with the guidelines of GE SIL 257. When
reinstalled per the SIL, one of the mechanisms for corrosion cracking is eliminated.
No further evaluation is required as the cause is discussed and understood via the
GE SIL." The Corrective Action Program (CAP) did not address why SIL 257 was
not previously dispositioned or require an Extent of Condition review of SILs and
OPEX.
CA 81081-05 was assigned to Chemistry to poll industry experience for sample
probe failures. However, CA 81081-05 was closed after one phone call to Quad
Cities. This is representative of a mindset and lack of a questioning attitude.

d. Corrective Actions: Regulatory Assurance to generate an information package for
Department Heads and Branch Managers related to the OPEX review process and
resources.

' Problemr and Ca'usal Fa&trCoding' K Process and Organizatlona Codes;i

-,Ted I rn Ted3Process Name OROG
- orcie Code'________ Code, Name

PWP-People Work WPWS - Use of 4CA-Corrective LS2 Corrective Action CH Chemistry
Practices Work Standards Action _ _ Program
PWP-People Work WPWS - Use of 4CA - Corrective LS02 Corrective Action RA Regulatory
Practices Work Standards Action Program Assurance
HPH-l - Human Mindset J - Questioning Corrective Action CH Chemistry
Nature __ _ _ __ _ _ Attitd I __LS02 Program CH_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Causal Factor 7:

A Contributing Cause was attributed to changing the effective probe length when the
SIL 257 probes were installed while at the same time changing the system flow velocity
during D2R17 and D2R18 without performing an engineering analysis of the new
conditions.

a. Error Precursor: Lack of knowledge and ownership of the sampling system within
Chemistry, Engineering and Project Management.

b. Cause: This was a contributing cause for this event.

c. Bases: During D2R17 and D3R17, the SIL 257 recommended probes were installed
in the Unit 2 and Unit 3 Feedwater systems in place of the original probes. The
installation of the SIL 257 probe changed the effective length of the probe due to the
location of an additional weld. An analysis of the feedwater SIL 257 probes
performed during this root cause found the SIL 257 probe was not susceptible to
Vortex Shedding lock under the flow conditions seen prior to D2R17 and D3R17.
This analysis further discovered the probes were susceptible to Vortex Shedding lock
on at the flow velocities seen after D2R17 and D3R17 and were susceptible to flow
induced vibration.
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d. Corrective Actions:

* Install sample probes in the U2 and U3 Feedwater systems, which are tolerant to
fatigue failure resulting from flow-induced vibration.

* Perform a review of the Condensate and Feedwater thermowells and other
instrumentation that protrudes into the flow stream for vulnerability to a flow
induced vibration failure mechanism. Initiate additional actions as appropriate.

: .andCausal Factor Coding Process andOrganizatonCodes';
Trend I | Trend 2 nd3 P s Process Name| ORG ORG

I oeCo de oeI Name
EQM MM 3S CC22 Design Adequacy ENDE DesignEngineering

B. Corrective Actions

1. Immediate and Interim Corrective Actions

a. Immediate Corrective Actions (ImCA):

ImCAI:
Action: WO 560652-01 was completed to repair the 2D

Condensate Booster Pump per ECR 362066 in D2R18.

Assignee: Ludwig
Status: Complete

ImCA2:
Action: WO 625592-01 was completed to inspect and repair the

U2 CDE sample probe in D2R18.

Assignee: Ludwig
Status: Complete

ImCA3:
Action: WO 641422-01 was completed to inspect the U3

Feedwater Sparger and retrieved the original and
modified Feedwater sample probes in D3M10.

Assignee: Ludwig
Status: Complete

ImCA4:
Action: WO 632536 -01 was completed to repair the U2 FW

Sparger.

Assignee: Baron
Status: Complete
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b. Interim Corrective Actions (InCA):

Action: Obtain GE Analysis on Chemistry results to allow
continued operation of Unit 2 and Unit 3 without sample
probes.

Assignee: Dorsey
Status: Complete

2. Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence (CAPR):

CAPRI: Install modified U3 Feedwater sample probe.
Assignee: K. Ludwig
Alert Group: A8322MM
Due Date: 12117/04, Schedule D3R18
ATI: CAPR 183901-28

CAPR2: Install modified U2 Feedwater sample probe.
Assignee: K. Ludwig
Alert Group: A8322MM
Due Date: 12102105, Schedule D2R19
ATI: CAPR 183901-29

3. Corrective Action (CA):

CA01:
Action: Issue a modification for the installation of a U2 Feedwater

sample probe. Initiate additional actions as appropriate.
Assignee: Loch
Alert Group: A8352NESDM
Due Date: 02/27104
ATI: CA 183901-30

CA02:
Action: Issue a modification for the installation of a U3 Feedwater

sample probe. Initiate additional actions as appropriate.
Assignee: Loch
Alert Group: A8352NESDM
Due Date: 02/27/04
ATI: CA 183901-31

CA03:
Action: Schedule the U2 and U3 Feedwater sample probe modifications

in the respective refueling outages and forced outages of
sufficient duration. Initiate additional actions as appropriate.

Assignee: Bockholdt
Alert Group: A83400UT
Due Date: 03/26/04
ATI: CA 183901-32
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CA04:
Action: Review and document the disposition of Training Requests 03-

2069 and 03-2070 to perform training on the retrieval of web
based industry experience to Maintenance Work Planning and
Engineering personnel respectively. Initiate additional actions
as appropriate.

Assignee: Garrison
Alert Group: A8361TR
Due Date: 02120104
ATI: CA 183901-33

CA05:
Action: Review the U2 and U3 Feedwater and Condensate design

document sample probe information and revise as appropriate.
The review shall encompass P&lDs, Condensate Prefilter
modification and probe detail drawings.

Assignee: Guerrero
Alert Group: A8352NESDM
Due Date: 02/19/04
ATI: CA 183901-34

CA06:
Action: Regulatory Assurance to review the Dresden process for

dispositioning GE SILs and TILs. Initiate additional actions as
appropriate.

Assignee: Hansen
Alert Group: A8301RAPR
Due Date: 04/23/04
ATI: CA 183901-35

CA07:
Action: RegulatoryAssurance to generate information package for

Department Heads and Branch Managers related to the OPEX
review process and resources

Assignee: Hansen
Alert Group: A8301RAPR
Due Date: 04/23/04
ATI: CA 183901-36

CA08:
Action: RegulatoryAssurance to develop a database of GE SILs and

which documents the Dresden disposition and coordinate a
review of all GE SILs per LS-AA-115. Initiate additional actions
as appropriate.

Assignee: Hansen
Alert Group: A8301RAPR
Due Date: 06/02/04
ATI: CA 183901-37
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CA09:
Action: RegulatoryAssurance to conduct a Check-in SelfAssessment

on the Site OPEXprogram per LS-AA-126-1005.
Assignee: Phalen
Alert Group: A8301RAPR
Due Date: 03/26104
ATI: CA 183901-38

CA10:
Action: Establish memorandum of agreement between Chemistry and

Engineering to define the boundaries, roles and responsibilities
for Chemistry sample systems.

Assignee: Dorsey
Alert Group: A8332CHEM
Due Date: 03105/04
ATI: CA 183901-39

CAl1:
Action: Review the U2 and U3 Feedwater and Condensate design

document sample probe information and revise as appropriate.
The review shall encompass P&lDs, Condensate Prefilter
modification and probe detail drawings.

Assignee: Bezouska
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 03/07/04
ATI: CA 183901-40

CA12:
Action: Review and document the disposition of Training Request 03-

2071 to perform training on sample system theory and design
training for Chemistry Technicians and Managers. Initiate
additional actions as appropriate.

Assignee: Garrison
Alert Group: A8361TR
Due Date: 02/20/04
ATI: ACIT 183901-41

CA13:
Action: Review the susceptibility of the U2 and U3 Condensate

Demineralizer Effluent sample probes for potential fatigue failure
resulting from flow-induced vibration. Initiate additional actions
as appropriate.

Assignee: Loch
Alert Group: A8352NESDM
Due Date: 03/25/04
ATI: CA 183901-42

CA14:
Action: Perform a review of the Condensate and Feedwater thermowells

and other instrumentation that protrudes into the flow stream for
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vulnerability to a flow induced vibration failure mechanism.
Initiate additional actions as appropriate.

Assignee: Bezouska
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 04115104
ATI: ACIT 183901-43

4. Additional Actions:

ACIT01:
Action: Document the D3R18 inspection results for the U3 CPD sample

probe search per WRs 121352 and 121353 for the 3A and 3B
SJAE Intercondenser Water Boxes respectively. Initiate
additional actions as appropriate.

Assignee: Bonomo
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 12/09/04, Code D3R18
ATI: ACIT 183901-44

ACIT02:
Action: Document the D2R18 inspection results for the U2 CPD sample

probe search per WRs 121350 and 121351 for the 2A and 2B
SJAE Intercondenser Water Boxes respectively. Initiate
additional actions as appropriate.

Assignee: Bonomo
Alert Group: A8330NESTB
Due Date: 12/09105, Code D2R18
ATI: ACIT 183901-45

ACIT03:
Action: Inspect the 3A and 3B SJAE Intercondenser Water Boxes to

perform a search for the U3 CPD sample probe per WRs
121352 and 121353.

Assignee: Bonomo
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 01/28/04
ATI: ACIT 183901-46

ACIT04:
Action: Perform a D2R19 scope addition to perform a search for the U2

CPD sample probe per WRs 121350 and 121351 for the 2A and
2B SJAE Intercondenser Water Boxes respectively.

Assignee: Baxa
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 01/28/04
ATI: ACIT 183901-47

ACIT05:
Action: Review the periodic inspection frequency for U2 and U3

Feedwater sample probes per PMID 167081-01 and PMID
167083-01 respectively, and initiate a Service Request to revise
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the PMID frequency as appropriate. Develop the inspection
frequencies for U2(3) CDE and U2 (3) CPD sample probes and
generate a Service Request to create the new PMIDs. Initiate
additional actions as appropriate.

Assignee: Loch
Alert Group: A8352NESDM
Due Date: 04/23104
ATI: ACIT 183901-48

ACIT06:
Action: Review all Lost Parts Analysis performed by Plant Engineering

prior to January 2001 to determine further extent of condition
and ensure that all missing foreign material is appropriately
dispositioned.

Assignee: Flick
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 10/29104
ATI: ACIT 183901-49

Action: Perform loose parts analysis for the missing Condensate Pump
Discharge isokinetic sample probe that is potentially inside of the
SJAE Intercondenser water box.

Assignee: Bonomo
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 03/26/04
ATI: ACIT 183901-50

ACITO,

ACIT08:
Action: Revise the model work order for the replacement of sample

probes to include a step to quarantine the old probe and welded
collar for power labs analysis.

Assignee: Osmonson
Alert Group: A833ONESTB
Due Date: 03/26104
ATI: ACIT 183901-51

Action: Review approved RCR to determine need for Yellow NER.
Assignee: Driehaus
Alert Group: NCS A8002OPEX
Due Date: 01/16/04
ATI: NER 183901-26

NER1:

NNOE1:
Action: Prepare and obtain approval for an OE.
Assignee: Dyas
Alert Group: A8351NESPR
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Due Date: 01/16104
ATI: NNOE 183901-52

NNOE2:
Action: OPEX Coordinator: Issue OE.
Assignee: Phalen
Alert Group: A8301OPEX
Due Date: 01/23/04
ATI: OPXR 183901-53

EFR1:
Action: Perform an Individual Effectiveness Review of CAPR 1.
Assignee: Dyas
Alert Group: A8351NESPR
Due Date: 08/19/05
ATI: EFR 183901-54

EFR2:
Action: Perform an Individual and Collective Effectiveness Review of

CAPRs 1 and 2.
Assignee: Dyas
Alert Group: A8351NESPR
Due Date: 12/22106
ATI: EFR 183901-55
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10.0 Extent of Condition

Sample Probes

Currently, there are 23 probes installed on each Dresden unit and 5 common unit probes for a
total of 51 sampling probes. Many of the probes were installed during initial plant construction.
All probes were evaluated for applicability to the failure mechanisms identified in this RCR.

Evaluation criteria used:

S

S

0

0

Probe design: material, probe length, protrusion length into the process stream;
Affected by SIL 257 or 518;
Ability to enter the reactor pressure vessel or primary systems;
Other downstream components

The following probe locations have been analyzed per the above criteria:

Table 3: Dresden Sample Probes
-.- -:SystemlUnIt -Unit2 Unit 3 - Unit 2/3

Condensate Demineralizer Outlet 7 7
Waste Sample Tanks - - 3
Floor Drain Sample Tanks - - 2
Reactor Water Clean-Up Filter Inlet 1 1
Reactor Water Clean-Up Filter Outlet _ _ _ _
Reactor Water Clean-Up Demineralizer Outlet 3 3 _

Fuel Pool Filter Inlet 1 1
Fuel Pool Demineralizer Inlet 1 1 _

Hotwell 2 2 _

Condensate Pump Discharge 1 . 1
Condensate Demineralizer Effluent 1 1
Feedwater 1 1 _

Feedwater Pump Discharge 3 3
Recirculation Loop . I
,Total - - --. - 23 23 5--

Probe Design

Dresden currently utilizes three general sample probe designs. The first, built into the systems
as part of original construction, are shown in Figure 2. These probes are made from the same
material as the process piping and not susceptible to TGSCC as identified GE SIL 257. Due to
the decreased length, the probes with this design have the least exposure to the process stream
fluid force. The probe length is a function of the size of the process piping; the probes of this
design are no more than 2 inches in length and extend no more than 25% into the process
stream. By comparison, the Isokinetic probes are up to 16 inches in length and extend
approximately 50% into the process stream by design.
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Figure 2: Basic Sampling Probe

In 1971, isokinetic probes as depicted in Figure 3 below, were installed in the U2 and U3
Condensate and Feedwater systems.

Veldolet

Crevi

Colldr *

Feedvater pipe

Sample probe

I , _ _____

I-- - I

�L
Figure 3: Original Isokinetic Probe Design
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Weldolet
Fteedwater pipe

Collar ... Sa~I~e probe
S ?

I -_ - -19

NOTE: Before welding of
'ollar to probe,OD10or the I D 1
twb parts should be c1laned w th
Toluol, xylere ar stoddard solvent. >

1/8, seal weld
Figure 4: SIL 257 Recommended Probe

In 1977, GE SIL 257 addressed failure of the Condensate and Feedwater probes due to
TGSCC. The addition of a seal weld was recommended to prevent TGSCC as outlined in SIL
257 and depicted in Figure 4. Of the six originally installed isokinetic probes, the Feedwater and
CDE remain on each Dresden unit. Industry and Dresden experience has shown that in
addition to TGSSC, this probe design is susceptible to fatigue failure from flow-induced
vibration. Perry Nuclear Power Plant had a study completed which demonstrated that this
design is able to fail due to an induced vibration called Karmen Vortex Street, where flow
induced eddy vortices on the probe create vibrations. This vibration for this design is close
enough in magnitude to the natural frequency to cause failure.

GE SIL 257 and 518
As stated above, GE SIL 257 only addressed the Dresden Feedwater, CDE and CPD probes.
The CPD probes have been replaced with a different design as part of the Condensate Prefilter
Modification. The installed design is similar to the designs suggested by General Electric in the
BWR Water Sampling Requirements per GE Document 22A2748AA dated 1982. Information
from GE SIL 518 could be applied to the feedwater probe, but the SIL was written to address
Recirculation Loop Probes at BWR 6 plants. Dresden does not have this design of probe in our
recirculation system, nor is the installed probe in the same relative location as the addressed
probes.

Ability to Enter the Reactor Pressure Vessel
There are two probe locations that may be able to enter the reactor vessel in the event of probe
failure. These are the feedwater and the Fuel Pool Filter Inlet. The feedwater probe will be
caught in the Feedwater Spargers but may cause damage as seen at Dresden 2 and Perry.
The Fuel Pool Filter Inlet probe may enter the reactor through the reactor well during refuel
operations, or into the Spent Fuel pool during normal operations. Table 4 summarizes the
sample probes at Dresden and evaluates their ability to enter the reactor vessel.
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Table 4: Possibly Effected Downstream Components

Probe Process Line -eDownstream Components Actnve-Passive ;eeec

Waste Sample Tanks 2/3-2067(A-C)-4"-H Respective WST Passive M-45 Sht 3

Floor Drain Sample 2/3-2032B-3"-LX A FDST Passive M-45 Sht 3
Tank A__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Floor Drain Sample 2/3-2018A-3"-LX B FDST Passive M45 Sht 3
Tank B _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

RWCU Filter Inlet 2-1207-8"-H Valves, Flow Element, RWCU Passive M-30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D em _ _ _ _

RWCU Filter Outlet 2-1214-8"-H RWCU Demineralizer Passive M-30

RWCU Demineralizer 2-1215C(A, B)-6"-H Demineralizer Post-Strainer Passive M-30
A-C Outlet _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fuel Pool Demineralizer 2-1909-6"-L FPC Demineralizer Passive M-50
In let _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Fuel Pool Filter Inlet 2-1906-6'-L Fuel Pool or Reactor Well Passive M-50 and M-31

Condensate
Demineralizer A-G 2-3305(A-G)-12" -L Demineralizer Post-Strainer Passive M-17

Outlet .

Hotwell 2-3301A(B)-42"-L Condensate Pumps Active M-15 Shl, M-3350

Condensate Pump 2-3302-30"-L Condensate Prefilter Passive M-15 Shl, M-119 Sht 3
Discharge _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Original Condensate 2-3302-30"-L SJAE Intercondenser Passive M-1 5 Sht I Rev A
Pump Discharge

Condensate 2-3309-30"-L Condensate Booster Pumps Active M-15 Sht 1

Final Feedwater 2-3204-24"-C Feedwater Sparger, PCIVs Passive M-14

Discharge A-C 2-3201(A-C)-18"-C HP Heaters, FW Regulating Valve Passive M-14 and M-117 Sht 3
U2 Recirculation Loop 2-0201B-22" Jet Pumps, Reactor Passive M-26 GE DWG

B 1- Fumps, Reactor P M 770
U3 Recirculation Loop 3-0201 B-22" Jet Pumps, Reactor Passive M-3700

A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Other Downstream Components

Table 4 illustrates the downstream components that could be impacted by a sample probe
failure. Each component or group of components was labeled as either active such as pumps,
or passive such as valves, heat exchangers, demineralizers, and etcetera. Active component
damage should be discovered through monitor of vibrations and would occur within a relatively
short period of time. Passive component damage would be discovered through performance
trending over longer periods of time.

Of the probes analyzed, the isokinetic probes are the only probes known to have failed. The
feedwater probes have been recovered from the Feedwater Spargers and the Unit 2 CDE probe
was removed from the casing of the 2D Condensate Booster Pump. One of the feedwater
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probes has yet to be recovered from Unit 2. The two CPD probes that were installed in 1971
may still be located in the Condensate system. Their final locations are time dependent. If the
probes failed prior the Condensate Prefilter modification, the probes may be in the Steam Jet Air
Ejector Intercondenser Inlet waterboxes. The probes may cause fretting damage to the tube
sheet, but are too large to pass through the tubes. The damage to this tube sheet would be
difficult to detect with the trending tools available at this time, therefore visual inspections of the
waterboxes will have to be performed. While there is no safety significance to this damage, the
decline in performance will affect unit production capability in summer months. If the CPD
probes were not carried into the SJAE Intercondenser or not removed with the piping for the
Prefilter modification, the probes may have entered the Prefilter during Condensate system
restart during D2R17 and D3R17. Any damage to the Prefilter will be determined during the
next media replacement on each unit. If the probes had yet to fail when the prefilters were
installed, they were removed from the system with the process piping and are no longer a
concern.

Thermowells And Instrumentation Wells
Thermowells for resistance temperature detectors and probes for other instruments could be
susceptible to the same flow induced fatigue mechanism that has been seen with the current
sample probe design. There are three thermowells located in the same area of Feedwater
piping as the Feedwater sample probes with the same access to the sparger area. There have
been no thermowell failures in the Dresden Condensate and Feedwater Systems and a review
of OPEX found no examples of thermowell failures in the Feedwater and condensate system.
Several examples of cracking were found in other BWR OPEX for other systems. It would be
considered prudent, however, to perform a review of the Condensate and Feedwater
thermowells and other instrumentation that protrudes into the process stream for vulnerability to
a flow induced vibration failure mechanism. This review shall be performed per ACIT 05.

Fuel Analysis
Nuclear Fuels (NF) and GE have analyzed fuel safety in November and December of 2003
respectively. The GE document, GE-NE-0000-0023-731 1-RO, Lost Parts Analysis for Dresden
Generating Station Units 2 and 3 Feedwater Sample Probes, includes detailed discussion on
the potential locations of the probe under the conservative assumption the probe has exited the
sparger. The NF document, ECN 345672, Dresden Unit 2- Lost Parts Evaluation for Isokinetic
Probe and Sparger Disks, includes the conservative assumption that the pieces missing from
the sparger, due to wear and rubbing by the probe, came off in three 1-inch diameter pieces.
These evaluations address the safety and operational concerns for plant operation without
recovery of the lost parts from the reactor vessel.
The evaluations are consistent and conclude that safe reactor operation will not be
compromised with the presence of the potential lost parts in the reactor vessel. There is no
safety concern for flow blockage to the fuel bundles, interference with the scram function,
corrosion or adverse chemical reaction with other reactor materials, interference with Nuclear
Boiler or Neutron Monitoring. Instrumentation, or interference with RWCU or SDC isolation
valves. There is moderate operational concern related to an increased probability of damage to
one SDC pump, partial bottom head drain plugging and recirculation system performance, all of
which can be detected and mitigated through existing online monitoring and procedures. NF
also discusses the low to moderate risk for fuel fretting, which would be detected through the
Fuel Reliability Indicators that are monitored weekly.
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11.0 Risk Assessment

The consequences of this event had minimal impact on reactor safety. The feedwater sparger
is not classified as safety-related. It also is not under the jurisdiction of ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code. However, damage to the feedwater sparger may result in:

* Feedwater flow impinging directly on the vessel surface, eventually leading to thermal
fatigue in the vessel cladding.

* Any damage caused to the feedwater sparger may generate lost parts.

* Nuclear Fuel Management performed a lost parts evaluation for U2 and U3 per NFM-
MW:01-0351 and NFM-MW:02-0401 respectively and concluded there were no safety
concerns associated with the unit operation.

* General Electric performed a lost parts analysis as documented in GE-NE-0000-0023-
7311RO, titled Lost Parts Analysis for Dresden Generating Station Units 2 and 3
Feedwater Sample Probes, and dated 12/03. The analysis concluded that safe reactor
operation would not be compromised with the presence of the potential lost part in the
reactor vessel.

Therefore the safety significance of these events was considered minimal.

12.0 Programmatic/Organizational Issues:

A knowledge deficiency was identified in the retrieval of industry experience within Engineering.

Sample system boundaries, roles and responsibilities require clear establishment between
Chemistry and Engineering.
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13.0 Previous Events:

Table 5: OPEX Events Regarding Failed Sample Probes
.Plant, Unit(s), OE Til ij,. >..<-Decptoi etlte,| O XTitle +t. -.- " D rtion ,- .- ; - ;Eve6nt Date'
Two Unidentified GE Nuclear SIL 257, Two operating BWRs reported Feedwater sample probes broke off on the process

BWRs Improved Feedwateo side during reactor plant operation and became lodged in downstream valves. The
12/30177 Sample Probe probable failure mechanism was determined to be transgranular stress

corrosion cracking. SIL recommended improved design.

GE Nuclear SIL 518, A Recirculation sample probe broke off during hot preoperational testing and was

BWRi6 located in Recirculation Water recovered from inside the reactor vessel. The cause of the failure was determined
the Un atd State Cemisty Samer to be a high cycle fatigue caused by flow-induced vibration. SIL 518
the United States Chemisterecommended shorter probe design less susceptible to high cycle fatigue.

No OPEX discovered. Sample probe 2AX-PS084 was discovered resting against the cage of one of the
Braidwood provided Feedwater Regulation valves during an inspection performed in the first refueling

Braidwood Nuclear information on the outage, A2RO1, March 2003. The failure mechanism was Identified as flow
Station, Unit 2, event including a Induced mechanical fatigue based on the clean break of the sample probe and
Spring 1990 Sargent and Lundy high line velocity. Engineering recommended not reinstalling these probes and that

letter dated April 24, the additional probes be inspected/modified at the next outage to reduce the chance
1990. of fatigue failure.

EN 296-920723-1 Broken Feedwater sample probe was discovered broken off just past the weld at theBrowns Ferry 3 Broken Feedwater is
07/23/92 Sample Probe Found nside junction of the probe and collar. Probable failure mechanism appeared to

During Shutdown atgue.
No OPEX discovered. Feedwater isokinetic sample probe found protruding through first nozzle of a
GE provided feedwater sparger. A second hole also discovered in the fourth nozzle. Probe was

Perry Nuclear information that event Y4" O.D. schedule XXS SS pipe 15 %" in length. Perry rejected the SIL 257
Power Plant occurred after D2R18 probable cause of transgranular stress corrosion cracking and determined the

04/30/92 and Dresden Root Cause or failure was high cycle fatigue based In flow Induced vibration
obtained copy of Root fatigue failure described for a recirculation system probe in SIL 518. Probe
Cause from PNPP. replaced with design based on the GE SIL-518 recommended shorter probe design.

LaSalle Nuclear LaSalle provided this Sample probe in a reactor recirculation loop broke off, traveled through a jet pump,
Station information to assist and was found in the reactor vessel. The jet pump incurred no damage. The failure

Unit 1 4/12/94 infomation h o ase mechanism was high cycle bending fatigue. A new probe was designed and installed
Unt1 /2/4 invtesrotigation per GE SIL 518 recommendations.

No OPEX written. Feedwater probes were Inspected in 1996 and 1997 as part of a SIL review that
Quad Cities C providfied GE SIL 257. After 22 years of operating at 9.8 Mlbs/hr feedwater flow, the

Nuclear Station, information to assist probe on Ul was found broken at the pipe attachment but was 100% retrieved from
Units 1 and2 in the root cause the pipe. The U2 probe was found intact, but crumbled into pieces as it was removed
1996-1997 investigation. from the pipe. Probes were replaced per GE SIL 257 and a 10-year replacement

PMID was assigned.
Leak discovered at a line break involving a sample probe on the heater drain system.
The probe was a 3/" SS, schedule XXS pipe welded to a SS valve on one end and to

EN 416-010206-1 a 3/4" 6000-pound carbon steel half coupling on the other end. The break was on the
Grand Gulf Heater Drain Pump valve side of the pipe at the toe of the bimetallic weld. Root Cause of failure was
02/06/01 Sample Line Failure determined as high cycle low stress fatigue failure caused by operating

conditions that Induced vibration levels creating stresses sufficient to initiate a
crack and cause It to propagate to failure. An engineering report was issued to
install a shortened probe as recommended by GE SIL 518
1 B FW pump suction strainer was inspected during the 2003 Spring refueling outage

OE16411 and as part of an investigation regarding material discovered in the steam generators

Braidwood Nuclear OE17453-The 1B (SG). Lodged in the inspection port and strainer screen wasa 17'!1ong, Y"-diameter,
Station, Unit 1 Feedwater Pump extra heavy wall, 10 Ibm section of pipe. This pipe was believed to be part of an

04/25/03 Suction Strainer was upstream sample probe that fractured at the weld connection. The Unit 2 probeFound Damaged installed in the FW pump suction header was discovered at the suction strainer of 2B
During Inspection FW pump when the pump was being installed as a follow-up corrective action after

the above event. The damage to the strainer was not as severe as seen on Unit 1.
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The industry event review identified multiple events that could have prevented some, or possibly
all, of the Dresden probe failures. A review of the available OPEX during D2R17 and D3R17,
when the original feedwater probes were discovered missing, would have challenged the mode
of failure and the SIL 257 design. These missed opportunities have been identified as Causal
Factor 2.

14.0 Other Issues:

The following CRs were subsequently added to this RCR and are dispositioned as follows:

CR 187258, titled U2 and U3 Isokinetic Sample Probes Missing in Condensate and FW
Systems, was generated to document three isokinetic probes are missing within the
Condensate and FW systems. One probe was assumed to be located in the U3 Feedwater
sparger and the other two probes are assumed to be located in the units' respective SJAE
Intercondenser water box. There is also a probe in the U3 Condensate Demineralizer Effluent
that has likely failed; however status at this time is unknown.

Therefore no additional actions are required.

CR 189800, titled Foreign Material in 150-Degree U3 Feedwater Sparger, was generated to
document the identification of a second sample probe being identified in the U3 Feedwater
sparger.

Both sample probes were recovered from the U3 RPV Feedwater Sparger in D3M10 per WO
641422-01.

Therefore no additional actions are required.

CR 187492, titled U2 Non-Conservative Analysis and Ineffective Corrective Actions, was
generated due to the Nuclear Fuel Management document NFM-MW:01-0351, titled Dresden
Unit 2 Lost Parts Evaluation for Isokinetic Sample Probe, dated 11/02/01, did not address
vessel component damage. In 2001, the evaluation led to the conclusion that the Feedwater
Sparger would not be affected as a result of the missing sample probe intrusion. The
Feedwater Sparger damage identified in D2R18 proved the evaluation was inadequate and the
conclusion incorrect.

General Electric performed a lost parts analysis as documented in GE-NE-0000-0023-731 1 RO,
titled Lost Parts Analysis for Dresden Generating Station Units 2 and 3 Feedwater Sample
Probes, and dated 12/03. The analysis addressed potential damage to reactor vessel
components and potential impairment of the Recirculation system performance. The analysis
concluded that safe reactor operation would not be compromised with the presence of the
potential lost part in the reactor vessel.

Therefore no additional actions are required.

CR 189992, titled U3 Final Feedwater Isokinetic Probe Failed, was generated to document the
Ultrasonic Testing of the Feedwater line 3-3204-24"-C at the sample probe location confirmed
the Feedwater sample probe installed during D3R17 had failed.
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The sample probe was recovered from the U3 RPV Feedwater Sparger in D3M10 per WO
641422-01.

Therefore no additional actions are required.

CR 190413, titled D2 FW Sample Probe Missing, was generated to document the Ultrasonic
Testing of the Feedwater line 2-3204-24"-C at the sample probe location confirmed the
Feedwater sample probe installed during D2R17 had failed.

Operability Determination 03-015, Revision 2 was completed. Recovery is planned during
D2R19 per WR 124348.

Therefore no additional actions are required.

CR 190571, titled D2 FW Sample Probe Missing, was generated to document the Ultrasonic
Testing of the Feedwater line 2-3204-24"-C at the sample probe location confirmed the
Feedwater sample probe installed during D2R17 had failed.

This CR documents the impact of the missing sample probe on chemical analysis. A GE
analysis was conducted and the report of the Dresden Unit 2 and 3 Broken Feedwater Probe
Justification for Continued Operation indicates that both plants can continue to operate for the
balance of the fuel cycle without installation of new feedwater probes. A shorter probe design is
recommended for a replacement for the missing probes. The consequence with respect to
Chemistry is soluble impurity sample results will not be affected. Insoluble impurity results can
be expected to be systematically 10-20% low during normal operations and higher during
transient operations. GE assesses that, based on historical values of feedwater iron; a 20% bias
for these measurements would have no impact on fuel performance.

Therefore no additional actions are required.

CR 191618, titled P&lDs Not Revised to ID Sample Probe after Prefilter Mod, was generated to
document the failure to properly revise all drawings associated with the modification process.
The affected Piping and Instrument Diagrams were not revised to reflect Modified Condensate Pump
Discharge (CPD) sample probe during the U2 and U3 Condensate Prefilter Modifications. This CR is
currently awaiting supervisory review.
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Attachments:

Attachment 1

Attachment 2

Attachment 3

Attachment 4

Attachment 5

Attachment 6

Event and Causal Factors Chart

Barrier Analysis

Summary of Recovered Probes

Exelon PowerLabs Field Report on the Evaluation of Chemistry Sampling
Probes from Dresden Station

Root Cause Investigation Charter, Rev. 1

LS-M-125-1 001, Attachment 14, Root Cause Report Quality Checklist

References:

1. GE SIL 257, Improved Feedwater Sample Probe, issued 12/30/77.

2. GE SIL 518, Improved Recirculation Water Chemistry Sample Probe, issued 08/06/90.

3. GE Drawing 921D233, titled Sample Probe for Feedwater Control System, Revision 1,
dated 04/26/68

4. SEN 204, Water Chemistry Induced Fuel Leaks, issued 09/20/99

5. Exelon PowerLabs Field Report on the Evaluation of Chemistry Sampling Probes from
Dresden Station, Report Number DRE-90509.

6. General Electric document GE-NE-0000-0023-731 1 RO, titled Lost Parts Analysis for
Dresden Generating Station Units 2 and 3 Feedwater Sample Probes, dated 12/03

7. Dresden Operability Determination 03-015 Performed to analyze the effects of the
missing feedwater probe for the Unit 2 Start Up following D2F40 outage.
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Attachment 2
Barrier Analysis

Failed or
Ineffective ;How Barrier Failed. Why BarrierFailed Corrective Action to Restore Barrier to

Barrier- - - - . Effectiveness
- Review and document the disposition of Training
Request 03-2069 and 03-2070 to perform training
on the retrieval of web based industry experience
to Maintenance Work Planning and Engineering

-General lack of personnel. Initiate additional actions as
SIL 257 and 518 not knowledge of OPEX appropriate.

SIIJOPEX Review dispositioned. Perry, search methodology. - Regulatory Assurance to develop a database of
and Response Brown's Ferry and Grand GE SILs and which documents the Dresden
Process Gulf fatigue failures not -Historical failure to

considered. properly disposition SIL disposition and coordinate a review of open SILs
and OPEX per LS-AA-1 15. Initiate additional actions as

appropriate

-Regulatory Assurance to conduct a Check-in Self
Assessment on the Site OPEX program per LS-AA
126-1005.

CR's 81081 and 127346 -Weak wording of
CoretveAtin did not address why, SIL OPEX action tracking'Corrective Action 257 was not item allowed closure to - Regulatory Assurance to generate information

Program dispositioned previously one phone call. package for Department Heads and Branch
Management Review or require additional Managers related to the OPEX review process and
Effectiveness extent of condition SIL or -No investigation into resources.

OPEX review. why the SIL was not
implemented.
-Failure to designate
and owner for sample - Establish memorandum of agreement between
probes issues. Chemistry and Engineering to define the

System and There was no individual boundaries, roles and responsibilities for Chemistry
component responsible for the -General lack of sample systems.
ownership for maintenance of sample knowledge of sample
sample probes. probes. probes and sample -TR 03-2071 was generated develop sample

systems between the system theory and design training for Chemistry
system and the sample Technicians and Managers.
panel.

-Sample probe drawing
Design was not updated after
Documentation SIL 257 installation. -Did not properly Review the U2 and U3 Feedwater and Condensate
System associated -All Condensate identify drawings that design document sample probe information and
with the Feedwater drawings were not should be changed in revise as appropriate. The review shall encompass
and Condensate properly updated after the design modification P&IDs, Condensate Prefilter modification and
systems was not up- 1971 original probe process. probe detail drawings.
to-date. installation or after pre-

filter mod.
-Some FW and CDE
probes were constructed Original probes
of schedule 160 versus provided for installation

Design the design specification in 1971 were not This was a historical barrier that failed. The current
ifications of XXS. constructed to Maintenance Planning process has the required

pec-Measurements of specifications and this steps to prevent recurrence.

retrieved broken probes was not discovered
indicate that original before installation.
probes were too long.
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Attachment 3
Summary of Recovered Probes

Probe Probe WalLnt o Length -AS'-cm et
roai Schedule" |-Thickness/lID - collar per fu (In)mme

___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ (n)':'' .- D esig n (in)
Removed from 2D Condensate

0 U2 CDE 160 0.219/0.612 16 Indeterminate Booster pump. Probe was
wrapped around impeller shaft
and mangled.

Removed from the N4C 2400
Feedwater sparger, capped end
facing end of sparger. Caused
damage wearing 3 holes

1 U2 XXS 0.308/0.434 13 10 3/4 through sparger. The sample
Feedwater entry holes drilled in the probe

were 1116, 1/16 and 1/8 inches
in diameter instead of the three
1/th inch holes called for by
design.

2 U3 CDE 160 0.219/0.612 16 16 3/8 Removed intact during D3M10.
Had 3/8 inch beveled cap.

Removed from N4B 150°

U3 XXS 0.308/0.434 13 - 13 Feedwater sparger. No damage
Feedwater observed. Open end facing

end of sparger.

Removed from N4B 1500

U3 Feedwater sparger. No damage
4 Feedwater 160 0.219/0.612 13 14 3/4 observed. Open end facing

end of sparger. 3/8 inch
beveled cap.

There are some dimensional differences with respect to the length, size of beveled caps, hole
separation distances and material of the probes thought to be the original 1971 probes. In
addition the sizes of the holes drilled on sample number 2 varied from 1/i6 to 1/8 inch. All other
identifiable holes in the recovered probes were 1/8 inch.

It is believed from the information above that at least some of the original probes were
improperly manufactured from schedule 160 stainless steel instead verses the design
specification of XXS. Probe 2 was removed intact from the condensate system and is believed
to be the original probe installed in 1971.
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Attachment 4

PowerLabs Field Report on the Evaluation of Chemistry Sampling Probes
from Dresden Station

Field inspections were performed on four stainless steel chemistry sampling probes at
Dresden Station on 12/13/2003. The samples had the following identifications.

Sample I - Failed probe removed from the Unit 2 sparger during D2R18
Sample 2 - Intact probe removed from Unit 3 CB pump suction piping in D3M10
Sample 3 - Failed probe removed from Unit 3 sparger during D3M10
Sample 4 - Failed probe removed from Unit 3 sparger during D3M10

The purpose of the inspections was to determine the cause of the failures.

1. CONCLUSIONS

Samples #3 and #4 failed by fatigue cracking, most likely due to high cycle/low stress
loading.

The failure mechanism for Sample #1 could not be determined due to severe
mechanical damage and wear of the fracture surface.

Samples #1 and #3 were fabricated from pipe with a smaller inner diameter (-7/16") than
samples #2 and #4 (-5/8"). The outer diameter on all the samples was -1". The end
caps on samples #1 and #3 also had smaller bevels -'/8" than the 3/8" bevels on samples
#2and#4.

The two holes that were farthest from the cap on Sample #1 had a -1/16" diameter. All
other holes were -1/8" diameter.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The overall length of sample #1 measured -10 3/4". Both ends and several areas along
the length of the sample exhibited severe wear. The worn regions were smooth and had
a polished appearance. The fracture surface had been completely removed by the
wear.

Sample #2 was intact. The external surface of the stainless tube was covered with a
light layer of orange deposits. The length from the probe tip to the carbon steel collar
measured -16 3/8". The pipe to collar crevice was open (i.e., was not sealed by a fillet
weld).

Sample #3 measured -13" long from the cap tip to the fracture surface. No weld metal
was observed on the sample. The fracture surface was relatively flat and exhibited a
faint beach mark pattern. Beach marks are indicative of a progressive cracking
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mechanism, such as fatigue. Ratchet marks suggested there were several initiations on
one side of the pipe.

A metallurgical sample through the Sample #3 fracture was prepared and examined
using a field microscope. The fracture propagated in a non-branching, transgranular
manner that was typical of fatigue. No weld metal was observed in the examined
section.

Sample #4 measured -14 3/4" long. No weld metal was observed around the fracture
edge. The fracture was relatively flat and faint beach marks were observed. The
fracture texture suggested a single initiation site.

The outer diameter on all four probes measured -1 ". The inner diameter on samples #1
and #3 measured 7/16". The inner diameter on Samples #2 and #4 measured -5/8".

The two chemistry sampling holes that were farthest from the end cap on Sample #1
measured -j/'," diameter. The remaining hole on Sample #1 and all the holes on the
other probes measured -'/8" diameter.

The end cap bevels on Samples #2 and #4 measured approximately 3/8" long. The end
cap bevels on Samples #1 and #3 measured -'/8" long.

Reported by: Jim Chynoweth, 12/13/2003
Senior Metallurgical Engineer
Tech Services West
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Attachment 5
Root Cause Investigation Charter

Revision I

CR# 183901
Subject: U2 Feedwater Sparger Damage and U3 Foreign Material Intrusion

Sponsoring Manager: Gordon Dorsey
Team Leader: Linda Dyas

Team Investigator(s):

RCR Lead Investigator: Linda Dyas, Full Time - Days

Team Members: Frank P. Polak - Full Time Days (RC Qualified)
Bob Testin, Full Time - Nights (RC Qualified)
Amy McMartin, Full Time - Nights
Dan Malauskas, Full Time - Days
George Baxa, Full Time - Nights
Jim Chynoweth, Exelon PowerLabs, Full Time - Days
Jeff Rund, Full Time - Nights
Harold Herzog, GENE, Full Time - Days
Bob Geier, Part-time - Days

Scope:

During the D2R18 inspection of the feed water sparger three holes in two of the nozzles
were discovered. Initially it was assumed that the missing FW sample probe that was
discovered during D2R17 was the possible foreign material that caused the damage to
the sparger. Foreign material was retrieved from the sparger and was identified as this
FW Chemistry Sample Probe. CR 189800 was generated to document the identification
of FME in the U3 Feedwater Sparger during D3M10.

This Root Cause Investigation will determine the cause of the nozzle damage
discovered during the feed water sparger inspections. This will include the failure
mechanism of the FW Sample Probes and the failure mechanism of the damage done
by the probe to the U2 FW sparger. Additionally, the investigation will evaluate the
extent of condition and initiate the Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence (CAPR). An
extensive review of industry experience, OPEX and maintenance history will be
performed. Emphasis will be placed on foreign material not retrieved and existing
sample probes in the system.

The RCR will address the issues identified in CRs titled:

CR 190413, Modified U2 Sample Probe Missing
CR 189800, Foreign Material in 150 Degree U3 Feedwater Sparger
CR 189992, U3 Final Feedwater Isokinetic Probe Failed
CR 187492, U2 Non-Conservative Analysis and Ineffective Corrective Actions
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CR 187258, U2 and U3 Isokinetic Sample Probes Missing in Condensate and FW
Systems

An NER and OE will be generated to communicate this event.

Interim Corrective Actions:

* Partial inspection of the U2 FW Sparger has been performed one FW probe was
removed.

* EVT-1 inspection was performed on the vessel wall, no recordable indications
noted.

* Repairs to the U2 sparger were completed.
* The probe will be retrieved from the U3 FW sparger.
* Failure analysis of the U3 probes will be performed by Exelon PowerLabs

Root Cause Report Milestones:
1. Event Date 10/14/03
2. MRC Screening Date 11/03/03
3. Completion of Charter Revision 0 11/05/03

Completion of Charter Revision 1 12/13/03
4. MRC Update 11/19/03
5. Report provided to Sponsoring Senior Manager for Approval 12/15/03
6. Report provided to Site CAPCO for distribution to SVP, Plant Manager, RA Manager
12/15/03
7. Final Root Cause Investigation MRC Presentation Date 12/16/03

Team meeting location: Room 224, Ext 3333

Prepared By: Frank P. Polak, 12/13/03

Reviewed by DCAPCO: Frank P, Polak, 12/13/03

Approved By: Gordon Dorsey, 12/13/03
(Sponsoring Senior Manager/Director) Date
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GE-NE 0000-0024-2731

GE Proprietary Information

Attachment 6
Supplemental Information to

"Dresden 2 and 3 Broken Feedwater Probe - Justification for Continued
Operation" dated 1211512003

This supplement to the GE report "Dresden 2 3 Broken Feedwater Probe - Justification
for Continued Operation" contains results of calculations for other sample probes, as
requested by Exelon, reference 1, on 12/17/2003.
The calculation methods used in this supplement were the same as those used in GE-
NE-0000-0024-2731.

3. SAMPLE PROBE DATA
Cas Schedule Length from Water Probe Maximum

e End to Velocity, Natural Vortex 3.1.
Inboard FPS Frequency, Shedding

Weld, Inches Hertz, fn Frequency, fn
I___Hertz, fs

2 160 14-3/4 21.67 134 116 .87
3 XXS 13-1/8 26.1 163 140 .86
4 XXS 16-1/8 11.28 109 32 .3
5 XXS 14-3/4 21.67 129 116 .9
6 XXS 13-1/8 21.67 163 116 .71

3.1.1. General Notes

All probes are 3/4" nominal pipe size.
SIL 257 recommends an inner and outer seal weld to sample probes. With one seal
weld, some uncertainty is introduced into the natural frequency calculations because of
possible dynamic effects of the external piping and valves, about which information is
typically not readily available. Consideration of these external piping / valve / supports
effects in an engineering calculation would require extensive finite element analysis, and
is beyond the scope of this evaluation. It is noted, however, that these effects may
cause some variance in the calculated structural natural frequencies in this calculation
for those cases, and these differences are not expected to be very large. Those cases
with one seal weld (Pre-SIL 257) are reported in the DIR as 2 and 5.

For those probes with two seal welds, greater isolation is provided from the external

GE-NE 0000-0024-2731
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Attachment 6 (Continued)
Supplemental Information to

"Dresden 2 and 3 Broken Feedwater Probe -Justification for Continued
Operation" dated 12/15/2003

Based on the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Appendix N titled "Dynamic
Analysis Methods", paragraph NL1 324, values of the ratio of vortex shedding frequency
to probe natural frequency, provided in the last column, below 0.76 are considered
acceptable. However, other documents provide more stringent criteria. The closer the
ratio of vortex shedding frequency to probe natural frequency is to 1, the more likely a
resonance lock-on condition is to occur.

3.1.2. References
1 Task Design Input Request, Missing Feedwater Probe Analysis D2 and D3,
12/17/2003
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LS-AA-125-1001
Revision 4

ATTACHMENT 14
Root Cause Report Quality Checklist

Page 1 of 2

Condition Report Number: 183901-18
A. Critical Content Attributes -; - - YES NO
1. Is the condition that requires resolution adequately and accurately X

identified?
2. Are inappropriate actions and equipment failures (causal factors) identified? X
3. Are the causes accurately identified, including root causes and contributing X

causes?
4. Are there corrective actions to prevent recurrence identified for each root

cause and do they tie DIRECTLY to the root cause? AND, are there X
corrective actions for contributing cause and do they tie DIRECTLY to the
contributing cause?

5. Have the root cause analysis techniques been appropriately used and X
documented?

6. Was an Event and Causal Factors Chart properly prepared? X
7. Have cause Codes been identified for equipment problems, human

performance, and organizational weaknesses, and have all applicable trend X
codes been identified and documented in the report and entered into the
Condition Report Trend/Cause Panel TIMA017 in Action Tracking?

8. Does the report adequately and accurately address the extent of condition
in accordance with the guidance provided in Attachment 3 of LS-AA-125- X
1003 Reference 4.3?

9. Does the report adequately and accurately address plant specific risk X
consequences?

10. Does the report adequately and accurately address programmatic and .
organizational issues?

11. Have previous similar events been evaluated? X
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LS-AA-1 25-1001
Revision 4

ATTACHMENT 14
Root Cause Report Quality Checklist

Page 2 of 2

B. Important Content Attributes . - YES- NO
1. Are all of the important facts included in the report? X
2. Does the report explain the logic used to arrive at the conclusions? X
3. If appropriate, does the report explain what root causes were

considered, but eliminated from further consideration and the bases for X
their elimination from consideration?

4. Does the report identify contributing causes, if applicable? X
5. Is it clear what conditions the corrective actions are intended to create? X
6. Are there unnecessary corrective actions that do not address the root X

causes or contributing causes?
7. Is the timing for completion of each corrective action commensurate

with the importance or risk associated with the issue? X
C Miscellaneous Items:--: .-

1. Did an individual who is qualified in Root Cause Analysis prepare the X
report?

2. Does the Executive Summary adequately and accurately describe the
significance of the event, the event sequence, root causes, corrective X
actions, reportability, and previous events?

3. Do the corrective actions include an effectiveness review for corrective X
actions to prevent recurrence?

4. Has an Operating Experience database search been performed to
determine whether the problem was preventable if industry experience had X
been adequately implemented?

5. Are the format, composition, and rhetoric acceptable (grammar,
typographical errors, spelling, acronyms, etc.)?
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Linda L. Dyas
Lead RCR Investigator

Bob Testin
Evaluator / Root Cause Investigator

Amir Shahkarami
Site Engineering Director

Frank P. Polak
Department CAPCO

Gordon Dorsey
Mohammad Molaei

Sponsoring Managers

George Baxa
Amy McMartin

RCR Investigators
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ATTACHMENT 5B

Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3
Operability Evaluation 03-015, Revision 2

"Feedwater Sparger"



LS-AA-105

1.0 ISSUE IDENTIFICATION:

1.1 CR #: 190413
1.2 OpEval #: 03-015 Revision: 2

General Information:

1.3 Affected Station(s): Dresden
1.4 Unit(s): Two

1.5 System: RX/0202
1.6 Component(s) Affected: Feedwater Sparger
1.7 Detailed description of what SSC is degraded or the nonconforming condition and by

what means and when first discovered:

This operability determination is being performed to address the potential consequences
of a lost feedwater sample probe in the Unit 2 Feedwater system, after discovery of a
missing probe on 12/11/03.

BACKGROUND:
In response to a GE recommendation in March 25, 1971 on expanded water chemistry
programs, Dresden installed three sample probes on each unit in the condensate and
feedwater system, for a total of six probes at the Station. These probes were installed
as an enhancement to the Water Chemistry Program. The purpose of these probes was
to introduce a limited feedwater sampling and analysis program to determine
condensate demineralizer performance and feedwater corrosion product levels.

In 1977, GE issued SIL 257 regarding failure mechanism of these isokinetic probes
installed in the feedwater and condensate systems. This SIL stated that the failure
mechanism was stress corrosion cracking at the exposed dissimilar metal weld. At that
time several plants had identified these probes to be missing.

In September of 1999, INPO SEN 204 was published as a result of a River Bend water
chemistry incident. The Chemistry Department at Dresden station initiated a work
request in response to SEN 204 to inspect the Final Feedwater isokinetic sample probe
on each unit during the next available outage, D2R17 and D3R17 respectively.
Inspections during D2R17 & D3R17 found both the Unit 2 & Unit 3 Final Feedwater
probes to be missing. They were replaced per GE SIL 257. However, the failed probes
were not recovered. The conclusion was reached that the final barrier to prevent the
probe from entering the reactor would be the feedwater sparger. Nuclear Fuels
evaluation documented in NFM-MW:01-0351 indicated that this probe would not enter
the reactor vessel through the sparger. The evaluation also stated that if the probe was
to enter the reactor pressure vessel it would be carried to the lower vessel plenum,
where the size and weight of the probe would not allow it to be swept by the flow toward
the inlet orifices of a fuel support casting. Nuclear Fuels (NF) concluded that there were
no fuel or control rod drive safety concerns associated with operation of Unit 2 with the
missing final feedwater isokinetic sample probe.

DESCRIBE THE PERRY EVENT BRIEFLY

UNrr2 DAMAGE:
On October 14, 2003, during Dresden Unit 2 Feedwater Sparger inspections, damage
was discovered on two of the nozzles on the N4C Sparger located at 2400. Upon further
boroscopic inspection, an isokinetic probe was located inside of the sparger and
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removed. After inspection of the probe, it was identified as the feedwater sample probe
that was discovered to be missing during D2R17. The probe is stainless steel and
approximately 11 1/2" in length, 1" O.D. and 1/2 " I.D. There were marks along the length
of the probe that were consistent with the holes in the nozzles of the N4C Feedwater
Sparger. The failure mechanism of the sparger is most likely erosion, wear, and rubbing
that caused the probe to fret a hole in the nozzle located third from the T-box. The
probe then began to rub against the second nozzle from the T-box causing two holes,
one on either side of the second nozzle. The holes caused by the probe in the sparger
were evaluated by GE to be inconsequential to the function of the feedwater system.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:
The damage to the N4C Feedwater Sparger was repaired/modified in accordance with
GE recommendations (FDDR EB2-0094 Feedwater Sparger Nozzle Repair). An EVT-1
inspection of the reactor wall near the damaged sparger proved that no degradation had
occurred due to this incident. An Engineering Evaluation (EC # 345690) has been
performed to address the impact of the missing sparger pieces on Systems connected to
the Reactor Recirc system.

D3M10:
The Unit 3 Final Feedwater probe was discovered to be missing during D3R17
inspection. As part of the periodic in-vessel visual inspections, an external visual
examination of the Unit 3 Feedwater Spargers was performed during D3R17 and no
indications were noted. Internal boroscopic inspection of the Unit 3 spargers during
D3M10 revealed two probes and a washer inside of the 150° feedwater sparger - no
internal damage was seen. The final feedwater probe installation point was inspected
using UT and the probe installed during D3R17 (2002) was discovered to be missing. It
is believed to be the additional probe that was located inside of the U3 1500 feedwater
sparger.

UNrT 2 EXTENT OF CONDITION:
Thursday December 11, 2003, at approximately 2335, Unit 2 was shutdown due to the
Stator Cooling Water System temperature unexpectedly increasing. During this
unexpected unit shutdown, the NDE group was able to perform a UT inspection of the
U2 final feedwater probe installation point. It was determined that the probe installed
during D2R17 (2001) was missing. This probe is likely to reside in a Unit 2 feedwater
sparger.

As part of the periodic in-vessel visual inspections, an external visual examination of the
Unit 2 Feedwater Spargers was performed during D2R18, damage was discovered on
the 2400 (N4C) sparger. This sparger was examined internally in the area of the
damage and a final feedwater probe was located. A final feedwater probe was removed
from the sparger and repairs were made per the GE plan. It has since been discovered
that the newly installed (2001) Unit 2 Feedwater Probe is missing. It is possible that the
missing probe has been in a feedwater sparger for more than one operating cycle since
a full extent of condition review was not performed during D2R18. This Operability
Determination will examine the consequences of a failed probe in the Unit 2 feedwater
system.

Note that both the evaluations, and the industry experience such as Perry and Dresden,
show that the most likely place for this probe to rest is the feedwater spargers. Prior
successful results of the Local Leak Rate Tests for the Containment Isolation Valves
between the missing probe location and the reactor vessel showed that the probe was
not wedged in these valves. The feedwater check valves are a tilting disc (Chapman
model 973) style valve that is streamlined. The removable trim is recessed into the
valve body and will not create an edge into which the probe could lodge.
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Therefore, for the purpose of this evaluation, it will be assumed that the probe is inside
the sparger and will cause damage similar to that discovered at Perry Nuclear Power
Plant and during D2R18.

The possibility exists hat damage will be found in Unit 2 similar to that found during
D2R18. Based on Unit 3 and industry experience, the probe is equally likely to be
carried to the end of the sparger to a low flow area and rest in the sparger. (In 4
instances of industry experience where a probe got into a sparger, 2 rested in the
sparger and 2 caused similar damage but were captured within the sparger.) In the two
known cases where probes have become entrained in the feedwater flow and damaged
spargers, flow has lifted the probe toward the flow nozzles and formed leak paths in an
upward direction. As a result, the cool feedwater has been adequately mixed and not
impinged directly on the reactor vessel wall.

While this damage can be costly and time consuming to repair, i does not affect the
safety function of the spargers. Nuclear Fuels has also evaluated the possibility of the
probe entering the vessel and concludes that there are no fuel or control rod drive safety
concerns associated with the operation of the Unit.

The primary function of the feedwater sparger is to distribute the feedwater uniformly
within the reactor so that it will form a homogeneous mixture with the saturated
separator return flow and the recirculation pump flow. If the probe were to bore a hole in
the Unit 2 Sparger, this potential damage that could occur and the subsequent repair
would be bounded within the GE evaluation completed for the Unit 2 feedwater sparger
repairs made during D2R18. There is concern with the potential damage to the sparger
and the subsequent direction of flow following the damage. There could be a change in
the direction of the feedwater flow causing impingement onto the vessel surface; this
could lead to thermal fatigue in the vessel cladding. Industry experience from D2R18
and Perry indicate that the sample probe would be lifted in the flow stream towards the
outlet nozzles causing damage to the top surfaces of the sparger. This is not expected
to direct flow onto the vessel wall.

EVALUATION:
2.1 Describe the safety function(s) or safety support function(s) of the SSC. As a minimum

the following should be addressed, as applicable, in describing the SSC safety or safety
support function(s):

It is not believed that the probe will exit the sparger based on D2R18, D3M10 and
Perry experience. Based upon engineering judgment due to size and geometry of the
probe, if it were to exit the sparger, it would not become located in the steam path
(during normal or accident conditions) of the reactor vessel, the steam lines, and
associated systems but rather enter the Recirculation System or the lower plenum.
Therefore, this probe does not impact the safety functions of the Main Steam Isolation
Valves (MSIVs), Automatic Depressurization System (ADS), High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI), and Iso. Condenser. The Core Spray System has its own injection
header and is not affected by any potential migration path of the lost part(s). The
safety functions that could be impacted by the probe are limited to the Reactor Vessel
lower head area (including the reactor pressure boundary), the fuel core, the Standby
Liquid Control System (SBLC) injection sparger and associated instrumentation, and
the Recirculation System (including the systems taking a suction from the
Recirculation System: Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) and Shutdown Cooling (SDC).
Other safety functions being evaluated are:

1) Fuel bundle flow blockage and fuel damage due to overheating of the fuel
cladding,
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2) Control rod operation,
3) Corrosion or adverse chemical reactions with other reactor materials,
4) Interference with the RWCU System and
5) Interference with the Nuclear Boiler or Neutron Monitoring Instrumentation.

In addition, there are operational concerns with:

1) Potential fuel fretting,
2) Potential blockage of the reactor vessel bottom head drain, and
3) Potential for impairment of the Recirculation System performance.

GE Report GE-NE-0000-0023-5200-RO for QC1 evaluated these aspects and
determined that the presence of the lost part(s) will not compromise safe reactor
operation. This report was reviewed and determined to be bounding for the case of
the probe exiting the Feedwater Sparger. Provide some further discussion of geometry
of the probe and why bounded by geometry discussed in the GE report - same
materials, etc, . . .

Does the SSC receive/initiate an RPS or Engineering Safety Features, ESF, actuation
signal?
No, assuming the probe does not exit the feedwater sparger then the affected
component in this operability determination is the feedwater spargers, which are
passive devices that evenly distribute feedwater flow entering the reactor. There are
no RPS or ESF functions associated with the feedwater system. The system, with the
exception of the containment isolation valves and the associated piping, is classified
as Non-Safety related and it is assumed to perform no safety function during a
postulated accident.
In the unlikely event that the probe were to exit the sparger, the probe has the
potential to affect several SSC's that receive a RPS or ESF actuation signal. These
include:

1) Containment isolation valves, Shutdown Cooling, LPCI and RWCU;
2) CRD System, preventing rod insertion;

Is the SSC in the main flow path of an ECCS or support system?
Yes, a portion of the feedwater piping, including the sparger, is in the return flow path
for the HPCI injection. As non-safety related devices, the feedwater spargers play no
active role in this safety function. HPCI injection would be performed despite any
damage to the sparger.
If the probe were to exit the feedwater sparger, the Low Pressure Coolant Injection
(LPCI) System could be impacted if the Recirculation Pump discharge valve could fail
to close. The SDC System has not been impacted, because of the geometry of the
SDC lines and the fact that the system would be isolated during power operation.
This conclusion is further addressed in section 2.2.

Is the SSC used to:

o Maintain reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity?

As a Non-Safety related component, feedwater spargers do not constitute a
barrier to the reactor coolant system and do not form a pressure boundary.
The spargers are effectively open pipes distributing Feedwater flow within the
reactor vessel.
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If the probe were to exit the sparger and arrive in the lower plenum, it has the
potential to fret reactor pressure boundary components. This fretting
potential is further evaluated in Section 2.2 and found to not be significant.

o Shutdown the reactor?
No, negative reactivity to shutdown the reactor is provided by the control rods
and their CRD systems. Alternately, SBLC can inject boron to shutdown the
reactor if the control rods are not effective. The feedwater spargers have no
physical interaction with those systems.
If the probe were to exit the sparger, it would have the capability of affecting
the control rods and their associated drive systems. The evaluation in
Section 2.2 and the GE Lost Parts Analysis show that there is no effect on
the CRD System from the lost part(s).

o Maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition?
No. While the feedwater spargers are in the flow path for HPCI, as stated
previously, function of the HPCI system will not be hindered as a result of
damage to the sparger.
The probe has no impact on reactivity. The probe has no effect on the
Standby Liquid Control System (SBLC) and its capability. The SBLC sparger
is constructed of stainless steel and impingement by the probe, which is also
stainless steel, would be of minimal to no consequence due to the relatively
small mass of the probe and the relatively lower velocities in this region.
Therefore, the instrumentation functions of the SBLC sparger would also not
be affected.

o Prevent or mitigate the consequences of an accident that could result in
offsite exposures comparable to 10 CFR 50.34(a)(1) or 10 CFR 100.11
guidelines, as applicable.
No. After the probe fails and is transported through the feedwater system it
will pass through the feedwater check valves due to the geometry of the
valves. Therefore, the performance of these containment isolation valves will
not be affected.
The feedwater spargers do not form a fission product barrier for the design
basis dose analyses. As non-safety related components, their only function is
the distribution of the feedwater inside the vessel.
If the probe were to edit the sparger, it would not change any accident or
accident response. The potential to impact ECCS are evaluated in section
2.2 below. The conclusion is that the capacity or reliability of those systems
is not impaired.

o Does the SSC provide required support (i.e., cooling, lubrication, etc.) to a TS
required SSC?
No. The spargers do not perform any function directly or indirectly required by
Technical Specifications.
If the probe were to exit the sparger, it could affect Tech Spec required
SSC's. Where that potential exists, it has been evaluated in section 2.2 and
these systems will be able to perform their design function.

o Is the SSC used to provide isolation between safety trains, or between safety
and non-safety ties?
No, the feedwater spargers do not form a pressure boundary and have no
isolation functions.
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If the probe were to exit the sparger, the potential impact on containment
isolation valves, such as RWCU is addressed in section 2.2.

o Is the SSC required to be operated manually to mitigate a cbsign basis
event?
No, there are no manual controls for the feedwater sparger; it is a passive
component within the feedwater process flow distributing feedwater as it
enters the reactor.
If the probe were to exit the sparger, it would not cause or prevent any SSC
from being operated manually. The probe would not require new manual
actions where automatic actions would have functioned previously.

o Have all safety functions described in TS been included?

Yes. The Technical Specifications do not address the feedwater spargers.
The spargers are not an ASME Code Class 1, 2 or 3 component and
therefore Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) 3.4.a for Structural Integrity
does not apply. However, the Technical Specifications implicitly assume that
the feedwater spargers will not prevent any equipment important to safety
from performing its design function.
If the probe were to exit the sparger, the safety functions that could be
impacted by the lost probe have been included in this evaluation. These
safety functions include LPCI, fuel integrity, control rod operations, chemical
reactions with other materials, nuclear boiler or nuclear instrument monitoring
systems and reactor internals. Section 2.5.1 of this evaluation lists the
Technical Specification sections that were referenced.

o Have all safety functions described in the UFSAR or pending revisions been
included?
Yes. Since there are no safety functions associated with the feedwater
sparger, the UFSAR does not provide any descriptions related to the sparger
performing a safety functions.

If the probe were to exit the sparger, the safety functions described in the
UFSAR that could be impacted by the probe are included in this evaluation.
Section 2.5.2 of this evaluation lists the sections of the UFSAR that were
referenced.

o Have all safety functions of the SSC required during normal operation and
potential accident conditions been included?
Yes. There are no safety related functions for the feedwater spargers. All
other safety functions are included in section 2.2

o Is the SSC used to assess conditions for Emergency Action Levels (EALs)?
No. While Feedwater system is used as a source of make up during
emergency operating conditions, no credit has been taken for the feedwater
system as a whole to mitigate consequences of an accident. Loss of
feedwater system is analyzed in the UFSAR as one of the transients in
Chapter 15.
The lost probe does not prevent any condition assessment for EAL
determination. The potential for the lost probe to impact nuclear
instrumentation or instrument lines used for the measurement of reactor
pressure, level, or other safety significant instrumentation is evaluated in
section 2.2.
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2.2 Describe the following, as applicable: (a) the effect of the degraded or nonconforming
condition on the SSC safety function(s); (b) any requirements or commitments
established for the SSC and any challenges to these; (c) the circumstances of the
degraded/nonconforming condition, including the possible failure mechanism(s); (d)
whether the potential failure is time dependent and whether the condition will continue to
degrade and/or will the potential consequences increase; and (e) the safest plant
configuration, including the effect of transitional action:

Feedwater Sparger
The feedwater spargers do not perform a safety function. The spargers are
designed to withstand both normal operational loads as well as design basis events
without generating any loose parts.

The lost parts analysis performed for the sample probe and sparger disks evaluated
the effects of the loose parts on fuel and control rod drives, concluding no fuel or
control rod drive safety concerns associated with the operation of Unit 2 (NF-MW:
01-0351, NFM-MW:01-0351, EC# 345441, 345690 and GE-NE-0000-0023-5200-
RO).

There are no requirements or commitments established for the spargers, as they are
non-safety related components inside the reactor. They are designed to withstand
the normal operating loads and design basis accident loads .

The mechanism for the feedwater sparger damage is rubbing and wear over time.
As experienced in the industry, the probe has failed, traveled to the feedwater
spargers and caused damage to the sparger nozzles.

As stated previously, the feedwater sparger damage is time dependent and the
extent of damage is increased with time and has been limited to the sparger itself.
Examination of the Unit 2 damaged sparger and the surrounding environment
revealed no other damages.

300 series austenitic stainless steels are tough and ductile materials. As a result, it
would not be expected to break off large fragments from component impacts. The
stainless steel material would be expected to deform/yield without breaking.

A visual inspection of the failed Unit 2 probe in the Dresden Chemistry lab revealed
the probe was losing material due to external wear. All of the worn regions on the
probe exhibited smooth, polished features that were typical of a gradual wear
mechanism.

Based on the orientation of the sparger nozzle damage, the probe and nozzle wear
occurred while the probe was stuck in the nozzle opening. The flowing water would
have caused the probe to move within the nozzle, which would have resulted in
relative movement between the contacting surfaces of the probe and nozzle. This
would result in wear by either a sliding contact or fretting mechanism. In general, the
debris that is generated by these wear mechanisms would be expected to consist of
small particles. For example, the ASM Metals Handbook reports that the particles
generated by fretting wear are normally less than 0.004" in diameter.

Based on the sparger repairs performed during D2R18, our experience that sparger
damage is caused by the sample probe rubbing and fretting over a considerable
amount of time and the conclusions of our evaluation that there are no
consequences from lost parts, the safest configuration is to continue operation until
the next outage of sufficient duration (no later than the end of D2R19) when a
retrieval can be planned and executed. .
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The following cases are analyzed although the chance of a probe exiting the sparger is
considered to be very low based on D2R18, D3MIO and Perry experience.

a) Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) System

If the probe were to pass through the Recirculation Pump, it is of sufficient length
that it would cause damage to the pump impeller and the probe. The resulting
pieces are expected to be relatively large and pass through the discharge valves
based on geometry and flowrate. Both the 2-0202-5A/B valves have been stroke
timed November 2003 and were found to be acceptable. The recirculation
pumps are monitored for vibrations and have had no abnormal indications. Since
the pumps have been operating normally, this supports the conclusion that the
probe has not passed through a recirculation pump. The LPCI Loop Select Logic
would not be impacted.

b) Fuel bundle flow blockage and fuel damage due to overheating of the fuel cladding

The probe diameter is smaller than the jet pump nozzle and could pass into the
lower plenum via the recirculation loop. Jet pump suction flow could also allow
the probe to pass into the lower plenum. The results of the analyses to
determine the orifice and lower te-plate blockage necessary to cause boiling
transition at Extended Power Uprate (EPU) conditions with GE 14 and Atrium 9B
fuel are contained in the GE Lost Parts Analysis. The probe is not small enough
to enter and plug the orifice. Also, the lower plenum geometry and lift force
preclude the probe from blocking a side entry orifice. Peripheral fuel bundles
have bottom entry orifices, however; even if an orifice is completely blocked,
adequate cooling from reverse flow from the lower tie plate bypass flow holes
and fuel channel clearances will occur. The GE report concluded that there is no
safety concern for the reasons noted above.

c) Control Rod Operations

Per the GE Lost Parts Analysis, foreign material that is greater than 0.5" cubed
would be too large to interfere with control rod operation regardless of the
migration path they traveled. Since the probe is 1" in diameter, interference with
control rod operation will not occur. Therefore, no potential for interference with
the safety functions of the control rods exist. Refer to section 2.2.g and 2.2.i
below for additional details.

d) Corrosion or adverse chemical reactions with other reactor materials

In BWR NSSS systems, the low conductivity demineralized water used does not
contain significant quantities of ions that would accelerate galvanic corrosion
effects. Stainless Steel (such as this probe constructed of 316L) has been used
in numerous components in the reactor pressure vessel and throughout the
NSSS and nuclear plant recirculation systems for many years without corrosion
or adverse chemical reaction with other reactor materials. It is concluded that
there will be no significant corrosive or adverse chemical reactions with other
reactor materials.

e) Interference with Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System

During normal operation, the flow velocity through the SDC line due to operation
of RWCU is expected to be too low to carry the probe through the SDC piping
and up into the RWCU piping due to the large diameter of the SDC piping (16")
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versus the small diameter (8") of the RWCU piping. In the event that the probe
were to get trapped in a recess area inside one of the RWCU isolation valve
bodies, it could prevent the complete operation of the valve. If the probe does
not hang-up on pipe fittings, then it is unlikely to stay in the gate valve used for
isolation. (Can a stronger argument be made here?) Therefore, it is not expected
that the probe would interfere with operation of the RWCU valves such that
closure would be prevented or impaired. These valves have been used as
isolation for repairs as well as stroked and timed during the refuel outage and
there is no evidence of foreign material in these valves. The RWCU system is on
and running with no indication of any foreign material affecting system
performance.

In addition, the RWCU system would be expected to filter any fretting wear
products (as discussed in section 2.2.g below) as a normal part of system
operation.

f) Interference with the Nuclear Boiler or Neutron Monitoring Instrumentation

The sample probe will not migrate to the Nuclear Boiler Instrumentation, due to
an absence of fow through the pressure and differential pressure instrument
lines associated with vessel water level and recirculation flow.

Fretting, or damage, to a Nuclear Instrumentation (NI) tube is bounded because
the loss of a single NI has no safety significance. There are multiple bypass flow
paths for LPRMs. Core bypass flow is approximately 10% of the total core flow;
therefore, neutron monitoring would not be impacted even if one path became
plugged by the probe. Normal NI monitoring and surveillances will provide early
identification of any equipment challenges, thus allowing further evaluation and
corrective actions within the Technical Specification Action Limits.

The Nuclear Instrument guide tubes are vulnerable to fretting but this is not likely
because of the lower flow velocities in this area. Fretting damage would take
place over a long period of time and the station would take action based on
Technical Specification Action Limits. Fretting damage is described in further
detail in section 2.2.g below.

g) Potential Fuel Fretting

Based on the orientation of the sparger nozzle damage seen during D2R18, the
probe and nozzle wear occurred while the probe was stuck in the nozzle
opening. The flowing water would have caused the probe to move within the
nozzle, which would have resulted in relative movement between the contacting
surfaces of the probe and nozzle. This would result in wear by either a sliding
contact or fretting mechanism. In general, the debris that is generated by these
wear mechanisms would be expected to consist of small particles. For example,
the ASM Metals Handbook reports that the particles generated by fretting wear
are normally less than 0.004" in diameter. Therefore we would expect that debris
generated by wear damage caused by the probe on the sparger would result in
similar sized particles. Since the probe is constructed of 300 series austenitic
stainless steel and it is a tough and ductile material, it would be expected to
deform/yield without breaking. This material would be generated over an
extended time and would be removed by the RWCU system.

Particles from the probe or sparger will pass through a lower tie-plate of the
Atrium 9B fuel and will not wear a hole in the fuel cladding. If fuel cladding
leakage did occur, the Offgas System would detect it so that appropriate actions
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could be taken to maintain the off-gas radiation release within acceptable limits.
All applicable TS actions would be carried out as required.

h) SDC Valves

The SDC suction line (16") comes off te side of a vertical run of the larger
Recirculation System pipe (28" line) upstream of the Recirculation Pump suction.
The SDC isolation valves (2-1001-1A(B)) are closed during normal operation.
Since this probe would not have an opportunity to enter the system during normal
operation, the part will not interfere with the safety function of these valves.

i) Potential for Impact Damage on Reactor Intemals

If the probe were to exit the feedwater sparger it is likely to land in the reactor
annulus, where it would lie dormant. It is possible that it could migrate through
the recirculation system and into the lower plenum. The size of the jet pump
nozzle would allow for the probe to be drawn in through a jet pump and come to
rest in the lower plenum. Once in the lower plenum:

* As evaluated in GE evaluation GE-NE-0000-0023-5200-RO, a large part,
such as the size of the probe, cannot adversely affect the operation of any
CRD.

* Through-wall wear of the CRD housing stub tube will be detected and action
would be taken based on Technical Specification Action Limits.

* Through-wall leakage is not expected to affect the scram capability of a
CRD, but in the event that this did occur, the shutdown margin used in the
safety analysis is performed with one CRD fully withdrawn. (Reference
section 2.2.c above for additional details)

With the exception of the Nuclear Instrument guide tubes, components at the
bottom of the vessel are thick and not expected to wear through from fretting.
Therefore, there is no expected damage from the probe and no impact on the
reactor pressure boundary or the ability to maintain two-thirds core coverage
following a LOCA.

j) Potential for FME To Travel Up the Recirculation Sample Line

The HRSS Recirculation Sample line will not be affected by his issue. AO 2-
0220-44/45 provides containment isolation for that line and are normally open
valves. This 3/4" line taps off the center of the 22" Recirculation Discharge pipe
on the horizontal run of the pipe. The diameter of the probe is larger than the
pipe diameter and is therefore unable to enter.

In the cases detailed above, the lost probe was determined to have minimal to no impact on
the potentially affected systems, structures, and components.

YES NO

2.3 Is SSC operability supported? Explain basis (e.g., analysis, test, [X] I ]
operating experience, engineering judgment, etc.):

If 2.3 = NO, notify Operations Shift Management immediately.
If 2.3 = YES, clearly document the basis for the determination.

The Reactor internals and associated systems, containment, feedwater sparger and
feedwater system are operable. This determination is based on the following:
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* The industry experience, including the Dresden Unit 2 D2R18, D3M10 and Perry
Nuclear Power Plant have demonstrated that the damage caused by a sample probe
is limited to damage of the sparger only and no other damage has been reported to
vessel internals, as revealed by searching Operating Experience documents.

* The feedwater sparger for Unit 2 was inspected in 2003 and the damage that was
discovered was repaired per the GE plan. Since the sample probe rubbing and
fretting against the sparger causes this damage, it is our judgment that this damage
would take a considerable amount of time.

* The 'As Found' testing of the Local Leak Rate Testing for the Containment Isolation
Check Valves in the feedwater system did not reveal evidence to infer the presence
of such probe in the valves. In addition, size and design of these valves are such that
the probe would pass through the valves given the quantity and velocity of the flow
through these valves.

* Degraded conditions of the feedwater spargers may cause a change in the direction
of the feedwater flow. The impinged flow onto the vessel surface could lead to
thermal fatigue in the vessel cladding. The D2R18 IWI (EVT-1) inspection of the
vessel wall did not reveal any indications of thermal fatigue cracking. Industry
experience from D2R18 and Perry indicate that the sample probe would be lifted in
the flow stream towards the outlet nozzles causing damage to the top surfaces of the
sparger. This is not expected to direct flow onto the vessel wall. As a result of the
damage found during D2R18 on the top surfaces of the feedwater sparger, flow was
not diverted directly on to the vessel cladding. This was also the case for the
damage on the Perry sparger. As a result, no thermal fatigue damage occurred due
to the probe induced sparger damage.

* No damage was discovered during the D3M10 Unit 3 internal and external
inspections despite the fact that two isokinetic probes were discovered within the
1500 feedwater sparger.

* Fuel safety has been analyzed through the lost parts analysis (NFM-MW: 01-0351)
performed in November 2001 for Unit 2. A third lost parts analysis was performed
under EC# 345441 to evaluate the isokinetic probe being lost in the RPV. These
reports discuss the possibility of the probe entering the reactor and the probability of
it being entrained in the suction inlet of a jet pump inlet mixer where it would pass
through to the lower vessel plenum. It also discusses the possibility of the probe
residing in a low flow region on top of the shroud support plate, or being entrained in
recirculation flow and potentially passing through the recirculation pump and into the
lower plenum via the jet pump nozzle. Once located along the bottom of the vessel,
the size and shape of this probe would not permit it to be swept by the flow toward
the inlet orifices of a fuel support casting. There is no potential for fuel bundle flow
blockage; therefore, boiling transition will not be initiated in any of the fuel bundles.
NFM determined that there are no fuel or control rod drive safety concerns
associated with operation of Dresden Units 2 & 3 with the missing final feedwater
isokinetic sample probe.

CONCLUSION
This evaluation reviewed the potential effects of lost parts and feedwater flow
impingement on the RPV cladding. The lost parts generated by a postulated event
similar to that occurring on Dresden Unit 2 during D2R18, were analyzed and it was
concluded that there is no fuel or control rod drive safety concerns. Similarly, feedwater
impingement on the vessel wall is not expected to occur. Additionally, LLRTs last
performed on the Containment Isolation Check Valves in the feedwater system did not
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reveal evidence to infer the presence of such probe in the valves. The probe would not
be expected to become lodged in a containment isolation valve based on size and
geometry. Thus, he containment, reactor vessel, feedwater sparger and feedwater
system are operable. Corrective actions are discussed below.

COMPENSATORY AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
No Compensatory Actions are required to ensure operability of the Dresden Unit 2
feedwater spargers.

A Corrective Action is required to locate and retrieve Unit 2 Feedwater Sample Probe to
prevent damage to the spargers during the next refuel or maintenance outage of
sufficient duration.

PRUDENT ACTIONS
Normal in-place monitoring will provide early identification of any equipment challenges,
thus allowing further evaluation and corrective actions.

* Drywell unidentified leakage
• Normal CRD exercising per Technical Specifications
• Normal NI monitoring and surveillances
• Jet Pump flows
• Recirc Pump Vibration Monitoring

YES NO
2.4 Are compensatory and/or corrective actions required? [XI [ ]

If 2.4 = YES, complete section 3.0 (if NO, N/A section 3.0).

2.5 Reference Documents:

Technical Specifications Section(s):

3.1.3 Control Rod Operability
3.3.5.1 ECCS Instrumentation
3.4.2 Jet Pumps
3.4.4 Reactor Coolant System Operational leakage
3.6.1.3 Primary Containment Isolation Valves

UFSAR Section(s):

3.9.5.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
15.0 Accident and Transient Analyses
6.3.2.2 Low Pressure Coolant Injection Sub-System

Other:

1. NF-MW: 02-0401
2. NFM-MW: 01-0351
3. EC# 345672
4. PNPP CR# 92077
5. EC# 345690
6. GE-NE-0000-0023-5200-RO
7. GE-NE-0000-0023-5205-Draft A
8. Email From J. Chynoweth to L. Dyas dated 12/12/03
9. Quad Cities OpEval 188333-08
10. GE-NE-0000-0022-91 68-SE
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ACTION ITEM LIST
3.0 If, through evaluating SSC operability, it is determined that the degraded or
nonconforming SSC does not prevent accomplishment of the specified safety function(s) in the
TS or UFSAR and the intention is to continue operating the plant in that condition, then record
below, as appropriate, any required compensatory actions to support operability and/or
corrective actions required to restore full qualification. For corrective actions, document when
the actions should be completed (e.g., immediate, within next 13 week period, next outage, etc.)
and the basis for timeliness of the action. Corrective action timeframes longer than the next
refueling outage are to be explicitly justified as part of the OpEval or deficiency tracking
documentation being used to perform the corrective action.

Compensatory Action: None

Corrective Action #1: Inspect susceptible areas on the Unit 2 feedwater sparger during D2R1 9
and remove sample probe if found.

Responsible Dept./Supv.: Engineering Programs/A8351 NESPR

Action Due: 12/30/05

Action Tracking #: 187258

Corrective Action #2: Obtain GE lost parts analysis for sample probe to further substantiate the
conclusions of this evaluation.

Responsible Dept./Supv.: Engineering Programs/A8351 NESPR

Action Due: 12/29/03

Action Tracking #: 187258

Prudent Action:
Normal in-place monitoring will provide early identification of any equipment challenges,
thus allowing further evaluation and corrective actions.

* Drywell unidentified leakage
* Normal CRD exercising per Technical Specifications
• Normal NI monitoring and surveillances
* Jet Pump flows
* Recirc Pump Vibration Monitoring
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4.0 SIGNATURES: d N
4.1 Preparer(s) C 1 A Date LI5b

Date
4.2 Reviewer v Date Iz Zis-t 0l

(10 CFR 50.59 screener qualified or active SRO lic oder)
4.3 Sr. Manager Design Eng/lgnee oncurrece Date /Z5/I3
4.4 Operations Shift Manageme-ntApproval "- - J t._ Date t7-/l16
4.5 Ensure the completed form is forwarded to thOEPM for paessing and Action Trackeng ry

as appropriate.

5.0 OPERABILITY EVALUATION CLOSURE:
5.1 Corrective'actions are complete, as necessary, and the OpEval is ready for closure

*_ -Date_
(OEPM)

5.2 Operations Shift Management Approval Date
5.3 Ensure the completed form is forwarded to the OEPM .for processing, Action Tracking

entry, and cancellation of any open compensatory actions, as appropriate.
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